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Preface 
 
It is our pleasure to present you with the proceedings of the 19th edition of the 
Belgian-Netherlands Conference on Artificial Intelligence (BNAIC 2007) to be held 
for the second time in Utrecht, The Netherlands on November 5-6th 2007. This 
conference is organized under the auspices of the Belgian-Dutch Association for 
Artificial Intelligence (BNVKI) and the Dutch Research School for Information and 
Knowledge Systems (SIKS). The conference aims at presenting an overview of state-
of-the art research in artificial intelligence in Belgium and the Netherlands. The 
received submissions show that AI researchers in Belgium and the Netherlands 
continue to work actively in many different areas of artificial intelligence as in 
previous years.   
 
As the annual BNAIC conference is meant to be the main meeting place for artificial 
intelligence researchers and practitioners in Belgium and the Netherlands, we decided 
to follow the tradition of this conference and allow three types of submissions. We 
have accepted regular papers describing original work, 2-page short papers describing 
work published elsewhere, and 2-page description of system demonstrations. We have 
received a record of 124 submissions consisting of 51 regular full papers, 59 short 
papers, and 14 system demonstrations. The acceptance rate of the regular papers was 
75%.  
 
We would like to thank the program committee members for their careful reviews and 
efforts to guarantee the quality of this edition of BNAIC. Their support and useful 
comments were essential for selecting submissions and compiling the final program. 
We have selected both regular full papers as well as short paper for oral presentation 
during the conference. Beside the oral presentations, the conference program consists 
of a poster session where other accepted full and short papers can be presented as 
posters. In parallel with the poster session we have organized a system demonstration 
and an industry session. The program of the industry session is organized in 
cooperation with the D-CIS lab and consists of oral presentations from AI related 
companies. 
 
This conference is sponsored by many institutions and companies whose support was 
essential for organizing this event. We gratefully acknowledge the support of 
Koninklijke Nederlandse Akademie van Wetenschappen (KNAW), Netherlands 
Organisation for Scientific Research (NWO), SKF Benelux, Delft Cooperation on 
Intelligent Systems   (D-CIS), Department of Information and Computing Sciences 
(ICS), Dutch Research School for Information and Knowledge Systems (SIKS), 
Sentient Machine Research (SMR), The Foundation for Legal Knowledge Based 
Systems (Jurix), Belgium-Netherlands Association for Artificial Intelligence, and 
Utrecht University.  
 
The organization of this conference was a collaborative effort. It is only the work and 
enthusiasm of the whole organizing committee that made this conference happen. 
Nieske Vergunst and Christian Mol took care of the design and creation of the 
website, arranged the conference location, food, social events and many other things. 
Bas Steunebrink selected and made arrangements with a printer and managed to get 
the proceedings printed on time. Johan Kwisthout helped us to contact the sponsors 
and collect the financial support. Arne Koopman, Jilles Vreeken, and Matthijs van 



Leeuwen helped with the conference management system and the submissions, hotel 
reservations, and the proceedings and bags. Monique Dixon was always available to 
help us with the administration tasks and solve registration problems of participants. 
 
Finally, we would like to thank Michael Thielscher from Dresden University of 
Technology (Germany), Pedro Domingos from University of Washington (USA), and 
Nada Lavrac from Jozef Stefan Institute (Slovenia) for accepting our invitation to give 
invited talks. 
 
 
Utrecht, October 2007 
 
Mohammad Mehdi Dastani 
Edwin de Jong 
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Phase-dependent Evaluation in RTS Games

Sander Bakkes Pieter Spronck Jaap van den Herik

Universiteit Maastricht
MICC-IKAT

P.O. Box 616, NL-6200 MD Maastricht, The Netherlands
{s.bakkes, p.spronck, herik}@micc.unimaas.nl

Abstract

Modern video games present an environment in which game AI is expected to behave realistically (i.e.,

‘human-like’). One feature of human-like behaviour of game AI, is the ability to assess accurately the

current situation. This requires an appropriate evaluation function. The high complexity of modern video

games makes the task to generate such an evaluation function for game AI a difficult one. However, we

assume that many difficulties can be solved automatically. Therefore, our aim is to generate fully auto-

matically an evaluation function for game AI. This paper describes our approach, and discusses the ex-

periments performed in the real-time strategy (RTS) game SPRING. Two evaluation terms are established,

one to perform a unit-based evaluation, the other to evaluate positional safety. In addition, a mechanism

is incorporated to perform the evaluation dependent on the phase of the game. From our results we may

conclude that the generated evaluation function effectively predicts the outcome of a SPRING game.

1 Introduction
When implementing AI for modern video games, arguably the most important factor is the evaluation func-

tion that rates the quality of newly generated game AI. Due to the complex nature of modern video games,

generating a suitable evaluation function is often a difficult task. This paper discusses our work on fully

automatically generating a suitable evaluation function for real-time strategy (RTS) games. We aim at util-

ising the evaluation function for adequately adapting game AI to changing circumstances, which is called

‘adaptive game AI’. Adaptive game AI has been explored with some success in previous research [6, 7, 13].

Our approach to generating a suitable evaluation function for RTS games is to use a central data store of

samples of gameplay experiences. This approach can be particularly successful in games that have access to

the Internet and that store and retrieve gameplay samples [12].

The outline of the paper is as follows. Section 2 discusses how we collect domain knowledge of an

RTS game in a data store. In Section 3, we show how we generate an evaluation function for RTS games

automatically, based on the collected data. How information on the phase of the game is incorporated into

the evaluation function is described in Section 4. In Section 5, we test the performance of the generated

evaluation function and provide the experimental results. We discuss the results in Section 6, and in Section

7 provide conclusions and describe future work.

2 Data Store of Gameplay Experiences
We define a gameplay experience as a set of observable features of the environment at a certain point in time.

Gameplay experiences are gathered in an RTS game environment, i.e., a simulated war game. Here, a player

needs to gather resources for the construction of units and buildings. The goal of the game is to defeat an

enemy army in a real-time battle. We use RTS games for their highly challenging nature, which stems from

three factors: (1) their high complexity, (2) the large amount of inherent uncertainty, and (3) the need for

rapid decision making [5]. In the present research we use SPRING [15], which is a typical and open-source

RTS game. A SPRING game is won by the player who first destroys the opponent’s ‘Commander’ unit. To
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create a data store of gameplay experiences for the SPRING environment, we start by defining a basic set

of features that will play an essential role in the game. For our first experiments, we decided to use the

following five features.

1. Number of units observed (maximum 5000) of each type (over 200),

2. Number of enemy units within a 2000 radius of the Commander,

3. Number of enemy units within a 1000 radius of the Commander,

4. Number of enemy units within a 500 radius of the Commander,

5. Percentage of the environment visible to the friendly player.

SPRING implements a so-called ‘Line of Sight’ visibility mechanism to each unit. This implies that

game AI only has access to feature data of those parts of the environment that are visible to its own units

(illustrated in Figure 1). When the game AI’s information is restricted to what its own units can observe,

we call this an ‘imperfect-information environment’. When we allow the game AI to access all information,

regardless whether it is visible to its own units or not, we call this a ‘perfect-information environment’. We

assume that the reliability of an evaluation function is highest when perfect information is used to generate

it. For our experiments a data store was generated consisting of three different data sets: the first containing

training data collected in a perfect-information environment, the second containing test data collected in a

perfect-information environment, and the third containing test data collected in an imperfect-information

environment.

3 Evaluation Function for RTS Games
This section discusses the automatic generation of an evaluation function for SPRING. The five defined

features are selected as the basis of our evaluation function. To allow the evaluation function to deal with

imperfect information inherent in the SPRING environment, we assume that is it possible to map reliably

the imperfect feature-data to a prediction of the perfect feature-data. Our straightforward implementation of

this mapping, is to scale linearly the number of observed opponent’s units to the non-observed region of the

environment. If opponent’s units are homogenously distributed over the environment, the evaluation func-

tion applied to an imperfect-information environment will produce results close to those of the evaluation

function in a perfect-information environment.

Figure 1: Observation of information in the SPRING game environment. Units controlled by the game AI

are currently residing in the highlighted region. In an imperfect-information environment, only informa-

tion in the highlighted region is available. In a perfect-information environment, information for both the

highlighted and the light-grey region is available.
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A general form of the evaluation function for the game’s status is denoted by

v(p) = wpv1 + (1− wp)v2 (1)

where w ∈ [−1 . . . 1] is a free parameter to determine the weight of each term vn of the evaluation function,

and p ∈ N is a parameter that represents the current phase of the game. In our experiments we use two eval-

uative terms, the term v1 that represents the material strength and the term v2 that represents the positional

safety.

3.1 Material Strength
Below we discuss the evaluative term v1, that represents the material strength. The term utilises data of

feature number 1 and 5 that is collected in the data store. Term v1 is denoted by

v1 =
∑

u

wu(cu0 −
ou1

R
) (2)

where wu is the experimentally determined weight of the unit u, cu0 is the number of units of type u that the

game AI has, ou1 is the observed number of opponent’s units of type u, and R ∈ [0, 1] is the fraction of the

environment that is visible to the game AI.

3.2 Positional Safety
Below we discuss the evaluative term v2, that represents the safety of the current tactical position. The term

utilises data of feature number 2, 3, 4 and 5 that is collected in the data store. Term v2 is denoted by

v2 =
∑
r∈d

wr(
or1

Rr1

− or0

Rr0

) (3)

where wr is the experimentally determined weight of the radius r, or1 is the observed number of units of the

game AI within a radius r of the opponent’s ‘Commander’, Rr1 ∈ [0, 1] is the fraction of the environment

that is visible to the opponent within the radius r, or0 is the observed number of units of the opponent within

a radius r of the game AI’s ‘Commander’, Rr0 ∈ [0, 1] is the fraction of the environment that is visible to

the game AI within the radius r, and d is the set of experimentally determined radii {500, 1000, 2000}.

4 Phase of the Game
The phase of a strategy game can be straightforwardly derived from the observed traversal in the game’s

‘tech tree’. In strategy games, a tech tree is a directed acyclic graph that represents the possible paths a

player can take. The player starts in the root of the tech tree, and by traversing the tech tree will be provided

with advanced levels of technology. Traversing the tech tree typically is advantageous, yet there is a cost of

time and game resources. The tech tree of the SPRING game is provided in Figure 2. In the SPRING game,

three levels of technology are available. At the start of the game a player can only construct so-called level

1 structures and level 1 units. Traversing the tech tree, advanced structures and units of level 2 and level 3

will become available to the player.

Previous research performed in the SPRING environment showed that the accuracy of outcome predic-

tions is closely related to the phase of the game [1, 2]. To distinguish game phases in the SPRING game, we

analogously map existing tech levels to game phases. Additionally, we also regard the transition from one

tech level to another as a game phase. For the SPRING game, this leads us to define the following five game

phases:

Phase 1 Level 1 units observed that have a buildtime < 2500 or Level 1 structures observed1

Phase 2 Level 1 units observed that have a buildtime ≥ 2500.

Phase 3 Level 2 units observed that have a buildtime < 15000, or Level 2 structures observed

Phase 4 Level 2 units observed that have a buildtime ≥ 15000.

Phase 5 Level 3 units or Level 3 structures observed.

1By exception, we consider so-called ’Construction Units’ to have a relatively short buildtime. In reality, Construction Units have

an unusually long buildtime, which would incorrectly imply that these units are not built early in the game.
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Figure 2: Tech tree of the SPRING game.

5 Experiments
This section discusses experiments that test our approach. We first describe the experimental setup and the

performance evaluation, and then the experimental results.

5.1 Experimental Setup
To test our approach we start collecting feature data in the data store. For each player, feature data was

gathered during gameplay. In our experiments we gathered data of games where two game AIs are posed

against each other. Multiple SPRING game AIs are available. We found one game AI which was open

source, which we labelled ‘AAI’ [10]. We enhanced this game AI with the ability to collect feature data

in a data store, and the ability to disregard radar visibility so that perfect information on the environment

was available. As opposing game AIs, we used AAI itself, as well as three other AIs, namely ‘TSI’ [3],

‘CSAI’ [8], and ‘RAI’ [9]. Table 1 lists the number of games from which we built the data store. The data

collection process was as follows. During each game, feature data was collected every 127 game cycles,

which corresponds to the update frequency of AAI. With 30 game cycles per second this resulted in feature

data being collected every 4.233 seconds. The games were played on the map ‘SmallDivide’, which is a

symmetrical map without water areas. All games were played under identical starting conditions.

Table 1: The number of SPRING games collected in the data store.

We used a MatLab implementation of TD-learning [14] to learn the unit-type weights wu for the evalua-

tion function of Equation 2. Our application of TD-learning to generate an evaluation function for SPRING is

analogous to its application by Beal and Smith [4] for determining piece values in chess. Unit-type weights

were learned from feature data collected with perfect information from 700 games stored in the training

set, namely all the games AAI played against itself (500), TSI (100), and CSAI (100). We did not include

feature data collected in games where AAI was pitted against RAI, because we wanted to use RAI to test the
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generalisation ability of the learned evaluation function. The learning rate α was set to 0.1, and the recency

parameter λ was set to 0.95. Both parameter values were chosen in accordance with the research of Beal and

Smith [4]. The unit-type weights were initialised to 1.0 before learning started. Weights of the radii defined

in the set d were chosen by the experimenter as 0.05 for a radius of 2000, and 0.20 and 0.75 for a radius of

1000 and 500, respectively.

Term-weights for each phase of the game were learned with the gradient descent optimisation algorithm

[11]. A step value of 0.01 was used initially to allow the algorithm to explore the state space using ran-

dom jumps. Slowly, the step value was decreased to 0.001, to encourage the algorithm to perform a local

optimisation at the end. Term weights for each phase were initialised to 0.5 before learning started.

5.2 Performance Evaluation
To evaluate the performance of the learned evaluation functions, we determined to what extent it is capable of

predicting the actual outcome of a SPRING game. For this purpose we defined the measure ‘final prediction

accuracy’ as the percentage of games of which the outcome is correctly predicted just before the end of

the game. A high final prediction accuracy indicates that the evaluation function has the ability to evaluate

correctly a game’s status.

It is imperative that an evaluation function can evaluate a game’s status correctly at the end of the game,

and desirable throughout the play of a game. We defined the measure ‘weak turning point’ as the time at

which at least 50% of the outcomes of the test games is predicted correctly. We defined the measure ‘normal

turning point’ and ‘strong turning point’ as the time at which at least 60% and 70% of the outcomes of the

test games is predicted correctly, respectively. Since not all games last for an equal amount of time, we

scaled the game time to 100% by averaging over the predictions made for each data point. A low turning

point indicates that the evaluation function can correctly evaluate a game’s status early in the game.

We determined the performance using two test sets. One test set contains feature data collected in a

perfect-information environment, the other feature data collected in an imperfect-information environment.

Feature data is collected of 800 games, where AAI is posed against itself (200), TSI (200), CSAI (200), and

RAI (200). We first tested the evaluation function in a perfect-information environment. Subsequently, we

tested the evaluation function in an imperfect-information environment.

Optimising Term Weights Results

Table 2 displays the resulting weights for each term of the evaluation function. The term weights have been

learned dependent on the phase of the game. We observe that when evaluating by use of the learned weights,

the evaluation function’s ability to predict the outcome of the game increases. The most significant increase

in prediction performance is observed in the phases the game resides in the most (i.e., phase one and phase

three).

Table 2: Learned term weights for each of the five defined phases.

Final Prediction Accuracy Results

Table 3 lists the final prediction accuracy for the trials where AAI was pitted against each of its four oppo-

nent AIs. When evaluating by use of the learned weights, instead of the initial weights, we observe a sig-

nificant improvement in the final prediction accuracy. For the evaluation function in a perfect-information
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environment the final prediction accuracy is 97% on average. For the evaluation function in an imperfect-

information environment, the final prediction accuracy is 90% on average. From these results, we may

conclude that the established evaluation function provides an effective basis for evaluating a game’s status.

Table 3: Final prediction accuracy results. Each cell contains trial results for, in sequence, (1) the evalu-

ation function applied in a perfect-information environment, and (2) the evaluation function applied in an

imperfect-information environment.

Turning Point Results

In Table 4 the obtained turning points are listed. We observe that when evaluating by use of the initial

weights, the weak turning point is on average 54% in a perfect-information environment, and 51% in an

imperfect-information environment. Results of the normal and strong turning points are more divergent.

The normal turning points are on average 67% and 81% in a perfect-information and imperfect-information

environment, respectively. The strong turning points are on average 78% and 96% in a perfect-information

and imperfect-information environment, respectively. This indicates that, as expected, the evaluation func-

tion in a perfect-information environment manages to predict the outcome of a game considerably earlier

than the evaluation function in an imperfect-information environment.

When evaluating in a perfect-information environment by use of the learned weights, we observe that for

the AAI-AAI, AAI-TSI and AAI-RAI trials, the turning points improve significantly or remain comparable

Table 4: Turning points. Each cell contains trial results for, in sequence, (1) the evaluation function applied

in a perfect-information environment, and (2) the evaluation function applied in an imperfect-information

environment.
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Figure 3: Comparison of outcomes correctly predicted as a function over time. The black line represents the

prediction performance of the evaluation function in a perfect-information environment, the gray line that of

the evaluation function in an imperfect-information environment.

to results obtained with initial weights. As an exception, turning points obtained in the AAI-CSAI trial show

deteriorated results. The explanation for this phenomenon is rather straightforward: because games of AAI

in competition against CSAI last for a very short time, relatively little training data of this particular trial

is available for the process of optimising term weights. Due to this bias in the training set, optimised term

weights will not be fit for use in the AAI-CSAI trial. From results obtained in the other three trials, we

may conclude that the established evaluation function is capable of accurately evaluating the game’s status

relatively early in the game.

Figure 3 displays the percentage of outcomes correctly predicted as a function over time. The figure

compares the predictions of the evaluation function in a perfect-information environment, with the predic-

tions of the evaluation function in an imperfect-information environment. Trial results reveal that when more

environment information becomes available in an imperfect-information environment, the established eval-

uation function obtains a prediction performance comparable to that in a perfect-information environment.

6 Discussion
In the AAI-AAI trial we observe a relatively non-gradual prediction performance in the first phase of the

game. A straightforward explanation of this phenomenon is that it results from optimising the term weights

for each phase of the game. As for each phase of the game the optimisation process is focused on obtaining

the highest overall prediction accuracy in that particular phase, an optimised, yet non-gradual prediction

performance can be the result. Our recommendation for game developers who incorporate automatically

generated score functions into their game environment, is to consider that in early phases of the game,

outcome predictions will always be inaccurate. To obtain reliable predictions, optimisation of term weights

should therefore be applied only to later phases of the game.

7 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we discussed an approach to automatically generate an evaluation function for game AI in RTS

games. Two terms were defined to evaluate a game’s status, namely a term based on material-strength, and

a term based on positional safety. A mechanism was incorporated to evaluate the game status dependent

on the phase of the game. Our experimental results show that just before the game’s end, the established

evaluation function is able to predict correctly the outcome of the game with an accuracy that approaches
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100%. Additionally, the evaluation function predicts accurately before half of the game is played. From

these results, we may conclude that the established evaluation function effectively predicts the outcome of a

SPRING game.

For future work, we will incorporate our findings on evaluating a game’s status into the design of an

adaptation mechanism for RTS games. Our approach to automatically generate an evaluation function will

be applied to other RTS games, and games in other genres.
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Abstract

In multi-agent communities, the subjective attitudes of agents towards other agents are of central impor-
tance. If the agents report these attitudes, then an external observer may use this possibly partial social
assessment to estimate in particular the trustability of the agents. We present a simple framework to spec-
ify procedures for deriving agent prioritizations from binary support relations among agents. We propose
a number of rationality postulates, describe two specific approaches, and investigate to what extent they
satisfy these principles.

1 Introduction

In multi-agent communities, the subjective attitudes of agents towards other agents are of central importance.
If the agents report these attitudes, then an external observer may use this usually partial social assessment
to estimate some corresponding objective qualities of the agents. In particular, one can exploit the positive
feedback on agents to evaluate their actual reliability or trustability. This may be done by taking into ac-
count not only the immediate neighbours, but the whole backyard, if not the entire network, even including
disconnected parts (in the most general approaches).

Several methods for estimating trust have been proposed in the literature. Most of them are numerical, for
instance, the Bayesian reputation systems, e.g. [5, 8]. They take binary ratings (either positive or negative)
as their input and derive from them a reputation score represented by a beta probability density function,
possibly accompanied by a confidence parameter.

Another example is based on the belief model in [3, 4], which defines an opinion as a tuple (b, d, u, a) where
b represents belief, d disbelief, u uncertainty, and a the base rate probability in the absence of evidence.
Then Subjective Logic [4] is used to derive trust from such opinions.

Some approaches, like [7], represent a trust network by a labelled directed graph whose nodes represent
agents, and where a directed edge from A to B with label d means that A rates B with d. Then the trust
score that an agent A attaches to an unknown agent B is defined to be the weighted mean of the ratings
given by those who had interactions with B.

One problem of these and similar numerical approaches is that they are based on several parameters, which
may be hard, if not impossible, to identify correctly. Furthermore, a more cumbersome numerical perspec-
tive may also hide structural features and relationships, which could pave the way to a better understanding of
the inferential processes. So there are a priori good reasons to investigate also more qualitative approaches.

A common strategy in this field has been to model the beliefs of the agents to derive trust relations between
them, be it by using logical formalisms, like e.g. [2, 6], or quasi-probabilistic formalisms, like e.g. [3, 4].
However, we will take a slightly different direction and work within a framework which is – at least on the
formal level – closer to that of Social Choice (see for instance [1], which provides some interesting impos-
sibility theorems). There one typically has a collection of agents, each of them ranking a set of alternatives.
The main question is how to aggregate these local, personal rankings into a global, social one.

In the present work, we take a look at the particular case where the alternatives consist of the agents them-
selves, and where the personal rankings are binary, encoding high, respectively low trust. If agent A at-
tributes the high rank to agent B, this means that A supports B and is willing to provide positive feedback
on B. On the other hand, if A attributes the low rank, this only means that A does not support B, but not that
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there is explicit distrust, or actual negative feedback.

The paper is structured as follows. After introducing our basic framework, as well as our support tree con-
cept, we formulate some basic requirements for preference relations over these trees. We are then going to
describe two specific methods for deriving agent prioritizations from binary support relations. To conclude,
we investigate whether they verify our postulates.

2 Basic framework

We start with a very simple model consisting of a set of agents A and a binary support relation � on A.
Intuitively, � is meant to represent the explicit, visible, or reported support links among agents, with A � B

telling us that A supports B. The question we are going address is the following: how can we use the support
information encoded in the relation to estimate and compare the trustability of arbitrary agents. First some
notation.

Definition 1 (Support structure) A support structure is an ordered pair (A, �), where A is a non-empty
finite set, and � a binary relation on A. The elements of A are called agents, and � is called the support
relation.

Definition 2 (Support chain) Given a support structure (A, �), an agent sequence (A0, . . . , An) with Ai �

Ai+1 for i ≤ n−1 is called a support chain of length n from A0 to An over (A, �). We say that An receives
(non-exclusively) nth-degree support from A0.

Our basic observation is that agents appear to be more trustable if they get support, not only from more
agents, but also from agents which are themselves backed by other agents. In other words, more and/or
longer support chains suggest more trustability. However, the impact of length and number can be limited
by admissibility criteria. Consider for instance a support chain (A0, . . . , An) which starts and finishes with
the same agent A0 = An. Of course, if n = 1, we tend to reject the chain as an instance of ruthless
self-promotion. If n > 1, the situation is less obvious. Intuitively, it seems that while (A0, . . . , An) may
still provide slightly more support than (A1, . . . , An), because of the circular dependency, it appears to
be considerably less supportive than (A′

0, A1, . . . , An), for A′
0 �= A0. The actual contribution of circular

support, from none to substantial, depends here on the exact interpretation of the support relation.

Nevertheless, for the basic approach, we are going to take a strict stance and ignore any – direct and indirect,
i.e. higher degree – support from an agent to itself in the context of its support evaluation. That is, we
consider a support chain from A0 to An to be inadmissible if A0 = An. Note however that this does not
mean that we completely disregard the link from A0 to A1. It may still have an impact on the support for
other agents.

Furthermore, the nth-degree support represented by the full chain may be seen as the combination of the
ith-degree support for Ai encoded by (A0, . . . , Ai) and the (n − i)th-degree support for An modeled by
(Ai, . . . , An). So, if (A0, . . . , An) is an admissible support chain, we would expect this to be true for
(A0, . . . , Ai) and (Ai, . . . , An) as well. It follows from this downwards closure condition that admissible
support chains are not allowed to include an agent twice (at least in our basic framework). From now on,
when we are going to refer to support chains, we will always mean admissible ones.

Definition 3 (Admissibility) Let (A, �) be a support structure. A support chain (A0, . . . , An) is said to be
admissible iff for all i �= j, we have Ai �= Aj .

Our strategy is to evaluate and compare the trustability of agents based on the admissible support chains
over (A, �) targeting them. Since the collection of support chains in favour of an agent A is closed under
final segments, we can describe it in a natural and concise way by a tree, which we denote T A. Its nodes
are the admissible support sequences with endpoint A, and its root is obviously (A). The sons of (A) are
the admissible support chains of the form (A1, A), its grandsons those of the form (A2, A1, A), and so on.
More formally:

Definition 4 (Support tree) Let (A, �) be a support structure and A ∈ A. The support tree of A over
(A, �), denoted by T A, is defined as T A = (NA, R), where
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• NA (the set of nodes) consists of the admissible support chains (A0, . . . , An) over (A, �) with An =
A,

• R (the edge/parent relation) is given by (An, . . . , A0)R(A′
m, . . . , A′

0) iff m = n + 1, Ai = A′
i for

i ≤ n, and A0 = A′
0 = A.

If we label each node (An, . . . , A0) by its initial element An, we see that it encodes the sequence of labels
decorating the path connecting it to the root. Consequently, any support chain in favour of an agent A (= A0)
corresponds to a certain path in T A from a node to the root, and vice versa. In other words, the support tree
for an agent A, with the above natural labeling, allows us to represent in a consise manner all the support
chains in favour of A.

Here is an example with five agents linked by different support or trust relationships. First we give the
initial support structure, and then we extract the resulting support trees for each agent. Note that in the tree
representation, support is upwards directed.

T A T B T C T D T E

The next task will now be to see how we can use these support trees to prioritize agents in the context of a
support structure.

3 Support tree comparison

We are now going to consider methods to estimate and compare the support which agents receive in the
context of a given support structure. More specifically, we intend to achieve this through the evaluation of
the support trees associated with agents. Their simple structure should allow us to get a better understanding
of the basic prioritization issues, and also to pave the way for more fine-grained accounts, e.g. with numerical
tags or processing circular support, which are beyond the scope of this paper.

Let �T = (T A|A ∈ A) be the family of support trees derived from a given support structure (A, �). The main
step is to determine a suitable pre-order ��T

on support trees which reflects the overall amount of support
for their respective root agents, and thereby provides a prioritization of the agents in A. We observe that the
agent labeling encodes dependency information which we may want to exploit. For instance, if an agent gets
support from two other agents which are themselves supported, either by the same, or two different agents,
its overall support seems to be lower in the former scenario. Within our present framework, keeping the
evaluation elementary and tree-oriented, we ignore all the other, intrinsic properties of the labeling agents
(except their identity). Note that the sub-tree structures below nodes sharing the same agent label may well
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diverge.

So the task is to find – in accordance with the support interpretation – intuitively appealing preference pre-
orders � over finite rooted trees whose nodes are labelled by agents A ∈ A. But before we are going to
propose specific approaches, it may be helpful to formulate some general principles describing or guiding
support tree comparison. We see several fundamental requirements for �.

First, as we pointed out before, we restrict ourselves to exploit the structure of the support relation, but not
any further characteristics of the labeling agents. Therefore, we should expect the preference relation to
be invariant under renaming, i.e. a one-to-one exchange of labels. Accordingly, we propose the following
structurality principle. For a function f on labels, and a finite rooted labelled tree T , let Tf be the tree
obtained by replacing each label l by its image f(l).

Invariance (I). Let T and T ′ be two finite rooted labelled trees, and π, π′ be bijections on the full set of
labels. Then T � T ′ implies Tπ � T ′

π′ .

Thus, an exchange of labels does not affect the preference of trees. Of course, if we want to exploit the fact
that the trees to be compared share certain labels, we have to consider a more permissive – because invariant
under a smaller set of permutation pairs – version.

Weak Invariance (WI). Let T and T ′ be two finite rooted labelled trees, and π be a bijection on the full set
of labels. Then T � T ′ implies Tπ � T ′

π.

Of course, these conditions mainly reflect our structural perpective, and much less the nature of support.
Here one basic intuition would be that if an agent is directly supported by a bunch of other agents, and some
of these get more support, then the overall support for the initial agent should increase as well, or at least
stay the same. Let T A[T 1, . . . , T m] be the combined tree obtained by connecting the roots of the m rooted
labelled trees T j to a new superroot labelled by a new agent A.

Structural Monotony (SM). If T j
1 � T j

2 holds for each 1 ≤ j ≤ m, and the T j
1 are distinct iff the T j

2 are,
then T A[T 1

1 , . . . , T m
1 ] � T A[T 1

2 , . . . , T m
2 ].

As usual, we define T1 ≺ T2 iff T1 � T2 and not T2 � T1.

Strict Structural Monotony (SSM). Suppose SM holds. If T j
1 � T j

2 holds for each 1 ≤ j ≤ m, and the
T j

1 are distinct iff the T j
2 are, and T j

1 ≺ T j
2 for at least one j, then T A[T 1

1 , . . . , T m
1 ] ≺ T A[T 1

2 , . . . , T m
2 ].

In some sense, SSM implements a more additive philosophy for support. To take off, these requirements
need however another core principle which roughly states that support is preferable to non-support.

Non-triviality (NT). Let T B be a labelled tree consisting of a single node. If A �= B, then T A[T B] ≺ T B .

In a first step, we would propose the following – non-exhaustive – list of basic rationality postulates for �:

• WI, SSM (hence also SM), and NT.

4 Comparison strategies

We are now going to present two simple methods for evaluating the relative trustability of agents by compar-
ing their support trees in the context of a given support structure (A, �). In the present paper, this amounts to
specify preference relations over finite labelled rooted trees which are compatible with our intuitions about
support/trust. We emphasize that these proposals are mainly meant to illustrate our conceptual framework
without too much technical luggage. Both procedures are based on lexicographic and cardinality considera-
tions. This has the advantage that we may not have to construct the entire trees to compare them.

1. Agent Strategy

The first approach compares the number of agents supporting (directly/indirectly) the root agent, but focus-
ing on the lowest-degree support, which intuitively appears to be the most reliable (proximity to the object
of judgment), and therefore the most important one. For two agents A, B ∈ A, let deg(A, B) be the length
of the smallest support chain from B to A, if there is one. If there is none, we set deg(A, B) = ∞ if A �= B,
and deg(A, B) = 0 if A = B. Let Si

A = {B ∈ A | deg(A, B) = i} be the set of agents which provide
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ith-degree – but not jth degree for j < i – support to A. The inductive construction of this layering is
unproblematic. Obviously, the definition applies to arbitrary labelled trees.

The idea is now to say that the contribution of a single agent providing ith-degree support to the trustability
of a root agent outweighs the contributions of an arbitrary number of agents providing jth-degree support,
for j > i, to the trustability of any root agent. This gives us a dominance relation across support trees.
Consequently, according to this view, A is more trustable than B if and only if there exists an i such that
Si

A has more elements than Si
B , and for each j < i, S

j
A has the same cardinality as S

j
B . Here is a formal

definition based on support trees:

Definition 5 (Agent strategy) Let T A, T B be two rooted labelled trees. We say that T A is preferred to
T B w.r.t. the agent-strategy, in symbols T A ≺a T B , iff there is an i with |Si

A| < |Si
B|, and for all j < i,

|Sj
A| = |Sj

B |. We set �a = ≺a ∪ =.

Definition 6 (Agent-trustability) Let (A, �) be a support structure, A, B ∈ A. We say that A is more
trustable than B w.r.t. the agent-strategy, in symbols A <a B, iff T A ≺a T B .

It is easy to see that <a provides a stratification of the agents reflecting their trustability. For instance, in the
previous example there are five layers: first A, second B, third D, fourth C, and fifth E.

2. Chain strategy

Another possible strategy is to consider each support chain in favour of an agent in itself as a contribution
to the agent’s trustability. In other words, instead of counting the number of agents supporting A or B, we
may count the number of chains targeting A or B. The idea here is similar to the previous one insofar as
it says that the contribution of the starting point of a single chain of length i supporting A outweighs the
contributions of the starting points of an arbitrary number of chains of length j > i supporting B. More
formally:

Definition 7 (Chain strategy) Let T A, T B be two rooted labelled trees. We say that T A is preferred to
T B w.r.t. the chain strategy, in symbols T A ≺c T B , iff there is an i such that the number of nodes at depth
i in T A is larger than that in T B , and for each j < i, there is an equal number of nodes at depth j in T A

and T B . We set �c = ≺c ∪ =.

Definition 8 (Chain trustability) Let (A, �) be a support structure, A, B ∈ A. We say that A is more
trustable than B w.r.t. the chain strategy, in symbols A <c B, iff T A ≺c T

B .

Again <c provides a stratification of the agents reflecting their trustability. In the above example, we get
again five layers, but different ones: first B, second D, third A, fourth C, and fifth E. We observe that <a

puts A into the first layer, whereas <c puts it into the third one.

To conclude, we want to see to what extent these two elementary approaches verify the principles we for-
mulated for the comparison of support trees.

Proposition 9 (Principles)

1. �a verifies NT, I, WI, but not SM, SSM.

2. �c verifies NT, I, WI, SM, SSM.

While both approaches have some technical and conceptual drawbacks, which may be expected given the
straightforward definitions, the chain strategy is at least in line with our basic postulates.

As far as we can tell, there is no model in the literature producing exactly the same inferential results, in
particular because of our handling of cycles. The exact relationship with other accounts, as well as the
evaluation of competing proposals within our framework, will be addressed elsewhere.
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Abstract

Writer identification is an important issue in forensic investigations of handwritten documents. A particu-

larly well-established method employed by forensic experts is to utilize distinctive features of handwritten

characters for comparing pieces of handwriting. Our research within the NWO Trigraph project aims at

automating this laborious process. In this paper, we propose a novel method for identifying a writer by

means of features of loops and lead-in strokes of handwritten characters. Using a knn-classifier, we were

able to yield a correct identification performance of 98% on a database of 41 writers. These results are

promising and have great potential for use in the forensic practice, where the outcomes of handwritten

document comparisons have to be justified via explainable features like the ones explored in this paper.

1 Introduction
Handwriting is one of the traces by which an individual can be identified. This is important in forensic

investigations of so-called questioned handwriting, because identifying the writer could assist in solving a

crime [8]. For this task, human forensic document examiners compare questioned handwriting to a collec-

tion of reference documents, by exploring distinguishing characteristic features present in the handwriting.

In cases where large databases need to be examined, however, human comparison becomes practically im-

possible and is prone to subjective decisions [1]. In the past years, various attempts have been made to

automate the process of forensic document examination [1, 2, 3, 7, 8], with the goal to develop the required

knowledge and technology to process large amounts of documents in an objective manner, while achieving

high writer identification rates. Large studies have quantitatively shown that handwriting is individual and

that a combination of such distinguishing features can indeed be used to identify the writer [8, 10]. To this

end, global features like slant, distances between lines or words, or statistical information on ink distribu-

tions and local features on the allographic (character shape) level (like allograph dimensions, shape, or the

presence of certain loops or trajectory crossings) can be used [8].

This paper focuses on the question to what extent certain local, sub-allographic features can be used

for writer identification. Sub-allographic features are distinguishing characteristics computed from parts

of a letter. Such features are particularly important for forensic writer identification, since human experts

use distinctive parts of characters as significant clues for providing evidence: Based on such features, an

explainable proof can be given on writer resemblances [7].

Two groups of structural features will be explored below: features of loops and lead-in strokes. Loop

features are found in the loops of ascenders, as they appear in the letters ‘l’, ‘k’ and ‘b’ and descenders,

as they appear in the letters ‘g’ and ‘j’ (see Figure 1). There has been some research on loop features for

writer identification [4], but that primarily focused on the different loop sizes for one particular writer, or

was eventually classified as irrelevant [7]. However, human forensic experts [5] and the results presented

in this paper, show that loop features can be very distinctive for writer identification. Lead-in features

represent the first part of a character and are found in almost all letters of the alphabet, especially in cursive

handwriting [5]. To the best of our knowledge, there has not been any similar kind of research on lead-in

strokes before.
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Figure 1: Ascender (‘b’)

and descender (‘j’) loops.
Figure 2: Loops differ between writers, but may be similar for differ-

ent letters written by the same writer. (note that some loops are not

visible, due to the size of this image)

Our studies show that there is a similarity in the different loops and lead-in strokes produced by a single

writer. This means that the loops occurring in the ‘l’s writers write, will be quite the same every time they

write this letter ‘l’, and may even bear resemblance to the loops they produce in other letters containing

ascenders, like the ‘k’, ‘b’ (see Figure 2) or even letters containing descenders, e.g. ‘j’ or ‘g’. Similarly, the

lead-in stroke of an ‘a’ could correspond with the lead-in strokes of a ‘c’ or a ‘d’, for example. Intrigued

by these observations, we have explored loop and lead-in features with the following two main questions in

mind:

1. Can a writer be identified by comparing one of the letters he or she wrote to a database of equal letters

of which the identity of the writer is known, using only features of the loops and lead-in strokes? For

example: If a ‘b’ of an unknown writer is available, can the writer be found by comparing that ‘b’ to

the ‘b’s in a labeled database?

2. Can a writer be identified by comparing one of the letters he or she wrote to a database of similar letters

of which the identity of the writer is known, using only features of the loops and lead-in strokes? For

example: If a ‘b’ of an unknown writer is available, can the writer be found by comparing that ‘b’ to

the ‘h’s, or the ‘k’s in a labeled database?

This research is part of the NWO ToKeN project Trigraph, which pursues the development of novel

writer identification techniques. Within Trigraph, very good results on using global directional features

derived from scanned handwritten documents have been achieved [2]. Our investigations on a local scale are

performed in close collaboration with experts from the Dutch Forensic Institute and are targeted at structural

allographic and sub-allographic features that are common in forensic practice. The explorations of loops and

lead-in strokes treated in this paper, are believed to provide a promising step towards explainable features

that eventually can be used in court as forensic evidence. Below, we will first introduce our method in

Section 2, which contains a description of the datasets and derived structural features. Results are presented

in Section 3 and this paper concludes with a discussion and pointers to future research in Section 4.

2 Method

2.1 Data collection
A selection of 41 writers (volunteers and paid volunteers) from the Plucoll database [9] of handwritten letters

was used to develop and test our technique. For this study, a database containing pre-segmented characters

was used (on average, each writer produced 260 samples per character). The data in the Plucoll set was

recorded using a WACOM PL100-V tablet, with an electromagnetic wireless pen, a sample rate of 100 Hz, a

resolution of 0.02 mm/unit, and an accuracy of 0.1 mm. This data is online data, which means that time and
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pressure data are available. Data is recorded not only when the pen is on, but also when it hovers (0-10mm)

above the tablet. If the pen is on the tablet, the produced trajectory is called pendown, while data recorded

with the pen above the tablet is called penup. Note that in scanned images of ink, also called offline data,

penup trajectories cannot be distinguished. We are aware of the fact that for many forensic investigations,

online data will not be available. However, for assessing our research questions, it is valid to use dynamic

trajectories. Furthermore, we have recently shown that in many cases dynamic trajectories can be restored

from static images [6].

2.2 Loop features
A loop is defined as a closed curve, where the ends cross each other at some intersection point (see Fig-

ure 3). Typically, loops of ascenders have an counter-clockwise orientation and loops of descenders follow

a clockwise direction [5]. To enable within-group comparison of these distinctive groups, characters were

distinguished in a group containing ascending loops (‘b’, ‘d’, ‘f’, ‘h’, ‘k’, and ‘l’) and a group containing

descending loops (‘d’, ‘f’, ‘g’, ‘j’, ‘p’, ‘q’ and ‘y’).

Figure 3: The ascending loop and the lead-in stroke of a ‘k’.

To compare writers based on the loops and lead-in strokes they produce, various features were used. The

most important features are described below. Note that only the letters that contain lead-in strokes and/or

loops were considered.

1. Length The length of the total trajectory of the letter is computed as the sum of Euclidian distances

between each pair of succeeding coordinates. The relative length of the loop, with respect to the length

of the total letter, is also calculated.

2. Area A loop can be considered a polygon, of which the area can be computed as follows:

Area =
1
2

N−2∑
i=0

(xiyi+1 − xi+1yi) (1)

3. Width/height ratio The width of the loop is calculated by finding the difference between the min-

imum and the maximum x-value of a loop, and the height is calculated by finding the difference

between the maximum and the minimum of the y-values of the loop (see Figure 4).

4. Relative height The relative height is the ratio between the height of the loop and the total height of

the letter (see Figure 4).

5. Direction The direction of a loop is the angle between the x-axis and the vector between the inter-

section point and the highest point of the loop (in case of an ascender) or the lowest point of the loop

(in case of a descender). See Figure 5. The loop of an ascender has a direction between 0 and 180

degrees, while the loop of a descender usually has a direction between 180 and 360 degrees.
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Figure 4: Width and height of a loop and letter. Figure 5: Direction and average direction of a loop.

4. Average direction and standard deviation The average direction of a loop is the average angle

between the x-axis and each of the coordinates in the loop (see Figure 5). This is calculated by adding

up those angles, and dividing the result by the number of angles. The standard deviation is computed

to quantify how much the loop directions differ from the mean. With this information the broad and

narrow loops can be distinguished (see Figure 6).

5. Curvature The curvature of a trajectory is defined by the average angle between each couple of

succeeding vectors (see Figure 7).

Figure 6: A broad and a narrow loop. Figure 7: The curvature of a loop.

2.3 Lead-in features
Because the shape of lead-in strokes differs between letters [5], we have divided the lead-in letters into four

groups that each contain letters with similar shaped lead-in strokes. In each group, the lead-ins start at the

first coordinate of the sample. The difference is in the position where the lead-in strokes end.

For most ascenders, we define the lead-in stroke as the part of the letter before the loop (i.e., the end of

the lead-in stroke is the coordinate where the loop begins). This group contains the letters ‘b’, ‘h’, ‘k’, ‘l’,

‘t’. Note that if the letters lack a loop, we defined the lead-in as the part of the letter before the maximum

y-coordinate (i.e., the top of the letter). Examples can be found in Figure 8.

The second group contains the letters ‘e’ and ‘f’. The lead-in stroke of these letters is defined as the part

of the letter before the first intersection (see Section 2.2).

The third group consists of the letters ‘i’, ‘j’, ‘m’, ‘n’, ‘p’, ‘s’, ‘u’, ‘v’, ‘w’, ‘y’ and ‘z’. In this group,

lead-in strokes end where the trajectory starts going down. This means that the lead-in strokes are all directed

upwards.

The last group contains the letters ‘a’, ‘c’ ‘d’ and ‘q’. In this group, lead-in strokes usually are directed

towards the right. They end at the position where a sharp turn left is made.

It should be noted that not all lead-ins can be captured by these definitions. Particular letter shapes, like

the ‘a’ written in typewriter fashion (‘a’ instead of ‘a’) and a ‘c’ that resembles the letter ‘e’, are so different

from most group members, that their lead-in strokes cannot be found given the rules stated above. These

problem cases, were excluded from our database.
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Figure 8: Different types of lead-ins.

1. Length After calculating the absolute length of the lead-in stroke, we calculate the relative length for

the lead-in stroke with respect to the total letter.

2. Direction The direction of a lead-in stroke is the angle between the x-axis and the vector between the

first and last coordinate of the stroke. Because most lead-in strokes are directed towards the upper

right, the angle is usually between 0 and 90 degrees.

3. Average direction and standard deviation The average direction of a lead-in stroke is calculated

by summing the angles between the succeeding vectors in the stroke, and dividing the result by the

number of vectors (see Figure 9). The standard deviation indicates how much the directions differ

from the mean.

Figure 9: The average direction of a lead-in stroke.

4. Curvature The curvature is the average angle between two vectors of a lead-in stroke.

2.4 Analysis
The total dataset (see Section 2.1) was randomly divided over two subsets of equal size (balanced over

characters), a trainset and a testset. The trainset was used to optimize the parameters of the k-nearest-

neighbor classifier that was used to perform writer identification tests on the testset.

2.4.1 Training

The k-nearest neighbor algorithm is a method for classifying objects based on closest training examples in

the feature space. The training examples are mapped on a multidimensional feature space, by means of

Euclidean distances. The training phase of the algorithm consists of storing the feature vectors and writ-

ers of the training samples. In the actual classification phase, the same features as before are computed

for the test letter (whose writer is unknown). Distances from the test vector to all stored vectors are com-

puted and the k closest samples are selected. The identified writer is predicted as the most numerous writer

within these k known samples (unweighted majority voting). We also implemented a weighted majority

voting algorithm, where the nearest vector gets a higher score than the second nearest, et cetera. To opti-

mize the quality of the to-be-obtained results, we used the trainset to decide the best value of k (we tried

k = 0, 1, .., 19, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50), and the best decision algorithm (weighted or unweighted majority

voting). To this end, we tested all letters from the trainset using leave-one-out cross-validation (by counting

how often the classifier returned the correct writer). Weighted majority voting turned out to generate the

best results, and the optimal value of k was different for each letter.
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group features letters
combination loop and lead-in features b, d, f, h, j, k, l, p, q, y

ascenders loop features b, d, f, h, k, l
descenders loop features g, j, p, q, y

loops loop features ascenders and descenders
a-leadins lead-in features a, c, d, q
b-leadins lead-in features b, h, k, l, t
e-leadins lead-in features e, f
i-leadins lead-in features i, j, m, n, p, s, u, v, w, y, z

all leadins lead-in features all letters, except g, o, r, x

Table 1: The different groups of characters as they were used in the experiments.

2.4.2 Testing

For the tests, we created 9 different groups from of the testset, as depicted in Table 1.

Two different tests were carried out. The first explored how well a writer could be identified when

comparing a letter only to equal letters (e.g., comparing questioned ‘b’s only to ‘b’s in the database). The

second explored how well the system performed when comparing the letters to similar letters, or letters

belonging to the same group (see Table 1).

Comparing to equal letters

In this experiment, letters were compared to all equal letters, e.g. ‘b’-loops were compared to all other ‘b’-

loops, using the k-nearest-neighbor classifier and the optimal k found in the previous step. We performed

this test using leave-one-out cross-validation for all letters. To test whether the identification performance

would increase given more available data, we have performed tests on different amounts of available letters

(i.e., to test how well the system is able to identify the writer if more than one sample of that writer are

available). Random selections of letters produced by the same writer were offered to the knn classifier, and

for each letter, the k nearest samples were listed. The lists for each letter were combined, and the writer with

the highest weight was returned by the system. The tests were performed on 1, 2, .., 9, 10 and 15, 20, 25, 30
random available letters, and for each number of available letters, the test was repeated 100 times.

Comparing to similar letters

To find out to which extend similar letters can be used as a query for writer identification, we performed

another test. This test is equal to the test described above, apart from the fact that letters are now compared

to similar letters from the same group (see Table 1). For example, ‘b’-loops were compared to all instances

of one of the other letters from the loop-group. k = 10 was used in for all tests in this group. Again, different

numbers of available letters were used (1, 2, .., 9, 10 and 15, 20, 25, 30). For each number of letters, the test

was repeated 250 times.

3 Results
To test how well our system is able to find the correct writer given an unknown handwritten letter, we

counted how often the classifier was able to find the correct writer.

3.1 Equal letters
With 30 available letters per writer, our program correctly identified 85.9% of the lead-in letters. Loop letters

yield a higher performance: with 30 available ascender-loop letters, the program correctly classified 96.0%

of the writers, whereas descender-loop letters gives a little less performance: 94.8%. With 30 available

letters, mixed ascender and descender loop letters, the performance is 98.0%. Given 30 letters that contain

both loops and lead-in strokes, a score of 95.0% is obtained. Note that chance level for 41 writers is 2.44%.

The results for different amounts of available letters are summarized in Figure 10.
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3.2 Similar letters
In the second experiment, we evaluated how well our system is able to identify the writer of a letter using a

database of only similar letters (i.e., letters that belong to the same group, as described in Table 1). As can

be seen in Figure 11, the highest performance is again gained in the combination group (80.8%) and in the

different loop groups (varying between 44.0% and 54.4%). There is much more variation, however than in

the equal letters test, and the performance increase when more letters become available is not as apparent as

it is in the results of the equal letters test.

4 Discussion
In this paper, we have presented a novel method for writer identification based on sub-allographic structural

properties of handwriting. We have tested our features in two different settings (equal letters and similar
letters) using a knn classifier. The obtained results show that our system is very well able to identify a writer

given a database of equal letters (e.g., a database of ‘b’s when the query is a ‘b’). Correct identification

percentages of over 95 percent are achieved if 30 letters of a person are available, but even with less data,

very useful results are obtained (over 90% if less than 10 letters are available). A prominent conclusion that

can be made is that — as opposed to earlier findings from the literature — the contribution of loop features

is paramount for success. As can be observed in Fig. 10, loop features have a far better performance than

lead-in features.

Results are also shown for a second experiment (see Figure 11), which explored whether queries to a

database of similar, but not equal, letters (e.g., a database of ‘h’s when the query is a ‘b’) can be used for

writer identification. The promising results found in this experiment show that even in cases where the

unknown writer is in the reference database, but only with characters other than the ones retrieved from the

crime scene, his or her identity might still be found, at least in some of the character groups. The results

should be considered preliminary, however, since relatively small amounts of re-tests took place (250 per

group).

In collaboration with forensic experts, we are now investigating which combinations of query characters

would result in improved writer identification results. We are also increasing the number of features that

can be calculated from (sub)allographs for writer identification. Furthermore, we are optimizing different

parameter settings for the knn classifier, testing other classifiers and exploring the erroneous classifications

to further improve the, already interesting and promising, performance of our current system.

Figure 10: Results of the equal letters test. The horizontal axis shows the amount of query-letters available,

whereas the vertical axis shows the average fraction of correct identifications given that amount of letters.

Results are differentiated over the different groups as specified in Table 1.
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Figure 11: Results of the equal letters test. The horizontal axis shows the amount of query-letters available

(only letters from the same group (see Table 1 were used), whereas the vertical axis shows the average

fraction of correct identifications given that amount of letters. Results are differentiated over the different

groups.
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Abstract

In this paper we further develop our formal attacker model for normative multi-agent systems. In this

context, an attacker is an agent trying to profit from norm violation, for example because the violation is

not detected, it is not being sanctioned, or the sanction is less than the profit of violation. To deliberate

about norm violations, an attacker has a self model and a model of the normative multi-agent system,

which in our case have the same structure. Moreover, we assume that an attacker violates a norm only

when it profits from it, and the attacker therefore plays a violation game with the system. On a variety of

examples, we show also how our model of violation games based also on agent beliefs extends our earlier

model based on motivations or abilities only.

1 Introduction
To study the security of a normative multi-agent system [4], we have to build a model of an attacker or

adversary. Though explicit attacker models are well known and studied in cryptography and computer

security [8, 6], the concept has been developed only recently for normative multi-agent systems [3]. In

this context, an attacker is an agent trying to profit from norm violation, for example because the violation

is not detected, it is not being sanctioned, or the sanction is less than the profit of violation [1]. Attacker

models extend our earlier violation games studying fraud and deception [2], because these games consider

only the agents’ decision variables directly controlled by the agents, without modelling the preconditions of

the decisions or their consequences. In [3] we show that if we consider also the agent’s ability or power to

change the state of the world via conditional effects of decisions, we can model new interesting violation

games. In particular, the attacker can exploit indirect conflicts between effects of decision variables, and

incompatible decisions.

In this paper we introduce beliefs in the model. In particular, beliefs introduce new kinds of examples due

to the agent’s ability to let the normative agent believe that it should abort its goal or due to conflicts believed

by the normative agent. Our model is based on cognitive theory. In particular, we formalize an agent who

attributes mental attitudes such as goals and desires to the normative – e.g., legal or moral – system which

creates and controls its obligations. The wishes (goals, desires) of the normative system are the commands

(obligations) of the agent. Goffman argues that agents should depict in their mind the decision making of

other agents and gives a game-theoretic interpretation of norms, but classical decision and game theory are

criticized for their ideality assumptions. For example, Simon argues for limited or bounded rationality, and

more recently Gmytrasiewitcz and Durfee argue for recursive modelling [5].

The layout of this paper is as follows. We first introduce our earlier model by describing the range of

violation games that can be played in it, together with various violation games involving an attacker that

are not covered by the previous model. Then we introduce our new formal attacker model, and finally we

illustrate the model by formalizing some of the examples.
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2 Violation games of attackers of normative systems

2.1 Attacks without beliefs
Normally an agent fulfills its obligations, because otherwise its behavior counts as a violation that is sanc-

tioned, and the agent dislikes sanctions [1]. Moreover, it may dislike violations regardless of sanctions, and

it may act according to the norm regardless whether its behavior counts as a violation. In our model of

normative multiagent systems we discuss four main exceptions to this normal behavior, two taken from are

related to motivations only [2], and two dealing also with abilities or powers of agents [3].

First, an agent may violate an obligation when the violation is preferred to the sanction, like people who

like to speed and do not care about the speeding tickets. In such cases the system may increase its sanctions.

An instance occurs when the agent is sanctioned and does not care about additional sanctions. In this case

the additional sanction may not be high enough, but often the first sanction was too high. An example is the

famous Beccaria’s argument against death penalty: it makes sanctions associated to other crimes irrelevant.

Moreover, the agent may have conflicting desires or obligations which it considers more important.

Second, the agent may think that its behavior will not be counted as a violation, or that it will not be

sanctioned. This may be the case in the normal situation when the agents working for the normative system

are lazy, because the sanction has a cost for the system, but more likely it is due to an action of the agent.

This action may abort the goal of the normative system to count the agent’s behavior as a violation or to

sanction it, as in the case of bribing, or it may trigger a conflict for the normative system.

Third, no motivation can lead the agent to fulfill an obligation if it cannot achieve it. Moreover, with

abilities there is not necessarily an explicit conflict in the obligations posed by the normative system: the

agent may not have enough resources to fulfill all the obligations, or the actions for fulfilling the obligations

have incompatible effects. Conflicts may arise indirectly also with actions the agent desires to perform, for

example, it cannot use the disk space for installing software it needs.

Fourth, the normative system can be unable to count the behavior as a violation or sanction it. This

behavior is caused by an action of the agent, either by blocking the sanction directly, or creating a conflict

with other obligations. The recognition of a violation and the sanction may require some applicability

conditions to be achieved. Hence the agent can manipulate these conditions: it can make it impossible for

the system to prosecute it or to perform the sanction. E.g., an access control system is not able anymore

to block the agent’s connections, since it has changed its IP address. Alternatively, the agent can make it

more difficult, and hence more costly, for the system to execute the prosecution process and the sanction.

Moreover, another way of changing the system’s behavior is to trigger some of its other goals, so that the

system is led to plan a solution for achieving also those goals.

2.2 Attacks with beliefs
In this paper, beliefs introduce another dimension of these cases.

First, in the case of an agent unable to fulfill an obligation, now we can also model agents that believe

they are not able to fulfill their obligations, whereas in fact they are able to do so.

Secondly, when an agent prefers a violation, this may be based also on beliefs that the sanction is not

applicable or due to a false belief in a conflict between the obligation and a desire or another obligation.

Thirdly, and most interestingly, beliefs introduce new kinds of examples due to the agent’s ability to let

the normative agent believe that it should abort its goal or due to conflicts believed by the normative agent.

In [3], the first example of letting the normative agent abort its goal is by bribing him. However, with beliefs

the agent can also mislead the normative agent into making him believe that it cannot sanction the agent,

whereas it could. For example, assume that to apply the sanction, some precondition must be true. Rather

than making this precondition false, the agent can make the system believe that: the normative agent will

give up trying to apply the sanction since it falsely believes that it would be just a waste of effort. The agent

can exploit recursive modelling in order to foresee this reaction of the normative agent.

Fourth, recursive modelling can be used to foresee the fact that the normative agent is not going to apply

the sanction since it believes that this fact would prevent the agent to fulfill some more important obligation.

Consider the following Argentina scenario. The country has the obligation to pay both its short term and long

term debt to IMF. Defaulting on the short term debt would result in a sanction which makes it impossible to

repay its long term one. So the agent knows that the normative agent decides not to sanction the violation of

the first obligation since it values more the respect of the second one.
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3 Attacker model for normative multi-agent systems
To deliberate about norm violations, an attacker model consists of:

A self model of the attacker, distinguishing, for example, between norm internalizing agents, respectful

agents and selfish agents. In this paper we use a Belief-Desire-Goal model to represent the attacker’s

mental attitudes.

A model of the normative multi-agent system, where for efficiency reasons we assume that the attacker

describes the normative multi-agent system with the same structures used to describe its self-model.

The beliefs, desires and goals of the normative system reflect these mental attitudes of agents working

for the normative system, such as legislators, judges, and policemen.

A model of interaction, where the agent plays a so-called violation game with the system, based on recur-

sive modeling.

We model the attacker and the normative multi-agent system as two agents a and n, such that we can

describe the interaction between the attacker and the system as a game between two agents. The basic

picture of the interaction model without beliefs is visualized in Figure 1 and reflects the deliberation of

agent a in various stages. This figure should be read as follow. Agent a is the decision maker: it is making a

decision δa, and it is considering the effects of the fulfilment or the violation of the obligations it is subject

to. To evaluate a decision δa according to its desires and goals (Da and Ga), it must consider not only its

actions, but also the reaction of system n: n is the normative system, which may recognize and sanction

violations. Agent a recursively models system n’s decision δn (that system n takes according to agent a’s

point of view), typically whether it counts the decision δa as a violation and whether it sanctions agent a or

not, and then bases its decision on it. Now, to find out which decision system n will make, agent a has a

profile of system n: it has a representation of system n’s motivational state. When agent a makes its decision

and predict system n’s decision, we assume in this paper that it believes that system n is aware of it (i.e., we

assume full observability).

U(δa ∪ δn,a)

������

������

������
x

¬x

�����	
������
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¬y
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¬x,¬y

outE(E, {y} ∪ {¬x})

outE(E, {¬y} ∪ {¬x})

y

¬y

outE(E, {¬y} ∪ {x})

outE(E, {y} ∪ {x})
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outE(E, {x})

outE(E, {¬x})
¬x, p
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y → ¬x

� → x

� → x

�����	

Figure 1: Violation game tree without beliefs

To extend the violation game in Figure 1 with beliefs, it is no longer sufficient to consider only one state

for two sequential decisions of agent a and system n, because the agent a may believe that the consequences

of these decisions are different from what the agent a believes that system n believes. Therefore, we have to

double the number of branches. After deciding x or ¬x, agent a will consider the consequences according

to himself, and according to system n. The latter is represented by dashed lines in Figure 2.

Before we can define these extended games, we have to extend the definition of multi-agent system.

The ontology of the multi-agent system is extended with belief rules. Belief rules are just like effect rules,

but relative to the agents. That is, each agent can have belief rules which are different, or even conflicting

with, belief rules of other agents. Moreover, we assume that belief rules of an agent can be conflicting,

and we introduce a conflict resolution mechanism, analogous to the conflict resolution mechanism for the

motivations. However, a difference is that the priority ordering on motivations is used in the evaluation of

states, whereas the priority ordering on beliefs is used in the logic of rules to calculate the expected effects

of decisions.
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3.1 Normative multi-agent system
In the definition of multiagent system, we add belief rules. MD now not only describes the motivations but

all mental attitudes, and we therefore call it the mental description. To distinguish the models developed

in [2, 3] from the one developed in this paper, we call the model in this paper our third multi-agent system.

Definition 1 (Agent description) Let MAS3 = 〈A, X, B, D,G, AD, E,�,MD,≥〉 be our third multia-
gent system, where:

• the agents A, variables X , beliefs B, desires D and goals G are five finite disjoint sets. We write
M = D ∪G for the motivations defined as the union of the desires and goals.

• an agent description AD : A → 2X∪B∪D∪G is a complete function that maps each agent to sets of
decision variables, beliefs, desires and goals. For each agent a ∈ A, we write Xa for X ∩ AD(a),
Ba for B∩AD(a), Da for D∩AD(a), Ga for G∩AD(a). We write parameters P = X \∪a∈AXa.

• the set of literals built from X , written as L(X), is X ∪ {¬x | x ∈ X}, and the set of rules built from
X , written as R(X) = 2L(X) × X , is the set of pairs of a set of literals built from X and a literal
built from X , written as {l1, . . . , ln} → l. We also write l1 ∧ . . . ∧ ln → l and when n = 0 we write
� → l. Moreover, for x ∈ X we write ∼x for ¬x and ∼(¬x) for x.

• the set of effects E ⊆ R(X) is a set of rules built from X .

• a priority relation ≥: A → 2M × 2M is a function from agents to a transitive and reflexive relation
on the powerset of the motivations containing at least the subset relation. We write ≥a for ≥ (a).

• the mental description MD : (B ∪ M) → R(X) is a complete function from the sets of beliefs,
desires and goals to the set of rules built from X . For a set of mental attitudes S ⊆ (B ∪M), we
write MD(S) = {MD(s) | s ∈ S}.

• a priority relation �: A→ 2B × 2B is a function from agents to a transitive and reflexive relation on
the powerset of the beliefs containing at least the subset relation. We write �a for � (a)

In the definition of normative multiagent system, nothing changes with respect to the normative descrip-

tion in [3]. In the definition of normative multiagent system, we add the fact that violations can be mapped

on parameters as well as decision variables of system n, which formalizes the property that in some circum-

stances system n may not be able to count behavior as violation. Moreover, we change the definition of goal

distribution such that agents can also be responsible for parameters.

Definition 2 (Norm description) Let MAS3 = 〈A,X, B,D, G, AD, E,�,MD,≥〉 be our third multi-
agent system. The tuple 〈A,X, B, D, G, AD, E,�,MD,≥,n, N, V,GD〉 is called our third normative
multiagent system NMAS3, where:

• the normative system n ∈ A is an agent.

• the norms N = {n1, . . . , nm} is a set disjoint from A, X , D, and G.

• the norm description V : N × A → Xn ∪ P is a complete function from the norms to the decision
variables of the normative agent together with the parameters: we write V (n, a) for the decision
variable which represents that there is a violation of norm n by agent a ∈ A.

• the goal distribution GD : A → 2Gn is a function from the agents to the powerset of the goals of the
normative agent, where GD(a) ⊆ Gn represents the goals of agent n the agent a is responsible for,
such that if we have L→ l ∈ MD(GD(a)), then l ∈ L(Xa ∪ P ).
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3.2 Obligations
In the logic of rules, we now have to define closure under set of beliefs. We write out for the output under

desire or goal rules, outE for output under commonly known effect rules, and outEB for output under belief

and effect rules. Following notational conventions in input/output logics under constraints [7], we say that

maxfamily is the set of maximal subsets of the belief rules such that the effects of decisions are consistent,

and preffamily is the set of preferred elements of maxfamily, and outEB(E,B, δ) the closure of δ
under the effect rules E and maximal set of belief rules B. In case of unresolved conflicts between belief

rules, we follow a sceptical approach, because outEB is the intersection of all outEs.

Definition 3 (Out) Let MAS3 = 〈A,X, B, D, G, AD, E,�,MD,≥〉 be our third multiagent system.
Moreover, let:

• out(D,S) be the closure of S ⊆ L(X) under the rules D ⊆ R(X):

– out0(E,S) = ∅
– outi+1(D, S) = outi(D, S) ∪ {l | L → l ∈ D, L ⊆ outi(D, S) ∪ S} for i ≥ 0

– out(D, S) = ∪∞
0 out(D, S)

Moreover, following notational conventions in input/output logics, we write S → x ∈ out(R) for
x ∈ out(R, S).

• outE(E, S) be the closure of S ⊆ L(X) under the effect rules E:

– outE0(E, S) = S

– outEi+1(E, S) = outEi(E, S) ∪ {l | L → l ∈ E,L ⊆ outEi(E, S)} for i ≥ 0

– outE(E, S) = ∪∞
0 outE(E,S)

Moreover, we write S → x ∈ outE(R) for x ∈ outE(R, S).

• – max(E, B, δ) is the set of maximal subsets B′ ⊆ B such that outE(E∪B′, δ) does not contain
a variable and its negation;

– preffamily(E,B, δ) are the elements of max(E, B, δ) which are maximal with respect to the
ordering �;

– outEB(E, B, δ) = ∩{outE(E ∪B′, δ) | B′ ∈ preffamily(E, B, δ)};
Moreover, we write S → x ∈ outEB(E,B) for x ∈ outEB(E,B, S).

In the definition of obligation, we change the seventh and eighth clause, such that the normative system

only believes it can count behavior as a violation and sanction it. Consequently, it is possible that in certain

circumstances system n believes that the sanction cannot be achieved, since a belief rule m → s ∈ Bn with

m ∈ Xn can be subject to exceptions like m ∧ p → ¬s ∈ BN . The examples later in this paper illustrate

how agent a can take advantage of such exceptional contexts.

We first give the definition of decisions in the new context. We do not consider beliefs, since belief rules

do not lead to contradictions.

Definition 4 (Decisions) The set of decisions Δ is the set of subsets δ ⊆ L(X \ P ) such that their closure
under effect rules outE(E, δ) does not contain a variable and its negation. For an agent a ∈ A and a
decision δ ∈ Δ we write δa for δ ∩ L(Xa).

Given this definition we define the ability of an agent to make true a propositional variable in a certain

context by means of a decision:

Definition 5 (Ability) Agent a ∈ A believes to be able to achieve p ∈ L(X) in context Y ⊆ L(X), written
as able(a, p, Y ), if and only if there is a decision δa such that p ∈ outEB(E, Ba, Y ∪ δa).
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Using this new definition of ability, the definition of obligation is as in [3].

Definition 6 (Obligation) Let NMAS3 = 〈A,X, B,D, G, AD, E,�,MD,≥,n, N, V,GD〉 be our third
normative multiagent system. In NMAS3 agent a ∈ A is obliged to decide to do x ∈ L(Xa ∪ P ) with
sanction s ∈ L(Xn ∪ P ) if Y ⊆ L(Xa ∪ P ), written as NMAS3 |= Oan(x, s|Y ), if and only if ∃n ∈ N
such that:

1. Y → x ∈ out(Dn) ∩ out(GD(a)): if Y then system n desires and has as a goal that x, and this goal
has been distributed to agent a.

2. Y ∪ {∼x} → V (n,a) ∈ out(Dn)∩ out(Gn): if Y and ∼x is done by agent a, then system n has the
goal and the desire V (n,a): to recognize it as a violation done by agent a.

3. � → ¬V (n,a) ∈ out(Dn): system n desires that there are no violations.

4. Y ∪ {V (n,a)} → s ∈ out(Dn)∩ out(Gn): if Y and system n decides V (n,a) then system n desires
and has as a goal that it sanctions agent a.

5. Y →∼ s ∈ out(Dn): system n desires not to sanction ∼ s. This desire of the normative system
expresses that it only sanctions in case of a violation.

6. Y →∼ s ∈ out(Da): if Y , then agent a desires ∼ s, which expresses that it does not like to be
sanctioned.

7. able(n, V (n,a), Y ∪ {∼ x}): system n is able to achieve V (n,a) in context Y and ∼ x;

8. able(n, s, Y ∪ {V (n,a),∼ x}): system n is able to achieve s in context Y , V (n,a) and ∼ x.

An obligation Oan(x, s|Y ) is an ought-to-do obligation when x ⊆ L(Xa), and an ought-to-be obliga-
tion otherwise.

We modify the picture in Figure 1 adding in Figure 2 the different point of views of agent a and system n.

Besides the additional states we added to Figure 1 to incorporate the beliefs of the system which may deviate

from the beliefs of the agent, we also incorporate the context as a consequence of the decision of agent a.

In this paper, we assume that system n is aware of agent a’s decision δa and of its consequences; given the

predicted decision of system n, agent a believes that the effects of δn depend on its own belief rules Ba (full

observability).
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Figure 2: Violation game tree with beliefs
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4 Violation games with believable agents
We now relativize the unfulfilled motivations to agents.

Definition 7 (Recursive modelling) Let NMAS3 = 〈A,X,B, D, G,AD, E,�,MD,≥,n, N, V, GD〉 be
a normative multiagent system. Moreover, let:

• the unfulfilled motivations of decision δ according to agent a ∈ A be the set of motivations whose
body is part of the closure of the decision under the effect and belief rules but whose head is not.
U(δ,a) = {m ∈ M | MD(m) = l1 ∧ . . . ∧ ln → l, {l1, . . . , ln} ⊆ outEB(E, Ba, δ) and l �∈
outEB(E,Ba, δ)}.

• the unfulfilled motivations of decision δ according to system n be the set of motivations whose body is
part of the closure of the decision under the effect and belief rules but whose head is not.
U(δ,n) = {m ∈ M | MD(m) = l1 ∧ . . . ∧ ln → l, {l1, . . . , ln} ⊆ outEB(E, Bn, δn ∪
outE(E, Ba, δa)) and l �∈ outEB(E, Bn, δn ∪ outEB(E, Ba, δa))}.

• A decision δ (where δ = δa ∪ δn) is optimal for system n if and only if there is no decision δ′n such
that U(δ,n) >n U(δa ∪ δ′n,n). A decision δ is optimal for agent a and system n if and only if it is
optimal for system n and there is no decision δ′a such that for all decisions δ′ = δ′a ∪ δ′n and δa ∪ δ′′n
optimal for system n we have that U(δ′,a) >a U(δa ∪ δ′′n,a).

In the following example, agent a makes system n falsely believe that it is true some condition p which

prevents the effect s of action m.

Example 1 Oan(x, s | �)

P p
E

Agent a Agent n
Xa x, b Xn V (n,a), s

Ba m → r Bn b →3 p, p → ¬2s, m →1 s

Da � →3 ¬s,� →2 ¬x,� →1 ¬b Dn
� →5 x,¬x →4 V (n,a), V (n,a) →3 s,
� →2 ¬V (n,a),� →1 ¬s

Ga Gn � →5 x,¬x →4 V (n,a), V (n,a) →3 s

δa b,¬x δn V (n,a),¬m

Ua � →1 ¬b Un � →5 x, V (n,a) →3 s,� →2 ¬V (n,a)

outEB b,¬x, V (n,a),¬m,¬s outEB b,¬x, p, V (n,a),¬m,¬s

The system n is compelled not to sanction agent a by its goal not to make the agent unable to respect

some other obligation it values more. In this example we model the Argentina scenario discussed in Section 2

by means ought-to-be obligations: l is a parameter in P which is made true by decision variable b ∈ Xa.

Example 2 Oan(x, s | �) and Oan(l, r | �)

P l
E

Agent a Agent n
Xa x, b Xn V (n,a), s

Ba s →2 ¬l, b →1 l, Bn s →3 ¬l, b →2 l,

Da � →4 ¬r, top →3 ¬s,� →2 ¬l,� →1 ¬x Dn

� →10 l,¬l →9 V (n,a), V (n,a) →8 r,
� →4 ¬V (n,a),� →3 r,
� →7 x,¬x →6 V (n′,a), V (n′,a) →5 s,
� →2 ¬V (n′,a),� →1 ¬s

Ga Gn

� →10 l,¬l →9 V (n,a), V (n,a) →8 r,
� →7 x,¬x →6 V (n′,a), V (n′,a) →5 s,

δa b,¬x δn V (n′,a),¬s

Ua � →1 ¬l Un � →7 x, V (n′,a) →5 s,� →1 ¬V (n′,a)

outEB b,¬x, l, V (n′,a),¬s outEB b,¬x, l, V (n′,a), b,¬s
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5 Summary
With the increase of multiagent systems with explicit norms, their security becomes an urgent problem. To

deal with a wide range of possible attacks, we need an expressive attacker model. In this paper we introduce

beliefs to reason about the possibility to mislead and be misled. This extension led to modifications in the

agent ontology with beliefs, but the definition of obligation remains intact.

The main distinction is in the games the agents play, as visualized in Figure 1 without beliefs, and in

Figure 2 with beliefs. The dashed arrows in Figure 2 visualize the new states the agent has to consider,

before it can determine its optimal decision. Moreover, in the comparison between the figures it becomes

clear that the contexts we consider with beliefs becomes more complicated. Whereas in Figure 1 without

beliefs we only consider the decisions of the agents as the context for outEB, in figure 2 we consider the

beliefs according to agent a too. We show that the new model can represent some examples beyond the

reach of our earlier model.

In Figure 2, full observability means that system n’s context consists of the beliefs of agent a. The fact

that system n from the perspective of agent a considers as its context the beliefs of agent a, represents that

we have full observability. If we drop this assumption, then the consequences of the decision of agent a may

be distinct to what system n observes. For example, it may violate a norm without the system observing

it. Consequently, clearly there are many examples which are still beyond the reach of our theory. A topic

of further research is the extension of our model to reason about observations of attackers and normative

systems [1].
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Abstract
This paper presents and discusses a normative approach to indeterministic belief revision. An indetermin-

istic belief revision operator assumes that, when an agent is confronted with a new piece of information, it

can revise its belief base in more than one way. We propose the epistemic norm that the agent’s normative

goals should play a role in the choice of one of the available revision alternatives. Properties of the new

belief revision mechanism are investigated too.

1 Introduction
Norms and obligations are increasingly being introduced in Multiagent Systems, in particular to meet the

coordination needs of open systems where heterogeneous agents interact with each other. Introducing norms

raise the issue, however, of the interaction between obligations and other mental attitudes like beliefs, goals,

and intentions. While the relation between obligations and motivational attitudes is being studied [2, 7],

the relation between beliefs and obligations is still unclear. In this paper we study the role of obligations

in the task of revising the agent’s beliefs under the light of new information. Revising the beliefs can lead

to a situation where a choice among different alternatives cannot be made on the basis of the available

information. However, obligations can force an agent to choose among the equally likely alternatives, in

order not to miss opportunities.

For example, consider a politician subject to the obligation to reduce deficit, for example due to a deci-

sion of the EU or the IMF, who believes that

A) Blocking enrollment leads to a decrease in spending

B) A decrease of investment in infrastructures leads to a decrease in spending

C) A decrease in spending leads to a reduction of deficit

Therefore, his plan to meet his obligation is either to block the enrollment, or to decrease investment in

infrastructures.

Now, suppose that someone very trustworthy and well-reputed convinces him that blocking enrollment

does not lead to a reduction of deficit. Beliefs A and C cannot hold together anymore, and he has to give up

one of them.

If he gives up A, then he still has another possibility to reduce the deficit, because he can decrease

spending by decreasing investment in infrastructures. However, if he gives up C, then he does not have any

possibility to achieve the reduction of deficit. Indeed,

1. Let us first assume that A is factually wrong, whereas C is true. If he chooses to retain (wrong) belief

A and to reject C, then he will do nothing and he will not succeed in reducing deficit. But, had he kept

his belief in C and rejected A, then he could have decreased investment in infrastructures in order to

decrease spending, and therefore he could have met his obligation to reduce deficit. To conclude, by

choosing to maintain A, he risks to miss an opportunity to meet his obligation.
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2. Let us now assume that A is actually true and C is wrong. If he chooses to keep (wrong) belief C, then

he will decrease spending, but he will not achieve the normative goal of reducing deficit. However,

even if he had chosen the right revision, i.e., to retain A and reject C, there was no way for him to

achieve his goal of reducing deficit. To conclude, by choosing C (wrong), he believes that he could

achieve a goal when he could not, so he will be disappointed for trying in vain, but at least he tried.

The moral of the story is that, if our politician is interested only in meeting the obligation (and there are

no other normative goals relevant for him), choosing to maintain C is the only prescribed choice. This is

because, independently of C being right or wrong, by choosing that belief he will be at least as well off.

Moreover, in one situation — the former — he will be better off if he chooses C than if he chooses A.

Summarizing, he should drop A, because that way, he keeps all possibilities to achieve his normative goal

open.

We can formalize the above example, by defining the following atomic propositions:

b blocking enrollment; d reduce deficit;

s decrease spending; i decrease investment in infrastructures.

The belief base before being convinced that blocking enrollment does not lead to a reduction of deficit

(¬(b ⊃ d)) would contain the three formulas b ⊃ s, i ⊃ s, and s ⊃ d. The agent has to, first of all, reduce

deficit, d, and, if possible, not decrease investment in infrastructures, ¬i. Adding ¬(b ⊃ d) to the beliefs

would make them inconsistent. Therefore, he has to revise his beliefs by giving up either b ⊃ s or s ⊃ d.

The choice he makes may depend on the obligations he can meet in the alternatives: if he gives up b ⊃ s,

his plan will be to decrease investment in infrastructures, so he will not achieve ¬i, but might succeed in

achieving d; if he gives up s ⊃ d, his plan will be to do nothing, so he will certainly not achieve d, but he

will fulfill ¬i. Depending on the punishment he receives for violating his obligation to achieve d or ¬i, he

could prefer one or the other alternative.

We use the deficit reduction example as a running example throughout the paper.

The choice among belief bases is distinct from other decision problems, due to the possibility of wishful

thinking. Consider for example that it is obligatory that blocking the enrollment leads to decrease spending

(b ⊃ d), and that this obligation is more important than the obligation of reducing deficit (d). What should

the agent do? At least in a naive approach, he could reason by cases as follows. Assume I choose b ⊃ s: in

that case I believe that accomplishing the obligation of blocking enrollment leads to a decrease in spending.

Assume I choose s ⊃ d: in that case I believe I am still able to achieve the normative goal of reducing

deficit. Since b is more important than d, I choose b ⊃ s.

Instead, the idea of this paper is inspired by the notion of conventional wisdom (CW) as introduced by

economist John Kenneth Galbraith:

We associate truth with convenience, with what most closely accords with self-interest and

personal well-being. [9]

That is, CW consists of “ideas that are convenient, appealing”. This is the rationale for keeping them.

One basic brick of CW could then be the fact that some ideas are maintained because they maximize the

goals that the agents (believe) they can achieve. This work may be seen as an initial attempt to formally

capture the concept of a CW agent. In the following we provide a logical framework that models how a CW

agent revises its beliefs under its obligations.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the aim of this paper, the used methodology

and particular challenges encountered. In Section 3 we introduce the agent theory we use in our approach,

and in Section 4 we introduce an indeterministic belief change operator in this agent theory. In Section 5 we

define the choice among beliefs as a decision problem in the agent theory. Section 6 concludes.

2 Aim, Methodology and Challenges
The research problem of this paper is to develop a formal model to reason about the kind of choices among

belief bases discussed in the previous section, and to generalize the example above in case of additional

beliefs, multiple normative goals with different importance, conditional obligations, a way to take violated

goals into account, and so on.

We use a combination of the framework of belief revision together with a qualitative decision theory.

Classical approaches to belief revision assume that, when an agent revises its belief base in view of new
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input, the outcome is well-determined. This picture, however, is not realistic. When an agent revises its

beliefs in the light of some new fact, it often has more than one available alternative. Approaches to belief

revision that do not stipulate the existence of a single revision option are called indeterministic [10]. In this

paper we suggest that one possible policy an agent can use in order to choose among available alternatives

is to check the effect of the different revisions on the agent’s set of goals.

Moreover, for the qualitative decision theory we are inspired by agent theories such as the BOID archi-

tecture [2, 7], the framework of goal generation in 3APL as developed by van Riemsdijk and colleagues [12],

and [5]. In particular, our agent model is based on one of the versions of 3APL, because the belief base in

the mental state of a 3APL agent is a consistent set of propositional sentences, just like in the framework

of belief revision. However, we do not pay attention to how goals are generated and how their achievabil-

ity (plan existence) is established. That is because we do not include “goal-adoption rules” or “practical

reasoning rules” representing which action to choose in a particular state. We assume that there is a plan-

ning module, which would take a set of goals, actions, and an initial world state representation as input and

produce a solution plan as output. This planning module might rely on any propositional AI planner: as in

object-oriented programming, we encapsulate the planner within a well-defined interface and overlook the

implementation details of how a solution plan is found. This is in line with, on one hand, the BOID archi-

tecture [2], where the planning component is kept separate from the remainder of agent deliberation, and,

on the other hand with the works of Móra and colleagues describing the relationship between propositional

planning algorithms and the process of means-end reasoning in BDI agents. In the paper [11], it is shown

how the mental state of an agent can be mapped to the STRIPS [8] notation forth and back. This relation

has been done on an abstract BDI interpreter named X-BDI [4].

In other words, we model the choice among belief bases essentially as a decision problem, that is, as

a choice among a set of alternatives. We do not use classical decision theory (utility function, probability

distribution, and the decision rule to maximize expected utility), but a qualitative version based on maxi-

mizing achieved goals and minimizing violated goals in an abstract agent theory (see, e.g., [6] for various

approaches to formalize the decision process of what an agent should do), because such qualitative decision

theories include beliefs and therefore are easier to combine with the theory of belief revision. However,

what precisely are the alternatives?

An indeterministic belief revision operator associates multiple revision options to a belief base that turns

out to be inconsistent as a consequence of a new piece of information. Our revision mechanism selects the

revision alternative that allows the agent to maximize its achievable goals. However, it will not always be

possible to select exactly one revision alternative. For example, there may be one most important goal set

but two revision alternatives that lead the agent to achieve it. In this case, the two belief revision candidates

are said to be equivalent. In Section 5.3 we will provide conditions under which a revision for a CW agent

is deterministic, that is, when our revision operator can select exactly one revision alternative.

Besides the issue of wishful thinking, another complicating factor when choosing among belief bases in

the context of conditional obligation rules, is that a maximization of goals may lead to a meta-goal to derive

obligations by choosing revisions where you believe that the condition is true and the obligation applies.

However, deriving goals by itself does not have to be desirable. In contrast, it may even be argued that fewer

goals are better than more goals, as you risk to violate goals and become unhappy. We therefore take also

goal violations into account.

3 An Abstract Agent Theory
In this section, we represent the formalism which is used throughout the paper.

3.1 A Brief Introduction to AI Planning and Agent Theory
Any agent, be it biological or artificial, must possess knowledge of the environment it operates in, in the

form of, e.g., beliefs. Furthermore, a necessary condition for an entity to be an agent is that it acts. We

consider only external motivations like obligations and not internal motivations like desires. For artificial

agents, obligations may be the purposes an agent was created for.

Obligations are necessary conditions for action, but not sufficient ones. When an obligation is met by

other conditions that make it possible for an agent to act, that obligation becomes a normative goal [3].

The reasoning side of acting is known as practical reasoning or deliberation, which may include plan-
ning. Planning is a process that chooses and organizes actions by anticipating their expected effects with the
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purpose of achieving as good as possible some pre-stated objectives or goals.

3.2 Beliefs, Obligations, and Goals
The basic components of our language are beliefs and obligations. Beliefs are represented by means of a be-
lief base. A belief base is a finite and consistent set of propositional formulas describing the information the

agent has about the world and internal information. Obligations are represented by means of an obligation
base. An obligation base consists of a set of propositional formulas which represent the situations the agent

has to achieve. However, unlike the belief base, an obligation base may be inconsistent, e.g., {p,¬p}.
Definition 1 (Belief Base B and Obligation Base O) Let L be a propositional language with � a tautol-
ogy, and the logical connectives ∧ and ¬, with the usual meaning, and the non material implication ⊃. The
agent’s belief base B is a consistent finite set such that B ⊆ L. B can also be represented as the conjunction
of its propositional formulas. The agent’s obligation base is a possibly inconsistent finite set of sentences
denoted by O, with O ⊆ L.

We define two modal operators Bel and Obl such that, for any formula φ of L, Belφ means that φ is

believed whereas Oblφ means that the agent has obligation φ. Since in this paper the belief and obligation

bases of an agent are completely separated, there is no need to nest the operators Bel and Obl.

Definition 2 (Obligation-Adoption Rule) An obligation-adoption rule is a triple 〈φ, ψ, τ〉 ∈ L × L × L
whose meaning is: if Belφ and Oblψ, then τ will be adopted as an obligation as well.

The set of obligation-adoption rules of the agent is denoted by R. If 〈φ, ψ, τ〉 ∈ R and ∃φ′, ψ′, τ ′ such that

φ↔ φ′, ψ ↔ ψ′, τ ↔ τ ′, then 〈φ′, ψ′, τ ′〉 ∈ R.

Normative goals, in contrast to obligations, are represented by consistent obligation sets.

Definition 3 (Candidate Goal Set) A candidate goal set is a consistent subset of O.

3.3 Mental State Representation
We assume that an agent is equipped with three components:

• belief base B ⊆ L;

• obligation base: O ⊆ L;

• obligation-adoption rule set R.

The mental state S of an agent is completely described by a triple S = 〈B,O, R〉. In addition, we

assume that each agent is provided with a problem-dependent function V , a goal selection function G, and a

belief revision operator ∗, as discussed below. In our deficit reduction example, we have:

B = {b ⊃ s, i ⊃ s, s ⊃ d},
O = {d,¬i},
R = {〈�,�, d〉; 〈�,�,¬i〉}.

The semantics we adopt for the belief and obligation operators are standard.

Definition 4 (Semantics of Bel operator) Let φ ∈ L, 〈B, O, R〉 |= Belφ⇔ B |= φ.

Definition 5 (Semantics of Obl operator) Let φ ∈ L, 〈B,O, R〉 |= Oblφ ⇔ ∃ a maximal (with respect to
set inclusion) consistent subset O′ ⊆ O such that O′ |= φ.

An agent is obliged to try and manipulate its surrounding environment to fulfill its normative goals. In

general, given a problem, not all normative goals are achievable, i.e. it is not always possible to construct

a plan for each goal. The goals which are not achievable or those which are not chosen to be achieved are

called violated normative goals. Hence, we assume a problem-dependent function V that, given a belief base

B and a goal set O′ ⊆ O, returns a set of couples 〈Oa, Ov〉, where Oa is a maximal subset of achievable

normative goals and Ov is the subset of violated normative goals and is such that Ov = O′ \Oa. Intuitively,

by considering violated normative goals we can take into account, when comparing candidate normative

goal sets, what we lose from not achieving normative goals.
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3.4 Comparing Normative Goals and Sets of Normative Goals
The aim of this section is to illustrate a qualitative method for normative goal comparison in the agent theory.

More precisely, we define a qualitative way in which an agent can choose among different sets of candidate

normative goals. Indeed, from an obligation base O, several candidate normative goal sets Oi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n,

may be derived. How can an agent choose among all the possible Oi? It is unrealistic to assume that all

normative goals have the same priority. We use the notion of importance of obligations to represent how

relevant each normative goal should be for the agent depending, for instance, on the punishment for violating

the obligations. The idea is that an agent should choose a set of candidate goals which contains the greatest

number of achievable normative goals (or the least number of violated normative goals).

We assume we dispose of a total pre-order � over an agent’s obligations. In the example, you have

to reduce, in the first place, deficit and, if possible, you should not decrease investments in infrastructures.

Therefore, d is more important than ¬i, in symbols d � ¬i.
The� relation can be extended from goals to sets of goals. We have that a goal set O1 is more important

than another one O2 if, considering only the goals occurring in either set, the most important goals are in

O1. Note that � is connected and therefore a total pre-order, i.e., we always have O1 � O2 or O2 � O1.

Definition 6 (Comparing Sets of Normative Goals)
The normative goal set O1 is at least as important as the normative goal set O2, denoted O1 � O2 iff

the list of obligations in O1 sorted by decreasing importance is lexicographically greater than the list of
obligations in O2 sorted by decreasing importance. If O1 � O2 and O2 � O1, O1 and O2 are said to be
indifferent, denoted O1 ∼ O2.

In our example, it is easy to verify that {d,¬i} � {d} � {¬i} � ∅. However, we also need to be able to

compare the mutual exclusive subsets (achievable and violated goals) of the considered candidate goal, as

defined below.

3.5 Comparing Couples of Goal Sets
We propose two methods to compare couples of goal sets.

3.5.1 The Direct Comparison �D

Given the�D criterion, a couple of goal sets 〈Oa
1 , Ov

1〉 is at least as important as the couple 〈Oa
2 , Ov

2〉, noted

〈Oa
1 , Ov

1〉 �D 〈Oa
2 , Ov

2〉 iff Oa
1 � Oa

2 and Ov
1 � Ov

2 .

�D is reflexive and transitive but partial. 〈Oa
1 , Ov

1〉 is strictly more important than 〈Oa
2 , Ov

2〉 in two cases:

1. Oa
1 � Oa

2 and Ov
1 ≺ Ov

2 , or

2. Oa
1 � Oa

2 and Ov
1 � Ov

2 .

They are indifferent when Oa
1 = Oa

2 and Ov
1 = Ov

2 . In all the other cases, they are not comparable.

3.5.2 The Lexical Comparison �Lex

Given the �Lex criterion, a couple of goal sets 〈Oa
1 , Ov

1〉 is at least as important as the couple 〈Oa
2 , Ov

2〉
(noted 〈Oa

1 , Ov
1〉 �Lex 〈Oa

2 , Ov
2〉) iff Oa

1 ∼ Oa
2 and Ov

1 ∼ Ov
2 ; or there exists a φ ∈ L such that both the

following conditions hold:

1. ∀φ′ � φ, the two couples are indifferent, i.e., one of the following possibilities holds: (a) φ′ ∈
Oa

1 ∩Oa
2 ; (b) φ′ �∈ Oa

1 ∪Ov
1 and φ′ �∈ Oa

2 ∪Ov
2 ; (c) φ′ ∈ Ov

1 ∩Ov
2 .

2. Either φ ∈ Oa
1 \Oa

2 or φ ∈ Ov
2 \Ov

1 .

�Lex is reflexive, transitive, and total.
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3.6 Defining the Goal Set Selection Function
In general, given a set of obligations O, there may be many possible candidate goal sets. An agent in state

S = 〈B, O,R〉 must select precisely one of the most important couples of achievable and violated goals.

Let us call G the function which maps a state S into the couple 〈Oa, Ov〉 of goal sets selected by an

agent in state S. G is such that, ∀S, if 〈Ōa, Ōv〉 is a couple of goal sets, then G(S) � 〈Ōa, Ōv〉, i.e., a

rational agent always selects one of the most preferable couple of candidate goal sets [5].

4 Situating the Problem: Indeterministic Belief Change
“Most models of belief change are deterministic. Clearly, this is not a realistic feature, but it

makes the models much simpler and easier to handle, not least from a computational point of

view. In indeterministic belief change, the subjection of a specified belief base to a specified

input has more than one admissible outcome.

Indeterministic operators can be constructed as sets of deterministic operations. Hence, given

n deterministic revision operators ∗1, ∗2, . . . , ∗n, ∗ = {∗1, ∗2, . . . , ∗n} can be used as an inde-

terministic operator.”

Let us consider a belief base B and a new belief β. The revision of B in light of β is simply:

B ∗ β ∈ {B ∗1 β, B ∗2 β, . . . B ∗n β}. (1)

More precisely, revising the belief base B with the indeterministic operator ∗ in light of the new belief

β leads to one of the n belief revision results:

B ∗ β ∈ {B1
β , B2

β , . . . Bn
β}, (2)

where Bi
β is the i-th possible belief revision result.

Applying the operator ∗ is then equivalent to applying one of the virtual operators ∗i contained in its

definition. While the rationality of an agent does not suggest any criterion to prefer one revision over

the others, a defining feature of a CW agent is that it will choose which revision to adopt based on the

consequence of that choice. One important consequence is the set of goals the agent will decide to pursue.

In our deficit reduction example, β = Bel(¬(b ⊃ d)), and

B ∗ β ∈
{

B1
β = {¬(b ⊃ d), s ⊃ d, i ⊃ s},

B2
β = {¬(b ⊃ d), b ⊃ s, i ⊃ s}

}
. (3)

In the next section we propose some possible ways to tackle the problem of choosing one of the revision

options.

5 Belief Revision as a Decision Problem
By considering an indeterministic belief revision, we admit B ∗ β to have more than one possible result. In

this case, the agent must select (possibly) one among all possible revisions. Among the possible criteria for

selection, one is to choose the belief revision operator for which the goal set selection function returns the

most important goal set. In other words, selecting the revision amounts to solve an optimization problem.

5.1 Indeterministic State Change
The indeterminism of belief revision influences the obligation-updating process. In fact, the belief revision

operator is just a part of the state-change operator, which is indeterministic as well, as a consequence of the

indeterminism of belief revision. Therefore, Sβ ∈ {S1
β ,S2

β , . . . ,Sn
β }, where Si

β = 〈Bi
β , Oi

β , R〉.
Which goal set is selected by an agent depends on G:

G(Sβ) ∈ {G(S1
β), G(S2

β), . . . , G(Sn
β )}. (4)

In the example, G(Sβ) ∈ {G(S1
β), G(S2

β)}, where G(S1
β) = 〈{d}, {¬i}〉 and G(S2

β) = 〈{¬i}, {d}〉. The

following table summarizes the possibilities the agent may face when choosing between the two alternative

revisions.
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reality → �|= b ⊃ s |= b ⊃ s
↓ beliefs |= s ⊃ d �|= s ⊃ d

B1
β d is achieved no obligation

decrease investment ¬i is not achieved is met
in infrastructures

B2
β d is not achieved

do nothing ¬i is achieved

A traditional rational agent could not choose one of the G(Si
β) because they are incomparable. Now,

for a CW agent, G(Sβ) ∈ I{G(S1
β), G(S2

β), . . . , G(Sn
β )}, where I(S) denotes the most important set of S

defined as follows:

Definition 7 (Important Set I) Given two sets S and X such that S ⊆ X , and given an importance relation
� over X , the most important set of S is I(S) = {x ∈ S : ¬∃x′ ∈ S, x′ � x}.

5.2 Choosing a Revision
Choosing the most important revision option is not a trivial operation. We can distinguish two situations:

• there is just one most important couple of goal sets 〈Ōa, Ōv〉, but more than one alternative options

lead to 〈Ōa, Ōv〉;
• there is no unique most important couple of goal sets; that is, there are different couples of goal

sets 〈Oa
1 , Ov

1〉, . . . , 〈Oa
m, Ov

m〉, none of which is strictly more important than the others, i.e., for all

i, j ∈ {1, . . . , m}, 〈Oa
i , Ov

i 〉 � 〈Oa
j , Ov

j 〉.

Definition 8 (Equivalent Belief Revision Candidates) A belief revision candidate B1
β is equivalent to an-

other belief revision candidate B2
β (denoted by B1

β ≈ B2
β), if and only if G(S1

β) � G(S2
β) and G(S2

β) �
G(S1

β).

It is easy to verify that ≈ is a standard equivalence relation, i.e., reflexive, symmetric, and transitive.

The choice of which revision outcome to adopt may thus be deterministic or indeterministic. It is inde-

terministic in the two cases presented above. More precisely, the choice depends on the importance relations

over the couples of goal sets, which determine the equivalence between revision candidates:

• if ‖I{G(S1
β), G(S2

β), . . . , G(Sn
β )}‖ = 1, i.e., the equivalent class of an important belief revision is

a singleton and, if there is no i, j such that G(Si
β) = G(Sj

β), the choice of the belief operator is

obviously deterministic;

• if ‖I{G(S1
β), G(S2

β), . . . , G(Sn
β )}‖ = 1, and there is at least a couple i, j such that G(Si

β) = G(Sj
β),

the choice is indeterministic, but also indifferent;

• if ‖I{G(S1
β), G(S2

β), . . . , G(Sn
β )}‖ > 1, the choice is indeterministic.

It is important to notice that an agent that has to choose between G(Si
β) and G(Sj

β) is in a different

situation than an agent that has to randomly choose among a number of competing revisions. But, when

an agent must choose between two revision options, it knows that, no matter which revision it chooses, the

outcome does not change. In such a context, a random choice becomes a rational option.

Proposition 1 Let ∗ be an indeterministic belief operator, and n be the number of possible belief revisions
candidate. We have 1 ≤ ‖I{G(S1

β), G(S2
β), . . . , G(Sn

β )}‖ ≤ n.

5.3 Conditions for Determinism of a CW Agent

Traditional indeterministic belief revision approaches allow for the result of belief revision to be indetermi-

nate in the sense that there may be many possible revision alternatives that are equally rational. Our proposal

builds on the idea that what an agent wishes to achieve can play a role in the choice of which beliefs to reject

and which beliefs to retain. The example we have been using in this paper also tries to capture the intu-

ition that an agent who behaves in this manner is rational. Our richer model can distinguish one revision

alternative from the other depending on the effect that each option has on the agent’s goal set. Hence, under

certain conditions, the choice among several revision alternatives can be reduced to one. This is what we
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want to investigate now, that is we want to investigate the conditions under which a revision for a CW agent

is deterministic even if an indetermistic revision operator is used, i.e., ‖I{G(Si
β)}i=1,...‖ = 1 and, for all

i, j, G(Si
β) �= G(Sj

β).

Observation 1 B∗β is deterministic in state S = 〈B, O, R〉, iff no two alternative revisions are equivalent,
i.e., for all i, j, Bi

β �≈ Bj
β , and � is total.

Proposition 2 A sufficient condition for no two alternative revisions, Bi
β and Bj

β , being equivalent is that

1. for all i, j, G(Si
β) �= G(Sj

β) and G(Si
β) and G(Sj

β) are comparable;

2. the importance relation on goals is strict, i.e., for all φ, φ′ ∈ G(Sβ)a ∪ G(Sβ)v , φ �= φ′, φ � φ′ ⇒
φ′ �� φ.

Proof: From Hypothesis 1 and 2, by applying Definition 6, we obtain Bi
β �≈ Bj

β . Therefore, no two

alternative revisions can be equivalent. �

6 Conclusions
A new framework, inspired by the concept of conventional wisdom, aiming at dealing with indeterminism

in belief revision has been proposed. While a traditional agent would not be able to choose among multiple

revision candidates in indeterministic belief revision, a CW agent evaluates the effects the different revi-

sion options have on its goals and selects the revision which maximizes its achievable goals. Fundamental

definitions and properties of such belief revision mechanism have been given.
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Abstract 

In research in cardiac development it is unavoidable to use sections of biological tissue, and it is difficult 
to interpret these sections because of the complexity of the developing heart. 3D computer reconstructions 
can provide an anatomical context of such sections and make their interpretation easier. However, for 
practical reasons, researchers often do not stain a complete series of sections and, therefore cannot make a 
3D reconstruction. We are developing a program for tracing the anatomical context of individual tissue 
sections, by automatically fitting 2D sections into 3D reference reconstructions and thus enabling the
retrieval of their right location and orientation. In this paper we show that a basic version of the program, 
using a primarily brute force pixel-based approach, already gives promising results. The performance of 
this basic program can substantially be improved if the program is extended with the use of relatively
simple image features.  

1 Introduction 

In this paper we describe work in progress which is aimed at developing a system which automatically 
fits 2D images into 3D reference models for the specific application of fitting histological sections of 
embryonic (mouse) hearts into 3D computer reconstructions of such hearts. As a basis for this system, we 
first implemented a straightforward brute force pixel-based approach, where the (2D) input section is 
compared to a large number of virtual (2D) cross sections of the (3D) reference model. Section similarity 
is computed based on the distances of non-zero pixels of one image to the nearest non-zero pixels in the 
other image. The implementation of this computation makes use of the distance transform of the images.

The base system is being extended by including the use of some image features, and in this paper we 
show how the performance of the base system can already be improved substantially by using a few 
relatively simple features, such as density of non-zero pixels. Two performance characteristics are 
considered: computation time and the quality of the resulting fit. This fit quality is measured using a panel 
of experts. 

The biomedical motivation for the system is that in research in cardiac development one cannot avoid 
using 2D sections. The reason for this is that the staining agents used for studying the location of gene 
products have a limited penetration depth. Sectioning a piece of tissue, containing the heart, leads to loss 
of the precise spatial orientation which hampers interpretation of the section. Having these 2D sections 
placed (at the proper location with the proper orientation) into a 3D reconstruction of a developing heart 
provides considerably more information than can be deduced from a section alone or even from a stack of 
sections. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains some background information 
both on biomedical issues and on the 3D computer reconstructions. In this section also related work is 
mentioned. Some details of the developed system (including the added features used in the extended 
system) are given in section 3. Section 4 describes the results of the performance measurements of the 
two versions of the developed system, and we conclude with discussion and conclusions in section 5. 
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2 Background 

2.1 Biological background 
In birds and mammals the mature heart consists of 4 chambers arranged in two parallel pairs: the right 
and left atrium are exclusively connected to the right and left ventricle, respectively. The right side of the 
heart serves the pulmonary circulation whereas the left side of the heart handles the systemic circulation 
[9]. Both heart halves beat synchronous with regular paced contractions where the contraction of the 
ventricles is perfectly adjusted to the contraction of the atria.  

This complex dual circuited four-chambered heart is formed from a single-circuited heart tube during 
embryonic development. This primary heart tube pumps with a peristaltic wave. The heart of higher 
vertebrates must function from the moment it forms to supply the embryo with nutrients [6]. Therefore 
the transformation from a simple tube to a four-chambered heart with a sophisticated conduction system 
has to take place while the heart continues functioning [9]. Figure 1 shows a schematic illustration of the 
development of an embryonic heart of a higher vertebrate. This illustration is based on a developmental 
series of a mouse heart from day 8.5 after fertilization (E8.5; embryonic day 8.5). Important to consider is 
the growth rate and size of the developing heart. For instance, a developing mouse heart grows from 250 
μm at day E8.5 to 1.5 mm at day E14.5, i.e., a six times increase in diameter in six days [11]. The 
morphological changes are enormous which makes it difficult to analyse and understand cross sections 
through a developing heart. 

Figure 1 Schematic illustration of the development of an embryonic heart of a higher vertebrate [6]. a = 
atrium, v = ventricle, l = left, r = right. The other labels are not relevant for this paper. 

2.2 3D computer reconstructions and TRACTS 
In research in cardiac development it is unavoidable to use serial sectioned biological material for 3D 
computer reconstructions, because of the required level of detail and the limited penetration of staining 
agents into tissues [10]. The problem of automatic 3D reconstruction using serial images has been studied 
by several authors, e.g. [4,14]. Soufan et al. [11,12] reconstructed a series of developing mouse hearts 
from sections of hearts in which in situ hybridization with markers for myocardium (heart muscle tissue) 
enabled the automatic selection of the myocardium. The 3D reconstructions show details and provide 
insights that are not clear from studying the series of sections themselves. Thus, the reconstructions are a 
useful tool to increase our understanding of the development of the myocardium, which is important 
because of the high incidence of congenital heart malformations (almost 1% of live births). 

Although 3D reconstructions can provide additional insights, not all researchers choose to stain the 
required complete series of sections. In many cases, only a limited number of sections are stained for 
specific proteins or mRNAs. Moreover, these sections are often of unknown orientation and not exactly 
timed. Interpretation of such sections is then hampered by lack of information on their anatomical 
context. 

To provide this information on the anatomical context, the departments of Anatomy & Embryology 
and Medical Informatics of the Academic Medical Center cooperate in the development of an application 
for tracing the anatomical context of tissue sections (TRACTS). This is done by automatically fitting 2D 
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sections of an embryonic mouse heart into 3D computer reconstructions of mouse hearts. The application 
is being developed with two main goals in mind. The first goal is to provide users with information about 
the orientation of their tissue sections. The second goal is to collect and present gene expression 
information within its anatomical context. 

There are several research projects where spatial information, e.g. anatomical context, is added to 
gene expression databases [13]. One of those, closely related to our work, is EMAGE [3,1]. There are two 
main differences between the approaches of EMAGE and TRACTS. Firstly, EMAGE is embryo wide, 
while we primarily focus on the heart. Secondly, the spatial information in EMAGE is found manually 
with the MAPaint software (http://genex.hgu.mrc.ac.uk/Software/paint/), whereas with TRACTS we aim 
at developing a program for doing this automatically. 

There is a lot of research done on (medical) image registration (for reviews see [5,8]). Most 
techniques described are developed for the registration of different 2D images, or of 2D projections to 3D 
spatial data, or of 3D data to 3D data. There are only a few publications dealing with the problem of 
fitting 2D slices into 3D volume data. One example of such work is [2], but the approach described in this 
work is not aimed at an application with high morphological variation. Another example is the matching 
of a complete stack of histological sections to a 3D MRI image [7]. The use of a stack makes this 
approach essentially a 3D to 3D registration problem.   

The aim of TRACTS is to fit histological sections to a developmental series of 3D heart models. 
These models, which will be referred to as reference models, are reconstructed from a stack of 
histological sections, which are stained using a mix of probes specifically chosen to visualize the 
myocardium. With a simple threshold the myocardium is extracted, resulting in binary images (figure 3). 
In the present version of the program only one reference model is used. During further development of 
the program, a complete series of reference models, covering all relevant stages of development, will be 
implemented. The reference model used is a reconstruction of an E12.5 mouse heart (figure 2a) [11]. The 
resolution of this reference model is 321x269x173 voxels with a voxel size of 5.155x5.155x7 μm.  

For the performance measurements described in section 4 we used another 3D reconstruction of a 
heart of the same age as the reference model (figure 2b). This reconstruction that will be referred to as test 
model is used to create a test set of virtual sections. The resolution of the test model is 290x304x110 
voxels with a voxel size of 5.155x5.155x10 μm. 

Figure 2a: Reference model     Figure 2b: Test model
  

The occurrence of biological and technical variation is obvious when observing the reference and test 
model (figure 2). Although both models are approximately the same age, they are quite different in 
appearance. The test model (figure 2b) clearly shows some artefacts, caused by deformations during the 
sectioning. These deformations made some neighbouring sections hard to align during the reconstruction 
procedure. 
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3 The developed system 

3.1 Basic program 
As a basic version of the automatic fitting program, we first implemented a straightforward brute force 
pixel-based approach, where a (2D) input section is compared to a large number of virtual (2D) cross 
sections of the (3D) reference model. To avoid repetitive computations, a database was created containing 
cross sections of the reference model. Only for the cross sections which are comparable in size, a 
similarity with the input section is computed.  

The similarity measure used is based on the mean Euclidean distance of points on the contours of the 
heart in the input section to the contours in every cross-section through the reference model, and vice 
versa. The contour is considered to be a good representation of the shape of the heart. To compute this 
distance measure a distance transformed image is made from the input section and from the reference 
model sections, all resized to 128x128 pixels (figure 3). The pixel values in these distance transformed 
images represent the Euclidean distance to the heart contour. To find the distances between the contours 
the distance transformed image of an input contour image is masked by the contour of the reference 
image, the remaining distance values are summed and divided by the number of pixels in the masking 
contour. This is done both ways and the two resulting average distance values are summed to supply the 
distance measure.  

Figure 3 From left to right:  An image of a histological section, a resized thresholded binary image, its 
contour, and its distance transformed image. a = atrium, v = ventricle, l = Left, r = right. Note that at this 
stage the systemic and pulmonary circulation are not yet separated.

The database of cross sections of the reference model contains sections that were generated by taking 
a step size of 1 voxel over the three central axes. At every position 64 cross-sections are computed with a 
different combination of tilting angle and tilting direction. The tilting angle reached from 0 to 40 degrees 
(in steps of 10 degrees) and the number of tilting directions increases with each increment of the tilting 
angle. All model sections were normalized to a pixel size equal to the original x and y resolution of the 
model. Only those sections containing over 20 pixels of myocardium were used. Every section was 
cropped and the size of the bounding box of the heart was determined and stored. Then the model images 
were resized to a standard size of 128x128 pixels. The contours of the heart in those resized images were 
determined and their distance transformed images were computed. Both the contour and the distance 
transformed images are stored. This resulted in 44711 image pairs stored in the database. The positional 
and size information were stored in a lookup table.  

Before an input section can be compared to the reference model some pre-processing has to take 
place. In the input section the myocardium needs to be separated form the background using a threshold. 
The resulting binary image is rotated in 32 steps and mirrored at each position. The resulting 64 images 
are processed like the model sections: determine size, resize to 128x128 pixels, determine contour and 
compute distance transform. The resulting images are used for comparison with the reference model. 

The basic program uses essentially a brute force strategy. However, for computational reasons, not all 
sections from the reference model are compared to the input section: Only those that are similar in size 
are selected. The size difference between both sections may not exceed 20%, which is based on expert 
knowledge that embryonic hearts never differ over 20% in size at the same developmental stage. For 
every input and model section pair that meets the size criterion the distance measure is calculated. The 
lowest distance measure is considered to indicate the best match. 
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3.2 Extended program 
The basic version of the program already uses a restricted brute force approach, since it selects only 

cross-sections from the reference model comparable in size to the input section. As we will show in 
section 4, this basic version results in a considerable number of fits which are rated unsatisfactory by 
experts. To improve on this, we extended the basic program by adding the use of some features in an 
attempt to exclude the unsatisfactory fitting sections. Since this results in a lower number of distance 
transform based comparisons, it has the added benefit of making the program faster. 

The decision which features to use is based on an analysis of the performance measurement of the 
basic program. Features that exclude the unsatisfactory rated fit results without affecting the good rated 
fits are preferred. Several potential features were tested, and three of these were selected based on their 
individual performance. Thresholds for these features where determined after some experimentation and 
in consultation with experts.  

The first feature implemented was the tissue density. The basic program regularly fits sections with a 
large amount of tissue, for instance a section containing a thick ventricular wall, to sections with a lower 
number of tissue pixels, for instance a section containing only a thin atrial wall. Such a difference in 
thickness is reflected by the part of the section containing tissue. This tissue density is measured by 
counting the number of pixels containing tissue in the resized images. 

With the previous feature it is still possible to fit atria on ventricles and ventricles on atria when the 
amount of tissue is very similar. Therefore, we introduce the centre of mass of the section as a second 
feature. This feature prevents that images with a very different tissue distribution are matched. 

The last implemented feature uses a regional tissue density measure. For this feature the density in the 
four corners is measured of every section. To compensate for both technical and biological deformations 
of the tissue, the density measurement of the input sections is done by moving the region of interest (see 
figure 4). 

4 Performance measurements 

To measure the performance of the fitting program two characteristics are considered: computation 
time and the quality of the resulting fit. The reported computation times are obtained using a 3 GHz 
Pentium IV processor, with 1024 Mb of RAM. An expert panel was asked to rate the fit results, since the 
actual spatial relation between the test model and the reference model is unknown and there is no gold 
standard fit algorithm available. Four experts were asked to rate the similarity of the anatomical context 
of the test section and the result section, on a scale from 0-10.  

Before the performance of the basic and extended program was measured, we did some preliminary 
tests on the program algorithms for errors and computation time. The comparison with all the sections of 
the database takes on average 27.5 minutes per input section. This prompted our decision to use a 
restricted brute force approach in the basic program.   

In one of these preliminary tests a sample of 100 sections from the reference database is fitted to the 
reference model.  This test resulted in a perfect match for all sections. Another test was used to determine 
whether the resolution of the reference database is sufficient. To this end, a set of 100 sections was 
created from the reference model with random choices of the location on the three axes, the tilting angle 
and the tilting direction. All sections containing heart tissue were fitted to database sections closely 
resembling the random chosen input images. From this we concluded that the resolution of the reference 
database is sufficient.  

Figure 4 Movement of the region of 
interest in the input section. Per corner 
five tissue densities are measured. The 
minimum and maximum densities are 
used to decide for which reference 
sections the distance measure will be
computed. 
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After the preliminary tests the program was ready to be tested in its basic version as described in 
section 3.1. A set of arbitrary cross sections was taken from the test model. Cross sections deemed 
irrelevant by experts, for example sections peripheral in the model containing just small caps of 
indeterminable tissue, were removed from this set, which left a sample of 65 relevant cross-sections. This 
test set was fitted to the reference model. The mean computation time was just over 6 minutes per input 
section. The mean individual rating per fitted section is plotted in figure 5 (error bars indicate the standard 
deviation between experts). The overall mean rating of the basic program was 6.6.  
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Figure 5: Performance per section

In figure 5 also the mean individual rating per section for the extended program is plotted. These 
results were obtained using the same test sample as used with the basic program. In this case the overall 
mean rating is 7.5, and the computation time dropped from 6 to 1 minute per section, which we consider 
adequate for the intended use of the program. The right side of figure 5 shows that a considerable part of 
the previously unsatisfactory rated sections shows much higher ratings in the extended program. 

In figure 6 the distributions of the mean rating for every section for both the basic (a) and the extended 
(b) is plotted. To make the interpretation easier these ratings are divided into three categories: Good when 
the mean rating is 8 or higher, reasonable when rated between 5.5 and 8, and unsatisfactory when rated 
below 5.5. The anatomical context of each reference section found by the basic program is rated good in 
41% of the cases by the expert panel, whereas 37% is considered reasonable and 22% unsatisfactory. For 
the extended program, the fraction of good-rated sections increased to 60%, whereas the reasonable and 
unsatisfactory ones decreased to 26% and 14%, respectively. 
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5 Conclusion and discussion 

As shown in section 4, the program performance increases with the implementation of relatively simple 
features. The fraction of fitted sections rated as good by the expert panel increased 1.5 times in the 
extended program compared to the basic program. At the same time the fraction of reasonably and 
unsatisfactory rated sections dropped by one third. This promising degree of performance improvement in 
fit quality is accompanied by a six-fold drop in computation time to approximately 1 minute per section. 
This computation time is adequate for the intended use of the program and needs therefore no further 
improvement.  

In spite of the fit quality improvement, the performance in this area is not yet sufficient, and we expect 
it will be possible to obtain better results in the near future. However, a performance of 100% good fits 
might be an unrealistic goal, since due to biological variation not every input section may have a 
satisfactory counterpart in the reference model. Our aim is to have a good fit whenever possible. 

In figure 5 the mean rate per section given by the expert panel is shown. This graph clearly shows that 
many of the sections that had an unsatisfactory fit in the case of the basic program fitted much better 
when the extended version was used. We tried to design the features in such a way that none of the good 
fit results from the basic program was lost using the extended program. We succeeded in all cases except 
for one section (number 20), in which the mean rate dropped from 8.25 to 4.75. A detailed further 
analysis of this section is needed to evaluate whether it is possible to correct this problem without losing 
performance elsewhere. 

There are two noteworthy remarks to be made on the test set. The first remark is that we used the test 
set for the performance measurement of the extended program, while the same test set was used for 
measuring the performance of the basic program and for selecting the features to implement in the 
extended version. Therefore the performance of the extended program might be a bit overestimated. The 
second remark is that the sections taken from the test model were more deformed than usual for a “real” 
histological section. This extra deformation is a result of the reconstruction process, in which not all 
sections could be perfectly aligned (as is clearly visible in figure 2b). As a result of this extra 
deformation, program performance might be underestimated. When we will test a (near) final version of 
the program we will take care to avoid both problems by using an independent test set based on a high 
quality reconstruction. 

In further development the program will be expanded with the ability to fit heart sections of ages other 
than the E12.5 model used in the present version. Due to the enormous change in shape during embryonic 
development (see section 2.1) there is no guarantee that the presently implemented features will work for 
all ages, but given the simplicity of the features it is expected that they will be reasonably robust. 
Nevertheless, when additional features will be added to further improve performance, it is likely that 
these features will be more specific to a particular developmental stage of the heart. 

Theoretically the currently used method should be applicable to a wide range of applications for 
medical imaging where 2D sections are obtained and a 3D reference model is available. To reach an 
optimal performance the thresholds used for the features have to be optimized. 

Future work will also include a re-evaluation of the chosen resolution of the reference database and a 
study of other similarity measures than the presently used measure based on (Euclidian) distance of non-
zero pixels to the nearest non-zero pixel in the other image. Other measures, for example based on mutual 
information or on Fourier Descriptors, could perhaps provide better performance when used instead of, or 
in addition to, the distance transform based measure. We would also like to be able to report not just the 
best fit, but also the reliability of the found fit. 

Presently, expert knowledge is used to judge the fit quality and based on these judgements new 
features are proposed. In the future we will consider using features directly obtained from expert 
knowledge, such as the absence or presence of particular crucial structures. It is unlikely that such 
features could replace the use of a pixel-based comparison altogether, but they could be a useful addition 
to a pixel-based approach. 
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Abstract

In many AI contexts, such as natural language processing, sensing, and multi-agent systems, it is
desirable to represent the information in a sentence in a formal and unambiguous way – in other words,
to treat the intension of a sentence as a unique formal object. Standard intensional logics, which use a
Kripke-style semantics, cannot do this, because Kripke structures do not contain enough worlds to ensure
that different informations are represented by different sets of worlds. In this paper we present I-logic, a
formal language in which the information in a sentence can be uniquely and unambiguously represented.
I-logic, which is based on a subset of Montague’s Intensional logic, has an information semantics that
evaluates intensions over all possible worlds. We define I-logic and its semantics, and show by example
that it can capture the information in a sentence uniquely and unambiguously.

1 Introduction

A formal and unambiguous representation of the information in a sentence is desirable in many AI contexts,
such as natural language processing, sensing, and multi-agent systems. In the computation of implicatures
from speech acts, a system needs to reason with uttered, intended and contextual information in order to
derive the information implicated. In a sensing environment, an agent dynamically updates its knowledge
with information gained in performing sensing actions. Agents in a multi-agent system need to reason about
the informations contained in each other’s belief sets. In all these contexts, it is desirable to have a language
with more expressivity than classical modal logics, in which informations are formal objects that can be
predicated upon, related to other objects, and quantified over.

In representing the information in a sentence, we should capture the meaning of the sentence in a formal
way. The information in a sentence is more than just its truth value; it is something that uniquely and
unambiguously identifies the meaning of the sentence. Any pair of non-equivalent sentences should have
a different information content. The information in a sentence is thus the intension [1] of the sentence. In
a possible-worlds semantics, the intension of a sentence is a function from each possible world to the truth
value of the sentence in that world – the characteristic function of a set of possible worlds. If we consider
possible worlds as possible interpretations of a vocabulary, then any two sentences in the vocabulary which
are non-equivalent should have different intensions, which should be evaluated as different sets of possible
worlds.

As an example, consider an environment in which an agent has performed the sensing action look,
in which the information sensed is “the door is open.” Assume we wish to specify that this is the only
information sensed. Then we clearly do not want it to be possible that the agent has also sensed that “the
fire alarm is ringing” by performing the action. “The door is open” and “the fire alarm is ringing” should be
represented as different intensional objects, different sets of possible worlds.

Several formal languages have been developed in which intensions are treated as objects, such as the
intensional logics of Fitting [6, 7] and Montague [2]; in developing a logic of informations, we will base our
syntax on the latter. In Montague’s logic, the intension of a sentence φ is written ↑φ; we would like to use
this notation to express “the information in φ”. Returning to our example, to express the sentence “The only
information sensed by the action look is that the door is open”, we could write:

Sensed(look, ↑Open(door)) ∧ ∀x(Sensed(look, x) ⊃ (x = ↑Open(door))) (1)
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We would like the set of worlds denoted by ↑Open(door) to be unique to Open(door) and its equivalent
sentences. ↑Open(door) should not denote the same set of worlds as ↑Ringing(firealarm), for example.
In particular, ↑Open(door) should contain a world in which Ringing(firealarm) is false, and this world
should of course not be contained in ↑Ringing(firealarm). Thus, the following sentence should be valid:

Sensed(look, ↑Open(door)) ∧ ∀x(Sensed(look, x) ⊃ (x = ↑Open(door)))
⊃ ¬Sensed(look, ↑Ringing(firealarm)) (2)

However, in the semantics Montague proposed for his logic, a type of Kripke semantics, this is not the
case. A Kripke model of a theory in a vocabulary Σ is a tuple <W, D,F> where W is a set of world indices,
D a set of domain elements and F a function interpreting the symbols in Σ for each world index. Because
W is an arbitrary set of worlds, it is possible to construct a Kripke model satisfying (1) in which sentence
(2) is false in some world, and hence is not valid. (In Montague’s logic, a sentence is valid iff it is true in
every world in all Kripke models, as in most logics with a Kripke semantics.) Consider a model K in which
Ringing(firealarm) is true in only those w ∈ W where Open(door) is true. Then, it will be the case
in K that ↑Open(door) = ↑Ringing(firealarm), and thus sentence (2) will not be valid. And so Kripke
semantics is inadequate for the purpose of representing different informations uniquely and unambiguously.

The problem is that in a Kripke model we cannot be sure there are enough worlds to capture the infor-
mation in a sentence. We will adopt a direct and constructive approach to defining the set of all worlds,
inspired by the “modal structure” semantics proposed by Fagin and Vardi [5, 3]. This solves the obvious
problem of circularity, by giving an account of the semantics in terms of sets of worlds of increasing depth.
Each world of a given depth k is a structure interpreting the symbols in the language; we can define a base
case of depth 0 where only the non-information symbols are interpreted. At each depth, the precise set of
worlds can then be defined; in deeper worlds, informations are interpreted as sets of worlds chosen from all
possible worlds of depth k − 1. Any two informations which are non-equivalent will then necessarily be
interpreted as different sets of worlds.

In this paper we present a subset of Montague’s Intensional logic, called I-logic, in which the information
in sentences can be represented. 1 The outline of this paper is as follows. Section 2 describes the syntax of
I-logic. In section 3 we propose an information semantics for the logic, explore some of its properties, and
show that the sentence described above is valid in this semantics. Finally, section 4 discusses further work
and offers some concluding remarks.

2 Syntax

2.1 Types and Expressions

A vocabulary Σ is a finite set of typed symbols, i.e., pairs of symbols and a type. The symbols in Σ are
called constants. The basic types are:

• t, the type of propositions, expressions that are interpreted as truth values in a given world;

• e, the type of expressions that are interpreted as objects;

• ι, the type of expressions that are interpreted as informations.

The notation <a, b>, where a and b are types, denotes the type which is a function from a to b. All
valid types are either objective types, whose values are objects that can be determined in the current world,
or nonobjective types, which must be evaluated in other possible worlds. No other type is valid.

Definition 2.1 The set o of objective types and the set no of nonobjective types are defined as follows in
BNF:

• o := t|e|<o, t>|<o, o>.

• no := ι|<no, t>|<o, no>.

1In spite of surface resemblances, the aims of I-logic and Levesque’s Logic of Only Knowing [8], are quite different. Levesque’s
logic aims to catpure the knowledge of a reasoner about the objective world, and self-referentially about its own knowledge. An I-logic
theory, by contrast, is a theory about the objective world and a class of information objects,none of which necessarily correspond to the
knowledge of the reasoner.
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Example 2.1 A standard first order predicate of arity n has type <e, <e, . . . <e, t> . . . >>, with n-1 nest-
ings. A unary boolean operator has type <t, t>. A binary boolean operator has type <t,<t, t>>. Higher
order predicates of interest are the quantifiers of type a, denoted ∀a and ∃a. They have type <<a, t>, t>.
They map sets of values of type a to a boolean value.

Intuitively, the type definition means that information terms can be in the range, but not the domain, of a
non-boolean function; and that there can be at most one information term in a predicate, which must be the
rightmost argument.

We assume the existence of a fixed set V ar consisting of typed symbols, containing for each type a set
of symbols of that type. Symbols of V ar are called variables.

Definition 2.2 We define for all valid types a the expressions of type a by the following induction:

• Every constant or variable of type a is an expression of type a.

• If α is an expression of type t and x is a variable of type a, then λxα is an expression of type <a, t>.

• If φ is an expression of type <a, b> and α an expression of type a, then φ(α) is an expression of type
b.

• If α and β are expressions of type a, then α = β is an expression of type t.

• If α is an expression of type t, then ↑α is an expession of type ι.

• If φ is an expression of type ι, then ↓φ is an expression of type t.

An expression of type t is called a sentence, and an expression of type ι an information.

Parallel to the intension operator ↑, ↓ is the extension operator. If i is an information expression, ↓i
denotes the truth value of i in the current world.

Note that λ operators cannot be used to generate expressions of arbitrary functional types. They can only
be used to generate expressions of type <a, t>.

Example 2.2 Given a set of constants Σ consisting of the symbols Sensed of type <e, <ι, t>>, Open of
type <e, t>, door and look of type e, ∧ and ⊃ of type <t,<t, t>>, and ∀ι of type <<ι, t>, t, and the set
of variables V ar containing the variable x of type ι, then the following is a valid expression of type t:

∧(Sensed(look)(↑Open(door)))(∀ιλx(⊃ (Sensed(look)(x))(x = ↑Open(door))) (3)

Definition 2.3 For clarification, sentences such as (3) may be written using an FOL-like syntax.

• Binary boolean operator expressions of the form ∧(φ)(ϕ) may be written φ ∧ ϕ.

• Predicate expressions of the form P (t1) . . . (tn) may be written P (t1, . . . , tn).

• Quantifier expressions of the form ∀aλxφ, where φ is of type t and x is a variable of type a, may be
written ∀xφ.

Using the rules in definition 2.3, sentence (3) may be rewritten as sentence (1).

2.2 Depth

In I-logic, each world can be split up in an objective part, describing relations between objective objects
and a non-objective part involving informations which are represented themselves as collections of worlds.
Some expressions, such as Open(door) are propositions about the objective part of the world and may be
evaluated without accessing the worlds in the information objects present in the current world. An expression
like Sensed(look, ↑Open(door)) is different; to evaluate its truth in a world, we need to look at the truth of
Open(door) in the worlds belonging to the informations I which are sensed by the look action in the current
world. To evaluate Believes(agent, ↑Sensed(look, ↑Open(door))), we need to look at worlds which are
two levels removed from the current world, and so on. And so, to evaluate a given expression in a world, we
may need to investigate the truth of subexpressions in worlds that occur several levels deep in the current
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world. In fact, it is easy to determine by syntactic analysis of an expression an upper bound for the number
of levels below the current world that need to be considered to evaluate the expression. In the following
definition, this number will be called the depth of the expression. In particular, Open(door) has a depth of
0, Sensed(look, ↑Open(door)) has a depth of 1, and Believes(agent, ↑Sensed(look, ↑Open(door))) has
a depth of 2.

Definition 2.4 We define the depth of an I-logic expression by well-founded induction on its structure.

• depth(o) = 0, where o is a constant or variable symbol of an objective type,

• depth(no) = 1, where no is a constant or variable symbol of nonobjective type,

• depth(λxφ) = max(depth(φ), depth(x)) (Notice that depth(x) is 0 or 1),

• depth(φ(α)) = max(depth(φ), depth(α)),

• depth(α = β) = max(depth(α), depth(β)),

• depth(↑α) = depth(α) + 1,

• depth(↓α) = depth(α). (Note that the depth is not depth(α)− 1: this is because any world that can
evaluate ↓α must also be deep enough to evaluate α.)

Note that the depth of an expression is unrelated to the type of the expression. Expressions of type t,
for example, may be sentences which describe the truth of a situation in the current world, or the truth of a
situation in other possible worlds.

For convenience, we say that an objective type (or symbol) has a depth of 0, while a nonobjective type
(or symbol) has a depth of 1.

3 Semantics

In this section, we define the semantics of the language. The first step is the definition of a world. This is
defined as a mapping from the symbols of our vocabulary Σ to values, which are elements of a domain of
the appropriate type.

An information object in a world is itself a set of worlds. This leads to a cyclicity in the definition of
worlds. To break this cyclicity, we define a notion of a world of depth k. Such a world of depth k will
interpret information symbols as sets of worlds of depth k − 1, and can evaluate any expression up to depth
k − 1. The sets of all worlds up to depth k will be sufficient to determine the validity of any sentence of
depth k − 1, as we will demonstrate.

3.1 Worlds and Values

In describing the semantics for I-logic, we first define the domains of objective types, and then define, by
iterated induction, the domains of different depth for each type and the sets of worlds of increasing depth.

Definition 3.1 Let D be a domain. We define the domain of an objective type induced by D by the following
well-founded induction:

• Dom(e) = D,

• Dom(t) = {true, f alse},
• Dom(<a, t>) = P(Dom(a)),

• If b �= t, Dom(<a, b>) = Dom(b)Dom(a), i.e., the set of functions from Dom(a) to Dom(b).

Definition 3.2 We define the sets Wk of Σ-worlds of depth k and, for each type a, the sets Domk(a) of
values of type a and depth k, by simultaneous induction on k ≥ 1.

Σ-worlds are defined as follows:
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• A world of depth 1 is an assignment to all symbols σ in Σ of objective type a a value σw in the domain
Dom(a).

• A world of depth k > 1 is an assignment to all symbols σ in Σ of type a, a value σw in the domain
Domk−1(a).

Values of type a are defined as follows:

• If a is objective, then a value is a value in Dom(a).

• For non-objective types a we define its values by induction on the structure of a:

– A value of type ι and depth k is a set of worlds of depth k, i.e., Domk(ι) = P(Wk).

– A value of type <b, t> and depth k is a set of values of type b and depth k,i.e., Domk(<b, t>) =
P(Domk(b)).

– A value of type <c, b> where c is objective and b is not, is a function from Dom(c) to Domk(b);
i.e., Domk(<c, b>) = Domk(b)Dom(c).

We will sometimes call elements of Wk the worlds of depth k induced by D and Σ. Likewise, we call
elements of Domk(a) the values of depth k and type a induced by D and Σ.

A world of depth k is approximated by a world of depth k− 1 if the first extends the latter. We formalise
this notion by defining a reduction function from values and worlds of depth k to values and worlds of depth
k − 1.

Definition 3.3 We define the reduction of values and worlds by induction on the depth k. Define for each
world w of depth k > 1 the reductionR(w) as follows:

• if k = 2, thenR(w) is the world of depth 1 which coincides with w on all symbols of objective type.

• if k > 2, then R(w) is the world of depth k − 1 which coincides with w on all symbols of objective
type and assigns the reductionR(σw) to each non-objective symbol σ ∈ Σ.

The reduction of values v of type a and depth k > 1 is defined as follows:

• If a is an objective type, we defineR(v) = v.

• If a is a non-objective type, we define the reductionR(v) of v by induction on the structure of a:

– If a = ι, i.e., v is a set of worlds of depth k, then R(v) is the set {R(w)|w ∈ v} of worlds of
depth k − 1.

– If a = 〈b, t〉 then v is a set andR(v) = {R(x)|x ∈ v}.
– If a = 〈b, c〉 where b is an objective type, then R(v) = {(x,R(y))|(x, y) ∈ v}. Equivalently,
R(v)(x) = R(v(x)), for every x ∈ Dom(a).

We use the notationRn(v) to indicate the reduction function on v applied n times.

Proposition 3.1 For each world w of depth k > 1, the reduction R(w) is well-defined and is a world of
depth k − 1.

For each value v of type a and depth k > 1, the reduction R(v) is well-defined and is a value of type a
and depth k − 1.

Proof The proof is by induction on k. If k = 2, then w interprets all symbols of objective type a as values
in Dom1(a). R(w) coincides with w on these symbols, and since a is objective, every value in
Dom1(a) is also a value in Dom(a), soR(w) is a valid and well-defined world of depth 1. Our first
inductive hypothesis is thatR(w) is a valid world of depth k − 1 for w of depth k. Then for a world
w of depth k + 1, R(w) is a valid world of depth k if for each interpretation [σ]w, which is a value
of depth k, R([σ]w) is a well-defined value of depth k − 1, i.e. if the second part of the proposition
holds.

Let [σ]w be the value v of type a. If a is an objective type, then R(v) = v and the proposition is
trivially true. We prove the rest of the second part by induction on the definition of nonobjective
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types. If a = ι, then v is a set of worlds of depth k, and by the first inductive hypothesis, R(v) is a
set of worlds of depth k−1, i.e. a well-typed value in the domain Domk−1(ι). Our second inductive
hypothesis is that the for v of nonobjective type b and depth k, Rv is a well-definedvalue of type b
and depth k − 1. Then if a = <b, t>, then v is a set of values in the domain Domk(b), and by
the second inductive hypothesis R(v) is a set of values in Domk−1(b), i.e. a value in the domain
Domk−1(<b, t>), i.e. a value of type a and depth k − 1. If a = <c, b>, then v is a total function
from Domk(c) to Domk(b), i.e. a set of tuples {(ui, vi)} where each ui ∈ Domk(c) and each
vi ∈ Domk(b). Since c is objective,R(ui) = ui for each ui and the domain of the functionR(v) is
Domk−1(c). By the second inductive hypothesis,R(vi) is an element of Domk−1(b) for each vi, so
R(v) is a total function from Domk−1(c) to Domk−1(b), i.e. an element of Domk−1(<c, b>).

3.2 Rigid and Free Symbols

In philosphical logic, one often distinguishes between rigid symbols and free symbols. The first take the
same value in every possible world; the latter do not. Typical examples of rigid symbols are the logical
connectives and the quantifiers. The sets of rigid and free symbols are denoted respectively by Σr and Σf .
Since we are interested only in worlds that interpret rigid symbols by a fixed value, it suffices to consider
worlds and values induced by D and Σf .

Variables are similar to rigid symbols in that their value in an expression is determined by a variable
assignment which we do not want to change in different worlds. We can therefore define the same function
to assign values to variables and rigid symbols.

Definition 3.4 The fixed assignment γk of depth k is an assignment from symbols in Σr and V ar to values
in the appropriate domain of depth k induced by Σf and D. Specifically:

• For each x ∈ V ar of type a, xγk is a value in the domain Domk(a) induced by Σf and D;

• For each σ ∈ Σr, σγk is a value in the domain Domk(a) induced by Σf and D.

The assignment γk[x : v] is just like the assignment γk, with the possible exception that it assigns the
value v to variable x.

For any variable or rigid symbol x, if γk+1 assigns x the value v, then γk assigns x the valueR(v).

We now define the logical connectives and quantifiers as rigid symbols, and give their fixed interpreta-
tion.

Definition 3.5 The set of rigid symbols Σr includes the following symbols:

• the symbol ¬ of type <t, t>,

• the symbol ∧ of type <t,<t, t>>,

• for the desired types a, the symbols ∀a of type <<a, t>, t>.

The fixed interpretations of depth k, [σ]γk , for these symbols are as follows:

• [¬]γk is the function {(true, f alse), (f alse, true)};
• [∧]γk is the function {(true, {(true, true), (f alse, f alse)}),

(f alse, {(true, f alse), (f alse, f alse)})};
• [(∀a)]γk , where a is a type, is the singleton set containing the set Domk(a).

We can define ∨ and⊃ operators in terms of the other operators in the usual way: x ⊃ y ≡ ¬x∨ y, and
x ∨ y ≡ ¬(¬x ∧ ¬y).
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3.3 Evaluating Expressions

We now define the extensional evaluation [ε]w+γk of expressions ε in worlds w of depth k + 1 and fixed
assignment γk. The satisfaction relation |= can be derived from it by defining for sentences φ and worlds w
that w |= φ iff [φ]w+γk = true, given some γk.

A world of depth k can only evaluate expressions of depth strictly less than k.

Definition 3.6 The extensional evaluation [ε]w+γk of an expression ε of depth k in a k +1-world w with the
assignment γk of depth k, is defined by induction as follows:

• If ε ∈ Σf , [ε]w+γk = [ε]w.

• If ε ∈ V ar or ε ∈ Σr, [ε]w+γk = [ε]γk .

• If ε is an expression of type t and (x, b) ∈ V ar, then [λxε]w+γk is the set
{u ∈ Domk(b)|[ε]w+γk[x:u] = true}.

• If ε1 is an expression of type <a, b> and ε2 and expression of type b, then [ε1(ε2)]w+γk = [ε1]w+γk([ε2]w+γk).

• If ε1 and ε2 are expressions of the same type, [ε1 = ε2]w+γk = true if [ε1]w+γk is the same as
[ε2]w+γk , and f alse otherwise.

• If ε is an expression of type t, then [↑ε]w+γk is the set {w′ ∈ Wk|[ε]w′+γk−1 = true}.
• If ε is an expression of type ι, then [↓ε]w+γk = true ifR(w) ∈ [ε]w+γk , f alse otherwise.

Lemma 3.1 If ε is an expression of depth k and w is a (k + 2)- world, then [ε]R(w)+γk = R([ε]w+γk+1).

Proof The proof is by induction on the definition of evaluations. If ε ∈ Σ or ε ∈ V ar, then [ε]R(w)+γk =
R([ε]w+γk+1) follows from definition 3.3.

If ε is of the form λxε1, thenR([ε]w+γk+1) = {R(u)|u ∈ Domk+1(x) and [ε1]w+γk+1[x:u] = true},
= {u′ ∈ Domk(x)|[ε1]Rw+γk[x:u′] = true} by the induction hypothesis, = [ε]R(w)+γk .

If ε is of the form ε1(ε2), thenR([ε]w+γk+1) = R([ε1]w+γk+1)(R([ε2]w+γk+1), = [ε1]R(w)+γk([ε2]R(w)+γk)
by the induction hypothesis, = [ε]R(w)+γk .

The proof for ε of the form ε1 = ε2 is straightforward.

If ε is of the form ↑ε1, then R([ε]w+γk+1) = {R(w′)|w′ ∈ Wk+1 and [ε1]w
′+γk+1 = true}),

= {w′′ ∈ Wk|[ε1]w′′+γk = true} by the induction hypothesis, = [ε]R(w)+γk .

If ε is of the form ↓ε1, thenR([ε]w+γk+1) = true iffR(w) ∈ [ε1]w+γk+1 , iffR(R(w)) ∈ [ε1]R(w)+γk

by the induction hypothesis, iff [ε]R(w)+γk = true.

We define a sentence φ as k-valid if w |= φ for every w ∈ Wk.
We now show that the sets of worlds up to and includingWk are sufficient to determine the validity of a

sentence of depth k − 1. First, we show that the truth value of a sentence of depth k − 1 in a world of depth
k is preserved in all worlds of depth r > k that reduce to it.

Theorem 3.1 If φ is a sentence of depth k − 1, and wk and wr are worlds of depth k and r respectively,
with r > k, such that wk =Rr−k(wk), then wk |= φ iff wr |= φ.

Proof The proof is by induction on k − r. Note that for objective values v, the reduction function is
invertible and R−1(v) = v. For clarity, we ignore fixed assignments; the proof is not significantly
altered if they are included.

For k − r = 1, wk = R(wr). If [φ]wk = true, then R([φ]wr ) = true by lemma 3.1, and therefore
[φ]wr = true since true is objective and thusR−1(true) = true.

If [φ]wr = true, thenR([φ]wr ) = [φ]wk by lemma 3.1, = R(true) = true, since true is objective.
Therefore, the theorem holds for k − r = 1.

Assume inductively that the theorem holds for k − r = n, i.e. [φ]Rn(wr) = true iff [φ]wr = true.
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Then, for wk = Rn+1(wr): If [φ]wr = true, then [φ]Rn(wr) = true by the induction hypothesis.
Then by lemma 3.1,R([φ]Rn(wr)) =[φ]R(Rn(wr))= [φ]Rn+1(wr)= [φ]wk =true.

If [φ]wk = true, then [φ]R(Rn(wr)) = true. ThenR([φ]Rn(wr)) = true by lemma 3.1, [φ]Rn(wr) =
true since true is objective, and [φ]wr ) = true by the induction hypothesis. Therefore, the theorem
holds for k − r = n + 1.

From theorem 3.1, if a sentence of depth k − 1 is k-valid, then it is r-valid for every r > k. And so, the
sets of worlds up to and includingWk are sufficient to determine its validity.

Example 3.1 We now show that our example sentence (2) is k-valid for all k ≥ 2. Recall that sentence (2) is
Sensed(look, ↑Open(door))∧∀x(Sensed(look, x)⊃ (x = ↑Open(door)))⊃ ¬Sensed(look,
↑Ringing(firealarm)). This sentence is of depth 1, and is k-valid for all k ≥ 2 if it is true in all worlds of
depth 2.

Assume it is false in some world w of depth 2. Then [↑Open(door)]w = [↑Ringing(firealarm)]w.
This is the case if in every world w′ ∈ W1, Open(door) is true iff Ringing(firealarm) is true, i.e. if
[door]w

′ ∈ [Open]w
′

iff [firealarm]w
′ ∈ [Ringing]w

′
. However, since W1 is the set of all worlds of

depth 1 induced by Σf and D, there must be some world where this is not the case, e.g. a world w′ where
[Open]w

′
= ∅ and [Ringing]w

′
= D. Therefore, we have a contradiction, and sentence (2) is k-valid for

all k ≥ 2.
And so, I-logic can successfully capture the information in Open(door) and Ringing(firealarm).

4 Conclusion and Further Work

We have presented I-logic, a new formal language based on a subset of Montague’s Intensional logic, in
which the informations in sentences can be treated as formal objects, and represented precisely and unam-
biguously. We have described a problem with Kripke Semantics for such a language: it cannot uniquely and
unambiguously describe the information content of a sentence. We have solved this problem by proposing
an ‘information semantics’ for I-logic. We have shown by example how sentences in this semantics have a
precise, unique and unambiguous information content.

I-logic provides ample scope for further research. In developing a semantics in which informations
were evaluated over all worlds, we chose a system in which we used sets of worlds of increasing, but finite
depth. This limits our expressivity to expressions of finite depth, excluding such useful concepts as common
knowledge [4]. We plan to extend the semantics to encompass world and value structures of infinite depth,
as in the modal structure semantics of [5, 3]. We also plan to explore the relationship of our semantics with
Kripke semantics.

Clearly a language as expressive as I-logic will have a high computational complexity. A further research
goal is to identify subsets of the language which are more attractive for computation. We foresee applications
of such a language in a variety of areas, including sensing and natural language processing.
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Abstract

Throughout recent years, Monte-Carlo methods have considerably improved computer Go pro-
grams. In particular, Monte-Carlo Tree Search algorithms such as UCT have enabled significant
advances in this domain. Phantom Go is a variant of Go which is complicated by the condi-
tion of imperfect information. This article compares four Monte-Carlo methods for Phantom
Go in a self-play experiment: (1) Monte-Carlo evaluation with standard sampling, (2) Monte-
Carlo evaluation with all-as-first sampling, (3) UCT with late random opponent-move guessing
heuristic, and (4) UCT with early probabilistic opponent-move guessing heuristic. Our experi-
mental findings indicate that Monte-Carlo methods can be applied to Phantom Go effectively.
Surprisingly, Monte-Carlo Tree Search performs comparable to Monte-Carlo evaluation but not
much better.

1 Introduction

In recent years steady progress has been made in the domain of computer Go. This article examines
how Monte-Carlo methods, which have proven to be successful in Go, can be applied to the game
of Phantom Go. An experiment comparing four Monte-Carlo methods by self-play is presented.

This article is structured as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of AI research related to
Phantom Go. Section 3 gives an outline of relevant Monte-Carlo methods and outlines known and
novel ways of adopting these methods to Phantom Go. Section 4 describes the experiment. The
results of this experiment are discussed in Section 5. Section 6 concludes this article.

The remainder of this section describes the game of Phantom Go.

1.1 Phantom Go

Go is a two-player perfect-information game of no chance. Two players, Black and White, place
stones on the intersections of a square grid (the board) in alternating turns. Starting with an empty
board, the board is gradually populated with more stones. The objective of the game is to occupy
or encircle more territory, i.e., intersections of the grid, than the opponent. Stones of the same
color can be connected along the lines of the grid. Connected stones are called groups. A player
can capture the stones of a group belonging to the opponent by placing his own stones on every
empty intersection neighbouring the opponent group. Captured stones are taken off the board.

Phantom Go is an imperfect-information variant of the game of Go. While in Go all information
is fully available to both players at any time, in Phantom Go this condition of perfect-information
is suspended: each player knows the position of the stones he has placed but the location of the
opponent stones may be unknown to him. Phantom Go is played with an arbiter to whom all
information is available. Three game boards are used: the arbiter’s board reflects the actual game
state. The players’ boards, there is one for each player, represent the game state as known to the
respective player. The arbiter’s and the opponent board are hidden to the players.

Instead of placing stones directly on the board, a player attempts to make a move as follows.
Player P announces his move decision to the arbiter only. The arbiter then checks whether the
move is a legal Go move on the arbiter’s board. In this situation one of two cases applies: (1) if
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Figure 1: A game of Phantom Go with the three game boards: Black’s board (left), the arbiter’s
board (center), and White’s board (right). The screen shot is taken from our program InTheDark.

the move is found to be legal, the arbiter communicates to P that the move is legal. In case stones
were captured, the number of stones captured is disclosed to P and his opponent. The arbiter plays
the move on his board and P plays the move on his board. (2) If otherwise the move is illegal, the
arbiter discloses this information to P. Player P then may again attempt to play a move.

Figure 1.1 depicts a game of Phantom Go with the three game boards. The center shows the
arbiter’s board with all stones played in the course of the game. The left board is Black’s board
and the right board is White’s board. The latter boards show only those opponent stones whose
location has been inferred already.

Discarding the perfect-information condition in Phantom Go results in a complication for game-
tree search applicable to the game of Go. The reason for this complication lies in the growth of
search space when going from Go to Phantom Go. This in turn is caused by the unknown position
of opponent stones. How this uncertainty affects Monte-Carlo methods is the central question of
this research project.

2 Related work

This section describes AI approaches to Phantom Go and related work. Subsection 2.1 summarizes
achievements made in the related field of Kriegspiel. Subsection 2.2 outlines the progress in Com-
puter Go. Subsection 2.3 presents the findings of [6] which is the only available work on Phantom
Go known to the authors.

2.1 Kriegspiel

It may be said by analogy that Phantom Go is to Go what the game of Kriegspiel is to Chess.
Kriegspiel is an imperfect-information variant of Chess. Like Phantom Go it is played with an
arbiter who oversees the actual game state and two players who can lack information about the
respective opponent pieces. While there is only one publication on AI methods for Phantom Go
according to the knowledge of the authors, Kriegspiel has so far inspired more game research.

Arguably, the most significant technique designed for Kriegspiel is the application of Metapo-
sitions introduced by [13]. A Metaposition can be represented by a node in a game tree. Unlike
common game-tree nodes, such Metaposition nodes represent not one game state but a set of game
states. A Metaposition node represents a set of game states consistent with all observations made
by a player of an imperfect-information game up to a given time. Metapositions constitute a means
of coping with the combinatorial explosion of Kriegspiel because they group multiple possible game
states into single nodes of the game tree. An obvious drawback of this technique lies in the difficulty
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to group the game states. Successfully deciding which game states are grouped into which Meta-
positions requires domain knowledge and furthermore opponent modeling and a reliable evaluation
function [1]. Although progress has been made with this technique, as documented by the work of
[1, 13, 8] which focuses on endgames in Kriegspiel, the lack of a good evaluation function in Go has
so far effectively discouraged the application of Metapositions to the domain of Phantom Go.

Only lately, [11] documented the possibility of applying Monte-Carlo techniques to Kriegspiel.

2.2 Go

While Phantom Go has escaped wider attention of the mainstream of computer-game research, a
large corpus documenting AI research devoted to the game of Go has been compiled steadily over
the years.

The complexity of the game of Go [14] and the lack of good evaluation functions has long
delayed big-leap progress in computer Go. However, in recent years, Monte-Carlo methods have
enabled substantial advances in the field. This progress unfolded in two steps. First, Monte-Carlo
evaluation (cf. Subsection 3.1) was introduced and helped to remedy the weaknesses of handcrafted
evaluation functions to some degree. Second, Monte-Carlo Game-Tree Search (cf. Subsection 3.2)
was developed as a search framework for Monte-Carlo evaluation. The currently strongest Go
programs are based on Monte-Carlo Tree Search.1

2.3 Phantom Go

While Monte-Carlo evaluation has been applied to Phantom Go [6], Monte-Carlo Tree Search has
so far not been applied to this domain according to the knowledge of the authors. Cazenave [6] pro-
posed applying Monte-Carlo evaluation to Phantom Go using all-as-first sampling (cf. Subsection
3.1). The program based on all-as-first sampling was able to beat experienced human Go players
in human-vs-machine games of Phantom Go [6].

3 Monte-Carlo methods for Go and Phantom Go

This section gives a detailed description of Monte-Carlo methods relevant to the experiment de-
scribed in Section 4. Subsection 3.1 outlines Monte-Carlo evaluation and two sampling techniques:
(1) standard sampling, and (2) all-as-first sampling. Subsection 3.2 describes Monte-Carlo Tree
Search. Subsection 3.3.1 presents how these methods can be applied to Phantom Go. In particu-
lar, it presents how UCT (a special move-selection function for Monte-Carlo Tree Search) can be
applied to Phantom Go. Two new heuristics for estimating the positions of opponent stones are
introduced: (1) late random opponent-move guessing, and (2) early probabilistic opponent-move
guessing.

3.1 Monte-Carlo evaluation

Monte-Carlo evaluation is an evaluation function for game-tree search based on randomly sampled
games. It was first proposed by [5], but the first competitive algorithmic adaptation of this evalua-
tion method for computer Go was brought forward by [4]. Since then, numerous extensions to this
evaluation have been brought forward (e.g., [3]).

Given a game state S, its Monte-Carlo evaluation is computed in three steps. (1) A number
of random games (consisting of legal moves) is played from S to a terminal game state. (2) Each
random game (random sample) is evaluated according to the rules of the game. (3) A statistical
aggregate is computed for all games based on their respective results (e.g., the mean score, or the
mean ratio of observed wins for the player to move in game state S ).

In order to decide which game state Si of a set of game states has the best Monte-Carlo
evaluation, a number of Monte-Carlo evaluations are played out. A crucial distinction for computing
the best evaluation refers to two sampling techniques: standard sampling and all-as-first sampling
can be distinguished.

1Three Monte-Carlo Tree Search based programs, Mogo, Crazy Stone, and Steenvreter, finished as best 9×9
Go programs, Mogo and Crazy Stone as best 19 × 19 programs in the 2007 Computer Olympiad in Amsterdam.
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Standard sampling A number of Monte-Carlo evaluations are made for each Si. The best Si

is the game state with the best evaluation. In order to decide which game state is the best, multiple
samples are made succinctly.

All-as-first sampling In all-as-first sampling each sample game contributes to the evaluation
of multiple game states Si simultaneously. Each random game contributes to a statistical evaluatoin
value maintained for each of the states Si occurring in the random sample. The value of the random
sample is added to the value of state Si for the player that played this intersection first. The Si with
the highest difference between the evaluation value for the player and the value for the opponent
is selected.

Standard sampling was found to produce better evaluations for Go than all-as-first sampling
by [4]. [6] documented that all-as-first sampling produced acceptable evaluations in Phantom Go.
The reason for this seemingly surprising difference is that all-as-first sampling exploits each sample
more thoroughly because every sample contributes to multiple evaluations. At the same time the
order of the moves is disregarded. Therefore, the resulting evaluation is less precise. Thus all-as-
first sampling produces a more robust but less precise evaluation compared to standard sampling
if only few samples are available. In Phantom Go, the state space is larger than in Go because
the positions of the opponent stones are guessed. Therefore, only comparably few samples can be
made. Thus all-as-first sampling produces better evaluations for Phantom Go.

3.2 Monte-Carlo Tree Search

Monte-Carlo Tree Search is a best-first search which gradually builds up a search tree based on
Monte-Carlo evaluations. This section first describes Monte-Carlo Tree Search in general (Subsec-
tion 3.2.1). In Subsection 3.2.2 a specific move-selection function called UCT is explained.

3.2.1 The Monte-Carlo Tree Search Framework

Monte-Carlo Tree Search is a further development of the Monte-Carlo evaluation. It provides a tree-
search framework for employing Monte-Carlo evaluations at the leaf nodes of a particular search
tree.

Monte-Carlo Tree Search constitutes a family of tree-search algorithms applicable to the domain
of board games [7, 9, 10]. In general, a Monte-Carlo Tree Search algorithm repeatedly applies a
best-first-search iteration at the top level. Monte-Carlo sampling is used as an evaluation function
at leaf nodes. The results of previous Monte-Carlo evaluations are used for developing the search
tree. During each iteration, four stages are consecutively applied: (1) move selection; (2) expansion;
(3) leaf-node evaluation; (4) back-propagation.

Each node N in the tree contains at least three different tokens of information: (i) a move
representing the game-state transition associated with this node, (ii) the number t(N) of times the
node has been played during all previous iterations, and (iii) a value v(N) representing an estimate
of the nodes’ game value. The search tree is held in memory. Before the first iteration, the tree
consists only of the root node. While applying the four stages successively in each iteration, the
tree grows gradually. The four stages of the iteration work as follows.

(1) The move selection determines a path from the root to a leaf node. This path is gradually
developed. At each node, starting with the root node, the best successor node is selected by
applying a move-selection function to all child nodes. Then, the same procedure is applied to
the selected child node. This procedure is repeated until a leaf node is reached.

(2) After the leaf node is reached, it is decided whether this node will be expanded by storing
some of its children in memory. The simplest rule, proposed by Coulom [9], is to expand one
node per evaluation. The node expanded corresponds to the first position encountered that
was not stored yet.

(3) A Monte-Carlo evaluation (also called playout or simulation) is applied to the leaf node.
Monte-Carlo evaluation is the strategic task that selects random (legal) moves in self-play
until the end of the game.

(4) During the back-propagation stage, the result of the leaf node is back-propagated through
the path created in the move-selection stage. For each node in the path back to the root, the
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node’s game values are updated according to the updating function.2 After the root node has
been updated, this stage and the iteration are completed.

As a consequence of altering the values of the nodes on the path, the move selection of the next
iteration is influenced. The various Monte-Carlo Tree Search algorithms proposed in the literature
differ in their move-selection functions and updating functions. The following subsection briefly
describes a specific move-selection function called UCT.

3.2.2 UCT

Kocsis and Szepesvári [10] introduced the move-selection function UCT. It was successfully applied
in top-level Go programs such as Crazy Stone, Mogo, and Mango. These programs entered in
KGS tournaments successfully.

Given a node N with children Ni, the move-selection function of UCT chooses the child node
Ni which maximizes3 the following criterion:

Xi + C

√
ln t(N)
t(Ni)

. (1)

This criterion takes into account the number of times t(N) that node N was played in previous
iterations, the number of times t(Ni) the child Ni was selected in previous iterations, and the
average evaluation Xi of the child node Ni.

The weighted square-root term in Equation 1 describes an upper confidence bound for the
average game value. This value is assumed to be normally distributed among the evaluations
selected during all iterations. Each iteration passing through N represents a random experiment
influencing the estimate of the mean parameter X of this distribution.

The constant C controls the balance between exploration and exploitation [7]. It prescribes
how often a move represented by child node Ni with high confidence (large t(Ni)) and good average
game value (large Xi) is preferred to a move with lower confidence or lower average game value.

The updating function used together with UCT sets the value X of a node N to the average of
all the values of the previously selected children including the latest selected child’s value Xi.

3.3 Monte-Carlo methods for Phantom Go

In this subsection we outline how the Monte-Carlo methods described so far in this section can be
applied to the game of Phantom Go. Subsection 3.3.1 describes how Monte-Carlo evaluations have
been applied to Phantom Go, and Subsection 3.3.2 proposes a way for applying UCT to Phantom
Go and introduces two heuristics for guessing the locations of opponent stones in UCT.

3.3.1 Monte-Carlo evaluation for Phantom Go

Cazenave [6] suggested applying Monte-Carlo evaluation to Phantom Go by a simple two-step
approach. First, the unknown opponent stones are randomly placed on the board. Second, a
Monte-Carlo evaluation with all-as-first sampling is conducted to find the best move. While this
approach is simple it produced a Phantom Go program which could beat experienced human Go
players [6].

3.3.2 Monte-Carlo Tree Search for Phantom Go

When applying UCT to the move selection task in Phantom Go, a heuristic for guessing the
unknown opponent stones is required. In Monte-Carlo evaluation, the number of unknown opponent
stones was simply randomly added at the move node. We suggest two of such move guessing
heuristics: (1) late random opponent-move guessing, and (2) early probabilistic opponent-move
guessing. The two heuristics work as follows.

Late random guessing The depth-1 nodes represent all legal moves of the player P to move.
Each branch in the tree is a sequence of moves. The Monte-Carlo sample plays each move in a

2Coulom [9] refers to the updating function as the back-propagation operator.
3In Min nodes the roles are reversed and the criterion is minimized.
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Figure 2: The late random opponent-move guessing heuristic (left) and the early probabilistic
opponent-move guessing heuristic (right).

branch until the leaf-node is reached. The missing stones of the opponent are placed at random as
soon as the leaf node’s move is played out. Then, the move sequence is continued by Monte-Carlo
evaluation.

Early probabilistic guessing Up to depth 1, the UCT tree is identical to the search tree
maintained by late random opponent-move guessing. At depth 2, the opponent moves are added
according to the frequency they have been played out with in previous iterations. More precisely,
the probability for opponent stones to be played out is dependent on the number of times the node
representing this move was visited (visited), the number of times its parent node was visited (parent
visited) and the number of stones whose position is unknown (unknown) as: visited/parent visited×
unknown. This aims at playing promising opponent moves early simulating good opponent play.

Both strategies for opponent-move guessing are depicted in Figure 2.

4 Experiment

This section describes a self-play experiment comparing four Monte-Carlo methods for playing
Phantom Go. Subsection 4.1 describes the experimental set-up. Subsection 4.2 gives the results.

4.1 Set-up

A self-play experiment was conducted evaluating four Monte-Carlo methods described in Section 3
for playing Phantom Go: (1) Monte-Carlo evaluation with standard sampling (MCEstd), (2) Monte-
Carlo evaluation with all-as-first sampling (MCEall), (3) UCT with random late opponent-move
guessing (UCTrand), and (4) UCT with early probabilistic opponent-move guessing (UCTprob).

All four methods were implemented in a Java framework for playing Phantom Go which we
call InTheDark. The move generator for Monte-Carlo sampling is based on Mark Boon’s open
source library GoTools.4 Various utilities are included from the open source software GoGui
by Markus Enzenberger.5 Each implementation played 50 games of Phantom Go against each
other implementation, playing half of the games as Black and the other half as White. The time
setting for each match was set to 10 minutes per game per player. This time setting, which also
determines the number of simulated games per move, is comparable to tournament requirements

4GoTools is documented at http://www.sente.ch/pub/software/tesuji/.
5GoGui is documented at http://gogui.sourceforge.net/.
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MCEstd MCEall UCTrand UCTprob total wins
MCEstd × 14 4 14 32
MCEall 36 × 28 44 108
UCTrand 46 22 × 42 110
UCTprob 36 6 8 × 50

Table 1: Results of the pairwise comparison between the four Monte-Carlo
methods. The rows show the number of victories the player in the leftmost
column scored against the players in the other columns. The rightmost
column entry of each row is the total number of victories achieved by the
program in the first comlumn entry of the row.

in this domain. The experiments were carried out on a computing node with four AMD Opteron
3.4 processors and 32 GB RAM.

4.2 Results
The experiments consumed a total of ca. 42 hours on the above described hardware. The results
of the matches between the implementations are given in Table 1.

A comparison of the two players based on Monte-Carlo evaluation shows that MCEall (36
victories) outperforms MCEstd (14 victories). Of the two UCT-based players, random UCTrand

(42 victories) achieves better results than UCTprob (8 victories). Although UCTrand scores the
highest number of total victories (110), MCEall slightly outperforms it in a direct comparison by
wining six games more. Players MCEall and UCTrand show a comparable number of total victories
(108 and 110, respectively). Clearly, MCEstd performs worst with only 32 victories.

A qualitative analysis of the play by UCTprob shows that this player often ranks good moves
high but some bad moves even higher.

The results of the experiment allow the four following conclusions: (1) All-as-first sampling is a
better choice for Monte-Carlo evaluation than standard sampling. (2) Late random opponent-move
guessing is a better choice for UCT than early probabilistic opponent-move guessing. (3) The best
player based on UCT does not outperform the best player based on Monte-Carlo evaluation but
plays similarly strong. (4) Monte-Carlo evaluation with standard sampling yielded the weakest
player.

5 Discussion
The results presented in the previous section indicate that choosing all-as-first sampling leads to
better results than choosing standard sampling for a Phantom-Go player based on Monte-Carlo
evaluation. In this respect, our findings support the findings of [6]. Surprisingly, the best UCT-
based player does not outperform the best player based on Monte-Carlo evaluation although both
players roughly play on the same level. The main reason for this seems to be that UCT players
overestimate bad move positions. This is a result of the lack of knowledge that certain opponent
moves cannot be replied. For a more thorough discussion of this topic see [2].

6 Conclusion and Outlook
This article compared four Monte-Carlo methods for Phantom Go: (1) Monte-Carlo evaluation
with standard sampling, (2) Monte-Carlo evaluation with all-as-first sampling, (3) UCT with late
random opponent-move guessing, and (4) UCT with early probabilistic opponent-move guessing.
The empirical finding by [6] that Monte-Carlo evaluation with all-as-first sampling yields a reason-
able Phantom-Go player was reproduced. The original contribution presented in this article is the
application of a Monte-Carlo Tree Search algorithm (UCT) to Phantom Go and the introduction
of two move-guessing heuristics. Surprisingly, the experiment showed that players based on UCT
could not outperform the best player based on Monte-Carlo evaluation although a UCT-based
player can reach a comparable level of play.

Future research will investigate whether applying grouping nodes for UCT in Phantom Go as
was tested for regular Go by [12] is feasible. This approach could counterbalance the problems of
applying Monte-Carlo Tree Search to Phantom Go so far. Also, testing the win ratio instead of
the territory score as aggregate for the Monte-Carlo evaluation will be examined. Furthermore, the
authors intend to produce a strong Phantom-Go player for the 2008 Computer Olympiad.
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Abstract

With m processors available, the k-nearest neighbor classifier can be straightforwardly parallelized
with a linear speed increase of factor m. In this paper we introduce two methods that in principle are
able to achieve this aim. The first method splits the test set in m parts, while the other distributes the
training set over m sub-classifiers, and merges their m nearest neighbor sets with each classification.
For our experiments we use TIMBL, an implementation of the k-NN classifier that uses a decision-tree
structure for retrieving nearest neigbors, and that employs feature weighting. While the first method
consistently scales linearly, with the second method we observe cases of both superlinear and sublinear
scaling. Analysis shows that superlinear scaling can occur with datasets of which the feature weights
exhibit a low variance; retrieval of nearest neighbors from the tree structure becomes exponentially slower
with more data. Hence, the retrieval of classifications from m subclassifier decision structures based on
1/mth parts of the training set can be substantially more than m times faster.

1 Introduction

The k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) classifier [5, 8, 1] is a classic machine learning algorithm of which the
most distinctive feature is its reliance on the original training examples, rather than an abstracted model
based on them, to classify new examples. Yet, this so-called lazy learning approach (no energy is spent
on creating an abstract model) has the drawback of being slow in classification. Since every classification
involves the comparison of a new example to all examples stored in memory, a naive implementation of the
k-NN classifier takes O(nf) to classify, where n is the number of training examples, and f is the number of
features.

In this paper we describe two parallelization approaches to k-NN aimed at improving classification
speed. The two approaches can run on multiple-processor shared-memory architectures, and are based on
TIMBL [7], an implementation of IB1 [1] with feature weighting and other similarity function enhance-
ments. The first parallelization, MUMBL (multiple TIMBLs), makes trivial use of the power provided by m

processors by cloning one classifier into m classifiers, and running a master process that hands out 1/mth of
the test set in parallel to each clone. MUMBL exhibits near-linear scaling, only hindered by some processing
overhead of its master process.

The second parallelization, DIMBL (distributed TIMBL), is also aimed to scale linearly with more pro-
cessors available, by directly diminishing the role of n in O(nf). DIMBL spawns m sub-classifiers each
trained on 1/mth part of the training set (i.e., on n/m examples). These smaller sub-classifiers, running on
m processors in parallel, each classify the entire test set, but do so in less time than a classifier trained on
the complete data set would; according to the worst-case complexity O(nf), one would expect in 1/mth of
the time. A master classifier gathers the m nearest neighbor sets of the subclassifiers, and merges them to
form the final nearest neighbor set to base the classification on.

We describe both methods in Section 2. In Section 3 we describe our experimental setup, and in Section 4
we compare TIMBL to its two parallel versions. We observe near-linear speedups with MUMBL, as expected,
but we observe some remarkable superlinear speedups with DIMBL. However, we also observe cases in
which DIMBL is not much faster than a single classifier. In Section 5 we discuss these results and formulate
an explanation on the different speedup results of DIMBL.
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2 Two parallelizations of k-NN

We present two parallelizations of a particular implementation of the classic k-NN classifier, TIMBL [7].
We first describe this implementation, which is in itself faster than a naive implementation of k-NN due to
the implementation of fast retrieval heuristics for searching for the k nearest neighbors, and improvements
through parallelization cannot be seen but relative to the gain of these heuristics. We then introduce MUMBL

and DIMBL.

2.1 TIMBL: Trie-based k-NN

In TIMBL [7], the similarity function is implemented as a kernel capable of accomodating several distance
metrics in various spaces, weighted by information-theoretic, statistical, or probabilistic estimations. Of
these metrics, the feature weighting metric enables the determination of the nearest neighbor set to be faster
than in the worst case. We introduced feature weighting into k-NN classification under the name of IB1-IG

[6], as the factor wi in the distance function Δ(X, Y ) to compute the distance between two instances X and
Y , where δ(xi, yi) is the function computing the distance between the values at feature i of both instances:

Δ(X, Y ) =
n∑

i=1

wi δ(xi, yi) (1)

An appropriately-chosen feature weighting metric w tells the classifier which features are more important
than others, i.e., which features should weigh more heavily in the distance function. A feature can be so
important that a nearest neighbor must have the same value as the new example has at that feature. If this
is the case, it means that, with the help of a simple index, search for a nearest neighbor can be restricted
to only those memory examples having the same value at the feature with peak importance. In the extreme
case that, when ranked by their feature weight, each higher-ranked feature has a weight larger than the sum
of all lower weights (such as in the ordered weight sequence 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, . . .), the search for the k nearest
neighbors actually reduces to a deterministic top-down traversal down a decision tree, where this tree is a
compression in the form of a trie. Classification in a decision tree of that type has a complexity of O(f),
i.e. in the order of the number of features (the matching of feature values over branching tests can be done
in constant time with a hash function at each node). In this order of complexity, the factor n (the number of
training examples) has disappeared, making classification speed essentially independent of the original size
of the training set.

In reality, feature weights tend to have a variance that is not as extreme as we just sketched. Then
again the variance can be large enough to allow classification to be faster than O(nf), and in fact approach
O(f). We enabled this in TIMBL by compressing the training set into a decision tree structure [7]. Training
examples are stored in the tree as paths from a root node to a leaf; the arcs of the path are the consecutive
feature-values, and the leaf node contains the class label for the original example (or a distribution of classes
if the same path leads to more than one class label). From the top down, examples with identical feature
values are collapsed into single paths, creating a compressed data structure. The distance computation for
the nearest neighbor search can re-use partial results for paths which share prefixes (i.e. matches on the most
important features). When search has traversed to a certain level of the tree, the amount of similarity that
can still contribute to the overall distance can be computed, on the basis of which entire branches of the tree
can be discarded as none of the examples stored there will ever be able to rise above the similarity of the
least similar of the k nearest neighbors found so far. By doing this search depth-first, the similarity threshold
gets set to high-threshold values quickly, so that large parts of the search space can be ignored early on.

2.2 MUMBL: Multiple TIMBLs

If m processors are available, k-NN classification can always be linearly scaled by simply running clones
of the same classifier m times in parallel, and letting each of them classify 1/mth of the examples to
be classified. Individual classifications are performed at the same speed as in a single classifier, but the
workload of classifying a test set is distributed. This is what the MUMBL wrapper does. More specifically,
the wrapper performs the following procedure:

1. It splits the test set in m equally-sized parts;

2. It creates a tree-based compression of the training set once;
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3. It spawns clones of the TIMBL classifier, each equipped with the same tree-based compression of the
training set, and hands out a different 1/mth part of the test set to each clone;

4. It monitors progress, and concatenates the predictions of all clones when they are all ready.

In a multi-processor machine with equally powerful CPUs, all clones will be finished at approximately
the same moment. One would expect that the whole process takes about 1/mth of the time it would take a
single classifier, hence, linear scaling could be expected in the number of processors.

2.3 DIMBL: Distributed TIMBL

In contrast with MUMBL’s strategy of splitting the test set, DIMBL splits the training set in m parts, and as-
signs these smaller parts to m TIMBL classifiers. With m processors, a training set with n labeled examples,
and a test set, the DIMBL wrapper works its way through the following procedure:

1. It computes the global feature weights of the training set;

2. It splits the training set in m parts;

3. It spawns m TIMBL classifiers, giving them each 1/mth of the training set (i.e., with n/m examples)
and the globally computed feature weights;

4. Each of the sub-classifiers creates a tree-based compressed version of its 1/mth training set, and
activates itself on a processor;

5. Case by case, the wrapper sends all test examples to all of the spawned TIMBL classifiers, and retrieves
all of their nearest neighbor sets; it merges these sets into a single set, from which a majority class
label is extracted.

The DIMBL wrapper thus has two distinct functions: first, it is the master process which spawns sub-
classifiers and talks to these sub-classifiers continuously (it sends test examples, and retrieves nearest-
neighbor sets). Second, it performs the final step of the k-NN classifier, by finding the class with the
highest vote in the global nearest neighbor set, which it merges on the basis of the m sets submitted by the
sub-classifiers. The merging operation is computationally negligible compared to the m nearest neighbor
retrieval operations; it consists of (1) merging the nearest neighbor sets, (2) selecting the k nearest distances
from the merge, as different sub-classifiers may have found nearest neighbors at different distances, and
(3) performing the normal counting operation that determines the most prominent class in the resulting k

nearest neighbor set.
DIMBL performs a heavier computational task than the MUMBL wrapper. On the other hand, as each

sub-classifier is trained on 1/mth of the training set, they can be expected to be m times as fast as a classifier
trained on all data, hence it is to be expected that linear scaling, or near-linear scaling, may be achieved with
DIMBL.

2.4 Related research

We briefly review earlier approaches to fast retrieval of k nearest neigbors, and to parallelization of k-NN
classification.

Perhaps the best known fast k-NN retrieval method is kd-trees [3]. Our trie-based approach can be seen
as a special variant of kd-trees. One key difference between our approach and default implementations of
kd-trees is that the latter do not store class label information, but rather pointers to examples at their nodes.
Our approach behaves more like a regular decision-tree classifier, retrieving class label counts immediately
from the tree, instead of postponing that to a separate phase. Another deviation from standard kd-trees is
that we drive our compression by information-theoretic or statistical feature weighting heuristics, also in the
same way that a decision-tree learner operates.

Our approach to retrieving nearest neighbors can also be likened to k-AESA (Approximation and Elimi-
nating Search Algorithm) [19, 10], a depth-first search algorithm that tries to limit the search space efficiently
by trying to set the least similar k-nearest distance to a competitive level as quickly as possible. Where k-
AESA is defined for metric spaces, our approach applies to symbolic spaces.
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Most work on parallel processing for machine learning [20, 4, 12] has focused on running full classi-
fiers in parallel, e.g. in voting ensemble architectures. Most of this work used to be largely driven by the
availability of single-machine, shared-memory massive parallel hardware. Recently, MPI (message passing
interface) computing and Grid computing in clusters have become more popular and more easily available
than single-machine parallel hardware. There is some recent work on using MPI and Grid computing for
parallelizing k-NN classification. [11] describe an MPI approach to parallel k-NN classification across a
cluster of computers, where the test set is split (like in MUMBL), attaining near-linear speedup figures. [2]
describe a complex layered architecture in which they run a large-scale cross-validation experiment with k-
NN classifiers to determine an optimal value of k on a large dataset. The architecture uses a combination of
threaded parallelization on single machines, MPI computing on clusters, and Grid computing for global job
allocation. No clear comparison is provided to enable concluding that they too arrive at near-linear speedup.

The DIMBL idea of distributing the training set over classifiers communicating in a multi-processor
shared memory setup does not appear to be as widespread as the MUMBL approach. Yet, a system similar
to DIMBL is described by [9], who report more or less linear gains of k-NN on a large numeric three-
dimensional classification task, and diminishing gains beyond eight parallel classifiers due to I/O processing
costs. As our focus is on non-numerical data that allows compressed storage, our findings turn out to be
different from those of [9], as discussed and analyzed in the next sections.

3 Experimental setup

In this study we measure the real (elapsed wall clock) time it takes to classify a test set, on a range of
tasks for which we have a single training-test set split, and derive classification speeds (numbers of test
instances classified per second) from these measurements. Accuracies are not reported, as we are comparing
alternate implementations of functionally the same k-NN classifier, producing the exact same classifications.
We perform these experiments on a single machine with eight CPUs1, and increase the number of parallel
TIMBLs from 1 to 7 with each task, with both MUMBL and DIMBL. Not all eight processors are used, to
avoid a process collision of the MUMBL and DIMBL wrappers with their spawned subprocesses on one of
the processors.

We have run our experiments on five classification tasks from the natural language processing (NLP) do-
main, as this particular domain has a rich offering of large data sets with large numbers of examples, features,
feature values, and numbers of classes: Running experiments with these datasets and k-NN classification
quickly reveals the limitations of O(nf). The tasks are the following:

Syntactic chunking (CHUNK), the identification of non-recursive syntactical phrases (e.g. verb phrases,
noun phrases) in English text. Each example represents a word in its context of three words to the left
and to the right, with their part-of-speech tags; the class encodes the bracketing and labeling of the
syntactic phrases. The particular data set stems from the CoNLL-2000 shared task [15].

Named-entity recognition (NER), the identification of named entities (e.g. names of people, locations, and
organisations) in English text. Each example represents a word in its context, as with the CHUNK

task; the class label encodes the bracketing and labeling of named entities. The data set stems from
the CoNLL-2002 shared task [14].

Confusible disambiguation (CONF), disambiguating between the two Dutch words gebeurd (happened)
and gebeurt (happens or happening), on the basis of the context of five words to the left and to the
right [17].

Translation (TRANS), sentential translation from Dutch to English, based on the Europarl aligned corpus
of translated European parliament sessions. One example represents one Dutch word in context (three
words to the left and right) translated to an aligned trigram of English words [18].

Word prediction (PREDICT), the prediction of words in a context of seven words to the left, and seven to
the right, in English text [17].

Table 1 lists numbers of training and test examples, numbers of features and feature value ranges, and
the number and entropy of classes of the five tasks. CHUNK and NER have large numbers of examples; NER

1The hardware used for testing has four Dual Core AMD Opteron 880 2,412 Mhz processors, with 32 Gb of RAM and a SCSI
RAID-controlled disk subsystem. The involved C++ code was compiled with gcc version 3.4.4. The machine runs Linux kernel 2.6.14.
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Table 1: Specifications of the data sets used for the five NLP tasks.

Number of Number of Range of # of Number of Class
Task training ex. test ex. features feature values classes entropy

CHUNK 211,727 43,377 14 44 – 2,669 22 2.65
NER 203,621 46,435 14 45 – 23,623 8 0.98
CONF 80,000 19,833 10 1,220 – 13,883 2 0.92
TRANS 20,000 27,805 7 2,746 – 3,305 2,887 8.93
PREDICT 20,000 20,000 14 3,748 3,748 9.52

Table 2: Settings for k, feature weight, value similarity function, and distance function found through
wrapped progressive sampling.

Task k Weight Similarity Distance

CHUNK 15 GR MVDM IL
NER 3 GR JD ED1
CONF 15 GR MVDM ID
TRANS 35 IG JD ED1
PREDICT 25 GR JD ID

and CONF have large numbers of feature values, and TRANS and PREDICT have many classes. The latter two
datasets have been kept artificially small, to allow for the experiments to be managable in time.

For each task we performed an automatic heuristic search for an optimal set of algorithmic parameters
using wrapped progressive sampling [16]. This procedure estimates an appropriate value for k, the type of
feature weighting, the value similarity metric, and the distance function [16]. Table 2 displays the settings
found for the five tasks using this procedure. The value of k estimated to be optimal varies from 3 to 35.
As for the other three settings, the differences are less substantial. Gain-ratio (GR) and information-gain
(IG) weighting are usually correlated [13], as are the modified value difference metric (MVDM) and Jeffrey
divergence value difference functions, and the three distance functions [7].

4 Results

We measured the number of classifications of test instances per second, and made these measurements rel-
ative to having a single TIMBL classifier. The relative speedups with 2 to 7 parallel TIMBLs in both the
MUMBL and DIMBL wrappers are visualized in Figure 1. As the left part of the figure shows, MUMBL

exhibits a faithful linear speedup, with slight signs of network overhead taking its toll with increasing paral-
lelism.

At the right hand side of Figure 1 the relative speedups of DIMBL are displayed, showing rather different
results. Three of the five tasks display sublinear speedups, while on the other hand two tasks are performed
with superlinear speedups. The three tasks with sublinear speedups are CHUNK, NER, and CONF. Especially
the CHUNK task has a remarkably low speedup; with 7 parallel TIMBLs, classification is only a factor of 1.2
times faster than a single TIMBL. The relative speedups of the other two tasks with 7 parallel classifiers are
only 3.5 for NER, and 3.7 for CONF. The two tasks exhibiting remarkably superlinear speedups are TRANS

(12.6 times faster classification with 7 parallel TIMBLs), and PREDICT, with a relative speedup factor of
16.7 with 7 parallel TIMBLs; more than twice the expected speed gain. Since we expected linear scaling for
both wrappers, the deviating results of DIMBL results call for explanations.
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Figure 1: Relative speedup in number of classifications per second of MUMBL (left) and DIMBL (right) on
the five NLP tasks, with increasing numbers of parallel TIMBLs.

Table 3: The standard deviation of feature weights (where the mean is normalized to 1.0) and the relative
speed gain of DIMBL with seven sub-classifiers, for each of the five tasks. Superlinear gains (larger than 7)
are displayed in bold.

Std. deviation Relative
Task of weights speed gain

CHUNK 0.91 1.2
NER 0.80 3.5
CONF 0.47 3.8
TRANS 0.26 12.6
PREDICT 0.03 16.7

5 Discussion

As detailed earlier in Section 2, TIMBL’s implementation of k-NN includes a heuristic search shortcut in the
k-NN searching procedure that can safely ignore vast subareas of the memory (compressed in a decision-tree
structure), provided that there is a clear difference between features with high weights and with low weights.
In other words, when there is a subset of important features, TIMBL can focus on looking among nearest
neighbor candidates that have the same values on these features as the instance to be classified, and ignore
the rest, while still returning the exact k nearest neighbors that a naive implementation (with complexity
O(nf)) would produce.

A sensible estimation of the spread in feature weights is their standard deviation. Table 3 lists the
standard deviation of each of the five tasks’ feature weights, with the mean normalized to 1.0. The table also
lists the relative speedup attained on each task by DIMBL with seven parallel TIMBLs in the third column
(“weights”). Although it should be noted that the list constitutes only a limited number of measurements,
the Pearson correlation coefficient is strongly negative, at r = −0.939 (t = −4.7, p < 0.05), suggesting an
inverse relation between a high variance in feature weights, and the effect of DIMBL.

All reported results were obtained with single fixed-size training–test splits (cf. Table /refspecs). Both
extreme outcomes, the near-zero gain of parallelization with CHUNK, and the superlinear gain with PREDICT,
raise the question whether these increases are accidental for the particular splits investigated. Figure 5
displays the speed curves of DIMBL and TIMBL on both tasks, where one speed curve plots the number of
seconds it takes to classify a fixed test set of 20 thousand instances (in each of the tasks), and where DIMBL

works with seven processors. With CHUNK, classification times increase very modestly, if at all; from five
thousand training examples onwards, it takes nearly constant time to classify the same 20 thousand test
examples. In other words, classification seems to be almost independent of n; the decision tree optimum
of O(f) appears to be approached due to the large differences in feature weights. This explains the relative
lack of effect of parallelisation; reducing the size of the training set from m to 1/m actually hardly causes a
speed gain.

In contrast, the speed curve of TIMBL on the PREDICT task shows a sharp exponential upward trend. It
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Figure 2: Speed curves of DIMBL and TIMBL on PREDICT and CHUNK, in terms of the number of seconds
taken in classifying 20 thousand examples of both tasks, using 7 processors for DIMBL. For reference, the
dashed-dotted line represents 1/7th of TIMBL’s speed on the PREDICT task.

becomes very inefficient to classify test examples even when trained on a few thousand examples; a doubling
of the amount of training data leads to far more than double the amount of classification time. The speed
curve of DIMBL shows essentially the same upward trend, but at a considerably slower rate. For comparison,
Figure 5 displays a reference line (dashed-dotted) representing 1/7th of the speed of TIMBL on PREDICT;
it is clear that DIMBL operates faster than that, and the advantage (the vertical distance between the curves)
also increases with more training examples. Thus, with m training examples, DIMBL can be beyond m

times faster than TIMBL. On the other hand, although it postpones the exponential effect, also DIMBL falls
prey to it in the end.

6 Conclusions

It has been observed earlier that when parallelizing the k-NN classifier, linear scaling in the number of
parallel threads can be attained by splitting the test set in m parts, and simultaneously running m clones of
the k-NN classifier with the full training set in memory. We tested this relatively trivial procedure in the
form of the MUMBL wrapper, and indeed attained linear scaling on five NLP tasks, comparing to a single
TIMBL classifier.

As an alternative, we proposed the DIMBL wrapper, which splits the training set in m parts, instead of
the test set. The wrapper spawns m TIMBL classifiers, each trained on 1/mth part of the original training
set. DIMBL classifies a new instance by requesting the nearest neighbor sets of that instance from each of
the spawned classifiers, and merges the nearest neighbor sets to one, from which the final classification is
derived.

Although DIMBL is expected to yield linear scaling, as shown earlier in a similar approach to k-NN
classification in numeric feature spaces [9], it turns out to produce both sublinear and superlinear scaling
with different data sets. The sublinear scaling can be attributed to the fact that the base classifier, TIMBL,
already has a strong search heuristic implemented, based on feature weights and related to kd-trees and
k-AESA, that neutralizes the effect of parallelization.

Superlinear scaling with k-NN classification, on the other hand, turns out to be possible with datasets
that have features with little variance in their weights. We attribute the superlinear scaling to the fact that the
base classifier TIMBL becomes exponentially slower when trained on linear increases of examples. Hence,
lowering the amount of training data from m to 1/m cases per sub-classifier, speeds up each classifier more
than m times. The two best observed speedup factors were 12.6 on a translation task, and 16.7 on a word
prediction task, both performed with only 7 parallel classifiers.

In future work we intend to perform large-scale experiments with more data and more processors in
supercomputers, to affirm empirically our suspicion that the superlinear scaling of DIMBL can in fact be
higher with larger training sets than the current highest speedups, while there must also be a negative effect
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of the merge operation with increasing numbers of sub-classifiers.
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Abstract

Conviviality is a mechanism to reinforce social cohesion and a tool to reduce mis-coordination between
individuals, groups and institutions in web communities, for example in digital cities. We use a two-fold
definition of conviviality as a condition for social interactions and an instrument for the internal regulation
of social systems. In this paper we discuss the use of normative multi-agent systems to analyze the use of
conviviality for digital cities, by contrasting norms for conviviality with legal and institutional norms in
digital cities. We show the role of the distinction among various kinds of norms, the explicit representation
of norms and the violability of norms in the context of conviviality.

1 Introduction

The role of norms for conviviality is a condition for social interactions and an instrument for the internal
regulation of social systems [5]. For example, in digital cities “government regulations extend laws with
specific guidance to corporate and public actions” [17].

In this paper we raise the following question: How can normative multi-agent systems be used to model
conviviality for digital cities? We approach this question focusing on conviviality in digital cities, and by
contrasting the use of normative multi-agent systems for conviviality with legal and institutional norms in
digital cities.

Our main question breaks down into the following research questions: What are digital cities, what
are normative multi-agent systems, what is conviviality and finally, can normative multi-agent systems be
applied to conviviality for digital cities?

The layout of this paper follows these sub-questions. In section 2 we give a brief overview of digital
cities, in section 3 we explain norms in regards to the legal and institutional aspects of digital cities, in
section 4 we present a literature survey of the notion of conviviality and in section 5 we examine the use of
norms for conviviality.

2 Brief Overview of Digital Cities

Digital cities are web portals using physical cities as a metaphor for information spaces, for example: local
social information infrastructures, providing information over the real city to locals and visitors; commu-
nication medium, influencing the personal networks of digital neighborhoods’ inhabitants; tools to improve
local democracy and participation; practical resources for the organization of every day life and the support
of local economic activities. However, “the digital city may also become an experiment with new forms of
solving problems and coordinating social life” [8].

Observing that “Digital cities commonly provide both profit and non-profit services and have a dilemma
in balancing the two different types of services”, Ishida [14] raises the question whether public digital cities
can compete with commercial ones. “Without profit services, digital cities become unattractive and fail to
become a portal to the city. Without nonprofit services, the city may become too homogeneous like AOL
digital cities as a result of pursuing economic efficiency.”
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2.1 The Goals of Digital Cities

Commercial digital cities as commercial portals started as local portals run by private companies, such
as phone, web and airline companies, competing with each other. Nowadays, global companies such as
Yahoo! and AOL offer city guides with services: Shopping, entertainment, local information and maps.
Their business goals are geared toward vertical markets and their revenues are generated by advertising.
Their general trend is to provide information, easy to find and search for, good maintenance of systems and
frequent updates. They are effective in Asia, where they complement government agencies, but limited in
scope by their top-down controlled content, no two-way interaction with users and main advertising purpose.

Public digital cities started in the US with American community networks, inspired by a tradition of
community-centered, grass-roots engagements emphasizing freedom of speech and activism. Their original
goal was to create virtual information spaces, such as the WELL, Whole Earth’Lectronic Link and Blacks-
burg Electronic Village. US public digital cities main challenges are: Lack of synergy between community
networks, private companies and administrations and competition between profit and non-profit organiza-
tions. Today they align with eGovernments.

In Europe, public digital cities evolved through the European Community leadership. Goals are to
share ideas and technologies between all cities to strengthen European partnerships, use information and
communication technologies to resolve social, economic and regional development issues and improve the
quality of social services. Main challenge, shown by the relatively slow commercialization of services and
information, is the difficulty to integrate grass-roots communities and commercial points of view.

2.2 The Organizations of Digital Cities

Commercial digital cities count on accumulating urban information; They are well maintained, use propri-
etary software and rely on search engines, ranking interest links by sponsors, for business opportunities.
Early on, commercial digital cities recognized the importance of usability and have done well to make their
services usable by many.

Public digital cities look toward open systems. By lack of funds, sites are not always well maintained,
causing many downfalls (Digital Amsterdam). Public digital cities rely on high speed networks tightly cou-
pled with physical cities (Helsinki) and platforms for community networks (Bologna). They have multilayer
architectures: Information, interface and interaction layers (Digital Kyoto).

Asian digital cities, called city informatization, emerged as government initiatives. Their goal is to de-
velop their country through technological innovation. There were attempts to integrate grass-roots activities
and university driven projects in 99 with Digital Kyoto and Shanghai but the greatest challenge still remains
their top-down approach based on administration activity.

2.3 Summary

Commercial and public digital cities were originally very different but now tend to overlap. Depending
upon their goals, they combine to different degrees, political, economic and social activities: Predominantly
political for the official sites of cities and countries such as eCity of Luxembourg or eEurope, ecomonomic
for commercial sites such as AOL digital cities and social for virtual worlds such as Second Life.

However, as yet no one model has been identified. In the US for-profit businesses and non-profit organi-
zations co-exist and compete, in EU the attempts are to coordinate administrations, companies and citizens
while Asia pursues government directed growth. Governments’goals for digital cities consist to help close
geographic and social digital divides, with access everywhere and for all, to accelerate economic devel-
opment, and to make the governments of cities more efficient and accessible. Pluralism and participation
are combined with multi-disciplinary approaches, synergy between administrations, companies and citizens
and, most importantly, a shared vision between all stakeholders.

The success factors of digital cities consist in achieving participation of institutions and communities,
in balancing top-down direction, needed for technical infrastructure, and grass-roots initiatives, necessary to
insure citizens’ cohesion and in finding an equilibrium between economic and civic motivations. Ultimately,
digital cities need to deal with the same complexity as real cities to attract and retain usage, and to function
as entities that augment their physical counterparts.
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3 Legal and Institutional Norms in Digital Cities

In their introduction to normative multi-agent systems, Boella et al. give the following definition: “A nor-
mative multi-agent system is a multi-agent system together with normative systems in which agents on the
one hand can decide whether to follow the explicitly represented norms, and on the other the normative sys-
tems specify how and in which extent the agents can modify the norms” [2]. We first discuss the distinction
among various kinds of norms, and then we discuss three issues in this definition, illustrated by examples in
digital cities.

3.1 The Different Kinds of norms

Several kinds of norms are usually distinguished in normative systems. Within the structure of normative
multi-agent systems [3] distinguish “between regulative norms that describe obligations, prohibitions and
permissions, and constitutive norms that regulate the creation of institutional facts as well as the modifica-
tion of the normative system itself”. A third kind of norms, procedural norms, can also be distinguished
“procedural norms have long been considered a major component of political systems, particularly demo-
cratic systems” states Lawrence who further defines procedural norms as “rules governing the way in which
political decisions are made; they are not concerned with the content of any decision except one which alters
decision-making procedures” [18].

Constitutive norms: Boella et al. note several aspects of constitutive norms, one is as intermediate
concept exemplified by “X counts as a presiding official in a wedding ceremony”, “this bit of paper counts
as a five euro bill” and “this piece of land counts as somebodys private property” [4]. As per Searle, “the
institutions of marriage, money, and promising are like the institutions of baseball and chess in that they are
systems of such constitutive rules or conventions” [25]. In digital cities, an example of constitutive norm is
voting in the sense that going through the procedure counts as a vote.

Boella et al further believe that “the role of constitutive rules is not limited to the creation of an activity
and the construction of new abstract categories. Constitutive norms specify both the behavior of a system and
the evolution of the system” [3]. The dynamics of normative systems is here emphasized as in norm revision,
certain actions count as adding new norms for instance amendments: “The normative system must specify
how the normative system itself can be changed by introducing new regulative norms and new institutional
categories, and specify by whom the changes can be done” [3]. Today “US government agencies are required
to invite public comment on proposed rules” [17]. Citizens are therefore encouraged to propose their changes
through the digital cities interface. All revisions are traced and searchable.

Two other aspects of constitutive norms are organizational and structural, that is, how roles define power
and responsibilities and how hierarchies structure groups and individuals. “Not only new norms are intro-
duced by the agents playing a legislative role, but also that ordinary agents create new obligations, prohibi-
tions and permissions concerning specific agents” [3].

Regulative Norms: “Legal systems are often modeled using regulative norms, like obligations and
permissions. However, a large part of the legal code does not contain prohibitions and permissions, but
definitions for classifying the common sense world under legal categories, like contract, money, property,
marriage. Regulative norms can refer to this legal classification of reality” [4]. A regulative norm expressed
as obligation is for example that, to access the administration documents on the Luxembourg digital city
website, citizens must use the file format PDF rather than Postscript. Regulative norms also express per-
mission, rights and powers, for example computer systems access rights and voting rights: You are allowed
to vote in Luxembourg if you are resident for more than 5 years or were born in Luxembourg. “Regulative
norms are not categorical, but conditional: they specify all their applicability conditions” [3]. In NYC, for
instance, to renew online your Driver’s License the stipulation is: “You cannot change your address during
this transaction. You must have a completed form MV-619 (Eye Test Report) for this transaction. Read the
requirements before you begin this transaction” [6].

Procedural norms: Lawrence distinguishes two kinds of procedural norms, objective and subjective.
“Objective procedural norms are rules which describe how decisions are actually made in a political system
[. . . ] they specify who actually makes decisions, who can try to influence decision makers, what political
resources are legitimate and how resources may be used. Subjective procedural norms, on the other hand,
are attitudes about the way in which decisions should be made” [18]. Procedural norms are instrumen-
tal for individuals working in a system, for example, back office procedures and processes in digital city
administrations.
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3.2 Explicit versus Implicit Representation of Norms

The first property of norms in the definition of normative multi-agent systems is that norms are explicitly
represented; explicite meaning formalized by some authorities and implicite meaning not specialized nor
codified. Often, norms are given as requirements of computer systems but only implicitly represented, for
example, a form in which you would be asked to state whether or not you keep a pet at home without
mentioning to you the purpose of the information e.g. that if your answer is affirmative, either you will be
requested to pay a license fee or the amount of the fee will be directly deducted from your bank account.
Whereas an example of explicit representation is given by Paris digital city website with the stipulation that
to create online library accounts, one must be over 18 years old, otherwise an authorization of the parents is
are required.

Implicit representations are opaque to users and prevent governments to fulfill the democratic promise
that transparency and explicit representations deliver. As users’ need for explanation and understanding
of rules and regulations grows, representations have to become more explicit and personalized to their ex-
pectations. Similarly, governments’ interest also reside in the explicit representation of norms that can be
addressed through the development of mechanisms for knowledge representation and reasoning.

Current efforts are somewhat in-between implicit and explicit representation with tools for text represen-
tation and retrieval with more advanced ontologies, semantic links and search capabilities. To this effect, the
US government launched in 2006 a business portal to help small businesses comply with Federal regulations,
a need that was not being met by any other Federal government program [6].

3.3 The Violation of Norms

The second property in the definition of normative multiagent systems, that norms can be violated, is also
seen as a condition for the use of deontic logic in computer science: “Importantly, the norms allow for the
possibility that actual behavior may at times deviate from the ideal, i.e. that violations of obligations, or of
agents rights, may occur” [15].

If norms cannot be violated then the norms are regimented. For example if, in access control, a service
can only be accessed with a certificate, then this norm can be implemented in the system by ensuring that the
service can only be accessed when the certificate is presented. Regimented norms correspond to preventative
control, in the sense that norm violations are prevented. When norm violations are possible there is only
detective control, in the sense that behavior must be monitored, and norm violations have to be detected and
sanctioned. “Social order requires social control, an incessant local (micro) activity of its units, aimed at
restoring the regularities prescribed by norms. Thus, the agents attribute to the normative system, besides
goals, also the ability to autonomously enforce the conformity of the agents to the norms, because a dynamic
social order requires a continuous activity for ensuring that the normative systems goals are achieved. To
achieve the normative goal the normative system forms the subgoals to consider as a violation the behavior
not conform to it and to sanction violations” [4].

Norms can be violated because they are soft constraints. In digital cities, disincentives are often the
mechanism used to prevent users from infringing the norms. For example, if you don’t have a valid reg-
istration sticker on your windshield you may be ticketed, if you do illegal dumping you will be fined or if
you are a malicious intruder in a digital city you will be prosecuted. When norm violations are possible,
there are normative multiagent systems in which the violations can trigger new obligations, the so-called
contrary-to-duty obligations. With contrary-to-duty obligations, there is not only a distinction between ideal
and bad behavior, but there is also a distinction between various degrees of sub-ideal behaviors.

3.4 Summary

In many electronic institutions the norms are fixed and cannot be changed within the system, even though
in many organizations there are roles defined within the system. The question is whether digital cities are
a collection of electronic institutions, whether manipulations and changes are allowed within the system.
The US Regulations’ office may be contributing to bring answers to this questions as it now provides on its
site Regulations.gov a national forum for users to comment on existing and pending federal rules, therefore
encouraging a more dynamic process for the modification and expliciteness of their norms.
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4 The Role of Conviviality

Looking at some definitions shows that the meaning of conviviality depends on the context of use (table 1):
In sociology, conviviality typically describes a relation between individuals and emphasizes positive values
such as equality and community life.

Table 1: Definitions of conviviality
Etymological and Domain Specific Definitions
15th century ”convivial”, from latin, convivere ”to live together with, to eat to-
gether with”. (French Academy Dictionary)
Adj. Convivial: (of an atmosphere, society, relations or event) friendly and lively,
(of a person) cheerfully sociable. (English Oxford Dictionary)
Technology: Quality pertaining to a software or hardware easy and pleasant to use
and understand even for a beginner. User friendly, Usability. By extension also
reliable and efficient. (Grand Dictionnaire Terminologique)
Sociology: Set of positive relations between the people and the groups that form a
society, with an emphasis on community life and equality rather than hierarchical
functions. (Grand Dictionnaire Terminologique)

A less common view of conviviality emerges when it becomes an instrument to exercise power and
enforce one point of view over another [26]. Conviviality is then experienced as a negative force by the
loosing side. We summarized from different sources, positive and negative roles of conviviality and present
some excerpts as example (table 2): The emphasis for positive sides is on sharing common grounds and on
inclusiveness, whereas for negative sides, the emphasis is on coercive behaviors and division.

Table 2: The different aspects of conviviality
Positive Aspects Grey Aspects Negative Aspects
(Enabler) (Ignorance) (Threat)
Share knowledge & skills Ignore cultural diversity Crush outsiders
Deal with conflict Hide conflict Fragmentation
Feeling of “togetherness” Promote homogenization Totalitarism
Equality Political correctness Reductionism
Trust Non-transparent system-

atic controls
Deception

4.1 From Individuals to Groups

First used in a scientific and philosophical context [21], in 1964, as synonymous with empathy, convivial-
ity allows individuals to identify with each other thereby experiencing each other’s feelings, thoughts and
attitudes. By extension, a community is convivial when it aims at sharing knowledge: Members trust each
other, share commitments and interests and make mutual efforts to build conviviality and preserve it. A
convivial learning experience is based on role swapping [12], teacher role alternating with learner role, em-
phasizing the concept of reciprocity as key component and creating concepts such as learning webs, skill
exchange networks and peer-matching communication, later expanded by Papert and the Constructionists
with concepts such as learning-by-making [19].

But conviviality is also a social form of human interaction, [24] a way to reinforce group cohesion
through the recognition of common values. “Thus the sharing of a certain kind of food and/or drink can
be seen as a way to create and reinforce a societal group through a positive feeling of togetherness (being
included in/or part of the group), on which the community’s awareness of its identity is based.” Physical
experiences of conviviality are transformed into learning and knowledge sharing experiences: “To know
is to understand in a certain manner that can be shared by others who form with you a community of
understanding”.
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However, the instrumentalization of conviviality occurs when one group is favored at the expense of
another, “truth realities about minorities are built from the perspective of the majority via template token in-
stances in which conflict is highlighted and resolution is achieved through minority assimilation to majority
norms [. . . ] Conviviality is achieved for the majority, but only through a process by which non-conviviality
is reinforced for the minority” [1].

4.2 From Groups to Institutions

Conviviality also means “individual freedom realized in personal interdependence” [13]; It is the foundation
for a new society, one that gives its members the means, referred to as tools, for achieving their personal
goals: “A convivial society would be the result of social arrangements that guarantee for each member the
most ample and free access to the tools of the community and limit this freedom only in favor of another
member’s equal freedom”. Conviviality is then enhancement to social capital, seen as a condition for civil
society in which “communities are characterized by political equality, civic engagement, solidarity, trust,
tolerance and strong associative life” [22]. Conviviality also describes both ”institutional structures that
facilitate social relations and technological processes that are easy to control and pleasurable to use” [16].
However, “conviviality masks the power relationships and social structures that govern communities”. The
question is “whether it is possible for convivial institutions to exist, other than by simply creating another
set of power relationships and social orders that, during the moment of involvement, appear to allow free
rein to individual expression [. . . ] Community members may experience a sense of conviviality which is
deceptive and which disappears as soon as members return to the alienation of their fragmented lives” [26].

4.3 Summary

We summarize by first noting that conviviality is usually considered a positive concept but that a darker
side emerges when it becomes the instrument of power relations. Then following our two-fold definition
of conviviality as a condition for social interaction and an instrument for the internal regulation of social
systems, we see the most important uses for conviviality in digital cities as a mechanism to reinforce social
cohesion and as a tool to reduce mis-coordinations between individuals.

5 The Use of Norms for Conviviality

In this section we reconsider the issues discussed in the context of legal and institutional norms for digital
cities, this time in the context of social norms for conviviality.

5.1 The Different Kinds of Norms for Conviviality

Typically today, web communities use text-based multi-user synchronous and asynchronous conferencing
capabilities such as web forums and chat rooms. It is considered bad practice to use offensive language in
a public forum or a chat room; Network etiquette and sometimes FAQ outline dynamic set of guidelines
to encourage behaviors conducive to pleasant, efficient and polite user interactions. The constitutive norm
for the use of offensive language in a chat room is the definition of what constitutes offensive language
for this particular chat room; A regulative norm is the fact that using offensive language is prohibited; A
procedural norm is that if a member uses offensive language then other members should not use the chat
room to retaliate and send rebuffs.

5.2 Explicit vs. Implicit Representation of Conviviality

Norms for conviviality are social norms, and even though they can be communicated, they are typically
not explicit. Explicit norms for conviviality often refer to cooperation among agents or between agents and
humans.

Embodied Conversational Agents, for example, are “autonomous agents with a human-like appearance
and communicative skills [. . . ] To be able to engage the user in a conversation and to maintain it, the
agents ought to have capabilities such as to perceive and generate verbal and nonverbal behaviors, to show
emotional states, to maintain social relationship” [20]. Conversational agents in [23] must be endowed
with conviviality: An agent is convivial if it is rational and cooperative, conviviality being the essential and
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global characteristic of services that “emerges from the intelligence of the system and not from a set of local
characteristics that vary depending upon the application context and the types of users”. Consequently a list
of criteria will by itself not suffice to express conviviality, additional critical factors are: the relations that
bind the criteria together and the way these relations are perceived by individuals.

Intelligent tutoring systems provide further examples of intelligent agents that must be able to bal-
ance implicite and explicite understanding and expression of their environment. [10] propose an eLearning
recommendation system for student tutors, in which “convivial social relationships are based on mutual
acceptance through interaction”, e.g. on reciprocity, students helping each other. Looking at interpersonal
factors, [11] propose emotionally intelligent tutor agents that try “to construct a model of the mental state of
the student and is knowledgeable of the potential effects of tutoring acts on the mental state. These insights
are used to determine the appropriate action sequence and the manner of executing the actions”.

Reputation systems highlight the need for explicit social norms: Reputation is the “indispensable con-
dition for the social conviviality in human societies” state [7], because it encourages transparent information
as in their system, all agents’ actions are instantaneously propagated throughout the system. Critical chal-
lenges raised by the development of such systems are ethical issues such as preserving students’privacy and
securing information gathered to create social profiles and more generally, the need to develop guidelines
to safeguard users. Research examples addressing the issues are socially translucent systems characterized
by visibility, awareness and accountability [9], and study of place-based presence and trust evaluation [27].
These research examplify the challenges of formalizing implicite social norms of conviviality with various
degrees of expliciteness.

5.3 The Violation of Conviviality

It is always possible to violate social norms and therefore conviviality. Ignoring cultural and social diversity
is violating conviviality as it creates conviviality for a group at the expense of others. In digital cities, being
ignored when coming to ask advices to a city administrator represent a conviviality violation as it breaks the
symetry of the communication act and only allows one-directional communication. The online Paris library
assures members of a kind and pleasant service and proposes a free mediator service in case of difficulties
dealing with city clerks, therefore providing a compensation mechanism.

5.4 Summary

By definition, conviviality is a regulative instrument for social systems; it reinforces the group’s common
values and encourages self-regulation of the group; Conviviality has a normative function. In table 3, we
summarize the use of norms for conviviality by Comparing legal norms with social norms.

Table 3: Legal norms versus social norms
Type Legal Norms Social Norms
Kinds of norms Consitutive, regulative,

procedural
Consitutive, regulative,
procedural: problematic

Norm representation Usually explicit Usually implicit
Norm violation Not possible for preven-

tive control systems
Always possible to vio-
late

Norm modification By regulators Emerging

6 Conclusion

In this paper we contrast norms for conviviality with legal and institutional norms in digital cities. We
consider the following issues. First, the kinds of norms typically distinguished in legal systems can be
distinguished for norms of conviviality too. Second, norms for conviviality are often implicit, and we
believe it is an important question when such norms should be made explicit. Third, the issue of violation
of conviviality and ways to deal with it is of central concern in web communities like digital cities. Fourth,
norms concerning conviviality should be able to change over time. Fifth, norms for conviviality can come
from a wide variety of sources.
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Abstract

In formal argumentation, grounded semantics is well known for yielding exactly one unique ex-
tension. Since grounded semantics has a very sceptical nature, one can ask the question whether
it is possible to define a unique extension semantics that is more credulous. Recent work of Dung,
Mancarella and Toni proposes what they call ideal semantics, which is a unique extension seman-
tics that is more credulous than grounded semantics. In the current paper, we define a unique
extension semantics called eager semantics that is even more credulous than ideal semantics. We
then examine how this semantics relates to the existing argumentation semantics proposed by
Dung and others.

1 Introduction

Formal argumentation has been gaining popularity over the past few years as a human-oriented
formalism for non-monotonic entailment [13, 8, 4] and agent-interaction [1, 14]. One issue that
has received quite some attention is that of argument semantics. The central question here is,
given a set of arguments (some of which defeat others), which possible subsets of arguments can
be seen as acceptable.

Traditional approaches to the issue of argument semantics include grounded, stable and pre-
ferred semantics [9]. More novel approaches are, for instance, robust semantics [12] and CF2
semantics [2], both of which can, however, yield sets of arguments that are not admissible in the
sense of [9].1 On the other hand, novel approaches like semi-stable semantics [6] do yield exten-
sions that are under any circumstances admissible. In general, the concept of admissibility is a
relevant one, not only because it is quite reasonable for a set of accepted arguments to be able to
defend itself, but also for technical reasons that are outside of the scope of the current paper.

One of the phenomena in formal argumentation, as well as in nonmonotonic inference in
general, is the possibility of a semantics yielding more than one extension (set of accepted argu-
ments). This is often related to an unresolvable dilemma in the available information. Often, the
existence of more than one possible extension is dealt with by using a sceptical approach, by tak-
ing the intersection of the different extensions. Nevertheless, by taking this intersection, one can
lose some of the properties of the individual extensions. For instance, as is explained in Section
3, one can lose the property of admissibility.

For this reason, it can be advantageous to have a semantics that always yields exactly one
extension, and that this extension is admissible. The most well-known example of such a unique

1Recall that admissibility means that a set of arguments is internally conflict-free and is able to defend itself. That is,
a set of arguments Args is admissible iff there exist no A, B ∈ Args such that A defeats B, and for every D that defeats
some argument C ∈ Args , there exists an E ∈ Args that defeats D.
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extension admissible semantics is grounded semantics [9]. A common objection against grounded
semantics, however, is that it is supposed to be too sceptical. In order to address this disadvantage,
Dung, Mancarella and Toni have recently come up with what they call ideal semantics [10],
based on earlier work regarding logic programming and assumption based argumentation [11].
The basic idea of ideal semantics will be briefly discussed in Section 3. Then, in Section 4, we
introduce the notion of eager semantics. As is shown in Section 5, the eager extension is a superset
of the ideal extension. Also in Section 5 it is examined how the new as well as existing semantics
relate to each other. Some practical considerations regarding the new semantics are then discussed
in Section 6.

2 Preliminaries

In this paper we follow the argumentation approach of Dung [9]. For simplicity, we assume the
argumentation framework to be finite.

Definition 1 (argumentation framework). An argumentation framework is a pair (Ar , def ) where
Ar is a finite set of arguments and def ⊆ Ar × Ar .

An argumentation framework can be represented as a directed graph in which the arguments
are represented as nodes and the defeat relation is represented as arrows. In several examples
throughout this paper, we will use this graph representation.

The shorthand notation A+ and A− stands for, respectively, the set of arguments defeated by
A and the set of arguments that defeat A. We say that an argument A defeats a set of arguments
Args iff it defeats at least one argument in Args . We say that a set of arguments Args defeats an
argument A iff at least one argument in Args defeats A. We say that a set of arguments Args1

defeats a set of arguments Args2 iff at least one argument in Args1 defeats at least one argument
in Args2. In the definition below, F (Args) stands for the set of arguments that are acceptable in
the sense of [9].

Definition 2 (defense / conflict-free). Let A ∈ Ar and Args ⊆ Ar .
We define A+ as {B | A def B} and Args+ as {B | A def B for some A ∈ Args}.
We define A− as {B | B def A} and Args− as {B | B def A for some A ∈ Args}.
Args is conflict-free iff Args ∩Args+ = ∅.
Args defends an argument A iff A− ⊆ Args+.
We define the function F : 2Ar → 2Ar as
F (Args) = {A | A is defended by Args}.

In the definition below, definitions of grounded, preferred and stable semantics are described
in terms of complete semantics, which has the advantage of making the proofs in the remainder of
this paper more straightforward. These descriptions are not literally the same as the ones provided
by Dung [9], but as was first stated in [5] they are in fact equivalent to Dung’s original versions of
grounded, preferred and stable semantics.

Definition 3 (acceptability semantics). Let Args be a conflict-free set of arguments.

- Args is admissible iff Args ⊆ F (Args).

- Args is a complete extension iff Args = F (Args).

- Args is a grounded extension iff Args is the minimal (w.r.t. set-inclusion) complete exten-
sion.

- Args is a preferred extension iff Args is a maximal (w.r.t. set-inclusion) complete extension.

- Args is a semi-stable extension iff Args is a complete extension where Args ∪ Args+ is
maximal (w.r.t. set-inclusion).

- Args is a stable extension iff Args is a complete extension that defeats every argument in
Ar\Args.
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The following lemma is used in the proofs of the next section.

Lemma 1. Let Args1 and Args2 be two admissible sets of argumentation framework (Ar , def ).
If Args1 and Args2 do not defeat each other then Args1 ∪ Args2 is again an admissible set.

Proof. We need to prove two things:

1. Args1 ∪ Args2 is conflict-free. This follows from the fact that Args1 and Args2 are indi-
vidually conflict-free and do not defeat each other.

2. Args1 ∪ Args2 defends all its elements. This follows from the fact that Args1 and Args2

respectively defend all its elements.

3 Ideal Semantics

Ideal semantics was proposed by Dung, Mancarella and Toni [10] based on earlier work regarding
logic programming and assumption based argumentation [11].2 The idea of ideal semantics is to
be slightly more sceptical than just taking the intersection of all preferred extensions (sceptical
preferred). The point is that this intersection might not be an admissible set itself. Consider the
example of Figure 1.

C D

A

B

Figure 1: Sceptical preferred yields {D}, which is not admissible.

In Figure 1, there are two preferred extensions: {A, D} and {B, D}. Their intersection (scep-
tical preferred) is {D}, which is itself not admissible. However, it turns out that there always exists
a unique largest admissible subset of this intersection, as is shown in the following theorem.

Theorem 1. Let (Ar , def ) be an argumentation framework. There exists exactly one maximal
(w.r.t. set-inclusion) admissible set Args that is a subset of each preferred extension.

Proof. As the existence of a maximal set Args is guaranteed, we only need to prove uniqueness.
Suppose there are two different maximal admissible sets Args1 and Args2 that both subsets of
each preferred extension. The fact that Args1 and Args2 are in each preferred extension (and the
fact that there exists at least one preferred extension) means that Args1 and Args2 do not defeat
each other. Since the union of two admissible sets that do not defeat each other is itself again an
admissible set (Lemma 1) it holds that Args3 = Args2∪Args1 is an admissible set that is a subset
of each preferred extension. But as Args1 �= ∅ and Args2 �= ∅ it follows that Args3 � Args1

and Args3 � Args2. Therefore, Args1 and Args2 are not maximal. Contradiction.

2The technical report of Dung, Mancarella and Toni [10] became available during the preparation of the current paper.
We have, however, to some extent stuck to our own definitions and proofs in this section, since this makes it easier to
compare, for instance, ideal semantics to eager semantics, to be defined in the next section. It should be mentioned,
however, that the notion of ideal semantics discussed in the current paper is the same as that in [10]. One small difference is
that what we call an ideal extension is called a maximal ideal set in [10], where a set of arguments is ideal iff it is admissible
and a subset of each preferred extension.
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The fact that the maximal admissible set that is a subset of each preferred extension is unique,
allows one to refer to it, like is done in the following definition.

Definition 4. The ideal extension is the greatest (w.r.t. set-inclusion) admissible set that is a
subset of each preferred extension.

To see how ideal semantics works, consider figure 2. Here, the grounded extension is empty,
and there exists just one preferred extension: {A}. The ideal extension is therefore {A}.

A B

Figure 2: Grounded extension: ∅; ideal extension: {A}; eager extension: {A}.

It can be observed that the ideal extension is itself a complete extension.

Theorem 2. Let (Ar , def ) be an argumentation framework and Args be its ideal extension. It
holds that Args is a complete extension.

Proof. We have to prove that Args = F (Args).
Args ⊆ F (Args): This follows directly from the fact that the ideal extension is an admissible set.
F (Args) ⊆ Args : Suppose A ∈ F (Args). Then A is defended by every preferred extension (this
follows from the monotonity of F ). As every preferred extension is a complete extension, this
means that A is an element of every preferred extension. From this, it follows that Args ∪ {A}
is an admissible set, one that is a subset of each preferred extension. Therefore A must be an
element of the ideal extension Args .

4 Eager Semantics

Semi-stable semantics [6] is a recently developed semantics that could be placed between pre-
ferred and stable semantics in the sense that every stable extension is also a semi-stable extension,
and every semi-stable extension is also a preferred extension. Moreover, it has been proved that if
there exists at least one stable extension, then the semi-stable extensions are the same as the stable
extensions. The advantage of semi-stable semantics above stable semantics is that, for any finite
argumentation framework, a semi-stable extension always exists.

Like the ideal extension is the greatest admissible set that is a subset of each extension, one
can define the eager extension as the greatest admissible set that is a subset of each semi-stable
extension.

Theorem 3. Let (Ar , def ) be an argumentation framework. There exists exactly one maximal
(w.r.t. set-inclusion) admissible set Args that is a subset of each semi-stable extension.

Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 1.

Definition 5. The eager extension is the greatest (w.r.t. set-inclusion) admissible set that is a
subset of each semi-stable extension.

To see how eager semantics works, consider figure 3. Here, the grounded extension is empty.
There exist two preferred extensions: {A} and {B, D}. The intersection of the preferred exten-
sions is empty, from which it follows that the ideal extension is the empty set. There exists just
one semi-stable extension: {B, D}, which implies that the eager extension is {B, D}.

Theorem 4. Let (Ar , def ) be an argumentation framework and Args be its eager extension. It
holds that Args is a complete extension.

Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 1.
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Figure 3: Grounded extension: ∅; ideal extension: ∅; eager extension: {B,D}.

5 Comparing Grounded, Ideal and Eager Semantics

It is interesting to examine how grounded, ideal and eager semantics relate to each other. It turns
out that the grounded extension is a subset of the ideal extension, and the ideal extension is itself
a subset of the eager extension.

Theorem 5. Let (Ar , def ) be an argumentation framework. Let ArgsGR be the grounded exten-
sion, Argsideal the ideal-extension and Argseager the eager extension. It holds that ArgsGR ⊆
Argsideal ⊆ Argseager .

Proof. We need to prove two things:

1. ArgsGR ⊆ Argsideal. In [9] it is proved that the grounded extension is a subset of every
complete extension. From the fact that Argsideal is a complete extension (Theorem 2) it
then follows that ArgsGR ⊆ Argsideal.

2. Argsideal ⊆ Argseager . In [5] it is proved that each semi-stable extension is also a pre-
ferred extension. This implies that the intersection of all semi-stable extensions (sceptical
semi-stable) is a superset of the intersection of all preferred extensions (sceptical preferred).
From this, it follows that the biggest admissible subset of the intersection of all semi-stable
extensions (the eager extension) is a superset of the intersection of all preferred extensions
(the ideal extension).

As is stated in Theorem 5, (i) the grounded extension is a subset of the ideal extension, and
(ii) the ideal extension is a subset of the eager extension. Moreover, by Definition 4, we also have
that (iii) the ideal extension is a subset of each preferred extension. Definition 5 then states that
(iv) the eager extension is a subset of each semi-stable extension. From the fact that each stable
extension is also a semi-stable extension, it then follows that (v) the eager extension is a subset
of every stable extension. From [9] it also follows that (vi) the grounded extension is a subset of
every complete extension. This yields the overall picture of Figure 4.

It can also be observed that [7, 6, 9] (1) every stable extension is a semi-stable extension, (2)
every semi-stable extension is a preferred extension, (3) every preferred extension is a complete
extension and (4) the grounded extension is a complete extension. Moreover, we also have that (5)
the ideal extension is a complete extension and (6) the eager extension is a complete extension.
This yields the overall picture of Figure 5.

6 Discussion

In this paper, we have introduced the concept of eager semantics, and shown how it relates to
various existing argumentation semantics. In this way, we aim to contribute to the task of mapping
out the space of possible admissibility based semantics, as is done in Figure 4 and 5.
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Figure 5: Overview of admissibility based semantics (specialization)

One important issue regarding argumentation semantics is that of proof procedures and com-
putational complexity. As for ideal semantics, proof procedures are given in [10]. Basically, the
idea is to determine whether an argument is in the ideal extension by trying to construct an ad-
missible set that contains this argument and is not defeated by another admissible set. For eager
semantics, the situation is slightly more difficult. Although proof procedures have been stated
for semi-stable semantics [3], these are yet to be adjusted to apply to eager semantics. Since
semi-stable semantics coincides with stable semantics for cases where stable extensions exist, the
complexity of semi-stable semantics is equal to the complexity of stable semantics for argumen-
tation frameworks that have stable extensions. Although a full complexity study is still to be done
for eager as well as for ideal semantics, it is unlikely for the complexity of eager semantics to be
anywhere below the complexity of ideal semantics.
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Abstract

Apart from the list of crimes, criminal records contain diverse demographic characteristics of offenders.
This information can be a valuable resource in the constant struggle of assigning the limited police work
force to the large number of tasks in law enforcement. For this purpose we try to find relations between
crimes and even more important between crimes and demographic data. These relations might give insight
into the deployment of officers to certain demographic areas or reveal the linkage of certain crime cate-
gories that enable legislative bodies to change policy. The nature of the criminal records database makes it
hard to use a standard association detection algorithm, because it encompasses several obviously seman-
tically strongly linked attributes, that pollute the process. We therefore propose a number of techniques,
like an attribute ban or a semantic split to improve mining results for this dataset. We also provide a
means to include demographically infrequent attributes, like “female”, into the comparison. We conclude
by showing a possibility of presenting the resulting trie of frequent patterns to the law enforcer.

1 Introduction

The notion of relations and their discovery has always been one of the core businesses of law enforcement
agencies. In particular, the relations between a crime and individuals, but also the relations between evidence
and individuals, e.g., a fingerprint and its owner, or between different offenders, e.g., a mob chief and his
hitman, are major focus points of daily police operations. These relations are best characterized as being
relations within the tactical field, for they are withdrawn from and applied in the tactical area of policing:
the execution of operations specifically chosen to reach measurable objectives. These tactical relations are
most often revealed by extensive forensic research or the examination of criminal records.

These records provide, however, also the possibility to reveal existing relations on a strategical level
that involves the “big picture”, the overall plan, how law enforcement will achieve organizational goals
and objectives. These relations could be used to describe, and more importantly, prevent crime. This class
of relations, found in these records, encompasses relations between crime types, and relations between
demographic data and crimes. Revealing these relations enables strategically oriented agencies to develop
policies for the deployment of personnel and other resources.

In this paper we demonstrate a promising framework for revealing strategic relations for criminal records.
In Section 2 we explain some of the underlying principles and describe the nature of the criminal record
database, to which we specifically suited our efforts. This approach is the main contribution of this paper
and can be found in Section 3 and Section 4.

2 Background

Mining frequent patterns is an important area of data mining that aims to discover substructures that occur
often in (semi-)structured data. The primary subject of investigation is the most simple structure: itemsets.
Much effort from the scientific community has gone into the area of frequent itemset mining, that concerns
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itself with the discovery of itemsets that are the most common within a specific database. The notion of
support for a single itemset was first introduced by Agrawal et al. [1] in 1993. Since then, many faster
and improved algorithms were proposed, most notably being FP-growth, developed by Han et al. [6], and
ECLAT, by Zaki et al. [10].

It might prove rewarding to apply these methods to police data to unravel underlying principles in crimi-
nal behavior. For this purpose, the Dutch National Criminal Record Database (HKS) seems to be best suited.
This anonymized database is compiled from all the databases of the individual police administrative areas in
the Netherlands. Next to the list of crimes a single individual commits, it contains demographic information
as well, for example the age a person first committed a crime, his nationality and (ethnic) descend, and the
perpetrators gender [2, 7, 8]. Its content has already been used in a number of descriptive projects [3, 4, 8],
that aimed at the exploration of criminal careers or the impact of its digital nature on privacy legislation.

The nature of the database or, on a larger level, the nature of crime in general, is responsible for a a large
number of over- or under-present attribute values. The number of males in the database is approximately 80%
and almost 90% of the offenders were, not surprisingly, born in the Netherlands. In contrast, the addiction
indication is only present for 4% of the entire list. In addition to this discrepancy in attribute values, there is
also an inherent relation between certain attributes that can pollute the outcome of a search. These include
(semi-)aggregated attributes, e.g., a very strong relation between age of first and last crime for one-time
offenders, and relations that are to be expected logically, like for example the fact that Surinam-born people
are often of Surinam-descend.

In essence, the above mentioned algorithms are very well suited to the task of discovering frequent
itemsets or relations from a criminal record database; they extract frequent attributes and combine them
with other frequent attributes to create frequent itemsets of criminal characteristics. These sets should reveal
relations between crime types, e.g., a murderer is also likely to steal, or between demographic data and crime
types, e.g., a crime outside ones own town is most likely theft. The mentioned methods are however not very
well suited for dealing with database characteristics like over- or under-presence, which warrants a refit of
these algorithm to facilitate a better extraction of these relations. We propose a number of solutions for this
task, fitted into one single approach.

3 Approach

For the discovery and exploration of the above mentioned relations we propose a fivefold method. First of
all, the standard algorithms for searching frequent itemsets usually rely on databases with boolean attributes,
hence we need to transform our database to such a format, discussed in Section 3.1. As a first step in our
extraction algorithm we then offer the user the possibility of excluding some (range of) attributes, called
an attribute ban (see Section 3.2). The third step enables the analyst to define a semantic split within the
database, describing the virtual line between two ranges of semantically different attributes (Section 3.3).

The actual search for frequent itemsets or relations takes place in the fourth step, described in Section 3.4.
In this phase of the entire process, a number of methods are used to calculate the importance or significance
of a certain itemset. The results of these algorithms, described in Section 3.4.1 and 3.4.2, are then combined
into a single result and the decision is made on the incorporation of this relation into the list of relevant
end-results (section 4). Finally we propose a way of presenting the discovered relations to the police analyst,
in a convenient way for further processing.

The entire approach is shown in Figure 1, where the top-down placement of the different substeps de-
scribes their chronological order.

3.1 Database Refit

The methods we employ to detect relations are built around databases with boolean attributes, meaning that
a single attribute is either present or not present for a certain record (person). The criminal record database,
naturally, contains no such attributes but instead has both numerical (number of crimes, age of suspect) and
nominal data (a criminal is either a one-time offender, intermediate or a “revolving door” criminal). Our
approach starts by aggregating boolean attributes from those not suitable for our detection algorithms.

Numerical attributes are manually discretized into logical intervals, e.g., a ten year period for age. The
algorithm creates a new boolean attribute for each of these intervals, in a supervised way, tagging the correct
attribute true and setting the others to false.
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Figure 1: Approach for extracting relations from the criminal record database

Nominal attributes are automatically split and a new attribute is created for each category. The category
that was selected for a certain individual is set to true.

Note that this leads to a large database, column-wise, that is very sparse; most of the columns are set to
false (not present) with only one of the new attributes from the original attribute set to true. Also note that this
will automatically lead to an abundance of strong negative relations, which are relations that appear remark-
ably seldom together. For example, “male” and “female” should never both be true for a single individual.
Since we are not searching for this kind of relations, this does not pose a problem for the method under con-
sideration. However, a possible extension to this approach that is to include such search parameters, should
be able to deal with this situation (see Section 6).

3.2 Attribute Ban

In databases there are “disruptive” attributes more often than not. These attributes are on the one hand
overpresent in the database while lacking significant descriptive value on the other. One could, for example,
consider a plastic shopping bag from a super market. These items are sold a lot and are therefore present in
a multitude of transactions (or rows) in a sales database. They have therefore a high chance of appearing
in a frequent itemset, while their descriptive value is very low; they do not describe a customers shopping
behaviour, only that he or she has not brought his or her own shopping bag to the store.

There are a lot of these attributes present in the criminal record database. One of them is, for example,
the deceased attribute. Since the database itself has only been in use for 10 years, this attribute is most
often set to false, leading to an aggregated attribute (see Section 3.1) alive that is almost always present.
The descriptive value of such information to the detection process of relations between criminal behaviour
characteristics is quite low; the fact whether or not a person is deceased has little relevance to his criminal
career or to the presence of other attributes.

To cope with the existence of such attributes in the dataset, we introduce an attribute ban; a set B of
ranges of attributes that are not to be taken into account when searching for relevant relations:

B = {(y, z) | y ≤ z, for all q with y ≤ q ≤ z, q insignificant attribute},

where the attributes are numbered 1, 2, . . . , n. Note that ranges can also be of length 1. Elements can be
selected manually as disruptive and semantically uninteresting by a police analyst, which warrants inclusion
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into the set during runtime of the algorithm. This set is evaluated in a later step, when the significance of
certain itemsets is calculated (see Section 3.4).

3.3 Semantic Split

A priori knowledge about the semantics of the data under consideration can be a very valuable tool in the
data mining process [9]. Especially in the case of the criminal records dataset a clear semantic distinction
can be made between the list of crimes on the one hand and demographic data concerning the perpetrator on
the other. These two semantic halves are strictly separated by the numbering of attributes. In our approach,
the data analyst is given the option to either use a semantic split by specifying the beginning attribute x of
the second half, or waive this option. From this point on, the algorithm will only combine 1 attribute of one
half (the lower half ) with any number of attributes from the other (the upper half ). The analyst can define
the lower and upper halves by setting either a 1:N relation (all attributes lower than x are in the lower half),
or a N :1 relation that sets all elements greater than x as part of the lower half. Internally, we will mark all
the attributes in the lower half by inverting their sign. The semantic split x and the tagging function S are
then defined by:

Sx(y) =

{
−y if (y < x and 1:N) or (y ≥ x and N :1)
y otherwise

where y is a numbered attribute.
Employing this method, the analyst can use his inside knowledge of the semantics to prohibit a multitude

of relations within one semantic half from appearing into the results. A major example of this occurs within
the demographic half of the database where people from a certain country are most often also born in
that country and of that country’s ethniticity. In dealing with this situation, police analysts can choose for
analysing the dataset on a 1:N basis with a semantic split between demographic and criminal data. The
semantic split is evaluated during the calculation of significant relations, discussed in Section 3.4.

3.4 Detection

The actual detection of relations takes place based upon standard frequent itemset mining algorithms. The
concept of support is the primary unit of comparison used within these techniques. The support of an itemset
(supp(a)) is defined as the amount of database records that contain each of the items in the itemset a.
Itemsets are considered to be frequent when their support reaches a certain threshold. We define the standard
rating based on support for tuples of itemsets a, b as follows:

Rstandard(a, b) = supp(a ∪ b)

This approach suffices for standard applications, but the above mentioned concerns force our approach
to resort to other comparison methods. These methods, described below, where a and b are itemsets, strive
to detect itemset interestingness rather than frequency.

3.4.1 Confidence

It might be worthwile to employ the conditional probability of a certain itemset given another itemset,
thereby relinquishing the usage of support. Such a probability, called the confidence (of a → b), is defined
by:

C(a, b) =
supp(a ∪ b)

supp(a)
,

when supp(a) �= 0.
When a certain itemset strongly implies another, the combination of itemsets may also be considered

interesting. Such a combination has a high confidence for one of the two possible implications. We therefore
rate the proposed new itemset on the maximum of both confidences:

Rboth(a, b) = max (C(a, b), C(b, a))
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If both a certain itemset strongly implies another and the other also strongly implies the first (both
confidences are high), they can easily be considered to be interesting. Usually, such a set is referred to as
a hyperclique. If this is the case, the average of both confidences should also be relatively high. The new
candidate for being an interesting itemset is rated in this way as follows:

Ravg(a, b) = avg(C(a, b), C(b, a))

3.4.2 Lift

An itemset will certainly be interesting if its occurence is much higher than one would expect based upon the
occurence of its individual member-itemsets. The relation between expected occurence and actual occurence
is the lift of a certain combination of itemsets. We can rate a candidate interesting itemset on this relation
calculated by:

Rlift(a, b) =
supp(a, b)

supp(a) × supp(b) / rows
,

where rows is the number of rows or persons in the dataset.

3.4.3 Combination

For each of the four rating calculations mentioned above, a different threshold can (and should) be chosen.
For the criminal record database, the threshold for Rstandard and Rboth should be relatively high due to over-
presence, while the threshold for Ravg can be relatively low. Combining the four different rating results for
a candidate interesting itemset can easily be done by dividing the ratings by their own respective threshold
T . The maximum of the resulting percentages will be assigned to the candidate as its score P:

P(a, b) = max

(
Rstandard(a, b)

Tstandard
,
Rboth(a, b)

Tboth
,
Ravg(a, b)

Tavg
,
Rlift(a, b)

Tlift

)
If this score is higher than 1, one of the thresholds is reached and the candidate itemset is eligible for
notability status.

The search for interesting itemsets (relations) starts with the itemsets of size 1. These itemsets can only
be subject to analysis by Rstandard(a, a), because the other rating systems require at least two itemsets to be
compared. For those algorithms, all one-sized itemsets are assumed to be interesting. In the next phase of the
algorithm, all itemsets that are considered interesting will be combined with each other to form candidate
itemsets. When this step ends we combine the newly found interesting itemsets with all others. This process
continues until there are no more new interesting combinations to be found.

Note that the semantic split and attribute ban are also taken into account when single attributes are
selected to form a new candidate itemset, resulting in Algorithm 1. The product of the elements of an itemset
x will be denoted by I (note that negative values might occur due to the signing of semantically adressed
attributes):

I(x) =
∏
i∈x

i

var include := true
var include2
do

foreach interesting set x with size(x) = 1
if x ∈ B then include := false
foreach interesting set y with size(y) > 1

if x < 0 and I(y) < 0 then include2 := false else include2 := include
if include2 = true and P(x, y) > 1 then (x, y) is interesting

endfor
endfor

until no more new interesting itemsets

Algorithm 1: The approach for finding interesting relations
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This algorithm employs and yields a trie, an ordered tree data structure that is used to store an associative
array, and that facilitates efficient storage and easy retrieval of interesting relations.

It may be the case that interesting itemsets of size larger than 2 exist, where none of its children is
considered to be interesting. These itemsets will not be detected by the current version of our approach
because of the iterative way the itemsets are constructed and not all of the calculations adhere to the APRIORI

property (i.e., subsets of interesting itemsets might not be interesting). Altough these itemstets are believed
to be very uncommon, the results of our approach should be viewed as a good first approximation of the
complete result set.

4 Trie Visualization

It is obviously important to produce the end results in such a way to the police analyst that he or she can
immediately understand and interpret them. For this purpose we need to find a scalable (the trie is large) and
fitting metaphore to describe our trie, that a non-computer scientist can easily relate to [5].

One of the few tree-related metaphores common computer users are familiar with is that of the direc-
tory or folder structure on a harddrive and more specifically the Microsoft Windows folder browse control,
displayed in Figure 2.

Figure 2: A standard Windows folder browse control

In this control, the directory structure is built up from its root, which is at the start the only node made
visible to the user. If a certain node has any children, a plus sign (the expand button) is put next to it, which,
when clicked upon, “reveals” the children of this node by showing them, indented, underneath their par-
ent directory. After such an operation, the expand button changes into a minus sign, which, when clicked,
collapses the node and hides the entire subtree under its assigned node. The familiarity of this tree repre-
sentation helps the police analyst in easy exploration of the data through a simple clicking interface, where
each node is (part of) a discovered relation and is accompanied by its threshold reaching score.

The most important feature of this visualization is however the scalability of its content. Tries resulting
from a frequent pattern search can be quite large, which makes it hard to easily browse the outcome of
one’s search, especially when itemsets contain more than two items. Hiding subtrees behind expand buttons
enables the police analyst to limit the examination of relations to the ones that appear to be interesting, just
by glancing at the first element of the itemset.

For this convenient selection of possibly interesting relations, the efficient trie needs to be transformed to
its full lattice on the screen, thus making sure that each attribute that is part of any relation will be displayed
in the rootlist of our control. If any of these attributes arouses the interest of the analyst, examination of this
relation can start by a single click on its expand button. An example of how our method produces the end
results on screen can be seen in Figure 3.

5 Experiments

We tested our tool on the actual Dutch National Criminal Record Database. This database contains approx-
imately one million offenders and the crimes they committed. Our tool analyzed the entire set of criminals
and presented the user with the resulting relations between criminal characteristics (50 orginial characteris-
tics, culminating into 350 aggregated attributes).
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Figure 3: Results of a certain investigation

Some of the most notable relations have been made available to police experts in the field of strategic
analysis and can contribute to policy updates in the fight against crime. Most of them were reached within
a setting of either searching between crimes alone (banning all attributes in the demographic half) or when
employing a semantic split with a 1:N relation between demographic data and the list of crimes. The other
settings used in the experiments resulted into a list of relations that contains much jitter.

On an average, the tool yields approximately 250 relations, of which approximately 40 seem noteworthy
for further investigation by police experts, giving a succesrate of about 16 percent. Using the visualiza-
tion tool provided, the process of browsing these end results for relevant relations takes approximately 30
minutes. This is about half of the time it takes to investigate the same data in flat text representations.

Because a number of customizable settings is available, it is to be expected that the future will reveal
a number of other option sets that give good results, especially after the tool has been incorporated into
everyday use by the experts. Below we show some of the most remarkable and recognizable results from
our experiments.

Joyriding ↔ Violation of Work Circumstances ↔ Alcohol Addiction
Drug Smuggling ↔ Drug Addiction

Manslaughter ↔ Discrimination

Male ↔ Theft with Violence ↔ Possession (of weapon)
Female ↔ Drug Abuse

African Descend↔ Public Safety
Rural Areas ↔ Traffic Felonies

The confidential nature of the data used for this analysis prevents us from disclosing more detailed
experimental results reached in our research.

6 Conclusion and Future Directions

In this paper we demonstrated the applicability of frequent itemset mining in the analysis of criminal char-
acteristics for strategic purposes. The tool we described compiled a list of noteworthy relations between
crime types and most important demographic characteristics. The nature of the criminal record database
established the need for specifically suited adaptations of standard mining algorithms to cope with over- and
under-presence of, and naturally present relations between attributes. The end report consists of a visual,
scalable and clickable version of the resulting trie and is ready to be used by police experts.

The semantic split proposed in this paper already exploits the semantic knowledge of the analyst using
the system. This can be extended to a more detailed level, a semantic bond, where semantic overlaps between
two or more attributes can be defined. Characteristics in such a combination should then not be combined in
the detection phase. This way the coarse semantic split can be updated to a finer level of semantic coherence.

For this research, the search for relations was focussed on positive relations, meaning that two or more
attributes appear notably often together. It may also be of interest to the law enforcer to search for attributes
that appear reasonably seldom together. However, the search for those relations with our method is hindered
by the boolean nature of the database, required by standard approaches, and the way we aggregate those
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from the original nominal or numerical attributes: aggregated attributes never appear together by definition.
One way to solve this might be to join them into a semantic bond as mentioned above. Other possibilities
might also be applicable.

Future research will aim at improving on the concerns mentioned above. After these issues have been
properly addressed, research will mainly focus on the automatic comparison between the results provided by
our tool and the results social studies reached on the same subject, in the hope that “the best of both worlds”
will reach even better analyzing possibilities for the police experts in the field. Incorporation of this tool in
a data mining framework for automatic police analysis of their data sources is also a future topic of interest.
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Abstract

Inference in probabilistic (or: Bayesian) networks is a problem with many applications in AI, for example

in decision support systems. One way of solving it is using the method of conditioning, which requires a

loop cutset of the network. Finding an optimal loop cutset for a given network is NP-hard, but building on

work by Bodlaender we show it does have a kernel of cubic size.

A kernelization is typically used as a first step in a ‘fixed parameter tractable’ algorithm, but can also

be used as an ordinary preprocessing heuristic by choosing a safe value for the parameter. We have imple-

mented this kernelization algorithm and experimentally demonstrate that it is both efficient and effective:

it handles networks with thousands of vertices in a couple of seconds and, even when used as just a regular

preprocessing heuristic, significantly speeds up the subsequent calculation of an optimal loop cutset.

1 Introduction
In the LOOP CUTSET problem, we are given a directed acyclic graph G = (V,A). A loop is a cycle in the

underlying undirected graph (i.e., in a loop we are allowed to follow arcs against their direction). A loop
cutset is a set of vertices S ⊆ V , such that the graph obtained by removing all arcs whose tail is in S has

no loops. (In other words, a vertex on a loop cuts the loop if at least one of its arcs on the loop points away

from it.) Now the LOOP CUTSET problem is to find a minimum size loop cutset in a given directed acyclic

graph.

The Loop Cutset problem is well studied, in particular by researchers on probabilistic (or: Bayesian)

networks: Pearl’s algorithm [10] for inference in probabilistic networks uses a loop cutset, and uses time

exponential in the size of the loop cutset, but linear in the number of vertices (variables). This means that its

tractability relies heavily on being able to find a small loop cutset, and to do so quickly. Unfortunately, the

Loop Cutset problem itself is NP-hard.

This is a typical setting to study from a fixed parameter complexity1 point of view. Loop Cutset is

NP-hard, but for our purposes we are only interested in instances which actually have a small cutset: if

even the optimal cutset is too large, we will not care about it because Pearl’s algorithm is not going to be

tractable. With this in mind we define the following parameterized problem. Given a graph G and the integer

parameter k, if G has a loop cutset of at most k vertices, return the optimal one; otherwise return NO.

One is typically concerned with the asymptotic behavior in n. Fixed parameter complexity includes

the parameter k in the analysis. A central question is whether a problem admits an algorithm with runtime

O( f(k) · poly(n) ), for some function f , in contrast to a runtime of O( nf(k) ). For fixed k, both are

polynomial, but in the former the degree of the polynomial does not depend on k, whereas in the latter it

does. For this reason, algorithms of the first kind are preferable, and problems that admit one are called fixed
parameter tractable. Loop Cutset is fixed parameter tractable, as will be explained shortly.

One way to show a problem to be fixed parameter tractable is to show that it can be kernelized: that

there exists a polynomial time algorithm that transforms any problem instance (of size n) to an equivalent

instance for the same problem, but of size only O( f(k) ). Note that the bound on the size of the kernel does

not depend on n. A problem that can be kernelized is fixed parameter tractable: first run the kernelization

(which takes time polynomial in n) and then run any exact algorithm on the kernel (which is allowed to take

any amount of time, since the size of the kernel is bounded in k, regardless of n).

1Fixed parameter complexity is an active area of research, see e.g. [8] for a good introduction.
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The Loop Cutset problem is strongly related to FEEDBACK VERTEX SET: given an undirected graph

G = (V,E), find a minimum S ⊆ V such that G − S is acyclic. Not only are the problems similar in

statement, many techniques carry over from one to the other (see for example [2, 3]; this paper is another

example). Feedback Vertex Set was first shown to have a kernel of polynomial size by Burrage et al. [7],

with a kernel of size O(k11). This was then improved to O(k3) by Bodlaender [6]. We have adapted the

latter algorithm to kernelize Loop Cutset, also to O(k3).

2 Kernelization for Loop Cutset
The kernelization algorithm proceeds in three steps. First, we transform the Loop Cutset instance into an

instance for the BLACKOUT FEEDBACK VERTEX SET problem. Next, we reduce this instance to O(k3)
vertices. The resulting reduced instance is then transformed back into a Loop Cutset instance, yielding a

kernel for Loop Cutset. These three steps are described next.

2.1 Transform
The main steps of the kernelization algorithm will be done on an instance of Feedback Vertex Set where in

addition some vertices are blacked out. A vertex that is blacked out is not allowed to be part of the solution

set. Vertices that are not blacked out are called allowed.

We now give the standard transformation from Loop Cutset to Blackout Feedback Vertex Set, that was

used amongst others in [1, 3]. Given a directed acyclic graph G = (V,A), we split every vertex v ∈ V into

two vertices, called vin and vout, and add an edge {vin, vout}. For each arc (v, w) ∈ A, we take an edge

{vout, win}. To complete the transformation, we blackout all in vertices. This transformation doubles the

amount of vertices and the number of edges becomes n larger than the number of arcs. Conveniently, the

transformation does not affect the parameter: a size k loop cutset in the original graph corresponds directly

to a size k feedback vertex set.

2.2 Kernelize
The kernelization algorithm consists of a set of rules for transforming the graph. Most of these rules have

been adapted from Bodlaender’s kernelization for regular Feedback Vertex Set [6]. If none of the rules

apply, then the graph can have only O(k3) vertices. (We do not prove this here. See [5], which also contains

details about how the rules can be checked in polynomial time — which is not obvious for all the rules.) The

algorithm is to keep trying these rules until none are applicable.

In the algorithm we allow the graph to have parallel edges. A pair of vertices is said to have a double
edge if they share two parallel edges.

The first three rules are fairly straightforward. Vertices of degree zero or one do not lie on any cycle and

can therefore be safely removed from the instance: no optimal feedback vertex set contains them. If two

vertices have a double edge between them, that is already a little cycle. More parallel edges than two do not

introduce any new cycles and can therefore be removed.

Rules: Islet, Twig, Triple edge
If a vertex has degree zero, remove it from the graph.
If a vertex has degree one, remove it from the graph.
If there are more than two parallel edges between a pair of vertices, remove all but two of these edges.

In regular Feedback Vertex Set, for every degree-two vertex v, there exists an optimal solution that does not

use v: any cycle that runs through v can also be cut using either of v’s neighbors. The following rule is

slightly more complicated than that, due to the presence of blacked out vertices.

Rule: Degree Two
Suppose v is a vertex with exactly two neighbors x and y. If v is blacked out, or if v is allowed and at least
one of x and y is also allowed, then remove v and add the edge {x, y}.
Consider two cases for this rule. First, if a vertex has degree two and it is blacked out, it just acts as a conduit

for cycles while we cannot use it to break any. We can bypass such vertices. Secondly, if a vertex has degree

two and is allowed, any cycle that this vertex would break would also be broken by choosing an allowed

neighbor instead. This means that if it has an allowed neighbor, there is an optimal solution that does not use
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this vertex. In that case, we can bypass it. We leave the remaining degree-two vertices in the graph. (This

is similar to the way degree-two vertices have been treated in algorithms for Weighted Feedback Vertex

Set [3].)

Among blacked out vertices, we can be more aggressive about contracting parts of the graph. An entire

connected component of blacked out vertices can be contracted into one: any cycle going through it cannot

be broken anyhow.

Rule: Blacked out component
Let C be a connected component of blacked out vertices. If C contains more than one vertex but no cycles,
contract it into one blacked out vertex with edges to all allowed vertices that were a neighbor of a vertex in
C. If it does contain a cycle, conclude NO.

The preceding rules recognized certain vertices that can be safely removed from the graph because there

must be a minimum feedback vertex set that does not contain them. In contrast, the next few rules will

recognize vertices that any feedback vertex set must contain. If such a vertex is allowed, we can remove it

from the graph and decrease k by one. If it is blacked out, we have found an irresolvable situation and can

conclude NO immediately.

This principle is most simply demonstrated by the following rule: vertices with a self-loop are contained

in any feedback vertex set.

Rule: Self-loop
If a vertex has a self-loop and is allowed, remove the vertex from the graph and decrease k by one.
If a vertex has a self-loop and is blacked out, conclude NO.

A double edge to a blacked out vertex amounts to a self-loop. The next rule handles this.

Rule: Blacked Out Double Edge
If an allowed vertex has a double edge to a blacked out vertex, remove it from the graph and decrease k by
one.
If there is a double edge between two blacked out vertices, conclude NO.

These last two rules recognized situations where a vertex is definitely the only one that can break a cycle.

The next rule is similar, but is the first that actually uses the fact that we are looking for a solution of size at

most k.

Rule: Flower
Let v be a vertex such that there are k + 1 cycles which are vertex-disjoint except that all include v.
If v is allowed, remove it from the graph and decrease k by one. If v is blacked out, conclude NO.

All those cycles include v, so choosing v breaks them all. But besides v, the cycles are disjoint, so if we

do not break them with v, all of them need to be broken separately. That will take k + 1 vertices. We are

looking for a feedback vertex set of size at most k: if one exists, it must include v.

For the next rule, consider a pair of vertices u, v with k + 2 vertex-disjoint paths between them. Any

two of these paths together form a cycle. Choosing either u or v will break all cycles of this kind. But if we

choose neither, then we need to break all but one of the paths separately, which will require k + 1 vertices.

This means that any feedback vertex set of size at most k must contain either u, v or both.

By the preceding observation, it is safe to add a double edge between u and v: in any solution of size at

most k, at least one of those vertices will have to be chosen anyhow, so the cycle we introduce in this way

will also be broken. This double edge can be seen as a kind of local ‘summary’ of the connectivity of the

graph at large. This is essential in bounding the size of the kernel.

This leads to the following rule.

Rule: Improvement
Let u and v be vertices with k + 2 vertex-disjoint paths between them, but not a double edge.
If both u and v are allowed, add {u, v} as a double edge.
If only one is allowed, remove it and decrease k by one. If both are blacked out, conclude NO.

Some definitions are needed to state the final rule. First of all, let A be a 2-approximately optimal feedback

vertex set in the current graph. We can calculate one in polynomial time, for example using an algorithm by

Bafna, Berman and Fujito [1] or Becker and Geiger [2]. The cited algorithms work for weighted feedback

vertex set, so we can handle the blacked out vertices by making their weight so large they will never be
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chosen (weight 2n+1 versus 1 is sufficient for this). If this 2-approximation is larger than 2k, we know that

no solution with k vertices exists and we conclude NO.

Let B be the set of vertices with a double edge to a vertex in A. Note that all vertices in A are allowed

(they are selected by the 2-approximation) and that, by the Blacked Out Double Edge rule, the vertices in

B are also allowed. A connected component in G[V − A − B] is called a piece. Note that since A is a

feedback vertex set, a piece can only be a tree.

The border of a piece is defined as the vertices in A ∪ B it is adjacent to. A vertex in the border of a

piece is said to govern that piece if it has a double edge to all other vertices in its border. We can now state

the abdication rule.

Rule: Abdication
Let v be a vertex that governs a piece X .
a) If there is exactly one edge from v to a vertex in X , remove that edge.
b) If there are at least two edges from v to vertices in X , remove v and decrease k by one.

First consider abdication version a, where v has only one edge e into the piece. If v would be selected in

the feedback vertex set, any cycle that runs through e will be broken. If, on the other hand, v would not be

selected in the feedback vertex set, all other vertices in the border X will have to be selected (v has a double

edge to them all). In that case, e is the only way in or out of the piece. Since the piece itself is a tree, e does

not lie on any unbroken cycle. So regardless of whether v is selected or not, e cannot lie on an unbroken

cycle: it can be safely removed from the graph.

Now consider abdication version b, where v has at least two edges into the piece. In that case we can

safely select v into the feedback vertex set. Consider not taking v. In that case, all other vertices in X’s

border will have to be selected and, again, v will be the only entrance to the piece. Because v has two

neighbors in X and X is a tree, there is a cycle in X ∪{v}. This cycle will have to be broken in X , since we

have decided not to use v. Yet this is the only cycle broken only by that vertex in X , because the rest of its

border has all been selected in the feedback vertex set. This means we might as well have chosen v instead

of the vertex in X .

2.3 Transform back
As a final step, to make this a kernelization algorithm for Loop Cutset, we need to transform the instance

from Blackout Feedback Vertex Set back to Loop Cutset. This is easily done by

• replacing each edge {u, v} between allowed vertices with a new dummy vertex d and arcs (u, d) and

(v, d) into the dummy, and

• replacing each edge {v, b} between an allowed vertex v and a blacked out vertex b with the arc (v, b)
into the blacked out vertex.

Note that there are no edges between blacked out vertices in the kernel since those would have been con-

tracted by the Blacked Out Component rule.

After this transformation, all vertices that were allowed have only outgoing arcs, all vertices that were

blacked out have only incoming arcs, and all vertices that have been introduced as dummies also have only

incoming arcs. This means that any vertex that is not supposed to be chosen, indeed cannot be chosen in

an optimal loop cutset (it breaks no loops) and that the direction of the arcs in no way interferes with the

vertices that were allowed (all arcs point away from them).

This concludes the kernelization for LOOP CUTSET.

3 Experimental evaluation
We will now report on the results of our experiments with an implementation of the algorithm.

We have implemented it in C++, using LEDA (the Library of Efficient Data Types and Algorithms [9])

for the graph data structure and the computations of maximum flows and matchings (used for checking

the Improvement and Flower rules). Our experiments were carried out on a 2.8 GHz Pentium 4 running

Windows 2000. All times reported are CPU-time, as measured by LEDA’s timer functionality.
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Figure 1: Breakdown of the time spent in the different rules, on 10,000 random graphs with m = 2n and

k = 20.

3.1 Some implementation issues
The overall structure of the algorithm is to keep trying all rules until none are applicable. The rules change

the graph, so the application of one rule can enable another. Our implementation does not track this explic-

itly, but instead surrounds the rule checks with a while-loop: while the graph keeps changing, keep trying

the rules. (There are some small exceptions that are easy to do; for example, we explicitly check whether

the Twig rule enables itself or the Islet rule.)

The order in which to check for the different rules makes a significant difference. The improvement rule

adds double edges to the graph. If we try Improvement on all pairs of vertices but do not simultaneously

also check for other rules, then the graph might get very dense: once we start adding more and more edges

to the graph, it gets more and more likely that there is improvement between vertices. But checking for

improvement will also become more and more expensive, and although such a dense graph is likely to be

full of flowers, checking for that will be extra expensive as well. We therefore interleave checking for

improvement and flowers.

It is possible to use variations on the Flower and Improvement rules that are cheaper to check but give

higher constant factors hidden in the O(k3) bound on kernel size. Using these variations, the kernelization

can be done in O(k4(m + n log n)) time [6]. Our implementation follows the description from the previous

section, not these variations. The runtime of our implementation is not problematic (as we will see later on

in this section), so we gladly spend this extra time on a higher quality kernel.

3.2 Runtime of the kernelization
We will now look at the actual runtime of the implementation of our algorithm. We have done several

experiments with random graphs, which we present first. Experiments with ‘real’ probabilistic networks

follow.

3.2.1 Random instances

Figure 1 shows the results of running our kernelization on random graphs with twice as many edges as

vertices. (Results for other amounts of edges are similar, even when the number of edges grows quadratically

instead of linearly.) We have run the kernelization on 10,000 random graphs for every n ∈ [20..500] with

k = 20, and measured the amount of time spent in the different rules. This shows some interesting behavior.

First of all, notice that the algorithm is not expensive at all, using approximately 40 seconds for the

10.000 graphs at the most expensive point (n ≈ 150).

The most striking thing to notice in the graph, however, is that the runtime actually decreases signifi-

cantly in the interval n = 150 to 180, and that at n = 500, the runtime still has not exceeded that of n = 150.

The reason for this can actually be seen in the graph. Recall that one of the steps of the algorithm involves

finding a 2-approximate solution. If the size of this solution is larger than 2k (40, in this case), the algorithm

immediately concludes NO, forgoing the other rules. This is a quick early-out on graphs that, in a certain

sense, ‘clearly’ do not have a (blackout) feedback vertex set of at most k vertices.
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Figure 2: Runtime on 250 random graphs with m = 2n, for k ∈ { 10, 20, 30, 40 }

In this experiment, this early-out did not happen on more than 100 of the 10.000 random graphs when

the number of vertices was less than 138 vertices; on the other hand, it happened on at least 9.900 of the

10.000 graphs when there were more than 200 vertices. In between, there is a smooth transition of the

fraction of graphs on which the early-out happens. It is this proportion of graphs that is ‘easy’ that causes

the drop in runtime and, with a rather sharp cutoff, most large graphs are easy in this way. (Note that the

2-approximation itself also spends more time around n = 150: this is because we rerun the 2-approximation

every time another rule decreases k.)

The point at which this cutoff occurs changes with k, of course, which can be seen in Figure 2. There

is not much more difference between the different values of k, however: until their respective cutoffs, all

four curves are almost the same, and after the cutoff, they all fall back to the same curve of running the

2-approximation once.

Finally, note the jumps in runtime at power-of-two input sizes: this is due to implementation details (at

several points, hashmaps are used extensively).

3.2.2 The UAI ’06 Inference Evaluation networks

For the 2006 Uncertainty in Artificial Intelligence (UAI) conference, an Inference Evaluation competition

was organized, with as its goal “to compare the performance of a variety of different software systems on

a single set of Bayesian network (BN) problems.” [4] To this end, a set of Bayesian networks was made

available. We have run our kernelization on these networks.

We have not looked explicitly at the fixed parameter version of the problem here. Instead we use the size

of the 2-approximation as k: the 2-approximation guarantees that a feedback vertex set of that size exists,

so all the kernelization rules are safe. This makes our kernelization a regular preprocessing heuristic (for

non-parameterized Loop Cutset).

Figure 3 shows that the kernelization is efficient on these practical networks as well. Notice that there

is quite a wide spread of runtimes. This is because the runtime of the kernelization depends not only on the

size of the input, but also its structure: on some graphs it performs a long cascade of little changes, on others

it terminates quickly.

Figure 4 shows the reduction in size by the kernelization is quite significant. On some networks the ker-

nelization did not cause a significant reduction in size (there are some grid-like networks in the benchmark

set, and those are hardly affected by the kernelization), on some others it worked very well, reducing them

to approximately a fifth of their original size. Most of the time, it works quite well, often almost halving

networks in size.

3.3 Solving the kernel versus solving the original
Having analyzed the efficiency of our kernelization, we will now look at its effectiveness. After running the

kernelization, one does not have an answer to the original problem yet: there is still the need to solve the
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Figure 3: Runtime of the kernelization on the UAI ’06 Inference Evaluation networks.

Figure 4: The input-output behavior of the kernelization on the UAI ’06 Inference Evaluation networks.

Horizontal axis shows the size of the input network, vertical axis shows the size of the kernel; the diagonal

line indicates identity.

problem on the kernel. Hopefully, the time spent on kernelization is (much) less than the time gained as we

need to solve the problem on a smaller instance.

To investigate this we have implemented a simple branch-and-bound algorithm for BLACKOUT FEED-

BACK VERTEX SET: an exact algorithm with worst-case exponential runtime. While this may not be the

best way to find optimal loop cutsets, it suffices to demonstrate the effectiveness of our kernelization.

We will compare a) the runtime of the exact algorithm on the original instance, with b) the runtime of our

kernelization added to the runtime of the exact algorithm on the resulting kernel. Again, we do not explicitly

look at the fixed parameter version of the problem here, but use the value of the 2-approximation as k.

As can be seen in Figure 5, the kernelization is indeed effective. The net gain keeps increasing with n,

and in the range of the figure gets to be as much as a factor 40. For example, at n = 28, we have found

optimal loop cutsets for 10 random networks in 26 seconds using the kernelization, which took 13 minutes

without.

For almost all of the networks in the UAI’06 set, it was unfortunately much too expensive to calculate

an optimal loop cutset.

4 Conclusion
Depending on whether the kernelization actually changes much in the graph, it can be used to achieve a very

significant speedup. On most graphs from the previous section, the kernelization was indeed effective. If,

on the other hand, the kernelization does not do much to the graph (for example, it leaves grid graphs mostly

unchanged), its runtime is still quite low, and might well be negligible in comparison to what one wants to

solve on the kernel: it never really hurts to use it.
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Figure 5: Runtime of an exact branch-and-bound algorithm for solving Loop Cutset on 10 random graphs

with m = 2n, either with or without our kernelization as preprocessing. (Note that the y-axis is on logarith-

mic scale.)
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The Intuition of Dao

H.H.L.M. Donkers

MICC, Maastricht University

Abstract

Dao appears to be an attractive game to play, although it is solvable in a few seconds on a computer.
The game is small enough to keep the complete game graph in internal memory. At the same time,
the number of nodes in the game graph of Dao is large enough to allow interesting analyses. In the
game spectrum of solved games (see [5]), Dao resides between on the one hand trivial games such
as Tic-Tac-Toe and on the other hand games such as Connect-Four and Awari of which the game
graph cannot be kept completely in memory. The availability of the Dao game graph allows for new
research opportunities. In [2] we used the Dao game graph to investigate the use of transposition
tables in search. In the current paper we attempt to learn from the game graph why this relatively
simple game is an entertaining game for human players – conforming the intuition of its designers
[3].

1 Introduction

This paper discusses a small game, called Dao. It is so small that the game graph can be stored in
memory and can be solved strongly (see [1]) in just a few seconds. The fact that the game of Dao
is currently sold in many game shops in a luxury edition for about 25 euro means that at least the
commercial world believes the game is entertaining for humans. At the same time, the game is still not
seriously studied and no theory of Dao exists. The online availability of the game graph might make it
possible to derive properties purely from the game graph that can explain why the game is attractive to
humans.

a b c d
1

2

3

4

Figure 1: Opening of Dao.

This paper is structured as follows. The rules of Dao are explained in Section 2. Section 3 provides
a brief overview of the game-graph statistics and Section 4 describes its solution. Dao’s game graph is
analysed in Section 5 for won positions, in Section 6 for a lost positions, and in Section 7 for neutral
positions. In Section 8 we provide our discussion and we conclude in Section 9.

2 Dao game rules

In 1999 Jeff Pickering and Ben van Buskirk designed the game of Dao [3]. It is played on a 4× 4 board
(see Figure 1). (The board has only 16 points. The crossings in the middle of the nine small squares
have no meaning.) Each player has four pieces on the board. In the commercial version of the game
[7], these pieces are pebbles, glass spheres, or Buddha-like statuettes. However, we will use plain white
pieces for the first player (called White) and black pieces for the second player (called Black).

The players move in turn as follows: one piece of their own colour is selected and shifted horizon-
tally, vertically, or diagonally (i.e., in one of eight directions, following the lines indicated in Figure 1).
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A piece is shifted as far as possible, but it cannot jump over any piece or occupy an already occupied
point. We indicate moves by an origin-destination notation: for example, a4-a2 indicates moving the
upper left white piece downwards in the opening position. There are no captures in Dao and passes
are not allowed. The goal of the game is to be the first to reach one of the following five winning
configurations:

I: all your pieces form one vertical line,

II: all your pieces form one horizontal line,

III: your pieces form a 2 × 2 square anywhere on the board,

IV: your pieces occupy the four corners of the board,

V: one of your pieces is enclosed by three opponent pieces in one of the corners of the board.

The last winning configuration differs from the other four configurations since it depends on an oppo-
nent’s move. The outcome of a Dao game is either a loss or a win; a tie is not defined. There is no rule
to prevent move repetition.

The shortest possible game of Dao takes 5 ply only: [1: b3-a3, b2-b4; 2: c2-a2, a1-b2; 3: d1-a1].
Of course, this game is based on a serious mistake by Black. If both players play optimally, a Dao game
will never end, as we will see in Section 4.

3 Game-graph statistics

Before solving the game, we first give a concise description of the game graph for Dao. A more elaborate
description is provided in [2]. The computation of the number of possible Dao board configurations
(White to move) is straightforward: 4 white pieces choose 4 squares out of 16; 4 black pieces choose
4 squares out of the remaining 12, resulting in ( 16

4 ) × ( 12
4 ) = 900,900 possible configurations. These

configurations are partitioned into 113,028 symmetry-equivalence classes with 7.97 configurations per
class on average. In the sequel we will refer to these classes as ‘positions’. Our Dao game graph thus
contained 113,028 nodes (see Fig. 2).

Within the 113,028 positions there are 4,277 terminal positions and 108,751 non-terminal positions.
The terminal positions consist of 2,154 positions that constitute a win for the player to move and 2,123
positions that constitute a loss for the player to move. In total 1,024 of the won positions and 1,135 of
the lost positions are not reachable. This makes the number of reachable terminal positions: 1,130 won
and 988 lost ones. All reachable terminal positions are reachable from the opening position.

There are only 2 non-terminal positions that are not reachable (i.e., having in-degree 0). All reach-
able non-terminal positions are reachable from the opening position (and the opening position is reach-
able from all non-terminal positions). This means that it is possible to create a (long) sequence of moves
that visits all 108,749 non-terminal, reachable positions. (This is different from games such as Tic-Tac-
Toe, Checkers, or Kalah in which the opening position cannot be reached anymore.) From now on we
disregard all non-reachable positions and concentrate on the 110,867 reachable positions.

The out-degree for non-terminal nodes ranges from 2 to 19, the in-degree from 1 to 26. On average,
the in-degrees and out-degrees are 10.99. However, the spread of in-degrees is larger than that of out-
degrees throughout the graph. Particularly interesting is the observation is that there are no nodes with
out-degree 1, which means that there are no positions with forced moves.

The average shortest distance between two nodes is 7.99, and the longest shortest distance between
two nodes in the graph is 10. (The longest shortest distance in terms of moves is 11.) There are no
self-loops (cycles of length 1), but there are 1,888 positions on cycles of length 2. These cycles form
twin-positions between which the players can alternate infinitely (after your move and the opponent’s
move, you are back in the same – or an equivalent – position). Since there are no positions with out-
degree 1, these cycles are no traps from which the opponent cannot escape. The cycles are not connected,
so their number is 944. Of the remaining positions, 3,322 lie on directed cycles of length 3, and all other
103,539 reachable non-terminal positions lie on directed cycles of length 4.

4 The solution of Dao

With the current means, the game graph is built and the complete solution is arrived at within three
seconds (on a AMD Athlon 1.3 Ghz, 256 Mb PC) using retrograde analysis [4, 6, 8].

The solution is presented schematically in Fig. 2. In 19,997 non-terminal positions the player to
move can force a win and in 1,872 non-terminal positions, the player to move cannot prevent a loss. In
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Figure 2: Schematic overview of the game graph of Dao.

all other non-terminal positions, including the start position, the first player cannot force a win nor be
forced to lose. This means that the game cannot be won if both sides play optimally. Fortunately, human
players make mistakes and, therefore in practice, Dao can be won.

5 Winning Dao

There are two ways to win Dao: the first one by a suicide move of the opponent, which means that
the opponent encloses one of your pieces in a corner of the board. The second way to win is to play
optimally when your opponent made a mistake and led the game in a proven won position.

5.1 Suicide moves

Suicide moves can happen in only 6,703 positions, most of them in the neutral zone. Table 1 gives
an overview of the number of positions in which suicide moves can occur and the average number of
suicide moves in those positions. As is clear from the table, only little more than one move per position
is a suicide move. There are no positions in which a player can only play a suicide move. In actual play,
suicide moves will not likely occur since they are easily recognized.

5.2 Ensuring your win

How difficult is it to ensure your win in a proven won position? In a won positions, there are three types
of moves: (1) optimal moves that lead to a proven lost position one ply closer to win, (2) suboptimal
moves that also lead to a lost position, but further away from win, (3) bad moves that lead back to the
neutral zone, and finally (4) stupid moves that lead to a won position (for the opponent). The latter
include suicide moves. In Fig. 2, categories (3) and (4) are both indicated as error moves.106



Type #Pos Avg.
neutral 5,209 1.16
win in 1 613 1.30
win in 3 657 1.12
win in 5 165 1.27
win in 7 23 1.22
win in 9 10 1.00
loss in 2 26 1.42

Table 1: Average number of suicide moves

From the overview in Table 2 appears that there are only few optimal and suboptimal moves and
many error moves in won positions. So, enforcing your win is quite tricky in Dao. Of course, in
positions with one move to win, it is easy to pick an optimal move, but in larger distances this might be
more challenging.

Dtw #Nodes Avg. outdegr. Optimal Subopt. Bad Stupid
1 9,950 11.05 1.07 (9.9) 0.39 (3.3) 6.94 (61.7) 2.67 (25.1)
3 8,087 12.60 1.21 (9.9) 0.16 (1.1) 9.42 (73.9) 1.81 (15.1)
5 1,480 13.62 1.09 (8.1) 0.08 (0.6) 10.87 (79.7) 1.57 (11.5)
7 324 13.58 1.05 (7.9) 0.04 (0.3) 9.97 (73.5) 2.53 (18.3)
9 75 13.29 1.01 (7.9) 0.00 (0.0) 10.80 (80.8) 1.48 (11.2)

11 6 14.50 1.17 (8.2) 0.00 (0.0) 7.33 (51.1) 6.00 (40.7)

Table 2: Division of move types in won position, specified per distance to win (dtw). Per type the
average number of moves and (between brackets) the average percentage is given.

How dangerous are the won positions? From all 9,971 won positions with dtw> 1, 7,628 positions
only have a single optimal move and no suboptimal moves. (For instance, position .WWB/...B/
W.W./..BB has 1 optimal move and 14 stupid moves.) Of course, it could mean that the only optimal
move is needed to prevent a direct win for the opponent. However, from the 34 positions with only
stupid moves next to the optimal one, only 11 fall in this category of forced positions.

Table 3 gives an overview of the danger of won positions. The danger score used here is the fraction
(in percentage) of error moves per position. So clearly, the further from win, the more dangerous the
positions are.

Dtw Min-Max, Avg(stdv)
1 40.0–94.4, 86.8 ±6.7
3 40.0–94.7, 89.0 ±5.4
5 57.1–94.7, 91.2 ±3.5
7 80.0–94.1, 91.8 ±2.5
9 80.0–94.1, 92.1 ±2.1
11 84.6–93.8, 91.8 ±3.5

Table 3: Danger score of won positions

6 Not losing Dao

When you made an error and end up in a position that is proven to be a loss, there are two types of moves
possible: (1) optimal moves that lead to a position, just one ply closer to a win, and (2) suboptimal moves
that lead to a position more close to a win (including suicide moves). The number of moves of each type
are presented in Table 4.

At dtw 2, the only suboptimal moves possible are suicide moves, moreover, there is no way to
prevent a loss at this stage: the opponent only has to make a single move to win. At larger distances to
win, however, the situation might not be totally hopeless. Although there are not many optimal moves
available at dtw’s larger than 4, the player can speculatively select those moves that lead the opponent
to the most dangerous positions reachable.

Table 5 gives an overview of the available room for speculation in lost positions. The room for
speculation is defined as the difference between the highest and lowest danger of positions reached in a
single move. The first number in each column is the available room when the player is willing to play
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Dtw #Nodes Outdegr. Optimal Subopt
2 1407 10.22 10.19 0.03
4 357 8.54 5.11 3.42
6 86 7.45 1.51 5.94
8 20 6.95 1.00 5.95

10 2 2.50 1.00 1.50

Table 4: Division of move types in lost position, specified per distance to win (dtw)
.

Dtw Max Average
4 34.0 / 34.0 11.0 / 11.0
6 53.3 / 20.4 11.0 / 1.5
8 27.1 / 0.0 10.3 / 0.0
10 0.05 / 0.0 0.03 / 0.0

Table 5: Room for speculation on danger. The maximum and average room is specified both for all
moves and for optimal moves only.

suboptimal moves (a true speculative move), and the room when only selecting between optimal moves
(no risk involved). In the latter case, no room for speculation is available at a dtw larger than 6.

It appears that a loosing player has to be careful at higher dtw’s not to play a suboptimal move, but
also has modest room to speculate on the danger for the winning player.

7 Escaping the neutral zone

The neurtal zone consists of 86,956 positions of which only 1 is unreachable. In the neutral zone there
are three types of moves: (1) optimal moves that lead to other neutral positions, (2) stupid moves that
lead to a lost position, and (3) suicide moves that lead to a direct loss.

There are three nested safe zones within the neutral zone. Level 1: there are 42,367 positions in the
neutral zone without any stupid moves. Level 2: from this group, 2,376 positions only lead to positions
in the safe zone level 1. Level 3: from this group, 6 positions only lead to positions in the safe zone
level 2. Positions outside the safe zones are called danger positions.

The start position of Dao is one of the 6 positions in the safe zone level 3. It means that the first
player is also the first to be able to force the opponent in a danger position.

How dangerous are danger positions? Tabel 6 show positions in which only a single move is optimal.
The table indicates that in 2,784 positions, the stupid moves all lead to dtw of 1 or 0, and are therefor
easy to recognize. In the other 515 positions, the stupid moves lead to a dtw larger than 3.

Min dtw #Nodes Outdegr. Max dtw #Nodes Outdegr.
0 139 12.5
1 3,025 11.3 1 2,784 11.6
3 502 8.3 3 566 9.0
5 12 5.6 5 242 8.7
7 1 3.0 7 69 7.3

9 17 7.1
11 1 5.0

Table 6: Min and max dtw reachable for neutral positions with only single optimal move.

In the neutral zone, the game is to force the opponent in positions that are dangerous, speculating on
a stupid move by the opponent. At the same time, a one should avoid to make stupid moves oneself.

In the danger zone, there are five cases. (A) In 17,646 positions, the danger for the opponent in the
next move is always strictly less than the current danger. Of these, 5,721 positions will always lead to
a position back into in the safe zone. (B) In 641 positions outside the safe zone, maximally the same
danger is obtained for the opponent. (C) In 26,303 positions a strict increase is possible. (D) In 385
positions only, the danger for the opponent in the next move is not smaller. Finally, (E) in 351 positions,
the danger for the opponent in the next move is always strictly larger.

In 39,991 positions in the safe zone the opponent can be led into a danger position. In 527 positions
from within the safe zone, the danger of the opponent is always larger than 0.108



In total, in 66,294 out of 86,956 neutral positions (72.2 %), it is possible to lead the opponent in a
more dangerous position than the current one.

8 Discussion

What can we learn from this analysis on why playing Dao is fun for humans? The maximum distance
to win for won positions in Dao is just 11 ply, but most of the non trivial won positions are at distance
3 and 5. Apparently, the type of moves in Dao make it challenging for humans to look ahead 5 ply (or
even 3). If not, the game would be trivial and not commercially interesting.

Moreover, the analysis shows us how a Dao game develops. A game of Dao starts with escaping
the safe zones 3, 2, and 1. Then the second stage starts: forcing the opponent into a dangerous position
and speculate on mistakes. Of course, both players must be able to recognize mistakes and danger
positions, which is already a challenging task. Once a mistake has been made, the winning player has
only little room to play optimally, and the loosing player must try to lure the opponent into dangerous
positions. The game will leave and enter the neutral zone possibly many times in a game, until a mistake
is recognized and a win is ensured. Players are turning and circling each other, looking for opportunities
and mistakes. This provides the impression of a perpetual moving game, resembling the perpetual way
of life (’dao’ means ’the way’ in Chinese).

Figure 3: The complete game graph of Do-Guti

As a comparison, figure 3 shows the complete game graph of the traditional child game “Do-Guti” from
Punjab. In this game you move in turn one of your two pieces to the empty space following the lines.
You win when the opponent cannot move anymore. More details on the game and its graph are given
in [2]. This simple game has a strong resemblance with Dao. We immediately see that the game cannot
be won if both sides play optimally. The six top positions form the neutral zone. Only when one player
makes a mistake (thus leading to the position at the bottom triangle), the game can be won, provided
that the correct move is selected. From my own experience, I can state that even this trivial game is fun
to play. It takes quite a number of games before a new player discovers the structure of the game.
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9 Conclusion

The analysis of Dao showed that much can be learned about a game on the basis of the solved game
graph alone. It shows that solving a game results in more than only the game-theoretical value of a start
position. A solved game is a valuable source of knowledge and is definitely not the end of a game - as
some have stated.

The results presented here can form the start of a comparative study of related games: how do the
rules of a game affect the game graph and how does the game graph affect the challenge of a game for
human players? Ultimately, the analyses may lead to a method of designing and improving challenging
games, grabbing the intuition of game developers.
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Abstract

We propose an action selection mechanism (ASM) for situated and cognitive multi-agent sys-
tems authorizing a large variety of behaviours. Our action selection allows, first, the manage-
ment of several goals with dynamic priorities. Second, it enables the possibility for the agent
to be temporarily diverted from its main goal in order to achieve a secondary goal promoted
by the environment. Third, it directs the choice of the runnable action according to the pref-
erences of the agent. In that purpose, our action selection mechanism takes into account five
factors: dynamic priority goals, opportunism, agent taste, multi-goal revalorisation and inertia.

1 Introduction

Our research context is the simulation of cognitive agents that are geographically situated in their
environment and are able to achieve goals according to their knowledge. These agents have therefore
to compute and to execute their plans in their environments. We consider that agents classically
represent their plans by a tree. This context is adapted to video games and particularly to non-
player-characters, whose behaviour must be believable in order to not harm the game recreation.
We are not interested here in planning tree construction, we suppose that the root is a goal to
solve and leaves are runnable actions (whose conditions are satisfied). Our proposal is not that our
agents solve their goals in an optimal way (with respect to the number of actions for example), but
that their resolution is realistic and coherent with respect to the desired agent behaviour.

Realistic behaviours simulation [3] brings several problems, among which are : knowledge repre-
sentation, planning that aims to solve agent goals (in the form of plans built from agent knowledge)
and the design of an action selection mechanism (or ASM for short), which chooses the action that
the agent will carry out among the runnable actions proposed by its plans. Our proposal concerns
this last point. An ASM makes it possible by the choice of the action to carry out different more
or less realistic behaviours. These behaviours are parametrized by five factors, which are goal pri-
orities, environment influences (including opportunism), agent taste, multi-goal revalorisation and
inertia. Each factor enables to control a well defined part of the agent behaviour, allowing to have
an easiest understanding of parameters than in other action selection mechanisms (like number of
hidden layers or number of neurons by layer in a neuron network).

Goal priorities make it possible to choose the action to be carried out according to the
importance of its goal. Environment influence allows an agent to be temporarily diverted from
its current goal, in order to carry out an action promoted by the environment but corresponding
to a lesser priority goal. Agent taste is a factor independent from a given simulation. It takes
into account the preferences that the agent gives to actions. Thus, an agent is able to choose

1This work is cofinanced by the CPER TAC Nord-Pas de Calais and the European funds of FEDER.
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between two actions that would not be distinguishable through goals priorities or the environment.
Multi-goal revalorisation is used to promote actions that makes progress more quickly towards
the goal achievement. Inertia allows to obtain contiguous action sequence execution.

In section 2, we define the basic concepts used in this article. In section 3, we present our
action selection mechanism taking into account the tree factors mentioned above. In section 4, we
compare our proposition to related works, before concluding.

2 Preliminary definitions

We define here some elements of the planning trees which is used to represent agent beliefs and
intentions.Each action has a set of conditions necessary to its execution and a set of effects resulting
from its execution. For example,

Action: to open the door.
Conditions: the agent has the key, the door is locked.
Effects: the door is open.

The planning tree used is an And/Or tree, which is a tree structure alternating And-node
and Or-node. An And-node is labeled by an action, its children are the conditions that must all
(AND) be solved for the action to be runnable. An Or-node is labeled by a condition, it proposes
the alternative (OR) of its children which are the actions that allows to satisfy this condition (a
“sub-goal”). Therefore, tree leaves are the actions that are runnable (their conditions are satisfied)
and are called runnable action (Run.Acta).

∀a ∈ Agent, ∀g ∈ Goala, Run.Acta : Goala → Leaf

g �→ x

Run.Acta(g) ∈ {x | x = Leaf(P lana(g))}

The And/Or tree root is an agent goal which is composed by a set of conditions that must be
satisfied. For each goal g of the agent a corresponds a planning tree (noted P lana(g)).

∀a ∈ Agent, ∀g ∈ Goala, P lana : Goala → T ree

g �→ P lana(g)

We call alternative, an action sequence that enables a goal achievement. Within an And/Or-
tree, an alternative is composed by all children from And-nodes and one choice among all the
children (actions) from each Or-node. Two alternatives are equivalent, if they are built for the
same goal, and the same leaf and if they contain the same actions in different order. In our ASM,
we do not distinguish two equivalent alternatives.

Alternativea : (T ree × Run.Acta) → {Action}∗

(P lana(g) × leaf) �→ {x}∗

Each planning tree contains all alternatives (different continuations of possible actions) that
can be used to solve the goal. Once planning trees are built, the action selection mechanism must
choose the action to be carried out among all the runnable actions.

∀a ∈ Agent, ∀g ∈ Goala, Selection : Agent → Action

a �→ x ∈ Run.Acta(g)

To select an action amounts to select one of the alternative (with this action as leaf) and to
promote it. This choice can be called into question at each selection. The ASM values each runnable
action (by φa) and retains the one with the greatest value.

∀a ∈ Agent, ∀g ∈ Goala, φa : Run.Acta(g) → R
x �→ ActionV alue

Next action : x ∈ Run.Acta(g) | φa(x) = maxy∈Run.Acta(g){φa(y)}
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Figure 1: Two planning trees, the first one relates to the goal G1 (action names and conditions
are given to show a concrete And/Or tree example), the second one relates to the goal G2. G1
and G2 goals have respectively the priorities goala(G1) and goala(G2). If goala(G1) < goala(G2)
runnable action priorities {A2, A3} are less than the one of runnable actions {A3, A4, A6, A7,
A8}. A3 is present as runnable action in two goals, it will receive the priority given by the goal
with greater one, here G2. Up to now, we do not have other criteria to distinguish actions from
the same goal. Thus the evaluation of a runnable action corresponds to the priority of the goal :
φa(A2) = goala(G1) and φa(A3) = φa(A4) = φa(A6) = φa(A7) = φa(A8) = goala(G2).

Classically, this value corresponds to the action evaluation according to the ASM factors. Thus,
the evaluation function is the way to obtain various behaviours. Choice of factors taken into account
to compute φa is thus of primary importance to obtain an action selection mechanism that allows
different and realistic behaviours.

3 Our action selection mechanism

Our action selection mechanism combines five factors : goal priorities, environment influence, agent
taste, multi-goal revalorization and inertia. In this part we incrementally detail our action selection
mechanism. Firstly, we take into account only goals with dynamic priorities (noted goal). Secondly,
we will add environment influence (with opportunism noted opp and achievement noted ach).
Thirdly, we take into account agent taste (noted taste). Finally, we present multi-goal revalorization
and inertia (noted inert). We also present the way of combining these factors in order to obtain
variable and realistic behaviours. This combination, for an agent a gives the value (φ) of each
runnable action x, by the formula : φ(x) = goala(x) ∗ oppa(x) ∗ acha(x) ∗ tastea(x) ∗ inerta(x).

3.1 Goal influence

The importance of a given goal is intrinsically variable. A goal allowing the agent survival has
certainly a higher priority than others. Moreover, goal importance is sometimes related to one
parameter, for example the weariness : The higher is my energy, the less tired I am. In order to
realize this importance, we assign to each goal a priority denoted goal. It is characterized by a
function which can be a constant function for a static priority or variable for an evolving priority.

∀a ∈ Agent, Goala : Goala → R goala(g) : ∀a ∈ Agent, ∀g ∈ Goala,

g �→ GoalV alue 0 ≤ goala(g) ≤ MAXa,

∀x ∈ Run.Acta(g), φ1
a(x) = goala(g).

This priority influences the ASM which will favor actions whose root goals have the most important
priority (see FIG.1). Since the goal priority value can evolve during time, the choice of the goals to
be realized is then called into question. This allows to take into account new goals or the dynamics
of existing goals and can lead to a modification in the order of goal realization. However this
influence does not take into account the environment. Thus an agent adopts a behaviour close to
the video game Sims characters, where goals are given to characters by the user and are organized
in a queue (FIFO). To illustrate the need of taking the environment into account, we will treat a
well-known example in this game : the newspaper and the mail. Let us consider a Sims character
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Figure 2: Influence of opportunism on action selection. In this example, the agent a has two goals,
Gp the goal to put the newspaper down on the table, Gm the goal to put mail down on the table,
with goala(Gp) < goala(Gm). To achieve these goals the agent must take these objects (actions Tp

and Tm) and then put them down on the table (actions Dp and Dm). On the left, ASM does not
take into account opportunism (φa(Dm) = φa(Tm) = oala(Gm) and φa(Dp) = φa(Tp) = goala(Gp))
thus agent carries out actions in this order : Tm, Dm, Tp and Dp, this execution is very expensive in
moves. On the right, our ASM taking into account environment : at the beginning, the computed
action sequence is the same (Tm, Dm, Tp and Dp). But while passing close to the newspaper (at
distance lower than ThresholdOppa symbolized by a dashed circle) the agent is diverted from mail
in order to take the newspaper by opportunism, the proposed action sequence becomes Tp, Tm,
Dm, and Dp. Once the newspaper is taken the agent will not execute Dp, because the action Tm

is the most favored. The agent thus ends up taking the mail and putting them down on the table
carrying out the sequence (Tp, Tm, Dm and Dp).

that has two goals: to take its mail and newspaper outside the house, considering the mail being
of greater importance than the newspaper. In this case, the Sims behaviour is very expensive in
moves (mail-house-newspaper-house) and not very realistic. A more believable behaviour would
have been to take both the mail and newspaper. To obtain this kind of behaviour, it is necessary to
allow the ASM to take into account the environment and to carry out action with weaker priorities
at low cost. For that purpose, we set up environment influence on agent behaviour.

3.2 Environment influence : opportunism

To be temporarily diverted from a goal (to put the mail) in order to realize a closer goal (to take
the newspaper), an agent must take into account its environment. Because our agents are situated,
they can evaluate distances between them and environment objects. Thus, it is possible to take
into account whether or not the target of an action is close to the agent. Therefore the ASM can
be modified in order to favor an action because its target is nearby, even if this temporarily diverts
the resolution of the highest goal priority. Environment influence on agent behaviour a is called
opportunism. We denote it oppa.

∀a ∈ Agent, oppa : Action → R target : Action → Agent

x �→ OppV alue x �→ t

ThresholdOppa is the agent a opportunism threshold,

da(target(x)) is the distance between agent a and target (t) of action x.

oppa(x) = max(1, ThresholdOppa

da(target(x)) ),

∀a ∈ Agent, ∀g ∈ Goala, ∀x ∈ Run.Acta(g), φ2
a(x) = φ1

a(x) ∗ oppa(x) = goala(g) ∗ oppa(x)

Remarks. According to ThresholdOppa value, we can obtain agents which express more or less
opportunism. Our choice to use the product to combine goala and oppa allows to obtain :

• If da(target((x))) ≥ ThresholdOppa, oppa value is 1, with the product, opportunism has no
influence (see FIG. 2 on the left).

• If da(target(x)) < ThresholdOppa, oppa value is higher than 1 and increases with the reduc-
tion of the distance agent-target, thus increasing the influence of opportunism (see FIG. 2 on
the right).
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3.3 Environment influence : achievement

Our agent chooses the actions to be carried out according to goal priority and the distance between
agent and action target. We have introduced a second environment influence, which we called
achievement feature. We denote it acha for agent a. This parameter promotes alternatives issued
from goals which can be quickly accomplished. Thus, like opportunism, achievement will push the
agent to be diverted from a goal to achieve actions of another goal which can be solved in few
actions. The more an agent has an important value for this feature, the more it will estimate that
the fact of finishing a goal is important rather than considering another goal. Even if this one is
intrinsically more important but needs more actions to be achieved. For example, for the goal G1
in the figure FIG.1, the agent will favor the action A2 which achieves the goal rather than the
action A3 that needs two actions to achieve the goal (with ThresholdAcha ≤ 2).

∀a ∈ Agent, ∀g ∈ Goala, acha : Action → R
x �→ AchV alue

ThresholdAcha is the threshold of the agent’s feature of achievement a,

nbAa(x) is the number of actions (displacement included) of action x alternative.

∀x ∈ Run.Acta(g), nbAa(x) = ‖Alternativea(P lana(g), x)‖

acha(x) = max(1, ThresholdAcha

nbAa(x) )

∀x ∈ Run.Acta(g), φ3
a(x) = φ2

a(x) ∗ acha(x) = goala(g) ∗ oppa(x) ∗ acha(x)

Remarks. ThresholdAcha value makes it possible to refine agent achievement feature. This
feature is different from opportunism because it is based on the number of actions (moves included)
to carry out between the runnable action and the goal. It does not consider the distance between
agent and action target. Our choice to use the product to combine goala, oppa and acha allows to
have an influence only when the number of actions is lower than the threshold and whose impor-
tance increases according to the reduction of the number of actions in the alternative.

Thus, at this point our action selection mechanism takes into account goal priorities and envi-
ronment influences (considering both the distance between agent and target, and goal achievement),
but does not allow to distinguish different actions in the same environment. Let us take for exam-
ple, an agent that must go in a room closed by a door, it has two possibilities of action: to open

or to break the door. It is thus necessary to set up a third factor making it possible to distinguish
two alternatives depending on actions they are built of. We call this factor, the agent taste.

3.4 Agent taste

Each agent has its own preferences on actions which are simulation undepend. These preferences
are values attributed to the actions which make it possible to express that an agent can have a
repulsion towards an action. This repulsion must depreciate the alternative where the action is.
An agent can also like to make an action, this attraction must favor alternatives where this action
is. Finally, an agent may never want to perform an action, this inhibition must be taken into
account like an inhibition of the alternative (an absolute repulsion). Agent taste (denoted taste)
represents the impact of preferences on alternative choice (and thus selection of its runnable action).
To value an alternative, we are interested in action set belonging to this alternative. It is only the
presence within the alternative that is important, not its position within the alternative.

To compose agent taste (taste) with influences from goals and environment, we must select
an interval for preference value on the actions in order to obtain the taste value. After having
compared several compositions on various intervals, we choose to retain the product in the interval
[0, N ]. This satisfied our expectations on absence of influence (taste = 1), attraction (taste ∈]1, N ]),
repulsion (taste ∈]0, 1[) and inhibition (by taking taste = 0, in this case φa = 0). This choice allows
us to write that:

∀x ∈ Run.Acta(g), φ4
a(x) = φ3

a(x) ∗ tastea(x) = goala(g) ∗ oppa(x) ∗ acha(x) ∗ tastea(x)
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The taste value represents the combination of action preferences within an alternative. We
studied four possible combinations (allowing the realization of our definition of the agent taste) in
order to obtain taste. These four combinations are the minimum, the N minima mean, the
geometric mean and the harmonic mean. To calculate the taste values within the And/Or tree
built by the agent, we must first find all alternatives contained in this tree.

In an And/Or tree for a goal and a leaf, we have several equivalent alternatives. Taste value is
obtained by actions contained in an alternative without taking into account their order. In addition,
the higher the taste value of an alternative is, the higher value of the runnable action will be.

So we can reduce the alternative search, by pruning our course. Thus, we start (given a goal)
with a leaf and then systematically consider better alternatives for the agent plan. The selec-
tion between each alternative is made according to the composition that has obtained the high-
est taste value. Since all suggested composition functions satisfy the following additive relation:
max(Composition(B ∪ C ∪ D), Composition(B ∪ F ∪ G)) = note(B) + max(Composition(C ∪
D), Composition(F ∪ G)).

Taste represents the agent taste value combining all actions within the action x alternative,

taste : Run.Acta → R
x �→ Comb(Alternativea(x))

Comb is a function used to combine different node preferences.

Comb : {Actions}∗ → R
{x}∗ �→ TasteV alue

In our approach, we can notice that factors taken into account by the ASM to solve a goal,
are represented by the totality of the goal planning tree. Indeed, the agent taste stays in each
Action-node, the goal influence is present at the roots, the achievement is built according to the
alternative size and opportunism is calculated from the leaves (runnable actions).

3.5 Multi-goal revalorization and Inertia

Agent behaviour are shaped by goal and environment influences, and tastes associated to each
action. These various factors can be used in many different kind of simulations. Nevertheless, to
obtain a more realistic behaviour, we decide to add two other factors that are multi-goal revaloriza-
tion and inertia.

Among agent planning trees, it is possible that an action appears several times as runnable
action (example of A3 in figure 1). This action thus makes one or more goals “progress” more
quickly, this is why it must be favored by the multi-goal revalorization. The principle is to
combine the values received by all occurrences of an action x in order to obtain a reinforced value.
We realize this with the probabilistic sum of these values after having normalized them.

ThresholdAcha: the upper limit for acha MAXa: the upper limit for goala
ThresholdOppa: the upper limit for oppa Na: the upper limit for tastea

Limit = MAXa ∗ ThresholdOppa ∗ ThresholdAcha ∗ Na

∀a ∈ Agent, ∀g ∈ Goala, ∀x ∈ Run.Acta(g), E(x) = {x′|∃g′ ∈ Goala, x′ ∈ Run.Acta(g′), x = x′}

φ5
a(x) = Limit ∗ PSE(x)(

φ4(x)
Limit

).

Where E(x) represents all runnable actions similar to x and PSE(x) denotes the probabilistic sum

of values in E(x) and φ4(x)
Limit

performs normalization.

By using probabilistic sum, we obtain : ∀y ∈ E(x), Limit ≥ (φ5
a(x) = φ5

a(y)) ≥ φ4
a(y).

In order to avoid oscillation phenomena between various alternatives and thus to ensure a
certain persistency in behaviour, the value φa(x) of the action x selected at the moment T will be
reinforced by a percentage, noted inerta corresponding to the action inertia for the agent a. Thus,
for an action y to be chosen at step T + 1 instead of the action x, φa(y) will have to be higher
than φa(x) ∗ inerta(x). If it is the case, the value φa(y) will be also developed by same percentage
inerta. Once the action carried out, we reflect inertia on the action father in order to persist with
the same alternative. Finally, we obtain ∀x ∈ Run.Acta(g), φa(x) = φ5

a(x) ∗ inerta(x).
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PECS Our proposal
Determines the new values of the internal state vari-
ables.

Goal priorities are dynamic

Calculates the corresponding intensity of each motive. Calculates the intensity of influences
Compares the various competing motives and select the
one with the highest intensity as the action guiding one.

Selects the action having the best
value φ

Performs the action which is demanded by the action
guided motive.

Performs the selected action

Figure 3: Comparison between the approach PECS and our proposal

Tyrrell criteria Our proposal
Persistence The inertia of the action in progress until its achievement, includ-

ing during a move necessary to its execution.
Activations propor-
tional to current offsets

the dynamic goal influence can be used like homeostatic variables.

Balanced competition No difference between runnable actions completing only one goal,
but revalorization of the multi-goal runnable actions.

Contiguous action se-
quences

Inertia is transmitted to the father of the carried out action, al-
lowing persistence on the alternative.

Interrupts if necessary Our inertia allows the interruptibility. Environment influences can
develop actions, making it possible to stop current alternative.

Opportunism Same definition as our opportunism.
Combination of prefer-
ences

Taking into account all alternative actions and goal influence in
the selection among runnable actions.

Flexible combination of
stimuli

Action Preferences, several possible function to combine influences
and the taste.

Compromise candidates Multi-goal revalorisation.

Figure 4: Tyrrell’s criteria fulfilled by our approach

4 Related works

Action notation is an important problem, many research works [8, 2] were made in this field. Among
them we can quote Pattie Maes [7] and Alejandro Guerra-Hernández [5]. They build a network
connecting actions according to preconditions and action effects. These networks operate similarly
to artificial neural networks, where each neuron transmit energy to its successors, starting from a
threshold value of energy received and the reception of negative energy called inhibition. Other
approaches containing rules as SOAR such [6] obtain behaviours allowing the optimal resolutions
of the agent goals. These behaviours are given mainly by these rules which can evolve (for example
by training phases). In SOAR, the action selection is realized by operators. An operator is an
abstract type and its concretization remains to be realized and adapted according to the desired
behaviour. We propose a concrete action selection mechanism which allows obtaining different
behaviours. Thus agents having the same planning trees can solve their goals in different ways.
For that, our agents have preferences over each action, these preferences constitute the agent taste.
From these preferences (simulation independent) and their combinations with influences (related
to simulation), our ASM allows this differentiation of behaviours while keeping coherence in the
choice of the action to be carried out. In this direction, we meet the work of Bernd Schmidt
[9] on the model PECS (Physical conditions Emotional state Cognitive capabilities Social status)
which functions in four stages (see FIG.3). Nevertheless, we bring in addition to the concept of
influence, the concept of taste which makes it possible to have preferences, repulsions or inhibitions
on certain actions. Moreover an ASM must allow, at the same time opportunism while keeping a
certain persistence (to avoid oscillations between the actions), like the proposal of Blumberg [1].
Toby Tyrrell [10] describes the problems which must be taken into account to evaluate a good
action selection mechanism. We satisfy the main criteria (see FIG.4).
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5 Conclusion and prospects

A realistic simulation requires to respect a wholeset of constraints [10] allowing a great variability of
behaviours. We propose a concrete action selection mechanism allowing to take into account these
constraints in a cognitive approach. For that in a system where agents are cognitive and situated,
we use an action selection mechanism based on five main factors: goal influence, environment
influence, agent taste, multi-goal revalorization and inertia. Each factor enables to control a well
defined part of the agent behaviour, allowing to have a obvious comprehension of these parameters.
These factors allow the management of several dynamic goal priorities, temporary diversion of
the alternative execution solving a goal in order to carry out another action developed by the
environment or the agent taste. Moreover at each step the choice is questioned.

Currently, we experienced our proposal on the CoCoA platform [4] in order to validate it. The
basic modules of knowledge, planning and action selection mechanisms are currently taken into
account for action notation. The perception module is the only one which does not influence the
action value, taking this into account would make it possible to obtain an new influence type: “
when I see an objective I want more to carry it out than when I don’t see it”. We could also consider
action order in the notation: a very remote action would have a less influence compared to a closer
one. Finally, it would be interesting to use our “mono-agent” action selection mechanism, to allow
the cooperation between agents. An agent would leave what it must do, in order to help another
agent, because its action is less important than the other agent action. For that, it is necessary to
be able to evaluate the importance of an action, i.e. to select the most important action among
actions that the agent can make and assistance that it can bring to other agents.
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Abstract

Much research has been carried out into general properties of Bayesian networks, whereas limited attention
has been given to special types of Bayesian networks for specific applications. An example of such an
application is model-based diagnosis, i.e. the diagnosis of malfunctioning of devices or systems, based
on an explicit model of the structure and behaviour of these devices and systems. Basically, two types
of model-based diagnosis are being distinguished: (i) consistency-based diagnosis, and (ii) abductive
diagnosis.
In this paper, we investigate the relationship between consistency-based and abductive reasoning in

Bayesian networks. It will appear that abductive diagnoses can be determined using special properties
from consistency-based diagnosis, yielding related computationally simplified forms for both probabilis-
tic consistency-based and abductive diagnosis using Bayesian networks. Furthermore, the conceptual
relationships between probabilistic diagnostic reasoning and logical diagnostic reasoning are studied.

1 Introduction

In the early 1980s, Bayesian networks were introduced as a special type of probabilistic graphical models

which allow representing uncertain knowledge in a both qualitative and quantitative fashion [6]. Much

research has been carried out in the field of Bayesian networks since then, mostly focusing on general

properties of these network models. More recently, researchers have started to focus on special types of

Bayesian networks enabling us to gain insight into the special properties of Bayesian networks for specific

applications. Model-based diagnosis is one of these application fields.

In the last two decades, research into model-based diagnostic software has become increasingly impor-

tant, mainly because the complexity of devices, in which such software can be used, has risen considerably

and trouble shooting of faults in such devices has therefore become increasingly difficult. Basically, two

types of model-based diagnosis are being distinguished in literature: (i) consistency-based diagnosis [3, 9],
and (ii) abductive diagnosis [7]. Consistency-based diagnosis is based on models of the correct behaviour
of a system under investigation, whereas abductive diagnosis focuses on the use of fault models of systems.

Several researchers have attempted to clarify the relationship between logical abductive and consistency-

based diagnosis. In their seminal paper, Console and Torasso have shown that these two notions of diagnosis

allow one to span an entire spectrum of diagnostic notions, where pure consistency-based and abductive

diagnosis act as extremes [1]. Although pure abductive and consistency-based diagnosis are different, their

formalisation has also many similarities, which explains why it was possible to define such a spectrum of

notions.

In a previous paper, we described a method to add uncertainty reasoning to consistency-based diagnosis

exploiting Bayesian networks, where logical notions of inconsistency and consistency are carried over to

a probabilistic setting [5]. In addition to our work on probabilistic consistency-based diagnosis, several

proposals have appeared in literature to utilise Bayesian networks in the context of abductive diagnosis. For

example, Pearl [6] has proposed using a special type of Bayesian network for that purpose and Shimony and

colleagues have described abductive diagnostic reasoning using Bayesian networks in terms a maximum a

posteriori assignment [10]. Considering the logical spectrum of notions of diagnosis defined by Console and

Torasso makes one wonder whether it is possible to do something similar in a probabilistic setting, i.e. to

establish a probabilistic spectrum of notions of model-based diagnosis.
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As far as we know, no one before has studied the relationship between probabilistic abductive diagnosis

and consistency-based diagnosis in a way resembling the logical spectrum of model-based diagnosis and us-

ing special properties of (model-based) diagnostic Bayesian networks. In this paper, we start by establishing

the relationship between probabilistic consistency-based and abductive diagnosis using Bayes’ rule; the core

of the paper is about exploiting special properties of diagnostic Bayesian networks in computing diagnoses.

The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, the necessary basic concepts frommodel-based diagnosis

and Bayesian networks are defined. Subsequently, in Section 3, the relationships between consistency-based

and abductive diagnostic reasoning with diagnostic problems defined in terms of Bayesian networks are ex-

plored. We next summarise the most important similarities and differences between logical and probabilistic

model-based diagnosis in Section 4. Finally, in Section 5, the paper is rounded off with some conclusions.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Model-based Diagnosis

Two types of model-based diagnosis are distinguished in literature: (i) consistency-based diagnosis [3, 9],
and (ii) abductive diagnosis [7]. In the theory of consistency-based diagnosis [9], the structure and behaviour
of a system is represented by a logical diagnostic system SL = (SD, COMPS), where

• SD denotes the system description, which is a finite set of logical formulae, specifying structure and
behaviour;

• COMPS is a finite set of constants, corresponding to the components of the system; these components
can be faulty.

The system description consists of behaviour descriptions, and connections. A behavioural description
is a formula specifying normal and abnormal (faulty) functionalities of the components. These normal
and abnormal functionalities are indicated by abnormality literals. A connection is a formula of the form
ic = oc′ , where ic and oc′ denote the input and output of components c and c′, respectively.

A logical diagnostic problem is defined as a pair PL = (SL, OBS), where SL is a logical diagnostic

system and OBS is a finite set of logical formulae, representing observations.
Adopting the definition from [4], a diagnosis in the theory of consistency-based diagnosis is defined as

follows. Let ΔC consist of the assignment of abnormal behaviour to the set of components C ⊆ COMPS
and normal behaviour to the remaining componentsCOMPS−C, thenΔC is a consistency-based diagnosis
of the logical diagnostic problemPL iff the observations are consistent with both the system description and

the diagnosis; formally:

SD ∪ ΔC ∪ OBS � ⊥.

Here, � stands for the negation of the logical entailment relation �, and ⊥ represents a contradiction.
Abductive diagnosis focuses on the use of fault models of systems, where the observations have to be

implied by the diagnosis. The behavioural assumptionsΔC are called an abductive diagnosis if the system
description SD and the behavioural assumptionsΔC imply the set of observations OBS; formally:

SD ∪ ΔC � OBS.

Usually, one is in particular interested in subset-minimal diagnoses, i.e. diagnoses ΔC , where the set C is

subset minimal. Thus, a subset-minimal diagnosis assumes that a subset-minimal number of components

are faulty; this often corresponds to the most-likely diagnosis.

EXAMPLE 1 Consider Figure 1(a), which depicts an electronic circuit with one AND gate and two OR

gates. As the output of the system differs from the one expected according to the simulation model, it gives

rise to an inconsistency. A diagnosis that is both consistency-based and abductive diagnoses, and subset

minimal, is to assume that only the AND gate is functioning abnormally. �

2.2 Bayesian Networks and Bayesian Diagnostic Problems

Let P (X) be a joint probability distributions of the set of discrete binary random variables X , where the

singleton set of random variables {Y } ⊆ X is abbreviated to Y ; this variable takes the values ‘true’ or
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Figure 1: (a) Example of a circuit used to define a logical diagnostic system; (b) A Bayesian diagnostic

system corresponding to circuit (a).

‘false’, written as y and ȳ, respectively. However, if we refer to arbitrary values of a set of variables X ,

not a single variable only, this will be denoted by x as well. Arbitrary values of a single variable Y will be

denoted by the variable name, i.e. Y . Let U, W, Z ⊆ X be disjoint sets of random variables, then U is said

to be conditionally independent ofW given Z, if

P (U | W, Z) = P (U | Z), forP (W, Z) > 0. (1)

A Bayesian network B is then defined as a pair B = (G, P ), where G = (V, E) is an acyclic directed
graph, with set of vertices V and set of arcs E, P is the associated joint probability distribution of the set

of random variablesX which is associated 1–1 with V . We will normally use the same names for variables

and their associated vertices. The factorisation of P respects the independence structure of G as follows:

P (X) =
∏

Y ∈X

P (Y | π(Y )), (2)

where π(Y ) denotes the parent set of vertex Y . Finally, we will frequently make use of marginalising out

particular variablesW written as P (u) =
∑

w P (u, w).
A Bayesian diagnostic system is denoted by SB = (G, P ), where P is a joint probability distribution of

the vertices ofG, interpreted as random variables, andG is obtained by mapping a logical diagnostic system

SL = (SD, COMPS) to a Bayesian diagnostic system SB as follows: (i) component c is represented by
its input Ic and output Oc vertices, where inputs are connected by an arc with the outputs pointing to the

output, (ii) to each component c there belongs an abnormality vertex Ac which has an arc pointing to the

output of the corresponding component. Figure 1(b) shows the Bayesian diagnostic system corresponding

to the logical diagnostic system shown in Figure 1(a).

LetO denote the set of all output variables and I the set of all input variables, let o and i denote (arbitrary)

values of the set of output and input variables, respectively, and let

δC = {ac | c ∈ C} ∪ {āc | c ∈ COMPS − C}

be the set of values of the abnormality variables Ac, with c ∈ COMPS. The latter definition establishes a
link betweenΔC in logical diagnostic systems and the abnormality variables in Bayesian diagnostic systems.

As a consequence of the independences that hold for a Bayesian diagnostic system, it is possible to

simplify the computation of the joint probability distribution P by exploiting the following properties:

Property 1: the joint probability distribution of a set of output variablesO can be factorised as follows:

P (o) =
∑
i,δC

P (o, i, δC) =
∑
i,δC

P (i, δC)
∏

c∈COMPS

P (Oc | π(Oc)). (3)

Property 2: P (i, δC) = P (i)P (δC), due to the fact that input variables and abnormality variables are
mutually independent of each other.
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Recall that logical diagnostic problems are logical diagnostic systems augmented with the set of observa-

tions; this has to be also the case for Bayesian diagnostic problems. In logical diagnostic systems, observa-

tions are the inputs and outputs of a system. The set of input and output variables that have been observed,

are referred to as Iω and Oω , respectively. The unobserved input and output variables will be referred to as

Iu and Ou respectively. We will use the notation iω to denote the values of the observed inputs, and oω for

the observed output values. The set of observations is then denoted as ω = iω ∪ oω .

A Bayesian diagnostic problem, denoted by PB = (SB, ω), consists of (i) a Bayesian diagnostic system
representing the components, including their behaviour and interaction, of a logical diagnostic system of

concern, and (ii) a set of observations ω [6, 5].
In Bayesian diagnostic problems the probability of an output value for a normally functioning com-

ponents is equal to 0 or 1, whereas the probability of an output value for an abnormally functioning
component c is assumed to be independent of its parents with the exception of its abnormality ac, i.e.

P (oc | π(oc)) = P (oc | ac) when ac ∈ π(oc).

3 Model-based Diagnostic Reasoning in Bayesian Diagnostic Prob-
lems

3.1 The Relation between Abductive and Consistency-based Reasoning

In this section, we discuss how abductive and consistency-based approaches can be expressed as Bayesian

diagnostic problems, and, subsequently, we establish their relationship.

Translating consistency-based approach to our probabilistic diagnostic theory, the consistency condition

requires that the probability of the occurrence of the observations given the diagnosis is non-zero. Conse-

quently, if the probability is equal to zero, the set of abnormality assumptions is assumed to be inconsistent.

Formally, in consistency-based reasoning, we are searching for probabilities P (iω, oω | δC) > 0. Observe
that we condition on the set of abnormality assumptions δC , since it is given knowledge.

In abductive reasoning, the observations have to be implied by the system descriptions and the abnor-

mality assumptions. This means that we are looking for abnormality assumption δC that can be explained by

the set of observed inputs and outputs; formally,P (δC | iω, oω). Considering the formulae for the abductive
and consistency-based approaches to diagnosis using Bayes’ rule, we obtain, assuming α = 1/P (iω, oω):

P (δC | iω, oω) =
P (iω, oω | δC)P (δC)

P (iω, oω)
= α P (iω, oω | δC)P (δC). (4)

The maximum a-posteriori assignment (MAP) diagnosis, defined as δ�
C = argmaxδC

P (δC | iω, oω), is the
natural probabilistic analogue to the concept of subset-minimal abductive diagnosis of the previous section.

Equation (4) establishes the relationship between the consistency-based and abductive approach to

Bayesian diagnostic problems. However, no use is made of the special properties of Bayesian diagnos-

tic problems. The contribution of this paper is that it provides detailed information on how these special

properties can be exploited for computing both consistency-based and abductive diagnosis. Equation (4)

tells us that it is sufficient to focus on consistency-based diagnosis.

In order to compute abductive diagnoses, it is required to compute the set of consistency-based diagnoses

by

P (iω, oω | δC) =
∑
iu

P (iu)P (iω, oω | iu, δC),

where the basic axioms of probability theory and factorisation lead to:

P (iω, oω | iu, δC) =
P (iω, oω, iu, δC)

P (iu, δC)
=

∑
ou

P (oω , ou, iω, iu, δC)
P (iu, δC)

,

P (oω , ou, iω, iu, δC) = P (i, δC)
∏
c

P (Oc | π(Oc)) = P (iω)P (iu, δC)
∏
c

P (Oc | π(Oc)).

Often it is helpful to explicit specify what values some of the variables in π(Oc) take, written by π(Oc) :
values. If the input and output variables of a component have been observed, this will be indicated by Ic,ω

and Oc,ω, respectively. When unobserved, the notation Ic,u and Oc,u is employed. Thus, we obtain:

P (iω, oω | δC) =
∑
iu

P (iu)
∑
ou

∏
c

P (Oc | π(Oc) : ic,u). (5)
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When considering the formula of consistency-based reasoning in Equation (5), many terms can be sim-

plified by exploiting specific relations that hold for Bayesian diagnostic systems, as will be studied below.

3.2 Decomposition of the Joint Probability Distribution

Formally, groups or classes of probabilistically equivalent components are viewed as equivalence classes. If

two components c, c′ ∈ COMPS belong to the same equivalence class q, also denoted by [c], then for each
c, c′ ∈ [c] it holds that the probabilities of the abnormality behaviour of these two components is the same.
The set of all equivalence classes will be denoted by Q in the following. Probabilities P (oc | ac) will be
denoted by pc or pq; where pq stresses the fact that a probability is associated to a class of components.

In the analysis that will follow, we will distinguish between several sets of components:

• The sets of components assumed to function normally and abnormally will be denoted by C ā and Ca.

• The sets C ā and Ca are partitioned into sets of components, for observed and unobserved outputs,

indicated by the sets C ā
ω, C

ā
u , C

a
ω and Ca

u , respectively. Thus, C
ā = C ā

ω ∪ C ā
u and Ca = Ca

ω ∪ Ca
u .

In addition, we will make a distinction between components c for which oc has been observed, and compo-

nents c for which ōc has been observed. These sets will be denoted by Co
ω and C ō

ω , respectively. It holds that

Co
ω andC ō

ω constitute a partition ofCω . The notations can also be combined, e.g., as C
a,o
ω andCa,ō

ω . Further-

more, we will sometimes use a similar notation for sets of output variables, e.g., Oā
u = {Oc | c ∈ C ā

u} and
Oā

ω = {Oc | c ∈ C ā
ω}. In the following three consecutive sections, we introduce properties of the Bayesian

diagnostic problems that allow us to simplify probabilistic terms for the computation of the consistency-

based probability.

3.2.1 Decomposition of the Set of Output Variables

The following lemma shows that it is possible to explicitly distinguish between various types of components

using the component sets defined above. This formula will be used below as part of a simplified form.

Lemma 1 The joint probability distribution of the outputs of the set of assumed normally functioning com-
ponents C ā, can be decomposed into two products as follows:∏

c∈Cā

P (Oc | π(Oc) : āc) =
∏

c∈Cā

u

P (Oc | π(Oc) : āc)
∏

c∈Cā

ω

P (Oc | π(Oc) : āc).

A similar lemma can be proved for the set of abnormally functioning components Ca.

3.2.2 Observed Abnormally Assumed Output Variables

Next, we establish that the outputs of the set of observed abnormally components depend only on their

probability of abnormal behaviour and not on other components in their parent set.

Lemma 2 Let Q be the set of equivalence classes of components with identical faulty behaviour probabili-
ties. The joint probability of observed outputs of the abnormally assumed components is written as:∏

c∈Ca

ω

P (Oc | π(Oc) : ac) =
∏
q∈Q

pnq

q (1 − pq)mq ,

where nq = |{c | c ∈ q ∩ Ca,o
ω }|, i.e., the number of abnormal components with positive output and

probability pq; similarly, for negative outputs we have mq = |{c | c ∈ q ∩ Ca,ō
ω }|.

Again, this result is used as part of the simplified form.

3.2.3 Normally Assumed Output Components as Boolean Functions

Recall that the probability of an output of a normally functioning component was assumed to be either 0 or 1

implying that these probabilities act as Boolean functions. Clearly, if these probabilities can be individually

taken as Boolean functions, their product is also a Boolean function. Let the Boolean function ϕ be defined
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as the product of probabilities of output values of a given subset of normally functioning components,

formally C ā′

⊆ C ā, then

ϕ(oā′

, π(Oā′

)) =
∏

c∈Cā
′

P (Oc | π(Oc) : āc).

Since ϕ is a Boolean function it is either equal to 0 or to 1. Furthermore, it is a product of Boolean functions
all related to single components. Note that for each single Boolean component there is only one output

value for which the probability is equal to 1 (for the same values of the parent set). This indicates that for
the product of these single Boolean functions there is also only one output value combination for which the

product of probabilities is equal to 1 and, therefore, for which the value of the function ϕ is equal to 1.

Lemma 3 There exists only one value instantiation oā
u of the set of variables Oā

u = {Oc | c ∈ C ā
u} for

which it holds that ϕ(oā
u, π(Oā

u)) = 1; similarly, there exists one value oā
ω of the set of variables Oā

ω =
{Oc | c ∈ C ā

ω} for which it holds that ϕ(oā
ω, π(Oā

ω)) = 1.

3.2.4 Relation between Abnormally and Normally Functioning Outputs

Summation over the set of unobserved output variable Ou in Equation (5) can be simplified, to which

purpose the set Ou is divided into two disjoint subsets: the outputs of normally and abnormally functioning

components. In the previous sections we showed that probabilities of normally functioning components

are Boolean functions, and those for abnormally functioning components can be written as a product over

the abnormality probabilities P (oc | ac). Then, by summing over Ou, a product form of abnormality

probabilities can occur several times, each time multiplied by a Boolean function.

Lemma 4 Let the Boolean function ϕ be as defined above, then:∑
ou

∏
c

P (Oc | π(Oc)) =
∑
oa

u

b(oā
ω, π(Oā))

∏
q∈Q

pnq

q (1 − pq)mq ,

where nq is the number of abnormal components with positive output and probability pq; similarly, for
negative outputs we have mq; and b(oā

ω , π(Oā)) is defined as

b(oā
ω, π(Oā)) =

∑
oā

u

ϕ(oā
ω , π(Oā

ω))ϕ(oā
u, π(Oā

u)) .

Based on probability theory, if we take the sum over the probabilities over output values that do not occur in

the domain of the Boolean functions ϕ, these probabilities can be summed out.

Lemma 5 Let Ca
u = Ca

u
′ ∪ Ca

u
′′ be a partition of the set of components Ca

u , as defined above, such that
Ca

u
′ = {c | c ∈ Ca

u, ∀c′ ∈ C ā : Oc �∈ π(Oc′)}, i.e., abnormally assumed components with unobserved
outputs that do not act as input to any normally assumed component, then Ca

u
′′ = Ca

u − Ca
u
′. Then,∑

ou

∏
c∈Cā

P (Oc | π(Oc) : āc)
∏

c∈Ca

u

P (Oc | ac) =
∑

ou−oa

u

′

∏
c∈Cā

P (Oc | π(Oc) : āc)
∏

c∈Ca

u

′′

P (Oc | ac).

This lemma is a consequence of the distributive law of addition and multiplication of real functions, the facts

that the sets Ca
u
′ and Ca

u
′′ are disjoint and that it holds that set Ca

u
′ can be summed out. It means that some

of the unknown output variables can be ignored in the computation (which may give rise to computational

savings).

3.3 Simplified Forms for Model-based Diagnostic Reasoning

Based on the results above, the following theorem and corollary yield a simplified computational form for

probabilistic consistency-based and abductive diagnoses.

Theorem 1 Let PB = (SB , ω) be a Bayesian diagnostic problem. Then,

P (iω, oω | δC) =
∑
iu

P (iu)
∑
oa

u

′′

b(oa
u
′′
, π(Oa

u
′′))

∏
q∈Q

pnq

q (1 − pq)mq .

Proof: Combination of lemmas 4 and 5 yields the summation over Oa′′

u and its probabilistic terms. �
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Corollary 1 Let PB = (SB , ω) be a Bayesian diagnostic problem, and let α = 1/P (iω, oω). Then,

P (δC | iω, oω) = α
∏
c∈C

P (δc)
∑
iu

P (iu)
∑
oa

u

′′

b(oa
u
′′
, π(Oa

u
′′))

∏
q∈Q

pnq

q (1 − pq)mq .

Proof: It follows directly from Equation (4) and from Theorem 1. �

Based on Theorem 1 and Corollary 1, firstly, abductive diagnoses obtained for Bayesian diagnostic

problems can be determined using results from consistency-based diagnosis. Secondly, as already men-

tioned above for Lemma 5, for diagnostic reasoning one does not need to take the entire set of outputs of

components into account; rather, knowledge of a subset of abnormal behaviours is sufficient, while still

obtaining exact results.

4 Logical and Probabilistic Model-based Diagnosis Related

In this section, we investigate the connection between logical and probabilistic model-based diagnosis based

on the above-presented results.

To start, we would like prove the following statement:

P (ω | δC) > 0 ⇐⇒ SD ∪ OBS ∪ ΔC � ⊥ .

Note that SD in logical diagnostic reasoning corresponds to P in probabilistic reasoning, where P includes

extra, probabilistic information in comparison to SD. Recall that consistency-based diagnosis in Bayesian

diagnostic problems is expressed by the term P (ω | δC) > 0. Applying the definition of a conditional
probability, consistency-based diagnosis is based on the following two requirements: (i) P (δC) > 0 and (ii)
P (ω, δC) > 0. Because of requirement (i), it holds that

P (δC) > 0 ⇐⇒ P (a1, a2, . . . , ā|COMPS|) > 0
⇐⇒ P (a1)P (a2) · · ·P (a|C|) > 0 ∧ P (ā|C|+1) · · ·P (ā|COMPS|) > 0 , (6)

where the abnormality assumptions in δC are sorted in such way that the first part consists of the abnormal

behavioural assumptions, whereas the second part includes the normal behavioural assumptions. The re-

quirement P (δC) > 0 corresponds in logic with the fact that by definition ΔC � ⊥, since ΔC will never

include both literals ac and āc for any component c.

Requirement (ii), i.e. P (ω, δC) > 0, can be rewritten to

P (ω, δC) = P (ω, a1, a2, . . . , a|C|, ā|C|+1, . . . , ā|COMPS|) > 0 . (7)

Taking together equations (6) and (7), the following logical consequence can be deduced:

P (δC) > 0 ∧ P (ω, δC) > 0 ⇐⇒ SD ∪ OBS ∪ ΔC � ⊥ . (8)

Next, based on Equation (8), the relation between the probabilistic terms of the simplified computational

form of Theorem 1 and logical consistency-based reasoning can be established as follows. Since the obser-

vations are equal to the set of observed inputs and outputs, these outputs also in the logical framework can

be separated into two parts, where the related components is assumed to function abnormally or normally,

such as in Bayesian diagnostic problems. Doing so, we obtain the following:

SD ∪ OBS ∪ ΔC ≡ SD ∪ Oa ∪ Oā ∪ IOBS ∪ ΔC . (9)

Then, according to Equation (9), the correspondence between the probabilistic terms, given in Theorem 1,

and logical consistency-based reasoning is as follows:

oa
1 ∧ oa

2 ∧ · · · ∧ ōa
i corresponds to

∏
q∈Q

pnq

q (1 − pq)mq (10)

and

oā
i+1 ∧ oā

i+2 ∧ · · · ∧ ōā
|COMPS| ≡ b(Oa

u, π(Oa
u)). (11)

The input variables Iω correspond to IOBS, where the marginalisation out of Iu in Theorem 1 corresponds

to logical diagnostic reasoning with unobserved inputs in SD.
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Next, we consider probabilistic abductive diagnosis and relate it to logical abductive diagnosis. As

is shown in Equation (4), an abductive diagnosis is only possible when it is consistency-based. There-

fore, abductive diagnostic reasoning has to take into account the mentioned consistency-based requirements

P (δC) > 0 and P (δC , ω) > 0. However, for the abductive diagnosis expressed in Equation (4) also
requirement P (ω) > 0 must be hold, which establishes that the observation must be possible. These re-
sults correspond to standard definitions of logical abductive diagnosis in literature (e.g. [1]), where any

consistency-based diagnosis is always assumed to be an abductive diagnosis as well. Moreover, computa-

tion of P (δC | ω) based on the consistency-based diagnostic result P (ω | δC) can be interpreted as being
similar to deduction in a closed logical theory, as described by Console et al. [2] for logical abductive di-

agnosis; Bayes’ rule provides the implementation for this type of probabilistic reasoning (by arc reversal

in the Bayesian network). As mentioned above, MAP diagnosis in probabilistic abductive diagnosis can be

seen as the analogue of subset-minimal diagnosis in logical abductive diagnosis. Thus again, there is a close

correspondence between the probabilistic and logical approach to abductive diagnosis.

Finally, in the previous section, we showed that it is sufficient to only take into account the output

variables Oa
u
′′ in computing probabilistic consistency-based and abductive diagnoses, which may result in

valuable computational savings. Such computational advantages are so far not available in logical model-

based diagnosis.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we have focused on diagnostic reasoning in Bayesian diagnostic problems using both consistency-

based and abductive reasoning. We have taken the straightforward relationship between consistency-based

and abductive diagnosis of Bayesian diagnostic problems based on Bayes’ rule as a start, and we proved

that much of the computational machinery available when computing consistency-based diagnoses can be

reused to compute abductive diagnoses. We also studied the conceptual relationship between probabilistic

model-based diagnosis and traditional logical theories of model-based diagnosis. Probabilistic model-based

diagnosis, while shown to be conceptually similar to logical model-based diagnosis, has the virtue that un-

certainty can be taken into account when computing diagnoses, while at the same time offering particular

computational savings.
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Abstract

Reinforcement learning is a well-suited approach for many decision-making problems. Lots of interesting
domains are, however, not solvable in practice by this approach due to their size: traditional reinforcement
learning algorithm need to store every combination of state and action which was encountered. A common
method for dealing with large state spaces consists of partitioning the state space. Arbitrary partitioning
can, however, introduce very large errors. In this paper we introduce an approach to construct a partitioning
of the state-action space with a provable error bound, using expert knowledge about the domain. An
algorithm for this approach is proposed, and experimental results on a number of different domains are
given. Using this approach, a smaller number of episodes and a limited amount of memory are needed for
convergence to a provably approximate solution.

1 Introduction

Reinforcement Learning is a standard way to solve Markov Decision Problems without a full model, but
in large state spaces the standard algorithms (such as Q-learning [12]) need too many training episodes
and require a lot of memory (for every state-action pair, a Q-value has to be stored) and may therefore be
practically infeasible.

A common way to handle this problem is to use state aggregation [8]. Using state aggregation, entire
sets of states are treated as one aggregate state. As was shown in [10, 11], state aggregation in general can
give very large errors. However, for a lot of problem domains, domain experts can provide extra knowledge
which can be used to construct an aggregation of states which gives a reasonable approximation.

In this paper, we first introduce a generalization of state aggregation by aggregating state-action pairs.
We show how, with certain domain knowledge, such a state-action pair aggregation can be constructed
online (during the learning phase) for arbitrarily small error bounds (the aggregation depends on the chosen
error bound). We prove this theoretically, illustrate the applicability of the approach on a number of problem
domains, and demonstrate its practical feasibility experimentally. The experimental results illustrate how a
limited amount of domain knowledge can give important reductions in the memory needs and number of
needed episodes to reach a solution with limited error.

This paper is structured as follows: in section 2 we discuss the kind of problem we try to solve with
our approach. In section 3, we discuss related work. Our approach of using expert knowledge for the
construction of a state-action aggregation will be elaborated on in section 4. Our implementation is discussed
in 5. We discuss conducted experiments in section 6. Finally, we conclude in section 7.

2 Motivation

Many decision making problem domains can be accurately represented as a Markov Decision Process
(MDP). Such an MDP consists of a set S of possible states of the environment, a set A of actions which
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the agent can take, transition probabilities T (s, a, s′) which give the probability that, after the agent per-
forms action a while the environment is in state s, the next state of the environment is s′, a reward function
R(s) which represents the reward the agent receives when reaching state s, and a discount factor γ (a value
between 0 and 1) which represents what the relative importance of a future reward is. The agent’s task is
to find the optimal policy, a mapping from states to actions, which gives the highest expected cumulative
discounted reward:

∑∞

i=0 γiR(si). (Here si indicates the state encountered at time step i.)
A standard approach to solving this is Q-learning [12]. When Q-learning is used, a quality value (Q-

value) is stored for every state-action pair, and during exploration, if the agent performs action a in state
s, which gives reward r and next-state s′, the Q-value of the state-action-pair is changed according to the
Q-update rule Q(s, a) ← (1 − α)Q(s, a) + α(r + γ maxa′ Q(s′, a′)). Here α is the learning rate (a value
between 0 and 1), which is a parameter of the algorithm.

Q-learning is proven to converge to the optimal solution with probability 1, given enough exploration.
However, as a Q-value needs to be stored for every possible state-action pair, for large domains this is
impractical or (for example in the case of infinitely large or continuous domains) impossible. Another
disadvantage of Q-learning is that it neglects any information there is about the problem domain. In many
domains, experts either have an approximate model of the underlying MDP of a problem, or have other
information which could be used to speed up the learning process.

We suggest an approach which effectively solves these two problems of Q-learning: it reduces the
need for stored state-action pairs, by using given information about the problem domain. In our approach,
the information is used to construct a distance function between state-action pairs, which represents the
maximum difference in Q-values of state-action pairs. Using this distance function, a partitioning of the
state-action space is constructed (state-action pair aggregation) in such a way that all state-action pairs in the
same aggregate have similar Q-values, and perform a variation of Q-learning in this partitioned space. This
greatly reduces the memory need, while (if the given information is accurate) not introducing an overly large
error; a state-action space partitioning can be constructed with an arbitrary small maximal allowed error on
the Q-values.

3 Related Work

State aggregation as a solution for reinforcement learning in large state spaces has been widely studied.
In [8], Li et al. present a summary of a large part of this work, however they concentrate on exact methods,
while our approach is an approximate method. They divide the different approaches, amongst other criteria,
according to whether the algorithm needs to have full knowledge of the MDP. Our approach uses partial
knowledge about the MDP.

Using knowledge about domain topology and dynamics is also not a new concept. In [2, 6, 7] the
authors argue that assumptions about the topology of the state space can be useful (or even necessary) for
reinforcement learning to work in a reasonable way. Kakade et al. [5] discuss how a near-optimal algorithm
can be constructed for reinforcement learning in MDP’s with a natural metric on the state space. This
algorithm requires the ability to construct local models for the reward and transition functions, and finds
a near optimal policy in an amount of time which is a function of the covering number of the state space
(the number of local models needed to cover the entire space). Our approach also works in an amount of
time dependent on the covering number of the state space instead of the actual size (cardinality) of the state
space; however it does not require local or global models.

In [4], a method is discussed which learns a partitioning of an N-dimensional state space online, using
a method closely related to self-organizing maps. Our approach will construct the partitioning online, but
using knowledge from domain experts instead of experiment results (which might be noisy in stochastic
domains). The advantage of our approach is that it is proven to find an approximately good solution, and
that it can also be used in other types of worlds than N-dimensional state spaces.

In [1] an instance based relational reinforcement learning approach (RIB) is introduced, where new
examples are stored if they are different enough from already stored examples. The stored examples are
state-action pairs like as with our approach, however in [1] they use a more ad hoc strategy for deciding
which examples to store (based on an arbitrary distance function and the variation of the Q-value of the ex-
amples), while our approach uses the knowledge of experts in the domain, and has a provable error bound. If
no extra accurate domain information is given, our approach is not the appropriate solution and an algorithm
such as RIB will probably outperform it.
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4 A Reward Error Bound For State-Action Pair Aggregation

In this section we will discuss the theory behind our algorithm, i.e. the distance function which is created
from the knowledge of domain experts, how to construct a limited error state-action aggregation and the
behavior of Q-learning when using such a state-action pair aggregation. We will only summarize the major
theorems and proofs, technical details can be found in [3].

4.1 Distance Function

We assume that there is a distance function D which overestimates the difference in expected cumulative
discounted rewards of two state-action pairs, if after performing these, the same policy is followed indefi-
nitely:

• Consider a policy π. We define Qπ of a state-action pair recursively as Qπ(s, a) =
∑

s′∈S T (s, a, s′)×
(R(s′) + γQπ(s′, π(s′))). Compared with the Q-update rule, here we do not take the optimal action
in the next-state s′ but take the action suggested by the policy π.

• For every possible pair of two state-action pairs, we have: ∀π, ∀s1, a1, s2, a2 : D(〈s1, a1〉, 〈s2, a2〉) ≥
|Qπ(s1, a1) − Qπ(s2, a2)|.

Note that this distance function can be any overestimating function. If there is no information on the
similarity of a couple of state-action pairs, the distance between them could be chosen to be infinity (which
indicates that they are too dissimilar). We do not require a very strict distance function for our approach
to work, but extra information can be used to construct a good distance function for a lot of domains. A
constructive approach for finding such a distance function for arbitrary domains can be found in [3].

From this assumption, we can prove that the difference between the optimal Q-values (as they would be
learned by the Q-learning algorithm) is also bound by this distance function (just replace the policy π by the
true optimal policy in the assumption).

4.2 State-Action Pair Aggregation

The state-action pair aggregations we consider are partitionings of the state-action space where every parti-
tion has a center state-action pair. Every state-action pair (s, a) belonging to an aggregate with center c has a
distance from this center limited by a value ε. This implies that all the optimal Q-values of state-action pairs
belonging to the center are closer than ε to the optimal Q-value of the center. Some state-action pairs might
be closer than ε to more than one center, however this does not pose a problem. They can be associated with
any of those centers.

From this follows that all state-action pairs in the same aggregate state-action are maximally 2ε apart
(this follows from the triangle inequality).

The set of centers, the distance function and the value of ε are all that is required to reconstruct the
partitioning.

4.3 Q-learning with State-Action Aggregation

If a state-action aggregation is constructed with distance bound ε, and Q-learning is performed in this, it
can be proven that the learned Q-values for state-action pair are not worse than 2ε

γ
. This proof can be found

in [3]. Roughly, it can be summarized as follows:

• Using an adaptation of the proof found in [9], we can prove that Q-learning using a state-action
pair aggregation does indeed converge to a pseudo-optimal solution, which takes into account the
probabilities of each state-action pair of occurring using the exploration policy πl. The resulting
Q-values are the solution of

Q(c) =
∑
s,a

p(s, a|c, πl)
∑
s′∈S

T (s, a, s′)
(

R(s′) + γ max
a′∈A

Q(c(s′, a′))
)

(We use the notation c(s, a) to denote the center to which state-action pair 〈s, a〉 belongs.)
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• If in the center we would store the average optimal Q-value of all the state-action pairs belonging
to the corresponding aggregate (weighted according to the probability of their occurrence), for each
state-action pair this average would be maximally 2ε different from the optimal value. Denote the
average Q-values per center c as Q1(c).

• We can iterate this: Q(n+1)(c) is the average over all state-action pairs in the aggregate, of
∑

s′∈S

T (s, a, s′) (R(s′) + γmaxa′Qn(c(s′, a′))). This means that the average over aggregates of the aver-
age . . . (for n steps) of the optimal Q-values would be used.

• At every iteration i, the error of the Qi-values can be maximally increased by 2εγ(i−1). This converges
to a total error of 2ε

1−γ
.

5 The SAGA Algorithm

We have implemented an algorithm, SAGA (State-Action pair Generalized Aggregation), which requires a
distance function between states or state-action pairs (as introduced in the previous section) and an error
bound ε, and which constructs an ε-bounded aggregation. While constructing this aggregation, the algo-
rithm also estimates the Q-values of every aggregate state-action pair. As follows from the theory from the
previous section, the result will be an approximation of the optimal Q-values which has an error no worse
than 2ε

1−γ
.

procedure SAGA(Distance function D, ε)
1 init: C = φ

2 observe state s, choose action a

3 perform action a, observe reward r and new state s′

4 if (∃c ∈ C : D(c, 〈s, a〉) ≤ ε )
then updateQ(c) using r and s′

else create new c = 〈s, a〉 and update Q(c)
5 repeat

procedure update(c, r, s′)
1 Q(c) ← (1 − α)Q(c) + α [r + γ maxa′∈A Q(c(s′, a′))]

Figure 1: The SAGA algorithm

An outline of the SAGA algorithm can be found in Fig. 1. SAGA starts with an empty set of stored state-
action pairs. Whenever a state-action pair is encountered, SAGA checks if there is a stored state-action pair
nearby (closer than ε). If this is not the case, the new state-action pair will be stored as a new center. If there
were state-action pairs nearby, those will be updated using the Q-update-rule as in standard Q-learning.

6 Experiments

6.1 One-dimensional experiment domain

A first, simple, experiment domain is illustrated in Figure 6.1. The state space is R, the actions are
+0.01,−0.01 and +0.00. The reward the agent receives in a state x is e−|x−t|, with t in the interval [0, 10].
The value of t was chosen randomly at the start of every experiment (figure 6.1 has t ≈ 8.1). The value of γ

is 0.9. We ran our algorithm with three different error bounds (0.2, 1, and 5). In the distance function, we in-
cluded knowledge of the (absolute value) of the gradient at the states, how much this gradient can change at
each time step, and the absolute difference between the two states (we did not aggregate actions, only states).
With this information an appropriate distance function for the SAGA algorithm can be computed [3].

Together with SAGA with three different settings, we also tested a classical aggregation using no extra
domain knowledge, which partitions the state space in equal-sized intervals, with a number of intervals
comparable to the number of stored state-action pairs using SAGA with error bound 1. We repeated the
experiment ten times and took the average of the results. The average cumulated rewards after increasing
numbers of episodes are shown in Figure 3. Here the horizontal line at 27.4 represents the average expected
cumulated reward if the optimal policy would be used. We see from the graph that both SAGA-1 and SAGA-
0.2 outperform the classical approach, but SAGA-5 performs worse. We can assume that SAGA-0.2 will
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improve even more after a larger number of episodes. The classic algorithm converges faster to a solution
which is worse than the solution found by SAGA-1, with the same number of stored state-action pairs. This
is what we expected, as this approach does not use extra knowledge and will not use a higher resolution in
the more interesting parts. The stored states of SAGA-1 are marked in Figure 6.1 as stars. From this graph,
it is clear that the resolution of stored states for SAGA is concentrated at the most interesting region. More
results can be seen in Figure 6.1. Here is shown the average computing time in seconds, and the average
number of stored states (the number of stored state-action pairs is equal to three times this number). From
this table we can see that SAGA-0.2 performs slower and needs more state-action pairs than SAGA-1. The
classic algorithm performs somewhat faster than SAGA-1, but uses slightly more memory and has worse
performance. For SAGA-5, we see that the number of stored states is very low, but still convergence is slow.
This can be explained by the higher variance in rewards due to the aggregation of dissimilar states: it will
take longer before accurate averages are found as approximations of the Q-values.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
0.0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0
1.2

Figure 2: One-dimensional problem
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Figure 3: Average score for the one-dimensional environment

algorithm time stored
Classic 11260 s 21.8
SAGA 5 7948 s 5.2
SAGA 1 15347 s 20.4
SAGA 0.2 61159 s 89.0

Figure 4: Time and memory needs for the one-dimensional environment

6.2 The Colorstack experiment domain

A second experiment was performed on a problem which we named colorstacks. It is roughly based on
the blocks-world. Consider a table on which are a set Σ of stacks of colored blocks. A subset N of the
colors of those blocks are considered needed. This is illustrated in Figure 5(a). The possible actions are
removing the top block of one of the stacks. If this block’s color is in N , that color is removed from N .
The problem is to find the solution requiring the smallest number of moves. This problem subsumes the
set-cover problem, which implies it is an NP-complete problem. The knowledge we used incorporates both
an upper bound U and a lower bound L on the number of moves required, both of which can be computed in
time linear in the number of blocks times the number of needed colors: U(s) =

∑
c∈N mint∈Σ DEPTH(c, s),

L(s) = maxc∈N mint∈Σ DEPTH(c, s). The distance between two state-action pairs 〈s1, a1〉 and 〈s2, a2〉,
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giving next-states s′1 and s′2, is then defined as max(γL(s′

1) − γU(s′

2), γL(s′

2) − γU(s′

1)). We compared the
performance of the SAGA-algorithm, using an error bound of 0.01, with a purely table-based approach
(every state-action pair is stored). To make the comparison more fair towards the table-based version, we
used some simplifications (which are implicitly also used in the SAGA distance measure). Unneeded colors
of blocks were just labeled blank, to reduce the number of essentially equivalent states which would have to
be stored. States which were equivalent up to a mapping of the needed colors were also considered equal.
This would, however, still give approximately 2.5 × 1029 different state-action pairs if we put #N = 3,
#Σ = 5, STACK-HEIGHT = 10. This number is exponential in #Σ × STACK-HEIGHT, which represents
the number of blocks in an initial state. SAGA only kept about 30 state-action pairs in memory. The
performance is shown in Figure 5(b). From this figure, it is clear that SAGA can reduce the number of steps
needed to reach the goal with only a limited number of stored state-action pairs. The table-based approach
is guaranteed to find the optimal solution for every situation, but it will take too much time and memory to
be of real use.

N:

(a) Colorstacks
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Figure 5: The colorstacks environment

6.3 The Machine experiment domain

Another experiment we conducted was in a factory-type domain. The problem setting is as follows. The
agent has 1.000 $, which he can use to buy machines. A new machine costs 300 $. Every machine produces
50 $ worth per term. There is a probability of 0.1 that a machine breaks down during a term (a broken
machine does not produce anything). The agent can try to repair broken machines, which takes one term
and costs 200 $, but this has only a probability of 0.9 to succeed (turning the broken machine into a ‘new’
one). Both new and broken machines can be sold, for 300 $ and 50 $, respectively. The money which is
not used for buying machines or repairing them grows every term with an interest factor of 1 %. The agent
has 50 terms, and has to maximize the amount of money he has at the end. At every term, he can buy any
number of new machines he can afford, he can repair any number of broken machines, and sell any number
of machines, broken and new, so an action can be represented by a 4-tuple of positive integers. The state
consists of the current capital of the agent, the numbers of new and broken machines and the number of
terms left.

SAGA was used on this problem to find a state-action pair aggregation for each term specifically (this
gives a higher level state aggregation, which speeds up the algorithm considerably). As a distance function
for this problem domain we used the following. Given probabilities r of repair success and b of a machine
break-down, one can calculate the expected worth of a machine as the expected production until breakdown
or end of the terms, plus the sell price of a broken machine, cumulated with the interest on this. The implied
worth of a state-action pair w(s, a|b, r) is the expected amount of money the agent would get if he let all
unbroken machines run and always sold all defect machines. This distance function reflects the difference
in reward when a fixed (sub-optimal) behavior is used afterwards, so this does not require having the actual
solution to be able to compute the distance.

We consider the case where the agent only has bounds on the probabilities of break-down or successful
repair: bl and bu, and rl and ru, respectively. The distance between two state-action pairs (s1, a1) and
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(s2, a2) is then the maximum of |w(s1, a1|bl, rl) − w(s2, a2|bl, rl)|, |w(s1, a1|bl, ru) − w(s2, a2|bl, ru)|,
|w(s1, a1|bu, rl) − w(s2, a2|bu, rl)| and |w(s1, a1|bu, ru) − w(s2, a2|bu, ru)|). For the different experi-
ments we used three different settings: one where the exact probabilities were in fact known, one where
the probabilities were a bit uncertain (0.05 ≤ b ≤ 0.2 ; 0.8 ≤ r ≤ 0.95) and one where there was much
more uncertainty (0.01 ≤ b ≤ 0.5 ; 0.5 ≤ r ≤ 0.99). We ran SAGA with these distance functions and a
value of ε equal to 1000 $. The results can be seen in Fig 6. (Here ‘none’, ‘medium’ and ‘high’ indicate the
three settings with no, medium and high uncertainty.) We ran SAGA for 1000 episodes, and at every 100th
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Figure 6: Results for the machine environment

episode we tested the learned policy for 100 test runs. The reported values are averages over 10 experiments.
At the left the number of stored state-action pairs is shown. One can see that this number is clearly different
for the three settings. If there is higher uncertainty, the distance between two state-action pairs increases, so
SAGA will store more examples than are actually needed. On the right we see the average score attained af-
ter exploring for a number of episodes. For all three settings we get a similar result, however, for the setting
where the exact probabilities were given, the algorithm does in fact learn slower. This can be explained by
the fact that the other settings lead to a higher resolution of stored state-action pairs. A better performance
would be obtained in the no-uncertainty setting if we would have taken a lower value for ε, as the number of
state-action pairs would increase, cfr. the results for the experiment in subsection 6.1.

7 Conclusions

In this paper we introduced how expert knowledge can be used to construct a state-action pair aggregation
with proven error bound. The advantage of this approach is that the number of stored state-action pairs
can be greatly reduced while still approximating the optimal solution up to a arbitrarily small error. With
a smaller state-action space, the number of episodes needed to reach a reasonable solution can be expected
to be much smaller. Compared to other classic approaches to reduce the number of states, the use of expert
knowledge should give a denser resolution in the more difficult regions of the state space, and because of
this, the error should be smaller.

With the experiments of the previous section we verified these suppositions. The algorithm decreases
the number of needed state-action pairs and the number of episodes needed for convergence, even though
the variance on obtained rewards per state-action aggregate is higher with the SAGA-approach (the amount
of variance depends on the value of the allowed error). Compared to classic approaches which use an equal
number of stored state-action pairs, we obtain a solution with smaller error. We also demonstrated how
having more accurate information can influence the result, by repeating the same experiment with three
different levels of knowledge about the domain.

There are also some disadvantages to our approach. As with all instance based learning approaches,
SAGA’s complexity grows with the number of stored examples. Therefore, depending on the opportunities
raised by the application-dependent representation of the examples, efficient lookup methods may be needed.
In the experiment discussed in subsection 6.3, for example, we had a separate partitioning of the state space
for different numbers of remaining terms.

Another disadvantage is that the error bounds which follow from the theory are mostly large overesti-
mates of the true difference in Q-values. In practice one could use a very large error bound and the algorithm
would, in most cases, converge to a solution which has a much smaller error.
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There are several directions for further work. First, we think it is important to use dynamic error bounds,
i.e. first learning a rough Q-function and then gradually decreasing the error bound ε. This could possibly
solve the problem of the overestimated errors: start with a large overestimate and then decrease if necessary.
The advantage of such a strategy is that while the number of states is low, the system will converge more
quickly to a roughly good policy, such that the more refined (and more resource-consuming) aggregation is
only introduced when it is needed to further perfection the policy. It is non-trivial however to decide how fast
to decrease the error bound. Secondly, a weighted version of SAGA might be considered, where predictions
are not based on the closest stored state-action pairs, but a weighted average of all stored state-action pairs
is used, where closer instances have higher weights.
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Abstract

Control structures for physical robots can be evolved in simulated and physical environments. In this

study, the interleaving of simulated and physical environments during the course of the evolution of a

control structure was examined. This method was compared to the method of ‘fine tuning’ in a physical

environment a control structure that has evolved in complete simulation. Interleaving physical and simu-

lated environments improves performance of the eventual control structure. Possibly, this method allows

for the evolved control structure to incorporate and retain advantageous behavioral patterns from both

environments.

1 Introduction
Evolutionary robotics is a field of science in which evolutionary methods are exploited in order to synthesize

control structures for robots that operate in either a simulated environment or in the physical world. This

approach is based on genetic algorithms, originally developed by John Holland [4].

In the present study, a control structure for a physical robot was evolved. A number of epochs throughout

the evolutionary process took place in simulation, while generations in between these epochs were evolved in

a physical robot in a real environment. The issue under investigation is whether this method results in better

performing control structures in comparison to the now more common method of evolving all generations

in simulation entirely except for a small number of final generations.

1.1 Evolving control structures in simulated and physical environments
For reasons of efficiency control structures for physical robots are often partly evolved in simulation.

The following method is often applied (see for example [7]): A control structure is evolved in simulation

for a number of generations. Subsequently, the evolutionary process is continued in a physical environment

for a smaller number of generations (typically about a tenth of the number of preceding generations). The

advantage of such a method follows from the relatively small amount of time and work required for evolving

in simulation when compared to real world evolution. Miglino, Lund and Nolfi [7] propose a number of

techniques to optimize the results of the method. Unfortunately, these techniques are rather complicated

and require quite some effort to improve the validity of the simulation. Other authors [5] introduce the

term ‘reality gap’, referring to the discrepancies between simulation and reality that cause evolved control

structures that perform well in simulation to fail in reality. Several approaches to this phenomenon can be

taken. Jacobi, Husbands and Harvey [5] and Miglino et al. [7] suggest applying noise. Eggenberger and

Gómez [2] take a developmental approach.

Another way of combining simulation and physical robots when evolving control structure is by in-
terleaving physical and simulated environments over the course of evolution. While assigning most of the

work to the simulation, like the method mentioned above, an interleaving approach will prepare the eventual

control system for the real world from the early stages on.
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One notable example of the use of such an ‘interleaving’ strategy can be found in the work of [12]. In

their experiment, the evolutionary process is split into separate phases, each of which handles a specific

aspect of evolution. Their approach yields acceptable results, and is faster than if real robots had been used

throughout [11]. However, it strongly deviates from Holland’s well proven GA method. In addition, human

interference is required at every loop of the process, which may prove cumbersome.

1.2 Interleaving simulated and physical environments in evolution
Despite the problems found in the experiments of [12], the principle of interleaving simulated and real

robots and environments may have a number of intrinsic pros when compared to, for example, the work of

[7]. In the experiments of the latter, great efforts are made to model the physical robot and its environment

as accurately as possible. In addition, a carefully selected type of noise must be added to the simulation.

While these measures may actually optimize the results while minimizing the number of real world trials

that have to be run, they also demand for a certain amount of time, effort and expertise that may not always

be available.

We propose a method that, like the method of [12] involves interleaving simulation and real world

evolution during the course of evolution, but also allows for comparison with the method of [7]. The main

difference with the method of [12] is that except for the nature of the environment and the robot (namely

whether these are virtual or physical), all relevant factors are kept equal. Most importantly, the software that

controls the robot and contains the control structure and the genetic algorithm and its parameters are equal.

No efforts are made to optimally identify the simulation with the real world.

The main object of study in is the effect of interleaving on the fitness of eventual control structures.

Over the course of evolution, control structures become increasingly reliant on the robot’s environment and

morphology. By breaking the chain of growing dependent on the simulation and by preparing, if you will,

the control structure for the real world in bite-size chunks, a better performing robot is expected to result.

One question that has to be answered first of all, is whether switching back and forth early on in the process

improves eventual performance at all.

2 Experimental setup

2.1 The robot and the environment
The physical robots used in this experiment are composed of the parts found in the Lego Mindstorms robot

kit. Its main component is the programmable brick, which provides motor outputs and sensory inputs, and in

which the control structure is stored. A great advantage of Lego Mindstorms for the purposes of this study

is the availability of a customizable simulation platform, the use of which is discussed in Section 2.1.4. The

descriptions below concern the physical robot and environment. The simulated robot and environment are

modeled to their physical counterparts.

2.1.1 The environment and task

The robot was placed inside an arena in which it can freely move. This arena was designed in such a way

that it allows the robot to behave according to its intended task, which is defined through the fitness function

of the genetic algorithm (described in more detail in Section 2.2). The task requires the robot to drive around

the arena as far as possible whilst avoiding bumping against the walls that surround it. These walls are about

the same height of the robot. Walls are placed inside the arena as well. The robot is unable to cross any of

these walls. It is possible however to drive around the walls inside the arena, since they do not form enclosed

regions. The floor of the arena is white, except for the regions surrounding the walls, which are covered with

strips of black paper. The white of the floor and the black of the paper constitute a difference in luminance

large enough to be picked up by the light sensors of the robot. Light conditions were kept equal during the

entire experiment. The control structure can configured such that bumping against walls can be avoided by

retracting upon the perception of black areas.

2.1.2 The robot

Figure 1(a) shows the morphology of the physical robot. Two motor units are connected to the Mindstorms

brick, which control the two caterpillar tracks that are positioned at the sides of the vehicle. At the front side
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(a) The physical robot positioned in the arena (b) The simulated environment

Figure 1: The physical environment and the simulation

of the robot, three sensors are placed: two light sensors pointing to the floor and one touch sensor, which is

activated when pressure is applied to a bumper in front of the robot.

The program that was downloaded to the programmable brick contains the control structure for the

robot, which processes incoming information form the sensors and generates output patterns which result

in behavior. Additionally, the software evaluates the robot’s performance by monitoring the output patterns

and keeping track of potential bump events. The details of the evaluation method are described in detail in

Section 2.2.

2.1.3 The control structure

The control structure of the robot in this experiment consists of an artificial neural network (ANN) that maps

sensory input to motor output values. The ANN consists of a single layer with all-to-all connections, which

means that every unit in the network receives input from every unit in the network, including itself. Of

course certain connections may be effectively disabled by having a weight value of zero. The weight values

of the network and the biases of the units are subject of evolution.

The network contains 10 units. Therefore it can be represented by a 10×10 matrix in which the weights

of the connections between the units are stored and an array of size 10 which holds the biases of the units.

The values of the two light sensors are treated as input to two of the units of the network. The output values

of two other units are used to set the power of the motors. The value of the touch sensor is not fed into the

network, but used only for determining the genotype fitness (see Section 2.2.1).

Learning does not take place during the life time of the network, so the weight and bias values remain

constant for each individual. At each time step t the activation of each unit i is updated by summing the

products of the activation all incoming units j and the corresponding weights wji. Each unit has a bias biasi

which is added to this sum before the result is passed through a sigmoid function which puts the activations

on a curve between −.5 and .5.

Input values from the light sensors are treated as activations coming into the network and are thus added

to the net input of the corresponding input units.

2.1.4 The simulation

The Lego Mindstorms Simulator package (LMS, [6, 10]) was used for modeling the robot and its envi-

ronment and to simulate its behavior. This simulation platform allows for detailed modeling of both the

environment and the morphology of the the robot (see Figure 1(b) for a visualization). In addition, control

structures developed for LeJOS [1, 3], an operating system for Mindstorms robots that allows for the execu-

tion of Java programs, can be used without modification in real robots as well as in robots simulated through

LMS.

2.2 Evolutionary process
The evolutionary process applied to the control structure of the robot in this study is based on the ideas

concerning genetic algorithms (GAs) as proposed by [4] and the work of [8] and [13] on the appliance of

GAs to neural networks and that of [9] on Evolutionary Robotics.
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The weights and biases to which evolution is applied were encoded into a genotype, constituted by an

array of 110 floating point numbers: 100 representing the weights and for the bias values of a fully connected

neural network consisting of 10 units. A control structure can be extracted easily by instantiating a neural

network with the values from the array filled in properly.

There were 20 genotypes in each generation. The first generation consisted entirely of randomly gen-

erated genotypes. Subsequent generations contained a copy of the genotypes of the ten best performing

individuals of the previous generation, complemented by mutated versions of the same ten genotypes. Mu-

tation is a genetic operator proposed by [4]. It is essential for the evolutionary process, since it yields minor

variations in the genotype, which may result in improved performance in the resulting individual. Within

the mutated genotypes, each number was selected for mutation with a chance of .05. If a gene was selected

for mutation, its value was altered by a random number from a gaussian distribution with μ = 0 and σ = .3.

These parameters are based on good results in preliminary experiments.

2.2.1 Fitness function

Selection of the individuals to be kept for following generations took place on basis of the fitness of each

genotype. The fitness of a genotype was determined by assessing the performance of the resulting control

structure. This process can be described by the following steps:

1. Fitness is set to zero

2. At each time step while the robot is operating:

(a) If the robot is driving backwards, the square root of the product of the power values of both

motors is subtracted from the fitness; otherwise, if no bumps have occurred in the past 100

cycles, the square root of the product of the power values of both motors is added to the fitness.

The power values of the motors are values that represent the speed at which the respective

wheels are set to turn. Values of power < 0 indicate backward motion of the wheels. The

power values are calculated from the activations of the output units, resulting in values between

−50 and 50.

(b) If the bumper is touched, a penalty value is subtracted from the fitness. The penalty is a constant

measure we set to the value of 50.

3. If fitness < 0: fitness = 0

4. Deliver fitness

The robot got to operate for a fixed number of time steps. In simulation mode, the number of steps was

set to 500. The physical robot was programmed to report its fitness value after 300 time steps. This was

done for reasons of efficiency. Since in this study it is not the intention to compare fitness values from the

simulation and the physical environment, the difference is irrelevant.

2.2.2 Comparability of real world fitness and simulation fitness

It is not the aim of this study to directly compare fitness values of the physical environment and fitness

values of the simulated environment. Therefore, no measures were taken to guarantee the comparability of

the fitnesses. Identically performing robots (assuming such a thing exists) in different environments (one

in simulation, one in the real world) are unlikely to obtain even remotely comparable fitness values. An

important cause for this difference, is the difference in the number of time steps between environments.

Furthermore, there are numerous factors beyond verification of control that might influence the fitness mea-

surements and are likely to differ between environments. Therefore, and since no intent is made to make

comparisons between environments, one should consider ‘real world fitnesses’ and ‘simulation fitnesses’ to

be on independent and incomparable scales.

2.3 Conditions
The experiment consisted of two conditions, in each of which a control structure was evolved over 55

generations, either fully in simulation or in an interleaved fashion, followed by five final generations of

evolution in the real world. Only one run was executed for each condition due to time restrictions.
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(a) Condition 1: fine tuning

(b) Condition 2: interleaving

Figure 2: Schematic presentation of the two conditions of the experiment. The bars represent the entire

course of evolution. The white zones stand for evolution in simulation; the grey parts represent evolution in

the physical environment.

The results of the experiment are based on a comparison of the performance of the robot in the five final

generations in both conditions. For a schematic overview of both conditions, see Figure 2.

2.3.1 Complete simulation

In the first condition, the control structure was evolved in simulation over the first 55 generations. Five

generations of real world evolution followed. This method is similar to the one used for example by [7].

Computation of the Pearson coefficient showed a reasonable correlation between generation and fitness

for the first 55 generations (r = .27) as well as for the final five (r = .24), which indicates that the fitness

has improved over the course of evolution, in both simulation and real world.

(a) Simulation (b) Real world

Figure 3: Fitnesses for the ‘fine tune’ condition. Notice that the fitness measures in the physical environment

and those in the simulated environment are not comparable (see Section 2.2.2 for an explanation).

2.3.2 Interleaved evolution

In the second condition, epochs of evolution in simulation and evolution in the real world were alternated.

The first ten generations were evolved in simulation, followed by a series of five generation evolved in the

physical environment. This pattern was repeated until 60 subsequent generations had been evolved in total,

of which 40 were the result of simulated evolution and 20 were evolved in the real world.

In this condition, reasonable correlations were found as well. For the entire set of generations evolved

in simulation, a correlation of r = .35 between generation and fitness was found; the generations evolved in

the physical environment yielded a correlation of r = .20.

2.4 Results
A robot control structure was evolved in two conditions. In the first condition, evolution in simulation and

evolution in a physical robot were interleaved during the first 55 generations. In the second condition, the

control structure was evolved in simulation entirely over the first 55 generations. To test whether interleaving

simulation and real world evolution affects the performance of an eventual control structure for a physical

robot, five final generations were evolved in a physical robot in both conditions.
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(a) Simulation (b) Real world

Figure 4: Fitnesses for the ‘interleaved’ condition. The values are the average fitnesses of the ten best

performing individuals per generation.

Fitness

Condition N Mean SD

Fine tune 100 142.3 260.6

Interleaved 100 1586.1 1067.0

Table 1: Descriptives

The fitnesses of the genotypes from these final generations were compared. As can be seen in Table 1,

the mean fitness of the ‘interleaved’ condition over the final generations is about ten times as high as that of

the ‘fine tune’ condition. In Figure 5(b) one can see that the average fitness of the ‘interleaved’ condition is

in fact higher in each of the final generations. An analysis of variance over the final five generations showed

that the observed difference between conditions is significant (F (1, 198) = 172.76, p < .01).

This means interleaving simulation and real world over the course of evolution positively affects the

performance of the eventual control structure. The strength of the effect is reasonable (η2 = .28).

(a) Simulation (b) Real world, final generations

Figure 5: Fitnesses for both conditions. The dark line shows the average value of the ten best perform-

ing individuals for each generation in the ‘interleaved’ condition; the thin line represents the ‘fine tune’

condition.

2.5 Conclusion
The results of the experiment described above show that interleaving simulation and a physical environment

over the course of evolving a control structure for a physical robot positively affects the fitness of control

structures subsequently evolved in a physical robot. These results support the claim that a control structure
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Figure 6: Proposed conditions for the new experiment.

in evolution can be prepared for its eventual habitat from the early stages of evolution on. However, it cannot

be concluded that the results are either partially or completely due to the interleaving per se. This issue is

discussed in the following section.

3 Discussion
We showed that moving epochs of the evolutionary process from simulation to real world improves the

quality of the resulting control structures. This effect could be explained in two non-excluding ways. First,

the interleaving itself may have beneficial properties, as hypothesized in this study. Second, as can be

seen clearly in Figure 2, the sheer amount of generations evolved in the real world differs vastly between

conditions, which may strongly contribute to the effect.

In a study currently being conducted by one of the authors, the effect of interleaving is assessed in an

experiment in which the ratio between ‘real world’ and ‘simulation’ generations remains equal (see Figure 6

for a schematic overview). In contrast, the distribution of the fixed number of real world generation is varied

over conditions. As a consequence, the length of each epochs also differs between conditions. Depending

on the outcome of this new study, the effect of epoch length may also have to be investigated.
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Abstract
One way of getting a better view of data is by using frequent patterns. In this paper frequent patterns are
(sub)sets that occur a minimal number of times in a stream of itemsets. However, the discovery of frequent
patterns in streams has always been problematic. Because streams are potentially endless it is harder to
say if a pattern is frequent or not. Furthermore, the number of patterns can be huge and a good overview
of the structure of the stream is lost quickly. The proposed approach will use competitive neural network
methods to online model pattern co-occurrence in a stream of itemsets.

A model of the co-occurrence of patterns will give the user an improved view on the structure of the
stream. Some patterns might occur so often together that they should form a combined pattern. In this way
the patterns in the clustering will approximate the largest frequent patterns: maximal frequent patterns.
The number of (approximated) maximal frequent patterns is much smaller and combined with methods of
visualization using competitive neural networks these patterns provide a good view on the structure of the
stream.

1 Introduction

Effectively mining streams of data with frequent patterns, i.e., patterns occurring at least a minimal number
of times, has always been a hard problem to tackle. The difficulty lies in the potential endlessness of the
stream; frequent patterns can suddenly become infrequent; and standard ways of pruning the search space
are harder to use. In this work patterns are sets of items occurring in a record (also called transaction or
itemset) at a certain moment in time.

This work is motivated by a wish to view pages accessed together by users helping website analysts to
improve the website. To this end we will propose a method of modeling co-occurring patterns in a stream
of itemsets. Knowing how much patterns co-occur can provide interesting structural information about the
stream in an online way. Note that the model is an approximation and due to this the frequent subsets are
also approximately maximal.

We will define our method of displaying co-occurring patterns in a stream of itemsets and show its use-
fulness. Our algorithm keeps track of a condensed and approximate representation of interesting patterns
within the stream, and allows for online visualization. This paper makes the following contributions:
— We use a dynamic support estimation to determine the support of those itemsets we need, and do this
in an online way (Section 2.1).
— It will be explained how the distance between patterns is approximated by placing patterns closer
(pulling) or further away (pushing) depending on their co-occurrence. If this distance is large, patterns occur
almost never together, and otherwise they do have many common occurrences (Section 2.2).
— We will define when patterns can be merged and when they should be split to form smaller patterns
and how this could be done (Section 2.3).
— Finally through experiments the effectiveness of our method is shown and efficiency is discussed (Sec-
tion 3).

We first mention related work, and next we describe the algorithm in full detail. Finally we provide
experiments and discuss these.
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This research is related to work done on visualization of patterns in streams and visualization of website
usage using patterns as done in [4]. Also our work is related to (maximal) frequent pattern mining in streams
and large datasets. Maximal frequent itemsets are sets of items occurring often in the stream while there is
no frequently occurring bigger set of items containing these same items.

There are many algorithms for mining maximal frequent patterns, in “normal” datasets, in different
ways. We mention GENMAX discussed in [9] and MAFIA presented in [3]. Large datasets are different
from streams in that there is an end to the dataset. One approach to mining large datasets was proposed in
[7], where an extremely large dataset is mined for maximal frequent patterns by proceeding in parallel. Fur-
thermore clustering on large datasets was done in [12]. Much work has been performed on mining frequent
patterns in (online) data streams, e.g., in [5]. In [6] frequent patterns are mined by using sliding window
methods. However it must be said that our work is more concerned with co-occurrence and frequent patterns
are approximately maximal. Our work has little overlap with work done on maximal pattern-based clustering
as discussed in [13] and [14] where objects basically are clustered by linking attribute groups with object
groups when attributes have a minimal similarity. Related research has been done on clustering on streams
in [1], where a study on clustering evolving data streams, (fast) changing data streams, is done. Clustering
categorical data was also done in [8] where also co-occurrence is used, but only for attribute values; the
authors propose a visualization where the x-axis is the column position and the y-axis the distance based on
co-occurrence of values.

In this work a method of pushing and pulling points in accordance with a distance measure is used. This
technique was used before in [2] to cluster criminal careers and in [10] to cluster association rules. This
method of clustering was chosen because it enables us to limit the number of iterations in order to improve
online performance while still having results. Furthermore we only know the distance between two patterns,
where a low distance means frequent co-occurrence.

2 Model Realization

Our goal is to produce an algorithm that is capable of accepting a stream of records, each record being
an unordered finite set of items, meanwhile building a model of patterns and their co-occurrence. We first
optimize this model by restricting the patterns to frequent patterns, simply because we will have too many
otherwise. Our second optimization is to restrict patterns to maximal frequent patterns. If we do not use
maximal frequent patterns then the model might have too many frequent patterns for a reasonable online
performance because all potentially frequent patterns need to be kept.

The algorithm we propose, called DISTANCEMERGESPLIT, starts with randomly positioning n points
in a 2-dimensional space, e.g., in the unit square. Note that the axes have no clear meaning. Here n is the
number of different items that appear in the dataset. Each of these n points represents one size 1 itemset,
where the size of an itemset is of course defined as the number of items it contains. These n points remain
present during the whole process, though their coordinates may change. While the records from the data
stream pass by, new points are created (by merging or splitting) and others disappear (by merging, or by
other reasons). Together these points constitute the evolving model P , where points correspond with frequent
itemsets.

We will first explain how we use the stream of records to update the supports of the elements of P , next
we describe how the coordinates of the elements change in accordance with the corresponding supports, and
finally mention our method of growing and shrinking the number of sets present in P: the merge and split
part of the algorithm.

2.1 Support

The algorithm will receive a possibly infinite stream of itemsets, the records: r1, r2, r3, . . . Each time an
itemset corresponding to a point in the space is a subset of a record, we observe an occurrence of this
itemset. We count the occurrences in the t records we have seen so far (and that can also be considered as
the last t records), and define support:

support (p, t) =
t∑

i=1

occurrence (p, ri) (1)

occurrence (p, r) =
{

1 if p ⊆ r

0 otherwise
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Here p is the pattern, the itemset, for which support is computed, and r is a record. If a new record arrives
the support needs to be adapted accordingly. Rather than using the full support for all records, we will
make use of a sliding window of size � ≥ 1, and we will not keep all data about the occurrences of the
patterns in the transactions of this window. Though this is not essential for our algorithm, it has a beneficial
influence on the runtime, which is especially interesting for an online algorithm. If we have seen less than
� transactions (t < �) then we do use the previous formula to calculate support, in such case a pattern is
called “young”. This method will also be used when we later create new patterns online, and is referred to as
“direct computation”. In the other case (t ≥ �) a pattern is called “old” and we give an estimate support t(p)
for the support during the last � records in the following way. When the itemset p is not a subset of the
current record rt we adapt the support as follows:

support t(p) = support t−1(p)/� · (support t−1(p) − 1) (2)

+ (1 − support t−1(p)/�) · support t−1(p)
= (1 − 1/�) · support t−1(p) ≤ support t−1(p)

Indeed, when the first transaction of the window of size � contains the pattern then support should decrease
with 1. However, if the first record also does not contain p, then support remains the same. It is impor-
tant to notice that the probability of a transaction containing p in a window of size � is estimated with
support t(p)/�. If the new record does contain the itemset p then support is adapted as follows:

support t(p) = support t−1(p)/� · support t−1(p) (3)

+ (1 − support t−1(p)/�) · (support t−1(p) + 1)
= (1 − 1/�) · support t−1(p) + 1 ≥ support t−1(p)

Now when the first transaction of the window of size � contains the pattern then support remains unchanged
as the window shifts. However, if it does not contain the pattern p, then support will increase with 1. Both
formulas assume that occurrences are uniformly spread over the window of size �, but by using these for-
mulas to adapt support we do not have to keep all occurrences for all patterns in the 2-dimensional space.
Notice that 0 ≤ support t(p) ≤ � always holds.

We have now described how the stream of records influences the supports of the itemsets that are cur-
rently being tracked, i.e., those in P . Note that the itemsets of size 1 are always present in the model P of
co-occurring patterns, for reasons mentioned in Section 2.4. Larger itemsets may appear and disappear as
the algorithm proceeds. Also observe that the supports are estimates, due to the application of equations 2
and 3.

2.2 Distance

We now describe how the coordinates of the points change as their supports vary when the new records
from the stream come in. In our model for distance (p1, p2) we take the Euclidean distance between the
2-dimensional coordinates of the points corresponding with the two patterns p1 and p2.

These points are pulled closer to one another if they occur in the current transaction and they are pushed
apart if not. Furthermore nothing is done if both do not occur. In every time step a random selection of the
pairs undergoes this process.

To pull two points together we set the goal distance to 0 (when their corresponding patterns co-occur)
and to push them apart the goal distance is

√
2 (when their corresponding patterns do not co-occur), which

is the maximum Euclidean distance between any two points in the unit square. These distances are then used
to update the coordinates (xp1 , yp1) and (xp2 , yp2) of the points corresponding with the itemsets p1 and p2:

1. xp1 ← xp1 − α · (distance (p1, p2) − γ) · (xp1 − xp2)

2. yp1 ← yp1 − α · (distance (p1, p2) − γ) · (yp1 − yp2)

3. xp2 ← xp2 + α · (distance (p1, p2) − γ) · (xp1 − xp2)

4. yp2 ← yp2 + α · (distance (p1, p2) − γ) · (yp1 − yp2)

Here α (0 ≤ α ≤ 1) is the user-defined learning rate and γ (0 ≤ γ ≤
√

2) is the goal distance.
Now the points in the model are moved so that their Euclidean distance corresponds to their measure

of co-occurrence (where distance 0 means patterns occur always together). We not only use the distances
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to place the patterns in the 2D space, but also to decide when to merge. Points may leave the unit square;
however, when presenting the results of the experiments, such points are projected on the nearest wall of this
square.

2.3 Merge and Split

Now we describe how we merge and split the itemsets of the model as time goes by. The model P contains
points with corresponding itemsets. Two old patterns (itemsets) are assumed to occur many times together
when their distance is small due to them being pulled together. In some cases one itemset can be made that
represents two of them: the algorithm will try these combinations. For some combinations it is possible that
they turn out to be not so good, their frequency is smaller than minsupp, where minsupp is a user-defined
threshold. This can happen when their combined frequency is lower than minsupp or suddenly frequency
drops below minsupp. In either case we need to split the size k itemset into k itemsets of size k−1, all being
subsets of the original itemset. Later we will discuss splitting in more detail, we now first explain merging.

As transactions come in, some of the initial size 1 itemsets become frequent, meaning that the support
is higher than minsupp. These sets can — under certain circumstances, see below — merge to itemsets of
size 2, and so on: we merge two itemsets p1 and p2 if (in the algorithm in Section 2.4 the following series
of conditions is referred to as “appropriate”):

• The patterns p1 and p2 are old enough: they exist in P for at least � (the window size) records. (Note
that the supports of these sets are currently updated through equations 2 and 3 above.)

• The two itemsets p1 and p2 currently are frequent, i.e., it holds that both support t(p1) ≥ minsupp

and support t(p2) ≥ minsupp. (Note that this condition automatically holds for all (pairs of) itemsets
in P that have size larger than 1.)

• The itemsets are close together in the model, so they are assumed to occur often together as a subset of
transactions in the stream: distance (p1, p2) ≤ mergedist , where mergedist is a user-defined upper
bound for the distance for which merging p1 and p2 is allowed.

• The pattern p2 has an item ip which is not in the pattern p1, such that p2 \ {ip} ⊆ p1. This condition
always holds if p2 has size 1.)

First of all we merge the patterns p1 and p2 if they are of equal size, so we create the set p1∪p2 and add it
to Q, the collection of all newly formed patterns. Both original patterns are removed from the 2-dimensional
space except if their size is 1.

The second time we merge patterns is if pattern p1 contains more items than p2 and p2 \ {ip} ⊆ p1 for
some ip ∈ p2 with ip �∈ p1, then for each item e ∈ p1 \ p2 we add an itemset p2 ∪ {e} to Q. This enables
patterns to be merged with patterns that already were merged before and disappeared from the model. The
smaller pattern p2 is removed except if it is of size 1.

Next we split patterns, when they contain more than one item, if they do not occur often enough and they
have been in the model for at least a certain number of records (they are “old enough”). Split combinations
are generated by removing each item from the original pattern once. The remaining items form one new
itemset, so in this way a size k itemset will result in k combinations after splitting.

Assume we have the pattern p that is split into patterns q0, q1, . . . , q|p|−1 that are added to Q:

split : p = {i0, i1, . . . , i|p|−1} → q0 = {i1, i2, . . . , i|p|−1},
q1 = {i0, i2, i3, . . . , i|p|−1}, . . . , q|p|−1 = {i0, i1, . . . , i|p|−2}

Finally, the newly formed patterns in Q are united with those in P . Of course, when patterns occur
more than one time, only one copy — the oldest one — is maintained. And those patterns from P that are
contained in a larger one in P are removed, unless — as stated above — they have size 1: we focus on the
maximal patterns.

2.4 The Algorithm

The algorithm works with the set P of patterns that are currently present, represented by (coordinates of)
points in 2-dimensional Euclidean space. The outline of the algorithm DISTANCEMERGESPLIT is as fol-
lows:
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initialize P with the n itemsets of size 1
for t ← 1 to ∞ do

Q ← ∅
for all patterns p ∈ P do

compute support t(p) using the tth record rt,
either through updating (old patterns)
or by direct computation (young ones)

for a random subset of pairs of patterns in P do
update their distance according to their support

for all “appropriate” pattern pairs in P do
merge the pair, creating (new) pattern(s) in Q
mark the smallest of the pair,
or both if their sizes are equal

remove the marked patterns from P
for all patterns p ∈ P do

if p is infrequent and old enough then
split p into (new) patterns in Q
remove p from P

P ← P ∪Q, joining duplicates
remove non-maximal frequent patterns from P

DISTANCEMERGESPLIT

Note that itemsets of size 1 are never removed from P , not even when they are infrequent. The size 1
itemsets are always present, and play a special role: besides the fact that some of them are frequent, they also
serve as building blocks. In many cases they are not maximal. If they were removed, it could be impossible
to re-introduce single items after having become infrequent.

Patterns that are new in P are called “young”. When computing supports for these patterns, we use
equation 1, when updating the “old” ones we use equations 2 and 3. So, each pattern present in P also has
an age: patterns that have an age smaller than the window size � are “young”, the others are “old”.

On two occasions the algorithm introduces indeterminism: first, when the support computation is done
using the approximating updates for “old” patterns (saving a lot of time and memory) and second, when
pushing and pulling pairs of points representing a pattern, see Section 2.2.

3 Experiments and Discussion

The experiments are organized such that we first show the method at work in a few controlled synthetic
cases. Then we will use the algorithm to build a model for real datasets, showing “real life” results. The first
synthetic experiment will be a stream with 10 groups of 5 items. Groups do not occur together, but all of
them occur often. This dataset is called the 10-groups dataset. The second synthetic experiment will be a
stream where certain groups of items suddenly do not occur; instead another group starts occurring. We call
this dataset the sudden change dataset.

The first real dataset comes from Internet Information Server (IIS) logs for msnbc.com and news-
related portions of msn.com for the entire day of September, 28, 1999. The original dataset contained
sequences of 17 possible categories viewed by a user within 24 hours and was used before in [4]. For our
purpose we converted the dataset to itemsets. We removed users viewing only one or two categories to make
the problem more interesting. This dataset will be called the MSNBC dataset with 174,042 transactions.

The second real dataset is the Large Soybean Database used for soybean disease diagnosis in [11], we
call the dataset the soybean dataset. This dataset contains 683 records with 35 attributes. First we removed
all missing values and we converted each record to a string of n = 84 yes/no values for each attribute value.
In this research we do not deal with missing values, and each item represents an attribute value. We use this
dataset to analyze the performance of our algorithm with a real dataset with more than 50 items.

All experiments were performed on an Intel Pentium 4 64-bits 3.2 Ghz machine with 3 GB memory. As
operating system Debian Linux 64-bits was used with kernel 2.6.8-12-em64t-p4.
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Figure 1: Model after seeing 1,200 transactions of
the 10-groups dataset (n = 50, minsupp =
0.05, � = window size = 300, mergedist = 0.1,
α = 0.1).

Figure 2: Model after seeing 4,500 transactions of
the 10-groups dataset (n = 50, minsupp =
0.05, � = window size = 300, mergedist = 0.1,
α = 0.1).

Figures 1 and 2 show how the cluster model changes as more transactions are coming in for the 10-
groups dataset. The first group of this dataset consists of items 0 to 5, the second has 5 to 10, etc. In Figure 2
we clearly see these patterns, where minsupp is given as a percentage of the dataset size. Furthermore notice
that both the second and the first group contain the item 5, so there is a slight overlap. We see these itemsets
closer together because they are both close to the pattern {5}. In order to get a clear picture we did not
display the size 1 itemsets. Itemsets are plotted using +s, accompanied by the items they contain.

The second synthetic dataset, called the sudden change dataset, simulates a stream that completely
changes after seeing many transactions (i.e., 30,000). The results are displayed in Figure 3, where the labels
above each bar reveal the size of the itemsets. First the records in the stream always contain items 1 to 5.
Then after 30,000 transactions they only contain items 25 to 30. Figure 3 shows how the first pattern appears
and how it slowly disappears in the middle. In the end the model contains only patterns with items 25 to 30.

Figure 3: The sudden change dataset, the
stream changes in the middle (n = 50, minsupp =
0.05, � = window size = 300, mergedist = 0.1,
α = 0.1).
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Figure 4: The model compared with the actual situ-
ation for the MSNBC dataset (n = 17, minsupp =
0.05, � = window size = 1, 000, mergedist =
0.1, α = 0.1).

Figure 4 was made using the formula 1
|P|

·
∑|P|

i=1 abs(|pi| − |rmax (pi)|)/|rmax (pi)| for each model P ,
we call this value the average relative difference, where the most optimal value is 0. Here rmax gives the
itemwise nearest maximal frequent pattern with pi ∈ P as a subset. These maximal frequent patterns are
beforehand decided with a frequent itemset miner. In short this formula calculates how itemsets in the model
(itemwise) differ from the actual maximal frequent patterns. Figure 4 displays how the average relative
difference stabilizes around 0.2. We also plot the number of maximal frequent patterns divided by the actual
number, where 1.0 means they are equal in size. This value approaches 1.0 especially when merging and
splitting is temporarily stopped after 50,000 transactions, suggesting a good fit.

Approximating supports well is important in order to know which itemsets should be split. In Figure 5
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Figure 5: Root squared error between the real support and the approximated support for the MSNBC dataset
(n = 17, minsupp = 0.05, � = window size = 1, 000, mergedist = 0.1, α = 0.1), with a Bézier curve.

we show for all patterns in a computed model the error between their approximated support and their real
support in the time window as the transactions from the MSNBC dataset arrive. The root mean squared error
of the supports for this model eventually approaches 0.06. The error becomes more stable after temporarily
stopping itemset creation after seeing 10,000 transactions.

The processing time of the algorithm strongly depends on the support threshold minsupp one chooses.
The lower minsupp is chosen the more points the model will contain eventually and so processing time will
get worse. Figure 6 shows that the average processing time for each transaction gets worse as the model
contains more itemset points. However, Figure 7 shows that, for the soybean dataset, the number of points
in the model eventually stabilizes. For each transaction we adapt the distances between points a number of
times. In the case of the soybean dataset we randomly choose pairs 40,000 times in order to push or pull
them, depending on their co-occurrence. Obviously one way of speeding up processing is to make it less
than 40,000 times or one can skip adapting distances sometimes.
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Figure 6: Transaction processing time in millisec-
onds for different model sizes for the real dataset
(n = 84, minsupp = 0.2, � = window size =
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4 Conclusions and Future Work

The algorithm presented in this paper will generate a co-occurrence model of approximately maximal fre-
quent itemsets. This gives the user a quick view on the patterns, frequent subsets, in the stream and how they
occur in the stream. In this way analysts can online see pages accessed together or not at all.

The co-occurrence distance of patterns is computed by pushing apart or pulling together patterns in a
2-dimensional space. Pushing was done when only one of the patterns occurs and pulling if they occur
together. This distance is used to merge sufficiently long existing patterns together if support is larger than
a user-defined threshold, because we want only maximal frequent itemsets (itemsets that are often a subset
of a transaction but they are never a subset of a bigger frequent itemsets) such that the model does not grow
too big. Finally points are split if they happen to occur less than expected. Splitting and merging is required
because the model cannot contain all patterns.

In the future we want to focus more on the applications of our algorithm and how it is best used in the
analysis of streams. Furthermore we like to examine the support estimates in more detail, and see how extra
parameters (e.g., to determine the threshold age for splitting) can be employed.
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Abstract

Health care is currently in a phase of transition. One of the recent developments that seems to be in-
escapable is the introduction of an Electronic Health care Record and a central service system that makes
all medical data electronically accessible. Many issues, including patient data confidentiality, however,
are still not solved satisfactorily. One possible approach to patient data confidentiality is a control and
warning system that monitors all access to patient information and flags those requests that do not abide
to the law health care providers are expected to follow. In this paper, we investigate the feasibility of a
control and warning system at a Dutch hospital, and we analyse whether such an approach is practical and
a viable option for providing patient data confidentiality. We provide a conceptual schema of the underly-
ing domain and give empirical results by querying the hospital information system. Our empirical results
show that the policy of the hospital for providing patient data confidentiality is unlikely to succeed when
scaled up to a National level in its current form. Although experimental results show that the policy can
be strengthened considerably by using additional supporting facts from the care process of a patient, this
is still insufficient as the number of flagged requests for patient data is too high. Some of these results are,
however, caused by the developments of the Dutch health care system, which are not fully reflected yet
in the hospital information system analysed. Incorporating these developments may lead to better results
with respect to patient data confidentiality.

1 Introduction

Health care is currently in a phase of transition. There is mounting pressure on health care organisations to
improve efficacy and cost-effectiveness, without sacrificing quality of care. Information Technology (IT) is
seen as an enabling technology and a major factor in steering these developments. So far, however, devel-
opment of IT in health care has been lagging behind in comparison to other sectors of society [12]. Various
initiatives, from governments, professional organisations, and from hospitals, are now actively trying to
catch up on IT in health care.

One of these developments, the Electronic Health care Record (EHR) system, has already been a key
research field in medical informatics in the last decade and several EHR standards have been developed
over the years [3, 4]. The EHR is defined by [7] as “digitally stored health care information about an
individual’s lifetime with the purpose of supporting continuity of care, education, and research, and ensuring
confidentiality at all times”. In the Netherlands, the development and introduction of an EHR system is
currently being coordinated by NICTIZ (National Institute for IT in Health Care; www.nictiz.nl). This
will be accomplished through a central service system accessible through the Internet that links the medical
data of various medical institutions [10]. The system will be developed in phases and is expected to be fully
operational in the next decade.

Although, the EHR is expected to have a beneficial impact on the health care process by making patient
information electronically available anywhere at any time for all care providers, there are still a number of
issues (e.g., interoperability, content structure, security), that have not been dealt with satisfactorily. With
respect to security, an EHR system could operate on a scale where on one end all roles of all care providers
are specified that dictates in advance who may access what data [9], while at the other end all care providers
are able to access all patient data, but a control and alarm system is used to monitor and log all data access.
The latter option is currently specified by NICTIZ, but with no detail how such a system should be set up.
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At this moment, it is not even clear if a control and warning system is even a viable option for providing
patient data confidentiality. Although the EHR and accompanying infrastructure seem to be inescapable1,
medical institutions will be hard to convince in making their patient data electronically available when they
are held responsible if security measures are found to be inadequate. In this paper, we therefore investigate
whether a control and alarm system is a viable option for ensuring patient data confidentiality.

As the infrastructure and local service system are still under development and data is currently only
available at a local level, we restrict our analysis of patient data confidentiality to the EHR of a Dutch
hospital.2 According to [8, 11], a control and alarm system should be supported with a clear policy and legal
procedures that sanctions improper conduct. We therefore take a policy developed by the Dutch hospital as
starting point and validate whether their policy and their current EHR implementation are adequate from a
practical perspective and whether they are capable in abiding to the Dutch law.

Section 2 provides more background on Dutch law and the Dutch health care system. Section 3 discusses
in more depth the Dutch hospital and their policy. Section 4 gives empirical results of the logging of patient
data access classified as lawful and unlawful entries. Section 5 gives conclusions and Section 6 discusses
future work.

2 Background

NICTIZ has made specifications for a basic infrastructure with a central service system, the LSP (‘Landelijk
Schakel Punt’), that keeps track of the medical data that is available from various medical institutions.
Using this system allows care providers to view patient data that is stored locally at different sites. Medical
care providers can log on to the system after they identify themselves with their UZI number (‘Unieke
Zorgverlener Identificatienummer’). The UZI number is linked to a chip card, the UZI-pass, that can both be
used for identification and authentication of a care provider. All information about UZI-passes are stored in
the UZI-register (www.uzi-register.nl) maintained by CIBG (www.cibg.nl). Information about
patients can be requested by providing their BSN number (‘Burger Service Nummer’), which is a unique
number equal to their SOFI number, but is used differently within Dutch law so that it has a wider use.

Technological advancements should, however, still operate within the context provided by the law. The
Dutch law WBP (‘Wet Bescherming Persoonsgegevens’) gives rules for protecting the privacy of citizens.
Citizens are given the right to view any personal data, to make corrections, or to make objections against
processing their personal data, whereas organisations have the duty to make sure that any technical or or-
ganisational measure is taken to secure private data against loss or any form of unlawful processing. Who
may lawfully view patient data is specified in the Dutch law WGBO (‘Wet op de geneeskundige behan-
delovereenkomst’). When a care provider treats a patient, a treatment agreement is made. The WGBO
specifies that the care provider needs to provide information about the treatment (nature, purpose, risks,
options, prognosis, etc.) and needs to ask permission from the patient for treatment, although this may be
presupposed when treatment is not radical. Also, when several care providers are directly involved in the
care process of the patient, permission may be presupposed. Hence, to view patient data lawfully there
should be a treatment agreement between care provider and patient, but is seldom documented in practice.

Nevertheless, many facts can be derived from the care process that strongly support or reject a treatment
agreement between care provider and patient. For example, since ary 1, 2005, a DBC (‘Diagnose Behandel-
ing Combinatie’) is used for all hospital financing. A DBC is a code of four parts (care type, care question,
diagnosis, treatment) that describes the complaint of the patient, how the patient enters the hospital, which
diagnosis has been made, and which treatment is supposed to take place (cf. www.dbconderhoud.nl).
As the DBC is intended for financial purposes, it is unlikely to provide a sound and complete mechanism for
establishing a treatment agreement between care provider and patient, but additional supporting facts may
be derived from appointments, medical actions, visitations, hospital stays, etc. Such supporting facts may
provide a solid base for a control and warning system.

3 Local Hospital

The Dutch hospital investigated developed a local policy to increase the internal control on patient data
access. Within this policy, six types of care providers are identified. Here, we will only focus on the group

1K. Loohuis. Nictiz: ‘Stoppen met EPD is geen optie’, Computable, September 2005.
2Because of privacy concerns, the name of the hospital can not be disclosed and all data used within this paper has been anonimised.
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of medical specialists. This group is currently able to access all patient data irrespective of whether the
patient was treated by this specialism. The hospital preferres a situation in which the medical specialist is
given a warning when he or she tries to access patient data when the patient is not (or was not) treated by
the specialism of the medical specialist. For this, the hospital has developed a policy and it it the goal of this
paper to validate the feasibility of this policy to increase internal control in the hospital.

3.1 Object-Role Model of Universe of Discourse

Object-Role Modelling (ORM) is a methodology for modelling and querying an information system at
the conceptual level, which improves correctness, clarity, and adaptability [5]. ORM pictures the world as
objects (entities and values) that play roles (parts in relationships, i.e., n-ary predicates), possibly augmented
with additional constraints like totality (one or more) and uniqueness (zero or one) as shown in Figure 1.
Here, we present a conceptual schema of the health care domain, adapted from [6], using ORM.

A A
A

(ref)

R

A

  

1 2 3 4 5

6 9

R

7

P

8

{a1,...,an}

10

Figure 1: ORM notation. 1. Entity type, 2. value type, 3. uniquely identifiable entity type with bracketed
value type, 4. role, 5. totality constraint, 6. uniqueness constraint, 7. objectified role, 8. primary external
uniqueness constraint, 9. subtype, 10. value constraint.

The Object-Role Model of our UoD is shown in Figure 2. A care provider is uniquely identified with his
UZI number and has one of the six identified roles in the hospital’s policy (i.e., medical specialist, specialist
in training, nurse, apothecary, paramedic, secretary). A medical specialist is a subtype of care provider
having a specialism, belonging to some hospital specialism, who is responsible for the care given to some
patient. In practice, the role of treating specialist may be fulfilled by more than one medical specialist, as a
specific specialist may not be present at all time. A patient may also have to deal with several specialisms,
who may be involved in one or more care questions, possibly overlapping in time. A patient is treated
by a certain hospital specialism if there is an open or completed DBC for that specialism. As stated in
Section 2, a DBC is created for a patient for each care question, but it may be the case that a DBC has not
yet been created for a patient. To model the log that keeps track of patient data access, each entry should at
least contain four entries denoting the date, the time, the patient identification number (BSN), and the care
provider identification number (UZI). These four entries form a minimal set that is needed to identify the
care provider and moment of access for a certain patient record. Each log entry should be unique.

According to Figure 2, a treatment agreement between care provider and patient is supported when one
of the specialisms of the medical specialist who viewed the EHR also occurs in one of the DBCs that were
created for the corresponding patient. Additional information about specialisms involved in the care process
of the patient, which may not be found in the DBC, can be obtained using additional facts about the patient.
Figure 2 shows two of those additional facts, namely the appointments made for the patient and the medical
actions involving the patient.

4 Empirical Results

The conceptual schema of Section 3 could, in principle, be used to query the hospital information system
in order to obtain information about lawful and unlawful accesses to patient information. ORM allows a
conceptual schema to be mapped into a relational schema that can be queried using SQL, or, for some exten-
sions, ORM can automatically generate SQL code from queries specified at the conceptual level. However,
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Figure 2: Simplified ORM model of the Universe of Discourse (adapted from [6]).

as the hospital under study was not constructed according to the conceptual schema in Figure 2, but instead
uses databases with many table structures that have evolved over time, we had to construct SQL queries by
hand. In this section we describe in more detail the experimental results obtained by querying the hospital
information system for lawful and unlawful accesses to patient information.

Although the SQL queries were hand constructed, in essence we follow the schema in Figure 2 for
obtaining lawful and unlawful accesses to patient information. We try to obtain evidence justifying patient
data access by recovering the DBC and corresponding specialism such that it is identical to the specialism
of the medical professional accessing the patient record. Mainly, three tables were queried, (1) the DBC
table, containing, among others, the DBC code, the patient BSN, a specialism code, a start date, and an end
date; (2) the specialism table, which maps medical specialists to specialisms; and (3) log entries, containing
the time and date of request, the patient BSN, and the medical specialists UZI number. The specialism
table in fact needed to be constructed from various tables as it was not available as a single table. A fourth
table was needed to join records from the DBC table to the specialism table as both had a different coding
scheme in place. To give an impression of the complexity of the queries constructed an example is given
in Figure 3. Summarising, the complexity of the SQL queries is due to a number of factors: (1) different
codings schemes were in place, (2) medical specialists may have several specialisms, (3) information may
be missing (i.e., no DBC for a patient, no personnel number, no end date for a DBC, etc.), and (4) medical
specialists should only view patient data information within the start and end of their profession.

The results of the SQL query in Figure 3 on the hospital information system are shown in Figure 4. The
unlawful requests (according to a mismatch of the DBC specialism and medical specialists specialism) are
shown as a percentage of the total number of requests for each specialism in the hospital. Clearly, there is
a high variability among specialisms. For some specialisms, even all requests are possibly unlawful as no
justifiable evidence could be retrieved from the DBCs. These results show that a DBC in itself is not enough
for providing evidence to justify access to patient data. For some cases this can be explained by the fact
that a DBC is not created for each patient. Sometimes, the patient undergoes diagnostics and treatments for
which no DBC is opened, and therefore several specialisms involved in the care process of the patient can
not be retrieved in this way, although they could, in principle, be retrieved from other supporting facts.

In addition to matching the specialism of the medical specialist with the specialism of the DBC, we
therefore also matched the specialism to specialisms obtained from appointments, performed medical ac-
tions, hospital stays, visitations, operations, etc. In practice, medical actions are only attached to a DBC
after they are closed for validation. The connection is determined by an algorithm based on, among others,
execution date, requesting specialism, and execution specialism [1]. In practice, making this connection can
be problematic because (1) several DBCs run in parallel, (2) a DBC was never opened, or (3) the DBC has
already been closed and declared. Several medical actions may therefore be impossible to connect to a DBC.
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SELECT [EHR log].[perssnr], [EHR log].[BSN], [EHR log].[time], [EHR log].[date]
FROM [EHR log], [medical specialists]
WHERE [EHR log].[date] BETWEEN “2006-11-27” AND “2006-12-03”
AND [EHR log].[perssnr] = [medical specialists].[perssnr]
AND NOT EXISTS (SELECT [EHR].[perssnr], [EHR].[BSN], [EHR].[time], [EHR].[date]

FROM [EHR log] AS [EHR], [medical specialists] AS [medical Specialists 2]
WHERE [EHR].[date] BETWEEN “2006-11-27” AND “2006-12-03”
AND [EHR].[perssnr] = [medical specialists 2].[perssnr]
AND [EHR].[BSN] = [EHR log].[BSN]
AND [EHR].[perssnr] = [EHR log].[perssnr]
AND [EHR].[date] >= (SELECT MIN([DBC 2].[start date])

FROM [RADAR dbo gestelde dbc wei view] AS [DBC 2]
WHERE [DBC 2].[BSN]= [EHR].[BSN])

AND [EHR].[date] < [medical Specialists 2].[end date]
AND [medical specialists 2].[specialism] IN (SELECT [dbo specialisms].[specialism mnemonic]

FROM [RADAR dbo gestelde dbc wei view] AS [DBC],[specialisms]
WHERE [DBC].[spcm code dbc] = [dbo specialisms].[specialismcode int]
AND [DBC].[BSN] = [EHR].[BSN]
GROUP BY [dbo specialisms].[specialism mnemonic])

GROUP BY [EHR].[perssnr], [EHR].[BSN], [EHR].[time], [EHR].[date])
GROUP BY [EHR log].[perssnr], [EHR log].[BSN], [EHR log].[time], [EHR log].[date];

Figure 3: SQL code for retrieving all unlawful log entries for which the patient has no DBC with matching
specialism to the specialism of the medical specialist who viewed the patients EHR in a certain week.

5 Conclusions

This study began with the premise that the EHR infrastructure is inescapable, i.e., that it is just a matter of
time before it is introduced to the general public. However, several issues, including patient data confiden-
tiality, related to the EHR, have not yet been dealt with satisfactorily. In this study we therefore analysed the
feasibility of a system that allows all care providers to access all patient data, but are monitored by a control
and alarm system as currently stated in the specifications of the Dutch health care infrastructure [10].

In our study, we have created a conceptual schema of the health care domain, which, together with a
Dutch hospitals policy, we used for formulating requirements for lawful and unlawful requests for patient
information. These requirements were stated as SQL queries in terms of a matching specialism between the
medical specialist and a DBC of the patient (and other supporting facts), which were then executed against
the database of the hospital information system.

From the results follows that the DBC, as it is currently used, is in itself not a good measure for ob-
taining evidence that supports the requests of patient data information. Using this measure, many of the
requests were classified as possibly unlawful, sometimes even up to 100% of the total number of requests.
Using additional facts to obtain justifiable evidence considerably decreased the number of possibly unlawful
requests, but the total number still ranged between 8% and 9% of the total number of requests. This is too
high for practical purposes as the number of requests for patient data ranged in the order of 50.000 requests
per week in the hospital under study (measured by the number of log entries).

Our empirical study shows that many of the unlawful entries generated are caused by specialisms that
act as a gateway for other specialisms or are asked for consultation by other specialisms. For example,
pediatrics is, in our case, subdivided into a number of subspecialisms that often consult each other. Taking
pediatrics instead as specialism for all these subdivisions, would allow for a drop in unlawful entries.

As a final note, it is unclear whether the current law can be forced upon medical care providers in the
current setting. In our study we did not directly aim for a one to one mapping between the law and our notion
of (un)lawful access to patient data. This relation seems to be impossible to define with certainty when a
treatment agreement is never stated somewhere in the system. It is still an open question if this would be
practically feasible as patients often see several medical specialists, who may not be known in advance.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Percentage of (un)lawful entries per week (measured for two separate weeks shown in (a) and (b))
based on matching the specialism of the medical specialist with (1) the specialism corresponding to a DBC
and (2) with the specialisms retrieved from all facts involving the patient.
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6 Future work

Although the DBC is already being used in health care, there are still a number of problems. For example,
‘gate specialisms’, i.e., specialisms that act as a gate for the patient to enter the hospital, often provide
support services, like endoscopic views, for which no DBC is opened and therefore cannot be attached to a
DBC. As such specialisms often produce extra costs it is imperative that they are transparent. An extended
data model is being developed that allows for the creation of care trajectories for all the different types
of care such that all activities and services can be attached [2]. Having a model that clearly connects all
facts about a patients care process together clearly would benefit the internal consistency of the hospital
information system and provide a more solid base for validating patient data confidentiality.

In addition, the conceptual schema used within this paper is somewhat simplified. For example, in the
schema used, EHRs are always retrieved completely, whereas one would like to structure the EHR such that
parts from it can be requested. It is expected that certain medical personnel are not allowed to view the
complete EHR, but are allowed to view some of its parts. For example, a secretary would be allowed to
view patient information like name, gender, birth, etc., but not any data related to the medical condition of
the patient.
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Abstract
We report on our ongoing research into reasoning in/about multi-agent systems. We use a simplified

version of the social interaction game Mafia to investigate designing strategies for players. The game

is in essence about an uninformed majority set against an informed minority. We design strategies for

the players in terms of beliefs. We use a belief revision method based on the paraconsistent logic first
degree entailment, as part of the strategy of a civilian, to determine how to change her beliefs. We

evaluate the strategies via simulation.

1 Introduction
In this paper we report on our ongoing investigation into the design of multi-agent systems. As a case

study for our work we use the social interaction game Mafia, which provides an interesting setting for

the design of strategies for players. In previous work [3] we used trust-values to represent the beliefs

of the players and to describe the strategies for action. We did this for a simplified version of the

game. A drawback of this approach was that we saw no simple way to do higher-order reasoning with

trust-values. Another drawback was a statistical effect that was implicit in the interactions of the agents.

In this paper we consider a similar simplification and we take a logic-based approach for describ-

ing the strategies of the players. We make use of a belief revision method from [5, 4] based on the

paraconsistent logic first degree entailment to change the beliefs of players.

We give our general approach for designing agents in section 2 that we will apply to a simplified

variant of the game Mafia. In section 3 we briefly discuss the belief change system that we will use in

section 5 when we design strategies for the players. In section 4 we introduce the original game Mafia

and subsequently present our simplification and modeling thereof. We present our results of simulating

these strategies in section 6 and conclude in section 7 with some remarks and directions for further

work.

2 A General Approach for Designing Agents
We begin with describing the ontology that we use in this paper. The collection World contains all

possible worlds (i.e. imaginable states of the world). A possible world consists of internal states for

all agents and the state of the external, or ‘outside’, world. The internal states are collected in State .

To describe the working of agents, we have the collections Observation of possible observations, and

Action of possible actions.

An action has an effect on the outside world including other agents, and this in turn can lead to an

observation by other agents. Therefore the dynamics of the external world is given by two functions

effect : Action → (World → World)
observe : World → Observation

where effect specifies how an action changes the outside world, and observe specifies when a certain

observation can be done.

In this paper, an agent does not plan her action, but may execute an action directly when the precon-

dition for that action holds. Similarly, observations of the outside world arrive implicitly, and the agent

can use them to update her internal state. We therefore have two functions

act : State → Action
update : Observation → (State → State)
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where act specifies when to act, and update specifies how an agent changes her internal state given an

observation. See figure 1 for a schematic overview.

observe

World

agent

actupdate

State effect

Figure 1: Relations between the functions in a multi-agent system

We now refine this picture, using the idea of belief revision. We assume that the state of an agent

consists of her beliefs. Moreover, an observation made in a certain state leads to a belief, and a belief

may lead to revision of the state of an agent. So we add the collection Belief to our ontology, and split

the update function into two functions interpret and revise

interpret : Observation → (State → Belief)
revise : Belief → (State → State)

such that update o s = revise (interpret o s) s for each o ∈ Observation, s ∈ State .

We see the design of act and interpret as an iterative process, given suitable revision operations. We

start out by only allowing simple beliefs, i.e. first-order beliefs, in the state of an agent. In subsequent

approximations we may relax this restriction, gradually allowing deeper nesting of beliefs. At each ap-

proximation step, the old act and interpret functions for each agent need to be adapted to take advantage

of the increased expressibility. What an agent can learn from an observation is to be evaluated with

respect to the behaviours of the previous approximation. This resembles the approximation sequence

we used in [2] to assign semantics to knowledge-based programs.

As a case study for this general approach we model a considerably simplified version of the social

interaction game Mafia as multi-agent system. The agents are the players of the game, and suitable

strategies have to be designed.

3 Belief Revision
In this section we briefly discuss the finite state belief revision method developed by Tamminga in [4, 5].

We chose for Tamminga’s method because it is a computationally manageable belief change sys-

tem, mostly due to the finiteness of the bases. Tamminga’s method uses Dunn’s four-valued semantics

for first degree entailment (fde) logic [1], which is a rather straight-forward and effective way to deal

with inconsistent information. In this logic an agent may have inconsistent information without conse-

quently believing all formulas. That is, a paraconsistent logic is used. Moreover, a distinction between

information and belief is made. Tamminga’s method works without specifying extra-logical elements

such as choice functions or orderings on the belief states. We briefly summarize the core ideas of Tam-

minga’s belief revision method. For more details, and for representation theorems for the belief change

operations, we refer the reader to [4].

3.1 Finite State Belief Revision
Let Φ be a set of propositional variables. A literal is a propositional variable or the negation of a

propositional variable. A valuation is a finite set of literals. Dunn’s semantics for the |= relation on

valuations and propositional formulas is given by

w |= p iff p ∈ w
w |= ¬p iff (¬p) ∈ w
w |= ϕ ∧ ψ iff w |= ϕ and w |= ψ
w |= ϕ ∨ ψ iff w |= ϕ or w |= ψ
w |= ¬(ϕ ∧ ψ) iff w |= ¬ϕ or w |= ¬ψ
w |= ¬(ϕ ∨ ψ) iff w |= ¬ϕ and w |= ¬ψ
w |= ¬¬ϕ iff w |= ϕ 159



where w is a valuation, ϕ and ψ are propositional formulas and p ∈ Φ.

A valuation is inconsistent iff for some propositional variable p ∈ Φ it contains both p and ¬p.

Dunn’s four-valued semantics for fde keeps inconsistencies local: for p, q ∈ Φ we have { p,¬p } |=
p ∧ ¬p, however { p,¬p } �|= q.

The covaluation w of a valuation w consists of all literals that do not occur inconsistently, i.e. skip

those literals and their negations if both are present in w. For example, the covaluation of { p,¬p, q } is

the singleton { q }.
A finite stateK is a nonempty set of valuations. These valuations may be inconsistent and/or partial.

Redundant valuations are precluded by ensuring that for all valuations v, w ∈ K we have that v ⊆ w
implies v = w. For sets of valuations K, we have the following operations

min(K) = {w ∈ K | ∀ v ∈ K . (v ⊆ w → v = w) }
max(K) = {w ∈ K | ∀ v ∈ K . (v ⊇ w → v = w) }

The expansion of a finite state K with a formula ϕ is defined as

K + ϕ = min({ v ⊇ w |w ∈ K and v |= ϕ }) (expansion)

Similarly, contraction (giving up a belief) is defined as

K − ϕ = max({ v ⊆ w |w ∈ K and v �|= ϕ }) (contraction)

Representation theorems for these operations can be found in [4]. Both operations are easily opera-

tionalized. The revision operation is given by the Levi-postulate. An revision with ϕ is done by first

removing all beliefs implying ¬ϕ, before adding the belief in ϕ, that is

K × ϕ = (K − ¬ϕ) + ϕ (revision)

To evaluate a formula ϕ w.r.t. a finite state K one first determines whether there are consistent

valuations in the base. If so, the formula is believed in K when it holds for all consistent valuations. If

not, one may choose to consider only some of the inconsistent valuations. More precisely, we choose

to only consider the most consistent valuations, i.e. valuations with the least number of inconsistent

literals. The most consistent valuations of K, denoted by K∗, is formally defined as

K∗ = {w ∈ K | (w \ w) ∈ min({w \ w | w ∈ K}) }
When K contains at least one consistent valuation we have that K∗ = K. If K contains only

inconsistent valuations, some of the most consistent valuations may still be inconsistent, therefore a

consistency forcer function is applied to extract consistent valuations. Finally the formula is evaluated

w.r.t. all extracted consistent valuations.

Tamminga defines two consistency forcer functions: f and g. Consistency forcer f returns the

covaluations, and g returns the maximally consistent subvaluations, of the valuations of the finite state.

We choose to use g-based extraction, and formally g is defined as

g(K) = max({ v |w ∈ K and v ⊆ w and v is consistent })
We have chosen to evaluate a formula ϕ w.r.t. the g-extracted most consistent valuations of a finite

state K. So, we define

K |≈ ϕ iff ∀ w ∈ g(K∗) · w |= ϕ

We let Ba ϕ be an abbreviation for Ka |≈ ϕ, that is player a believes in ϕ given her finite state Ka.

4 The game Mafia
In the social interaction game Mafia (see also [6]), there are two groups of players, members of the mafia

and civilians. A civilian only knows her own role and is ignorant of the roles of other players, while the

mafia have common knowledge of all player identities.

The game proceeds in rounds of three phases: discussion, voting and shooting. An external coor-

dinator, the games-master, indicates the start and end of each phase. During the discussion phase, all

players may publicly voice suspicions and question their peers. In the voting phase, every player casts a

vote against a peer. After all votes have been cast, a player with a maximal number of votes is eliminated

from the game by the games-master. Each round ends with a shooting phase in which the mafia secretly

shoot at civilians. A civilian is eliminated from the game when she is shot at by all mafiose during a

single shooting phase.

The game ends when either all civilians or all mafiose have been eliminated. The group with surviv-

ing players wins. The task of the civilians is to expose the mafia as quickly as possible via voting, while

the mafia try to eliminate all civilians via voting and shooting.
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4.1 Our simplified version of Mafia
We simplify the game considerably and reduce it to a kind of voting game. First of all, the shooting

phase is removed, so the only difference between civilians and mafiose is their knowledge. As a next

simplification, the discussion phase consists of simple questions and answers to questions. A question

is directed at a single player, and the intent of the question is to ask a player about her opinion about

another player. An answer to such a question will be a simple statement like “She is mafia”, or “She is

civilian”. These exchanges between players are private, that is not observable by other players.

These adaptations do not change the essence of the game, i.e. there is still an informed minority (the

mafia) set against an uninformed majority (the civilians). How can the uninformed majority discover

the, possibly malicious, informed minority? How can the informed minority operate without being

discovered?

4.2 Our approach to model the simplified variant of Mafia
For simplicity we decide that all players make use of the same belief revision operations to incorporate a

new belief given an interpretation of an incoming observation. Players do not explicitly record a history

of observations, but directly associate a belief with an observation given their current belief state. We

make use of a method from [4] based on finite belief states.

Modelling the simplified version in our general approach boils down to specifying the functions act
and interpret. Both functions are partly determined by the rules of the game. These rules simply state

that questions and answers may only occur during the discussion round, that each player is obliged to

answer questions directed at her, that each player must vote precisely once during each voting round.

We call the part of the functions act and interpret that are not governed by the rules the strategy
of a player. It is the design of these strategies that we are particularly interested in. The strategy of

a player determines whom to vote for, whom to ask questions, how to answer questions and how to

change the beliefs. That is, a strategy specifies preconditions for each action and an interpretation of

each observation.

We further simplify by only considering homogeneous groups of players. So, all civilians have the

same civilian strategy Sc, and all mafiose have the same mafia strategy Sm. Now all that is left is to

give a strategy-pair (Sc, Sm) such that Sc is a best response to Sm and Sm a best response to Sc, i.e. an

equilibrium. Still, there many possible preconditions for action and interpretations of observations.

We proceed by approximation, starting out with only very simple strategies and using these to deter-

mine more sophisticated strategies. We use simulation to evaluate the strategies. In this paper we only

consider strategies based on simple beliefs.

5 Strategies
In this section we design strategies using our iterative approach. In the next section we discuss the results

of simulating these strategies. We aim at simple strategies that also allow for a reasonable explanation

in natural language.

Both types of players represent their state with a finite state as described in section 3. The mafia will

not change their initial state, so only the civilians will actually use the belief change operations in their

strategies. We define the set Φ of propositional atoms as

Φ = { IsMaf(a) | a ∈ A}
where A is the set of players in the game. We let IsCiv(a) be an abbreviation of ¬IsMaf(a).

Next, we define the set Action of actions in BNF as follows

α ∈ Action = question(a, b, c) | answer(a, b, ϕ) | vote(a, b)

where a, b, c ∈ A and ϕ is either IsMaf(c) or IsCiv(c).
The action question(a, b, c) is to be interpreted as a question from a for b concerning c. The action

answer(a, b, ϕ) is to be interpreted that a communicates her opinion ϕ, which is either IsMaf(c) or

IsCiv(c), to b. This is the response to an action question(b, a, c). The action where player a votes for

player b is given by vote(a, b).
We simplify again, and only let the players update their beliefs when receiving an answer to a

question. Therefore, for the strategy of a player we only need to specify the preconditions for action and

how to change the beliefs when receiving an answer to a question.
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5.1 Simple Mafia
The mafia ask and answer questions randomly, and vote for civilians. There is no change in beliefs

when they receive an answer. For a mafiosa a we have the following preconditions for actions, were

true indicates that the action may always be taken.

action precondition

question(a, b, c) true
answer(a, b, IsMaf (c)) true
answer(a, b, IsCiv(c)) true
vote(a, b) Ba IsCiv(b)

We explicitly write Ba IsCiv(b) to denote that IsCiv(b) should be true in a’s belief base.

5.2 Naive Civilians
A naive civilian votes only for players she believes to be mafia. She asks questions about players for

which she has no definite belief to be either civilian or mafia, and asks these questions to players she

does not believe to be mafia. She answers only that a player c is mafia, if she does not believe c to be

civilian. The preconditions for action for a civilian a are thus given in the following table.

action precondition

question(a, b, c) ¬Ba IsMaf(b) ∧ ¬Ba IsMaf(c) ∧ ¬Ba IsCiv(c)
answer(a, b, IsMaf(c)) Ba IsMaf(c) ∨ ¬Ba IsCiv(c)
answer(a, b, IsCiv(c)) Ba IsCiv(c)
vote(a, b) Ba IsMaf(b)

Naive civilians simply accept the answer ϕ they receive on a question. The reasoning is as follows:

most players are civilian, and they answer to the best of their beliefs, and the question was addressed to a

player that is believed to be civilian. The change in beliefs for a civilian a, given an answer ϕ from player

b concerning player c, is given by using the revision belief change operation, that is revise(Ka, ϕ)

5.3 Simple Mafia that lie
Since the civilians always update their beliefs when receiving an answer, the mafia could take advantage

of by telling a lie when questioned. We change the mafia’s strategy for answering questions as follows.

action precondition

answer(a, b, IsMaf(c)) Ba IsCiv(b) ∧ Ba IsCiv(c)
answer(a, b, IsCiv(c)) Ba IsCiv(b) ∧ Ba IsMaf(c)

5.4 Less Naive Civilians
To avoid believing deliberate false information, a less naive civilian a only revises with an answer ϕ if

she believes the answering player b to be civilian. However, when b is not believed to be civilian, a will

expand the belief base to include the ϕ. The belief base can thus become inconsistent, and hence the

need for an extraction function. Expanding the belief base with ϕ roughly implies that a will consider

ϕ as a possibility. Thus, when receiving an answer ϕ from player b, civilian a executes:

if Ba IsCiv(b) then revise(Ka,ϕ) else expand(Ka,ϕ)

6 Simulation and Results
We have implemented a simulation of the simplified game. We introduce the number of initially correct

simple beliefs a parameter λ to the simulation. The number of questions per player per round is a

second parameter κ to our simulation. We evaluate the strategies via two kinds of simulations for fixed

population of players, and different values of λ and κ.

In the first kind we simulate the game a number of times and look at how often the civilians win.

In the second kind of simulation we stop each game after the first discussion round and look at the

improvement of the beliefs of the civilians.
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Improvement in beliefs is defined as the decrease in distance from the belief base to the real role

assignment. We first define the distance δ(Ka, p) for a propositional variables p ∈ Φ and a belief base

Ka for player a as follows:

δ(Ka, p) =

⎧⎨
⎩

0 if Bap ∧ ¬Ba¬p
1 if ¬Bap ∧ Ba¬p
1
2 otherwise

We define the distance δ(W,K) of a belief base K to the true world W as a normalized Manhattan

distance, i.e.

δ(W,K) =
1
|Φ| ·

∑
p∈Φ

( ifW |= p then δ(K, p) else 1− δ(K, p) )

We take the average decrease in distance for the civilians as a measure of improvement.

In [3] we used trust-values that were initially uniformly distributed on [−1, 1]. When there was

no initial knowledge, i.e. λ = 0, after a single round of questioning, the distribution of the trust-values

tended toward a ‘normal’ distribution on [−1, 1]. The Manhattan distance is invariant w.r.t. this statistical

effect, but the Euclidean distance is not. This is one of our arguments for picking the Manhattan distance

here as well.

A civilian’s beliefs are randomly initialized. For each player, a civilian can have four possible cases:

no belief about the player at all, belief that the player is civilian, belief that the player is mafia, or belief

that the player is both civilian and mafia. After randomly initializing, λ beliefs for each civilian are set

to the correct belief.

6.1 Results of various strategies
We have simulated the various strategies for 2 mafiose and 4 civilians. We varied the number λ of

initially correct beliefs from 0 to 4, and the number κ of questions per round per player from 0 to 10.

For each setting of λ and κ the game was run 1500 times.

λ�
κ 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0 18 45 47 49 48 51 49 49 50 48 52

1 38 68 68 69 66 67 67 67 69 68 68

2 61 83 85 82 85 84 84 84 83 84 85

3 78 95 93 95 94 93 94 93 94 94 93

4 92 99 99 98 98 98 98 98 98 98 98

(a) Civilian Win Chance

λ�
κ 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0 1 0 0 1 0 4 3 2 4 4 2

1 1 3 6 9 12 13 11 13 11 13 13

2 0 6 13 25 29 28 28 25 27 26 28

3 -1 15 34 43 44 43 43 44 42 46 45

4 0 35 64 63 62 62 62 64 63 61 63

(b) Civilian Belief Improvement

Figure 2: Simulation I: Naive Civilians versus Simple Mafia

λ�
κ 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0 17 21 16 14 15 15 15 15 12 13 15

1 38 47 39 38 37 42 39 38 42 39 39

2 59 72 70 67 67 70 68 67 70 68 68

3 79 90 89 89 90 90 88 88 89 88 89

4 91 98 98 97 97 97 97 98 98 97 98

(a) Civilian Win Chance

λ�
κ 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0 0 -8 -18 -28 -40 -51 -52 -52 -50 -50 -50

1 0 -5 -14 -22 -25 -30 -27 -28 -28 -27 -28

2 0 -3 -5 -4 -2 -3 -1 -6 -2 -3 -2

3 0 5 18 25 26 24 25 28 24 25 24

4 -1 26 54 52 53 54 52 53 54 50 52

(b) Civilian Belief Improvement

Figure 3: Simulation II: Naive Civilians versus Simple Mafia that lie

λ�
κ 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0 19 23 21 18 20 17 16 16 17 15 13

1 36 52 53 55 56 55 53 55 57 56 58

2 61 78 79 80 79 79 81 82 82 80 82

3 79 95 94 95 93 93 93 92 93 93 93

4 93 98 98 98 98 98 98 98 98 98 98

(a) Civilian Win Chance

λ�
κ 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 -1 -1 -2 -1 -1 0 -1 -2

2 1 2 3 6 9 9 10 9 11 10 8

3 1 7 16 21 25 27 28 31 32 27 31

4 1 24 44 51 51 55 57 59 58 55 57

(b) Civilian Belief Improvement

Figure 4: Simulation III: Less Naive Civilians versus Simple Mafia that lie

In figures 2, 3 and 4 the graphs for the civilian win chance and belief improvement for different

combinations of strategies from section 5 are shown. All figures indicate that the civilians may improve

their beliefs via questioning when they know some roles of other players.163



From the difference between figures 2 and 3 we conclude that lying mafia have quite an impact on

the winning chances and the belief improvement of civilians, when the civilians have little or no correct

initial beliefs. Discussion helps spread correct beliefs, but may also spread lies if civilians naively accept

answers. Improving the strategy of civilians helps reduce the impact of the lies spread by the mafia, as

can be seen in the difference in belief improvement between figures 3(b) and 4(b). In particular figure

4(b) shows that, for low values of λ there is no significant decrease in belief improvement.

7 Discussion and Further Work
We have simulated various strategies based on beliefs and belief revision for a simple voting game with

an uninformed majority set against an informed minority. We have varied the amount of ignorance of

the uninformed majority and the number of interactions.

We have presented some results for different strategies for a relatively small group of players. For a

more realistic simulation the number of players should be scaled up. Also some simplifying assumptions

should be relaxed. For example, communication could be made public and players could be allowed

to make public announcements. Communication between players should be more expressive than the

current setup of simple questions and answers. Furthermore, we should consider heterogeneous popu-

lations, where a mix of smart and naive civilians is playing against a mix of smart and simple mafiose.

In previous work [3] we used trust-values to represent the beliefs of the civilians. With this approach

we ran into some statistical problems. Given the results we obtained in this previous work, we expected

worse results for the civilians when using a more discrete approach based upon beliefs and belief re-

vision. However, our specific choice for the belief change method of Tamminga [4, 5] has turned out

rather well. We think this is mostly due to allowing inconsistent valuations in the belief base, and using

a consistency forcer function to extract consistent beliefs. We still have to investigate the performance

of other choices for extracting consistent beliefs. Tamminga suggested to tag each literal with the agents

that asserted that literal, and to adapt the belief change operations to take these tags into account.

The current strategies are based upon simple, first-order beliefs. We are interested in the effects

of higher-order reasoning. As further work we intend to extend the belief revision method to include

higher-order beliefs, i.e. beliefs on beliefs. If the mafia are allowed to have beliefs upon the simple

beliefs of civilians, they may e.g. coordinate their efforts to vote off those civilians that have too many

correct beliefs.
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Abstract

In this study embodied embedded agents are evolved in order to gain a better understanding of aspects of the dis-

tribution of cognitive functions in the brain. We found that a symmetrical body plan facilitates the evolution of

two hemispheres. Furthermore, individuals with an asymmetrical body plan, which gain an asymmetrical control

structure, perform better in the end than individuals with a symmetrical body. This is in line with the idea that an

asymmetrical nervous system yields computational benefits since it contains less redundant processes. Finally, we

found that although the symmetrical individuals show a lower performance, their development is faster. We argue

that this faster development is the result of reduced complexity of the control structure in comparison to asymmetrical

individuals.

1 Introduction
Our brain performs many different cognitive functions which form behavior through interaction with the body and the

environment [4, 5, 17]. These cognitive functions differ, among other things, in neural location and space (i.e., the

location of the function in the brain and the number of neurons involved).

For many years, these issues have had a lot of attention commonly referred to as cerebral lateralization [11, 19].

In those studies, there is a large focus on the location of brain functions. In contrast, little research is conducted on the

origin of lateralized functions.

In this study we will focus on two questions that capture typical aspects of our lateralized nervous system:

1. Why does our brain consist of two hemispheres?

2. Why are some of the functions of the brain symmetrically organized whereas others are asymmetrically orga-

nized?

Regarding the first question, it is most likely that those parts of the nervous system that have to deal with sensory

and motor interactions tend to be organized in a symmetrical way, since our body plan is also symmetrically organized

[6]. This could have resulted in the development of two hemispheres, each one taking care of one side of the body.

In contrast, others have proposed that the development of the two hemispheres is related to the possibility of

possessing duplicate functions ( [7] for an overview). If the brain is damaged, the functions that are impaired can be

taken over by the corresponding functions in the other hemisphere. This hypothesis is unlikely since the brain needs

recovery time to adjust to its new situation. During this period the impaired animal has very little survival chances

[12]. The unlikeliness of this hypothesis further directs our expectations towards a morphological influence.

Regarding the second question, it is thought that symmetrically organized nervous systems contain redundant

processes since the same functions are found in both hemispheres. Therefore, there is less neural space for additional

functions which could increase performance [16]. So, for the second question, it is expected that asymmetrical

1An earlier version of this paper has been presented at the 1st NSVKI Student Conference [13]
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individuals (i.e., individuals with an asymmetrical neural controller) will perform better than symmetrical individuals,

since lateralization yields computational advantages [23]. Recent biological support for this hypothesis comes from

[18] who have shown that fruit flies with an asymmetrical nervous system have a superior form of long-term memory

compared to fruit flies possessing a symmetrical nervous system. Moreover, lateralization is found in all sorts of

vertebrates [19], indicating it has evolutionary advantages. Furthermore, lateralization helps to overcome incompatible

responses [1, 22]. By biasing one hemisphere over the other an adequate course of action is guaranteed.

Note that these two hypotheses contradict in the following way: on the one hand, we expect to find symmetrical

control structures as a result of a symmetrical body plan; on the other hand, it is stated that asymmetry yields benefits

in comparison to symmetry. As said, in all sorts of vertebrates both symmetrically and asymmetrically organized func-

tions have been found [19]. This indicates that symmetry and asymmetry both have intrinsic evolutionary advantages.

One such an advantage for symmetry may be based on the principle that symmetry is simply less complex to develop

since less information needs to be integrated.

In our experiment we test these hypotheses by modelling the interactions between brain, body, and environment.

Hereby we use artificial evolution of agents with different morphological structures (symmetrical and asymmetrical).

From the hypotheses stated above we expect that

1. individuals with a symmetrical body plan will evolve a control structure in which there is more clustering into

two hemispheres (i.e., stronger interaction between neurons in one hemisphere than between neurons in different

hemispheres) in comparison to individuals with an asymmetrical body plan,

2. individuals with an asymmetrical body plan will develop a more asymmetrical control structure, which in turn

results in a better performance, and

3. individuals with a symmetrical body plan will develop a more symmetrical control structure which we expect to

evolve faster.

In the next sections it is explained in detail how we tested our hypotheses (Experimental setup), what we found

(Results) and what the implications of our findings are (Discussion).

2 Experimental setup
As stated in the introduction, two different robots are needed: one robot with a symmetrical body plan and one robot

with an asymmetrical body plan. In addition, an environment is needed in which the robots can act. Furthermore,

the sensors and motors of the robots have to be coupled by a control structure that is the subject of evolution. These

aspects will be discussed in detail in the next sections.

2.1 Robot Design
For the experiment we used a simulation of the Lego Mindstorms platform [14, 15, 20], in which we designed a

symmetrical and an asymmetrical robot. Both types of robots are equipped with two light sensors facing the floor,

outputting a continuous value from 0 to 100 which is divided by 100 and used as input in the control structure. In

addition, one pressure sensor is placed on the robot’s front, which provides the input layer of the control structure with

a binary value, zero or one. Two motors are used, symmetrically arranged on the left and right side of the robot which

make the wheels turn according to a continuous input between -100 and 100.

As can be seen in Figure 1, the symmetrical and the asymmetrical robot differ in two ways: the placement of

the light sensors, and the activation of the two motors. For the symmetrical body plan, the light sensors are placed

symmetrically at the front of the robot. For the asymmetrical body plan, one of the light sensors is placed on the side

of the robot. The motors of the symmetrical robot have a direct connection with the two output units of the neural

controller. In contrast, in the asymmetrical robot, the output of one output neuron of the control structure codes for

the rotation component of the velocity (rotation, motors turn in opposite direction) and the other one for the forward

component of the velocity (velocity). Equation 1 shows how this signal is transformed into a suitable signal to activate

the two motors.
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Figure 1: Schematic overview of the morphology of

the two different robots.

Figure 2: Ecological Niche. The floor is shown in

black and white, the walls are grey. The asymmetrical

robot is shown.

vleft = (velocity − rotation) · 100
vright = (velocity + rotation) · 100 (1)

The velocity and the rotation are values of the output neurons in [−0.5, 0.5]. So the values vleft and vright for the

motor input are in [−100, 100].

2.2 Task & Ecological Niche
A task is devised in which the robots have to move around a kind of maze (Figure 2) as fast as possible without

bumping into walls. A band of black surface is placed on the floor around the walls to help the robots, whereas the

other parts of the floor are white.

This is a task the robots should be able to perform with the sensors available to the robot. Furthermore, the task is

likely to cause a sensory-motor interaction in which all sensors and motors have to participate. The bumper is needed

in order to detect walls and with the light sensors the robot can avoid bumping into the walls. In order to obtain a

measurement of the robot’s performance a fitness function is defined according to equations 2 and 3. In equation 2 n
is the number cycles (1000 in this experiment) and the penalty for every bump was 50.

fitnesstotal =
n∑

cycle=0

(fitnesscycle)− (penalty · bumps) (2)

fitnesscycle =

⎧⎨
⎩

√
vleft · vright, if vleft > 0 and vright > 0

−√vleft · vright, if vleft < 0 and vright < 0
0, otherwise

(3)

If for one cycle both motors turn forward, the fitness of that cycle is positive. If the motors both turn in a backward

direction the fitness of the cycle is negative. The maximum fitnesscycle is
√

100 · 100 = 100. Therefore, the

maximum fitnesstotal is n · 100 = 105. This value can only be obtained in a world where the robot can go forward

with maximum speed during all cycles. In our world the maximum fitness obtained by a robot was ca. 21000. These

formulas show that the higher the output to both motors, the higher the fitness will become. The higher the output

to both motors the more distance the individual covers that cycle. This is in accordance with the task we formulated

above; the individuals have to move trough the environment as fast as possible while avoiding bumping into walls.
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2.3 Neural Network
The neural network we use as a control structure consists of three layers of neurons: an input layer, a hidden layer

of four units, and an output layer. These three layers are connected by feedforward connections. The neurons within

the hidden layer are fully connected to each other. This neural network structure was chosen for a number of reasons.

First, with this neural network the individuals should be able to complete the task. Second, the fully connected hidden

layer enables the possibility of integration of information, but also the development of a left and right cluster. Finally,

the symmetrical form of the network has some useful properties for analyzing clustering and symmetry.

Activation spreads through the network summing the product of the inputs and their weights and the bias for every

neuron in the network. The neurons are activated using the activation function defined in equation 4. So, they have an

activation value in [−0.5, 0.5].

activationi =
1

1 + e−(inputsi+biasi)
− 0.5 (4)

2.4 Evolutionary process
In order to develop the control structure we used an evolutionary process which evolves the weights and biases of the

network. The evolutionary process is based on generations consisting of 20 individuals represented by 20 genotypes.

A genotype contains a weight for every connection and bias for every neuron, resulting in a vector of 41 values.

With each generation the ten individuals with the highest fitness are selected. Their genotypes are copied to the next

generation, in which ten new genotypes are formed from the ten copied genotypes. The new genotypes are the result

of mutations over the genes of the ten copied genotypes. Every value in the genotype has a five percent mutation

probability and, if selected for mutation, is mutated according to the equation

genotypenew,i = genotypeold,i + r · 0.3 (5)

where r is a random value from a Gaussian distribution with mean 0.0 and standard deviation 1.0. This way, sometimes

larger mutations are encountered but most of the time the weights and biases are slightly mutated. The factor 0.3 is

based on pilot tests.

3 Results
In this section we discuss the results of the experiment. We will first go into the fitness, after which we will look at

clustering and how this was measured. Finally, the symmetry of the resulting control structures will be compared.

Figure 3: Development of mean fitness for the symmetrical and asymmetrical group
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Figure 4: Correlations between clustering and

fitness show a strong negative correlation in

the asymmetrical group.

Figure 5: Correlations between symmetry in

the resulting control structure and fitness show

a strong negative correlation in the asymmetri-

cal group.

3.1 Fitness
The control structures of both groups are evolved for 200 generations after which the fitnesses of both groups seem to

settle. When looking at the behavior of the final generations it is seen that they perform their task quite well.

In Figure 3 it can be seen that the symmetrical group starts with a higher fitness, however after about 75 generations

the fitness of the asymmetrical group has risen above the fitness of the symmetrical group.

Over the first 50 generations the performance of the symmetrical group (fitnesssym = 5.0 · 103) is better than

the performance of the asymmetrical group (fitnessasym = −0.29 · 103). An analysis of variance between the two

groups over the first 50 generations shows that there is a significant effect on mean fitness between the symmetrical

and the asymmetrical group (F (1, 98) = 1.6 ·102, p < .001). In contrast, over the last 50 generations the performance

of the asymmetrical group (fitnessasym = 15 · 103) is about twice as high as the performance of the symmetrical

group (fitnesssym = 7.7 · 103). An analysis of variance over the last 50 generations shows that this difference is also

significant (F (1, 98) = 2.3 · 102, p < .001).

3.2 Clusters
Additionally, we want to gain insight in the development of hemispheres. For current purposes, a hemisphere is

seen as a set of neurons which interact more strongly with each other than with other neurons in the network. We

used techniques described by [8] and [21] to measure these kind of clusters. This resulted in a cluster index (CI)

indicating the amount of clustering. A higher cluster index indicates more clustering.

In order to compute this cluster index, tracking of the different states of the network is needed. Two possible states,

which depend on the activity of the neuron, are defined and measured for each neuron at each cycle: an active state

(activation < −0.2 or activation > 0.2) and almost inactive state (−0.2 < activation < 0.2). In our experiment

we found values for CI between 0 and 35.

There is more clustering in symmetrical individuals (CIsym = 6.5) than in asymmetrical individuals (CIasym =
3.9). With an analysis of variance it is shown that this effect of body plan on clustering is significant (F (1, 98) = 15,

p < .001). Moreover, for the asymmetrical individuals there is a strong negative correlation between clustering and

fitness (r(200) = −0.619, p < .01). With more clustering, the fitness decreases (see Figure 4). In contrast, no

significant correlation for the symmetrical individuals was found.

3.3 Symmetry
We performed an additional analysis to determine whether the developed control structures are symmetrically or

asymmetrically organized.
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(a) Symmetrical control

structure

(b) Asymmetrical control

structure

Figure 6: Symmetrical and asymmetrical process-

ing inside the control structure with symmetrical

and asymmetrical stimuli. The grey value of the

neurons indicates their activity. The circles and

squares represent different input values.

Figure 7: Because it is unclear which neurons in the hid-

den layer form each other’s counterpart all three possi-

bilities are measured during the symmetry analysis. The

most symmetrical couples are selected.

Symmetry inside the nervous system originates from symmetrical connectivity between the neurons. So in the

case of a symmetrical control structure, a symmetrical stimulus will result in symmetrical neural activation patterns.

This means that if the left and the right sensor of the robot encounter an equal stimulus, the activation patterns in the

left and right part of the control structure should be similar. In Figure 6 the typical behaviour of a symmetrical and an

asymmetrical control structure is illustrated.

Therefore, in order to measure symmetry, we calculate the differences between the activations of different neurons

in the network when the input is symmetrical (i.e. when both light sensors have a value higher or lower than the

black/white threshold of the floor). It is unclear which neurons are each others symmetrical counterpart, so all three

possible comparisons in the hidden layer are made (see Figure 7). Such a comparison is done by summing, at each

cycle, the differences between the activation of three couples of neurons (i.e. the output neurons and the neuron

couples in the hidden layer neurons). The most symmetrical comparison is selected. So for the case in which the

couples are (a4, a5), (a6, a3), and (a7, a8) the symmetry is measured as given in equation 6.

Sym = 1−Asym = 1− 1
3n

n∑
cycle=0

|a4 − a5|+ |a6 − a3|+ |a7 − a8| (6)

This way, for every individual the amount of symmetry in the control structure is measured in [0, 1]. Over the

final 50 generations there is more symmetry in individuals with a symmetrical body plan (Symsym = .95) than in

individuals with an asymmetrical body plan (Symasym = .90). An analysis of variance over the final 50 generations

shows that this effect of body structure on symmetry in the control structure is significant (F (1, 98) = 1.1 · 102, p <
.001). Moreover, for the asymmetrical individuals there is a strong negative correlation between symmetry in the

control structure and fitness (r(200) = −0.514, p < .01). With more symmetry, the fitness decreases (see Figure 5).

In contrast, there was no significant correlation for the symmetrical individuals.

3.4 Conclusion
In the first place, the cluster analysis shows that there is more clustering in individuals with a symmetrical body plan

than in individuals with an asymmetrical body plan. As stated above, the clusters can be thought of as hemispheres.

To conclude, we would say that these results support evidence for an influence of body plan on the origin of the two

hemispheres.

Furthermore, from the symmetry analysis of the control structures, it is clear that the individuals with a symmetrical

body plan develop a more symmetrical nervous system than the individuals with an asymmetrical body plan.

Finally, it is seen that the robots with a symmetrical body plan evolve faster (see Figure 3). In contrast, the

asymmetrical group evolves slower but performs better in the end. This difference might be the direct causal result of

the structure of the body plan. In contrast, it could also be the case that the clustering and symmetry of the control

structure are causal intermediates in this relation. These possibilities will be further discussed in the following section.
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4 Discussion

4.1 Symmetry with Asymmetry
The results show that asymmetrical individuals, which have a more asymmetrical control structure, perform better

than the symmetrical individuals. This could mean that an asymmetrical body plan has direct advantages in the model

we used (e.g., the environment might be better suited for the asymmetrical body plan). However, this does not relate

to nature very well since almost all animals possess a symmetrical body plan [9]. Furthermore, a symmetrical body

plan has been shown to have clear adaptive advantages [2, 10]. Instead, the better performance of the asymmetrical

individuals is better explained by the presence of an asymmetrically organized nervous system. Asymmetry in the

control structure positively correlates with higher fitness. This is in line with the hypothesis that an asymmetrical

nervous system yields computational benefits.

Although asymmetrically organized functions are found in the human nervous system, the nervous system also

contains a lot of symmetrically arranged functions. We want to propose that cerebral symmetry has evolved due to

its lower degree of complexity. We will illustrate this by considering a simple Braitenberg Vehicle [3]. Its control

structure has a typical symmetrical architecture with only two connections directing the robot towards or away from

a stimulus. If this control structure would be organized asymmetrically (e.g., like the example in this study, with

one output neuron coding for rotation and one output neuron coding for velocity), the control structure would need

more connections for the integration of information. This results in increased complexity of the control structure which

makes it a configuration less likely to appear during the process of evolution. This fits the findings from our experiment

in which the asymmetrical control structure evolves slower, and might also be the adaptive advantage leading to the

current symmetrical structures in the human nervous system.

A remaining issue is the relation between the development of a symmetrical organization of the nervous system

and the evolution of the two hemispheres. In our experiment the symmetrical individuals developed a more clustered

control structure. This leads us to believe that symmetry facilitates clustering. We believe that the same relation holds

for natural systems. Therefore, it is likely that the bihemispherical configuration emerged from a symmetrical nervous

system. Subsequently, asymmetry evolved with the need for more complex cognitive processing. Asymmetry provides

the required neural space.

4.2 Embodied Embedded Brains
This study shows that embodied cognitive modelling can contribute to research on cerebral lateralization. Regarding

this contribution, it is important to consider the validity of the model in relation to a natural system.

The simulated model used in this study is by no means a valid equivalent of a natural system. One should therefore

be very careful in generalizing the results from the simulation to the human nervous system. On the other hand,

this research can be valuable in the sense that it can provide supporting evidence for conclusions drawn from studies

dealing with natural systems. Furthermore, it can lead to new ideas and insights, and may result in original hypotheses.
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Abstract

The most common reason for plan repair are the violation of a plan’s temporal constraints. Air Traffic

Control is an example of an area in which violations of the plan’s temporal constraints is rather a rule than

an exception. In such domains there is a need for identifying the underlying causes of the constraint vio-

lations in order to improve plan repairs and to anticipate future constraint violations. This paper presents

a model for identifying the causes of the temporal constraint violations using coupled Discrete Event

Systems. We show that for temporal diagnosis we can use a model without explicit temporal information.

1 Introduction
Violation of a plan’s temporal constraints is one of the most common problems during plan execution. This

holds especially in the domain of air traffic control. In this domain common causes of temporal constraint

violations are problems in luggage handling, security issues, no-shows of passengers, unforseen changes in

the weather conditions, and so on and so forth.

In order to repair plans, accurate information about the cause of the problem is important. It enables

planners to come up with better plan repairs, thereby avoiding fire fighting tactics. This requires that we

not only identify the primary cause, that is, failing plan step(s) causing constraint violations, but also the

secondary cause, that is, failing equipment, unforseen changes in the environment and malfunctioning agents

that are responsible for plan step failures.

In a recent paper the authors have proposed coupled Discrete Event System (DES) based on timed
automatons to enable diagnosis of temporal constraint violations [6]. The use of timed automaton enables

the generation of events if a DES is in a state for a specified period of time or if a DES is in a state at

a specified time point. Although this approach makes it possible to accurately describe the normal and

abnormal execution of a plan for the purpose of diagnosis, it has two important drawbacks. First, uncertainty

with respect to the time at which events occur complicates the diagnosis problem. Second, existing methods

for distributed diagnosis of coupled DESs cannot be used [1, 13].

In this paper we re-examine the model proposed in [6] and we propose to abstract from the specific

time information. The abstraction will enable the application of currently available diagnosis techniques to

diagnosis of temporal constraint violations during plan execution.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 3 discusses how discrete event systems

can be for modeling plan execution. Section 4 defines plan-execution diagnosis of temporal constraint

violations and defines an explanation for constraint violations with respect to a diagnosis. Section 5 presents

an example and Section 6 concludes the paper. First, to place our approach into perspective, we discuss

some some related work.

1This research is supported by the Technology Foundation STW, applied science division of NWO and the technology programme

of the Ministry of Economic Affairs (the Netherlands). Project DIT5780: Distributed Model Based Diagnosis and Repair.
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2 Related work
In this section we briefly discuss some other approaches to plan diagnosis and subsequently some approaches

to diagnosis using discrete event systems.

Plan diagnosis Birnbaum et al. [2] apply Model-Based Diagnosis (MBD) to planning agents relating health

states of agents to outcomes of their planning activities. They do not take into account abnormalities that can

be attributed to plan steps in a plan as a separate source of errors. In contrast to their approach, we assume

that the plan is error free and focus on causes of plan execution failures.

Kalech and Kaminka [11, 12] apply social diagnosis in order to find the cause of an anomalous plan

execution. They consider hierarchical plans consisting of so-called behaviors. Such plans do not prescribe

a (partial) execution order on a set of actions. Instead, based on its observations, beliefs and role, each agent

chooses the appropriate behavior to be executed. Each behavior in turn may consist of primitive actions

to be executed, or of a set of other behaviors to choose from. Social diagnosis then addresses the issue of

determining what went wrong in the joint execution of such a plan by identifying the disagreeing agents and

the causes for their selection of incompatible behaviors (e.g., belief disagreement, communication errors).

Carver and Lesser [3], and Horling et al. [10] also apply diagnosis to (multi-agent) plans. Their research

concentrates on the use of a causal model that can help an agent to refine its initial diagnosis of a failing

component (called a task) of a plan. As a consequence of using such a causal model, the agent would be able

to generate a new, situation-specific, plan that is better suited to pursue its goal. Their approach to diagnosis

concentrates on specifying the exact causes of the failing of one single component (task) of a plan. Diagnosis

is based on observations of a component without taking into account the consequences of failures of such

a component with respect to the remaining plan. In our approach, instead, we are interested in methods to

detect plan execution failures considering the whole plan.

Witteveen and Roos [18, 14, 15] show how classical MBD can be applied to plan execution. Their

method is especially suited to identify failing plan steps based on two or more partial observations of a plan

execution. They show that an important class of diagnoses, namely minimal maximal-informative diagnoses,

can be identified in polynomial time. de Jonge et al. [9, 8] extended the approach of Witteveen and Roos

introducing discrete event systems to model the unforeseen changes of state variables representing plan

steps, agents, equipment and objects in the environment. Although many types of plan execution failures

can be identified, violations of temporal constraints cannot.

de Jonge et al. [5, 7] present an approach to plan diagnosis closely related to the approach proposed in this

paper. de Jonge et al. apply discrete event systems to describe linear plans of individual agents. However,

temporal aspects of the agents’ plan cannot be modeled. The agents’ plans may interact through constraints

over the states of plan steps (representing for instance resource constraints). Diagnosis is subsequently

applied to identify disruption events causing constraint violations. If disruption events are observable, future

constraint violations can be predicted and diagnosis is used to propose repair events to avoid these future

constraint violations. This paper extends the approach of de Jonge et al. by enabling diagnosis of temporal

constraint violations.

Discrete Event Systems Discrete Event Systems are a modeling method of real-world systems based on

finite state machines (FSM) [4]. In a DES a finite set of states describes at some abstraction level the state

of a real world system. State changes are caused by events and a transition function specifies the changes

triggered by the events. The events are usually observable control events. However, unobservable failure

events mays also cause state changes. Diagnosis of a DES aims at identifying the unobserved failure events

based on a trace of observable events [16]. Essentially, this is a form of abductive diagnosis. Note that the

trace of observable events depends on the state of the system and the transition function. Therefore, a DES

is sometimes viewed as a machine accepting a language of observable and unobservable events.

In order to create a DES modeling a system, the finite state machines modeling individual components

have to be combined into a global finite state machine [17]. Unfortunately the number of states of the global

model grows exponentially in the number of components, making it infeasible for modeling large systems.

Therefore, in recent work, instead of a single finite state machine, multiple finite state machines that interact

by exchanging events have been proposed. Here, a state transition of a FSM may may trigger new events

causing state transitions of other FSMs. Methods for diagnosing these DESs have been proposed in the

literature [1, 13].
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3 Modeling plan execution
This section formalizes the description of the plan execution to be diagnosed. First, we specify the DES that

forms the basic component for modeling plan execution and the sequences of events that drive the system of

coupled DESs. Subsequently, we specify how a plan and its environment are modeled using DESs.

The Discrete Event System We assume a set of objects O which can be partitioned into plan steps Oplan,

agents Oag , equipment Oeq, environment objects Oenv and constraint objects Oconstr. Each object o ∈ O
is described by a Discrete Event System [4]. Unlike the DES specified in [6] which is based on timed au-

tomaton, this DES is based on a standard finite state machine. Note that we will make a distinction between

events and event types. We introduce this distinction in order to explicit distinguish different occurrences of

the same “event”.

Definition 1 An object o ∈ O is a Discrete Event System (So, so, E
in
o , Eout

o , τo) where

• So is a set of states,

• so ∈ So is the initial state,

• Ein
o is the set of event types the object may react to,

• Eout
o is the set of event types the object may generate, and

• τo is a set of state transition rules that are instances of (So × Ein
o ∪ {-} × Eout

o × So). Here, ‘-’ is a

reserved event type symbol denoting the absence of an event. A rule in τo will be denoted by s
[ε/ε′]−→ s′

where s ∈ So is the state before the transition, s′ ∈ So is the resulting state, ε ∈ Ein
o denotes that an

event of type ε triggers the transition, and ε′ ∈ Eout
o denotes that an event of type ε′ is generated by

the transition.

Events and event types We make a distinction between events and event types in order distinguish different

occurrences of the same “event”. For instance, during a day at an airport there can be several ‘no-show’

events, some of which may cause a delayed departure of a plane. In order to identify the specific instance of

the ‘no-show’ events that cause a delayed departure, we make a distinction between an event type ε and an

event e which is a specific instance of the event type: type(e) = ε.

Because of the distinction we make between event types and events, we can order the latter. We use

e < e′ to denote that an event e causally occurs before an event e′. The adjective ‘causally’ denotes there

must also be a causal dependence between the two events.

The order in which events occur is important for making diagnoses. Although some approaches assume

that only the order of the events on individual DESs (the objects) can be known [13], here we will not make

this assumption. Because of the time scale in air traffic control and because clocks can be synchronized

through for instance GPS, we assume a total order of events, which we denote by the temporal ordering
relation < over events. We will use a sequences of events Π = 〈e1, ..., en〉 to describe a set of events

ordered with respect to <. Clearly, ei < ej iff i < j. We use Π = {e1, ..., en} to denote the set of

events used to construct the sequence Π, and Π � E denotes the restriction of the sequence Π to those

events occurring in the set E. The subsequence relation Π # Π′ is defined as Π being the sequence we

get by eliminating events from Π′: Π # Π′ iff Π = (Π′ � Π). Moreover, Π − Π′ denotes the removal of

the subsequence (Π′ � Π) from Π, and Π $ Π′ denotes the creation of a sequence respecting < such that

Π # (Π $Π′), Π′ # (Π $Π′) and (Π ∪Π′) = (Π $Π′).
Any model has a boundary of what is and what is not modeled. For instance, we may model the state

of the weather but not the processes that determine the changes of the weather. Still, based on the weather

forecasts we wish to be able to adapt the state of the weather object. External events can be used for this

purpose. An external event is an input event of an object that is not generated by some object; i.e., it is not

an output event of some object and there is no rule generating it. So, the set of corresponding event types is

defined as:

Eext =
⋃

o∈O
Ein

o −
⋃

o∈O
Eout

o

Unlike some formalizations of DESs, we do not explicitly partition the set of event types Eo = Ein
o ∪

Eout
o of an object into observable and unobservable events. In the intended application domain, observability

of an event may depend on the circumstances.
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The environment In a domain such as air traffic control, the environment has an important influence on the

intended execution of a plan. Unforseen changes in the state of the environment such as snow on runways or

strong headwinds, may influence the temporal execution of a plan. In order to identify this type of influences

using diagnosis we first need to model them.

The deviations in the strength of the aircraft’s headwind is a continuous function over time. Obviously,

we will never have enough information to identify this function in our diagnostic process. Therefore, we

should abstract from the continuous function and use abstract values such as strong-tailwind, tailwind, no-
wind, headwind and strong-headwind instead. These values hold for certain time intervals. Hence, we define

the environment by a set of objects Oenv where with each object o ∈ Oenv a finite set of possible states So

is associated.

A state change of one object may cause a state change in another object. For instance heavy snowfall may

influence the state of the runway on an airport. If a state change of, for instance, the weather immediately

influences the state of the runway, coupled Discrete Event Systems (DES) would be an obvious choice to

describe the causal dependencies between objects. However, heavy snow fall does not immediately cause

the closure of a runway. Therefore, an event should be generated after an object has been in a certain state

for some period of time. Using such a ‘time delayed’ event we may change the state of the runway after it

has been snowing for a specified period of time. Time delayed events do not solve the problem completely.

How long it will have to snow before snowfall changes the state of the runway, may depend on the condition

of the runway such as the presence of salt, and on other events such as snow removal activities. Therefore,

in this example the time delayed event must be generated by runway and not by the weather. Figure 1 gives

an illustration.

good snowfall

clean/open snow buildup closedsnow buildup

runway cleaning

good

Events

Runway

Weather

Delayed Events

Figure 1: An application of delayed events

Note that the event generated by the weather causes the state change of the runway from ‘clean/open’

to ‘snow buildup’. The event ‘runway cleaning’ indicating the removal of snow from the runway, causes

a state change from ‘snow buildup’ to ‘snow buildup’. It implies that the runway cleaning event resets the

timer for the period snow is building up on the runway.

In [6], we specified an interval in which the event causing a transition to the state ‘closed’ should occur.

Abstracting from the time at which an event should occur enables us to describe the state transition of the

runway by:

snow buildup
[-/closing]−→ closed

This transition indicates that the state of the runway may change from ‘snow buildup’ to ‘closed’ without

any event causing the transition. During the transition a ‘closing’ event is generated. This event may be used

by other DESs and may be used to observe the state change of the runway.

Plans Since the execution of a step (action) of a plan may depend on the state of the environment objects

and since the state of environment objects may change during the execution, we cannot use a representation

in which plan steps are treated as atoms. Therefore most representations are not suited for our purpose.

What we need is a representation that enables us to state that a plan step finishes too late because it started

too late or because a delay occurred during execution as a result of unforseen changes in the environment.

Hence, we should be able to assign states to plan steps and these states may change during the execution of

a plan step. This suggests that we should also use Discrete Event Systems to model plan steps [7]. We will

therefore use a special set of objects Oplan to represent plan steps. Figure 2 illustrates a DES model of a

plan step p ∈ Oplan, consisting of:

• a special initial state representing the expected initial situation before the execution of the plan step,

• a set of inactive states representing the environment changes that may influence the execution of the

plan step,
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• a set startup states representing (i) that some but not all preceding plan steps have finished as well as

how they have finished, and (ii) the environment changes that may influence the execution of the plan

step,

• a set of active states representing how the plan step is executed, and

• a set of finish states of the plan step.

Note that no startup states are needed in a linear plan.

p1

p2

p3

A (partial) plan

with 3 plan steps

s0

s6

s9

s8

[ 4/-]

s7

[-/ 6]

s1

s2

s3

s4

s5

[ 5/-]

[ 1 2/-]

[ ’1 ’2/-] [ ’1 ’2/-]

[ ’1 ’2/-]

[ ’1 ’2/-]

[ 1 2/-]

[ 1 2/-] [ 1 2/-]

[ ’1 ’2/-]

[ 4/-] [ 5/-][ 4/-] [ 5/-]

[-/ 3]

[-/ ’’3]

[-/ ’3]

State transitions

of plan step p3

States:

s0: inactive normal

s1: inactive delay buildup

s2: startup normal

s3: startup delay buildup

s4: startup delayed

s5: active normal

s6: active delay buildup

s7: active delayed

s8: finish normal

s9: finish delayed

Events:

1: normal finish of p1

’1: delayed finish of p1

2: normal finish of p2

’2: delayed finish of p2

3, ’3, ”3: finishing of p3

4, 5: environment changes

6: delay buildup exceeds threshold

Figure 2: Modeling a plan step of a plan.

Based on the state of a plan step p, at a certain time point a transition from an active state to a finish

state must occur. This transition depends on the time a plan step has been in a certain active state. Since

we abstract from time information, no event is needed to trigger the transition. Hence we can formulate the

following transition rules for the finite state machine in figure2.

s5
[-/ε3]−→ s8, s6

[-/ε′′
3 ]−→ s8, s7

[-/ε′
3]−→ s9

Note that the events of type ε3, ε
′
3, ε

′′
3 are generated in order to signal the end of the plan step. They can for

instance be used to activate the next plan step of the plan. Also note that these transitions may only occur

after all occurrences of the events of types ε4, ε5 and ε6. Approaches for diagnosis of DESs (e.g. [1, 13])

can handle this issue.

Constraints A plan description normally consists of a set of plan steps with precedence relations between

the plan steps. We can distinguish two types of precedence relations, namely those that describe the order

of plan steps needed to guarantee the desired effect of a plan and precedence relations that have been added

to avoid resource conflicts. Although all precedence relations can be modeled using the above described

events, we will use a different description for precedence relations that are added for avoiding resource

conflicts. When, for instance, an aircraft is delayed, it may be better to change the planned landing sequence

of aircraft so that other aircraft can still arrive as scheduled. Therefore, we will model resource constraints

separately as constraints over the states of plan steps requiring the same resource. These constraints can

be used to specify for instance that a combination of plane a being delayed and plane b being early is not

allowed because both planes are scheduled on the same gate.

Constraints specify combinations of states of objects that are (dis)allowed. Violation of some constraints

is a reason for diagnosis. Since approaches for distributed diagnosis of coupled DESs determine diagnoses

that explain observed events, we should model each constraint by a DES that generates a constraint violation
event when a disallowed combination of states of other DESs occurs. By using the events that are generated

by the state transitions of an object, the DES of the object o ∈ Ocstr representing the constraint can generate

events indicating a constraint violations.
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The model Using the discrete event systems introduced in this section and applying the modeling method

discussed, we can now build a model of the possible ways of executing a plan. To this model, we add a set

of expected external events. These events specify how the environment is expected to evolve. For instance,

describing the expected weather changes.

To summarize, we have to:

• describe the environment objectsOenv , their state transitions, their states at time point 0, and the rules

generating events;

• describe the states of each plan stepOplan, their state transitions, states of the plan steps at time point

0, and, using information about the schedule of each plan step, the rules generating (finishing) events.

• if necessary, also describe the equipment Oeq and the agents Oag; and

• describe the constraints Ocstr that must hold between states of different agents’ plan steps;

• describe the set of expected external event sequences Πexp.

This gives us the execution model M = (O,Πexp) with O = Oenv ∪ Oplan ∪ Oeq ∪ Oag ∪ Ocstr.

4 Diagnosis & explanation
A diagnosis of a plan execution is defined as well as an explanation of observed constraint violations.

Diagnosis The goal of diagnosis given a plan diagnosis problem (M,Πobs) consisting of the execution

model M = (O, Πexp) and a sequence of observed events (including constraint violations), is to identify

the external events that explain the observed events Πobs. Note that, in the literature, one often aims at a

unique identification of failure events [16]. However, the described techniques can also provide multiple

explanations in the absence of observations leading to a unique diagnosis.

Definition 2 Let (M,Πobs) be a plan diagnosis problem and let M = (O, Πexp) be a model of the intended
plan execution. Moreover, let a sequence of external event Δ be a candidate diagnosis.

Δ is a diagnosis of a plan execution diagnosis problem iff there exists a sequence Π specifying the
execution history of the coupled DESs such that Δ = Π � Eext, Πobs # Π and (Πexp � Π) # Δ.

Preference criteria There may be several diagnoses Δ according to definition 2. The quality of these

diagnoses need not be the same. Preference criteria are used to select a subset of the diagnoses, usually, the

most probable diagnoses. A criterium that is often used for diagnoses is preferring diagnoses that minimize

the difference with the normal state of affairs. In plan diagnosis this would be the difference with the

expected external events sequence Πexp.

The difference between Πexp and a diagnosis Δ consists of two aspects, (i) the unexpected events that

occurred according to the diagnosis, and (ii) the expected timed events that did not occur according to the

diagnosis. Assuming that the a priori probability that Δ differs from Πexp is sufficiently small, we prefer
diagnoses Δ that minimize the differences between Δ and Πexp.

A difficulty in comparing Πexp and Δ is that there are transitions to the same state s starting from

different initial states triggered by event of different types. For instance, two event types for a transition

to a state representing strong winds, one if there was no wind and one if there was a light breeze. If the

expected light breeze did not occur, we should still be able to infer that the change to strong winds did

occur. Therefore we will restrict the external events to so called absolute events. An absolute event causes a

transition to a new state independent of the previous state thereby simplifying comparison of external events.

Definition 3 An external event type ε ∈ Eext of an object o ∈ O is an absolute event iff

for every s
[ε/ε′]−→ s′′, s′

[ε/ε′′]−→ s∗ ∈ τ : ε′ = ε′′ and s′′ = s∗.

Explanation In our application domain of air traffic control one often claims that during normal daily

operation all relevant events, including the external events, are observable. This does not imply that no

constraint violation will occur when agents execute their plans. On the contrary, air traffic controllers are

working around the clock to avoid incidents. Clearly, if all external events that have occurred, are observed,

then Δ = Πobs � Eext is a diagnosis. However, such a diagnosis does not give an adequate explanation of

an observed constraint violation.
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For the purpose of plan repair, distributing cost of a plan repair, improvements of future plans, and so

on and so forth, we would like to know which external events are accountable of the observed constraint

violations. A diagnosis does not provide this information. A diagnosis specifies the external events that

explain the observed events. From such a diagnosis we can determine the unexpected external events that

occurred and the expected external events that did not occur without linking the presence or absence of

specific events to specific constraint violations. A specific constraint violation is caused by the presence

or absence of specific external events. For instance, the absence of expected tail wind can be the cause of

a plane’s late arrival. An explanation identifies these unexpected external events as well as unexpectedly

absent external events causing the constraint violation.2

Determining an explanation for a constraint violation is not straight forward because deriving a constraint

violation from external events is a non-monotonic process. To illustrate this, consider an aircraft that has a

delayed departure, but still arrives on time at its destination because of strong tail winds. However, because

no gate is available after landing, the aircraft has a delayed arrival resulting in a constraint violation. The

constraint violation could be explained by considering the external event causing the delayed departure while

ignoring in the explanation the external events causing the tail wind and the unavailability of a gate after

landing. Clearly, this is not a proper explanation of the delayed arrival because the plane landed on time.

Also a set containing all external events that influences the schedule of the aircraft does not give a proper

explanation. The only events that give a proper explanation of the constraint violation in this example are

those causing the unavailability of a gate.

How do we determine the external events that explain an event e generated by a constraint object; i.e.,

the events causing a constraint violation? First, observe that an explanation must enable us to generate the

event e to be explained. Since an explanation consists of unexpected external events that occurred and of

expected external events that did not occur, the result of removing the latter events from the sequence of

expected events Πexp and subsequently adding the former events to it, must enable us to predict the event e
to be explained. As was illustrated by the example above, we must also ensure that every larger explanation

also enables us to predict the event e.

Definition 4 Let M = (O,Πexp) be a model of the plan execution and let Δ be a diagnosis. Moreover, let
e be an observed event for which we seek an explanation and let 〈e〉 represent the corresponding sequence
of observations.

An explanation is a couple (Xp, Xa) with Xp # (Δ−Πexp) and Xa # (Πexp −Δ) such that:

• Υ = (Πexp −Xa) $Xp is a diagnosis of the sequence of observations: 〈e〉;
• for no (Yp,Ya) with Xp # Y p # (Δ−Πexp) and Xa # Y a # (Πexp %Δ):

Ξ = (Πexp − Y a) $ Y p is not a diagnosis of the sequence of observations: 〈e〉.
Note that in the above definition, the first item gives an ‘argument’ for (Xp, Xa) being an explanation while

the second item states that there is no counter-argument.

5 Example
This section illustrates the relevance of the model in our application domain, the field of air traffic control,

using a small example.

At Schiphol airport, flight KL1243 to DeGaulle Paris, which is docked at gate E11, is delayed because it

has to wait for passengers (the expected off-block event after which the aircraft is to taxi to the runway does

not occur at the planned time, but occurs 15 minutes later). After further investigation it becomes apparent

that the passengers that KL1243 is waiting for are transfers from flight D845. Flight D845, from Heathrow

London, was delayed due to strong headwinds, and only just began de-boarding at gate D21.

Figure 3 shows the model of the schedule for flights KL1243 and D845. As can be seen, the expected

in-block time of D845, which is the start of the de-boarding, was expected before the off-block time of

KL1243, but due to (unexpected) weather changes has been delayed. This delay causes a longer boarding

time of KL1243, which is noted by the delay in the occurrence of it’s off-block event.

Clearly, the diagnosis will contain the explanation: ‘strong head winds: London to Amsterdam’. Note

that this diagnosis can be used to predict that other flights from the same direction will probably be delayed

as well (until the weather changes).

2Here, we use a pragmatic interpretation of the concept ‘causes’.
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Figure 3: Example diagnosis.

6 Conclusion
Identifying causes of temporal constraint violations is an important problem in our application domain of

air traffic control as well as many other domains. Information about the causes may support plan repair and

can help improving new plans. In this paper we have investigated whether we can model a plan execution

for the purpose of diagnosis using a Discrete Event Systems without considering explicit time information.

We have shown that a diagnosis of temporal constraint violations can be made using such a model and that

causes of individual constraint violations can be identified.

Future work will focuses on efficient distributed implementations of the model. We will investigate

extensions of the approaches proposed in [7] and in [13].
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Abstract

In this project a new approach to author identification in chatlogs is investigated. The method is based on

Formal Concept Analysis (FCA): a classification technique that is able to classify users of a chat-channel

based on the words they posted. The concepts produced by FCA are scored using various evaluation

functions.

The results of this explorative survey are most promising. Although identification is far from perfect

and many tests still need to be done, FCA certainly has potential as a method for author identification in

chat texts.

1 Introduction
Since the internet became a normal part of everyday life in most Western countries, the use of online

chat-boxes and instant messengers has grown enormously, especially among teenagers. Unfortunately, the

anonymity of the chat-box can easily be misused to, for example, persuade youngsters to cross borders they

would never have crossed in a face-to-face situation. The anonimity of the internet accomodates forms of

so-called ‘cyber crime’: the online business of criminal activities. The abuse of chat-channels, for whatever

purpose, is simply one of them. Seeing that fighting online criminals, despite some successes, had led to a

technological race between offenders and Justice in order to trace IP-adresses and their physical locations,

we believe that generalizing over the entire range of internet crimes will not be the most successful course

of action. It is our opinion that the various online activities differ so much that it will be more effective to

develop specialistic crime fighting tools for each of them.

When focussing on chatting only, there is a remarkable characteristic of this medium that catches the eye: the

user is able to precisely control how much of his identity is published. The availability of this function has

consequences for both user and misuser. For the user, it creates the sense of anonymity mentioned earlier.

For the misuser, however, it first of all provides a means of misleading innocent users by presenting himself

under a false and for the victim trustworthy identity. Further, it reduces the criminal’s risk to get caught,

because he can create an entirely new identity for each crime. It is therefore our opinion that, although

the technique presented in this paper might affect the privacy of innocent chat-channel participants if it is

misused, being able to link the chat-texts from various online personalities to a single author would be a

great step forward in fighting potential criminals.

In this paper, we will attempt to identify authors from the chatlogs they produced while chatting on a public

IRC-channel. Using Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) [17] we will map groups of authors with the same

word usuage into concepts. A scoring function will allocate points to authors based on their occurrence in

concepts. This way we obtain a ranked list of authors which will be used for identification purposes.

2 Author Identification
“In the beginning, God created the heavens and the earth.”1 These words are not only the beginning of the

most-read book in history and, according to this book, of the world as we know it, but have also raised a lot

1Gen. 1:1, KJV
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of questions about who wrote them. At first, Moses was believed to have written the first book of the Bible,

Genesis, from which this citation is taken, but later research shows that at least three authors contributed

to this book [2, 16, 15, 18]. These and other surveys on the Bible’s authorship formed the beginning of a

research field known as author identification.

Although analyzing the Bible is still a day-job for many researchers around the world, author identification

has been applied in some more historical projects. In the 1960’s, Mosteller and Wallace performed their

seminal study ‘The Federalist Papers’ in which 12 out of 146 political essays from the late eighteenth

century were claimed by two authors: Alexander Hamilton and James Madison. Using a Bayesian statistical

analysis to the frequencies of function words, Mosteller and Wallace were able to assign the correct author

to all twelve papers [12]. The same result was achieved by Kjell [11], who made use of a neural network

to assign the group of unknown documents as a whole to a single author. This success was not equalled

by the other famous historical project: the ‘Claremond Shakespeare Authorship Clinic’, in which Ward

Elliott and Robert Valenza tried to find the ‘true’ Shakespeare from among 37 possible authors by means

of quantitative text analysis [8]. Two other researchers, Merriam and Matthews, where able to classify

some texts by building a neural network that was able to distinguish between two authors: Shakespeare and

Marlow [14].

2.1 Modern computational linguistics
A fairly complete overview of rather recent research on author identification in modern texts is given by

McCombe [13], from who most of the information below is taken.

2.1.1 Chaski’s hypotheses

In linguistics, one of the leading authorities on author identification is Chaski. She states that “. . . the fact of

language being an automatic process gives us some scope for linguistic fingerprinting: the more automatic a

process is, the less control we have over it and the greater [is] its reliability as an indicator of individuality”

[3].

In a later report, Chaski tests nine empirical hypotheses that have been used to identify authors in the past

[4]. Not all of them were equally successful, and therefore it was Chaski’s intention to perform a critical

survey. She examined the following measures: Vocabulary richness, Hapax Legomena (words occurring

once), Readability measures, Content Analysis (semantic classification), Spelling errors, Grammatical er-

rors, Syntactically classified punctuation, Sentential complexity, and Abstract syntactic structures. Chaski’s

conclusion is that the only reliable methods that appear to accurately identify authors are those relying

on linguistic science and generative grammar: the sentential complexity method and the method based on

abstract syntactic structures.

2.1.2 The response by Grant and Baker

In [10], Grant and Baker respond to Chaski’s publications. First of all, they publish a short overview of the

history of author identification in which they refer to the Shakespeare and Federalist projects and explain

that some methods strictly rejected by Chaski have worked well in earlier and widely-acknowledged studies.

Furthermore, they describe their own approach to the author identification problem, known as ‘Principal

Component Analysis’, which “identifies which marker or combination of markers discriminates in a partic-

ular case as particularly effective” [10]. At first sight, this technique appears to be less broadly applicable

in comparison to Chaski’s methods, but the authors explain that this is a misunderstanding. They empha-

size that Chaski uses a deliberately limited sample database, in order to minimize the variation between her

subjects. Although this appears to make the identification task harder (identical subjects produce identical

texts, which are harder to distinguish from each other), it also has a negative effect on the generalisability of

her conclusions to a wider population, in which variation between subjects is rather common [13].

2.2 Identification using topic-free representations
In their 2005-paper, Madigan et al. approach the identification problem in an entirely new way. They

foreground that the most important part of the identification process is the representation of the corpus.

Instead of all their preceding colleagues, they chose a topic-independent representation of the texts. In their
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experiments, they decided to use a corpus containing a variety of topics and they acknowledge that it will be

a difficult task to represent a corpus with a central theme in a topic-independent way.

After implementing their representation technique, Madigan et al. used a Bayesian multinomial logistic

regression to classify the texts. This technique is able to cluster the texts with a certain probability or er-

ror rate. In their conclusions, Madigan et al. state that, although the initial experiments “. . . suggest that

sparse Bayesian logistic regression coupled with high-dimensional document representations show consid-

erable promise as a tool for authorship attribution [. . . ] significant challenges concerning representation

remain; different document representations can lead to different attributions and no clear method exists for

accounting for this uncertainty” [12].

2.3 Author identification in e-mails
In the period 2001-2003, a series of articles and a thesis was published by de Vel, Anderson, Corney and

Mohay. In their publications, they investigated the learning and classification of authorship categories in both

aggregated and multi-topic e-mail documents. Their corpus was represented using a large set of content-free

features, like structural characteristics and linguistic patterns. The documents where classified using the

Support Vector Machine learning algorithm. For both aggregated and multi-topic e-mails, the results were

encouraging. The authors themselves, however, prefer to experiment with a larger number of authors before

calling the technique a success [7, 5, 6].

2.4 Research on author identification in chatlogs
When reviewing nearly all the currently published literature on author identification, it caught our attention

that almost no research is specifically dedicated to author identification in chatlogs. This is remarkable,

because the communication in chatlogs is on various dimensions (reduced grammar, abbreviations, mixed

languages etc.) unique, which means that conventional identification techniques are not likely to work.

It also means that, as far as we know, this is the first attempt to identify authors using a technique like

FCA. That fact makes this project a truly explorative survey. Within our limited time frame, there is there-

fore no room left for exhaustive statistical analyses for each variable, although that is of course the first

recommendation for future research.

3 Formal Concept Analysis
In FCA [17], a conceptual structure is derived from two sets and their binary relation. Within our domain

we recognize a set of authors (objects) and the words they use (attributes). We denote the set of objects as

O while the set of attributes is represented by A. The result of indexing is a binary relation between objects

and attributes. This relation is called a context and written as ∼. Note that ∼ ⊆ O ×A.

Example 1
Consider the following (extremely short) chatlog:

john: hey guys, how are you?
mary: I am fine
pete: hey john, I am ok!

Indexing yields: O = {john, mary, pete} and A = {hey, guys, how, are, you, I, am, fine, john, ok}. Further-

more it is easy to see that for example john ∼ guys and pete ∼ ok. The complete context relation is presented

in table 1.

∼ hey guys how are you I am fine john ok
john × × × × ×
mary × × ×
pete × × × × ×

Table 1: Example chatlog context
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Let o ∈ O be an object; a ∈ A be an attribute. O and A represents subsets of respectively O andA. First of

all, we extend the context relation ∼ to sets:

a ∼ O ≡ a ∼ o for all o ∈ O

o ∼ A ≡ o ∼ a for all a ∈ A

Objects may share attributes. To express this notion we define the function ComAttr:

ComAttr(O) = {a ∈ A | a ∼ O}
Similarly attributes may share objects:

ComObj(A) = {o ∈ O | A ∼ o}
Although it seems plausible to assume that the functions ComAttr and ComObj are each others inverse, in

general they are not. When they are, we have a special situation:

A pair (O, A) is called a (formal) concept if and only if:

ComAttr(O) = A

ComObj(A) = O

How to find all concepts for a given context falls outside the scope of this article. One of the most commonly

used algorithms is developed by Ganter [9], which is adapted for parallel execution by Blokpoel [1]. The

concepts derived from our example are presented in table 2.

concept objects attributes

1 ∅ hey, how, are, you, guys, I, am, fine, john, ok
2 john hey, how, are, you, guys
3 pete hey, john, I, am, ok
4 pete, mary I, am
5 pete, john hey
6 pete, john, mary ∅

Table 2: All concepts in our example

Concepts 1 and 6 are special, they are called the top and bottom concepts of our structure. Furthermore we

see that pete and mary are joined in concept 4 since they both used the words I and am. Same holds for pete
and john (concept 5) using the word hey. We represent the set of all concepts with the symbol C.

4 The experiment
To test FCA for author identification we took the chatlog of a dutch, public IRC-channel. After removing

some source code and other noise from the log file, there were approximately 25,000 lines of data left.

For practical reasons, mostly due to memory limitations and calculation time, this file was split-up into 5

parts containing about 5,000 lines of utterances. To measure the effectiveness of the identification we picked

out a user (later referred to as X), and changed his/her username to test in 20% of the utterances. The goal

of the experiment was to determine if we can identify test being the same person as X. Finally we indexed

the chatlog’s utterances, creating a context and the concepts for each part.

4.1 Scoring the concepts
In this section we describe three different ways to score the generated concepts in order to identify the test
user. On average each chatlog part generated about 7000 different concepts. Some of them included both

user test and X, some only X, some only test and some neither one of them. We are going to assign an

Identification Score (IS) to each author using three strategies. We start with defining the occurrence function

which expresses if an author o co-occurs with test in a concept (O,A).

occur(o, (O,A)) =

{
1 if o ∈ O ∧ test ∈ O

0 otherwise
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4.1.1 Plain identification

Every time an author shows up in a concept in which the test user appears too, should be rewarded. So

the plain score (ISp) adds 1 point to the author when it appears in the same concept as the test user.

ISp(o) =
∑
c∈C

occur(o, c)

4.1.2 Attribute length identification

In the plain score, every concept containing both the author and the test user is equally important. How-

ever, concepts with a lot of attributes (shared words) may be of greater value for the identification process.

That is why we suggest an alternative scoring mechanism, the attribute length score:

ISa(o) =
∑

(O,A)∈C
#(A) · occur(o, (O, A))

4.1.3 Object length identification

Another way to assign a higher score to important concepts is to pay attention to the number of objects in

the concepts. If the number of objects is smaller, then the concept is more identifying for those users and

should therefore receive a higher score. This leads to the object length score:

ISo(o) =
∑

(O,A)∈C

occur(o, (O,A))
#(O)

5 Results

5.1 Plain identification scores
The results for scoring the users following the plain identification method are in figures 1 through 3. The

average scores over all five parts can be found in figure 3. At first sight, the results give reason for optimism:

the user that we are looking for, X, ends up in the top 5 scores of candidates in all parts except the first. In

parts two and three X even appears as the first candidate. On average, he reaches a second place over all five

parts.
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Figure 1: Plain identification scores in the first and second part of the chatlog.
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Figure 3: Plain identification scores in the fifth part of the chatlog and the average score.

5.2 Attribute length identification scores
The same way, we calculate the results for attribute and object length identification, from which we will

not show the histograms here. Concerning attribute length identification, the first thing to notice is that the

ranklist in table 3 barely changes. X is still the first candidate in two parts (2 & 3) and even dropped down

one position in part 5. On average, his position does not change.

score part1 part2 part3 part4 part5 average

ISp 7 1 1 3 5 2

ISa 7 1 1 3 6 2

Table 3: The rank of X in all 5 parts of the chatlog

It is, however, difficult to compare these ranks to those of the plain identification scores since they do not

provide information about the distance between X and his competitors. In table 4 we therefore determine for

all tests the ratio between X’s IS and the average IS of the other users, and compare these numbers to those

of the plain identification scores.

These numbers indicate that the results do not improve enormously when comparing attribute length iden-

tification to plain identification. The ratio is on average increased by only 1%. Therefore, attribute length

identification appears not to be a very useful scoring function for FCA.
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part 1 part 2 part 3 part 4 part 5 avg

ISp(X) 997 2344 2084 1611 204 1448

ISa(X) 61.03 139.98 97.96 90.61 13.49 80.61

avg. ISp 686.3 895.8 767.7 633.9 136.3 453.2

avg. ISa 42.11 51.20 34.09 35.15 95.12 24.99

ratio (plain) 1.453 2.617 2.715 2.541 1.496 3.195

ratio (attribute) 1.449 2.734 2.873 2.578 1.418 3.226

change (factor) 0.998 1.045 1.056 1.014 0.948 1.010

Table 4: Quantifying the quality of the effect of attribute length identification. The attribute length identifi-

cation scores should be multiplied by 1000

5.3 Object length identification
Object length identification also does not much influence the results, as can be seen in table 5. X is still the

first candidate in two parts (2 & 3) and climbed one position in part 1. On average, his position does not

change.

score part1 part2 part3 part4 part5 average

ISp 7 1 1 3 5 2

ISa 7 1 1 3 6 2

ISo 6 1 1 3 6 2

Table 5: The rank of X in all 5 parts of the chatlog

We calculate the same ratios as in attribute length identification (table 6). These results are slightly better

than those of attribute length identification.

part 1 part 2 part 3 part 4 part 5 avg

ISp(X) 997 2344 2084 1611 204 1448

ISo(X) 132.20 297.59 266.50 204.11 30.56 186.19

avg. ISp 686.3 895.8 767.7 633.9 136.3 453.2

avg. ISo 88.74 107.39 89.46 75.77 20.72 55.27

ratio (plain) 1.453 2.617 2.715 2.541 1.496 3.195

ratio (object) 1.490 2.771 2.979 2.694 1.475 3.369

change (factor) 1.026 1.059 1.097 1.060 0.986 1.054

Table 6: Quantifying the quality of the effect of object length idenficication

6 Conclusions
In our first attempt, the plain identification scores (section 5.1), we were surprised by the performance of

such an unrefined approach to IS-assignment. Being able to rate X as the best-matching candidate in two out

of five parts, and achieving a second place on average, emphasizes the great potential of this technique.

The effect of our two attempts to refine the assigned identification scores by assigning a weight to the

concepts was also surprising: there barely was any effect at all. On average, performance increased by

1% (table 4, section 5.2) when the weight of the concept was derived from the length of it’s attribute-

side. The third evaluation function, object length identification, improved performance by 5% on average

(table 6, section 5.3). The usability of these increases is, of course rather low, but the results do show that

performance can be improved using better evaluation functions and that it is therefore worth the effort to

continue research on this matter.

As a general conclusion we can say that, given the promising results in this first survey, Formal Concept

Analysis has a high potential as an automated identification technique in chatlogs. An increase in perfor-

mance is likely to be gained by more experimentation with the evaluation functions.
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Abstract

We propose a visualization algorithm that, given a set of points in high-dimensional space, will produce
an image projected on a 2-dimensional torus. The algorithm is a push and pull oriented technique which
uses a sigmoid-like function to correct the pairwise distances. We describe how to make use of the torus
property and show that using a torus is a generalization of employing the standard closed unit square.
Experiments show the merits of the method.

1 Introduction

In many situations one wants to cluster and/or visualize data [7]. In this paper we will describe a method to
visualize a perhaps large set of data points on a 2-dimensional surface: a torus U . So we start with a finite
set of n data points {p1, p2, . . . , pn}. We use some given metric d to compute the distance d ij = d(pi, pj)
between pi and pj (i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}), which yields a symmetric matrix D = (dij)n

i,j=1. This matrix D
will be the basis for our further actions. Its entries will be referred to as the desired distances. Our goal is to
obtain points {p′

1, p
′
2, . . . , p

′
n} (the so-called current points) in U , in such a way that the distance between

p′i and p′j in U (the current distance) resembles dij , the desired distance between pi and pj , as much as
possible for i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}. The total sum of the absolute differences between the current distance and
the desired distance is therefore minimised. Together, the current points constitute the current configuration.
Once this configuration is established, it can be used for all sorts of clustering purposes.
Our algorithm repeatedly takes two current points, and pushes them together or pulls them apart with a
correction factor, depending on the relation between desired and current distance. We use an inflation fac-
tor and a correction multiplier to improve the current configuration. Note that the distances in U do not
change when one rotates, mirrors or translates all points. Since our method makes use of random elements,
visualizations might be the same under rotation, mirroring or translation, but it is also possible that they are
actually different.
There are many methods that perform a dimension reduction. We mention Multi Dimensional Scaling (MDS,
see [1, 4]) and Principal Component Analysis (PCA, see [4]) as two well-known statistical methods. Other
methods include several types of (competitive) neural networks, such as Kohonen’s Self Organizing Maps
(SOMs, see [4]) and vector quantization (again, see [4]). A comparison of all these methods is beyond the
scope of this paper (e.g., see [2]), we just mention two issues. First, our method is intuitive, very fast and
requires no complicated mathematical operations, such as matrix inversion; it is suited for large datasets.
Second, it is possible to add, remove or alter data points when the algorithm is running, and even trace
individual points. It is even possible to visually inspect the current configuration in each iteration. Finally,
the use of the torus appears to be both natural and easy to describe; it also performs better than the previously
used closed unit square (with boundary, cf. [6]), but still has all its merits. Notice that when using a 0.5×0.5
sub-square of U , one has this situation as a special case.
In Section 2 we define the torus, and mention some alternative topologies. The method is described in
Section 3. Section 4 has experiments, and we conclude in Section 5.
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2 The torus

In this section we mention some issues concerning our surface. We first give the proper definitions, and also
point out a few difficulties that might arise, and some other possibilities.
The surface is basically the unit square U in R2, with sides identified in such a way that it topologically
is a torus: left and right boundary are identified, and so are top and bottom boundary, see Figure 1 below.
The resulting surface has no boundaries. As distance between two points a and b in U we just take the
minimum of the ordinary Euclidean distances between a and any point from {b+(k, �) | k, � ∈ {−1, 0, 1}}.
This surface will be referred to as “the” torus. Note that the distance is not the one that arises when a torus
is embedded in R3 in the usual way (as a doughnut). In our case a visualization as a unit square is more
appropriate, remembering that left-hand and right-hand side are near to one another (and also top side and
bottom side).

�

�
�

�

(0, 0)

(0, 1)

(1, 0)

(1, 1)

U

Figure 1: Unit square with sides identified: the torus U .

As specified above, the surface we use is not the standard 2-dimensional unit square in the Euclidean space
R2, but a 2-dimensional torus. The main advantage of using such a manifold is that there is more freedom
in such a space.
A disadvantage of using a torus is that it is impossible to contract every circle to a point, and thus there are
configurations possible where clusters are wrapped around the torus and thus might get stuck in a “local
minimum”. A solution to this is to use a sphere (where each circle can be contracted to a point), but the
projection of a globe onto a flat 2-dimensional space gives a distorted image (just like the map of the earth,
the polar regions usually appear much larger than they actually are).
Another way to prevent the potential wrapping around the torus is to use a non-random initialization. If all
points are initialized in one (small) area, the process will most likely not result in a configuration where
wrapping is an issue. This can even be forced by placing a maximum distance (determined by the circum-
ference of the torus) on the correction part of the algorithm.
There are more possibilities for such surfaces, like the non-orientable Klein bottle (obtained when identify-
ing the dotted arrows from Figure 1 in opposite direction) or the real projective plane, but from all these, the
metric on a torus (as specified above) is most like the standard Euclidean one, so it is natural to choose this
object.

3 Algorithm

The algorithm we use is a push and pull oriented one, where the correction factor depends on the difference
between the desired distance ddesired and the current distance dcurrent. This current distance, or rather its
square, between two points a = (x1, y1) and b = (x2, y2) from U can be efficiently computed by:

dcurrent ((x1, y1), (x2, y2)) ::
var x3 ← x2;
var y3 ← y2;
if x1 − x2 > 0.5 then x3 ← x3 + 1.0;
if x1 − x2 < −0.5 then x3 ← x3 − 1.0;
if y1 − y2 > 0.5 then y3 ← y3 + 1.0;
if y1 − y2 < −0.5 then y3 ← y3 − 1.0;
return (x1 − x3)2 + (y1 − y3)2 ;

Quadratic distance between points in U
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The point b′ = (x3, y3) is the (or more precisely, a) point from {b + (k, �) | k, � ∈ {−1, 0, 1}} that realizes
the shortest distance to a. This point will also be used later on. The maximal quadratic distance between any
two points from U equals 0.5. (We will omit the word “quadratic” in the sequel.)
Instead of a linear or a constant function (of the current distance) to calculate the amount of correction, we
can and will use a sigmoid-like function, or rather a family of functions. This function must adhere to some
simple constraints, enumerated below. So we want a function f = fddesired which is defined on [0, 0.5], where
0.5 is the maximum distance between two points (on the torus). We must have, with 0 < d desired < 0.5
fixed:

• f(0) = ρ

• f(0.5) = −ρ

• f(ddesired) = 0

Here ρ ∈ (0, 1] is the so-called correction multiplier. So when the current distance is as desired, f has value
0 — and so has the correction. The resulting correction factor corrfac equals f(d current). If ddesired = 0,
we make it slightly larger; similarly, if ddesired = 0.5, we make it slightly smaller.
We will use

fddesired(x) =
{

ρ cos (π logt(2x(t − 1) + 1)) if ddesired �= 0.25
ρ cos (π2x) if ddesired = 0.25

where t = (1 − 1/(2ddesired))2; this function satisfies all the constraints. Figure 2 depicts f0.1 and f0.25,
with ρ = 1.
The reason we choose a function like this, is because the correction of a point will be large when the error
of that point is large. Only when the error is close to zero, the correction will be small. Other functions like
suitable sigmoids will have the same behaviour, and could also be employed.
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Figure 2: fddesired with ddesired = 0.1 and ddesired = 0.25, ρ = 1.

Now suppose we want to “push and pull” two given points a = (x1, y1) and b = (x2, y2) in U ; we first
compute b′ = (x3, y3) as in the distance calculation of dcurrent above. Then the coordinates x1 and y1 of a
are updated through

x1 ← x1 + corrfac · |ddesired − dcurrent| · (x1 − x3) / 2 (1)

y1 ← y1 + corrfac · |ddesired − dcurrent| · (y1 − y3) / 2

A positive corrfac corresponds with pushing apart, a negative one with pulling together. In a similar way,
the coordinates x3 and y3 of b are updated in parallel. If a coordinate becomes smaller than 0, we add 1, and
if it becomes larger than 1, we subtract 1. Together we will refer to this as Equation (1).
The basic structure of the algorithm is as follows:
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initialize all current points in a small region of U
while not Ready do

update all pairs (in arbitrary order) with Equation (1)

The push and pull algorithm

The algorithm terminates when the mean error and the standard deviation no longer substantially change, or
are low enough. The error is defined in the usual way: we just compute

1
n(n − 1)

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=i+1

|ddesired(i, j) − dcurrent(i, j)|

where ddesired(i, j) and dcurrent(i, j) are the desired and current distance between data points p i and pj ,
respectively.
Of course, the algorithm might get stuck in a local optimum. And it is also possible that the final error
remains high or keeps fluctuating, especially if the data is distributed in a complicated way. So far, we have
not experienced this in practical situations, where convergence was always achieved.
We now introduce the inflation factor σ, and secondly comment on the correction multiplier ρ.

3.1 Inflation factor

The inflation factor σ > 0 can be used in the following way: Equation (1) is changed to

x1 ← x1 + corrfac · |σ · ddesired − dcurrent| · (x1 − x3) / 2. (2)

This can be useful in several ways. If, for example, all distances are between 0 and 0.2, one might argue
that it is useful to multiply these distances by 2.5 to get a better spreading. This argument is especially valid
if the resulting clustering cannot be realized in the plane, but can be embedded on a torus. Inflation with
the right factor can make the overall error drop to zero in this case, while using the original distances will
always result in a non-zero overall error.
Even if all distances are between 0 and 0.5, inflation or deflation can still be beneficial. For example, the
input data can be such that inflation or deflation will result in the correct clustering of a large part of the
input, while not using an inflation factor will result in a much higher overall error. An example of such
input data would be a torus that is scaled between 0 and 0.2, with a few points outside this region. Normal
clustering would result in a flat image where the points outside the torus region would have correct distances
to the torus region, but with the correct inflation factor, the torus will be mapped on the entire space, and
the few points outside the region will be misclustered. This results in a clustering where the overall error is
small.
In practice we often take σ = 1.

3.2 Correction multiplier

The correction multiplier ρ is a parameter which controls the aggressiveness of the correction function.
Initially this factor is set to 1, but for data that can not be embedded in the plane, lowering this factor can be
beneficial.
If, for example, most of the distances are near the maximum, the correction function will push them so far
apart, that they are pushed towards other points at he other side of the torus. This can result in the rapid
fluctuation between two or more stable states. These states are probably not the global minimum for the
clustering error, and therefore not the end result we desire. Increasing the correction multiplier will counter
this effect.
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4 Experiments

In this section we describe several experiments, both on synthetic and real data. The experiments are of an
exploratory nature. We try to give a good impression of the merits of the algorithm.
We start with a synthetic dataset. In the left-hand picture of Figure 3 we see the original data points (in a
“flat” 2D plane), from which a distance matrix is derived to serve as test data for the visualization algorithm.
In this picture we see seven spheres of which three are unique: the topmost two and the one in the center.
The other four spheres are copies of one another. The total number of points is 700 and all distances are
between 0.0 and 0.5.
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Figure 3: Original data in the 2D plane (left) and visualization on the torus (right).

After only a few iterations of our algorithm, the right-hand picture of Figure 3 appears. Notice how it
resembles the input data, except for a mirroring and a rotation. All distances are preserved almost perfectly.
Remember that only the pairwise distances were used by the algorithm. The mean error in this picture is
0.00004 and the standard deviation is 0.00003. As a final remark, “flat data” will always cluster within a
sub-square of size 0.5 × 0.5.
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Figure 4: Visualization of flat data on the torus with an invalid inflation factor.

In Figure 4 we see the same test data, except that the distances have been multiplied by a factor 1.5 in the left-
hand picture, and by 2.6 in the right-hand one. This results in a non-correct embedding, since the maximum
distance in this space is 0.5. The effects can be seen in Figure 4, in particular in the right-hand picture. In
both pictures a translation has been applied in order to center most points. Though the full 1.0 × 1.0 square
has been used, most current points reside in the smaller 0.5×0.5 square, as is clearly visible in the right-hand
picture.
The top-left sphere is forced closer to the bottom-left one than is possible. This results in the flattening of
the spheres at the outermost edges. This effect can be explained by considering the overall error (which is
minimized). By a local deformation, the overall error is kept small. The effect can also be seen (to a lesser
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extent) in the middle-left sphere. Notice that the effect is absent in the top-central sphere because of the void
at the bottom-center of the picture (there is nothing to collide with at the other side of the torus).
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Figure 5: Visualization of criminals, non flat case. Left: with categories; right: without categories.

In Figure 5, left, we see a visualization of real data. We have taken a database of 1,000 criminal records and
divided the crimes into three categories (light, middle, heavy): each record has three integers, describing
the number of crimes in the respective categories. The distance measure we use is one defined on multisets
and is described in [5]. It basically averages the absolute differences between the numbers of crimes. We
mention that MDS gives a similar picture.
The resulting matrix cannot be embedded in the plane, but it almost could, since the mean error is relatively
small 0.00494 and so is the standard deviation 0.00529. We refer to this type of situation as a “non flat case”.
An indication that the data is almost flat, is that the clustering stays within the 0.5 × 0.5 sub-square, and
inflation increases the error. There are four main clusters in this picture, where:

• The leftmost one consists of criminals that have committed relatively light crimes. They all fall into
the categories light and middle.

• The top one consists of all-rounders, they have all committed crimes in all categories.

• The rightmost one consists of criminals that have only committed light and heavy crimes, nothing in
between.

• The bottom one consists of criminals that have only committed light crimes, all of them fall into the
category light.

Then there is a very small cluster in the top-right corner of the picture, this is a cluster of people who have
only committed heavy crimes. This is apparently non-standard behaviour for a criminal. There are a few
other isolated points in this picture, they all are people with a strange criminal record.
In Figure 5, right, we see the clustering of 100 criminals based upon the same distance measure as in Figure 5,
but now we do not categorize the crimes; here the records have 80 attributes. The result is a scattered image
(largely due to the lack of similarity), occupying a large part of the unit square, and only a few local clusters.
We make use of inflation factor σ = 2 and correction multiplier ρ = 1/16 here, to produce the picture with
a mean error of 0.02636 and a standard deviation of 0.01786. All visualizations are obtained within a few
seconds.
Finally, we show an example from chemistry. The dataset we use, the so-called 4069.no aro dataset, con-
tains 4,069 molecules (graphs); from this we extracted a lattice containing the 2,149 most frequent sub-
graphs. These are grouped into 298 structural related patterns occurring in the same molecules using meth-
ods presented in [3], resulting in a 298 by 298 distance matrix; the distance between graphs is based on the
number of co-occurrences.
Figure 6 shows two visualizations. The left-hand picture has mean 0.03488 and standard deviation 0.03117,
with parameters ρ = 0.048 and σ = 1.1; the right-hand picture has mean 0.05029 and standard deviation
0.03200, with parameters ρ = 0.031 and σ = 0.5. The latter picture is what we would have gotten when we
had used a bounded unit square. The first picture gives a better embedding, with a lower error. The groups
that pop up can be used by a biologist to investigate biological activity.
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Figure 6: Two visualization of a dataset with molecules; left: good embedding; right: inferior embedding, in
fact the torus property is used but not exploited.

5 Conclusions and further research

We conclude that our algorithm is able to give adequate visualizations on the torus. Starting from a set of
data points and their pairwise distances, it quickly provides an embedding on this surface. The algorithm is
fast, flexible and easy to use, for instance for clustering purposes.
The method was originally developed for the analysis of criminal records (see Section 4), and performs
quite well in this case, but it also appears to be applicable in other fields. We would like to compare its
performance with that of existing methods.
For further research, we would like to examine other topologies, such as a sphere. Yet another possibility is
to somehow fix current points, once they have reached a good position with respect to many other points.
And finally, the online addition of new points.
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Abstract

Evolving a control mechanism for a physical robot is time consuming. In their work Floreano and

Urzelai introduced the plastic controller. They showed that this controller can be quickly developed in

simulation, and successfully transferred to a physical body. Moreover, they showed that plastic controllers

perform better than static controllers. However, when comparing the performance of plastic controller

to controllers with evolutionary determined weights, they used a different encoding during evolution for

both controllers. This difference in encoding led to a difference in search space, which requires more time

to find a good solution. The question arising then is how plastic controllers and static weight controllers

compare when both use the same encoding. In this paper we address this question and compare the plastic

and static weight controller on two tasks using the same encoding during evolution. The tasks are the light

switching task and the gradient grey task.

1 Introduction
There are many different methods for creating robots and the programs that control them. One of the fields

in which these methods are developed is Evolutionary Robotics (ER) [6]. In this field robot controllers are

created through evolutionary processes. Typically, an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) serves as the con-

troller. Since the behaviour of a robot controlled by an ANN is governed by the weights of the connections

in the ANN, the evolutionary process usually optimises the weights of the neural network and the weights

do not change over time during robot control. These networks are called static weight controllers, because

their weights do not change during operation.

Since evolution on real robots is very time-consuming, the robot controllers are usually evolved in simu-

lation and then transferred to the real robot for execution [2, 4]. A disadvantage of static neural networks is

that their performance degrades when they are ported to a real robot. The reason for this are the differences

between the simulated and the real robot, i.e., differences in real world sensing and actuation.To improve

performance on the real robot, evolution sometimes has to be continued on the physical robot.

In recent work Floreano and Urzelai introduced the plastic controller, also called plastic neural network.

This network is based on Hebb’s theory about the adaptation of synapses [3]. Plastic controllers use one of

four learning rules, to update the strength of the weights in the ANN during robot control. These learning

rules are based on Hebb’s theory that states that neurons that fire together, wire together. This means that

when two connected neurons are active at the same time, the connection between them is strengthened. The

main promise of using this controller is that it can be transferred from simulation to reality without having

to re-evolve [1, 8]. Floreano and Urzelai give multiple examples of the power of plastic controllers in their

articles. For instance, they show that plastic controllers can be developed faster than static weight controllers

and that plastic controllers perform better than static controllers when faced with changing environments.

However, in their comparison of plastic and static controllers, they used different weight encodings, resulting

in different sizes of search space. As Floreano and Urzelai used populations of the same size and also the

same number of generations for both controllers, the results are not directly comparable.

In this article, we investigate the following research question: ‘Does an evolved plastic neural network

produce better controllers for a robot than an evolved static weight network when both are using the same

genome encoding?’ We answer this question by comparing synapse encoded plastic and static controllers on

two tasks: the light switching task that was originally used by Floreano and Urzelai, and the gradient gray

task, which is a more difficult task.
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Figure 1: The different dimensions that Floreano and Urzelai compare. The different controllers are shown

at the top, with the information they encode in the genome. The different encodings are shown on the

left, with the difference in encoding shown graphically: synapse encoding encodes per connection; node

encoding encodes per node. The comparison made by Floreano and Urzelai is shown in the grey cells.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we motivate the studied comparison in

more detail. Section 3 introduces the necessary background on the evolutionary algorithm and the studied

controllers. We continue with the experimental setup in Section 4. Next we outline the results in Section 5

and end with a discussion and conclusion.

2 Motivation
To demonstrate the power of the plastic controller, Floreano and Urzelai [1] compared it with a controller

with genetically determined weights in a task called the light-switching task. They also used different ways

to encode the controllers in a genome during evolution. For the static weight controller they encoded every

synaptic weight in the genome, whereas for the plastic controller they used the same learning rule and rate

for every incoming connection to a node and so they encoded only one connection per node in the genome.

The encoding they used for the static weight controller is called synapse encoding or direct encoding. The

encoding they used for the plastic controller is called node encoding, because only one connection per node

is encoded in the genome. This difference in encoding is not a requirement of the different controllers.

An important problem emerging from the comparison of Floreano and Urzelai is that not only the static

weight controller and plastic controller are compared, but also node encoding and synapse encoding are

compared. Both dimensions are shown in Figure 1. It is possible that when the controllers are compared

using the same encoding, the results will differ from those presented by Floreano and Urzelai. More pre-

cisely, the difference in performance between the static weight and plastic controller could be caused by

the difference in size of the search space. Both controllers use the same number of bits in their genome

to represent one connection, i.e., 5. However node encoding and synapse encoding use a different number

of bits in their genome, i.e., node encoding uses 5 bits per node, where synapse encoding uses 5 bits per

connection. In controllers created using an evolutionary algorithm, the search space is proportional to the

size of the genome and a larger search space requires more iterations to obtain a comparable result. More

concretely, in the topology used by Floreano and Urzelai [1], node encoded networks have a genome of 60

bits, while synapse encoded networks have a genome of 720 bits. When this architecture is scaled up with

20 hidden neurons, the sizes go up to 160 and 5120 bits respectively. As Floreano and Urzelai [1] used

populations of the same size and also the same number of generations for both controllers, the results are

not directly comparable. The differences in performance might just as well be attributed to the size of the

search space, though it must be admitted that one of the original goals of the plastic controller was reached:

the controller yielded good results, even when evolved in a small population, using few generations and a

compact encoding.

Note that another comparative study on plastic controllers was done by Tuci and Quinn [7], when they

compared the plastic controller with a continuous time recurrent neural network (CTRNN) on a different

task. Their results show that in this case the plastic controller is unable to learn a pattern and remember it,

giving a less optimistic view of the plastic controller than Floreano and Urzelai show.
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(a) Static weight controller genome (b) Plastic controller genome

Figure 2: A gene in the genome: (a) a static weight controller genome and (b) a plastic controller genome.

In both figures a gene is marked grey. In the case of synapse encoding, each gene determines one connection

in the network.

3 Background
This section introduces the necessary background information to understand the remainder of the paper.

First we discuss the evolution of the different controllers. Next we continue with an elaboration on the

different controllers.

3.1 Evolutionary Algorithm
In this paper, both controllers use synapse encoding. A comparison is made between the top two cells shown

in Figure 1. In the genotype of a static weight network, each gene represents the strength of a connection

in the network. Each gene is normalised to [-1, 1] during development, by taking the decimal value of

the last four bits and dividing this by 16. The first bit is then used to provide the sign. In the genotype

of a plastic network, each gene contains three parts. The first bit represents the sign of the weight. The

next two bits represent the learning rate η, chosen from {0.0, 0.3, 0.6, 0.9}. The last two bits represent the

learning rule used. These differences in the genes are illustrated in Figure 2, and they are the same as used

in [8]. Note that the genes differ in meaning, but not in size. As both controllers use synapse encoding, both

genomes are also the same size, unlike the comparison done by Floreano and Urzelai. The genome size still

differs per task, because a different number of sensors is used. After development, each ANN goes through

a run in the environment. At this stage the ANN is also called an individual. During this run, the genetic

algorithm computes the individual’s fitness. This is a measure for how well the individual performs the task.

The individuals that are allowed to reproduce are picked using the method of selection. There are different

ways to select individuals for reproduction. Methods that are often used are elitism, roulette wheel, and

rank selection. In elitism the individuals that performed best are selected, with no chance that individuals

that didn’t make it to the best few are selected. This method is straightforward, but has the disadvantage of

quickly losing genetic diversity.

In this paper a selection operator akin to elitism is used, because Floreano and Urzelai also used it in

their research. During selection only a number of the best individuals is selected, depending on the tasks

described in Section 4. These individuals are allowed to reproduce and the offspring make up the next

population. The operators used during reproduction are crossover and mutation. In this research multiple-

point crossover is used. This means that there can be multiple points on the genome where the bits are

crossed over. Mutation is a method where there is a small chance for each bit to flip. A flipped bit changes

from 0 to 1 or vice versa. No members of the population will be copied without crossover or mutation. For

a detailed elaboration of evolutionary algorithms see for instance [5].

3.2 Controllers
The type of topology used in this work is a fully connected recurrent, discrete time neural network. In this

topology a node gets as input the previous activation of every node. Some nodes are classified as input

nodes. These also receive input from one sensor. Which sensors are used is defined by the task. Finally

there are two nodes that are classified as output nodes. The activation of these nodes after propagation is

sent to the motors. This is the same topology that Urzelai and Floreano used in their research on plastic

controllers [8].

A static weight controller is a controller with weights that do not change during a run. This means that

in artificial evolution, the weights are genetically determined. In a static weight network, a bias neuron is

used.

Unlike static weight networks, the weights of a plastic controller are not genetically determined. Instead

the genome stores the way the weights change during a run. This change in weight is according to one of
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four learning rules. These rules are chosen by Floreano, because of neurophysiologic findings presented by

Willshaw and Dayan [10]. The weights are constrained to the range of [0, 1] by a self limiting mechanism.

This ensures that the weights cannot grow indefinitely, but it also means that it must be explicitly stated if

a connection is excitatory or inhibitory. At the start of each run the weights are randomly initialised in the

range of [0, 0.1]. During the run, the weights of the plastic controller are updated according to the following

formula.

wt
ij = wt−1

ij + ηΔwij

Here 0 < η < 1 is the learning rate, wt
ij is the weight between node i and node j at time t and Δwij is its

learning rule. This rule is one of the four defined learning rules:

Plain Hebb Δwij = (1− wij)xiyj

Post-synaptic Δwij = wij(xi − 1)yj + (1− wij)xiyj

Pre-synaptic Δwij = wijxi(yj − 1) + (1− wij)xiyj

Covariance Δwij = (1− wij)F (xi, yj) if F (xi, yj) > 0
Δwij = wijF (xi, yj) otherwise

F (xi, yj) = arctan(4(1− |xi − yj |)− 2)

Here xi is the activation of the sending node, yj the activation of the receiving node and wij the current

weight of the connection.

Each rule follows Hebb’s theory that nodes that fire together, wire together. However, each rule differs

in the way this is done. The plain Hebb rule is the most basic learning rule, increasing the weight when

both nodes have an activation above 0. The post-synaptic rule does the same, but also decreases the weight

when the post-synaptic node is active, while the pre-synaptic node is not. The pre-synaptic rule works in a

comparable way, but decreases the weight when the pre-synaptic node is active, while the post-synaptic node

is not. The covariance rule increases or decreases the weight according to the similarities in activation of

both nodes. When both nodes have comparable activations, the weight is increased, but when the activations

of the nodes differ greatly the weight is decreased. An important side note to this process is that the sign of

the weights is not changed by the learning rules. This way an excitatory connection stays excitatory and an

inhibitory connection stays inhibitory. This is done by using the learning rules on the absolute value of each

weight, discounting the sign during the learning process. Besides having weights that are updated on-line, a

plastic controller is comparable to a controller with static weights.

Unlike a static weight network, a plastic controller does not use a bias node. The way a plastic neural

network is encoded differs from the encoding of a static weight network, because different aspects must be

saved in the genome. For more details we refer to [8]. Note that learning is done once the task starts, and

the tasks have time constraints. This means that fast learning is encouraged.

4 Experimental Setup

4.1 Light Switching Task

Figure 3: Light switching environ-

ment

The light switching task is the task used by Floreano and Urzelai to

show the power of the plastic controller [1, 8, 9]. Where possible, the

parameters used in this task are derived from their publications. In the

light switching task the robot must switch on the light on one side of

the environment and then stand under the light on the opposite side of

the environment. The environment is an area of 600mm by 400mm.

On the right side of the environment is a black mark, 50mm broad, in

the centre of the wall. Under this mark is a semicircle with a radius

of 100mm which is also black. On the left side of the environment is

a light attached to the centre of the wall with under it a semicircle of

100mm that is grey. Note that the semicircles on the floor are no input

to the controller; they are merely used to determine when the light is switched on (dark grey) and when the

controller will be awarded fitness (light grey). This setup is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 4: The colour of the floor in the gradient grey task, compared to the distance from the centre of the

environment.

The type of topology used in this task is a fully recurrent, discrete time neural network . The fitness

function used in this task is entirely dependent on the time spent in the light grey semicircle while the light

is on. As the task is started with the light off, the robot will first have to switch the light on, but doing so

does not award any fitness. The fitness function is as follows.
f(x) = 1 if the light is on and the centre of the robot is over the light grey area

f(x) = 0 otherwise

F = (ΣC
c=1f(c))/C

Here f is the fitness awarded each cycle; F is the overall fitness awarded to the controller; c is the current

cycle; and C is the total number of cycles the robot lives. This last term keeps the fitness between 0 and 1.

Each controller is evaluated for 10 epochs of 500 cycles. At the start of each epoch the robot is placed

on a randomly determined location within the environment, facing a random direction. The robot uses eight

infra red proximity sensors (pooled into four pairs), eight ambient light sensors (pooled into three groups)

and a camera with three pixels as input. This input pattern follows [8].

Each input neuron receives the average input values of one group with 5% noise added. Two motors

form the output, and no hidden nodes are used. In a fully connected recurrent network, this leads to a total

of 144 connections to optimise. If a robot hits a wall it is slowed down, but this does not end the epoch.

The evolution is run for 10 replications of 200 generations. Each generation consists of a population of

100 controllers. After each generation, the 20 best controllers are selected and copied 5 times. During the

reproduction process the offspring are subjected to crossover with a probability of 0.2 and mutation with a

probability of 0.05.

4.2 Gradient Gray Task
In the gradient grey task the robot must stand still as close as possible to the centre of the room. The

environment is an octagonal room with a distance between opposing walls of about 600mm. The floor

within 100mm of the centre of the room is white, but after this the floor is black, gradually moving toward

white when moving outwards. The tone of grey is dependent on the distance from the centre as shown in

Figure 4. The robot will start each epoch on one of three fixed locations near the wall. Which of these

locations the robot starts from, is determined randomly. The type of topology used in this task is a fully

recurrent, discrete time neural network. The fitness function used in this task is dependent on the distance

of the robot to the centre of the room. This leads to the following fitness function.
f(x) = 1− (r/R) if the robot is within the white centre circle

f(x) = 0 otherwise

F = (ΣC
c=1f(c))/C

Here f is the fitness awarded each cycle; r is the distance between the centre of the robot and the centre

of the room; R is the radius of the inner circle, so 100; F is the overall fitness awarded to the controller; c is

the current cycle; and C is the maximum number of cycles the robot can live. This last term keeps the fitness

between 0 and 1 and because an epoch is ended as soon as the robot hits anything, a robot that crashes into

a wall or obstacle will never get a fitness of 1.

Each controller is evaluated for 10 epochs of 300 life cycles. The robot starts each epoch on one of the

predetermined locations within the environment, facing to the right. Which of the locations the robot starts

on is randomly determined. The robot uses eight infrared sensors and the ground sensor as input with an

added 5% noise. Two motors form the output. The task is repeated twice, once without hidden neurons,
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and once with two hidden neurons. Without hidden nodes, this topology has a total of 121 connections to

optimise; with hidden nodes, this increases to 169 connections.

The evolution is run for 10 replications of 200 generations. Each generation consists of a population of

100 controllers. After each generation, the 20 best controllers are selected and copied 5 times. During the

reproduction process the offspring are subjected to crossover with a probability of 0.2 and mutation with

a probability of 0.05. These probabilities have been selected after a number of evolutionary runs, because

they produce fit robots in a small number of generations.

5 Results

5.1 Light Switching
In the light switching task the robot should switch on the light and then move to and stay under the light.

After evolution, the static weight controllers and plastic controllers are compared, both on fitness and on

behaviour. The fitness of both controllers is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: The fitness of the two controllers in the light switching task. The x-axis represents the gener-

ation during evolution and the y-axis represents the fitness. The top lines show the best fitness of all ten

replications at each generation. The middle lines show the average fitness at each generation, taken over all

ten replications. The lower lines show the worst fitness of all ten replications at each generation. The best,

average, and worst fitnesses of the static weight controller are represented by the red closed lines marked

with an x. The best, average, and worst fitnesses of the plastic controller are represented by the blue dashed

lines marked with an o.

As this figure shows, the difference between static weight controllers and plastic controllers is minimal.

This is also seen when the behaviour of both controllers is compared. The behaviour of both controllers is

shown in Figure 6.

This experiment was also done with a darker environment to see if there is more difference in behaviour

between static weight controllers and plastic controllers when the environment is changed slightly. The walls

are turned a shade of grey that is 30% less bright than white. This coloring of the walls was not presented

to the robots during evolution. When the best evolved controllers were put in this environment, they again

showed comparable behaviour (Figure not included).

5.2 Gradient Grey
In the gradient grey task the robot should remain as close as possible to the center of the room. After

evolution, the static weight controllers and plastic controllers are compared, both on fitness and on behaviour.

The fitness of both controllers is shown in Figure 7a.
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(a) Static weight controller (b) Plastic controller

Figure 6: (a) Static weight controller (b) Plastic controller: The behaviour of the two controllers in the light

switching task. Each figure shows the path of the robot in the environment, shown by the blue line. The

circle with the line in it shows the end position of the robot and its orientation.

(a) Without hidden neurons (b) With hidden neurons

Figure 7: (a) Without hidden neurons (b) With hidden neurons: The x-axis represents the generation during

evolution and the y-axis represents the fitness. The top lines show the best fitness of all ten replications at

each generation. The middle lines show the average fitness at each generation, taken over all ten replications.

The lower lines show the worst fitness of all ten replications at each generation. The best, average, and worst

fitnesses of the static weight controller are represented by the red closed lines marked with an x. The best,

average, and worst fitnesses of the plastic controller are represented by the blue dashed lines marked with

an o.

As this figure shows, the difference between static weight controllers and plastic controllers is minimal,

as neither seems to be able to perform the task with a high fitness. This was also seen in the behaviour of

both controllers (figure not included). To test if the task could not be completed with a good performance,

the experiment was repeated with another topology. In this topology, two fully connected recurrent hidden

neurons are added. The fitness of both controllers after this experiment is shown in Figure 7b. The fitness

function in this experiment is the same as that used in the regular gradient grey task. This time there is a

clear difference between the static weight controller and the plastic controller. This is also seen when the

behaviour of both controllers is compared. The behaviour of both controllers is shown in Figure 8.

This figure shows the behaviour of the best evolved individuals of both controllers with two hidden

nodes. The static weight controller shows comparable behaviour to the behaviour of the same controller

without the hidden neurons. This controller is still unable to find the centre of the environment. However

the plastic controller shows a different behaviour. While still unable to find the centre of the environment

from the upper start position, both other start positions result in the robot circling close to the centre. To

see if the best fitnesses are an isolated occurence, or part of a pattern, the standard deviations of the best

fitnesses of the ten replications is computed. These standard deviations are shown in Figure 9. This figure

shows that the standard deviation of the plastic controller increases over the generations, but not as much as

the mean of the best fitness of the plastic controller.
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(a) Static weight controller (b) Plastic controller

Figure 8: The behaviour of the two controllers in the gradient grey task with hidden neurons: (a) the static

weight controller and (b) the plastic controller. Each sub figure shows the path of the robot in the environ-

ment, starting from a different position. The path is shown by the blue line. The circle with the line in it

shows the end position of the robot and its orientation.

Figure 9: The average best fitness of the two controllers and their standard deviation over the ten replications

of the experiment. The x-axis represents the generation during evolution and the y-axis represents the fitness.

The lines show the average of the best fitnesses from the different replications. The bars at some points along

the lines show the interval of -standard deviation to +standard deviation around the mean. The means and

standard deviations of the static weight controller are represented by the red closed line marked with an x.

The means and standard deviations of the plastic controller are represented by the blue dashed line marked

with an o.

5.3 Discussion
The light switching task requires the robot to switch on a light and then move to it. This task shows com-

parable results when both static weight controller and plastic controller use synapse encoding as shown

in Figure 5. The difference in maximum fitness is about 5%. However, the static weight controller does

take longer to achieve this fitness. The fitness graph of the static weight controller flattens after about 60

generations, while the plastic controller only takes about 40 generations for its fitness graph to flatten. Nev-

ertheless, the behaviour of both controllers is comparable. Both follow the wall, until they find a light source

as shown in Figure 6. The second task that the controllers were compared on is the gradient grey task. In

this task two concentric circles are placed on the floor of the environment: a small white circle and a larger

circle with a gradient that gradually goes from black at the edge of the small circle to white at its own edge.

The robot should drive over the gradient into the small circle and remain as close to the centre as possi-

ble. The results presented in Figure 7a show that both static weight controller and plastic controller have

a comparable maximum fitness. Though the static weight controller gets a maximum fitness that is about

30% higher than the plastic controller, the fitness lines of both controllers are very erratic. The best results

seem to be more random occurrences than a directed search, as the fitness does not improve greatly after the

first generation. The behaviour of both static weight controller and plastic controller are comparable. Both

move towards the centre, but neither is able to stop near the centre. A possible reason for this is the lack

of hidden neurons in the topology. To test this hypothesis, the experiment is repeated with a topology with

two hidden nodes. These results show a significant difference in fitness between the static weight controller
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and the plastic controller as seen in Figure 7b, and Figure 9. Though the fitness graph for the static weight

controller is less erratic, the maximum fitness is comparable to the maximum fitness it achieved without

hidden nodes. However, the plastic controller does show a great increase in performance. The fitness graph

shows a steady increase in fitness for about 120 generations and the maximum fitness is about three times

higher than the maximum fitness of the static weight controller. The behaviours of the controllers also show

the difference as seen in Figure 8. The static weight controller shows comparable behaviour to the earlier

experiment. However, the plastic controller is now able to find the centre and stay near it. This shows that

neural plasticity combined with recurrent hidden nodes is sufficient to accomplish the task, while either one

separately is not.

6 Conclusion
We conclude that the performance difference between plastic and static controllers depends on the type of

task. In the case of the light-switching task, plastic controllers do not outperform static controllers, when

both have synapse encoding. Changing the wall-color to grey did not change the performances. Although

we did not test the difference in the controllers on a real robot, these results suggest that the difference in

performance reported in [8] might be due to a difference in behaviour on the original task.

In the case of the more difficult gradient gray task, the plastic controller outperforms the static controller

when hidden neurons are added. The combination of plastic weights and recurrent hidden neurons seems to

form an internal state powerful enough to judge distance travelled without changing input.

Our investigation leads to believe that the original performance differences in the research of Floreano

and Urzelai are partly due to the differences in the size of the search space. If the plastic controller can

perform well on more difficult tasks with node encoding, then this forms another advantage of the plastic

controller. Whether this is the case could be the subject of further research.
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Abstract
There are a number of supervised machine learning methods such as classifiers pretrained using restricted

Boltzmann machines and convolutional networks that work very well for handwritten character recogni-

tion. However, they require a large amount of labeled training data to achieve good performance which

unlike unlabeled data is often expensive to obtain. In this paper a number of novel semi-supervised learn-

ing methods for handwritten character recognition are presented based on the previous algorithms. These

methods are oriented towards learning from as little labeled data as possible and for this goal they use

unlabeled data and active learning. The proposed techniques are of varying complexity and involve sim-

ple K-means clustering, feature mapping with self organizing maps, dimensionality reduction with deep

auto-encoders, and sub-sampling techniques. The presented algorithms outperform both a generic semi-

supervised active learning algorithm and two well known supervised algorithms.

1 Introduction
A number of supervised learning methods exist for optical character recognition and handwritten text recog-

nition [12]. Two such algorithms which attain a very high performance are convolutional networks [8] and

neural networks pretrained by restricted Boltzmann machines (RBM) and fine-tuned using conjugate gradi-

ent learning [7]. Both these approaches reach an accuracy of close to 99% on the MNIST handwritten digit

dataset. However, both supervised methods also require huge amounts of labeled data to achieve this per-

formance due to their complexity. As is the case in most applications labeled data, though extremely useful,

cannot always be easily obtained; the labels must usually be assignedmanually, a costly and time-consuming

process. Unfortunately this is also true in handwritten text recognition, labeled data is hard to come by, but

fortunately there exists a large reserve of unlabeled data. This paucity of labeled data in conjunction with

the abundance of unlabeled data leads us to seek methods that exploit both kinds of data sets. To this end

we find it useful to re-examine the aforementioned supervised algorithms and to devise semi-supervised

counterparts to these approaches.

Although there are many possible semi-supervised learning methods, they usually use a-priori labeled

data that has been randomly selected to be labeled and which is not particularly significant with regards to the

application. It would instead be more useful if we could obtain the labels of those data points which would

aid the algorithm the most to achieve high performance. This can be accomplished using active learning [4].

Instead of randomly labeling a certain amount of data, a human expert is instructed by the algorithm to label

specific data instances which it deems are the most important to solving the problem at hand.

As can be seen, both active and semi-supervised methods are fitting approaches to solving handwritten

character recognition problems. The algorithms presented here draw from both these approaches, obtaining

a significantly higher performance than supervised passive methods when the amount of labeled data is

minimal, they also achieve significantly higher performance when compared with a simple semi-supervised

active learning algorithm used as a benchmark. Furthermore these algorithms do not need any amount of

originally labeled data; thus all labeled data is acquired from the active learning process and the need for

randomly labeled original data is avoided.

Outline of this paper. Section 2 presents the supervised learningmethods on which the semi-supervised
methods are based. Section 3 describes the novel semi-supervised methods that we have developed. Section

4 describes experimental results, and Section 5 concludes this paper.

1
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2 Supervised Methods
2.1 Convolutional Networks
Convolutional networks [8] use two basic techniques to create a distortion invariant classifier. They use

feature detectors in order to create feature mappings of the data; these detectors consist of a set of weights

that are applied to a group of units (the receptive field) in a small neighborhood in the data. By applying a

variety of feature detectors to a series of receptive fields in the data a feature mapping of the data is obtained.

The other technique used by convolutional networks is that of sub-sampling. Feature maps record the

presence and position of a certain feature. However the exact position of a specific feature is not always

important. Convolutional networks employ sub-sampling which consists of averaging over the data of the

feature maps belonging to the previous layer and multiplying the result by a training coefficient. As is the

case with feature mappings, sub-sampling also uses weight replication. This leads to a reduction in the

resolution of the feature maps and the network is thus less sensitive to shifts and distortions.

Typically a convolutional network will have a number of layers, with feature mapping and sub-sampling

alternating between layers.

2.2 Pretrained Networks using RBM
Hinton and Salakhutdinov [7] have shown that the performance of a neural network can be significantly

increased if the network’s weights are initially pretrained using restricted Boltzmann machines (RBMs) and

subsequently fine-tuned by conjugate gradient learning.

By pretraining the weights, a neural network (with many hidden layers) is able to overcome the initial

weight problem. Networks of this kind will typically require initial weights close to an acceptable solution

in order to attain the desirable performance and avoid local minima. Pretraining the weights ensures that the

network will be trained using suitable initial weights.

As previously mentioned, this pretraining can be accomplished using restricted Boltzmann machines;

each pair of consecutive layers in the network are treated as an RBM. The weights between each pair of

consecutive layers are pretrained by training the corresponding RBM; the available data is presented to the

RBM and the machine’s weights are altered to decrease the energy of the network regarding the presented

data. Once the RBM has been presented with the training data, a number of confabulations are produced

and presented to the RBM and its weights are altered accordingly so that the energies of the confabulations

are increased. The RBM thus learns to show a preference to real data as opposed to the confabulations.

This method is repeated for the weights between all the layers of the network. Once the network has

been pretrained, the training data is used to train the entire network using the conjugate gradient method

[11], this step is referred to as fine-tuning the network.

3 Semi-supervised Methods
3.1 Simplified Generic Algorithm
It is fairly straightforward to create a semi-supervised algorithmwhich uses active learning, using the simple

k-means clustering algorithm and a k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) classifier. The initial data, which is unlabeled,

is used to create a partitioning of the data by clustering with the k-means algorithm. In the case presented

here the Euclidean distance has been used as a distance function but obviously any of a number of such

functions may be used.

Using the clusters obtained, we then find those data points which are closest to each of the cluster centers.

If the clusters obtained are meaningful with regards to the application then clearly so will these data points

have an increased significance as compared to the other data points. After having found these data points,

the algorithm presents them to the human expert requesting their labels.

Once these labels are acquired, the algorithm utilizes a simple 1-NN classifier to assign labels to the

remaining data. Despite the relative simplicity of the algorithm, it performs considerably better than the

more complicated supervised methods described above for applications with minimal labeled data due to its

use of both semi-supervised and active learning. It remains nonetheless a rather simplified algorithm as will

be seen in the experimental results. However, by using this simple algorithm as a basis and combining it

with the techniques proposed in the following, it is possible to create semi-supervised classifiers using active

learning which attain significantly higher performance.
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3.2 Semi-supervised Learning using Auto-encoders
The method presented in the previous subsection can be considerably improved on with the help of auto-

encoders. Auto-encoders [7] can also utilize pretraining by restricted Boltzmann machines to create a pre-

trained bottlenecked network. The bottlenecked layer of the network is used to extract a noise-free repre-

sentation of the data consisting of fewer dimensions than the original.

More specifically a symmetric bottlenecked neural network is trained so that its output is identical to the

input it is presented with; each layer has the same amount of neurons as its mirror layer on the other side

of the bottleneck. The bottleneck layer itself consists of as many neurons as the dimensionality of the data

representation which we wish to acquire. Before the actual training of the network, the weights between the

layers are pretrained using RBMs as analyzed in subsection 2.2.

Once the pretraining phase has finished and the weights have been initialized, the network is fine-tuned

using the conjugate gradient method. For each data point presented to the network the desirable output is

set to be equal to the input. As the network is able to recreate the data in the output from the values of

the neurons in the bottleneck, by obtaining these values for each data point presented to the network we

effectively acquire a noise-free representation of the data of reduced dimensionality.

In order to combine auto-encoders with semi-supervised and active learning, we originally train an auto-

encoder using the available (unlabeled) training data. Once the auto-encoder is trained we obtain via the

bottleneck neurons a new representation of the data with reduced dimensions. This data is then clustered

using k-means as in the previous subsection. Having clustered the data the algorithm then finds the data

points closest to the cluster centers, presents them for labeling to the expert and finally uses a 1-NN classifier

to label the remaining data in the same manner as before.

3.3 A Convolutional Network Analogous
Although, as shown in the previous subsection, a semi-supervised algorithm can be derived in a relatively

straightforward fashion from networks pretrained by RBMs, this is not the case when attempting to create

a semi-supervised analogous of convolutional networks. In order to achieve this we must first redefine both

the techniques of feature mapping and sub-sampling so that they may be used in an unsupervised or semi-

supervised manner. In the following we will present three techniques, one for feature mapping and two for

sub-sampling that will be used in the semi-supervised algorithm.

After partitioning the data based on the similarity function and using sub-sampling, the closest data

points to each cluster center are once more chosen and presented to the expert for labeling. Once the labels

of these data points are acquired, they are used to label the remainder of the data using a 1-NN classifier.

3.3.1 Feature Mapping

In order to create a feature mapping of the data, exploiting the available unlabeled data, we create feature

detectors that can manipulate this unlabeled data. For this purpose we utilize a self organizing map (SOM)

that will be trained using all available data to recognize the presence of certain features and thus serve as a

detector of features. This self organizing map takes a small number of input units which are situated in a

small neighborhood (i.e. the SOM’s receptive field), and according to which feature is present in that field,

activates the corresponding output unit.

The SOM is originally trained using as input neighborhoods of units in the training data. In the case of

handwritten digits, these neighborhoods are in fact neighborhoods of pixels in different parts of the image.

In the experiments presented below, the SOM used as a features detector has a 5× 5 input layer . Presenting
the SOM with 5 × 5 neighborhoods of units fields taken from the data, it is effectively trained to recognize
the different features that occur in these 5 × 5 windows throughout the data. Consequently each neuron in
the SOM’s output layer becomes sensitive to a different feature.

Having trained the SOM, we subsequently scan each data point (image) using this SOM in order to

obtain a feature mapping. For each data point the SOM is applied to a number of receptive fields on the

data point, each receptive field shifted slightly in relation to the previous by one column or row, thus two

consecutive receptive fields are overlapping. Figure 1(A) shows two such consecutive receptive fields, the

receptive fields here are represented by the square windows which encompass the 5 × 5 neighborhoods of
units. The SOM is applied continuously to consecutive receptive fields until the entire data point is scanned.

By scanning each data point with the SOM, a feature mapping of the data point is created by recording

for each receptive field which neuron in the SOM’s output field is activated. Thus the feature mapping of the
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Figure 1: (A) Two consecutive receptive fields. (B) A feature mapping.

data consists of a list of numbers as can be seen in Figure 1(B) where each of these numbers corresponds to a

specific neuron in the SOM’s output field and denotes the presence of a specific feature in the corresponding

receptive field.

3.3.2 Sub-sampling Technique A

Once a feature map of the data has been created, it is useful to find a way to execute sub-sampling. By

using sub-sampling the algorithm will become even less sensitive to small distortions in the data as the exact

positions of the occurring features will no longer be as important as their approximate positions.

To this effect, after creating the feature maps of the data, these feature maps are clustered in K differ-

ent clusters, where the number of clusters K is equal to the number of clusters to which the data will be

ultimately partitioned . For each one of these clusters k we follow the following procedure :

1. A specific region (neighborhood) of units is extracted from the data points that are partitioned to that

specific cluster (In the experiments presented here 2 × 2 neighborhoods are chosen).

2. The center of the cluster formed by these subdimensions is calculated. This center is treated as an

archetype for that subregion in the specific cluster k .

3. The above steps 1-2 are repeated scanning all subregions. The subregions are chosen in such a way

that they do not overlap but rather are adjacent to each other. By this repetition we obtain a series

of archetypal subregions. This collection of archetypal subregions together form an archetypal data

point which is considered representative of the specific cluster.

4. Steps 1-3 are repeated for every cluster k.

5. Finally for each data point in the data set, we compare each of its 2× 2 subregions with the respective
archetypes obtained for each of the clusters. Each subregion of the data point is then replaced with

the archetype with which it has the greatest similarity. Thus if a specific subregion in a data point

is found to be most similar to the respective subregion in the archetypal data point of cluster ki then

it is replaced by that archetypal subregion. Another subregion of that data point may be found most

similar to the archetypal subregion of another cluster.

The above procedure ultimately replaces the subregions of each data point by a number of archetypal

subregions belonging to different clusters. Thus slight shifts or distortions in the original feature maps

are lost as subregions exhibiting similar features will most likely be clustered together, and ultimately be

replaced by a common archetype.

3.3.3 Sub-sampling Technique B

Another way to sub-sample the created feature maps in a way that takes advantage of all the available data

is a method that resembles bagging for clustering [6]. However, although in bagging methods clustering is

executed at each step over a different bootstrap sample, in the sub-samplingmethod presented here clustering

is executed over different subdimensions of the data at each step. Thus the bth time the partitioning clustering

procedure is applied, it is applied over the entire learning set but only over specific subdimensions of the

data. The rest of the data’s dimensions are not taken into account by the specific clustering procedure.

Analytically the algorithm proposed is presented below.
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1. The data is clustered using specific subdimensions , which differ at each iteration, are extracted from

the data to create the learning set Lb, where each observation Ib
j belonging to Lb consists of the

specific subdimensions of the data point Ij . These subdimensions are chosen to be a neighborhood of

units encompassed by a window of specific size .

2. The partitioning clustering procedure P is applied to the training data (of the appropriate subdimen-

sions) and the cluster labels P b(Ib
j ; Lb) are obtained for each image Ij .

3. The cluster labels assigned to the data are permuted in order to create a maximum overlap with the

original clustering of the data (P 1(I1
j , L1))). More specifically the permutation tb is chosen such that

it maximizes (where I is the indicator function):

N∑
j=1

I(t(P b(Ib
j ; Lb)) = P 1(I1

j , L1))

4. The procedure is repeated N times (where N is chosen by the user) and finally each observation is

assigned a cluster label by majority voting.

Figure 2 shows the subdimensions used for clustering in two different clustering steps. The data point has

already been scanned by a SOM and is represented by a feature map.
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Figure 2: Two different sets of dimensions used for clustering.

Each of the clustering steps executed leads to a sub-sampling of the data. Data points with similar

features present in approximately the same receptive fields will be more likely to be partitioned together by

each of the clustering steps. Thus after the majority voting is carried out it is highly probable that these data

points will be assigned to the same cluster label. By using this method, the significance of the exact position

of each feature in the feature maps is reduced, giving more weight to the approximate position.

3.3.4 Clustering over Feature Maps

Once a feature mapping of the data has been created and sub-sampling has been executed, the data must be

clustered. However as the data is represented by a list of numbers denoting the presence of features and their

locations, the Euclidean distance function is no longer an appropriate similarity function for the clustering

procedure. Instead the data is partitioned using a similarity function based on the distances between neurons

in the SOM’s output layer.

More specifically the distance between two data points Ii and Ij is set to be the sum of the distances

between the pair of neurons activated in the SOM’s outputs layer for each receptive fields in the SOM. More

formally the distance between these two data points is calculated as

dist(Ii, Ij) =
M∑

k=1

dSOM (Ii(k), Ij(k))

where Ii(k), Ij(k) denote the neurons activated by the kth neighborhood of units of the two data points

and where the distance function dSOM (x, y) returns the distance between neurons x and y in the SOM.
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4 Experiments and Results
4.1 Experimental Setup
The methods presented above are used for handwritten digit recognition using the MNIST dataset [9]. This

dataset consists of sixty thousand images of handwritten digits (0 to 9). Due to the fact that clustering can

be very time-consuming, a set of three thousands digits is drawn using a uniform distribution from the data

to be used as a training set and the algorithms are tested on a number of test sets, each consisting of five

hundred digits and drawn independently from the remaining data. Before using the images the values of

their pixels are normalized so that these values fall within the range [0,1]. Each of the algorithms is trained

six times in order to address a certain degree of randomness due to the choice of initial cluster centers which

are chosen randomly from the training data. Each trained classifier is tested on the ten mentioned test sets.

In the case of the semi-supervised scheme using auto-encoders, a nine layered neural network is used to

encode the data. This neural network has 784-1000-500-250-30-250-500-1000-784neurons in the respective

layers, with thirty being the number of neurons in the bottleneck and consequently the number of dimensions

of the encoded data. A neural network of the same architecture was used in [7].

For the feature mapping in the case of the convolutional network analogous algorithm, a 4 × 3 two
dimensional self organizing map was used for feature detecting. Lenet-5 a convolutional network presented

in [8] uses six feature detectors to detect the presence of six different features. However, experiments run

using different sizes of self organizing maps, showed that the best performance is attained using a 4 × 3
SOM. The topology of the SOM used was chosen to be hexagonal though no systematic experimentation

was done in this direction; some preliminary experiments seem to indicate that the SOM’s topology has little

bearing on the algorithm’s performance. The input layer of the SOM was set, as stated above, to be of size

5 × 5. Sub-sampling using technique A was done in 2 × 2 subregions as mentioned; these subregions were
chosen so that two consecutive subregions were adjacent and not overlapping. Finally for the sub-sampling

technique B nine separate sixteen by sixteen windows were chosen.

4.2 Results
Each of the proposed methods uses clustering of some form to obtain those data points which will be pre-

sented to the human expert. Thus the amount of data which will be labeled is determined according to

the number of clusters the data is partitioned into, one for every cluster; thus when using 100 clusters to

ultimately classify the digits to the ten classes, 100 data points will be labeled.

The algorithms presented in this paper, i.e. the generic semi-supervised classifier and the proposed

classifiers, all make use of a k-NN classifier with k=1, experiments were run using higher values of k which

did not yield a great increase in performance despite the fact that based on the methods used here, larger

values of k meant a higher number of labeled data.

In Table 1 we can see the performance of the proposed algorithms when using one hundred clusters. The

performance of a supervisedmethod, pretrained neural networks using RBM, are also shown for comparison,

the network was trained using one hundred digits. Experiments run using convolutional networks showed

that they were not able to learn using such a small amount of data, after a number of epochs no increase in

performance was observed. For comparison experiments were also conducted using a 1-NN classifier.

Table 1: Accuracy and standard deviation for 100 labeled examples

Accuracy Stand. dev.

Convolutional Network 11.23%

Pretrained Network 66.40%

1-NN Classifier 73.18%

Generic Semi-supervised Algorithm 82.55% 1.52%

Using Auto-encoders 86.01% 1.54%

Using Feature Mapping 85.25% 1.37%

Using Feature Mapping and Sub-sampling A 85.93% 0.93%

Using Feature Mapping and Sub-sampling B 84.47% 1.83%

As can be seen the semi-supervised methods perform substantially better than the supervised methods.

This is of course expected as the supervised methods take advantage of neither the unlabeled data nor the
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active learning process. More importantly though it can be seen that by combining the proposed techniques

with the simple generic algorithm, classifiers with higher performance are acquired. In Figure 3 the perfor-

mances of two of the proposed algorithms as well as that of the generic algorithm are plotted against the

number of clusters used in the clustering step. The performances shown are the performance of the simple

generic algorithm, the performance when utilizing auto-encoders and the performance when using feature

mapping without sub-sampling.
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Figure 3: Performance according to the number of clusters

In Figure 3 we also see the performance of the semi-supervised algorithm when the two sub-sampling

techniques are used. Again the performance is plotted against the number of clusters used. The performance

using only feature mapping is also shown for comparison.

5 Related Work
In the past research has been conducted into applying semi-supervised learning as well as active learning

to handwritten digit recognition. In [5] transductive support vector machines are used on the MNIST data

set, the authors report an error rate of 16.81% when using 100 labeled examples and 2000 unlabeled exam-
ples, slightly fewer than the number of unlabeled examples used here. In [1] semi-supervised learning on

manifolds is used, again on the MNIST data set with similar results.

As stated research has also been conducted into combining semi-supervised learning and active learning

for handwritten digit recognition. In [2] LPBoost is combined with mixture kernels and used on the MNIST

data set, the resulting classifier however is only used to distinguish between odd and even digits. Other

approaches use clustering, as we have here, to obtain appropriate examples to be labeled. In [13] and [3]

SVMs are combined with clustering, both these approaches apply clustering after first having trained an

SVM.

Preclustering is used in [10] where the data is originally clustered using soft k-medoids clustering, sub-

sequently data points are chosen either close to the cluster centers or close to the classification boundaries,

to be labeled. This selection is made so that the expected future error of classification is minimized. The

resulting algorithm is tested on the MNIST dataset, attaining high accuracy. The task was to distinguish

between a given digit and the rest, which is simpler than digit recognition in general.

6 Conclusions
This paper presented a number of semi-supervised learning algorithms which were combined with active

learning and which were shown to learn from unlabeled data to improve learning accuracies. Even the

generic algorithm performed much better than supervised methods that did not learn from unlabeled data,

and by combining this with a variety of techniques the proposed algorithms increased performance further.

Of the semi-supervised methods presented, as can be seen from Figure 3, the simple generic algorithm

performs the worst as expected. The method using auto-encoders inspired by [7] performs better than the
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simple feature mapping method inspired by [8], this difference of performance was found to be statistically

significant as was the difference of performance of both these classifiers from the simple generic classifier.

As mentioned the experiment were conducted on only a subset of the MNIST dataset due to the compu-

tational cost of the algorithms. This computational cost is due almost exclusively to the clustering step of

the classifiers, either using k-means or clustering over feature maps (which is in fact a form of the k-means

algorithm which uses a specific distance function), the complexity of which isO(nkdi) where n is the num-
ber of data points, d the number of dimensions, and i the number of iterations. Thus the scalability of the

classifiers presented here depends almost exclusively on the scalability of the k-means algorithm.

In future work we want to apply these algorithms on other problems such as text categorization.
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Abstract

Over the last decade, several studies on texture analysis propose to model texture as a probabilistic pro-

cess that generates small texture patches. In these studies, texture is represented by means of a frequency

histogram that measures how often texture patches from a codebook occur in the texture. In the codebook,

the texture patches are represented by, e.g., a collection of filter bank responses. The resulting represen-

tations are called textons. A recent study claims that textons based on normalized grayvalues outperform

textons based on filter responses (such as MR8 filter responses), despite the weaknesses of such image-

based representations for image modelling. The paper investigates this claim by comparing image-based

textons with textons obtained using the complex wavelet transform. The complex wavelet transform dif-

fers from the MR8 and similar filters in that it employs filters with relatively low support and in that it

constructs image representations with less redundancy. Furthermore, the paper investigates to what extent

image-based textons are susceptible to 2D rotations of the texture. It compares image-based textons with

rotation-invariant textons based on spin images and polar Fourier features. The performance of the new

types of textons is evaluated in classification experiments on the CUReT texture dataset. The results of our

experiments with the complex wavelet transform support the claim that filter-based textons do not outper-

form their image-based counterparts. Furthermore, the results of our experiments reveal that image-based

textons are very susceptible to 2D rotations of the texture, making image-based textons unapplicable to

real-world texture classification problems. We show that strong rotation-invariant texton-based texture

classifiers can be constructed by means of textons based on spin images and polar Fourier features.

1 Introduction
Texture analysis is a task in computer vision that aims at representing texture in a model that is invariant

to changes in the visual appearance of the texture. The visual appearance of a single texture can change

dramatically under the influence of, e.g., lighting changes and 3D rotations. Traditional approaches to texture

analysis often model texture as a Markov Random Field [6], which is a model that is widely used in machine

learning. Another very popular approach to texture modelling is to analyze statistics of the responses of

large filter banks [7, 11]. A number of recent studies propose to model texture as a probabilistic process that

generates small texture patches according to a probability distribution over all possible texture patches [2,

4, 10, 14, 15]. In these studies, texture classification is performed with the help of a texton codebook that

is constructed by performing vector quantization on a set of randomly selected textons. Textons are the

representations of small texture patches by, e.g., a collection of filter bank responses, and can be viewed

upon as the textural counterpart of phonemes and graphemes. In texton-based texture classifiers, a texture is

represented by means of a texton frequency histogram that measures the relative frequency by which textons

from the codebook appear in the texture. Texture classification is performed by means of classifiers, such

as nearest neighbor classifiers [14] or Support Vector Machines [2], that are trained on the texton frequency

histograms. An application of such a texture classifier to defect detection is presented in [16].

In most studies, textons consist of a collection of filter bank responses [2, 4, 10, 14]. In [15], the authors

claim that textons based on normalized grayvalues outperform textons based on filter bank responses. Their

claim is supported by experiments in which such image-based textons are compared with textons based on

responses of a filter bank specially designed for texture analysis (the so-called MR8 filter bank). An image-

based texton is a concatenation of the normalized grayvalues in the texture patch. The results in [15] reveal

the image-based textons to outperform textons based on the MR8 filter bank responses. This is a surprising

result, because image-based representations are generally considered to be inappropriate for classification.
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For instance, image-based representations are sensitive to noise and to changes in orientation and scale.

In the paper, we investigate the claim in [15] by comparing image-based textons with textons based on

the complex wavelet transform [9]. We selected the complex wavelet transform because it has theoretical

advantages over the MR8 filter bank that may mitigate the weaknesses of filter-based textons. Furthermore,

we investigate to what extent image-based textons suffer from the presence of 2D rotations in the texture

images and propose two new (rotation-invariant) textons based on spin images and on polar Fourier features.

We investigate the performance of the three new textons in two experiments on the CUReT texture dataset.

The results of our experiments support the claim that filter-based textons do not outperform their image-

based counterparts, and show that our rotation-invariant textons are capable of overcoming the susceptibility

to the presence of 2D rotations of texton-based texture classifiers.

The outline of the remainder of the paper is as follows. In section 2, we discuss texton-based texture

classifiers in more detail. Section 3 presents the three new texton representations that we investigated. Our

experiments with the new texton representations are discussed in section 4. The results of the experiments

are discussed further in section 5. In section 6, we present conclusions and directions for future work.

2 Texton-based texture classifiers
Texton-based texture classifiers classify textures based on their texton frequency histogram. A schematic

overview of a texton-based texture classifier is given in Figure 1. The construction of texton-based texture

classifiers consists of three main stages: (1) construction of a texton codebook, (2) computation of a texton

frequency histogram, and (3) training of the classifier based on the texture frequency histograms. The first

two stages are described in more detail below. The third stage can be implemented by means of, e.g., a

nearest neighbor classifier [14] or a Support Vector Machine [2].

Figure 1: Schematic overview of the texton-based texture classifier.

2.1 Codebook construction
A texton codebook is a collection of textons that can be used to characterize texture images. In the construc-

tion of a texton codebook, small texture patches are extracted from random positions in the texture images.

The pixel values of the texture patches are normalized in order to make them invariant to changes in lighting

conditions. Textons are obtained by converting the texture patches to an appropriate image representation

(such as a collection of filter bank responses or a concatenation of normalized pixel values). A part of a

texton codebook is constructed by performing vector quantization (e.g., using k-means clustering or Ko-

honen maps) on a set of textons extracted from texture images that are assigned to a single texture class.

A complete texton codebook is constructed by repeating this process for every texture class in the texture

dataset. If the texture dataset is a proper subset of real-world textures, the texton codebook contains the most

important textons that occur in real-world textures.

2.2 Texton frequency histogram
In texton-based texture classifiers, texture is viewed upon as a probabilistic generator of textons. The un-

derlying probability distribution of the generator is estimated by means of a texton frequency histogram that

measures the relative frequency of textons from the codebook in a texture image. A texton frequency his-

togram is constructed from a texture image by scanning over the texture image and extracting small texture

patches. The small texture patches are converted to the image representation that is used in the codebook in

order to obtain a collection of textons. Each extracted texton is compared to the textons in the codebook in

order to identify the most similar texton from the codebook, and the texton frequency histogram bin corre-

sponding to this texton is incremented. After normalization, the texton frequency histogram forms a feature

vector that models the texture, and can be used in order to train a classifier.
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2.3 Image-based textons
In most texton-based texture classifiers [2, 4, 10, 14], textons are represented by means of a collection

of filter bank responses obtained from large filter banks such as the MR8 filter bank or the Leung-Malik

filter bank1. However, in [15], it was shown that image-based textons outperform textons based on filter

responses, leading to questions about the necessity of applying filter banks for the analysis of texture. Three

main reasons for the relative strong performance of image-based textons were suggested by the authors.

First, the use of filter banks reduces the number of textons that can be extracted from a texture image. This

reduction is a consequence of the large support of filter banks; the number of patches that can be extracted

from a, say, 200 × 200 pixel texture image is significantly reduced when this image is convolved with a

50 × 50 filter. The presence of a reduced number of textons affects the quality of the texton frequency

histogram estimations, leading to inferior generalization performances. Second, the large support of filter

banks leads to small errors in the localization of edges. Imprecise edge localization may significantly change

the geometry of the textons, leading to errors in the estimation of the texton frequency histogram. Third, the

application of most filters leads to some blurring on the texture images, which is the result of the Gaussian

envelope in these filters. The blurring might remove local details in the textons, that are of interest in the

classification of the texture.

The three main reasons why image-based textons are not expected to yield good classification performances

are as follows. First, image-based textons do not contain information on the presence of different orientations

in the texture. The measurement of edge orientations is known to be important in human vision [8]. Second,

image-based textons are sensitive to the presence of noise in the image. Third, image-based textons are

susceptible to the presence of 2D rotations in the texture images. In the next section, we propose three new

types of textons that attempt to mitigate or resolve these weaknesses.

3 Three new texton representations
In this section, we propose three new texton representations: a representation based on the complex wavelet

transform (subsection 3.1), a representation based on spin images (subsection 3.2), and a representation

based on polar Fourier features (subsection 3.3). The texton representation based on the complex wavelet

transform is proposed in order to further investigate the claim that image-based textons outperform textons

based on filter bank responses. Because of its relatively low redundancy and small support, the complex

wavelet transform may overcome the drawbacks of MR8 filter banks. The texton representations based on

spin images and polar Fourier features are proposed in order to construct texton-based texture classifiers that

are invariant to changes in the orientation of the texture images.

3.1 Complex wavelet transform
The wavelet transform expands a signal into a collection of frequency components (similar to the Fourier

transform). Unlike the Fourier transform, the wavelet transform does so by using a collection of localized

basis functions in order to resolve the Gibbs effect from which the Fourier transform suffers. In practice, the

wavelet transform is implemented as a dyadic filter tree in which a low-pass filter g and a high-pass filter

h are employed. Both filters are applied on the signal, the low-pass filter response is downsampled, both

filters are applied on the result, and this process is iterated. If both filters meet certain requirements (such

as orthogonality of the filters), the responses of the high-pass filters provide the wavelet coefficients. An

extensive introduction on wavelet theory can be found in [3].

The complex wavelet transform (CWT) is capable of capturing more phase information than the traditional

wavelet transform by the use of complex filters, and thereby, it provides approximate shift invariance to the

wavelet transform [9]. The CWT is implemented by means of a dual dyadic filter tree, of which a one-

dimensional version is shown schematically in Figure 2. In the figure, square boxes indicate a filtering with

either the high-pass filter hi or the low-pass filter gi, and ↓ 2 indicates a downsampling of the signal by 2.

In addition to the restrictions on the filters in the traditional wavelet transform, the filters in the two branches

of the filter tree should form Hilbert pairs. In other words, filter g1 should be the Hilbert transform of filter

1The MR8 filter bank consists of six orientation-sensitive filters at three different scales. The responses of the MR8 filter bank are

given by the maximum responses of the complete filter bank over all scales. In addition to the orientation-sensitive filters, the MR8

filter bank contains a Gaussian and a Laplacian of Gaussian filter. The Leung-Malik filter bank consists of six orientation-sensitive

filters, a Gaussian filter, and a Laplacian of Gaussian filter.
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Figure 2: Complex wavelet transform filter tree.

g0, and filter h1 should be the Hilbert transform of filter h0. If this requirement is met, the responses of the

filters can be shown to complement each other, leading to a lower susceptibility to shifts in the signal. In

the 2D case, the wavelets in the CWT show great resemblance to orientation-sensitive filters such as Gabor

filters, as is illustrated in Figure 3. However, the CWT has three important advantages over Gabor (and

related) filters. First, CWT coefficients are less redundant than Gabor wavelet coefficients (the 2D CWT is

only four times complete), leading to an image representation of lower dimensionality that can be computed

more efficiently. Second, the support of the filters that are used in the CWT is generally small, allowing

for a better estimation of the texton generation distribution and for an additional computational advantage.

Third, the CWT has an inverse transform, which implies that the original image can be reconstructed from

the wavelet coefficients for, e.g., visualization purposes. In our texton-based texture classifiers that employ

the CWT, we perform the complex wavelet transform on the normalized texture patches using the filters

described in [1].

Figure 3: Wavelets corresponding to the complex wavelet transform. The upper row represents the real parts

of the six wavelets, whereas the middle row represents the imaginary parts of the wavelets. The magnitude

of the filters is depicted in the bottom row, revealing that the real and imaginary parts of the wavelets are

complementary. The wavelets were obtained using the filters described in [1].

3.2 Spin images
Spin images estimate the joint intensity-radius distribution of an image in a coarse histogram [12]. In the

construction of a spin image, the distance of every pixel to the center of the image (i.e., the radius) is

computed. The radiuses and the corresponding pixel values are quantized and binned in a joint histogram.

The construction of spin images is illustrated in Figure 4. The main advantage of the use of spin images is

that they are invariant to changes in the orientation of the image.

In our texton-based texture classifiers, we construct spin images with 8 intensity bins from the normalized

texture patches. The number of radius bins is set to the width (or height) of the texture patches in pixels. We

estimate the texton frequency histograms using an overcomplete texture patch basis (i.e., there is overlap in

the texture patches).
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Figure 4: Example of the construction of a spin image.

3.3 Polar Fourier features
Polar Fourier features are based on the observation that the magnitude of the Fourier transform of a histogram

is invariant under circular shifts, because all phase information is in the sign of the Fourier coefficients [13].

In the computation of polar Fourier features, the image is converted to polar space. In the polar space, one

axis represents the distance to the center of the image, whereas the other axis represents the angle from the

baseline (which is the horizontal line through the center of the image). As a result, a rotation of the original

image leads to a circular shift in the ’distance-bands’ of the polar image. The polar image is made rotation-

invariant by computing the magnitude of the Fourier transform of every ’distance-band’ in the polar image.

The construction of polar Fourier features is illustrated in Figure 5.

In our texton-based texture classifiers using polar Fourier features, the texton frequency histograms are

constructed using an overcomplete basis of normalized texture patches (i.e., there is overlap in the texture

patches).

Figure 5: Example of the construction of polar Fourier features.

4 Experiments
In the previous section, we presented three new texton representations that may overcome some of the draw-

backs of image-based textons. This section investigates the performance of the new texton representations

on two texture classification tasks: (1) a task in which there are no 2D rotations on the textures, and (2) a

task in which the classifier has to deal with 2D rotations of the textures. The setup of our experiments is

described in subsection 4.1. Subsection 4.2 presents the results of our experiments.

4.1 Experimental setup
In order to evaluate the quality of the textons presented in the previous section, we performed texture classifi-

cation experiments on the CUReT dataset [5]. The CUReT dataset contains images of 61 different materials

that were photographed under 205 different viewpoints. The differences in viewpoints lead to a large vari-

ability in the visual appearance of the same material, as is illustrated in Figure 6. From the 205 images, we

selected the 123 images that allow for the extraction of a texture image of 200 × 200 pixels. The extracted

texture images are converted to grayscale images, since we are only interested in the textural information

in the images. The texton codebooks were constructed by performing k-means clustering on 5,000 textons,

that were obtained by random selection from the trainingset. In our experiments, we used a value of k = 10,

leading to texton codebooks consisting of 610 textons. In the experiments with image-based textons and

textons based on spin images, we performed experiments with texture patches of size 3× 3 to 8× 8 pixels.
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The experiments with textons based on CWT features and polar Fourier features were performed only with

texture patches of 4×4 and 8×8 pixels, because wavelet and Fourier transforms require a signal length that

is a power of 2. In our experiments, the classification is performed by a 1-nearest neighbor classifier. The

generalization performance of the classifiers is evaluated using 10-fold cross validation. Our experimental

setup is roughly similar to the setup employed in [15].

We evaluated the performance of the trained classifiers in two settings: (1) a setting in which there are no

changes in the orientations of the texture images and (2) a setting in which the texture classifier has to deal

with 2D rotations of the texture images. In the latter setting, we train the classifiers on normal texture im-

ages, and test the classifiers on texture images that are rotated by 90 degrees in clockwise direction. We opt

for a rotation of 90 degrees, because a rotation of 90 degrees does not introduce artefacts into the texture

images.

Figure 6: Visual appearance of a texture photographed under different lighting conditions.

4.2 Results
In the previous subsection, we described the setup of our experiments. This subsection presents the results of

the experiments. The results are divided into two parts: results of experiments in which there are no changes

in the texture orientations (subsubsection 4.2.1) and results of experiments in which the texture images in

the test set have a different orientation (subsubsection 4.2.2).

4.2.1 Fixed-orientation texture classification

In Table 1, we present the generalization errors of 1-nearest neighbor classifiers that were trained on texton

frequency histograms using the four texton representations that we discussed. The table presents generaliza-

tion errors of classifiers trained on image-based textons, textons based on the complex wavelet transform,

textons based on spin images, and textons based on polar Fourier features. In the experiments, the texture

images were presented in their original orientation.

From the results presented in the table, we can make three observations. First, the results in the tables re-

veal that image-based textons perform very strong. Our results with image-based textons are comparable

to those presented in [15]. The performance of CWT-based textons is comparable to those of image-based

textons, and appears to be better than the performance of the textons based on MR8 filter bank responses

presented in [14]. Second, we observe that the use of textons based on spin images degrades the performance

of texton-based texture classifiers with approximately 3%. Third, we observe that textons based on polar

Fourier features perform better than those based on spin images. Textons based on polar Fourier features

almost perform comparable to image-based textons (especially for larger patch sizes).

Patch size Image CWT Spin image Polar Fourier
3× 3 0.0264± 0.0053 – 0.0649± 0.0100 –

4× 4 0.0206± 0.0064 0.0260± 0.0056 0.0546± 0.0073 0.0466± 0.0072
5× 5 0.0204± 0.0062 – 0.0509± 0.0121 –

6× 6 0.0177± 0.0044 – 0.0530± 0.0123 –

7× 7 0.0195± 0.0057 – 0.0516± 0.0102 –

8× 8 0.0187± 0.0051 0.0179± 0.0038 0.0530± 0.0085 0.0243± 0.0070

Table 1: Generalization errors of texton-based texture classifiers (fixed orientation).
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Patch size Image CWT Spin image Polar Fourier
3× 3 0.5369± 0.0143 – 0.0622± 0.0099 –

4× 4 0.5597± 0.0119 0.6330± 0.0151 0.0541± 0.0082 0.0630± 0.0121
5× 5 0.6104± 0.0153 – 0.0540± 0.0061 –

6× 6 0.6512± 0.0050 – 0.0543± 0.0093 –

7× 7 0.6778± 0.0144 – 0.0523± 0.0062 –

8× 8 0.6971± 0.0179 0.6552± 0.0216 0.0520± 0.0107 0.0253± 0.0062

Table 2: Generalization errors of texton-based texture classifiers (variable orientation).

4.2.2 Variable-orientation texture classification

In Table 2, we present the results of 1-nearest neighbor classifiers that were trained on normal texture images,

but tested on texture images that were rotated 90 degrees in a clockwise direction. The table presents the

generalization errors of classifiers based on the four texton types.

From the results in Table 2, we observe that the use of textons that are not rotation-invariant strongly degrades

the performance of texton-based texture classifiers when 2D rotations are present in the texture images. The

presence of 2D rotations in the texture images causes an increase of the generalization error by 50% to

70%. The degradation in the performance of the classifier increases with the size of textons that are used.

In constrast to image-based and CWT-based textons, the rotation-invariant textons do not suffer from the

presence of 2D rotations in the test data.

5 Discussion
In the previous section, we presented the results of our experiments with three new texton representations on

the CUReT dataset. In this section, we discuss the two main observations that can be made from the results

of our experiments.

First, the performance of textons based on the complex wavelet transform supports the claim in [15] that

the popular use of filter responses in texture classification is debatable. We surmise that the main disadvan-

tage of the filter-based textons in [15] is the reduction of the number of textons (due to the large support

of the filters). Since our textons based on the complex wavelet transform do not suffer from this weakness,

they outperform the MR8-based textons. An additional advantage of our CWT-based textons is the low

redundancy of the complex wavelet transform, which reduces the dimensionality of the textons. Despite the

advantages of the complex wavelet transform, CWT-based textons do not outperform image-based textons,

which indicates that imprecise edge localization is an important problem in filter-based textons.

Second, the results of our experiments show that current texton-based texture classifiers are very sensitive to

the presence of 2D rotations in the texture images. The results show that our rotation-invariant textons might

degrade the accuracy of the classifier somewhat, but that this accuracy degradation is very limited. Polar

Fourier features almost perform comparable to their image-based counterparts that are sensitive to changes

in the orientation of the texture. A disadvantage of our rotation-invariant texture classifiers is that they model

each ’distance band’ separately in a rotation-invariant model. As a result, information on the alignment of

the distance bands is lost. Our rotation-invariant texture classifiers may be improved by incorporating align-

ment information in the rotation-invariant features. Most likely, our texture classifiers are also very sensitive

to the presence of scale changes in the texture images2.

6 Conclusions
Texton-based texture classifiers form a new alternative to traditional texture classification approaches such as
Markov Random Fields or filter bank models. Recent work on texton-based texture classifiers suggests the
use of image-based textons over filter-based textons. We investigated this claim by performing experiments
with textons based on the complex wavelet transform, which has a number of theoretical advantages over

2The reader should note that the texton-based texture classifiers are invariant to the presence of 3D rotations, because the training

data contains textures that are photographed under a large number of 3D rotations.
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large filter banks (such as the MR8 filter bank). The results of our experiments support the claim that the
popular use of filter bank responses in texture classification is debatable, although the image-based textons
did not outperform our CWT-based textons.
One of the main disadvantages of current texton-based texture classifiers is that they are very sensitive
to changes in the orientation of the texture. We empirically evaluated this sensitivity, and encountered
performance drops of more than 50% under the influence of 2D rotations in the texture images. In order
to resolve this problem, we proposed the use of rotation-invariant textons based on spin images and polar
Fourier features. Our experiments show that rotation-invariant texture classifiers based on spin images and
polar Fourier features perform strongly. The results show that the performance of textons based on polar
Fourier features is almost similar to the performance of their image-based counterparts.
Future work focuses on the development of texton-based texture classifiers that are not only invariant to
changes in orientation, but also to changes in scale. Invariance to scale changes could be obtained by
constructing texton frequency histogram for a number of scales in the scale space, and aligning the resulting
models by maximizing the frequency histogram similarities. The incorporation of scale invariance into our
texton-based texture models would lead to texture models that are invariant to all main variations in texture
images. In addition, texture classification results could be improved by employing mixture models instead
of a texton codebook, or by the use of multi-scale textons.
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Abstract 

This paper proposes a novel signature verification technique for simple, random, and skilled forgeries 

independent of their size and alignment. Major steps of the signature verification process namely image 

preprocessing, mask calculation, histogram formation, threshold calculation, and signature verification has 

been discussed in detail. 
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1 Introduction

Signature verification is the mostly used form of biometric security. It has been studied and successfully 

applied in a number of fields like check and, credit cards verification, theft detection, and retail. Signature 

verification is categorized as online signature verification and offline signature verification. Online 

signature is one in which signature is captured during the writing process and  is usually done using 

digital tablets. While in case of offline signatures, the signature is captured after the writing of the 

signature is complete and  is usually performed using digital images. The main aim of signature 

verification system is to identify the forgeries from the original signature. To maintain such a difference, 

the system should show high similarity between intra personal variability while high dissimilarity 

between inter personal signatures. 

Forgeries are divided into 3 types,  simple forgeries, random forgeries and skilled forgeries [1]. In simple 

forgery person has the idea of the signature but he isn’t used to with the signature. A random forgery is 

one in which a person doesn’t have the idea of the original signatures. In skilled forgery the person is very 

much used to the signature and is able to mimic the signature to a large extent. Much of the work has 

been done in offline signature verification. The work done uses a set of features to verify the signature 

and works well for one or two types of forgeries mentioned earlier.  Most of these features are of global 

nature like aspect ratio, horizontal center, and vertical center. Also few approaches are limited by the size 

of the signature. They require the signature in a predefined size or uses pre processing techniques to bring 

the signature in standard dimensions. But, our proposed approach is independent of such type of 

constraints. In our proposed approach we collect a set of local features first then merge these local 
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features to form a global representative of the overall picture. This approach works well for all three types 

of forgeries. 

In section 2, we discuss the related work. In section 3, we explain our propose technique which 

includes image preprocessing, mask calculation, histogram formation, threshold calculation, and signature 

verification. In section 4, we analyze the experimental results and in section 5, we conclude our work.  

2 Related Work 

A lot of work has been done in field of offline signature verification. Andre Heilper et al. proposed Retail 

Applications of Signature Verification [2], Katsuhiko Ueda proposed offline signature verification using 

pattern matching [3], Emre Özgündüz et al. proposed efficent off-line verification and identification of 

signatures by multi class support vector machine [4]. Liang Wan et al. proposed an offline signature 

verification technique using prior model [5]. They also proposed an offline signature verification using 

integrated classifiers [6]. Ian W. McKeague proposed a statistical model for signature verification [7]. 

Edson J.R Justino et al. proposed an offline signature verification system using HMM and graphometric 

features[8]. All these techniques initially convert the image into some predefined format and then  process 

the image for signature verification according to their proposed techniques. Our proposed technique 

doesn’t require to normalize the image and also no need to convert the image into a particular direction.  

3 Signature Verification Using Histogram 

In our proposed technique we use five steps for signature verification. The proposed technique like other 

verification systems, is divided into two phases; training phase and testing Phase. Figure 1 shows the 

block diagram of the proposed system. Three steps Image Normalizer (IN), Mask Value Calculator 

(MVC), and Histogram Plotter (HP) are common in both of the phases. The other steps are Threshold 

Calculator (THC) and Signature Verifier (SV). The dotted rectangle comprises of the four steps that are 

involved in training phase while the solid rectangular box shows the four steps involved in the testing 

phase. These steps are described in more detail in subsequent sections. Step one discusses the 

preprocessing for removal of noise from the image and the normalizing process of the image. Step two 

describes the calculation of mask values at each pixel of the image. Step three discusses the histogram 

formation. Step four describes threshold calculation from the training images and step five describes 

signature verification using the calculated threshold.  
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Figure 1: Block Diagram of Signature Verification Technique 

3.1 Step One: Image Preprocessing 

In preprocessing, we get the normalized area of the image that is the minimum bounding rectangular area 

that contains the signature. Figure 2. shows the normalized area of a signature image with a dashed line. 

After finding the normalized area we convert the gray scale image to a binary image.  

Figure 2: Normalized area of the signature image 

3.2 Step Two: Mask Calculation 

In this step we scan whole image with mask and compute the mask value at each pixel of the signature 

image.  An n×n- sized mask is scanned through out the image which evaluates each pixel according to its 

neighbors. Four neighbors of a pixel P denoted by N4(P) is the set of horizontal and vertical neighbors 

that are a unit distance away from P. A pixel P lying at (x, y) will have its four neighbors as (x ± a, y), (x, 

y ± b), where a and b can have values 0 or 1. Diagonal Neighbors ND(P) of a pixel P lying at P will be (x 

± a, y ± b) where a ,b=0 or 1. The set of N4(P) and ND(P) of a pixel is known as eight neighbors N8(P) of a 

pixel P. The problem arises when the mask center is placed at the boundary pixels of the image as few of 

the mask entries will go beyond the image boundaries. In this case entries of the mask that lie outside the 

image are considered as zero. 
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Figure 3: A 6x4 image with a 3x3 N4(P) mask 

Figure 3 shows a 3x3 mask along with an image. If we move the centre of the mask on the top left pixel 

of the image then more than half of the mask will lie outside the image. Considering the central value of 

mask as (x, y) we consider (x, y), (x+1, y), and (x, y+1) for the top left pixel of the image only.  

3.3 Step Three : Histogram Formation 

Once we calculated the mask values at each pixel of the signature image, next step forms an histogram 

using these mask values. For this, the percentage of pixels is calculated giving a mask value t, where t 

varies from 0-5 for N4(P) and ND(P) while t varies from 0-9 for N8(P). This maps all the histograms of the 

signature images in a range from 0 to 100. 

 Figure 4 shows variation among histograms of original signature, and their forgeries using N4(P). 

Similarly Figure 5 and Figure 6 shows variations among histogram of original signature images and their 

forgeries using ND(P) and N8(P) respectively. On the other hand Figure 7 shows the histogram of eight 

signatures of a single person using N4(P). As there is no significant difference in the peaks of the 

histograms therefore it represents a high intra class similarity.  

Figure 4: A histogram showing the variation among original signature, random, simple and skilled 

forgeries using N4(P) filter 
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Figure 5: A histogram showing the variation among original signature, random, simple and skilled 

forgeries using ND(P) filter 

Figure 6: A histogram showing the variation among original signature, random, simple and skilled 

forgeries filter N8(P) filter. 

Figure 7: A histogram showing the intrapersonal signature similarity of a person with eight 

signatures using N4(P) filter. 
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3.4 Step four : Threshold Calculation 

After forming distinct histograms from various signatures of a single person we calculate the following 

two values: 

1. Average frequency of every mask value for distinct signatures of a single person. 

2. Standard deviation of the frequencies of each mask value for distinct signatures of a single 

person. 

These two values help us in correct classification of test samples. 

Table 1: Threshold Calculation 

Sample Signature Percentile Mask 
Values 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Average STDEV  

0 9.8 7.12 8.5 9.9 6.2 7.3 8.4 1.4 

1 4.9 4.5 4.6 6.1 4.7 4.4 5.2 0.7 

2 2.6 2.2 2.5 2.9 2.4 2.4 2.7 0.3 

3 2.5 2.2 2.4 2.7 2.3 2.3 2.5 0.3 

4 5.1 4.6 4.2 6.3 4.7 4.6 5.2 0.8 

5 74.9 79.1 77.4 71.8 79.4 78.7 75.7 3.4 

Two types of threshold values will be defined for each signature. 

1. Maximum Euclidian distance of a training sample histogram from the mean signature histogram. 

2. For each signature we set Threshold value for individual mask values as : Mask_Value(iavg) – 

Std Dev(i) <= Mask Value i of Training Sample <= Mask_Value(iavg) + Std Dev(i), where i 

varies from 0 to 5 for N4(P) and ND(P) while i varies from 0 to 9 for N8(P) 

The first threshold varies for each signature. The maximum Euclidian distance of a training signature 

histogram from the mean histogram of the training signatures is calculated and will be used as a threshold 

value. Therefore threshold value will be different for different person’s signatures. This variable threshold 

will take care of the intra personal signature variability. Another threshold is that the frequencies lie 

within the standard deviation for each signature. First threshold value tries to reduce the false rejection 

rate while the second threshold tries to reduce the false acceptance rate. 
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Table 2: Euclidian Distances of sample signature values and average signature values 

(Mask Value Percentile Average Value Percentile) ²Mask Values Average Signature Values
1 2 3 4 5 6

0 8.4 1.88 1.81 0.01 2.14 4.86 1.23
1 5.2 0.06 0.50 0.35 0.81 0.26 0.57
2 2.7 0.01 0.17 0.02 0.08 0.05 0.06
3 2.5 0.00 0.11 0.01 0.02 0.07 0.08
4 5.2 0.02 0.34 0.98 1.20 0.26 0.39
5 75.7 0.69 11.37 3.00 14.97 13.75 9.12

Euclidean Distance 1.63 3.78 2.09 4.38 4.39 3.38

Table 2 shows the Euclidean distances between sample signature values and average signature values. 

Out of the six Euclidean distances shown in the last row of the table ,4.39 is the greatest value. Therefore 

this value is selected as a threshold value to be used for signature verification.  

3.5 Step Five: Signature Verification 

In this step we classify a given signature according to the calculated threshold. If a test signature satisfies 

both the threshold conditions of a signature category then a match is found. If one of the category’s both 

threshold are not satisfied for all the categories then we classify the test signature as forgery. 

4 Experiments 

We collected the  genuine signatures of one hundered persons and each person signed ten times. Our 

database for signature verification contains ten genuine signatures of hundred persons each. Two skilled, 

simple and random forgeries were also taken against each person in the database for testing purpose. Out 

of ten genuine signatures eight were used for training purpose while two were used for testing purpose. 

Proposed system was run on 1.8 dual core with 512 memory. Table 3 shows very good results.  

Table 3: Experimental Results 

False Acceptance Rate False Rejection 
Rate Simple Random Skilled

1.3 % 1.7% 0.5% 2.31% 

Table 3 shows a very few rate of false acceptance and false rejection  
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5 Conclusion and Future Work 

We proposed a technique with the advantage that  doesn’t require to normalize the image into a standard 

dimension. The proposed approach doesn’t require the image to be converted in a particular direction. It 

works well for all three types of forgeries, and for different sized signatures images.  Experiments have 

shown good results for high similarity between intra person signature and high dissimilarity between inter 

person signatures. 
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Abstract

Visual surveillance in wide areas (e.g. airports) relies on cameras that observe non-overlapping scenes.

Multi-person tracking requires re-identification of people, when they leave one field of view and later enter

another. For this we use appearance cues. Under the assumption that all observations of a single person

are Gaussian distributed, the observation model in our approach consists of a Mixture of Gaussians: one

component for each person. In this paper we propose a distributed approach for learning this MoG, where

every camera learns from its own observations and the communication with other cameras. We propose

a modified version of the recently developed Newscast EM algorithm for this. We test our alogirhm on

artificial generated data and on a collection of real-world observations gathered by a system of cameras in

an office building.

1 Introduction
Automated surveillance systems are required to track multiple persons. In wide areas, such as airports and

shopping centres, the surveillance relies on many cameras, where the field-of-view of one camera covers

only a relatively small scene that does not overlap with the scenes observed by other cameras. Tracking

in this scenario requires camera-to-camera association of observations when a person leaves one scene and

later appears at some other.

In current systems, a single computer collects all observations from all cameras and learns a model which

describes the correspondence between observations and persons, see Figure 1(left). Problems with such a

central system include: (i) privacy issues, because all observations are send over a network; (ii) network

bottleneck, because all observations are send to one node; and (iii) the risks of a single point of failure when

having one central system.

In this paper we present an alternative approach: a distributed system. The cameras collectively track

the persons using the observations provided by all cameras. There is no central repository and there is no

all-to-all broadcasting communication. In this approach each camera is a standalone tracking unit, which

stores its own observations and exchanges only a limited amount of data with other cameras. The distributed

system is shown in Figure 1(right).
Motivations for such a distributed system include, (i) it could use information sources that are spatial

distributed more efficiently, (ii) it is more secure, because observations are never send over the network

and (iii) it could enhance the performance of computational efficiency, bandwidth usage and/or reliability

[10, 11].

Similar to other approaches [13] we use appearance cues such as average colour, and length to find the

correspondence between observations and persons. The appearance cues are modelled as a stochastic vari-

able, because a person will appear differently each time he is observed (due to illumination and pose). We

assume that the observations are samples drawn from a Gaussian distribution with person specific parame-

ters, which are constant over time. In a system where p persons are monitored, observations of all persons

are generated by a Mixture of Gaussians (MoG) with p components. The ideas presented in this paper could

also be used with other distributions from the exponential family.
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Figure 1: Central and Distributed System, (left a central system, where all cameras send their observations to a single

computer which learns a certain model, and (right) a distributed system, where all cameras learn the same model by

inference over their own observations and by communication with the other cameras.

This distribution can be considered as the observation model which, together with the transition model

is needed to find the most likely tracks given a sequence of observations. In this paper we only consider

the learning of the parameters of the MoG with the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm [3]. The

transition model, that defines spatial and temporal constraints, is neglected for clarity of presentation.

The use of the MoG model, allows us to exploit recently developed algorithms for distributed learning

of the parameters of an MoG [7, 9]. The EM algorithm for MoG relies on the model’s sufficient statistics

(averages) of the observations. Interestingly, such summary statistics can be computed very efficiently by a

distributed system without the need to gather all observations in a central repository.

In the following section we describe the probabilistic generative model, and provide some background

about learning the parameters of an MoG with the EM algorithm. In Section 3 we present Multi-Observations

Newscast EM to learn the parameters of an MoG from distributed observations. We present experimental

results on both artificial and real data in Section 4. Finally in Section 5 we present our conclusions and some

possibilities for further research.

2 EM for Mixture Modelling
We consider the problem of camera-to-camera tracking of p persons observed with c sparsely distributed

cameras in an office-like environment. Since our method focuses on camera-to-camera trajectories we as-

sume that a pass through a field of view of a camera results in a single observation that encodes the ap-

pearance description of the person and a camera identifier. The exact appearance features will be defined

in Section 4, for the moment we just will assume existence of some high-dimensional features describing

the appearance of a person. When multiple persons are observed by multiple cameras the data consists of a

sequence of observations.

In contrast to [13], we use only appearance based features and we do not use a motion model. Each

person is modelled as a single Gaussian function, with parameters θs = {πs, μs,Σs}, which are assumed

to be constant over time. For person s his parameters are πs the mixing weight, μs the mean and Σs the

covariance matrix. The MoG is given by X = {θs}p
s=1. This model assumes that most of the variations

in the appearance features are due to changes in pose can be captured by a Gaussian probability density

function (pdf). In order to remove artefacts due to varying illumination at different cameras the appearance

features will be preprocessed [13].

In this section we first describe the generative model for these data. Then we describe how parameters

of this model are learnt in the central case, where all data are available.

2.1 Generative Model
Cameras cannot directly observe the identity of a person, but instead they provide appearance measurements

(like colour or height of a person) and spatial-temporal cues (like position or time) about an observation of

a person. Since these measurements do not uniquely identify an individual person, a probabilistic model is

used to encode the ambiguous relation between the measurement and the identities.
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A Bayesian network is a convenient way to express the probabilistic relations among different variables

in a system. The described generative model, will be used by the central and by the distributed implementa-

tion of our appearance based tracking system.

In the model Lk denotes the hidden variable which identifies the person appearing at the kth observation.

This observation of a person consist of two parts, {ok, ck}. The first part ok represents the appearance

features of the person. The second part (ck) is the camera location where the person is seen, which is

assumed to be noise free.

In the model X represents the parameters of the MoG. It is assumed that the observation ok is a noisy

reading, generated from this MoG. The probability of the observation given the model (X) and the label (Lk)

is p(ok|X, Lk) = N (ok|μLk
; ΣLk

). Because we ignore camera specific variations, there are no probabilist

relations between the camera identifier ck and any other variables.

2.2 Tracking People
To track people with the gathered observations, the parameters of the MoG have to be learned and the

observations have to be clustered. A traditional approach for learning the parameters of an MoG from

observations is the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm [3, 1].

The EM algorithm is general method for finding the maximum likelihood parameter estimate of an

underlying distribution from data. It is an iterative procedure which assumes that all data is available.

For a number of iterations two steps are performed. First the responsibility qk(s) for each data point ok

(k ∈ {1, . . . , n}) and for each kernel s is calculated based on the current parameters {πs, μs,Σs}: the E

step (1). Second for each kernel the parameters are optimized based on the current responsibilities: the M

step (2).

qk(s) =
πsN (ok|μs; Σs)∑p

r=1 πrN (ok|μr; Σr)
(1)

πs =
∑n

k=1 qk(s)
n

μs =
∑n

k=1 qk(s)ok

nπs
Σs =

∑n
k=1 qk(s)okoT

k

nπs
− μsμ

T
s (2)

The performance of the EM algorithm depends highly on the initialisation of the parameters. It is

common to use the k-means algorithm to find a suitable initialisation for starting the EM algorithm [1]. For

the central system there are many EM algorithm, such as [1, 12].

3 Multi-Observations Newscast EM
The previous section described a method for learning the parameters of an MoG if all data are available. In

this section we present Multi-Observations Newscast EM (MON-EM) for the distributed setting, where the

data are distributed over a number of nodes. In our situation, a node corresponds to a camera in the system.

The distributed tracking system is seen as a network of nodes, each with a number of observations. In this

network arbitrary point-to-point communication between all nodes is possible. MON-EM is a generalisation

of the gossip-based Newscast EM [7] algorithm. Newscast EM assumes that each node holds exactly one

observation, our MON-EM algorithm allows each node to have any number of observations.

The E step of the EM algorithm is computed at each node, for all data locally available. However, during

the M step the parameters have to be updated using all observations from all nodes according to the functions

(2). It is important to note that all these functions are averages.

Gossip-based methods could be used to calculate the mean value of a set of distributed data [7, 6]. Using

a randomized communication protocol each node repeatedly contacts another node. The nodes exchange

their local parameter estimates and combine them by weighed averaging. Each node’s local parameter

estimates will converge exponentially fats to the correct mean.

Next, we introduce Multi-Observations Newscast Averaging which is the underlying principle for MON-

EM. Thereafter we will describe the MON-EM algorithm itself.

3.1 Multi-Observations Newscast Averaging
The Newscast Averaging algorithm [5] can be used for computing the mean of a set of observations that

are distributed over a network. We present Multi-Observations Newscast Averaging (MON-Averaging) as
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an extension of Newscast Averaging. MON-Averaging uses additional variables to take into account the

number of observations at a node, and does not have a constraint on the number of observations at a node.

Suppose that observations o1, . . . , on are arbitrarily distributed over a network of c cameras. Each cam-

era i in the network stores a number of observations ni, the observations at camera i are oi,1, . . . , oi,ni .

The mean of all observations is given by:

μ =
1
n

n∑
k=1

ok =
1∑c

i=1 ni

c∑
i=1

ni∑
k=1

oi,k

To compute this mean distributively each camera i sets μ̂i = 1
ni

∑ni

k=1 oi,k as its local estimate of μ, and it

sets wi = ni as its local estimate of n/c. Then it runs the following steps for a number of cycles:

1. Contact node j, which is chosen uniformly at random from 1, . . . , c.

2. Nodes i and j update their local parameter estimates as follows:

w′
i = w′

j =
wi + wj

2
μ̂′

i = μ̂′
j =

μ̂iwi + μ̂jwj

wi + wi

With this protocol each node’s estimate rapidly converges to the correct mean. Important is the fact that the

weighed mean of the local estimates is always the correct mean μ.

It has been proven that the variance of the local estimates in Newscast Averaging, decreases at an ex-

ponential rate [5, 7]. After t cycles of Newscast the initial variance φ0 of the local estimates is reduced

on average to φt ≤ φ0
(2

√
e)t . The same bound of variance reduction can be proven for the proposed MON-

Averaging algorithm.

With this bound of variance reduction we can derive the maximum number of cycles that are needed in

order to guarantee with high probability that all nodes know the correct answer with a specific accuracy. We

have performed an experiment to investigate wether the maximum number of cycles are dependent on the

distribution of the obervations over the nodes. The system is considered to be converged when the absolute

difference between the current estimate of the mean and the previous one is smaller than 10−5.

For this experiment we have generated several sets of 1000 observations distributed over 100 nodes.

The distribution of the observations over the cameras is influenced by a distribution value. The higher this

distribution value is, the more the distribution is like a uniform distribution. While by very low distribution

values, the distribution is very peaky.

In Figure 2 we compare our presented MON-Averaging algorithm with weight updating, to an imple-

mentation without these updates. Without these updates, the sum of the weights keeps equal to the number of

observations in the system, and therefore the weighed average of all local estimates also equals μ. However,

as can be seen in the figure the presented MON-Averaging algorithm will always coverge quickly, while

the implementation without weight updating needs much more communication cycles for low distribution

values.
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Figure 2: Different distributions of the data over the nodes. (Left) The distribution of observations over the nodes, each

line presents a different distribution value. (Right) The number of communication cycles in order to converge for the

different data distributions. The ◦ mark indicates the MON-Averaging with updating weights, and the + mark indicates

the implementation without updating weights
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Figure 3: Several communication cycles during a M step of MON-EM. Each sub-figure shows the local parameter

estimates from 25 nodes for the 5 clusters during the M-update step. The figures show the result before communication

and after 1, 2, 5, 10 communication rounds respectively.

3.2 Multi-Observations Newscast EM
Multi-Observations Newscast EM (MON-EM) is a distributed implementation of the EM algorithm for

Gaussian Mixture learning. The main difference with standard EM is that the M step uses the previously

described gossip-based averaging algorithm for updating the parameters of the MoG.

Assume there is a set of observations {o1, . . . , on}, distributed over c cameras. The observations are

assumed to be a set of independent samples from a common p-component mixture of Gaussian with the

unknown parameters θ = {πs, μs,Σs}p
s=1. The task is to learn the parameters in a decentralized manner,

where all learning steps should be performed locally at the nodes, and these steps should involve as little

communication as possible.

The E step of our algorithm is identical to the E step of standard EM. Each node i computes the new

responsibilities qi,k(s) (1) for every local observation oi,k. The M step is implemented as a sequence of

gossip-based cycles. Each node i starts with a local estimate θ̂i of the correct parameter vector θ. Then for

a number of cycles, each node contacts at random another node, and both nodes replace their estimates with

the weighed average.

The EM algorithm for node i, which runs identically and in parallel for each node is as follows:

1. Initialisation set the responsibilities qi,k(s) randomly or with a distributed k-means algorithm.

2. M step initialise the local parameter estimates for each component s as follows:

wi = ni, π̂i,s =
1
ni

ni∑
k=1

qi,k(s), μ̂i,s =
1

π̂i,s

ni∑
k=1

qi,k(s) oi,k, Ĉi,s =
1

π̂i,s

ni∑
k=1

qi,k(s) oi,k oT
i,k.

Then repeat for t cycles

(a) Contact a node j, randomly chosen from 1, . . . , c.

(b) Update the estimates of node i and j for each component s as follows:

w′
i = w′

j =
wi + wj

2
π̂′

i,s = π̂′
j,s =

π̂i,swi + π̂j,swj

wi + wi

μ̂′
i,s = μ̂′

j,s =
π̂i,sμ̂i,swi + π̂j,sμ̂j,swj

π̂i,swi + π̂j,swj
Ĉ ′

i,s = Ĉ ′
j,s =

π̂i,sĈi,swi + π̂j,sĈj,swj

π̂i,swi + π̂j,swj

3. E step Compute for each component s and for every local observation oi,k the new responsibilities

qi,k(s). Using the M step estimates πi,s, μi,s, Σi,s = Ci,s − μi,s μT
i,s.

4. Loop repeat the M step and E step until a stopping criterion is satisfied.

A few observations about the algorithm are in order. First, it is important to see that, the weighed

averages of the local estimates are always the EM-correct estimates. Therefore in each communication

cycle the parameters converge at an exponential rate to the correct values (as is proven in [7]). Within one

communication cycle each node initiates a single contact, thus a communication cycles involves c updates of

the parameters. Second, in MON-EM, only the M step update involves communication between nodes. The

other steps, the initialisation of the M step and the E step, are computed locally at each node. Also a stopping

criterion, based on the parameters, could be implemented locally. Third, the amount of communication is

independent of the number of observations.

In Figure 3 MON-EM is shown to learn the parameters of an MoG with 5 components. For each node

the mean and the ellipse of the covariance is drawn, before communication and after some communication

cycles.
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Figure 4: Performance of MON-EM and standard EM.

The average F1 performance and average number of EM-

iterations of both algorithms in different settings: increas-

ing number of cameras (top left), increasing number of

persons (top right), and different c-separation values (bot-
tom left).

4 Experiments
In this section we present results of experiments on artificial generated data and on real data. The perfor-

mance of the presented Multi-Observations Newscast EM algorithm will be compared with a standard EM

algorithm. Both EM algorithms are initialised with the k-means algorithm. For MON-EM we have used a

distributed implementation of k-means, which is implemented analogous to the MON-EM algorithm. This

distributed k-means algorithm uses the MON-Averaging algorithm to update the parameters of the means.

For the standard EM algorithm we used a standard k-means implementation.

4.1 Artificial Data
For these experiments we randomly generated data according to the model described in Section 2.1. Each

dataset consists of 100 observations from p ∈ {2, 5, 10, 15, 20} persons, which are randomly distributed

over c ∈ {10, 25, 50, 100} cameras according to a uniform pdf. Each observation yk = {ok, ck}, consists

of a 9-dimensional appearance vector ok and a camera identifier ck. The difficulty of the generated data is

measured by the c-separation and eccentricity values [2]. An increasingly difficult recognition problem is

indicated by increasing eccentricity or decreasing c-separation values. The datasets have an eccentricity of

10, while the c-separation value range between c ∈ {.1, . . . , 2}.
The evaluation criteria should reflect two aspects of proper clustering. It is desirable that (i) all obser-

vations within a single reconstructed cluster belong to a single person, and (ii) all observations of a single

person are grouped together in a single reconstructed cluster. These criteria are analogous to the precision

and recall criteria often used in Information Retrieval settings. Because the considered clustering problem is

unsupervised, the true and proposed clusters are arbitrarily ordered. Therefore we define the precision and

recall (3) for a proposed cluster i over the best match with a real cluster s.

Pr =
1
p

p∑
s=1

maxi |Ĉs ∩ Ci|
|Ĉs|

Rc =
1
p

p∑
i=1

maxs |Ĉs ∩ Ci|
|Ci| F1 =

2 ∗ Pr ∗Rc

Pr + Rc
(3)

In order to evaluate MON-EM and standard EM on one parameter we use the F1-measure (3), which is the

harmonic mean of precision and recall. Besides, we also compare both algorithms on the number of EM

iterations needed to converge. MON-EM and standard EM are implemented with a stopping criterion based

on the parameters. The algorithm will stop when the absolute difference between the current parameters and

the previous ones is less than 10−3.

In Figure 4 we show the results of MON-EM and standard EM for various test settings. In the experiment

where the number of cameras changes, the dataset contains observations from 5 persons, and it has a c-

separation value of 1. The performance of MON-EM is compared with standard EM, but for the latter

algorithm nothing changes. The results show that the performance of MON-EM is independent of the

number of cameras.

When more persons are monitored by the system, the number of kernels grow equally. In this experiment

the dataset has observations from p ∈ {2, 5, 10, 15, 20} persons. The c-separation value is 1, and the

observations are randomly distributed over 25 cameras. The performance of both algorithms on F1-measure

and EM-iterations is almost identically.
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Figure 5: A map of sparsely distributed cameras in a

wide area video tracking setting
Figure 6: Typical Clustering result. This figure shows

the results of clustering the Real Dataset. Each row is a

proposed cluster.

In this experiment we investigate the influence of the data difficulty on MON-EM. The c-separation value

of the generated dataset ranges from c ∈ {.1, . . . , 2}. The dataset contains observations from 5 persons. The

results show that, when the dataset becomes easier (i.e the c-separation value increases) the F1 measures

increases, which implies that the clustering is better. They also show that there is almost no performance

difference between MON-EM and standard EM.

4.2 Results on Real data
The real data is collected from seven disjoint locations at the university building, as in Figure 5. In total we

gathered 70 observations of 5 persons, with an equal number of observations per person. For this set the

data association is manually resolved to have a ground truth. This data set is also used in [13].

The assumptions of Gaussian distributed noise in appearance features (due to illumination and pose)

most likely will not hold without suitable preprocessing of the images. To minimize effects of variable

illumination at different cameras (intensity and colour) we use a, so called, channel-normalized colour space

[4]. To minimize non-Gaussian noise due pose we use a geometric colour mean [13], which is the mean

colour of three separate regions of the person. This results in a 9-dimensional appearance vector. Instead of

these colour features also other appearance characteristics, like texture features, could be used.

To compare the performance of MON-EM and standard EM the same criteria (F1-measure and number

of EM iterations) are used as by the experiments with artificial data. For MON-EM the F1 measure of the

resulted clustering is .64± .04 and for standard EM it is .63± .04. The number of EM iterations needed to

converge is for both algorithms equal to 9 ± 3. These results indicate that the MON-EM and standard EM

perform equally on the real data.

In Figure 6 the results of a typical clustering of the real data is shown. Each row represents a proposed

cluster of the MON-EM algorithm. None of the clusters gain a precision or recall of one. But still some

proposed clusters score reasonably well, for example the first and second row. In these cluster most of the

observations belong to one single person, even when the appearances do not correspond that much. For

example in row 1, where the first and second observation are from the same person.

4.3 Discussion
The results of MON-EM and standard EM prove that the algorithms perform equally well, on both artificial

generated and real data. Even in different settings, with a different number of cameras or number of persons;

or different data difficulty, MON-EM performs the same as standard EM. The performance is comparable

for both the F1-measurement as well as the number of EM iterations needed to achieve convergence.

The c-separation value of the real data is around .44, which explains why the F1-measure is lower than

on some of the artificially generated data sets used.

5 Conclusion
In this paper we have considered an approach for appearance based tracking of persons with multiple cam-

eras. For this tracking the parameters of a Mixture of Gaussians have to be learned. We have presented

the Multi-Observations Newscast EM (MON-EM) algorithm for learning these parameters from a set of
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observations distributed over the cameras. MON-EM is a generalisation of the gossip-based Newscast EM

algorithm. The experiments reveal that MON-EM performs equally well to a standard EM implementation,

on both artificially generated data and on real data.

We have proven that learning from distributed data does not have to be an approximation of learning

from central data. Learning from distributed data with MON-EM is equal to learning from central data

with standard EM, this will hold for any kind of data. The performance of MON-EM is independent of the

number of cameras, and the distribution of the observations over the cameras.

The presented system does not take into account temporal and spatial constraints on tracks (e.g. min-

imum travel time between cameras). The probabilistic model could be enhanced with a transition model,

using discrete features, like camera index and wall clock time. We have planned to incorporate such a

transition model into the algorithm along the ideas presented in [13, 14].

Although in real-world applications the simple Gaussian noise model may have to be replaced with a

more complex model, the general idea of solving distributed tracking by distributed probabilistic learning

remains valid. The Multi-Observation Newscast Averaging algorithm is able to compute almost any kind of

statistics over a set of observations distributed over a number of cameras.

The ideas presented in this paper could be extremely useful in other domains as well. Especially in do-

mains where the E step is computational heavy, for example clustering of images based on SIFT descriptors.

With the presented distributed Multi-Observations Newscast EM, the computational load could be balanced

over several nodes.
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Abstract

The estimation of translation lexicon probabilities from parallel corpora is well studied in statistical
machine translation. Whenever parallel corpora are not available, it is still possible to obtain unsupervised
estimates from pairs of monolingual, non-parallel corpora. In both cases the standard estimator is the
Expectation-Maximization (EM) that aims at increasing the likelihood of the source corpus under the
translation model. In this paper we study the utility of maximizing the joint likelihood of source and
target corpora under a bi-directional translation model. A recently presented bi-directional estimator (Bi-
EM [10]), which maximizes the joint likelihood, constitutes an instance of the EM algorithm. We show
that Bi-EM reconciles the asymmetric statistics in the two corpora and leads to better lexicon estimates
than standard EM. Our extensive experimental results show that relative to standard EM, our Bi-EM gives
substantially better word-to-word translation results across variably related pairs of monolingual corpora.

1 Introduction

Word translation probabilities can be useful for improving statistical alignment and machine translation
models, e.g. [2, 8, 14], and for leveraging language processing resources from a resource-rich to a resource-
poor language, e.g. [13, 3]. The conditional probability p(e|f) expresses the prior probability of a target
word e being the correct translation of source word f regardless of context.

Whenever a large parallel corpus is available, such probabilities can be acquired by relative frequency
estimates over automatic word-to-word alignment, e.g. [8]. Unfortunately, sufficiently large parallel corpora
are not always available. In particular, for some language pairs, e.g. a language and its spoken (but hardly
ever written) dialect, one cannot expect to find a parallel corpus. The alternative is to estimate translation
probabilities for the entries of a translation lexicon over pairs of monolingual (non-parallel, not necessarily
related) corpora. Such translation lexica can be built manually (dictionaries) or acquired semi-automatically.

In this paper we consider the problem of unsupervised estimation of translation probabilities for the en-
tries of a translation lexicon from pairs of non-parallel corpora. We start out from the simple noisy-channel
translation model described by [7] and explore the utility of various unsupervised estimators. A straight-
forward choice for an unsupervised estimator is the Expectation-Maximization algorithm [5, 1] explored by
[7]. This estimator aims at adjusting the lexicon probabilities in order to increase the likelihood of the source
corpus under the given translation model.

Underlying any translation task lies the assumption that the translation lexicon constitutes a mapping
between two corpora, regardless of translation direction. Based on this observation, we explore a new
estimator that aims at meeting the statistical constraints posed by both translation directions, source−→←target.
This estimator (see also [10]) aims at maximizing the joint likelihood of the source and target monolingual
corpora. We show how this Maximum-Likelihood estimator can be implemented as a bi-directional EM
(Bi-EM) algorithm that provides estimates that fit both corpora better than estimates from the source side
only.

Interestingly, [14] present a related algorithm for estimating lexicon probabilities from parallel corpora
in order to improve word alignment. While their aim is largely the same as ours, Zens et al. arrive at their
algorithm as a crude approximation for the solution of a complex maximization involving an interpolation
over the expectations obtained from the two translation directions. The algorithm turns out neither an EM

1
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instance nor does is it clear what objective function of the data it is optimizing. Furthermore, for the approx-
imation made by Zens et al. to be reasonable, a strong assumption is needed: the unigram counts in both
corpora must remain unchanged regardless of translation directions. Here we show that when the estimator
maximizes the joint likelihood there is no need for such assumptions. Furthermore, we arrive at the Bi-EM
algorithm from the well-understood Maximum-Likelihood approach rather than as an interpolation at the
algorithmic level.

We apply the present algorithms to estimate the probabilities for a given lexicon from pairs of non-
parallel corpora of varying degrees of relatedness to one another (different domains). To facilitate automatic
evaluation of the probability estimates, they are embedded in a word-to-word translation system that we
apply to a standard translation task for which we have a gold-standard parallel corpus. Our experiments
show that the Bi-EM outperforms other existing methods significantly, specifically unidirectional-EM [7],
even with less than half the training data and regardless of the level of relatedness of the monolingual corpora
to one another.

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 discusses related work and includes the model and baseline
estimator on which we improve. Section 3 presents the joint likelihood estimator (JLE) and the Bi-EM
algorithm. Section 3 reviews implementation detail. Section 4 presents extensive experiments that show the
utility of the Bi-EM algorithm in a simple translation task. Finally section 5 gives the conclusions from this
work.

2 Related work

Lexicon estimates in SMT For a source sentence f = (f1, . . . , fn) and a target sentence e = (e1, . . . em),
statistical machine translation approaches often start out from the noisy channel [2]:

max
e

p(e|f) = max
e

p(f |e)p(e)

In a large majority of SMT work, a parallel corpus is employed (see e.g. [2, 8]) and it is assumed that a
hidden alignment a can be built between the words of each pair of aligned sentences f and e

max
e

p(e|f) = max
e

∑
a

p(f ,a|e)p(e)

For estimating the word alignment probabilities and the lexicon probabilities, most work employs the
Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm [5], starting from an impoverished alignment model (IBM model
1) to obtain initial estimates of the translation lexicon probabilities. The initial lexicon estimates are then
used in a more complex alignment algorithm to obtain alignment estimates. When the parallel corpus is
aligned at the word-level, translation probabilities can be re-estimated by relative frequency [8] or again by
EM.

Baseline model In contrast with work using parallel corpora, in [7] as well as in the present case, only
a pair of monolingual corpora is available. Clearly, there is no possible alignment between the pairs of
sentences, instead an ambiguous translation lexicon L is assumed provided. For every word f , L contains
a set of translations L(f), and vice versa (for e it contains a set L(e)). The goal is to estimate translation
probabilities p(f |e), the probability that a word e translates as word f ∈ L(e), regardless of context. Let
the set L(f) stand for the set (or lattice) of all possible target sentences e that result from translating the
(ordered) sequence of words in f , one by one1, using lexicon L. Koehn and Knight derive the following
model:

max
e∈L(f)

p(e|f) = max
e∈L(f)

p←−
θ
(f |e)p(e) = max

e∈L(f)
p(e)

n∏
i=1

←−
θ (fi|ei) (1)

where
←−
θ stands for the translation lexicon probabilities f ← e, i.e. p(f |e). This model employs a language

model p(e) over target sentences trained on the target language monolingual corpus E , and a “translation

model” with lexicon probabilities
←−
θ (fi|ei).

1Thereby assuming the same word-order and a one-to-one mapping between words, which also implies that sentence length is
unchanged, i.e. m == n.
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Using fixed language model parameters p̃(e), the lexicon probabilities are estimated using the Expecta-

tion Maximization (EM) algorithm [5] over the source language corpus F . Assuming an initial estimate
←−
θ 0

for
←−
θ , and denote the current estimate at iteration r by

←−
θ r

E-stepr: for every f ∈ F and e ∈ L(f): qr(e|f) := 1
Zr(f) p̃(e)

∏n
i=1

←−
θ r(fi|ei)

M-stepr: maximize over
←−
θ to obtain

←−
θ r+1 := arg max←−

θ

∑
f∈F

e∈L(f)

qr(e|f) log[p̃(e)p←−
θ
(f |e)]

Where Zr(f) =
∑

e∈L(f) p̃(e)
∏n

i=1

←−
θ r(fi|ei). The maximization at iteration r (M-stepr) is calculated by

relative frequency estimates as follows:

←−
θ r(f |e) =

∑
f∈F

e∈L(f)
qr(e|f)×

∑
j δ[fj , f ]δ[ej , e]∑

f∈F
e∈L(f)

qr(e|f)×
∑

j δ[ej , e]

where δ[x, y] = 1 iff x == y, and zero otherwise. The actual implementation for Hidden Markov Models
is known as the Baum-Welch or Forward-Backward algorithm [1].

2.1 Existing bi-directional estimation methods

It has been observed in the SMT literature that intersecting the alignments estimated from the two possible
directions of translation F → E and F ← E improves the precision of the alignment [11]. However, inter-
secting alignments do not provide probability estimates. Reconciling the alignments of the two directions of
translation culminates in the method of [14] for the estimation of lexicon probabilities from parallel corpora.
This method employs two directional translation models, each with a hidden directional alignment model
and a word-to-word lexicon. The crucial observation of Zens et al., shared with our approach, is that the
conditional lexicon probabilities can be computed using joint estimates from counts over the alignments
obtained from either translation direction. Contrary to our approach, however, Zens et al. employ two sepa-
rate Uni-EM algorithms to construct two probabilistic directional alignments. After each iteration of these
Uni-EM algorithms, each of the directional alignments is used for acquiring estimates of the joint counts for
the lexicon word-pairs. These joint counts are then interpolated together leading to “symmetrized” lexicon
probability estimates, which are in turn fed back into each of the separate Uni-EM algorithms. It is unclear
what objective function of the data this method is optimizing. Furthermore, Zens et al. make unrealistic and
unnecessary assumptions regarding the unigram counts in the two corpora.

Coming up to date, [9] present “Agreement Alignment”: The key idea is to employ the parallel corpus
〈F , E〉 for the estimation of two alignments

←−
θ and

−→
θ (the two directions of translation) under an objective

likelihood function of 〈F , E〉 that measures individual fit to the data as well as mutual “agreement” between
these alignments:

L(F , E ;
−→
θ )× L(F , E ;

←−
θ )× L(F , E ;Agr(

−→
θ ,
←−
θ ))

where L(X; θ) =
∏

x∈X pθ(x) stands for the likelihood of parallel corpus X (sentence pairs) under the
(translation) model that employs alignment θ, and Agr(a, b) measures the agreement between the two
alignments a and b given x ∈ X as the dot product of two probability vectors that range over all possi-
ble alignments between that pair (also called set of generalized alignments).

While the idea of agreement alignment is appealing, it is by definition not directly applicable in the
present case as we start out from a non-parallel corpus. Furthermore, because the lexicon is large (relative to
sentence length), it is computationally and statistically prohibitive to employ the same measure of agreement
(such as dot product) between the two estimates of probabilities (per direction) over the subsets of the
translation lexicon (the power set of the lexicon). Apart from these technical objections, we present here
an alternative, more appealing approach to conduct estimation under agreement constraints between two
directions of translation.

3 Joint-Likelihood estimators

We review the principles that underly Bi-EM [10] before specifying its working. We depart from the intuition
that the independent estimation of the lexicon probabilities p̃←−

θ
(f |e) and p̃−→

θ
(e|f) yields empirical estimates
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that do not agree on the joint probability p(f , e), i.e.

p̃(e)p̃←−
θ
(f |e) �= p̃(f)p̃−→

θ
(e|f)

This inequality is expected due to the “asymmetric” statistics in E and F and the way each is used in
each (directed) model. We hypothesize that the notion of “agreement” between the two models can be
implemented by estimation under the constraint that consensus is achieved over this joint probability. A
naive approach would be to take the weighted sum of the final EM estimates obtained over the two translation
directions (each conducted on its own):

p̃(f , e) = λp̃←−
θ
(f , e) + (1− λ)p̃−→

θ
(f , e) (2)

where λ could be, e.g. the ratio of corpora sizes. This leads to re-estimates p−→
θ
(f |e) = p̃(f ,e)

P
f̃ p̃(f̃ ,e)

and

p←−
θ
(e|f) = p̃(f ,e)P

ẽ p̃(f ,ẽ) . The Average-EM re-estimates are obtained only after training, in analogy to the
intersection of alignments in SMT. Despite of being attractive, it is unclear what objective function these
reestimates aim at.

Our approach aims at maximizing the joint-likelihood of the two corpora under a joint probability model
pθ(f , e) =

∏n
i=1 θ(fi, ei) which coordinates two internally hidden conditional, directed translation models

that are both employing the same set of translation parameters θ. Let p1(f) be a language model estimated
from F and analogously p2(e) from E , we rewrite the directional translation models in terms of a single set
of lexicon parameters θ:

max
f

p(f |e) = max
f

p1(f)
pθ(e, f)∑
ẽ pθ(ẽ, f)

max
e

p(e|f) = max
e

p2(e)
pθ(e, f)∑
f̃ pθ(e, f̃)

Stating the two models in terms of the same set of joint probabilities of words implies that the source
and target corpora are assumed to have been generated from a single source: the joint lexicon probabilities.
This allows us to state a new objective function, the Joint-Likelihood of two monolingual corpora:

max
θ

L(E ; θ, p1, L)× L(F ; θ, p2, L) (3)

L(X; θ, pk, L̂) =
∏
x∈X

∑
y∈L̂(x)

pk(y)
pθ(x,y)∑
x′ pθ(x

′ ,y)

This statement of the objective function optimizes over θ the joint-likelihood of two monolingual corpora,
each under its own likelihood function which involves the other corpus. The joint-likelihood function is
more restricted than the likelihood function of the source corpus alone because it involves both sides of
the translation channel. Our hypothesis is that the optimization of the joint-likelihood is as meaningful as
the unidirectional version because both make the assumption that the two corpora are connected by some
statistical translation relation (expressed in the lexicon), which hinges on their relatedness in terms of genre,
mode, style, domain and other corpus features. We will explore the effect of various pairs of monolingual
training corpora on the estimation algorithms in section 4.

Crucially, the joint likelihood function has the same form as the usual likelihood function with the minor
difference that the multiplication ranges over two rather than one corpus (each under its own translation
direction). In the light of this observation we can directly obtain a Bidirectional-EM algorithm that aims at
the joint-likelihood, just in the same fashion the EM is obtained from standard maximum-likelihood.

Let us define two corpora C(F) and C(E) (see figure 1): C(F) is the corpus that consists of a pair 〈f , e〉
for every sentence f ∈ F and every hypothesis e ∈ L(f). Corpus C(E) is defined analogously. Figure 2
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E-stepr:

∀〈f , e〉 ∈ C(E): q1
r(f , e) := p1(f)

∏n
i=1

θr(fi,ei)P
e θr(fi,e)

∀〈f , e〉 ∈ C(F): q2
r(f , e) := p2(e)

∏n
i=1

θr(fi,ei)P
f θr(f,ei)

M-stepr: Define L(x,y; θ, p) = p(x)
∏n

i=1
θ(xi,yi)P
y θ(xi,y) .

θr+1 := arg max
θ

∑
f ,e∈C(E)

Ar(f ,e;θ)︷ ︸︸ ︷
q1
r(f , e)
Z1

r (f)
log L(f , e; θ, p1) +

∑
f ,e∈C(F)

Br(f ,e;θ)︷ ︸︸ ︷
q2
r(f , e)
Z2

r (e)
log L(e, f ; θ, p2)

Figure 2: Bi-EM algorithm

shows the Bi-EM algorithm, where Z1
r (e) =

∑
f∈L(e) q1

r(f , e) and Z2
r (f) =

∑
e∈L(f) q2

r(f , e) are unigram
count estimates.

The sum of the two sums in the M-step can be rearranged into a single sum if we precompute a sin-
gle (complete) corpus Cr that concatenates C(F) with C(E) and stores the expected frequency counts
(Ar(f , e; θ) or Br(f , e; θ)) with each pair as

log freqr(f , e; θ) =
{

Ar(f , e; θ) 〈f , e〉 ∈ C(E)
Br(f , e; θ) 〈f , e〉 ∈ C(F)

The M-step becomes the M-step of a standard EM algorithm: θr+1 := arg maxθ

∑
〈f ,e〉∈Cr

log freqr(f , e; θ)
Hence, this Bidirectional-EM (Bi-EM) inherits the properties of the common EM algorithm, including con-
vergence and a guarantee of a choice of θ that will not decrease the joint-likelihood after each iteration. The
actual update formula is as follows:

←−
θ r(f, e) =

∑
〈f ,e〉∈Cr

log freqr(f , e; θ)×∑
j δ[fj , f ]δ[ej , e]∑

〈f ,e〉∈Cr
log freqr(f , e; θ)

Note that the Bi-EM takes only twice as much training time as the Uni-EM.

Implementation detail The core of both the Uni-EM estimation methods [7] and the present Bi-EM es-
timator is the Baum-Welch algorithm [1] for Hidden Markov Models (HMMs), which is known to be an
EM algorithm [5]. This algorithm in its most general form employs the Forward-Backward calculations to
update expected counts of transition (language model) and emission (lexicon) probabilities. In our setting
we fix the language model (transition) estimates and reestimate only the lexicon (emission) probabilities.
This is because language models can be readily constructed from large monolingual data and there is no
reason to reestimate them.

For the generation of the language models we used the CMU-Cambridge Toolkit [4], employing a first
order Markov model. For the Baum-Welch algorithm, we implemented our own (Java) software package.
Our software package implements both the Uni- and Bi-EM algorithms2.

4 Empirical results

Following [7], our experiments are on noun sequences extracted from corpus sentences. This makes our
results comparable to [7]. This experimental setup also separates modeling issues (such as word-order
differences, which we do not deal with here) from bi-directional estimation issues (our topic here).

We evaluate different estimators of lexicon probabilities from non-parallel corpora. As an absolute
baseline we employ a translation model that assumes uniform lexicon probabilities (called ‘LM’ method).
The actual baseline, however, is the standard EM [7] (subsequently called Uni-EM – Unidirectional EM).
We compare these baselines to the present Bi-EM algorithm (section 3).

2Bi-EM package is available for download http://www.still-anonymous-during-submission
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Relatedness High Less Distant/unrelated
German Europarl-2 European Language News Corpus Europarl
English Europarl-1 Gigaword Gigaword

Table 1: Training corpora and their (relative) relatedness; Europarl-1/2 signifies two different non-parallel
portions of Europarl. Three levels of relatedness (high, less, distant).

Training: During training, the input to the estimation methods consists of a non-parallel English-German
corpus pair and an ambiguous lexicon3 containing up to seven German translations for every English word.4

We initialize the lexicon parameters with a uniform distribution both for Uni- and Bi-EM.

Testing: For evaluation purposes, we embed the lexicon estimates within a simple word-to-word transla-
tion system, and evaluate the translation result against the translations available in a given parallel corpus.
As [7], we use English and German as the translation language pair. As a test corpus we use 5106 word
translation pairs from 1850 noun sequences extracted from an equal number of sentences from the de-news5,
which have been aligned down to the word level. We measure accuracy, the fraction of words whose transla-
tion matches the word used in the bitext. In addition, we also provide the BLEU scores [12] as an additional
measure of translation quality.

4.1 Domain mismatch of source/target corpora

The estimators tested here are expected to operate under a domain- and/or genre-mismatch between the
following components (1) source corpus, (2) target corpus, (3) lexicon, and (4) test corpus. Both the lexicon
and the test corpus are fixed throughout all experiments. On the one hand, we expect that as the mismatch
between the different components becomes more severe, the translation results will degrade. On the other,
we would like the relative performance differences between the different estimation methods to persist.

Because the joint-likelihood aims at estimates that maximize the joint-likelihood of two corpora, a ques-
tion may arise as to whether weakening the relatedness (in domain and/or genre) of the two corpora will
affect the performance of Bi-EM relative to Uni-EM.

Highly related In a first set of experiments, we use a pair of highly related, non-parallel corpora for
training purposes. The two corpora consist of noun sequences from two non-overlapping sections of the
Europarl[6] parallel corpus (English-German). The baseline system using the LM method (uniform lexicon
probabilities) achieves an accuracy of 63.11% (BLUE score 0.2372). The accuracy of translation and BLEU
score (in parentheses) acquired when using the different estimators, using different training corpora sizes
(number of sentence) follows:

#sentences Uni-EM Bi-EM
40K 72.01% (0.3896) 76.19% (0.4394)
75K 74.13% (0.4242) 77.34% (0.4660)

100K 74.99% (0.4300) 77.78% (0.4714)

Compared against the baseline (63.11% for the ‘LM’ method) these numbers improve by up to 15% (or
in fact 40% error reduction). Bi-EM clearly outperforms the standard Uni-EM. It is evident from the results
that the improved accuracy of the Bi-EM does not come from utilizing more data. Bi-EM trained on 40,000
English and the same amount of German sentences significantly outperforms Uni-EM trained on 100,000
English sentences (and a German language model). This is a strong indication that the Joint-Likelihood is a
better objective function than the likelihood of a single corpus.

Less related We use as training data newspaper text from the Gigaword (English) and from the European
Language Newspaper Text (German), utilizing news stories coming from the same agencies and published
during the same period (Associated Press, Agence France-Presse, May 1994-December 1995). Unlike dif-
ferent sections of Europarl, this pair of corpora concerns news texts that originate from non-parallel sources

3The lexicon used by Koehn and Knight is not available (Philipp Koehn, p.c.).
4The lexicon was obtained by automatic word alignment of the Europarl corpus.
5http://www.iccs.inf.ed.ac.uk/˜pkoehn/publications/de-news/
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Figure 3: Accuracy of Bi-EM as target training corpus size increases

and are in two different languages. We estimate translation probabilities using Uni-EM and Bi-EM, training
with 100K sentences per language used.

#sen Uni-EM Bi-EM
100K 70.29% (0.3610) 72.80% (0.3809)

Table 2: Less related: Results

#sen Uni-EM Bi-EM
100K 68.90% (0.3110) 70.98% (0.3303)

Table 3: Distantly related: Results

Table 2 shows again that the Bi-EM helps produce significantly more accurate translations. Interestingly,
training Bi-EM on 100K sentence still gives better results that Uni-EM trained on 200K sentences (Uni-EM
with 200K = 72.08% (0.3737)).

Distantly related We also trained on a pair of distantly related corpora. These are the newspaper text from
Gigaword (English) and the parliament proceedings from Europarl (German). As seen in table 3, Bi-EM is
still able to produce estimates that give more accurate translations than Uni-EM. Again Bi-EM trained on
100K sentences outperforms Uni-EM trained on 200K sentences (Uni-EM on 200K = 70.23% (0.3215)).

Smaller target language data The experiments investigate (1) the effect of having source and target
corpora of different sizes, which is common, especially when one side is from a resource-poor language,
and (2) the utility of joint-likelihood estimation (maximize likelihood of source and target corpora), as
opposed to standard likelihood maximization of the source corpus alone.

We employ the same corpora as in section 4.1, varying this time the amount of training sentences from
the target language (English), while maintaining a training corpus of 100K German sentences in all cases.
Figure 3 shows the average accuracies of Bi-EM as function of target corpus increase. Note that the zero
point refers to the Bi-EM trained on target corpus of size zero, which is equivalent to the Uni-EM. Inter-
estingly, 81% of the accuracy increase of Bi-EM relative to Uni-EM is already obtained by using only 25K
sentences, 77.32% (0.4542). These accuracies are averages over 3 different non-overlapping sets of 25K
English sentences. This result shows that Bi-EM is more powerful than Uni-EM even if one of the two cor-
pora is small. This confirms our hypothesis that joint-likelihood estimation (i.e., Bi-EM) is more effective
than maximizing the likelihood of one side of the translation channel.

5 Conclusions

Maximizing the joint-likelihood of a pair of source and target corpora as an objective function gives better
translation lexicon estimates than maximizing the likelihood of the source corpus alone. While the joint-
likelihood estimator is based on a non-directional, joint probability model embedded in two directional
translation models, the standard approach is based on a single, conditional, directional translation model.
We have shown in this paper how the joint-likelihood can be optimized using a bi-directional EM algorithm.

Our extensive experiments show the utility of maximizing the joint likelihood of the source and target
corpora when training a translation lexicon. The Bi-EM gives better estimates with much less data. Cru-
cially, the Bi-EM delivers better results than the Uni-EM regardless of mismatch in domain or genre between
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the source and target corpora. The estimates of all algorithms give less accurate translation as the source and
target training corpora become less related. This is expected because the less related the source and target
corpora, the less of a translation relation exists between the words of the two corpora.

In future work we aim at utilizing the Bi-EM for porting linguistic processing tools from a resource-rich
to a resource-poor language in cases where there exist no parallel corpora. We think that the Bi-EM could
be useful in statistical machine translation, in particular for obtaining better alignments, as [14] have shown,
but also in obtaining improved translation model estimates. Whenever a joint channel model is postulated
and data from source and target sides is available, it makes more sense to employ Bi-EM than standard
Uni-directional EM.
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Learning in multi-modal information streams
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Abstract

Multi-modal streams (for instance audio-visual clips) are often processed under a probabilistic framework
in the form of a Dynamic Bayesian Network. We propose two learning methods for off-line and on-line
learning which can overcome the most common difficulties encountered in such data and present their
results on real-world situations.

1 Introduction

Most of the data we exchange comes in the form of information streams. Lately, multi-modal streams
containing combined audio, video, textual and other kinds of information are more common. If we want
to enable machines to understand and act in situations involving this kind of data, we need a framework
able to exploit the complex relations between different modalities and take into consideration the temporal
dimension of the data. A usual choice for such tasks is a Dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN). DBNs can
model complex relations between variables and discover patterns in their temporal dimension. For example,
in audio-visual streams containing people talking we can determine the active speaker on each frame of the
clip.

The analysis can be done in two ways. The first way is on-line, where only data available up to the
point of inference can be used. The second way is off-line where all the recording data is available while
inferring quantities at each point of the stream. In real world examples the first case appears while detecting
the speaker in a Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) contact, while the second case appears when we want
to create the transcript of a meeting video.

DBNs can give excellent results when we know the parameters of our models, for instance how people
look and sound like. However, in examples like the ones mentioned above, we have little or no prior
knowledge about our data. We might know that the recording comes from a meeting video but we do not
know the persons that take part in it. In these cases we need to learn the parameters of our model and infer
the quantity in question at the same time. Estimating the parameters of such complicated models becomes
then a formidable task.

In this paper we summarize two different learning techniques developed in our work. Firstly when we
deal with off-line inference, the size of our data can be enormous. Therefore, typical approaches like the
Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm need great resources to provide results while at the same time
they parallelize badly. We propose a variation of the Cross Entropy method (CE) that can overcome these
difficulties. Secondly, when dealing with on-line inference, we very often end up in sub-optimal parameters
settings. We present a switching-model approach that can move gradually from a simple robust model to a
complicated multi-modal one, guiding the learning process to close-to-optimal settings.

In Section 2 we formalize the problem of speaker diarization and present the DBN which we will use to
infer the active speaker on each time slice of our stream. In Section 3 we present the proposed variation of
the CE method. In Section 4 the switching model approach is described in detail. In Section 5 we present the
results on real world data that present the applicability of the developed methods, as well as their advantages
over traditional techniques. We conclude this paper with a section containing a discussion of the results, the
conclusions drawn from this work and some interesting directions for future research
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2 Problem Formalization

In the problem of speaker diarization, the quantity in question (represented by the system state) is the identity
of the speaker. We symbolize this state at time t with the (hidden) variable X t. This variable can take values
from a discrete state-space.

tX1tX

1tZ tZ

Figure 1: A Dynamic Bayesian Network

From a Bayesian perspective, the objective of
speaker diarization would be to calculate some de-
gree of belief in the state xt at time t, given the
available observations. In the on-line approach we
can use the observations z1:t up to time t, while in
the off line approach we can use all the available
observations z1:T . A graphical model of this sys-
tem is visible in Figure 4.

The observations we extract from the audio
stream, the visual stream, and the joint audio-visual
space are dependent on the current system state. We
model this relationships (p(zt|xt)) in our measurement model. Furthermore, the current system state affects
the future system state. For instance, when a person is speaking in the current frame, usually they speak on
the next frame as well. These relationships are modeled in the system model.

3 Off-line Approach

The off-line approach can be applied in video clips that have already been recorded. Typical applications
include meeting videos, where we would like to create a summary of the meeting automatically, and content
extraction applications where the identity of the speaker can be utilized to server the user needs (for instance
while browsing a digital library).

3.1 Model details

The model that performs off-line speaker diarization was first presented in [4].We propose to model the
person identification in a video stream using a two-layer DBN. The first layer, Figure 2, performs analysis
on the audio and video streams independently.

... ...
1tS tS 1+tS

1+tO

tW 1+tW

1tO tO

1tW

1tF tF 1+tF

(a) The DBN used for video Analysis

1tS tS 1+tS

1tO tO 1+tO

... ...

(b) A Hidden Markov Model

Figure 2: The DBNs performing single modality analysis

The audio state and the video state apart the system (fusion) state. Let them be symbolized with S A, SV

and SF . The system state indicates both the visible persons and the most probable speaker. At this point the
audio and video modalities are independent, therefore P

(
SF

)
= P

(
SA

)×P
(
SV

)
. If we want to correlate

them, we should introduce a measurement of correlation between the audio and video streams. The second
layer of our model , Figure 3, performs modality fusion.

In [6] we measured the mutual information between each frame pixel value variation and the average
acoustic energy of the audio stream, as described in [9]. A simple feature extraction process is then used to
acquire an observation vector that will correlate the two modalities. We refer the interested reader to [6] for
a more detailed description of this model’s structure.
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3.2 Learning and Inference

... ...

......

V
tS 1

V
tS V

tS 1+

A
tS 1

A
tS A

tS 1+

1tCM
tCM 1+tCM

Figure 3: The DBN that achieves modality fusion

Typically, since we are missing both the system
state and the model parameters, we would use the
EM algorithm to arrive to a local-extrema of the
data likelihood. However this requires enough re-
sources to save the expectation over all the states
for all the time slices. The number of these time
slices can be extremely high, since a typical movie
contains more than 200.000 frames.

In [6] we developed a variation of the original
CE method, which has clear advantages in terms of
computational complexity, memory requirements
and robustness to initialization over the EM algo-
rithm. We refer the reader to [8] for context, details
and applications of the original CE method. The
main idea of CE is to modify the original optimization problem (which in our case is finding the model pa-
rameters that will maximize the likelihood of the observed data) into an Associated Stochastic Problem. The
ASP problem can then be solved through an iterative procedure that generates solutions that will converge
probabilistically to an optimal or near-optimal solution. The algorithm to achieve this is visible in Algorithm
1.

Algorithm 1 The CE method
1: Choose a parameter setting v1, set t = 1
2: Generate sample X from the density f (·|vt), compute S(xi)∀xi ∈ X and estimate μt = S[(1−p)N ]

3: Use the same sample X and estimate the parameters that would most likely generate the selected sample
4: if Convergence criteria is met then
5: stop
6: else
7: t ← t + 1
8: go to step 2
9: end if

We adjusted the original approach to the context of DBNs as follows:

• We created a random mechanism that generates parameter settings for our model

• We evaluated the sampled parameter settings using as evaluation function the data likelihood S (x) =
P (O|x)

• We adjusted the random mechanism parameters to the ones that would most likely generate the sample
we kept

The outcome of both the CE method and the EM algorithm is a setting of parameters for our DBN. We
do not evaluate these parameters directly. On the contrary, we use the Viterbi algorithm [7] and the DBN of
Figure 3 in order to infer the state sequence with the maximum likelihood. This gives us the identities of the
speaker and the detected faces. We compare these results to the ground truth in order to get the identification
accuracy. Furthermore we compare the two algorithms in terms of resource requirements.

3.3 Results

The results achieved from our experiments are visible in the following tables. We run experiments for three
different sample sizes, 10, 30 and 50. The results should show the relationship between sample size and
learning potential. In order to see how well the optimal neighborhood is explored we also run EM initialized
with the CE output (CE+EM), which will converge to the local maxima of the selected neighborhood. The
evaluation of this maxima can show the quality of the neighborhood reached, while the difference between
the CE output and the CE+EM output will show how well this neighborhood was explored by CE.

In order to compare the CE output with EM, we should re-initialize EM a reasonable number of times.
The best choice is to allow both algorithms the same computational time. Both algorithms consist of two
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Table 1: Accuracy Results
Average accuracy CE (CE+EM) EM
over 10 runs (%) 10 30 50 5 10 20

Visual Identification 51(81) 63(82) 94(95) 91 93 94
Audio Identification 74(81) 87(91) 92(95) 89 91 92
Fusion Identification 73(85) 92(98) 99(99) 98 99 99

steps, which can be compared independently. In the first step, the EM algorithm requires passing through
the observation sequence twice (forward-backward pass) in order to estimate the variables of Table ??.
On the other hand, CE requires only the variable α t, and therefore one forward pass, to evaluate a set
of model parameters. Thus, evaluating a CE sample element is twice faster than running the E-step in
the EM. Regarding the second step, the M-step of EM is faster than the maximization of the parameters
of the sampling distribution. However the latter occurs once every iteration while the first occurs once
every iteration for every re-initialization of EM. Therefore, the total time of maximizing the CE mechanism
parameters per sample, is much less than the time required for an M-step.

Apart from the theoretical comparison, we have counted the float point operations of our algorithms with
the results supporting the theoretical analysis. We visualize the floating point operations ratios in Figure 4.
Taking into account the higher number of iterations EM requires to converge, the corresponding numbers of
EM re-initializations for the different CE sample sizes are approximately 5, 10 and 20.

Flops Cross Entropy EM algorithm
Evaluation/E-step 37282 72634

Update of v/M-step 867 4231
//

Table 2: point operations for the two steps of the learning
methods.

Furthermore there are a number of
other advantages that are not visible
from the results of this experiment in
terms of parallel processing, nature of
implementation, and memory require-
ments. CE can be parallelized simply
and efficiently, by evaluating different
parts of the sample on different machines. Re-initializing EM in many machines does not promise the
same improvement, since it is obvious from Table 2 that CE utilized better the information coming from
broader search. In terms of implementation, EM needs the functions of the M-step explicitly derived for our
model. These functions can be hard to derive. On the other hand, CE moves this problem one level higher,
as we need to estimate the update rules for the distribution of the model parameters. The hyperparameters
of that distribution, the family of which is our choice, might be easier to work with than the actual model
parameters. Finally, memory requirements for CE are much lower than those of EM. In the E-step, EM
requires adequate memory to save the estimated matrixes of the expectations over the system states for all
the time slices. These matrices can become really large in a real-world videos. On the other hand, CE needs
to evaluate P (O|x). This requires very little memory, since after we evaluate P (O|x) for O = O 1:t we can
discard the value estimated for O = O1:t−1.

4 On-line Approach

The on-line approach is used in application including HCI and human-to-human communication. We have
submitted a demo session along with this paper, where a robot detects the speaker in real time, offering
user-friendly HCI.

4.1 Model details

In the on-line approach we consider two different measurement models, visible in Figure 4. The graphical
model I describes a measurement model where inference about the system state is made using only mutual
information measurements. This model was chosen since in the works of [3] and [1] it proved to give robust
results in cases of absence of any prior information. However, as more information is acquired we should
utilize it to perform more robust speaker diarization. The graphical model II presents a measurement model
where the visual and audio descriptors are taken into account. The problem with this, more complicated,
measurement model is that we need to use knowledge about a person’s appearance (face model) and sound
(voice model).
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Figure 4: A Dynamic Bayesian Network

The drawback of the model I is that without uti-
lizing all the available information, we run the risk
to achieve sub-optimal results. On the other hand,
the procedure of learning the parameters of a com-
plicated model on-line, like model II , is prone to
stuck in local-extrema. This problem is extensively
discussed in [2], where this kind of switching model
is proposed. The solution lies in forcing our mod-
els to share the same probability distribution func-
tion over the hidden variables. Using a simple-
parameter, robust model to acquire this distribution
we make sure we will converge to a high-quality
local-maximum, and therefore we will be able to
learn the complicated model on-line.

The graphical model III, shows the final measurement model we use. The switch variable s t determines
how our model looks like, and takes values from a discrete space, s t = 1, 2. When st = 1 we use the
graphical model I , while when st = 2 we use the graphical model II . Therefore, using the formalization
proposed by [2] the final measurement model becomes as follows:

p (MIt, At, Vt, st|Xt) =
∑
st

p(st)pst (MIt, At, Vt|Xt, st) (1)

In our case this further becomes:

p (MIt, At, Vt, st|Xt) = p(st = 1)p (MIt|Xt) p1 (At, Vt|, Xt) + p(st = 2)p (MIt|Xt, st) p2 (At, Vt|, Xt)
(2)

4.2 Learning and Inference

Learning in our case corresponds to the estimation of the optimal values for the free system parameters.
However, learning so many parameters on line (using for instance an on-line version of the Expectation
Maximization algorithm) is very prone to local extrema. Therefore, we employ the switch variable s t and
use the robust graphical model I to guide the learning procedure to a good (local) extrema. This is achieved
by forcing the two models to share the same distribution over the hidden variables (in [3]).

The actual learning procedure is segmented into batches. It is very expensive computationally to estimate
new model parameters every time a new observation is acquired. On the contrary we group the observations
and update our model parameters when a batch of a specific size is acquired. The first batch is larger than
the others and it is used to acquire the initial estimation of the free parameters. In this period s t = 1, and
we acquire a probability distribution over the hidden variable of each state only from the robust graphical
model I . We can then use this belief to estimate the parameter of the person models in a straightforward
manner([5]).
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Figure 5: Prior of the switch variable for a real-world
video.

The final parameter we need to learn is the prior
distribution over the switch variable st. For the first
batch (b = 1) we use only the graphical model I ,
and therefore p(st = 1, t ∈ b = 1) = 1, which
we symbolize as st∈1. In the second batch we
set manually the value to st∈2 = 0.8, thus start-
ing using slightly the graphical model III . Here,
we should notice that the graphical model I is
part of graphical model III and therefore setting
p(st = 1) to 0.8 does not change the results we
would have obtained with p(st = 1) = 1 signifi-
cantly. From there on, we compare the difference
between the voice models of the last two batches
(namely dif(θv

b−1, θ
v
b−2) ∈ [01]) and set:

st∈b = (0.7 + dif(θv
b−1, θ

v
b−2)) · st∈b−1 (3)
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Figure 6: Accuracy results for different measurement models

This behavior of the prior on st for one of our videos is presented for coherence reasons here, in figure 5.
Notice that in case the person models change significantly, for instance in case emotional tension affects the
voices of the participants in the clip, we will change the prior on s t in favor of the robust graphical model I .

Once we acquire the model parameters, inference becomes straightforward. In short, the most belief
over all possible system states is acquired and the most probable one is used to infer the active speaker. We
refer the interested reader to [5] for more details.

4.3 Results

Accuracy (%) Video 1 Video 2
G.M. I 86.21 78.94

G.M. II 54.30 41.29
G.M. III 97.74 91.12

Table 3: Ac-

curacy on the test videos for the different measure
models.

The accuracy of the results acquired for the real-
world video data are visualized in Figure 6. In the
first batch, as described in Section 4.2, the switch-
ing graphical model III used only the graphical
model I . Therefore both models perform the same.
In the following batches the switching model con-
verges to useful person models that help improve
the results. Converging to these models is hard,
something visible from the poor performance of the system when learning is performed with the EM al-
gorithm under the graphical model II . The person models learned using our proposed framework improve
the results in all the batches achieving near-perfect accuracy. The only batch where the accuracy is low is
the 9th, which is particularly difficult because of many overlapping speaker segments.

Finally we run extensive experiments for data coming from a video conference situation. Those results
are visualized in Table 3.

5 Conclusions

The two earlier works presented in this paper lead to a common conclusion. Prior information about the
modality relations in multi-modal streams can be used to develop efficient learning methods. The experi-
mental results exhibited great potential over traditional methods that are not adjusted in multi-modal context.
The cross-entropy method can outperform EM in terms of accuracy and efficiency, while the ease of imple-
mentation and parallelization make it the ideal method for large multimedia libraries. Furthermore, when
dealing with on-line learning, switching filters can be used to improve the results by preferring more robust
modalities to guide the learning procedure. The results of Table 4.3 show that the accuracy in comparison
with the complicated models almost doubles. At the same time, the switching model utilizes the extra in-
formation efficiently and performs much better than the single-modality model, achieving state-of-the-art
results (more than 10% improvement on both videos).
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The problem of large resource requirements and bad on-line convergence is faced very often in multi-
modal streams due to the large dimensionality of the data. A second important conclusion we drawn from
this work, is related to the fact that the methods developed here deal with these problems in a theoreti-
cally well-grounded manner. Thus they are not data-specific but they can also deal with similar problems
appearing in multi-modal data streams of other domains.

Interesting future research should focus on utilizing the output of multi-modal stream analysis. On one
direction, high quality inference in problems like speaker diarization can be used to enhance HCI or human
communications and improve content analysis methods. On the other direction, good quality early inference
can improve the learning procedure further by assigning more computational power to more interesting
modalities or actively pursuing further details and therefore discriminative features in promising parts of the
data.
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Abstract 

Learning Bayesian networks from data has been proposed as a promising approach to infer regulatory 
gene networks using gene expression data. In this paper we apply this approach to two different inference 
problems: (1) learning a genetic network ‘from scratch’, i.e., without using any prior knowledge of the 
structure to be learned and (2) the ‘missing gene problem’, i.e., filling in gaps in almost completely known 
genetic networks. The results obtained on the first problem suggest that the number of samples needed to 
reliably learn a complete complex genetic network from scratch is higher than the number of samples that 
is typically available today. This prevents a straightforward application of learning Bayesian networks to 
the problem of learning complex genetic networks from scratch. However, it turns out that, even with the 
presently available moderate amount of samples, Bayesian networks can be applied with some success to 
the missing gene problem. 

1 Introduction
Understanding living organisms on a molecular level requires insight in the interactions of proteins, RNA 
and DNA molecules, since (often complex) networks of such interactions underlie the major functions of 
living cells. With the advent of high-throughput biological tools, such as microarrays, which enable 
biologists to probe gene activity at a genome-wide scale, it became tempting to try to reverse engineer 
genetic networks based on the gene expression data. 

Learning Bayesian networks from data has been proposed as a promising approach to infer regulatory 
gene networks using gene expression data. In this paper we apply this approach to two different inference 
problems: (1) learning a genetic network ‘from scratch’, i.e. without using any prior knowledge of the 
structure to be learned and (2) filling in gaps in almost completely known genetic networks. The latter 
problem has been dubbed ‘missing gene problem’.  

The first problem is studied using synthetic time-course data obtained from a well-known simulator of 
genetic regulatory pathways (GeneSim, [11]). Using synthetic data makes it relatively easy to evaluate the 
performance of algorithms for network recovery, since the network generating the data is completely 
known and it is possible to control the size of the set of training samples. We use a publicly available 
program for structure learning of static and dynamic Bayesian networks (Banjo,[1]) for recovering very 
small networks and focus on the question how much the recovering performance is influenced by 
increasing the number of parents of a node. 

For the missing gene problem we use a known part of a metabolic network for yeast (Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae) and a publicly available set of microarray data of yeast gene expression. Artificially generated 
gaps in this network are then attempted to be filled by comparing the heuristic scores computed by Banjo 
for networks resulting from placing different genes in the gaps. 

The results obtained on the first problem suggest that the number of samples needed to reliably learn a 
complete genetic network from scratch is higher than the number of samples that is typically available 
today. This prevents a straightforward application of learning Bayesian networks to the problem of 
learning (complex) genetic networks from scratch. However, it turns out that even with the presently 
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available moderate amount of samples Bayesian networks can be applied with some success to the 
missing gene problem. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2 the experiments and results on learning 
genetic networks form scratch are described and section 3 deals with the missing gene problem for the 
yeast network. In the discussion (section 4) we mention some related work and reflect on the results 
described in this paper. 

The material of this paper is described in more detail in the master thesis of the first author [9]. 

2 Learning from Scratch 
In this section we generate artificial time-course gene-expression data using the simulator GeneSim and 
compare the recovering performance of the structure learning algorithm for dynamic Bayesian networks 
implemented in Banjo for several (small) networks which differ only in the number of parents of a node. 

2.1 Simulating Gene Expression Data 
GeneSim is a tool designed by Yu et al [10,11] to model gene networks and produce artificial gene 
expression datasets. In GeneSim, a genetic network of n genes is encoded by an n n matrix M where the 
magnitude of each element Mij represents the regulatory strength of gene j on gene i. Positive values 
indicate activation, negative values indicate repression and 0 represents the absence of direct regulatory 
influence. For the experiments reported on in this paper no repressive relations were modelled and the 
magnitude of the activating relations was always chosen 0.2. Thus all matrix entries were either 0 or 0.2. 
All diagonal elements were chosen to be 0, i.e., no autoregulatory effects were modelled.  

To obtain the artificial expression data from a network in GeneSim the following three steps are taken. 
1. Expression levels of genes are initialized to random values uniformly sampled between 0 and 

100, where the bounds 0 and 100 have been chosen arbitrarily. 
2. Values for gene-expression levels at time t > 0 are obtained using the following equation: 

.100,0,11 TYMYBOUNDY ttt

In this equation, Yt is a vector representing the expression levels the genes at time t, M is the 
matrix representing the regulatory relations between genes, T is a vector representing the 
constitutive expression values of the genes, which is set to 50 for all genes in our experiment, 
is a number drawn uniformly between -10 and 10 to represent biological noise, and BOUND is a 
function which bounds the values of the expression in its first argument to the range between its 
second and third argument. In other words, the bounding function BOUND makes sure that the 
expression levels stay between 0 and 100.  A regulator gene only affects its targets to the extent 
its expression level differs from its constitutive level.  

3. Sample the time series obtained by the procedure above. We use a sampling interval of 5, and 
keep a series of expression level vectors (Y0,Y5,Y10,…) as data for the network inference 
program. The obtained dataset can be viewed to simulate data from a microarray time course 
experiment.  

The different parameter choices (regulatory strength, noise level, constitutive value and sampling rate) 
are based on [10,11], where it is shown that these parameters result in relatively good performance of the 
network inference algorithm. We made no further attempts to optimize the tool for network learning, or to 
make the simulation more realistic, for example by using a different noise model. 

2.2 Banjo
In this research we use the application Banjo (Bayesian Network Inference with Java Objects, [1]) for 
learning the structure of Bayesian networks from data. Banjo is developed under the direction of 
Alexander J. Hartemink in the Department of Computer Science at Duke University. Banjo can perform 
structure inference of both static and dynamic Bayesian networks. Available heuristic search strategies 
include greedy hill-climbing and simulated annealing. The experimental results of the next section are 
obtained by learning dynamic Bayesian networks structures using greedy hill-climbing with multiple 
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restarts. Networks are evaluated with the BDe (Bayesian Dirichlet equivalence) scoring metric as 
described in [3]). For the missing gene problem of section 3 we only use the BDe score and do not need 
to choose a search strategy. 

To make the program suitable for the experiments, which involve batch processing of synthetic 
datasets for learning networks from scratch or computing scores for many different networks for the 
missing gene problem of section 3, slight adjustments to the (java) code of Banjo were made. 

2.3 Experimental Results 
In [11], randomly generated regulatory networks simulated by GeneSim were attempted to be 
reconstructed using a Dynamic Bayesian Network algorithm, and it was observed that especially for 
nodes with multiple parents (genes with multiple regulators) it was difficult to recover all links, i.e., a 
large quantity of data was required. This can be considered to be a serious limitation of this method of 
genetic pathway recovery, since it is likely that gene expression datasets will remain limited in (sample) 
size for the foreseeable future and genetic pathways can have considerable complexity. 

In this section we describe the results of experiments aimed at taking a closer look of the extent to 
which the number of parents of a node influences the required amount of data for perfect network 
recovery. We did not use randomly generated regulatory networks as in [11], but four very simple 
networks with an increasing number of parents of a particular node. See figure 1. We generated datasets 
of different sample sizes (ranging from 50 to 10,000) and tried to recover the networks using Banjo. The 
data was discretized (using one of the built-in discretization policies of Banjo) by dividing the values into 
three equal intervals which can be viewed to represent “underexpressed”, “normal” and “overexpressed”. 

Figure 1. Four models with increasing number of parents of node 5. 

Actually, our GeneSim networks also contain a parent for every parent of node 5, to put the networks 
into a context, but these grandparents are not considered when learning the Bayesian network structure.  

To measure the reconstruction performance, for each size of dataset an average sensitivity and 
specificity was computed over 10 independent datasets and 5 runs of the learning algorithm per dataset. In 
each run, the algorithm (using greedy search considering all possible local moves, i.e., addition or 
deletion of a single link, with random restarts) was allowed to evaluate 100,000 networks.  

1 parent 2 parents 3 parents 4 parents 
samples sensitivity specificity sensitivity specificity sensitivity specificity sensitivity specificity 

50 100.00 97.50 20.00 94.35 30.00 91.82 25.00 93.33 
100 100.00 98.33 20.00 100.00 43.33 99.09 15.00 98.10 
250 100.00 100.00 10.00 100.00 36.67 100.00 5.00 100.00 
500 100.00 100.00 60.00 100.00 40.00 100.00 5.00 100.00 
750 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 80.00 100.00 0.00 100.00 

1000 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 80.00 100.00 0.00 100.00 
1500 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 0.00 100.00 
2000 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 0.00 100.00 
4000 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 10.00 100.00 
5000 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 35.00 100.00 
7500 100.00 99.17 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 92.50 100.00 
10000 100.00 97.08 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

Table 1. Sensitivity and specificity of recovering the four models with increasing number of parents. 
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In Table 1 the results are summarized. The sensitivity value denotes the percentage of links in the 
network which is recovered by the algorithm. For example, the number 25.00 at 50 samples for the 4 
parent case means that on average 1 (of the 4) links was recovered by Banjo using the datasets consisting 
of 50 samples. The specificity value denotes the percentage of links not present in the model which are 
(also) absent from the constructed networks. For example, the specificity of 93.33 at 50 samples for the 4 
parent case means that of the 21 links absent form the model on average 1.4 link is present in the 
networks found by Banjo. Of course, ideally both sensitivity and specificity have a value of 100. 

The fact that specificity does not remain perfect with large amount of samples (see the column of 1 
parent) might be explained by the fact that the structures generating the data is not a Bayesian network. 
See [11].  By manipulating the so-called equivalent sample size it is possible to  reduce the (puzzling) 
effect of the initial decrease in sensitivity for low numbers of samples (in the column of 4 parents), but 
the reported result are obtained using the standard equivalent sample size 1. 

Figure 2. Sensitivity of recovering the four models with increasing number of parents. 

In Figure 2 the sensitivity values are graphically displayed. Notice that the scale of the sample size 
axis is not linear. It is clear from these results that the required amount of samples to recover links 
substantially increases when the number of parents increases. In [9] it is checked that this difference in 
recovery performance for the various networks is not simply caused by the difference in number of links 
in the networks, by showing that the performance for networks with varying numbers of 1 parent links is 
essentially constant.  

The reported numbers of required samples cannot be taken to be reliable estimates of the required 
numbers of samples for reverse engineering real genetic networks based on real expression data, since the 
numbers were obtained using simulated data and many parameter choices can influence the performance. 
But, given that we used favorable parameter settings in our experiments and that typical gene expression 
datasets contain not more than a few hundred samples (and many, especially in the case of time course 
data, much less than 100 samples), the results raise (or confirm) serious doubts on the practicality of 
applying Bayesian network learning to the task of reliably and completely reconstruct complex genetic 
networks. 
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3 Missing Gene Problem 
It regularly occurs that Biologists have strong evidence of the existence of a particular gene playing a role 
in a pathway without being able to identify this gene, since it might be unknown which gene produces the 
catalyst for a particular observed chemical reaction. Such unidentified genes, which are also called 
missing genes, have a known location within a network. Therefore, gene expression data might give an 
indication to the identity of the gene, since one can use this data to determine which gene fits best when 
put in the location of the missing gene. 

 In this section we apply Bayesian networks to the above described problem of identifying a gene in a 
known network. Experiments using simulated networks and data showed that this application might put 
less stringent demands on the amount of data than the problem of learning from scratch. Moreover, 
missing genes with many parents turn out to be more easily found than missing genes with a single 
parent. See [9] for details. Thus the complexity of biological networks might actually be an advantage for 
this problem.  

Below, we present results for the missing gene problem for a metabolic yeast network and a publicly 
available microarray dataset of yeast gene expression. First some information on this data is provided. 

3.1 Yeast Data 
Yeast (Saccharomyces Cerevisiae) is a very popular model organism in microbiological research. As a 
result, relatively much gene expression data is available for yeast and relatively much is known about the 
regulatory interaction of yeast genes. 

3.1.1 Microarray Data 

The yeast microarray dataset used in this research is based on the data described in [4] which is known as 
Rosetta’s compendium dataset and contains 300 genome-wide yeast expression profiles, corresponding to 
diverse mutations and chemical treatments. We actually use the dataset of [7], which is obtained from the 
original compendium dataset by removing genes with relatively many missing values, leaving expression 
data of a total of 6207 genes in the profiles. Since the expression profiles do not represent a time series, 
such as the artificial data from the previous section, we use this data for scoring a static, and not dynamic, 
Bayesian network.  

3.1.2 The Metabolic Yeast Network 

The genetic network for yeast used in this research was provided by Perry Moerland from the 
Bioinformatics Laboratory of the AMC. It is based on the work presented in [5], where a network 
containing 1175 metabolic reactions involving 584 metabolites was described. From these metabolic 
reactions, relations between genes were established according to the following definition: a gene X is a 
parent of  (regulates) Y if and only if there exists a metabolite that is 

(1) produced by a reaction catalyzed by the product of gene X and  
(2) consumed by a reaction catalyzed by the product of gene Y. 

Since the relationships established by common metabolites are not likely to connect genes with similar 
metabolic functions these common metabolites were excluded when building the gene dependency graph. 
In particular, the following metabolites were excluded: ATP, ADP, AMP, CO2, CoA, glutamate, H, 
NAD, NADH, NADP, NADPH, NH3, orthophosphate and pyrophosphate. The result is a network 
consisting of 785 nodes: 581 nodes representing known genes, called “known metabolic genes” in the 
remainder, and 204 nodes representing gaps or “missing” genes. The network contains a total of 5122 
connections, each corresponding to dependencies established by metabolic reactions.  

The resulting network is not acyclic. In fact, since quite often both possible directions of a metabolic 
reaction is catalyzed by the same gene (or, more precisely, by the enzyme produced by the gene) 
bidirectional links are quite common in the network. 
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3.2 Gap Filling Results 
Our general experimental setup is mirrored from [7]: (1) A gene from the known part of the network is 
removed, (2) Scores are computed of networks obtained by filling the artificially created gap by 5627 
(=6207 581 1) different genes, namely the genes which are not in the network plus the removed gene, 
(3) The genes are ranked according to the scores of the networks they produce. The rank of the removed 
gene is called the self-rank. Ideally, all removed genes get self-rank 1, but a method producing with high 
probability high self-ranks can still be of practical use, since it would allow biologists to focus their 
search for missing genes. 

When using Banjo for scoring networks, several problems with this setup are encountered: (1) the size 
of the networks leads to impractical computation times, (2) Banjo cannot evaluate networks containing 
nodes with no more than 10 parents, and, of course, (3) Bayesian networks are not allowed to contain 
cycles. To overcome these problems we only evaluate subnetworks which are similar to the minimal 
Markov Blankets of gaps. In these environments bidirectional links are made unidirectional in such a way 
that all parents of the gap and parents of the children of the gap are conserved. See [9] for details, and 
figure 3 for an illustration. Furthermore, we restricted ourselves to environments not containing cycles 
and not containing nodes with more than 10 parents. These restrictions leave 194 gaps (out of the 581 
known metabolic genes) for which a self-rank can be computed. We consider this number of 194 to be 
sufficiently high for getting an indication of the suitability of the Bayesian network approach.  

As in section 2, the data is discretized in three bins for allowing the BDe score to be computed. In this 
case, we use quantile discretization (and not interval discretization as used in section 2). This choice was 
motivated by a comparison of the performance, on a limited number of gaps, when using various 
discretization policies. See [9] for details. 

Figure 3. Illustration of networks wih the supplied structure and naive Bayesian structure in relation to the 
original network environment of a gap. 

 We will call the acyclic (sub)networks obtained form the original network “networks with supplied 
structure”, since they contain much of the original structure. To check the influence of this structure we 
also compute the self-rank when not the supplied structure is scored but the naive structure obtained by 
making all nodes in the supplied structure other than the gap children of the gap. The results are shown in 
table 2, where, for comparison, also the self-rank expected from a random gene ranking is given. 

supplied structure naive Bayesian random 
self-rank number percentage number  percentage percentage 

Top 1 1 0.52 5 2.6 0.02 
Top 5 3 1.55 7 3.6 0.09 
Top 10 11 5.67 15 7.7 0.18 
Top 20 18 9.28 25 12.9 0.36 
Top 50 30 15.46 36 18.5 0.89 

Top 100 38 19.59 47 24.2 1.78 
Table 2. Number and percentage of genes with high self-rank out of the 194 selected known metabolic 
genes. Displayed are the results for the algorithm scoring networks with the supplied structure and for the 
algorithm based on the naive Bayesian structure.  For comparison, the right column shows the results that 
can be expected from a random gene ranking. 
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Ranking the genes according to Bayesian network scores has some success, since it gives much better 
results than random ranking. It seems that this success depends more on making use of the expression of 
the relevant neighbouring genes than on the exact structure of the gap environment, since the algorithm 
based on the naive structure performs consequently better than the one using the supplied structure. See 
also Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. Percentage of known metabolic genes that were ranked above given thresholds for the method 
based on the supplied structure, the method based on the naïve structure and for random ranking. 

 Actually, the performance of the method is, at the moment, not sufficiently high for the method to be 
considered of great practical value. For example, having a chance of about 15 (or 18) percent of finding a 
missing gene in a particular set of 50 genes is probably not sufficient to stimulate biologists to focus on 
this set of 50 genes for identifying the missing gene. Partly to blame for this is that the compendium 
dataset is not very informative for many of the known metabolic genes. This is already observed in [7]. It 
might be possible to increase the reported probabilities by restricting the use of the method to gaps for 
which genes in the relevant environment show relatively high variation in the available data. 

4 Discussion and Conclusion 
Although the numbers of required samples obtained in section 2 cannot be taken to provide reliable 
estimates for real world applications, they do indicate that using Bayesian networks for learning complex 
regulatory gene networks from scratch based on expression data alone will in practice not produce 
reliable and complete results. The networks of section 2 are extremely simple (compared to typical 
biological networks), the chosen parameters have been shown to provide relatively good reconstruction 
performance in [10,11], and the number of available samples in expression datasets, especially for time-
course data, are often much less than the nuber of samples required for the simple networks of section 2. 

The results of section 2 are in line with results form [10,11], where networks of different sizes 
containing nodes with varying number of parents are reconstructed. However, in [2], where also the 
network reconstruction performance of Bayesian networks is investigated with the use of simulated data, 
considerable better performance is reported. A possible explanation is that in [2] the data is simulated by 
means of (dynamic) Bayesian networks and not by means of a dedicated gene expression simulator like 
GeneSim. In particular, one can question the choice made in [2] to use conditional probability tables in 
which exactly 1 entry strongly dominates all other entries. 

We like to mention that our negative results do not apply to applications as the one described in [6], 
where not a single, best scoring, Bayesian network is learned, but rather the posterior probabilities of 
particular features of the genetic network are estimated using Bayesian network scoring techniques. 
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 The results of section 3 show that even with the presently available moderate amount of samples 
Bayesian networks can be applied with some success to the missing gene problem. But it should be 
mentioned that our Bayesian networks approach does not outperform the approach in [7], where no 
Bayesian networks are used, but genes are ranked based on expression correlation to direct and close 
indirect neighbours of the gap. To our knowledge, Bayesian networks have not been applied to the 
missing gene problem before. 

Even though the missing gene problem is considerably simpler than learning a complete network from 
scratch, more samples than presently available seem needed for practically useful results, as long as one 
uses expression data alone. An option, which we did not investigate, is to also use other types of evidence 
than expression data. See, for example, [8].  

Overall, we consider the somewhat encouraging results of section 3 to be (further) evidence of the fact 
that Bayesian networks can, in spite of limited available data, provide interesting information on genetic 
networks, and even on complex genetic networks, provided one chooses a suitable problem and approach. 
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Abstract
We present GeneReg, an application that integrates heterogeneous databases describing the DNA transcrip-

tion process of Saccharomyces cerevisiae. The architecture of GeneReg is based on a standard mediator-

based paradigm: a global relational schema is designed as a target for information available in a number

of data sources spread over the Internet. The specification of the logical relations between global and local

ontologies is defined by means of simple schema matching rules. The data is then retrieved automatically

from the sources –using the rules– and stored in the global schema, that in GeneReg represents the ab-

straction of the gene regulation process. The final product is the representation of genomic data dispersed

on the web in a uniform interface. The application runs in Windows platform, it is based in MySQL 5.1

database management system and at the current stage extracts information from the Stanford microarray,

ChIP-chip and Motif databases.

1 Introduction
In the last decade, the number of publicly available biological data has increased considerably. The re-

construction of genetic regulatory networks, based on those high-throughput data is one of the foremost

challenges of current bioinformatics research [7, 2]. Because regulatory networks are modular and hierar-

chically organized [20], they can be described in terms of modules which drastically reduces the complexity

of the network inference problem. A module is defined as a regulatory program and a corresponding set of

co-expressed genes. The program consists of a set of regulators and their corresponding motifs.

Traditionally, module identification methods deal with each of the different data sources separately (for

example, solely based on microarrays [18]). However, simultaneous analysis of distinct data sources has

a major advantage over their separate analysis: their integration allows gaining holistic insight into the

network and a more refined definition of transcriptional modules can be derived [23]. Therefore, more

recent approaches for module inference combine several data sources [9, 12]. These algorithms all need

large collections of high-throughput data (like microarray data, ChIP-chip data or motif data) as input to be

able to unravel the regulatory network.

Among the facing challenges for potential users of this rich source of information is how to integrate

the different available data sources. The information is not only stored in different formats and data models,

but also contains redundant, incomplete and/or inconsistent data. The sources even present uneven levels of

structure: relational databases, semistructured XML documents and plain HTML documents count among

the available formats.

In order to address the general problem of integrating heterogeneous databases, an architecture called

mediator-based system was proposed in the mid-90’s (see [13] for an overview). The central idea of a medi-

ated system is to provide users with a single interface to access the information available in the sources. The

1This work is based on the master thesis of the first author. Research supported by Research Foundation-Flanders (FWO-

Vlaanderen) and by GOA 2003/08 ”Inductive Knowledge Bases”.
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interface –usually referred as the global schema– consists of a number of relations describing an abstraction

of the domain under consideration. The global schema then virtually imports the relevant information from

the data sources by means of logical formulas encoding the semantic relations between the global and local

schemata. Two main approaches have been proposed to specify the logical relations: Local-as-View (LAV)
and Global-as-View (GAV). In the LAV approach a data source predicate is defined as a view of the global

predicates; the GAV is the converse, global predicates are expressed as views in terms of the local predicates

(for a detailed comparison of the two approaches see [22]).

In this paper we describe GeneReg, an application that follows the mediator-based philosophy under

the GAV paradigm to integrate a number of data sources conveying information about a DNA transcription

process of the Saccharomyces cerevisiae (or yeast). Instead of retrieving the information from the data

sources in each query –as in standard mediator based systems–, GeneReg actually stores the relevant data as

an instance of the global schema. The result is then a conceptually well-founded and data-rich repository of

selected information regarding the transcriptional regulatory network of the yeast. The repository can then

be directly queried, data-mined or exported by a biologist.

This paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we provide the basic building block of biology and

databases theory that are used in the application. In sections 3 and 4 we describe the components of GeneReg

and how the integration process is carried out. In section 5 we review related work. We conclude the paper

in section 6 proposing some future lines of research.

2 Preliminaries
GeneReg comprises theoretical elements from two different fields, therefore we split this section in biology

and database subsections.

2.1 The Biological Domain
DNA is the cellular library that contains the necessary information to create, develop and maintain a living

cell. DNA forms a double helix consisting of two chains with complementary nucleotide sequences. The

DNA sequence is formed by the nucleotides: adenine (A), cytosine (C), guanine (G) and thymine (T). The

complementary of DNA stems from the binding of A to T and C to G [15].

While DNA contains the code of life, the proteins are the real functional elements within a cell. It is the

code of these building blocks of a cell that is contained in the genes hidden in the DNA sequence. Genes are

segments of DNA that encode for proteins through the intermediate action of mRNA. To form a protein, a

gene is first transcribed into a RNA sequence. RNA or ribonucleic acid is a single stranded molecule similar

to DNA. The transcription of a gene means that a RNA sequence complementary to one of the DNA strands

is formed. This RNA sequence is further processed to form messenger RNA (mRNA), the template of the

protein sequence. mRNA is translated into an amino acid sequence (or protein) using a specific genetic

code. Each three nucleotides of the mRNA sequence are translated into one particular amino acid. Such a

triplet of nucleotides is called a codon [15].

Besides the transcribed sequences or genes, there are also untranscribed sequences present in the DNA.

These regions play a major role in the regulation of transcription. Indeed, regulation mechanisms are needed

because genes will only be transcribed when the corresponding protein is needed in the cell [15].

2.1.1 Gene regulation

One of the basic principles of molecular cell biology is that the characteristics and behaviour of a cell are

determined by the set of proteins contained in the cell. This set of proteins is determined by the stability of

these proteins, the set of mRNAs that are translated and the translation rate of these mRNAs. The level of

mRNA is, in turn, determined by the genes that are transcribed and the rate of their transcription.

Unravelling the mechanisms that regulate gene activity in an organism is a major goal of molecular bi-

ology. The focus of this manuscript will be on the regulation of transcription. The transcription process is

initiated by the binding of several transcription factor proteins (also called regulators) to regulatory sites in

the DNA, located in the promoter region of the gene. These binding sites or regulatory motifs are small, con-

served DNA regions, and they form the tags in the DNA that are recognised by a regulator. The transcription

rate can be positively or negatively affected by the action of transcription factors. When the transcription
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factor significantly decreases the transcription of a gene, it is called a repressor. If, on the other hand, the

expression of a gene is upregulated, biologists speak of an activator.

The transcriptional regulatory network is defined by which transcription factors bind to which promoters

and what the integrated effect of all these transcription factors is on the expression of all genes [8].

Large quantities of high-throughput data permit deriving full regulatory network structure based on

experimental data. Different ways of combining expression data, ChIP-chip data and motif analysis data

have allowed the generation of hypothetical regulatory network structures using a variety of methods in a

number of model organisms like yeast [12].

2.2 Databases
We now recall some basic concepts of first-order logic and databases theory. We consider a first-order

vocabulary Σ consisting of predicate symbols R(Σ) and an infinite set of constants C(Σ). Atomic formulas

are constructed from the predicates in R(Σ) over tuples t of constants from C(Σ). First-order formulas over

Σ are constructed from the atomic formulas using the standard rules for ¬,∧,∨,∀,∃. An integrity constraint

I is a first-order formula over Σ without free variables.

A first-order structure for Σ (sometimes called Σ-interpretation) is a triple I = 〈DomI , CI , RI〉, where

DomI is a non-empty set called the domain of discourse of I , and CI and RI are functions interpreting the

constants and the predicate symbols of Σ.

Definition 1 A data source is a pair S = 〈ΣS ,D〉, where ΣS is the vocabulary of the data source and D is
a finite set of atoms constructed with predicate symbols from R(ΣS) and the constants in C(ΣS).

We adopt an open-world assumption for data sources, i.e. each data source is a partial –but sound–

description of the domain of discourse. It is also assumed that the unique name axioms hold. The semantics

of a data source is then defined as a first-order theory based on ΣS .

Definition 2 The semantics of a data source S = 〈ΣS ,D〉 is given by the theory consisting of the following

axioms:

Soundness:
∧

A∈D A

Unique Name Axiom (UNA(D)):
∧

1�i<j�n Ci �= Cj

where C1, . . . , Cn are the constant occurring in D.

Example 1 The following data source S = 〈ΣS ,D〉 stores information about gene names and their IDs.

D = {GeneName(1a, TFC3), GeneName(2a,EFB1), GeneName(3b,KRH1)}.

The vocabulary ΣS consists of the predicate symbol GeneName/2 and includes all constants appearing in
D.

For the next definition, we consider only one predicate symbol per data source. This assumption does not

harm generality since it is always possible to view a data source with multiple predicate symbols as the

union of sources consisting of a single predicate.

We are now in conditions to formally define a data-integration system 2.

Definition 3 A data-integration system based on a relational vocabulary Σ = ΣG ∪ ΣS1 ∪ · · · ∪ ΣSn
is a

tuple M = 〈G,S, I,M〉, where

• G: is a set of relational symbols in ΣG called global schema.

• S: is a set of data sources S = {S1, . . . Sn} based on vocabularies ΣS1 , . . . ,ΣSn
, respectively.

• I: is a set of global integrity constraints I = {I1, . . . In} expressed in the language of ΣG.

• M : is a set of schema mappings of the form

R ← Ψ,

where Ψ is a first-order expression constructed with the symbols in ΣS1 ∪ · · · ∪ ΣSn
, and R is a

predicate from ΣG.
2We will sometimes refer to it as mediator-based system.
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The declarative reading of the rule R ← Ψ is as follows: for all tuples t such that Ψ is true, then R(t) is also

true. Schema mapping rules specify the ontological relationship between global and local predicates. Since

in GeneReg the global schema acts as a data target for the information in the sources, we specify the schema

mappings following a GAV approach.

The semantics of a data Integration system M is defined as the first-order theory M = S ∪ I ∪ M . In

general M is an incomplete theory, i.e., there exists a formula over Σ which is not nor its negation entailed by

the theory M. In the current context, this is a desired property: given the incomplete information available

in the data sources, it is expected that some data will be missing at the global level.

3 GeneReg: The Application at Work
3.1 The Global Schema
In GenReg the global schema G is the result of modelling the regulation process in the Saccharomyces
cerevisiae with an entity relationship diagram (see [16] for a complete description of the modelling). It

consists of the following relations:

• condition info/7: This relation specifies the parameters under which the experiments in the different

sources were carried out.

• gene condition/6: Establishes the relationship between a gene, an expression and the conditions

under which the relationship is measured.

• gene regulator/3: Associates a probability to a gene-regulator pair.

• gene motif/3: Provides a score for the likelihood of presence of a motif in the promoter of a gene.

• gene expression/4: Refers to the Loess normalized logarithm [24] of the ratio of the expression

values in the red channel versus the green channel.

• yeast genome/2: Represents the genes of Saccharomyces cerevisiae.

3.2 Data Sources
3.2.1 Microarray data

Microarrays measure a snapshot of the activity of a cell by measuring the abundance of each type of mRNA

molecule (which also gives an indirect and imperfect picture of the protein activity). In the past few years,

microarray technology has emerged as an effective technique to measure the level of expression of thousands

of genes in a single experiment. Because of their capacity to monitor many genes, microarrays are becoming

the workhorse of molecular biologists studying gene regulation. One popular microarray technology plat-

form, cDNA microarrays, uses two samples: a reference and a test sample (e.g., normal versus malignant

tissue). These samples are labelled using distinct fluorescent molecules (green and red) and hybridized to the

microarray. Relative amounts of a particular gene transcript in the two samples are determined by measuring

the signal intensities detected at both fluorescence wavelengths and calculating the ratios. Microarray data

is extracted from the Stanford Microarray repository [19]. The database is public and a mirror of the data is

available in MS Excel format files.

3.2.2 Motif data

Motifs are short, conserved DNA-sequences. They are recognised by the regulators and therefore are very

important to help unravelling the transcriptional regulatory network. The presence of a motif in the promoter

region of a gene is indicated by means of a score or p-value. Motif data are retrieved from Kellis et al. [10]

and stored in an internal repository at the KU Leuven after processing as described in Lemmens et al. [12].
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3.2.3 ChIP-chip data

Transcription factors are proteins that bind to regulatory motifs in the promoter region of a gene to modify the

rate of transcription of a gene. Chromatin immunoprecipitation on chip (or ChIP-chip) provides information

on the direct physical interaction between a regulator and the promoter regions of its target genes. As such,

ChIP-chip data indicate which proteins could be the regulators of a particular gene. The ChIP-chip data

represent the probability (p-value) that a particular regulator binds to the promoter region of a particular

gene. It is available at jura.wi.mit.edu/young public/regulatory code/GWLD.html and the format of the

data is available in MS Excel, Matlab or plain text.

3.3 Schema Mappings and Integrity Constraints
Schema mappings describe the relationships between the global ontology and the local sources. To facilitate

the data exchange between the ontologies, in GeneReg we have adopted the GAV paradigm –the global

schema acts as a target for the data in the sources. As argued in [22], GAV is also the preferred option in

settings where the number of sources remains constant, as it is the case in GeneReg. The mappings are

defined below. Global primary keys [1] are underlined on the relevant variables.

condition info(x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, x7) ← microarray(x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, x7, x8, x9, x10, x11, x12).
gene condition(x8, x1, x9, x10, x11, x12) ← microarray(x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, x7, x8, x9, x10, x11, x12).

gene regulator(x8, x1, x13) ← chIP − chip(x8, x14, x1, x13).

gene motif(x8, x15, x16) ← motif − locator(x17, x8, x15, x16).

gene expression(x8, x1, x18, x19) ← rF iles(x8, x1, x18, x19) ∧ genelist(x8, x20).

yeast genome(x8, x20) ← genelist(x8, x20).

Where the variables x1, . . . x20 represent3:

Variable: GeneReg’s name Description Variable: GeneReg’s Name Description

x1 : Condition ID Experiment’s ID x11 : Ch1Background Channel1’s background

x2 : Exp Name Experiment’s name x12 : Ch2Background Channel2’s background

x3 : Category Experiment’s classif x13 : Probability Probability of occurence

x4 : Subcategory Experiment’subclassif x14 : IntergenicNum Intergenic number

x5 : ExpDescription Experiment’s conditions x15 : MotifID Motif’s ID

x6 : Ch1Description Channel1’s content x16 : Score Motif in promoter

x7 : Ch2Descritprion Channel2’s content x17 :Identification Source’s key

x8 : GeneID Gene’s ID x18 : LogNor A Log ratio Ch1/Ch2

x9 : Ch1Intensity Channel1’s intensity x19 : LogNor M Logmean ratio Ch1/Ch2

x10 : Ch2Intensity Channel2’s intensity x20 : GeneName Gene’s name

3.4 System
GeneReg [5] has been developed for automatic management of data obtained from high-throughput tech-

niques related to the gene regulation process in the organism Saccharomyces cerevisiae. The requirements

comprise the data retrieval from the data-source, the pre-processing of information by means of wrappers,

the global database population and finally the querying process. We describe each task separately.

• Data retrieval. Once all data sources are located and their availability verified by the application,

the downloading of the relevant data files starts. The process is executed off-line and is performed

every time new data is available in the sources. The information is then stored in local files for the

preprocessing by the wrappers.

• Data processing or wrapping. A wrapper is a module that receives input data in a given format and

translates it into a different data model (see [11] for a thorough discussion on wrappers). Its purpose

is to present data in a suitable format for further processing. GeneReg’s wrappers present the data-

stream extracted from the data-sources as single relations of a database. In this way the population

of the global schema can be directly executed by means of the schema mapping. In GeneReg, there

exists one wrapper for each data source.

3For a full description of each attribute in the sources and the global schema see [16].
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• Data storage. Once the data is extracted from the data sources and stored in a suitable format by

GeneReg’s wrappers, the information is migrated to the global database. To perform its task, the pro-

cess of populating the global schema takes the wrapped data and exploits the ontological knowledge

encoded in the rules of the schema mapping.

• Querying Process. With the data stored in the global database, the system is ready to received queries

(by humans or automated reasoners). Since GeneReg relies in standard relational databases technol-

ogy, the query processing can be performed by well-understood languages as SQL or Datalog.

4 Platform
GeneReg was developed for the Windows platform using the Java development kit (6.0). Two external

libraries extend the basic functionality: the package POI JAKARTA for processing Excel files from the

Stanford repository; and SFTP, for the management of ftp accounts. The database management system

relies on MySQL server 5.0. The communication between the application and the database server is realized

by MySQL/Java connector (5.0.3).

4.1 Execution and Performance
GeneReg downloads the information from the data sources at user’s request. Not surprising, the total time

required to complete a full upload of data will depend on the quality of the Internet networks and the load

of the data sources servers. In average, the full processing of the motif database takes twenty minutes.

Experiments from the microarray download at a rate of one per hour. The Excel files from the Stanford

database are retrieved at a rate of four per minute. The combined time required for data processing by

wrappers and the population of the global schema is neglectable in comparison with the time required for a

full upload.

4.2 Soundness and Completeness
The soundness of GeneReg is measured with respect to the correctness of the data available in the global

database. Since the data is extracted from the sources by means of semantic information (the GAV schema

mapping), the only potential source of incorrectness in GeneReg are the data sources themselves. The

investigation of the level of soundness of the local sources is beyond the scope of this work.

The global database produced by GeneReg is incomplete. This follows directly from the definition of

mediator-based systems adopted in section 2.2. In practical terms, this means that there will be tuples that

are true in the real world but are not present in the global database. This is not really surprising since

one would expect that the data sources from which the information for the global database is extracted are

themselves incomplete. Enormous effort has been put by the databases community to address the general

problem of incompleteness. The interested reader is referred to [6] for a good survey on this topic.

5 Related Work
Heterogeneous biological data is distributed over different web sites and databases, making it very hard for

the biologist to get access to all these publicly available data simultaneously. Therefore data integration of

these heterogeneous data is of great importance to the biologist.

Although generic tools as INFOMIX [4] and Information Manifold [14] provide a friendly and seman-

tically well-founded environment to integrate data, with these tools the process of adding a new data source

ultimately relies on the user/programmer -for instance, to define the data source’s wrapper. Given the highly

heterogeneous and unstructured nature of the data sources required by users of GeneReg, the use of a generic

tool would require not only the definition of new wrappers from scratch, but also their integration with an

already existing application, with all the technical costs that such procedures would involve.

In the biological domain, data integration approaches such as BioGuideSRS [3] and OmicBrowse [21]

have been developed to assist scientists with their search for relevant data within external sources (for exam-

ple linking a gene to a disease). With these tools, the user can easily obtain an integrated view of distributed

data servers. Although these kinds of platforms are important and useful, they usually integrate information
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about one gene, including the function of the gene product, links with diseases, homology to other organ-

isms, genomic position etc. However, they do not allow a biologist to extract, for example, all expression

levels for all genes of a particular organism in all conditions ever tested (i.e. all available microarrays for

that organism). The BASE tool [17] provides an integrated framework for storing and analysing microarray

information, but this tool also doesn’t automatically collects all data. Publicly available databases that store

microarray data in larger amounts do exist (for instance, the Stanford Microarray Database), but even from

these databases it is hard for a biologist to download each single microarray (one by one) or to keep track

of new experiments. Moreover, the data is again distributed over several such databases with overlapping

content. Therefore, GeneReg was designed to automate the data collection process for several types of high

throughput data sources.

Access to these high-throughput data is of utmost importance to bioinformaticians. Recently, several

network inference methods and module detection tools have been developed that all use microarray data

to reconstruct the regulatory network. Some of them combine microarray data with other available high-

throughput data like ChIP-chip or motif data. Because creating and maintaining compendia of all available

data is such a difficult and time-consuming task, most network reconstruction algorithms are currently being

benchmarked (and applied) on subsets of the data only. However, it is crucial to incorporate as much data

as possible to obtain more insight into the properties of different network inference methods and, more

importantly, into the nature of the transcriptional network itself.

6 Discussion and Future Work
We have presented an implementation of a mediator-based system for integrating data sources related to the

DNA transcription process in Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Our system follows the GAV paradigm to link the

global ontology and the data sources. The information is instantiated in the global schema, which can be used

by bioinformaticians for data mining purposes. In its current state GeneReg is only in a first development

stage aiming at a framework for regulation process analysis in several organisms and data management

oriented to a shared source of molecular knowledge. Future improvements of GeneReg include:

• GeneReg now gathers information for yeast only, but of course collecting data for more organisms

is one of the possible and interesting future challenges. This extension not only would involve the

addition of new data sources but the complete redefinition of the global schema.

• The data in the sources is extracted from high-output techniques and present a high level of uncer-

tainty. In order to reduce this uncertainty, statistical processing of data seems to be an interesting

approach. Specifically, the definition of regulatory modules created in the statistical process could

serve as benchmark.

• At the technical level, an incremental extraction of data from the sources is highly desirable property.

Since GeneReg downloads all the data from scratch, the populating face is time consuming. In-

cremental extraction would improve performance considerably by updating only the relevant tuples.

Another technical improvement relates to the possibility of updating the description of old sources or

the addition of new ones.

The current state and future line of work of GeneReg should eventually converge to an intelligent and

distributed system capable of inferring new knowledge over data statistically processed, based on a sound

and well-founded semantic framework.
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Abstract

In medicine, many diseases cannot be defined unequivocally by etiology or anatomical localization, but
are instead described by a combination of signs and symptoms that are common in patients believed to
be suffering from that disease. In the communication between health care professionals, this is generally
not problematic. In biomedical research, however, crisp definitions are required to distinguish patients
with and without the disease unambiguously. In practice, this results in different operational definitions
being in use for a single disease. Comparing those definitions, e.g, for trial design, statistical analysis, or
guideline development, is complicated by their complex structure. Operational definitions of disease often
consist of large disjunctions of conjunctions, or have a polythetic structure (‘at least n out of m’).
This paper presents an approach to compare different operational definitions of a single disease in a sys-
tematic manner using formal ontological modeling and reasoning. The concept of an operationalization
hierarchy is introduced, which is subsequently used to model and analyze operational disease definitions.
The approach is illustrated with a case-study in the area of severe sepsis.

1 Introduction

In medicine, there are many diseases which cannot be precisely characterized by etiology or anatomical
localization, but which are considered natural kinds. These diseases are described by signs and symptoms
that are common in patients believed to be suffering from that disease. Often however not all symptoms that
are believed to be related to the disease have to be present in all patients.

One example of such a disease is the syndrome of severe sepsis, which will be used as an example
throughout this paper. In this disease the immune system of the patient overreacts to an infection. If un-
treated, the patient becomes severely ill, which may result in organ failure and eventually death. The cause
of severe sepsis is largely unknown, and the disease is not restricted to an exact anatomical location but
spreads throughout the body. These aspects hinder the precise characterization of severe sepsis patients.

In daily patient care and in communication between health care professionals such a lack of precision is
often not problematic. However, when the purpose of describing patients is to select patients for biomedical
research or to automatically reason with patient data, e.g., in triggering computerized guidelines, a crisp dis-
ease definition is required. Clear-cut delineations are needed which unambiguously distinguish patients with
the disease from persons without the disease. In practice, this often results in framing ad hoc, operational
definitions which largely cover the intended patient group. The fact that the disease is normally described
by a combination of symptoms is reflected by the complex structure of the definitions: they often consist of
large disjunctions of conjunctions, or have a polythetic structure (‘at least n out of m’). These definitions
vary from one study to another, often showing traces of the purpose for which the definition was created.

When comparing two operational definitions, the situation as depicted in Figure 1 occurs. Three patient
groups can be distinguished: patients who have the disease according to both definitions (the group in the
overlapping part of the figure, indicated by A ∩ B), and two groups of patients who fulfill either one of the
definitions, but not both (indicated by A ∩ ¬ B and ¬ A ∩ B). We note that there exists another group of
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Figure 1: Schematic comparison of two operational definitions for a single disease indicated by A and B

patients, the patients that fulfill none of the definitions, which is not taken into account in this paper. It is
questionable to which extent patients in the three groups can be compared. This is an important issue in, for
instance, statistical aggregation of data, meta-analysis of medical scientific evidence, and in the design of
clinical studies.

In previous work [7, 8] we have demonstrated how these groups are analyzed in a quantitative manner, by
‘projecting’ the definitions onto a large patient database and subsequently comparing the characteristics of
the patient groups that would have been selected by each of those definitions. A drawback of this approach
is that it makes an indirect comparison of the different operational definitions, as it focuses on a comparison
of the resulting patient groups, instead of on the definitions themselves. It thereby does not provide insight
into which aspects of the respective definitions may be the cause of different patients being selected.

In this paper we present an approach to directly compare different operational definitions of a single
disease in a systematic manner, using formal ontological modeling and reasoning. The core idea of our
approach is that different definitions are aligned by stepwise abstraction of their constituent parts. First
we present a general operationalization hierarchy which defines the levels at which concepts related to
operational disease definitions are expressed. Subsequently we propose a method that uses this hierarchy to
compare complex definitions at different levels of abstraction. The results of these comparisons can be used
to make decisions regarding statistical analyses or in the design phase of clinical studies.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we illustrate the problem using the severe sepsis example
and introduce the operational definitions which are used as an example throughout the paper. Section 3 de-
scribes the ontological modeling and reasoning approach and its application to the severe sepsis definitions.
We discuss and summarize our work in Section 4.

2 Operational definitions of severe sepsis

In patients with severe sepsis (known to the general public as ‘blood poisoning’) the balance between pro-
hibitive and inhibitive processes in the immune system is distorted. The disease can be cured provided
it is detected in time; otherwise organ failure and eventually death may occur. Most patients with severe
sepsis have to be admitted to the Intensive Care Unit (ICU) where the functioning of the organ systems is
temporarily taken over by machinery and medication, until the balance in the immune system is restored.
The presentation and the course of disease varies among patients, depending among others on the patient’s
general physical condition, the presence of other co-morbidities, and whether the disease is detected in time.

Originally the disease was described by its major symptom: the term ‘sepsis’ is derived from the ancient
Greek for ‘rotten flesh’. As the presentation and course of disease vary among the patients, and much is
yet unknown regarding the underlying cause and disease process, there is not a specific marker or symptom
which identifies the ‘severe sepsis patient’.

Nine recent clinical trials in severe sepsis all used different operational definitions to characterize patients
with the disease. Applying these different definitions onto a large database of ICU patients from the NICE
registry 1 showed that although all trials aimed to select patients with severe sepsis, the number of patients
that would have been selected varied from 1,103 to 4,334 (1.5% to 6.0% of the total ICU population). The
baseline ICU mortality of the patients, an important outcome measure in those trials, ranged from 25.0% to
43.1%, indicating that the use of different disease definitions has resulted in the selection of patients with
different characteristics [8]. The overlap between the populations was sometimes very small (minimum
overlap percentage was as low as 24.1%). The 214 patients that would be eligible for all nine trials had a
very high ICU mortality of 47.7% (unpublished results). This suggests that the physicians do agree on the
patients who have a very severe form of the disease, whereas in defining the patients with a milder form of
the disease more variation exists.

1NICE: National Intensive Care Evaluation. http://www.stichting-nice.nl.
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PROWESS Kybersept
known or suspected infection or signs of
pneumonia

suspected infection

AND AND

at least three of the modified SIRS criteria:
1) temperature ≥ 38◦C or temperature ≤ 36 ◦C
2) heart rate ≥ 90/min
3) respiratory rate ≥ 20/min or PaCO2 ≤ 32 mmHg or mechanical
ventilation
4) leukocyte count ≥12 · 103/mm3 or leukocyte count ≤4 · 103/mm3

or >10 % immature neutrophils

temperature > 38.5◦C or temperature < 35.5 ◦C

AND

leukocyte count >10 · 103/mm3 or leukocyte count <3.5 ·
103/mm3

AND AND

at least one out of:
1) pH ≤ 7.3 or base deficit ≥ 5.0 mmol/L with plasma lactate > 1.5
times higher than normal
2) urine output < 0.5 mL/kg/hr
3) thrombocyte count <80 · 103 /mm3

4) PaO2/FiO2 ≤ 250
5) systolic blood pressure < 90 mmHg or mean arterial pressure ≥ 70
mmHg or use of vaso-active medication

at least three out of:
1) heart rate > 100/min
2) respiratory rate >24/min or mechanical ventilation
3) plasma lactate higher than normal or pH < 7.30 or base excess -10
mmol/L
4) urine output < 20 mL/hr
5) thrombocyte count <100 · 103/mm3

6) systolic blood pressure < 90 mmHg or use of vaso-active medication

Table 1: Definitions for severe sepsis used in the PROWESS trial [2] and the Kybersept study [11]. SIRS:
Systemic Inflammatory Response Syndrome

Table 1 shows the operational definitions of severe sepsis in two of those trials: the PROWESS trial [2] and
the Kybersept study [11]. When comparing the definitions, we note that both definitions have polythetic
aspects: signs and symptoms are listed, of which a particular number have to be fulfilled, and some of which
are necessary conditions. Differences between the definitions are found in structure, in the items that form
part of the lists, and in the threshold values that are used. This complicates the process of analyzing the
differences between the definitions.

In the quantitative approach we found that 1,103 patients were selected using the Kybersept definition,
whereas 3,460 patients would have been eligible for the PROWESS trial [8]. The overlap between the
patient groups was highly skewed: 85.6% of the patients who fulfilled the Kybersept definition also fulfilled
the PROWESS definition, whereas the other way around the overlap was only 27.3% (non-published results).

Although these figures suggest that it is questionable whether the patient populations selected by these
criteria can be considered similar, they do not provide any insight into which elements of the definitions
might have caused these differences and which type of patients are located in the non-overlapping part.
We now present an approach to systematically analyze the differences in two operational definitions of a
single disease using ontological modeling and reasoning and present some preliminary results related to the
Kybersept and PROWESS definitions of severe sepsis.

3 Analyzing differences in operational disease definitions

In this section we first introduce an operationalization hierarchy which describes levels of abstraction that
we distinguish in operational disease definitions (Sect. 3.1). Subsequently we explain how this hierarchy
is used in analyzing operational disease definitions. This proceeds in two parts: i) modeling the disease
definitions in formal language (Sect. 3.2), and ii) automated reasoning with these definitions (Sect. 3.3).

3.1 Levels of operationalization

When describing a disease which is considered a natural kind, operationalization takes place at different
levels. For the purpose of comparing operational disease definitions, we distinguish four different levels
at which concepts used in the definitions are expressed. Together these levels form an operationalization
hierarchy, which is depicted in Table 2.

On the first, most abstract, level, concepts are expressed in terms of the condition of the patient. At
this level concepts describe the (primary) diagnosis of the patient, e.g., influenza, appendicitis, myocardial
infarction. The second level focuses on signs and symptoms, which characterize this disease. These can be
experienced by the patient (e.g., headache, tiredness) or measured by the physician (e.g., fever, abnormal
blood values). Signs and symptoms are further operationalized using terms related to concrete measurements
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that are performed in the patient, such as ‘high body temperature’, ‘low heart rate’. On the fourth, most
concrete, level, terms are used to describe the threshold value for measurements, which unambiguously
distinguishes patients with the sign or symptom from patients without, e.g., ‘blood pressure > 150 mmHg’,
or ‘body temperature ≥ 39◦C’.

The distinction between the Sign/Symptom and the Measurement level sometimes seems trivial. E.g.,
physicians use ‘hypotension’ as a symptom, whereas the accompanying measurement ‘low blood pressure’
is the literal translation from the Greek terms ‘hypo’(low) and ‘tension’ (pressure). However, when different
measurements can be used for a single symptom, a distinction between these two levels is required. Problems
in the respiratory state of the patient, for example, can be measured by a high respiratory rate, by the need for
mechanical ventilation, or by impaired diffusion of gases (expressed by the ‘PaCO2 value’). The Kybersept
definition for severe sepsis uses the first two of these measurements, the PROWESS definition also uses
diffusion impairment to diagnose respiratory trouble.

Level Description Example
Condition The (primary) disease of the patient, often described by a

diagnosis.
Severe sepsis

Sign / Symptom A characteristic of the patient which is experienced by the
patient or can be measured by the physician.

Fever

Measurement Result of a measurement performed by the physician. High body temperature
Threshold Threshold value which determines whether the result of the

measurement indicates the sign / symptom to be present.
Body temperature > 38◦C

Table 2: Operationalization hierarchy: levels of abstraction at which concepts in the operational disease
definitions are described.

When moving through the hierarchy from top to bottom the semantic details of the concepts become more
explicit. In daily patient care, it mostly suffices to use terms from the ‘Condition’ and ‘Sign/Symptom’ lev-
els. Instead, in operational disease definitions concepts are mostly expressed in terms of the measurements
with their threshold values.

Differences between operational definitions may occur at different levels of operationalization. At the
threshold level, differences are very common, e.g., physicians may use different cut-off points for body
temperature to determine whether the patient has fever or not. Such a difference does however not imply
that the physicians have a profoundly different view on the characteristics of the patient with fever. In
contrast, differences which occur at a higher level in the abstraction hierarchy may result from different
views on which patients do have a disease and which patients do not. E.g., one definition of the flu may
describe patients as ‘having a cold, accompanied by fever’, whereas a second definition explicitly requires
the influenza virus to be present in the patient’s blood (thereby excluding all other possible causes for having
a cold with fever).

Differences between definitions at the threshold level are easily recognized. Identifying differences at
the more abstract level is much more complicated though. Our approach helps to compare the definitions
not only at the lowest level of operationalization, but also at higher levels.

3.2 Modeling operational disease definitions

The core idea of our approach is that by modeling the definitions according to the aforementioned opera-
tionalization hierarchy, the definitions are being ‘aligned’ by abstracting their constituents to the appropriate
level. As a formalization language we have chosen to use OWL DL, a language recently recommended as
a standard for ontology modeling based on Description Logics [1], as it is expressive enough to deal with
the complex relations between concepts we encounter in operational disease definitions (such as number
restriction) and as it allows for reasoning with real patient data, which we aim to exploit in a later phase of
the study. Throughout the paper examples will be in KRSS format2 of OWL DL.

Modeling the operational disease definitions consists of three steps. First, for each constituent of the
definitions that are to be compared a concept is created and its level in the hierarchy is determined. Concepts
for elements that form part of more than one definition are given different names. For example, PW-
SuspectedInfection and KS-SuspectedInfection denote the symptom ‘suspected infection’ related to the
PROWESS and Kybersept definition of severe sepsis respectively. Most of the concepts specified in this step

2KRSS: see http://www.bell-labs.com/user/pfps/papers/krss-spec.ps
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Figure 2: Part of the model describing the operational definitions of severe sepsis as used in the Kybersept
and PROWESS trials

will be located at the third and fourth level in the hierarchy, as most of the operational definitions make use
of concrete measurements with their threshold values.

In the second step, the concepts are abstracted to the higher levels. For example, the two severe sepsis
definitions use the body temperature of the patient as a selection criterion. Although not explicitly men-
tioned, this refers to the symptom ‘Fever’. Therefore we introduce the concepts KS-Fever and PW-Fever
at the Symptom level. To ensure that clinically plausible abstractions are made, general medical background
knowledge is required for this abstraction step.

In the third step the relations between the concepts are modeled. Two types of relations are distin-
guished: 1) relations that describe the abstraction from a concrete concept to a concept at a more abstract
level; and 2) relations that describe the combination of different concepts at one level. Examples of the
first are the relations: KS-LowTemperature ≡ BodyTempLowerThan35.5 and PW-HighHeartRate ≡
HeartRateAtLeast90. In the second type of relation concepts are combined to constitute a concept at
a more abstract level. In practice this involves the combination of symptoms which together describe a
condition (e.g., the flu is characterized by the symptoms fever, headache, cold), or the combination of mea-
surements that relate to the presence of a symptom. For instance, KS-Fever ≡ KS-LowTemperature $
KS-HighTemperature.

When the definition contains polythetic aspects (at least n out of m constituents have to be present),
straightforward modeling is hindered by the fact that some of the constituents of the definition are neither
necessary nor sufficient concepts. This problem is solved by using number restrictions. For instance, the
list of six symptoms in the Kybersept definition of which at least three items are to be present is described
by KS-SevSepsis # conditionOf.(> 2 hasSymptom.(KS-Thrombocytopenia $ KS-Hypotension $
KS-AbnormalHeartRate $ KS-AbnormalRespiratoryState $ KS-Oliguria $ KS-Acidosis)). As can
be derived from this example, we have chosen to model all conditions, symptoms and measurements as
concepts on themselves, instead of modeling patients that have certain conditions or symptoms. This might
seem counterintuitive, but the reason is that artificial constructs would be required to model the relation
between a symptom and the patient having that particular symptom (using ‘SepsisSymptomPatient’ con-
cept). By defining everything as a concept and using the ‘hasCondition’ and ‘symptomOf’ relations to
link conditions, symptoms and measurement, we circumvent this need. Our definitions can still directly be
used in combination with patient (instance) data. Further details on the solution we have chosen in modeling
the polythetic aspects of the severe sepsis definitions can be found in [6]. When defining relations between
concepts, we consider concepts which refer to semantically different constituents (e.g., fever and headache)
to be disjoint. Different concepts relating to the same ‘general concept’, e.g., KS-Fever and PW-Fever, are
not modeled to be disjoint. This difference becomes important during the reasoning process.

Figure 2 depicts part of the resulting models for the Kybersept and PROWESS definitions of severe
sepsis, with the focus on the concepts related to fever.
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3.3 Reasoning with operational disease definitions

Once the definitions have been modeled as concepts in OWL, we can explore differences between them
using standard DL reasoning techniques3. For ease of exposition we will assume here that we wish to
compare two operational definitions of a single disease, represented as concepts DefA and DefB in OWL,
respectively, corresponding to the situation depicted in Figure 1. The approach can however be extended to
comparing more than two definitions.

The reasoning strategy is based on hypothesizing that the two concepts, or parts thereof, are equiva-
lent. This is verified by temporarily adding such equivalences to the model and subsequently checking for
consistency. These equivalence hypotheses are formulated at different levels of abstraction.

First, we assume that DefA ≡ DefB. If this does not result in an inconsistency, the procedure ends
immediately because the two concepts are apparently equivalent. In terms of Figure 1 this would imply that
A∩¬B and ¬A∩B do not contain any patients. In most situations this will not be the case and subsequent
reasoning aims to check at which level the differences causing the inconsistency are located.

Theoretically the approach can be performed top-down (starting at the Condition level) and bottom-up (start-
ing at the Threshold level). In the top-down approach, we move one step down trough the hierarchy when
adding equivalence at a particular level results in an inconsistency. We subsequently verify whether the
concepts at a more concrete level are equivalent. When this turns out to be the case, we conclude that the
difference are located at the higher level. Otherwise we proceed downwards through the branch to the next
(more concrete) level.

This allows us to identify differences in the number restrictions (the same concepts are used on the more
concrete level and removing the number restriction does solve the inconsistency), differences in the concepts
that are used in the more concrete level (removing the number restriction does not solve the inconsistency,
indicating that a disjunction of different concepts is being used) and, at the lowest level, differences in the
threshold values that are being used.

The procedure is repeated for all branches to identify the places in the ontology where differences in the
definition occur.

For example, consider the model depicted in Figure 2. Adding PW-SevereSepsis ≡ KS-SevereSepsis
results in an inconsistency. Removing the number restriction in the PROWESS definition reveals that both
definitions make use of the symptom of fever, although it is a necessary concept in the Kybersept definition
and neither necessary nor sufficient in the PROWESS definition of severe sepsis.

Tracing down the branch related to ‘fever’ results in the finding that even enforcing equivalence at the
Measurement level (by adding PW-HighTemperature≡ KS-HighTemperature to the model) results in an
inconsistency, as both definitions use different threshold values for body temperature. This is only solved
when the threshold values are assumed to be equivalent.

Of course this is a very simple example, focusing only on the branch of the concepts related to fever.
More extensive results can be found in [6]. The experiments on the Kybersept and PROWESS definitions
of severe sepsis indicate that the differences between these definitions do not only relate to the threshold
values that are being used, but are also located at the more abstract levels. For example, the PROWESS trial
also included patients with signs of pneumonia, whereas the Kybersept trial did require patients to have a
suspected infection.

Relating to Fig. 1 we found that the non-overlapping parts were not empty: there are patients which fulfill
the Kybersept definition but not the PROWESS definition and vice versa. An example of the first (patients
in A∩¬ B) are the patients with the following symptoms: suspected infection, fever, high leukocyte count,
low urine production, low thrombocyte count and low blood pressure, who do have a normal heart rate and
no respiratory problems. An example of the patients in ¬ A ∩B are patients with suspected infection, high
temperature, high heart rate, a normal leukocyte count, a low PaCO2 value and a low urine output. These
are still preliminary results, more extended results will be available at the time of the conference.

4 Discussion

In this paper we present an approach to systematically compare different operational definitions of a single
disease using ontological modeling. We have introduced an operationalization hierarchy which depicts the

3We have used RACER [4], see http://www.racer-systems.com, a commonly used DL reasoner
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levels at which concepts in operational disease definition are expressed. Subsequently we have explained
how this hierarchy is used in combination with formal modeling and reasoning to analyze differences in two
operational definitions for a single disease. Its use and the type of results that can be obtained have briefly
been illustrated with an example in the area of severe sepsis.

We developed a four-level operationalization hierarchy to model the levels of operationalization that
are used in disease definitions for clinical trials. Existing (bio)medical ontologies (e.g., FMA [9], disease-
specific ontologies) often do not explicitly distinguish these levels and do not contain a meta-model which
relates diseases with symptoms and measurements. The hierarchy we have presented shows some similarity
to the general ontology for syndromes4 related to biosurveillance described in [3].

The modeling and reasoning step are closely related. In the modeling phase medical background knowl-
edge is required to correctly identify the level at which concepts are related. This modeling already provides
insight into aspects that differ between the definitions. The automated reasoning allows for comparison of
multiple combinations of trials (which would not be feasible merely by modeling or reasoning by the physi-
cians) and alleviates reasoning in the situation where the definitions have a complex structure.

This work complements the quantitative approach we have presented earlier: the reasoning on the definition
models provides explanations for the differences in patient characteristics that can be found using the quan-
titative approach. For the Kybersept and PROWESS definitions in the severe sepsis example we found that
the difference in the number of patients that would be selected could partly be explained by the fact that the
PROWESS definition did also include patients with pneumonia.
The approach we have presented can be applied for several purposes. We are implementing a web-service
which assists trial designers in operationalizing disease definitions.5 Current decision-support systems for
trial designers focus mainly on procedural, safety, and ethical aspects of the trial protocol (e.g, [5]), whereas
in our approach the focus is on the operational definition of the disease. In future work we will combine
the work presented the current paper with our findings described in [7], to enable the tool to be used in
combination with real patient data. The approach can also be used in meta-analysis of scientific medical re-
sults, to investigate to which extent heterogeneity in study outcomes is to be attributed to the use of different
operational definitions. A third possible application lies in the area of automated clinical guidelines. With
the increased use of computerized guidelines in medicine, our approach is of help in the process of opera-
tionalization of disease definitions when changing from a paper-based guideline to a computerized version,
which requires more concrete descriptions of concepts.

In the current paper we have described the basics of the approach to systematically compare operational
disease definitions. When comparing definitions in practice however, problems may occur that require
additional modeling or reasoning. For example, when the definitions contain polythetic parts additional
modeling and reasoning is required. In the severe sepsis example we see that according to the Kybersept
definition severe sepsis patients necessarily have fever, whereas according to the PROWESS definition,
patients without fever still could have severe sepsis (provided they fulfill the other modified SIRS criteria).
The general approach we have presented here can be used for polythetic definitions as well, we refer to [6]
for a more extensive description of our solution in the severe sepsis example.

Another example may be the case of underspecification. Often concepts in operational definitions are
expressed at the most concrete level using measurements with threshold values. It may however be that a
definition uses concepts at the Symptom level, it is e.g. merely stated that the patient should have fever
without mentioning how this should be measured and which threshold is to be used. In this situation a
solution is to specify dummy concepts downwards in the operationalization hierarchy. We will not work this
out in detail here.

We have presented preliminary results from our case-study in severe sepsis. In future work we aim to
refine our model in different directions. For example, in the current DL model we did not use datatype prop-
erties to model the ‘Threshold’ level, but instead created artificial concepts which were in a subsumption
relation (e.g., we used VeryLowTemperature, which is a subclass of LowTemperature). In future work
we will enhance our approach to allow for more complex reasoning at this lowest level. One of the other
directions of future research lies in using Rough DL, a version of DL which enables reasoning with vague
concepts by specifying upper and lower approximations [10], to allow for more complicated querying. Fur-

4A depiction of the general ontology used in this paper can be found at http://www.syndromic.org/
syndromicconference/2002/posterpdf/graham poster.pdf

5The user-interface of the web service is found at http://prauw.cs.vu.nl/sepsis-trials/. We are currently imple-
menting the connection to the reasoning engine.
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thermore, we will extend the current model with an A-box with real patient data to combine querying the
knowledge-based model with querying patient data.
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Abstract

Only recently, Monte-Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) has substantially contributed to the field
of computer Go. So far, in standard MCTS there is only one type of node: every node of
the tree represents a single move. Instead of maintaining only this type of node, we propose
a second type of node representing groups of moves. Thus, the tree may contain move nodes
and group nodes. This article documents how such group nodes can be utilised for including
domain knowledge in MCTS. Furthermore, we present a technique, called Alternating-Layer
UCT, for managing move nodes and group nodes in a tree with alternating layers of move
nodes and group nodes. A self-play experiment performed in the game of Go demonstrates
that group nodes can be used effectively to integrate domain knowledge in a MCTS program
and thereby improve its playing strength.

1 Introduction

In recent years, Monte-Carlo methods have led to strong computer Go programs. The short history
of Monte-Carlo based Go programs underwent two phases. In the first phase, Monte-Carlo was
introduced [2, 3] as an evaluation function. A Monte-Carlo evaluation simply estimates the value
of a game state S by statistically analysing random games starting from S. In the second phase
the focus of research shifted to Monte-Carlo Tree Search (MCTS, [4, 7, 9]).

Until now, all existing work on MCTS employs tree nodes to represent only single moves. The
contribution of this work is to introduce nodes representing groups of moves to MCTS. This article
presents a technique extending MCTS for managing group nodes. It enables the application of
domain knowledge in MCTS in a natural way. The game of Go is used as test domain in this
article.

The remainder of this article is organised as follows. Section 2 briefly describes the game of Go.
Section 3 explains MCTS and a specific move-selection function for MCTS called UCT. Section 4
introduces the concept of group nodes for MCTS and Alternating-Layer UCT. Section 5 describes
an experiment comparing standard UCT and Alternating-Layer UCT and discusses the results.
Finally, Section 6 gives a conclusion and an outlook to future research.

2 The game of Go

Go is a two-player perfect-information game of no chance. Two players, Black and White, place
stones on the intersections of a square grid (the board) in alternating turns. Starting with an empty
board, the board is gradually populated with more stones. The objective of the game is to occupy
or encircle more territory, i.e., intersections of the grid, than the opponent. Stones of the same
colour can be connected along the lines of the grid. Connected stones are called groups. A player
can capture the stones of a group belonging to the opponent by placing his own stones on every
empty intersection neighbouring the opponent group. Captured stones are taken off the board.

Go enjoys large popularity in several Asian countries. The current best computer programs play
at an amateur level.
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3 Monte-Carlo Tree Search

This section first describes Monte-Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) in general (Subsection 3.1). In Sub-
section 3.2 a specific move-selection function for MCTS, called UCT, is explained.

3.1 The Monte-Carlo Tree Search Framework

MCTS constitutes a further development of the Monte-Carlo evaluation. It provides a tree-search
framework for employing Monte-Carlo evaluations at the leaf nodes of a particular search tree.

MCTS constitutes a family of tree-search algorithms applicable to the domain of board games
[4, 7, 9]. In general, MCTS repeatedly applies a best-first search at the top level. Monte-Carlo
sampling is used as an evaluation function at leaf nodes. The results of previous Monte-Carlo
evaluations are used for developing the search tree. MCTS consists of four stages [5]. During each
iteration, four stages are consecutively applied:

(1) move-selection;

(2) expansion;

(3) leaf-node evaluation;

(4) back-propagation.

Each node N in the tree contains at least three different tokens of information: (i) a move
representing the game-state transition associated with this node, (ii) the number t(Ni) of times the
node has been played during all previous iterations, and (iii) a value v(N) representing an estimate
of the node’s game value. The search tree is held in memory. Before the first iteration, the tree
consists only of the root node. While applying the four stages successively in each iteration, the
tree grows gradually. The four stages of the iteration work as follows.

(1) The move selection determines a path from the root to a leaf node. This path is gradually
developed. At each node, starting with the root node, the best successor node is selected by
applying a move-selection function to all child nodes. Then, the same procedure is applied to
the selected child node. This procedure is repeated until a leaf node is reached.

(2) After the leaf node is reached, it is decided whether this node will be expanded by storing
some of its children in memory. The simplest rule, proposed by Coulom [7], is to expand one
node per evaluation. The node expanded corresponds to the first position encountered that
was not stored yet.

(3) A Monte-Carlo evaluation (also called playout or simulation) is applied to the leaf node.
Monte-Carlo evaluation is the strategic task that selects moves in self-play until the end of
the game. This task might consist of playing plain random moves or – better – pseudo-
random moves. The main idea is to play more reasonable moves by using patterns, capture
considerations, and proximity to the last move.

(4) During the back-propagation stage, the result of the leaf node is back-propagated through
the path created in the move-selection stage. For each node in the path back to the root, the
node’s game values are updated according to the updating function.1 After the root node has
been updated, this stage and the iteration are completed.

As a consequence of altering the values of the nodes on the path, the move selection of the
next iteration is influenced. The various MCTS algorithms proposed in the literature differ in their
move-selection functions and update functions. The following subsection briefly describes a specific
move-selection function called UCT.

1Coulom [7] refers to update function as back-propagation operator.
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3.2 UCT

Kocsis and Szepesvári [9] introduced the move-selection function UCT (Upper Confidence bounds
applied to search Trees). It was fruitfully applied in top-level Go programs such as Crazy Stone,
Mogo, and Steenvreter. These programs entered in the loop of various Kiseido Go Server
(KGS) tournaments successfully.

Given a node N with children Ni, the move-selection function of UCT chooses the child node
Ni which maximises2 the following expression:

Xi + C

√
ln t(N)
t(Ni)

(1)

This formula takes into account the number of times t(N) that node N was played in previous
iterations, the number of times t(Ni) the child Ni was selected in previous iterations, and the
average evaluation Xi of the child node Ni.

The weighted square-root term in Formula 1 describes an upper confidence bound for the average
game value. This value is assumed to be normally distributed among the evaluations selected during
all iterations. Each iteration passing through N represents a random experiment influencing the
estimate of the mean parameter X of this distribution.

The constant C controls the balance between exploration and exploitation [5]. It prescribes
how often a move represented by child node Ni with high confidence (large t(Ni)) and good average
game value (large Xi) is preferred to a move with lower confidence or lower average game value
and usually takes on a value between 0.0 and 2.0 [9].

The update function used together with UCT sets the value X of a node N to the average of
all the values of the previously selected children including the latest selected child’s value Xi.

4 Grouping Nodes

We describe the concept of group nodes in this section. Subsection 4.1 outlines related work in
which domain knowledge is applied to form groups of moves. Subsection 4.2 provides a detailed
account of the features of group nodes. Subsection 4.3 presents an extension of UCT which is able
to manage group nodes.

4.1 Related Work

This subsection introduces four types of work related to the grouping nodes in game-tree search:
(1) Categorising moves, (2) Metapositions, (3) Set Pruning, and (4) Splitting moves in Amazons.

Categorising moves. The idea of categorising moves in games is not new. The work of
Tsuruoka et al. [11], to name only one example, applies domain knowledge in the game of Shogi to
categorise follow-up moves for a given game state according to simple features. Depending on which
category the move falls into, the amount of resources (mainly search depth) allocated to searching
this particular move is fixed. In the domain of computer Go, simple features have been applied for
various tasks related to search. Features have been used to assign probabilities to playing certain
moves in random games or to eliminate unpromising moves.

Metapositions. The concept of Metapositions was established by Sakuta [10] to represent
sets of possible game states. Metapositions are employed as nodes in game-tree search. Moreover,
Metapositions were found to be suitable to represent sets of game states consistent with observations
made in the imperfect information game Kriegspiel [6].

Set Pruning. Set Pruning is a technique for computer Go by Bouzy [1]. It brings together
two items: first, the idea of grouping moves according features, and second, the aspect using sets
of moves in a search tree as found in Metapositions. In Set Pruning two categories of moves are
maintained: moves labelled as Good moves and moves labelled as Bad moves. Then, Monte-Carlo
evaluation is applied to moves in both sets and a common statistic is maintained for all moves
belonging to the same category. The technique proposed here can be viewed as a twofold extension
of this technique. The first extension effects the number of move groups which we suggest to

2In Min nodes the roles are reversed and the formula is minimised.
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generalise to more than only two. The second extension this article proposes to go beyond Set
Pruning concerns the framework groups are used in: instead of considering only Monte-Carlo
evaluation, we propose to apply groups to MCTS. This second extension implies that the statistics
are no longer kept in only one place (a node to be evaluated). Instead, the statistics alter many
nodes in the search tree. Thus, a mechanism is required to adopt the idea of groups of moves
to MCTS. This mechanism is facilitated by group nodes which are the subject of the following
subsection.

Splitting moves in Amazons. More recently, Kloetzer et al. [8] applied UCT in the game of
Amazons. One turn of a player consists of two steps in this game: (1) a piece is moved on the board,
(2) the piece moved shoots an arrow, i.e., one field on the board is blocked by an obstacle. For
applying UCT in Amazons it was shown that splitting the two steps into two consecutive nodes in
the tree led to improvements: (1) one node represents the movement of a piece, and (2) its successor
node represents the set of all possible shooting steps. Thus the second-step nodes are group nodes.
The group nodes suggested by Kloetzer et al. differ from the here suggested grouping method with
respect to their motivation. While in their work grouping nodes is driven by the requirement to
adopt UCT to the rules of Amazons, this article introduces grouping as a means to add additional
domain knowledge to UCT.

4.2 Group Nodes

In plain MCTS, all nodes of the tree represent simple moves. We call them move nodes. To facilitate
the use of domain knowledge we introduce the concept of group nodes. A group node represents a
group of moves. Domain knowledge in the form of features is used to group the nodes.

Given a move represented by a node N, we suggest to partition the set of its child nodes Ni.
We call each partition a group. The partitioning is achieved by assigning each Ni to exactly one
group according to whether they meet certain pairwise exclusive features.

Group nodes can function in a MCTS framework only if they provide the basic features MCTS
requires a node to have (cf. Subsection 3.1). Thus, for each group node G three features are
recorded: (i) a move representing the game-state transition associated with this move, (ii) the
number t(G) of times it was visited in previous iterations, and (iii) a game value XG. Since a group
node does not represent a single move, the game state is not altered whenever a group node is met
during an iteration. The game value of a group node is set to represent the average game value of
all nodes belonging to the group.

4.3 Alternating-Layer UCT

Alternating-Layer UCT is a technique which manages group nodes in the UCT framework [9]. The
Alternating-Layer UCT maintains two types of nodes in the MCTS tree in parallel: (1) move nodes,
and (2) group nodes.

When a move node N is expanded, it is expanded in two steps. First, N is expanded into group
nodes (first layer). Second, each of the newly expanded group nodes is expanded into move nodes
(second layer).

In the first step, all successor nodes are grouped according to features (cf. Subsection 4.1).
Each group is represented by a group node Gi. These newly created group nodes become the new
children of N. In the second step, each Gi is expanded. For each member move of Gi a new move
node Gij is created as child node of Gi.

After completing the two steps of expanding a move node, all new leaf nodes are move nodes.
Because the root is a move node, all leaf nodes are move nodes at the end of each iteration.
Furthermore, the structure of the search tree is such that move nodes and group nodes form
alternating layers (leading to the proposed naming).

The four steps carried out in each iteration of MCTS for Alternating-Layer UCT are illustrated
in Figure 1. The round nodes represent move nodes, triangular nodes represent group nodes. Light-
coloured move nodes represent MAX nodes, dark-coloured move nodes represent MIN nodes. The
highlighted box marks the node which is central to the respective depicted step. The jagged line
in the evaluation step represents a Monte-Carlo sample.

In standard implementations of the UCT algorithm, all follow-up moves of a leaf node L are
chosen randomly until L has been played a critical number x of times (t(L) > x). Analogously,
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Figure 1: The four stages of Monte-Carlo Tree Search in Alternating-Layer UCT.

we suggest choosing the follow-up move of a leaf node L among its succeeding groups with equal
probability while t(L) > x. This equidistribution results in an implicit weighting of moves, because
the number of members may vary between the groups. We consider, e.g., that two groups G1 and
G2 are given with n1 or n2 moves, respectively. Furthermore, n1 ' n2. If both groups are selected
equally often, a move which is member of G1 is less likely to be selected than a move which is
member of G2.

A practical advantage of grouping nodes by Alternating-Layer UCT is the reduction of time
required for move selection. In UCT, move-selection can profit from sorting the list of children for
maximising the term given by Formula 1. Grouping results in a transformation of the sorting task:
multiple smaller lists are sorted instead of a single large list. Since the complexity of the sorting
operation is nlogn, the overall complexity is reduced.

5 Experiment
In this section, we test the increase of playing strength gained by Alternating-Layer UCT. Subsec-
tion 5.1 describes the setup of a self-play experiment. Subsection 5.2 presents and comments the
results obtained.
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Figure 2: An opening position showing the three groups.
Empty intersections are marked according to the groups
they belong to. The circle marks the move played last.

5.1 Set-up

Standard UCT and the Alternating-Layer UCT were implemented for the domain of computer Go.
We refer to the resulting programs as STD and AL, respectively.

Both implementations were compared in two series of games of direct play on 9× 9 boards with
5.5 points Komi.

The first series consisted of 1,000 games (500 games for each program playing Black, respec-
tively). The high number of games is a way to ensure greater statistical validity. The time setting
was one second per move. This amounts to a number of maximally of 30,000 iterations for STD
per move as opposed to a maximum of 10,000 iterations per move for AL, which had a an overhead
for grouping nodes.

The second series consisted of 100 games. In this series, the time setting was ten seconds per
move, and thus comparable to tournament conditions (50 games for each program playing Black,
respectively). Here, STD runs ca. 300,000 iterations while AL runs up to ca. 120,000 iterations.

The Monte-Carlo sampling used in both implementations is based on small hand-tuned patterns
and reaches a speed of about 22,000 sampled games per second on the given hardware (cf. below).
The C parameter (cf. Formula 1) was set to 1.9, determined by trial-and-error, for STD and AL.
The x parameter (cf. 4.3) for describing the threshold for expanding moves was set to the number
of children of the node to be expanded.

Two features were used for grouping in AL resulting in three types of group nodes. The first
feature is proximity to the last move. The proximity chosen is the Manhattan distance of two. (For
the empty board, the last move is set to be the centre.) The second feature determines whether a
move is a border move. The three resulting groups are the following.
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Group 1 All legal moves in the proximity of the last move.

Group 2 All legal moves on the border of the game board which do not
belong to group 1.

Group 3 All legal moves which do not belong to either group 1 or group 2.
The experiment was conducted on a Quad-Opteron server using only one processor. Both

algorithms have been implemented in C++.

5.2 Results

Playing the series of 1,000 games required a total playing time of ca. 30 hours. Of these, about
two thirds were required by STD and the remainder by AL. Of 1,000 games AL won 838 and STD
won 162.

Playing the series of 100 games required a total playing time of ca. 15 hours. An equal amount
of time was used by both players. Of 100 games, AL won 72 and STD won 28.

A qualitative analysis of several dozen sample games shows that AL plays more consistently
than STD. The program beats STD because of its tactical superiority. This shows that AL takes
advantage of focusing samples on local positions more often than STD. In contrast, AL seems to
shift the focus and play non-local moves with a better timing than STD. AL never plays border
moves and does not seem to invest much effort on testing such moves during the first 50 moves,
whereas STD occasionally plays border moves.

The results of the experiment clearly show that Alternating-Layer UCT outperforms plain UCT.
We may conclude that group nodes can serve to integrate domain knowledge in the MCTS frame-
work successfully. Moreover, it may be inferred that the UCT framework is sufficiently flexible to
choose the right group nodes, and that providing group nodes significantly improves the ability of
the program to focus on promising branches more quickly.

It seems that the performance of AL is particularly good, if less time is used. With less time
given, the impact of the domain knowledge on the quality of moves appears to be stronger.

The computational overhead for grouping nodes is outweighed by the benefits of narrowing
down the search space in the experiment. While this is true for the three computationally cheap
feature groups tested in the experiment, it remains to be seen how well this approach scales to a
larger number of groups.

6 Conclusion and Future Research

In this article we introduced the concept of group nodes for MCTS. Alternating-Layer UCT was
proposed as a technique for adopting group nodes for MCTS. A self-play experiment showed that
Alternating-Layer UCT outperformed standard UCT, both under short and long time settings.
Based on the outcome of the experiment we conclude that the proposed approach can incorporate
domain-specific knowledge in MCTS successfully.

Future work will address the following five items. First, the number of groups will be in-
creased using more refined features, e.g., by using a move predictor. Second, the fine-tuning of the
probabilities assigned to group nodes will be examined more closely. Third, other algorithms for
including group nodes in the MCTS framework could be devised. Whereas the Alternating-Level
UCT straightforwardly adds group nodes after every node expansion, it might prove more useful
to expand group nodes only for certain move nodes. This might reduce the computational cost
required for grouping nodes. Similarly, group nodes could be allowed to have group nodes as their
child nodes. Fourth, the grouping techniques will be compared to other means of incorporating
domain knowledge in UCT. Fifth, the new technique will be implemented in the state-of-the-art
tournament program Mango [5].
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Abstract

We aim to investigate the neural plausibility of the recently developed saccade-based memory model called

NIM. NIM is a psychological model of human recognition memory. It employs a biologically informed

method to translate local image samples (i.e., fixations) into memory representations (i.e., feature vectors).

Recognition is based on a matching of incoming and previously stored representations. Earlier studies

that addressed NIM’s psychological plausibility showed that NIM’s representation space reliably reflects

similarities as perceived by humans. Here we examine the neural plausibility of NIM’s representation

space by comparing NIM’s representations with neural representations, as measured by fMRI. Our results

show that NIM, by visual feed-forward processing alone, can account for neural representations rather

accurately. We conclude that the internal representations of the model have a similar structure as the

distributed representations of the fMRI voxel data.

1 Introduction
The Natural Input Memory model (NIM, [8]) is a model of human recognition memory that operates directly

on natural visual stimuli (i.e. images) by means of preprocessing method that is based on saccadic human

vision. The preprocessing method saccadically selects local samples from the image and transforms these

into feature vector representations residing in a similarity space. By matching stored and incoming feature

vectors in this similarity space, the model can be used to make memory-based decisions for individual natural

images. An earlier study examined the psychological plausibility of NIM’s similarity space, by comparing

similarity ratings based on NIM’s representations with human similarity ratings for the exact same stimuli

[8]. The results showed that model similarity ratings agreed well with human similarity ratings, suggesting

that NIM’s similarity space representations reflect similarities as perceived by humans. In this paper, we

examine the neural plausibility of NIM’s similarity-space representations.

NIM employs a perceptual prepocessing method that is based on the neural processing in human vi-

sion. The human visual system can be characterized as extracting a low-dimensional representation of high-

dimensional input [1]. Overcoming the curse of dimensionality [1], neurons along the ventral stream in the

brain respond to increasingly complex features and have increasing receptive field sizes. This decreases the

number of cells needed to represent visual features [4]. In order to build a low- dimensional representation

of the high-dimensional image, NIM relies on a method from the domain of visual object recognition to

model the first stages of processing of object identity in the human visual system (i.e., retina, LGN, V1/V2,

V4/LOC, [11]).

In this paper, we compare the representations resulting of the feedforward processing of the NIM model

with representations in the human brain. It is shown that the discriminability of representations of NIM

correlates very well with the discriminability of brain imaging (fMRI) data. The model is presented with

visual stimuli of several classes of objects and the discriminability (i.e., the ability to distinguish classes of
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Figure 1: Preprocessing stage of NIM. An edge detector is used to find contours in an image. Virtual

fixations are placed along contours and for each spatial scale a 7 x 7 window is placed in the filtered images

that result from applying a set of derivatives of Gaussian filters to the original image. The information

contained in these windows of the filtered images is stored in a vector that resides in a similarity space.

objects) of the formed representations is compared to discrimination scores of fMRI data of subjects being

presented with the same visual stimuli.

The outline of the remainder of the paper is as follows. In section 2, we briefly introduce the NIM model

and describe how it transforms natural images into similarity space representations. We will also elaborate

on how these processing steps relate to the visual processing employed in the human brain. Subsequently in

section 3, we will use the model to discriminate between classes of visual object images and compare this

to the discriminability scores obtained with imaging data. Finally, in section 4, the results are discussed and

it is concluded that the model correlates well with the brain image discriminability of subjects watching the

same visual object classes.

2 The NIM model
The NIM model encompasses: (1) a preprocessing stage that selects local image samples (i.e., fixations) by

means of saccades and translates these into feature vectors (together constituting the feature-vector repre-

sentation of the image), and (2) a memory stage that either stores the representation or makes a recognition

decision based on a matching of an incoming representation and previously stored representations. Fig. 1

shows a schematic diagram of the preprocessing and the memory stages of NIM. The bottle image is an

example of a natural image. The left and right side of the diagram correspond to the two stages of NIM: the

perceptual preprocessing stage (left) and the memory stage (right).

The preprocessing stage in NIM is inspired by biological and psychophysical knowledge about the pro-

cessing of information in the human visual system. Motivated by eye fixations in human vision, the prepro-

cessing stage saccadically takes local samples (i.e., fixations) from selected locations (i.e., fixation locations)

in a natural image and translates these into a feature vector. The features extracted at fixation locations in the

face image consist of the responses of different derivatives of Gaussian filters. The filter responses model
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the responses of neurons in the visual processing area V1. By applying a set of filters at multiple scales and

orientations, a representation of the image area centered at the fixation location is obtained [2]. This repre-

sentation is overcomplete; there is more information available than necessary to recreate the original image.

The early visual areas in the brain also generate such an overcomplete representation of the input. After

feature-vector extraction, we apply a principal component analysis (PCA) to the extracted feature vectors

in order to reduce their dimensionality. We selected the first 50 principal components, because it has been

shown that approximately 50 components are sufficient to accurately represent faces (e.g., [5]).

The processing steps employed by NIM can be linked to processing in the object recognition pathway

in the human brain. Wavelet analysis resembles V1 functioning and PCA-based dimensionality reduction

is associated with computations in TEO (i.e., the posterior part of IT) and lateral occipital cortex (LOC),

stages for intermediate visual processing [11]. The recognition stage in the NIM model uses an exemplar-

based classification model [9], comparing presented views (fixations) with all stored exemplars that fall

within a certain radius. This is analogous to view-tuned units, modeled after inferotemporal (IT) neurons

and commonly used in view-based models. These units can be considered as receptive fields in a multidi-

mensional similarity space. Similar to IT neurons, NIM’s similarity space is overcomplete. Furthermore,

exemplar-based models have been shown to fit well with experimental findings, both behaviorally [9] and

neurophysiologically [12]. In these studies, the feature dimensions of the stimuli are scaled to best fit the

psychological dimensions. No a posteriori assumptions about the psychological space are made in NIM,

therefore dimensions are not adjusted to the task.

In a study by Lacroix et al. [8], NIM was tested on subordinate-level classifications, i.e. face recognition.

Recognition performance and similarity ratings of NIM correlated well with behavioral findings [8]. Here,

the domain-specificity of the model is tested for basic-level judgments, categorizing different classes of

images. In the hierarchical model of the ventral visual stream, the PCA transformation of wavelet-filtered

images would place it at the perceptual level of intermediate complexity (TEO), optimal for categorization

[13]. Therefore, it is expected that the representations in the model will provide sufficient information for

classification at the basic level. Below, NIM is tested on a classification task of several everyday objects.

The brain activity of human subjects viewing the same stimuli has been studied to assess the nature of

the representations of visual objects in the brain. The representations in this neural similarity space are

compared to the representations in NIM’s similarity space.

3 Comparing NIM’s representations with representations in the brain
While many psychological and computer vision models of recognition and categorization assume an indirect

relation between the representations and their brain-like referents, few studies have directly compared model

representations with neural representations in the brain. Within the field of cognitive neuroscience, there is

a long-standing debate concerning the representation of object classes in the brain. Modularists claim that

the brain contains specialized regions for processing particular classes of objects, such as faces. In contrast,

proponents of the distributed account of object representations claim that object features are coded and the

representation of an object in the brain consists of a distributed pattern (for a review, see [11]).

In order to examine the representational neural patterns corresponding to images of different object

classes, Haxby et al. [7] had their subjects view pictures of faces, houses, cats, bottles, chairs, shoes and

scrambled versions of these pictures while scanning their brain activity using functional magnetic resonance

imaging (fMRI) . Images from different viewpoints of the same objects were used. Traditional fMRI analysis

is univariate: it is separately applied on each voxel (a volume element in the brain), searching for correla-

tions between the temporal course of the measured brain signal in an individual voxel and the predicted

brain response in different experimental conditions [3]. Haxby et al. [7], however, analyzed their data in a

multivariate fashion: the data of each object class were split in half and the pairwise correlations between

responses of different voxels to the stimuli were calculated. This revealed high correlations within object

classes in different regions of the ventral stream, suggesting a distributed pattern allowed for the discrim-

inability of the classes based on the brain activity. Further analysis of this data set was performed to assess

the discriminability of the different sets of brain scans. Hanson et al. [6] showed that class membership

could, for most classes, be accurately predicted from brain scans using a neural network classifier. Also,

O’Toole et al. [10] showed in an analysis of the pixel values of the stimuli that low-level features can ac-

count for the discriminability values of the brain areas to some extent. In their study, the discriminabilty of

pixel values was assessed by first applying a PCA analysis to the pixel values of the images. Subsequently,

linear classifiers were constructed from the projected data on the most informative principal components.
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The accuracy of these classifiers on the images in the test set determined the discriminability scores.

Below, we will discuss the methods used to compare NIM’s discriminability scores of the stimuli used

by Haxby et al. [7] with the discriminability scores reported in O’Toole et al. [10]. We will investigate

whether the distinction found in Hanson et al. [6] is also found in the features of medium complexity in the

representations obtained with NIM. The results are presented in section 3.2, showing the model agrees well

with fMRI discriminability scores. In section 3.3, the results will be discussed.

3.1 Methods
To find the relation between the discriminability scores based on NIM’s representations and the discrim-

inability scores based on the pixel-based and the voxel-based representations, we followed the experimental

setup by Haxby et al. [7].

In their experiment, Haxby et al. [7] used a dataset that distinguished seven image classes depicting

faces, houses, cats, bottles, chairs, shoes and scrambled. For each class, the dataset contained 48 grayscale

images consisting of 12 exemplars photographed from four views. The scrambled class contained samples

of phase scrambled exemplars from each of the other seven classes of objects. The images from each class

were randomly divided into two equal-sized data sets, forming a training set and a test set. For each of

the 28 possible pairs of stimulus classes, we assessed NIM’s discriminability as follows. First, for each of

the images of the training set, feature vectors were extracted and stored with the appropriate class label in

a (multidimensional) memory (yielding an m x n matrix, where m is the number of principal components

used and n is the number of total fixations on the training set). For each image, a total of 5 feature vec-

tors (fixations) were extracted and stored corresponding to about one second of viewing time (in the fMRI

experiment, subjects viewed each picture for 500 ms).

Second, the class membership of each of the images of the test set was obtained by extracting a feature-

vector representation of the test image and comparing it with the previously stored labeled representations of

the training images. The discriminability score is based on a familiarity function that was used to determine

the class membership. This function calculates the average familiarity between the virtual fixation j in a test

item and memory as follows:

famj =
M∑
i=1

s(di,j) s(di,j) =
{

1 ifs(di,j) ≤ r
0 otherwise

(1)

where M is the number of fixations stored in memory, di,j is the Euclidean distance between vector i and

vector j, and r is a given radius. This step decay function thus summarizes the number of vectors stored in

memory that fall within a hypersphere r of the fixations of the presented stimulus. In this experiment, the

radius value was set to 5 (see Figure 1). For all the fixations of one image, the stored fixations in memory

that fall within a certain Euclidian distance radius r were found. The proportion of class 1 fixation within

that number of fixations determined the class 1 class membership and vice versa for class 2. The class that

showed the most similarity, averaged over all fixations in the image, was the predicted class for that image.

The d′ discriminability score was calculated by:

d′ =
TP − FP√

σ(TP )2+σ(FP )2

2

(2)

where TP is the number samples of class 1 correctly classified and FP is the number of samples of class

2 classified as class 1. The standard deviation in these sets is denoted by σ. Correlations were calculated

between the pairwise (d′) classification scores with the reported d′ scores in [10].

3.2 Results
The discriminability scores based on NIM’s reperesentations and the pixel- and voxel-based discriminability

scores [10] are given in Table 1. The correlation between NIM d′ scores and reported fMRI d′ scores (r =

0.368) was higher than between reported pixel-based and fMRI d′ scores (r = 0.308). Thus, NIM explained

the fMRI data better. In particular, adding a fixation-based local wavelet transform (i.e., the preprocessing

stage in NIM) increases the correlation over just having a PCA of the raw input image. We also analyzed

the data for class membership. Hanson et al. [6] remarked that the scrambled and cat classes did not present
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d′ face house cat chair shoe scissor bottle controls

NIM Haxby NIM Haxby NIM Haxby NIM Haxby NIM Haxby NIM Haxby NIM Haxby NIM Haxby

face 12.17 3.47 3.11 1.79 4.54 3 7.18 2.67 5.05 2.58 3.34 2.22 1.73 3.08

house 12.17 4.52 2.53 3.39 6.04 2.18 3.54 2.86 5.22 2.69 3.48 2.89 2.51 2.62

cat 3.11 4.08 2.53 2.85 1.78 2.18 1.8 2.34 2.4 2.09 2.43 2.31 1.55 2.88

chair 4.54 4.08 6.04 4.52 1.78 1.61 3.27 1.73 2.57 1.55 3.08 1.23 1.96 2.07

shoe 7.18 4.52 3.54 4.52 1.8 2.92 3.27 2.82 3.2 1.44 3.17 1.29 1.96 2.38

scissor 7.21 3.97 5.41 4.52 1.79 2.81 2.59 2.89 2.68 3.55 2.85 1.19 2.76 2.15

bottle 3.34 9.87 3.48 4.08 2.43 1.96 3.08 2.91 3.17 3.26 2.85 2.09 2.77 2.07

controls 1.73 3.73 2.51 4.52 1.55 3.17 1.96 3.97 1.96 4.52 2.14 3.26 2.77 1.49

Table 1: : d′ discriminability scores between stimuli classes as reported by O’Toole et al. [10] and obtained

by NIM. The upper triangle shows Haxby’s fMRI discriminability and the lower triangle shows Haxbys

pixel-based discriminability (r = 5.0)

good class examples and we initially removed those. With these classes removed, the correlation between

NIM and the brain images was excellent and supported the advantage of adding a processing stage of local

’fixation’ sampling combined with a wavelet analysis (NIM-fMRI: r = 0.942 (p < 0.01; pixels-fMRI: r
= 0.826). With scrambled and cat included we had a much lower correlation and no advantage of such a

fixation-wavelet stage (NIM-fMRI: r = 0.497 and pixels-fMRI correlation: r = 0.538).

The d′ scores were obtained by building a similarity space for each pair of stimulus classes. One could

argue that, in this way, similarity spaces are tuned to the task at hand. To test this argument, one similarity

space was built from all stimuli, encompassing the variance in all stimulus classes. The discriminability of

pairs of stimulus classes was tested again within this similarity space. The correlations between NIM and

fMRI improved slightly compared to the pairwise similarity spaces: r = 0.382 (all class pairs), r = 0.526

(averaged over classes), and r = 0.966 (p < 0.01, averaged over classes without cats and scrambled images).

The results mentioned above were obtained using a familiarity function radius of r = 5.0. Figure 2 shows

the correlation scores as a function of the radius r. Classification accuracies for each stimulus class are given

in Figure 3. These results are given for the tests with similarity spaces for each class combination, but are

similar for the condition with the similarity space built up from all stimuli.

Figure 2: Correlation between NIM discriminability scores and fMRI- and pixel-based discriminability

scores as a function of the familiarity function radius (see methods). In each image, five fixations were set.

3.3 Discussion
Discrimination between classes of different natural stimuli can be based on the brain scans of the persons

viewing these stimuli [10, 12]. Although this neural activity generalizes over different viewpoints of the

objects, these findings can, to some extent, be explained by low-level features in the stimuli [10]. Our
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Figure 3: Classification scores for different stimulus classes based on NIM’s representations (NIM) and

voxel-based representations (Hanson), as reported in [6].

results show that the discriminability correlation is higher between the brain images and NIM compared

to the brain images and the pixel-based representation, with the appropriate setting of radius r. Below, we

first discuss the differences in discriminability correlations for different sets of images. Then, the possible

implications for the nature of object representations in the brain are discussed.

The NIM-brain image correlation improved when the scrambled and cat images were left out of the

analyses. This was to be expected on the basis of the low classification scores for the cat and scrambled

image classes as illustrated in Figure 3. This effect was also observed with the pixel-based discriminability

[10]. The difficulty with separating between unscrambled and scrambled images lies in the fact that the

model has to account for a high amount of variance, introduced by the scrambled images, which are highly

inconsistent. This contrasts the high accuracies for distinguishing between brain scans of subjects while

viewing scrambled images and while viewing unscrambled images. This can be explained by the absence

of informative features, together eliciting a class-specific neural code. The inability to distinguish between

cats and other classes could be ascribed to the many different viewpoints in the set of cat images, making it

more difficult for the model to find a common ground between images.

Correlations between NIM and fMRI separability increased and correlations between NIM and pixel

separability decreased with increasing radius size (Figure 2). With a smaller radius, the hypersphere sur-

rounding a virtual fixation encompasses only the most proximate views in memory. As a consequence, the

likelihood that similarity is based on the low-level features increases.

O’Toole et al. [10] conclude that the modularity of a representation in the brain is determined by the

overlap that object features have in terms of neural representations. This means that if representations share

few neurally coded features, this will result in a distributed representation. The brain activity patterns of

subjects viewing these classes will therefore be more discriminable. The findings presented in this paper

suggest that these neurally coded features are strongly visual in nature.

This papers shows that insights into the validity of cognitive models can be enhanced by comparing

model responses directly to measurements of brain activity, in addition to comparisons in terms of be-

havioural responses. An aim for future studies is to extend NIM to use representations adaptively for per-

ceptual learning and compare this process to adaptive representations as measured in the brain.

4 Conclusions
This paper investigated the neural plausibility of the memory representations constructed by NIM. Our re-

sults show that the discriminability scores based on the fMRI voxel distribution patterns show a higher

correlation with the discriminability scores based on NIM’s representations than with the pixel-based dis-

criminability scores. The obtained correlations demonstrate that NIM’s representations space for classes of

natural images rather accurately reflects the discriminability in the neural representations of the same classes

of object images. Therefore, we may conclude that NIM’s representations show a considerable degree of

neural plausibility.
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Abstract

Philosophy can benefit from experiments performed in a laboratory for philosophical experimentation
(SophoLab). To illustrate the power of Experimental Computational Philosophy, we set up and ran several
experiments on a part of Harsanyi’s theory on utilitarianism. Then it became clear that his theory is
underspecified. We filled in the blank spots and discovered that information and its costs are key in the
effectiveness of act and rule utilitarianism. We also identified three further elements that have particular
influence on the effectiveness of both strands of utilitarianism: group size of agents, decision-making
around uncertainty, and social culture towards particular types of actions.

1 Introduction

In philosophy it can be hard to test a theory in practice, i.e., on humans because it would be unethical to
expose them to harm or impossible because the number of different settings is simply too large to cover all
of them in test situations. In addition, it is often required to analyze a philosophical theory with respect
to aspects like consistency, completeness, and soundness of reasoning. These observations invite for the
creation of a laboratory where experiments can be set up to test philosophical theories.

As with all experiments, philosophical experiments (should) make use of an environment in which situ-
ations of study are reconstructed in a way that abstracts from non-relevant factors. This can be achieved by
transforming the theory under examination into a different conceptual structure that exhibits the necessary
features of abstraction and control. The new conceptual structure may be constructed by making use of a
conceptual framework together with a set of techniques. The role of the conceptual framework is to provide
a consistent set of concepts to rephrase the theory. Game theory [5] may be considered as such a conceptual
framework, another one is the belief-desire-intention model [1]. Key characteristic of such a framework
is that theories that have been formulated in terms of its concepts can easily be prepared for experimental
testing by making use of the corresponding techniques. A computer with some software can offer such
techniques creating an experimental environment for Computational Philosophy: Sopholab [6].

Several people have worked as a Computational Philosopher. Danielson [2, 3], for example, has con-
structed computer programs that represent players at a game. He uses the game and the strategies of the
players that represent particular moral philosophical stances, to test these positions. In similar ways, com-
puters are increasingly used by social scientists and philosophers to support their research activities. The
study of utilitarianism can also benefit from these new means of experimental research because many as-
sumptions and axioms of the theory can be cast in logical and mathematical forms. This motivated us to use
the theory of utilitarianism provided by Harsanyi [4] as a test case for experimental computational philoso-
phy. Therefore, the goal of this paper is to introduce the basic ideas underlying experimental computational
philosophy and to illustrate the approach by analyzing experimentally Harsanyi’s theory of utilitarianism.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In section 2 we provide a quick overview of the methodol-
ogy of experimental computational philosophy. Section 3 prepares the experiments by analyzing Harsanyi’s
theory of utilitarianism showing some white spots. Section 4 describes the setup and running of the experi-
ments according the methodology described in section 2. This description includes the report of the results
found. In the final section 5 we present some conclusions.
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2 Experimenting in philosophy

What does it mean to run philosophical experiments? The answer to this question can not be written down
in a few statements. Elsewhere, the methodology and the translation are described in more detail [6]. For
the current purpose we give a short description of the steps taken in the setting up of experiments, running
them, and translating back the results of the experiments. These steps are

1. Decomposing the selected philosophical theory into assumptions, premises, predictions, etc.

2. that can be translated into a concrete experimental setting,

3. and translated into the elements of the intermediate conceptual framework.

4. The concrete experimental setting must be reflected in the intermediate conceptual framework.

5. The theory is implemented in the laboratory based on the requirements of the conceptual framework,

6. reflecting the concrete experimental setting.

7. Experiments are conducted

8. and the results are translated back into the (restated) terms of the theory

9. that can be used to confirm, refine, reject, etc. the theory.

Figure 1: Steps in experimental computational philosophy [6].

As has been announced above, we illustrate the above-given general outline of experimental compu-
tational philosophy by analyzing and implementing Harsanyi’s theory of utilitarianism. We first start by
explaining the basic issues of this theory.

3 Harsanyi’s theory of utilitarianism

Harsanyi’s theory of utilitarianism [4] has its roots in the work of Adam Smith, Immanuel Kant and the
utilitarian tradition of Jeremy Bentham and John Stuart Mill. From Bentham and Mill he takes the concept
of maximization of social utility (social welfare function) as the criterion of the morally good. He prefers
rule utilitarianism over act utilitarianism and formulates his moral criterion as follows ( [4], page 41):

“...a correct moral rule is that particular behavioral rule that would maximize social utility if it
were followed by everybody in all situations of this particular type.”

In addition, rationality plays an important role in his theory. In his view ethics is a part of a general
theory of rational behavior on par with decision theory and game theory. The rationality criterion is ex-
pressed as Pareto optimality and the Bayesian rationality postulates. This can be formalized as follows. Let
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S1, S2, . . . , Sz be the strategies Si of agents 1, 2, . . . , z, where each strategy Si is an element of the set of
all possible strategies. The social welfare function W (S1, . . . , Sz) is the sum of all individual utilities:

W (S1, . . . , Sz) =
z∑

i=1

Ui(), (1)

where Ui() is the utility of agent i. The welfare function W (S1, . . . , Sz) is maximized over the strategies
S1 to Sz of all agents:

Wmax = max
S1...Sz

W (S1, . . . , Sz). (2)

It is our job as laboratory technician in the SophoLab to set up the experiment with the theory as starting
point. The question of rule versus act utilitarianism is the focus point or, more precisely, which version of
utilitarianism is preferable. Harsanyi is very clear on this ( [4], page 56).

“...the basic question we have to ask is this: Which version of utilitarianism will maximize
social utility? Will society be better of under one or the other? This test very clearly gives the
advantage to rule utilitarianism.”

In Harsanyi’s view the question of morality is that of maximizing social utility. This is the same for both
act and rule utilitarianism. Their decision rule, however, differs. For the rule utilitarian agent the decision
of other fellow rule utilitarian agents is an endogenous variable, whereas for the act utilitarian agent the
decision of all others, be they utilitarian or otherwise motivated, are exogenous ( [4], page 57):

“An act utilitarian moral agent assumes that the strategies of all other moral agents (including
those of all other utilitarian agents) are given and that his task is merely to choose his own
strategy so as to maximize social utility when all other strategies are kept constant. In contrast,
a rule utilitarian moral agent will regard not only his own strategy but also the strategies of all
other rule utilitarian agents as variables to be determined during the maximization process so as
to maximize social utility.”

Like has been mentioned above, Harsanyi prefers rule utilitarianism over act utilitarianism. To strengthen
this position, Harsanyi gives an elaborate example ( [4], pages 57, 58):

“For example, consider the problem of voting when there is an important measure in the ballot
but when voting involves some minor inconvenience. Suppose, there are 1,000 voters strongly
favoring the measure, but it can be predicted with reasonable certainty that there will also be
800 negative votes. The measure will pass if it obtains a simple majority of all votes cast. How
will the utilitarian theories handle this problem?

First, suppose that all 1,000 voters favoring the measure are act utilitarian agents. Then each
of them will take the trouble to vote only if he thinks that his own vote will be decisive in
securing passage of the measure, that is, if he expects exactly 800 other people favoring the
meaner to vote (since in this case his own vote will be needed to provide the 801 votes required
for majority). But of course, each voter will know that it is extremely unlikely that his own vote
will be decisive in this sense. Therefore, most act utilitarian voters will not bother to vote, and
the motion will fail (...).

In contrast, if the 1,000 voters favoring the measure are rule utilitarian agents, then all of them
will vote (if mixed strategies are not allowed). This is so because the rule utilitarian decision
rule will allow them a choice only between two admissible strategies: one requiring everybody
to vote and the other requiring nobody to vote. As this example shows, by following the rule
utilitarian decision rule people can achieve successful spontaneous co-operation in situations
where this could not be done by adherence to the act utilitarian decision rule (or at least where
this could not be done without explicit agreement on coordinated action, and perhaps without
an expensive organization effort).”

However, these statements immediately raise some questions. E.g., based on the assumptions made, rule
utilitarian agents seem to be in a better position to organize cooperation and coordinate their strategy. How-
ever, we may wonder whether act utilitarian agents are also allowed to cooperate in one way or another.
And if so, how does the coordination take place? Is there someone taking the lead and calling on others?
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What information flow is required for coordination to be successful? What effect would that have on their
behavior? Another key issue is that of the decision rules used. Both seek to maximize utility. The main dif-
ference is that in the rule utilitarian decision rule the fellow rule utilitarian agents are endogenous, whereas
in the act utilitarian decision rule all other agents’ strategies are exogenous. Regarding both decision rules
the question is for both endogenous and exogenous variables: what assumptions about the values are made?
And how? Do the agents form hypotheses about the behavior of others? If so, how do they reason about
them? Do they apply some maximum likelihood reasoning?

We hope to have made clear that there are, at first glance, some questions (related to some ‘white spots’
in the theory) that need answering before we can say that a satisfactory explanation has been given for the
claims made. We hypothesize that through the setting up of generic mechanisms to represent the problems,
various options can be investigated.

4 The experiments

In this section, we prepare, model and run various experiments related to Harsanyi’s theory of utilitarianism.
To do so, we apply the steps of the methodology as explained in section 2.

4.1 Step 1: Decomposition

The main components of Harsanyi’s rule and act utilitarianism as discussed in the preceding section are

• The utility functions chosen: they will be specified below in Step 2.

• The decision rule for act utilitarian agents favoring more utility over less. This concerns a decision
made by each individual act utilitarian agent i yielding a strategy Si where the agent takes into account
the set of (assumed) strategies of all other agents, i.e., Sother = S1, . . . , Si−1, Si+1, . . . , Sz .

• The decision rule for the rule utilitarian agents which differs in the definition of the endogenous and
exogenous variables. Each rule utilitarian agent uses the same reasoning while taking into the set of
(assumed) strategies of all act utilitarian agents: as a consequence of this, all rule utilitarian agents
will, if subject to equal circumstances, end up with the same conclusion.

• The social welfare function W () chosen, here defined as the sum of the utilities of the individual
agents according to equation (1).

Harsanyi’s theory concludes with a preference of rule over act utilitarianism. Therefore, the hypothesis to be
tested is the following one: rule utilitarian agents will outperform act utilitarian agents, i.e., Wrule > Wact

where Wrule, Wact is the social welfare function in case the agents behave like rule utilitarian agents and
act utilitarian agents respectively.

4.2 Step 2: Experimental Setting

Step 2 concerns the translation of the problem into a framework and experimental setting. To do so, we take
Harsanyi’s example: There are two parties, one act and one rule utilitarian party. They are engaged in a
voting that each hopes to win. According to the prediction by Harsanyi the rule utilitarian agents will win
the vote whenever they have the majority. And more to the point, the hypothesis is that the act utilitarian
agents will not be able to win, even if they have the majority. Key in Harsanyi’s argument is the fact that
each (act) utilitarian has two options: to go voting or do something else (that yields a positive utility). As
each of act utilitarian agents has to decide for himself, the question he has to answer is: will my voting make
any difference? If not, then he will do something else. As each of the act utilitarian agents will think in a
similar way none will vote, and the vote is subsequently lost. The act utilitarian agent faces a situation in
which there are, logically speaking, four possible outcomes. One, he will not go voting while enough of his
fellows will, in which case he derives his share of the benefits from the won vote and the utility of doing X .
Two, if the vote is lost he will at least have the utility from action X . Three, if he votes and the vote is lost he
will derive utility from neither. Four, if the vote is won, the winning will provide utility but he has forgone
the utility associated with X . To set up an executable experiment the utilities and preference functions have
to be exact and quantified. We will start using the following pay-off structure defining the individual utility
for the act utilitarian agents:
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• do something else while enough others votes: 50

• vote while enough others votes: 40

• do something else while not enough others votes: 10

• vote while not enough others votes: 0

The rule utilitarian agents on the other hand will all follow one rule, and if that rule is to vote then they
will not be in danger of unintentionally losing the voting game. So, all rule utilitarian agents will always
go voting. Therefore, the pay-off structure of the rule utilitarian agents is a simple one: each rule utilitarian
agent yields an individual utility of 40 in case the rule utilitarian agents win the voting, and of 0 in case
they loose the voting. This discussion points to an open spot in Harsanyi’s presentation. Rule utilitarian
agents are not able to exploit the majority they have. The surplus of voters cannot be used to gain additional
utility doing something else, whereas the act utilitarian agents are able to do so. We finally observe here
that the pay-off structures of both types of agents are parameterized and can be changed in the course of the
experimentation.

4.3 Steps 3: Translation

The framework is based on the belief desire intention (BDI) model [1], implemented using the technique of
computers and Java programming. It consists of agents that represent the moral agents from the Harsanyi
example. As in the example they are involved in a voting. They will have the desire to maximize their
utility, they holds beliefs about what other agents will do, and they will form intentions to go voting or do
something else. They can reason about their beliefs and intentions in a logical way. Trying to translate this
in the elements of the intermediate framework, we encounter several problems:

• In Harsanyi’s example, the agents know there are 1800 agents involved, of which 800 belong to one
party and 1000 to the other party. They know that a simple majority suffices to win the vote. As
how they come to know this and other things, Harsanyi provides no explanation. Actually, Harsanyi
assumes that both types of agents have certain information. E.g. with respect to the rule utilitarian
agents we observe that (1) all rule utilitarian agents are supposed to be equal (that is adhere to the
same decision rule), (2) they know they are the same, (3) they also know about the number of agents
involved in the voting, and (4) they know what it takes to win a vote, the qualified majority.

• Perhaps this is fine for the rule utilitarian agents (since, based on these assumptions, they are able to
win the voting game in many cases), but for the act utilitarian agents not so assumptions are being
made. So several questions may be posed like (1) what information do act utilitarian agents know,
(2) how do they get their information from? (3) how do they form their beliefs?, and (4) how do
they make decisions given the choice of the other agents. To do their job, they must have some
notion about their fellow agents intended behavior. Harsanyi actually does not exclude some kind of
agreement or organization to arrive at some form of co-operation. Then the question is: (5) what kind
of co-operation would that be? and (6) what will it cost?

From this discussion it should be clear that the argumentation as presented by Harsanyi and the example are
not implementable as they are. Most crucial is the absence of an explanation how the utilitarian agents come
by some knowledge about the world they live in, who their fellows are and what their intentions are. This
forces to a revisiting of the steps 2 and 3.

4.4 Steps 2 till 4 (repeated): Extending and Adjusting

Let us first consider the question where the utilitarian agents get the information about the other agents from.
One of the options that poses least demands on institutional organization is having the voters meet in chance
groups before the vote, where they can question each other about both their type (rule or act utilitarian) and
their intention (voting or not). This requires no pre-organized meetings, no knowledge of the whereabouts
of fellows, no deliberate grouping (though that would certainly make sense). Moreover, it seems natural,
members of a congress, members of parliament meeting each other in the corridors, the lunch room, etc.
discussing the upcoming vote. In addition we observe that information collection might or might not be
free. To add the possibility that information is not freely available we introduce a negative utility on enquiry.
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Agents are further supposed to be free to decide whether or not to acquire information. The utility (cost of
information) will be first set at -2 and will be changed during the experiments.

At the start, we assume that the act utilitarian agents will hold no beliefs about other agent’s intentions.
They all have an innate desire to maximize utility. They go about gathering information in a group with
a certain group size. Typically, the groups for the information exchange are much smaller than the voting
group (which consists of all potential voters). The information exchange groups are assembled at random.
Agents can be added to groups as a member. Agents decide whether they want to participate in the in-
formation exchange and voting and sign up for a group. In the experiment, all agents will participate in
the information exchange where they ask their fellows about their intentions. Now the question is where
does this first intention come from. If each agent asks the other agents about their intention, needing this
information to form his own intention, we are stuck. We therefore assume some propensity to go voting.
This propensity will be modeled as the chance to go voting (i.e., the complementary chance will express
the probability to to do something else). Given the propensity probability, the initial intention to go voting
(or not) is assigned randomly to the (act) utilitarian agents. Next, each agent i contacts the members of the
information exchange group they belong to, in order to form his (her) personal belief about the expected
number Ei(V ) of voters of each party (excluding agent’s own vote). In its most basic form this is done by
extrapolating the findings in the small groups to the whole population.

Given their beliefs, the next question is how the act utilitarian agents will form their final intention (that
is transformed into action). To start with, there are three different decision rules that come to mind where α

represents the majority vote, i.e., for our voting game with 1800 voters, α = 901.

1. Harsanyi’s version: if agent i thinks he will make a difference go voting, otherwise do something else
or, more formally:

Go voting if α − x < Ei(V ) < α + y where x = 2, y = 0, otherwise do something else. (3)

2. Generalized version: if agent i thinks his party will win or lose anyway do not go voting but use the
opportunity to gain some additional utility by doing something else or, more formally:

Go voting if α − x < Ei(V ) < α + y where α − x, α + y ∈ [0, 1800],
otherwise do something else. (4)

3. An even more extended version which is expressed as follows:

Stick with intention if α − x < Ei(V ) < α + y, do something else if Ei(V ) ≥ α + y,

and go voting if Ei(V ) ≤ α − x, where α − x, α + y ∈ [0, 1800]. (5)

Rule 1 (defined by (3)) is Harsanyi’s version of the act utilitarian decision rule. If, and only if, the agent’s
vote is decisive, he will go voting. Rule 2 (defined by (4)) is a generalized version of rule 1. The only
difference being that the margins within which the agent will conceive his vote as decisive is extended. He
does not have to be voter 901 in order to go voting but might be say voter 904. A justification for this
extension is uncertainty. Under circumstances it might be hard to get a correct impression of the exact
number of voters. One might get the impression wrong by some margin. This margin then has to be taken
into account. Rule 3 defined by (5) is different. It is introduced as an alternative in the experiment to see
whether other outcomes are possible under different assumptions. It takes the current intention of the agent
into account as well as the expected outcome of the voting based on the expected number of voters of each
party. If the expectation is that the vote will probably be won, the current intentions by all agents is perfectly
suited and should not be altered, including its own one. Again, there are some margins for uncertainty. If the
expectation is that the vote will be won by a sufficiently large margin, the agent will decide to do something
else. If the expectation is that the vote will be lost this has to be remedied by going to vote. This is probably
the hardest element in the decision rule to justify from a rational point of view. The chance that the vote
will be decisive is small indeed, the utility of doing something else is guaranteed and should be preferred.
Otherwise, if the alternative utility is small, the agent may take the chance and decide to go voting.

4.5 Step 5 and 6: Implementation

Lack of space has made us decide to skip implementation details. Here we only mention that, as basic
elements of the SophoLab framework, so-called agents, groups, games, and a referee are used to implement
the above-sketched ideas. For more details on this, we refer to [6], chapter 5.
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4.6 Step 7: Running the experiments

Running the experiments consists of executing the computer program with different sets of the parameters.
The model embedded in the software has a set of input and output variables. The input variables include the
decision rules, the number of runs, the tolerance margins, the number and types of agents, the propensity (to
vote or not to vote), the group size (of inquiry groups), the sequence of actions, and the pay-off matrices.
The output variables are the average score of all types of agents, as well as their max, min scores.

4.6.1 Some first results

Table 1 represents the results of a run in which 80 agents, of which 48 act utilitarian agents and 32 rule

Input Decision rule 3 Number of runs 6
Tolerance margins 3.5, 3.5 Number of agents 80
Agent types Act, rule utilitarian Number per type 48, 32
Propensity 0.8 Inquiry group size 40
Sequence Inquiry, Inquiry, Voting Pay-off Inquiry 1

Pay-off Voting 50, 40, 10, 0
Output Average score (act) 243 Max, min score (act) 288, 228

Average score (rule) 0 Max, min score (act) 0, 0

Table 1: The results of 6 voting runs with 48 act utilitarian and 32 rule utilitarian agents.

utilitarian agents are involved in a voting. The act utilitarian agents follow decision rule 3 (as defined by (5))
with tolerance margins of 3.5. This means that if they expect between 37,5 (38) and 44,5 (44) of their fellows
to go voting, they will stick to their original intention. The propensity (probability of going to vote, initially)
equals 0.8. Gathering information costs 1 utility for act utilitarian agents (not of relevance for rule utilitarian
agents) and is done in groups of 40 agents (defined by the inquiry group size), winning the vote brings 40
utilities per agent, etc. The outcomes of this experiment are as follows: on average the act utilitarian have
a score of 243 which is slightly more than the rule utilitarian could have achieved. The maximum average
utility for the rule utilitarian agents is 240 (6 times 40 for winning the vote when they are the majority party).
The act utilitarian that was best had a total utility of 288 while the worst off scored 228.

Following decision rule 2 with wider tolerance margins shows similar results in case the total number of
agents is 20, with 12 act utilitarian agents and 8 rule utilitarian agents. The group size in which information
is gathered was smaller (namely 5 which equals 25% of the total group size). On average the utility gathered
by the act utilitarian agents appeared to be slightly less than what rule utilitarian agents would have achieved.
Most importantly, we again observed that the rule utilitarian agents could never win the voting: see [6].

4.6.2 General findings

Many runs were executed in which some variables were kept constant while one or two other variables were
varied to investigate its success. By running many such tests a picture arises that we will now describe. The
experiments show that, independent of the configuration, decision rule 1 (as described by inequality (3)) is
disastrous for the act utilitarian agents. They never win a voting, not even when they form the majority, as
predicted by Harsanyi. When the decision rule is relaxed in order to include uncertainty, the act utilitarian
agents fare better. In some runs they are able to win the voting. Important seems to be the tolerance in the
decision rule, that is the extent of uncertainty allowed for. Decision rule 3 is even more successful. From a
fairly small tolerance onwards the act utilitarian agents are able to win the vote when they have the majority.
All decision rules allow the act utilitarian agents to exploit the majority surplus. Part of the population does
not vote while the vote is still won. In cases where the vote is lost, still some utility is gained by some (rule
2 and 3) or all act utilitarian agents (rule 1).

The tolerance margin can vary from zero to half the size of the population. With a tolerance of zero
the decision rule is the one proposed by Harsanyi. With a tolerance of half the population size we have
effectively a rule that says ‘vote always’, this is, of course, the rule utilitarian strategy. As Harsanyi predicted
with a tolerance of zero, act utilitarian agents are not able to win a vote. What did surprise was that after an
increase to about 3.5, act utilitarian agents are almost always winning the vote when they have the majority.
Another important element is the cost of information. From the previous aspect of tolerance we learned that
some tolerance in the decision making helps. This is, of course, only the case if there is some information
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about what to expect. Thus information exchange is vital. Information is valuable only if it helps increase the
chances of a won vote, which again is in part dependent on the tolerance. As the cost of information increases
act utilitarian agents still win their votes, but at an increasing cost. When cost is high rule utilitarian agents
do markedly better because they have less need for information. This relationship is directly proportional.

4.7 Steps 8 and 9: Translating back to the theory

The decision rule as described by Harsanyi works out badly for the act utilitarian agents. The generalized
version (decision rule 2) works already better while the adapted version (decision rule 3) proves even more
beneficial. We argued above that the adaptation of the rule does not violate the act utilitarian character, but
does take into account uncertainty (which is left out of Harsanyi’s account). So with a slight relaxation of
the decision rule act, utilitarian agents win the vote, contrary to Harsanyi’s prediction. And under certain
conditions - larger tolerance margins - we have seen that act utilitarian agents perform better than rule
utilitarianism could have done. This follows from their ability to exploit the surplus of votes.

The size of the informal group that exchange information influences the performance significantly. The
relationship is not linear. Small (12,5% of total population) and large (50% of total population) groups
perform clearly better than medium sized (25% of total population) groups. As the population size grows
act utilitarian agents improve their performance. For rule utilitarian agents the minimum and maximum
scores are always the same. For the act utilitarian agents the minimum and maximum score vary markedly.
The individual differences are explained by the random influences that are built in through both inclination
and grouping. The decision rule appears to be fairly stable to variations in propensity to vote among the act
utilitarian agents.

There are stable decision rules that allow act utilitarian agents to function successfully with a minimal
requirement of information. The situations in which act utilitarian agents outperform rule utilitarian agents
are by no means artificial. The success of act utilitarian agents depends to an important extent on the avail-
ability and costs of information, and on the decision rule. Contrary to Harsanyi’s claim act utilitarian agents
can successfully and spontaneous coordinate their actions. This requires a somewhat different decision rule.

5 Conclusions

The experiments show that act utilitarian agents need not fare worse than rule utilitarian agents in certain
circumstances. This especially remarkable, if one takes into account that they can achieve their results by
epistemically less demanding assumptions. They are also able to exploit the surplus of votes when they have
the majority to gain some additional utility. This compensates for their occasional loss of the vote due to
imperfect (wrong) expectations about the number of fellow act utilitarian that will show up. Core at this
ability to perform fairly well is a small relaxation of the decision rule as presented by Harsanyi. It consists
of allowing some degree of uncertainty into the decision rule.

The experiments we ran are limited in scope and are open to several objections. Actually, several other
assumptions may be chosen with respect to both act utilitarian agents and rule utilitarian agents. We are
aware of the fact that the corresponding experiments may yield still other outcomes. We have planned
to perform such additional philosophical experiments in the near future. So, at this moment, none of the
conclusions and observations we made in this paper are conclusive. But at least we hope to have shown -
and that is the main message based on the research performed sofar - that setting up experiments is a useful
way to gain new and deeper insights in existing argumentations used in old (and new) philosophical debates.
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Abstract

From an abstract view of automated process of learning, this paper presents a system constrained by
factors of situation and interaction. The system consists of a finite set of situations, a finite set of charts, an
interaction function and a set of rules. It involves a knowledge structure as a chart which may contain texts
or programs such that a sequence of charts is available by means of grammatical analysis. The movement
of the constraint system can be simulated by a logic program associated with it.

1 Introduction

In several cases of learning process, it is a way to practise exercises with recovery from failure until correct
completion of exercises. Based on the practice of an adaptive e-learning system in [22], containing a method
to make trial, failure and recovery continued until success, we suppose that whether it is failure or recovery
depends on a situation (of environments) and an interaction case (of learning), where the failure and recov-
ery follows some (grammatical) rule. This idea is extended to a formal system possibly for an automated
process of learning, where the automation is implemented by a constraint system dependent of situation and
interaction.

This paper deals with a theoretical basis inspired by a method of how to organize an automated process of
learning as above. The conceived theory is concerned with a system constrained with the factors of situation
and interaction case. As regards the proposed constraint system, some artificial intelligence frameworks
may be relevant.

(1) There have been some trend in e-learning systems, regarding adaptive aspects [5].

(2) The logical analysis standpoint has contained a wide range of formal systems since its organization
([9, 14, 16, 19]).

Hybrid logic, which involves both state-dependent and modal operators, is a formal system with
logical meanings of states and worlds ([1, 3]).

In [2], integration of first-order term rewriting with -calculus is studied.

Relations between the events are discussed through predicates in classical and modal logic ([6,
12]). The event as the cause-and-effect relationship is made clear from the view of complexity
([7]).

If the constraint system is concerned with action and communication, knowledge or event technologies
may be required.

(3) Correlation between action and knowledge has been also studied ([19]). A mathematical behaviour of
action is also formulated in [17].

(4) The agent technology style is compiled in [20], where algebraic approach originates from [10, 15].

In this paper, from a view of logical analysis, we design a formal system (a six-tuple) consisting of:
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(i) a finite set of situations

(ii) a finite set of charts

(iii) a function of charts to three choices of the next step, for each case of interaction (interactive constraint)

(iv) a set of rewriting rules

(v) an initial situation

(vi) an initial chart

where the chart (form) may contain texts (keywords or sentences), or programs. In the formal system, the
interaction case and situation are constraints on the rewriting rule set.

The system may be possibly developed to incorporate the following points into an automated learning.

(A) A (primitive) behaviour is settled in a chart form.

(B) The performance of a behaviour is followed by one of the processes:

abnormal termination

normal completion

extension for recovery

The performance is constrained by interaction case of the user and the situation as below.

(C) It is effective to take the situation under which the performance of a behaviour is made. (In this paper,
the situation is referred to by name, for simplicity, different from the treatment of situation-calculus
as in [19].)

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes a formal six-tuple (constraint) system, where
automated process can be defined by rewriting rules with interaction function for situation transition. In
Section 3, the formal system is transformed to a logic program such that the constraint system movement
can be described by a semantics of the logic program. In Section 4, some concluding remarks are given.

2 Constraint System

We have a chart whose replacement can be modeled in the form:

(termination), or
(a sequence of charts) or

by means of constraints of situation and interaction case. Three cases make senses as follows.

(i) When the chart is rewritten to , it means that the performance of the chart is successful.

(ii) When the chart is rewritten to a sequence of charts , the performance of the chart
cannot be successful but the sequence replaces the chart for next movements.

(iii) When the chart is rewritten to , it means a failing stop.

Extending the state grammar ([11]), we have an interactive constraint system by a six-tuple

where:

(i) is a finite set of situations.

(ii) is a finite set of charts.

(iii) A function
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is defined as interaction means. To a case of the case set , it assigns a mapping of
, where the set is a partially ordered set equipped with the partial order .

(iv) is a set of rules of the form

if
if
if

for the case , where “ ” stands for the (successful) termination and “ ” denotes the (failing) stop.

(v) is the initial situation.

(vi) is the initial chart.

Note that the function assigns one of three choices, the successful termination, the next configuration,
or the failing stop, to each chart . It is regarded as an interactive constraint on the transformation of the
pair of a situation and a chart.

Given a set , denotes the set of all sequences over the set . That is,

,

where the empty sequence .

When a case is selected, the rule is determined such that a pair of a situation and a chart sequence
is regarded as a (case-dependent) configuration. We formally define a transition of configurations, which
depends on the case selection.

With reference to a case , we define the relation

,

by:
iff the set contains

For each case , a reflexive relation is recursively
defined such that

(i) ,

(ii) for ,

where “ ” stands for the composition of relations.
Note that and for some . We remark the sequence of the

termination . That is, it is recursively defined.

followed by

Definition 2.1 Given a constraint system , the case is said to be successful if

for some .

Note that the (successful) transition expressed by

for some

is really a grammatical analysis which extracts available chart sequences.

Definition 2.2 Given a constraint system , we define the set of triplets to be
the least set satisfying the following, for the case :
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(i) If , then .

(ii) If ( ) and

for ,

then .

We have a relation between the transition caused by and the set .

Lemma 2.3 Given a constraint system ,

iff

for some .

Proof (1) (if-part) Assume that

for some . By induction on , we prove that .

(i) If , then , where . It must be the case that

.

It follows from the definition of the set that .

(ii) Assume that if , then the if-part holds. Assume now that , and that for some ,

By the assumption that , .

By the assumption that , we see that there exist , . . . , such
that

for and
for

where . By induction hypothesis,

( ) and .

By the assumption that , that is,

,

and by the definition of the set , .

It follows from the above points that . This completes the induction step.

(2) (only if-part) Assume that . We prove, by structural induction on the definition of the set
, that for some .

(i) When for the assumption of , , where ,
so that the only if-part holds trivially.

(ii) When for ( ) and , for the
assumption of , we have

.

That is, , and
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such that , by induction hypothesis. It follows from the definition of that

.

This completes the induction step.

q.e.d.
By means of Lemma 2.3, we see solvability for the case to be successful.

Theorem 2.4 When the case is taken such that the function

is defined, it is solvable whether the case is successful.

Proof By Lemma 2.3, the case is successful iff for some . Since is finite, at worst
by finite exhaustive search, we can see whether

for some and for some . This concludes the proof. q.e.d.

Example 2.5 Assume a constraint system

,

where the rule set contains:

(i) case

(ii) case

(iii) case

for the case set case , where case case for .
As is seen by the rule set :

(i) The chart causes a recursive (repeated) call of the chart sequence .

(ii) The chart reaches a successful termination.

It follows from the definition of the relation (as mentioned above) that

case .

3 Relation of Constraint System to Logic Program

As in Lemma 2.3, the triplet in denotes a successful transition from the situation to another
with a chart as initial. This intuitive meaning suggests that the set definition for the case (Definition
2.2) is associated with a logic program ([14]) by the following transformation:

A Transformation Rule

(1) If , that is, , then it is transformed to

.

(2) If ( ) and for ,
then we have

,
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with some other forms, which are transformed recursively from

( ).

To see a relation between the set (for the case ) and the least fixpoint of a function associated with a
logic program , we refer to the least fixpoint (as mentioned in [14]):

for a logic program in terms of the set , where

The function is defined for a logic program by:

for the set , where the set stands for the Herbrand base of (the set of all ground atoms
containing no variable, generated by making use of predicate and function symbols in ).

We see the relation between

for some and .

Theorem 3.1 Assume the set by Definition 2.2 for a given constraint system .
Suppose that the logic program constructed by the Transformation Rule is denoted . Then

for some iff .

Proof The iff-condition is reasoned as follows.

(Basis) In case of applying Transformation Rule (1): We have for some
such that is in the transformed logic program . Note that if then

, and that if is in then . It follows that

for some iff .

(Induction) In case of applying Transformation Rule (2) recursively: We have
and for such that

and . Now assume for by induction hypothesis that:

for some iff .

If and , then
is in . If is in and

, then . It follows that

for some iff .

q.e.d.

It should be noted that:

(1) The relation between the set and a transformed logic program may conceive practical aspects in
that the transformed logic program is implementable to realize the movement of the six-tuple system
under some interaction cases.
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(2) Whether by the constraint system or by the transformed logic program, the implementation contains
nondeterministic aspects as in actions ([17]).

(3) The relation does not conceive nonmonotonic reasoning caused by negations as in [8, 13, 23, 24], but
monotone reasoning.

Example 3.2 Take the constraint system as in Example 2.5:

.

Following the transformation rule, a logic program is obtained:

(a) By means of the rule (iii) of , case 0 such that we have .

(b) By the rule (i) of and (a) as above, case such that we have .

(c) By the rule (ii) of and (b) as above, we have , as well.

4 Concluding Remarks

We defined an interactive constraint system, where the rewriting rule is controlled by the factors of:

situation

interaction case

such that its movement can be simulated by a logic program associated with the rule set.

Some concluding remarks are given:

(1) The interactive constraint system contains the transitions directly determined by a situation (called by
name) for a rewriting rule, with interaction cases. In other words, the interaction case and the situation
are the static constraint on the rewriting rule.

(2) On the basis of such a system which is regarded as extended from the state grammar formulation
([11]) for each interaction case, we neglect the reference to situations of [19] but pay attention to the
situation as some constraint by name. So far the six-tuple is formally formulated as a system which
we intend to apply to an automated process of learning or of diagnostic analysis (as in [25]).

(3) For the presented formal system, we can take sequences of charts to be acquired. This is a demonstra-
tion to acquire knowledge step by step. How to extract chart sequences is implemented by grammatical
analysis. A more practical sequence acquisition is made in [21].

(4) Regarding the environment where the charts are distributed in the internet and transferred, a concurrent
and distributed version of the system is to be designed like the systems of [4, 18]. Negative information
caused by lack of charts is relevant to negations in logic programming ([26]).
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When we interact with computers, we want them to be endowed with characteristics that closely mimic

human communication. One of the prerequisites for natural human communication is that participants are

able to discuss various aspects of the domain of discourse. In order to cope with the complexity of the world

around us, people consider the existence of objects, draw conclusions from the various dialogue contribu-

tions, discuss the meaning of the communication symbols and many more. Behind these manifestations

of various beliefs and opinions is the participant’s need to conceptualise the problem domain and to build a

coherent and consistent mental model to achieve some sort of common understanding of our complex world.

The situation in human-computer interaction hardly differs from the communicative situation in the real

world. In a computer domain, a user should know that there are objects like files and folders, that files are

removable, readable, editable, storable, etc. Although the need to discuss these various aspects of the virtual

domain is probably even more compelling than in the real world, these conversational skills are usually

absent from the computer interface.

In the paper1, we present a computational framework that supports the alignment of a user’s mental

model and a computer’s formal semantic model (FSM) of a particular application domain. The system’s

semantic model of the application domain is represented in Type Theory. Based on both the user’s utterance

and its own semantic model of the application domain, the computer system supposes that the user makes

particular assumptions about the domain. If conceptual mismatches between the user’s assumptions and the

system’s belief are detected, a feedback message is produced in order to resolve the mismatch. We provide

a conversational strategy that is based upon Gricean maxims [2] and the system’s dynamic mental state that

contains information about the application domain and its conversational partner. In order to regulate the

communicative behaviour of the system, we also introduce a formal pragmatic model (FPM) that contains

information about the user, such as the beliefs, shared beliefs and goals of the user.

Two basic categories of mismatches will be distinguished: direct and indirect mismatches. Direct mis-

matches result from an incorrect match between the FSM and the presuppositions derived from the user’s

message. For example, in the imperative:

User: ‘Restart the internet, please!’

the user presupposes that the action ‘restart’ is applicable to an object called ‘the internet’, which is in

conflict with the system’s FSM. Direct mismatches are a result of the a priori conceptualisation of the ap-

plication domain by user and system; the assumptions that cause the mismatch are, therefore, part of the

semantic content of the linguistic realization. In order to provide feedback about direct conceptual mis-

matches we use the concept of legality from Type Theory to compare the semantic representation of the

incoming language fragment with the system’s beliefs. The user’s input is free of conceptual mismatches

if its type constitutes a legal extension of the private beliefs of the system’s FSM. In order to test this we

1This abstract summarises the main findings of [1].
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instantiate this type with a fresh variable, add this instantiation to the system’s beliefs and recursively apply

the rules of the type system in opposite direction (i.e., from consequent to antecedents) to simultaneously

derive its presuppositions and to test whether these presuppositions follow from the system’s private beliefs.

Any generated presupposition that is not derivable constitutes a conceptual mismatch. If all presuppositions

are derivable then the user’s input is free of conceptual mismatches.

While direct mismatches can be automatically detected from the semantic content of the user’s message,

indirect mismatches result from the system’s answer. They are caused by quantity implicatures that can be

deduced on the basis of the Gricean maxims. For instance, imagine a situation where a user observes a

number of bottles with the description ‘toxin’. Suppose that, for whatever reason, the user asks the question:

User: ‘Is this toxin poisonous?’

A simple affirmation by the system triggers an inference by the user that may cause a serious conceptual

mismatch, namely that not all toxins are poisonous. The inference can be concluded from the first part of

the Gricean maxim of quantity that states that dialogue participants should contribute as much as possible

given the goal of the interaction. Consequently, if the speaker withholds the stronger information, the hearer

may conclude that the information does not hold, especially in cases where the speaker is supposed to be the

expert of the discourse [3].

We discern two different response strategies: lazy and eager. With respect to direct mismatches a lazy

system will report the most prominent conceptual discrepancy, while an eager system will report all con-

ceptual discrepancies. When there are no conceptual discrepancies and a complete derivation tree has been

constructed, a lazy system will report the most prominent reason, while an eager system will report the entire

proof.

Our proposal should be considered as one of the many steps in the design of a cooperative agent that

supports users in their interaction with computers (see also [4, 5]). Although admittedly still incomplete,

the presented framework provides a simple and elegant solution to empower a computer system with a gen-

eration component that produces adequate feedback utterances at the conceptual level in human-computer

interaction. The type theoretical model presented in this paper seems, due to its built-in property of sequen-

tiality and its constructive nature, a valuable candidate for the type of discourse representation that enables

us to mimic the process of common ground coordination.
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Crime investigation is a difficult and laborious process, especially in large cases that involve a mass of

unstructured evidence of which crime investigators have to make sense. Because of the difficulty of this

task and the high costs of mistakes, it is worth investigating how crime investigators could benefit from

support tools. Current professional state-of-the-art software for managing and visualizing evidence, such

as Analyst’s Notebook2, has the limitation that it does not allow for expressing the reasons why certain

pieces of evidence support or attack a certain hypothesis. Therefore, in this paper a reasoning model for

proof-of-concept software is proposed that offers crime investigators the ability to visualize their reasoning

about a case. Subsequently, an implementation of this model in the AVERs (Argument Visualization for

Evidential Reasoning based on stories) prototype system is presented. Crime investigators can use this

sense-making tool to construct possible stories about what happened and link these stories with the available

evidence through arguments. Arguably, such software has good chances of being useful while based on

sound theories of the reasoning involved in crime investigations.

To be usable in practice and to improve the quality of crime investigations, our software design should

be based on a natural and rationally well-founded theory of reasoning about evidence. To this end, two

well-known accounts of reasoning about evidence, namely the argumentative approach as advocated in the

New Evidence Theory (NET) [1] and the story based approach of Anchored Narratives Theory (ANT) [2]

will be combined. The former takes its inspiration in Wigmores charting method, in which arguments from

evidence to conclusions can be visualized. The latter stresses the importance of constructing stories about

what might have happened in a case and of “anchoring” them in commonsense generalizations. In our

opinion, both approaches have their shortcomings: NET does not allow for the comparison of stories and

ANT does not give an accurate account of how stories can be connected to evidence. Our aim in this paper

is to formalize and combine the two theories; this solves some of the problems of the separate theories and

clarifies the relations between stories and arguments. The model should incorporate two ways of reasoning

with causal knowledge, that is, from cause to effect (causal generalizations, e.g. fire causes smoke) and from

effect to cause (evidential generalizations, e.g. smoke is evidence for fire).

In our model, the different stories about what happened in a case are represented as networks of causal

generalizations. Such a causal network can be used as a causal theory, in which observations are explained

by hypothesized events or states through abductive inference to the best explanation (IBE). These observa-

tions are inferred from the evidence using evidential generalizations. Thus, the evidence is linked to the

story using arguments. The combined formal theory contains an abductive framework and an evidential
framework. This combination is motivated by the way in which crime analysts in practice often combine

time lines with sources of evidence.

The abductive framework, which is a variant of logical AI models of abduction, is a tuple AC =
(GC , O, F, X). GC is a set of causal generalizations of the form g: p1 & . . . & pn ⇒C q; the set O

1The full version of this paper will appear in Law, Probability and Risk and is available from http://www.cs.uu.nl/
research/projects/evidence/publications.html. This research was supported by the Netherlands Organisation for

Scientific Research (NWO) under project number 634.000.429.
2http://www.i2.co.uk/Products/Analysts_Notebook/default.asp
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contains the observations which are the events in the story that are supported by evidence; the set F ⊆ O
contains the explananda, which are the observations that need to be explained and finally, the set X contains

the explanantia, which are the propositions that can be part of a hypothesis. Now, an explanation in terms of

AC is a consistent set H ⊆ X that explains all propositions in F . If there are more explanations that explain

F , they can be compared with each other by looking at how many of the observations not in F (additional
evidence) are explained or contradicted by the different explanations. The evidential framework, which is

a variant of logical AI models of defeasible argumentation, is a tuple AE = (GE , E), where GE is the set

of evidential generalizations of the form g: p1 & . . . & pn ⇒E q and E is the set containing the evidence.

The arguments that can be built with the elements from GE and E influence the abductive explanations in

two ways. Firstly, the observations in O have to be inferred from the evidence E using generalizations from

GE . Secondly, it is possible to influence the content of the set GC by arguing about the validity of the causal

generalizations.

The outlined model is implemented in the prototype system AVERs; here illustrated through the King

case3 in which King is accused of climbing into the backyard of a family to rob them. However, he gets

caught entering their house, because he steps on a toy causing it to make a sound. Using this tool users

can visualize stories and evidential arguments in graph-like structures. Stories can be constructed by linking

claims about a case, represented as green boxes, through causal links, which are yellow with diamond-

shaped arrowheads. Secondly, it allows stories to be connected with the available evidence. To do this

evidence may be added by selecting text from source documents; such quotes are represented as blue boxes.

These may then be linked to claims through evidential links that are represented as blue arrows; the system

automatically adds these supported claims to the set of observations O. Moreover, the system provides

support for evaluating and comparing stories based on the number of observations that are explained by

a certain hypothesis. Given a set H of nodes marked by the user as hypotheses (denoted by an asterisk

in the graph) and the set of causal generalizations GC drawn by the user, AVERs determines which of

the observations in O are explained by H ∪ GC . A good hypothesis should explain as many events and

observations from O as possible but at least the nodes in F . The system provides visual feedback to the user

by displaying the nodes that are part of the set O in a gray color and the nodes in F as encapsulated boxes.

Additionally, when a certain hypothesis is selected by the user, the system will mark explained observations

by a black box. In this way a user can easily determine the quality of his story and compare it to other

alternatives.
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We claim to have made two main contributions. Firstly, we have argued that in the context of sense-

making systems for crime investigation there are reasons to combine two AI approaches, abductive IBE and

defeasible argumentation, which are usually considered as irreconcilable alternatives. Secondly, we have

described the current design of a visualization software tool in which causal networks can be linked to the

available evidence with argumentation structures. At later stages of the project it will be empirically tested in

user experiments to see whether using such a tool indeed has the benefits it is often claimed to have. Among

other things, this should also bring clarity on whether a combination of story-based and argument-based

reasoning is indeed natural to crime investigators.
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Abstract

The full version of this paper appears in the Proceedings of ECML/PKDD 2007, Warsaw, Poland.

1 Introduction

Our goal is to develop and evaluate methods for the analysis of paired comparison data. In this paper we
illustrate such methods by rating players in sports, in particular in tennis.

We consider the player’s strength as a probabilistic variable in a Bayesian framework. Before taking
into account the match outcomes, information available about the players can be incorporated in a prior
distribution. Using Bayes’ rule we compute the posterior distribution over the players’ strengths. We take
the mean of the posterior distribution as our best estimate of the players’ strengths and the covariance matrix
as the uncertainty about our estimation.

Since an exact Bayesian treatment is intractable, several techniques for approximate inference have been
proposed in the literature. In this paper we compare several variants of expectation propagation (EP). EP
generalizes assumed density filtering (ADF) by iteratively improving the approximations that are made in
the filtering step of ADF. Furthermore, we distinguish between two variants of EP: EP-Correlated, which
takes into account the correlations between the strengths of the players and EP-Independent, which ignores
those correlations.

The question that we want to answer here is: how do different variants of expectation propagation
perform for this setting? In particular, does it make sense to perform backward and forward iterations for
the approximations and does it help to have a more complicated (full) covariance structure?

2 Experiments

We evaluate the variants of EP on a large tennis dataset. The dataset consists of results of 38538 tennis
matches played on ATP events among 1139 players between 1995 and 2006. The results are shown in
Table 1. We applied a binomial test to check the significance of the difference in performance between the
algorithms [4]. We found out that, for this type of dataset, EP does significantly better than ADF (iterative
improvement indeed helps) and EP-Correlated does significantly better than EP-Independent (correlations
do matter). Further experiments should reveal whether this also applies to other types of data.

Using the posterior probability over the players’ strengths we computed the confidence of the predic-
tions. The algorithms perform about the same in estimating the confidence. However, they all tend to be
overconfident, as indicated in Figure 1. We can correct this by adding noise to the players’ strengths, to
account for the fact that a player’s strength changes over time.

We also compared the accuracy of the predictions based on the EP ratings with the accuracy of the
predictions obtained using the ATP ratings. The ATP rating system gives points to players according to the
type of the tournament and how far they reached in the tournament. Averaged over all the years, both EP and
ATP ratings, give similar accuracy of predictions for the next, i.e., about 62%. In this paper we considered
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Table 1: Comparison between EP-Correlated, ADF and EP-Independent based on the number of
outcomes of matches correctly/incorrectly predicted.

ADF EP-Independent

correct incorrect correct incorrect

EP-Correlated

correct 16636 (54.48%) 2395 (7.81%) 17857 (58.46%) 1174 (3.83%)
incorrect 1902 (6.21%) 9620 (31.50%) 945 (3.09%) 10577 (34.62%)
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Figure 1: Left: the actual fraction of correctly predicted outcomes of matches as a function of the predicted
confidence; without added noise (solid line) and with noise of standard deviation 1.4 added (dashed line);
the dotted line represents the ideal case and is drawn for reference. Right: the Brier score for the confidence
of the predictions as a function of the standard deviation σ of the noise added to each player’s strength.

the most basic probabilistic rating model; this model performs as good as the ATP ranking system. We
would expect that the more complex models could outperform ATP.

3 Future work

Our results are generalizable to more complex models, e.g., including dynamics over time, which means
that a player’s rating in the present is related to his performance in the past [1]; and team effects: a player’s
rating is inferred from team performance [2, 3]. Specifically for tennis, the more complex models should
also incorporate the effect of surface because the performance of tennis players in a match is influenced by
the type of surface they play on (grass, clay, hard court, indoor).
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Abstract

Machine learning research often has a large experimental component. While the experimental methodol-

ogy employed in machine learning has improved much over the years, repeatability of experiments and

generalizability of results remain a concern. In this paper we propose a methodology based on the use

of experiment databases. Experiment databases facilitate large-scale experimentation, guarantee repeata-

bility of experiments, improve reusability of experiments, help explicitating the conditions under which

certain results are valid, and support quick hypothesis testing as well as hypothesis generation. We show

that they have the potential to significantly increase the ease with which new results in machine learning

can be obtained and correctly interpreted.

Introduction Given that empirical assessment is central to machine learning research, it has repeatedly

been argued that care should be taken to ensure that (published) experimental results can be interpreted

correctly. To this aim, it should first be clear how the experiments can be reproduced, which can be achieved

by providing a complete description of both the experimental setup (which algorithms to run with which

parameters on which datasets, including how these settings were chosen) and the experimental procedure

(how the algorithms are run and evaluated). Secondly, it should also be clear how generalizable the reported

results are, which implies that the experiments should be general enough to test this. Hoste and Daelemans

[3], for instance, show that in text mining, the relative performance of lazy learning and rule induction is

dominated by the effect of parameter optimization, data sampling, feature selection, and their interaction.

As such, there are good reasons for strongly varying the conditions under which experiments are run.

In light of the above, it would be useful to have an environment for machine learning research that facil-

itates both storing the exact conditions under which experiments have been performed as well as performing

large-scale experimentation under widely varying conditions. To achieve this goal, Blockeel [1] proposed

the use of experiment databases: databases designed to store detailed information on large numbers of

experiments, selected to be highly representative for a wide range of possible experiments, improving re-

producibility, generalizability and interpretability of experimental results. In addition, such databases can

be made available online, forming “experiment repositories” which allow other researchers to query for and

reuse previously run experiments to test new hypotheses (in a way similar to how dataset repositories are

used to test the performance of new algorithms). While Blockeel introduced the ideas behind experiment

databases and discussed their potential advantages, in this paper, we propose concrete design guidelines and

present a specific implementation consistent with these guidelines to illustrate its use.

Experiment Databases In the currently most popular experimental methodology in machine learning,

which is to design experiments to test a specific hypothesis about learning algorithms, experiment databases

make it easier to keep an unambiguous log of all the performed experiments, including all information nec-

essary to repeat the experiments. However, experiment databases also allow following a new methodology,

in which one designs experiments to cover, as well as possible, the space of all experiments that are of

1A full version of this abstract will appear in the Proceedings of the 11th European Conference on Principles and Practice of

Knowledge Discovery in Databases (PKDD-2007).
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interest in the given context. A specific hypothesis can then be tested by querying the database for those

experiments most relevant for the hypothesis, and interpreting the returned results. As the query explicitly

mentions which conditions must hold for the returned data, it is always easy to see under which conditions

the results are valid. Although this requires a larger initial investment with respect to experimentation, it

may pay off in the long run, especially if many different hypotheses are to be tested, and if many different

researchers reuse the experiments stored in such databases. A final advantage is that, given the amount

of experiments, one can train a learning algorithm on the available meta-data, gaining models which may

provide further insights in an algorithm’s behavior.

To achieve these benefits in practice, an experiment database should be designed to store experiments in

such detail that they are perfectly repeatable and maximally reusable, and we consecutively discuss how the

learning algorithms, the datasets, and the experimental procedures should be described to achieve this goal.

Then, as we want to use this database to gain insight in the behavior of learning algorithms under various

conditions, we need to populate this database with experiments that are as diverse as possible. At the same

time however, we also want to be able to thoroughly investigate very specific conditions. This means we

must not only cover a large area within the space of all interesting experiments, but also populate this area

in a reasonably dense way. We discuss ways to do this in practice, and how many experiments are needed.

A Case Study As a proof of concept, we present one specific implementation of an experiment database,

containing the results of 250,000 runs of 54 well-known classification systems under varying conditions,

on 86 commonly used datasets. We then illustrate how we can directly test a wide range of hypotheses

on the covered algorithms by querying this database for specific experiments. This includes comparing

the performance of all algorithms on a specific dataset, showing the effect of a specific parameter and

investigating combined effects of dataset characteristics and parameter settings. From the returned results

it is always immediately clear how much the performance of these algorithms varies as we change their

parameter settings, which illustrates the generality of the returned results. We also show how experiment

databases can be used to verify and refine existing knowledge. In our case, we use the paper by Holte

[2] on comparing C4.5 to 1R and notice that our results only partially follow the original results by Holte.

By building a meta-tree on the characteristics of the involved datasets, we learn that our results deviate on

specific kinds of datasets, which were only scarcely represented in the original study.

Yet these examples only scratch the surface of all possible hypotheses that can be tested using the exper-

iments generated for this case study. One could easily launch new queries to request the results of certain

experiments, and gain further insights into the behavior of the algorithms. As such, the database is in it-

self also a contribution to the machine learning community2. Finally, one can use our experiment database

implementation to set up other experiment databases, e.g. for regression or clustering problems.

Conclusion We advocate the use of experiment databases in machine learning research. Combined with

the current methodology, experiment databases foster repeatability. Combined with a new methodology that

consists of running many more experiments in a semi-automated fashion, storing them all in an experiment

database, and then querying that database, experiment databases in addition foster reusability, generaliz-

ability, and easy and thorough analysis of experimental results. Furthermore, as these databases can be put

online, they provide a detailed log of performed experiments, and a repository of experimental results that

can be used to obtain new insights. As such, they have the potential to speed up future research and at the

same time make it more reliable, especially when supported by good experimentational tools.
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Abstract

The full version of this paper appeared in: Computational Intelligence. Special Issue on Applied Compu-

tational Intelligence for Finance and Economics. 2007. vol.23, nr. 2, pages 142-161.

Most agent-based simulation models of financial markets are discrete-time in nature. In this paper,

we investigate to what degree such models are extensible to continuous-time, asynchronous modeling of

financial markets. We study the behavior of a learning market maker in a market with information asymme-

try, and investigate the difference caused in the market dynamics between the discrete-time simulation and

continuous-time, asynchronous simulation.

At a high level of abstraction, the discrete-time models of financial markets are turn-based games, in

which the market participants take turns to execute their actions. In these models players do not act au-

tonomously, but remain passive in the market until it is their turn (i.e. they are selected) to take decisions

and perform actions. In reality however, traders are autonomous and they can make decisions whenever

they want to. As a result they might behave both in simultaneous and in asynchronous way, carrying out a

different tasks or a similar task at the same point in time.

The research presented in this paper is based on the learning market maker from [3]. This model extends

the [4] information-based model, which was proposed to show the influence of informational asymmetry on

the bid-ask spread in financial markets. In this model, the market maker tries to discover the fundamental

value of a stock by means of Bayesian learning. He determines the bid and ask quotes based on his expecta-

tion of the real value, the order flow, and his prior knowledge regarding the ratio of informed and uninformed

traders. In [2] and [3] a nonparametric density estimation technique is proposed for maintaining a probabil-

ity distribution over the true value that the market-maker can use to set prices. Discrete time simulation is

applied in the model, and a probabilistic representation of order flows is considered.

In this paper, we implement the model from [3] in the ABSTRACTE agent-based trading environment

(proposed in [1]) for continuous simulation with individual investors interacting autonomously and asyn-

chronously. We study the characteristics of the market prices that arise in continuous, asynchronous sim-

ulations, and compare it to the characteristics of the prices in the turn-based models. Further, we consider

what additional considerations are needed in order to extend the turn-based model into the continuous, asyn-

chronous model.

The continuous time implementation of the market and the autonomous, asynchronous implementation

of the traders, implies other kinds of behavior of the participants than in discrete time simulation with

some order generating process or centrally selected traders. In the continuous model, in which investors are

represented as individuals and exhibit autonomous, asynchronous behavior, every trader has the opportunity

to submit an order whenever the trader determines it is worthwhile to do so. This feature implies that if more

investors interact on the market, it can happen that some of them decide to place orders at the same time. For

example, when all informed traders observe the same jump in the fundamental value, and it is worthwhile

to submit an order, they will all do so. Given that the market maker is able to process only one order at a

time, this homogeneous, simultaneous decision will result in a queue of orders for him. If there are more
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Figure 1: Market prices and the pending order queue over time, in a market with ten traders, of which eight

are perfectly informed.

informed traders in the market, there is also a larger queue. This effect is stronger with perfectly informed

traders than with noisily informed traders, as perfectly informed traders all observe the same fundamental

value, while noisily informed traders observe this value with additional noise, which might lead them to take

different decisions.

The results show that continuous, asynchronous setting can entail significantly different market dynamics

compared to the discrete simulation. We found the main difference in the outcomes of the discrete-time

and continuous-time simulation in the fluctuation of bid-ask quotes (and consequently prices). Namely,

prices tend to fluctuate more often and with a larger amplitude in the continuous, asynchronous setting

with investors represented individually, before they converge to the fundamental value or settle down to a

somewhat stable value. The amplitude of the fluctuations tends to increase with the increasing number of

investors. The explanation we found behind this phenomenon is the herd-like behavior of informed investors,

who react all at the same time to changes in the fundamental value causing the market-maker to overreact to

changes, causing in turn overshoots in the bid-ask quotes (see Figure 1).

It might seem that the asynchronous, continuous-time framework just makes the dynamics, and the

interpretation of the results, more intricate. It has, however, several advantages compared to the original

model. While in the original framework, there is no attention paid to the way orders arise, in the model

presented in this paper there is special attention paid to the behavior of individual investors. Investors in the

continuous setting are more realistically represented, being able to make decisions autonomously. Further,

the agents may have more information available in the continuous-time framework, for example, via order

queues. We expect that using this additional information would enable the market maker to learn several

quantities that would be unknown to the market makers on actual markets (such as the fraction of informed

traders and the distribution of the jump process).
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1 Introduction
The huge amount of patterns generated by frequent pattern mining algorithms has been extensively ad-

dressed in the last few years. Different measures have been proposed to evaluate how interesting association

rules are. However, according to [3] it is difficult to come up with a single metric that quantifies the “inter-

estingness” or “goodness” of an association rule. In most approaches, non-interesting rules are eliminated

during the rule generation, i.e., a posteriori, when frequent itemsets have already been generated.

In spatial frequent pattern mining the number of non-interesting association rules can increase even fur-

ther than in transactional pattern mining. Geographic data have semantic dependencies and spatial properties

which in many cases are well known and non-interesting for data mining.

In the geographic domain, not only well known geographic dependencies (e.g., is gasStation →
touches street) generate a large number of patterns without novel and useful knowledge. Different spatial

predicates may contain the same geographic object type. In transactional frequent pattern mining items have

binary values, and do either participate or not in a transaction. For instance, the item milk is either present

or not in a transaction t. In spatial frequent pattern mining the same spatial object (item) may have different

qualitative spatial relationships with the target feature (transaction), and by consequence participate more

then once in the same transaction t. For instance, a city C may contain an instance i1 of river, be crossed
by an instance i2 of river, or even touch an instance i3 of river. Different spatial relationships with the

same geographic object type will generate associations such as contains River → touches River when

data are considered at general granularity levels [8]. It is well known that a city does not touch a river

because it also contains a river. Such kind of rule is non-interesting for most applications. An interesting

association rule would be the combination of any of these two predicates with a different geographic ob-

ject type or some non-spatial attribute. For instance: contains River → WaterPollution = high or

touches River → exportationRate = high.

In [5], Apriori-KC is proposed. This method made some changes on Apriori [1] to eliminate well known

geographic patterns using background knowledge. In [4] this method is extended with an additional step

where not only frequent itemsets are reduced, but input space is reduced as much as possible, since this is

still the most efficient way for pruning frequent patterns. In [7] the closed frequent pattern mining approach

is applied to the geographic domain, eliminating both well known dependencies and redundant frequent

itemsets. In this paper we extended the method presented in [5] to reduce the number of non-interesting

spatial patterns using qualitative spatial reasoning. Not only the data is considered, but its semantics is taken

into account, and frequent patterns that contain the same feature type are removed a priori.

The method proposed in this paper is more effective and efficient then most other methods which perform

pruning after the rule generation, since our method explores the anti-monotone constraint of Apriori [1]

and prunes non-interesting patterns during the frequent set generation. Other transactional pattern mining
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(a) Frequent Geographic Patternwith Apriori, Apriori-KC,

and Apriori-KC+

(b) Computational Time to Generate Frequent Geographic

Patterns with Apriori, Apriori-KC, and Apriori-KC+

Figure 1: Experiments on real data

approaches such as [2, 9] remove redundant frequent patterns and association rules exploiting support and

confidence constraints, while our method is independent of such thresholds. In these approaches “redundant”

rules are eliminated by frequent itemset pruning, but “non-interesting” and “meaningless” rules are still

generated. In Figure 1(a) it is clear that there is a reduction of the number of frequent patterns, and in

Figure 1(b) the efficiency of the method is confirmed.
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1 Inventory management
Inventory management (IM) is an important area in logis-
tics. The goal is to manage the inventory of a vendor as
efficiently as possible. In Figure 1 a schematic overview
is given of IM problems. Buyers, also called customers
and denoted Ci, buy goods from a vendor. The number of
goods and the frequency of buying is called the demand
and is denoted Di for customer Ci. To prevent going
out of stock, the store keeps an inventory. This inventory

VendorSuppliers Buyers

Inventory

S0

S1...
...

Sns−1

C0

C1

Cnc−1

L0

L1

Li

Lns−1

D0

D1

Dj

Dnc−1

Figure 1: Schematic overview of inventory management.

must however be replenished from time to time. Because the delivery of new stock from the store’s suppliers
also takes time (called the lead time, denoted Lj for supplier Sj), the replenishment order must be placed
before going out of stock.

2 Anticipation and evolutionary algorithm design
Because inventory must be managed over time, IM optimization problems are dynamic and online (i.e. they
must be solved as time goes by). Much research in IM is devoted to finding specific algorithms that solve
specific abstractions. For each new aspect to be taken into account, a new algorithm must be designed. In
this paper, we aim at a more general approach based on evolutionary algorithms (EAs) [3].

The problem without the dynamism is often already hard and we don’t have time to solve the problem
to optimality with traditional techniques. Restarting optimization from scratch is often undesirable. The
optimization algorithm thus needs to have a proper degree of adaptivity to continuously optimize without
restarting. This motivates the use of EAs since the use of multiple solutions simultaneously in the population
allows for adaptivity by maintaining diversity around (sub)optima [2].

Our framework tackles the important problem–difficulty of time–dependence; i.e. decisions taken now
have consequences in the future. Time–dependence is usually not considered in the literature and myopic
(i.e. blind to future events) algorithms are often designed. To prevent bad decisions, anticipation is however
required. The decision for the current situation needs to be regarded simultaneously with future decisions in
(near) future situations. Therefore, we incorporate learning (e.g. statistical [5] or machine [4]) to predict the
future. The EA then not only optimizes the current situation but also future situations using the predictions.

In the stochastic case, it is often better to optimize a strategy than to optimize the decisions to be made
directly [1]. Due to stochasticity, multiple scenarios need to be considered. Because the optimal trajectory
of decisions is likely to be quite different for each scenario, this amounts to optimizing a trajectory of
decisions once for each scenario. Strategies are more efficient because a strategy only needs to be evaluated
in each scenario. The goodness of a strategy is the average profit obtained over the sampled scenarios.
The evolution of strategies under evaluation with multiple scenarios can be shown to be smooth, allowing
exploitation of the adaptivity characteristic of EAs. A second benefit is that strategies can typically be more
easily understood and executed in practice than can a list of decisions.
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3 Customer satisfaction and some results
We extended the common definition of IM problems with time–dependence by introducing customer satis-
faction (CS). CS is important in doing business with customers. A higher CS–level most likely results in a
growing frequency of consumer transactions, either from the same consumer or new consumers as satisfied
customers spread the word. Thus, CS influences the stochasticity that underlies customer demand behavior.

We have designed four IM experiments, based on two types of IM problem. The first IM problem
is relatively simple and the optimal strategy can be computed offline. The second IM problem has two
suppliers, one of which is cheap but takes long to supply, the other is expensive but supplies immediately.
This setting is popular in IM research. For details, we refer the interested reader to the full version of this
paper. We used our framework to optimize the parameters of a typical IM strategy. We found optimal results
for the simple problem and good results on the harder problem in the case without CS. More details are in
the full version of this paper. Here we only show results of tests with CS.

In our tests where CS does play a role in the model, we used two instances of our framework. One
instance doesn’t take CS into account whereas the other one does. The resulting profit, averaged over 100
independent runs, can be seen in Figure 2. Note the difference in scale between the two algorithms. Clearly,
taking into account time–dependence makes a major difference and our framework instance is able to detect
and exploit this difference well.
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Figure 2: Results on the IM problems with CS. Top row: results where the framework anticipates the existence of CS. Bottom row:
results where CS is not taken into account. On both the simple problem and the hard problem the framework is able to obtain a profit.
Optimal results for these problems are not known.

4 Conclusions
In many online dynamic optimization problems time–dependence (i.e. decisions taken now have future con-
sequences) is crucial. Customer satisfaction is a source of time–dependence in IM. If customer satisfaction
is properly taken into account when anticipating the consequences of choosing a certain IM strategy, much
better results can be obtained. Optimization needs to be performed for the current decision but also, simulta-
neously, for future decisions in future, anticipated situations. We have designed an anticipatory framework
to facilitate this and we have shown how EAs are well suited as optimizers within this framework. Our
framework can be applied to any online dynamic optimization problem without major changes to its design.
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1 Introduction
In the domain of naval command and control and warfare, the complex and dynamic nature of the environ-

ment makes that a warfare officer, who has to compile a tactical picture of the situation, has to deal with

a large number of tasks in parallel. This study aims at investigating the use of a cognitive model of visual

attention as part of the design of a software agent that supports such officers. In order to support, agents can

take over part of the parallel tasks. However, a problem is how to determine an appropriate work division

between agent and its user: due to the rapidly changing environment, such a work division cannot be fixed a

priori [1]. This results in the need for dynamic task allocation, determined at runtime. For this purpose, two

approaches exist, namely human-triggered and system-triggered dynamic task allocation [4]. In the former

case, the user can decide up to what level an agent should assist him. But especially in alarming situations

the user does not have the time to think about proper task allocation [5]. In these situations it would be

better if the agent determines the allocation of tasks. Hence a system-triggered dynamic task allocation is

desirable.

2 Agent Design
In order to obtain such a runtime system-triggered task allocation system, it is proposed to use a cognitive

model of visual attention as part of its design. The idea is to estimate the user’s attention in order to determine

which subtasks the agent has to pay attention to. For instance, if the user has the subtask to pay attention to a

certain track on the radar, no additional support for that track is needed, and the agent should rather direct its

own attention to the user’s unattended tracks. The assumption made here is that if a certain track is attended

to, the user has also consciously committed him- or herself to dealing with it. This assumption enables the

agent to adjust its support at runtime, based on the dynamics of the modeled attention.

3 Cognitive Model Formalization and Simulation
The cognitive model of visual attention is written in a mathematical format and then specified in a logical

simulation language LEADSTO that is part of the agent’s design. This simulation is based on data from

a case study in which a user executed a task abstracted from a naval radar track identification task. Data

consist of two types of information: 1) dynamics and properties of tracks on the radar and 2) the user’s gaze

behavior using an eye-tracker. Based on this information, the cognitive model estimates the distribution of

∗This paper is an extended abstract of a paper published in the proceedings of the 2006 IEEE/WIC/ACM International Conference

on Intelligent Agent Technology (IAT-06) [3].
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attention levels over tracks on the radar. The gaze data consists of (x, y)-coordinates over time. The track

data consists of the variables of moving, possibly threatening, airplanes visible on the radar: speed, distance

to the center, type of plane, and status of the plane.

4 Philosophical and Logical Validation
To obtain a philosophical and logical foundation for the attention model, the notion of representational con-

tent, as known in the literature on Cognitive Science and Philosophy of Mind, is used: ‘what does it mean for

an agent to have a certain mental state’, or ‘what information does the mental state represent’? To evaluate

whether the model introduced here does what is expected, this question is answered for attentional states in

both a fundamental and practically useful, operational manner. This is done by identifying a representation

relation that indicates in which way a mental state property p relates to properties in the external world or the

agent’s interaction with the external world; cf. [2]. The expressions specifying the representational content

have been formalized in the predicate logical language TTL. Formal specification of representation relations

for attentional states, enables verification of the attention model against the intended meaning of attentional

states. Fundamental issues on representational content that were encountered in the context of this work are

(1) how to handle decay of a mental state property, (2) how to handle reference to a history of inputs, and

(3) how to define representational content when a behavioral choice depends on a number of mental state

properties.

5 Conclusion
In short, a cognitive model has been developed as a component of a socially intelligent agent: The compo-

nent allows the agent to adapt to the need for support of a warfare officer for his task to compile a tactical

picture of the situation. The model was specifically tailored to domain-dependent properties retrieved from

a task environment. Nevertheless, the method remains generic enough to be easily applied to other domains

and task environments.

Future studies may result in the actual use of the attention estimate for dynamically allocating tasks as a

means for assisting a naval warfare officer. One way is to use a threshold that facilitates a binary decision

algorithm that decides whether or not a task should be supported. Open questions are for instance related to

modeling both endogenous and exogenous triggers and their relation in one model. One important element

missing is for example expectation as an endogenous trigger.
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Emotions were historically seen as neural activation states without a function. However, recent research
provides evidence that emotions are functional (e.g., [4]). Emotions have a facilitating function in
decision making, prepare a person for rapid motor responses, and provide information regarding the
ongoing match between organism and environment. Emotions also have a social function. They provide
us information about others’ behavioural intentions, and script our social behaviour [5]. In the past two
decades, psychological research has started to focus more on emotion regulation (e.g., [5, 6, 9, 11]). In
brief, emotion regulation is the process humans undertake in order to affect their emotional response.
Recent neurological findings (such as bidirectional links between limbic centers, which generate emotion,
and cortical centers, which regulate emotion) have changed the consensus that emotion regulation is a
simple, top-down controlled process [5].

This article introduces a computational model to simulate emotion regulation, based on the process
model described informally by Gross [5, 6]. Such a model can be used for different purposes. In the first
place, from a Cognitive Science perspective, it can provide insight in the process of emotion regulation.
This may be useful for the purpose of developing therapies for persons that have difficulties in regulating
their emotions [3], for example, in work with forensic inpatients. In addition, a model for emotion
regulation can be used in the field of Artificial Intelligence, see e.g. [2]. For example, in the domain of
virtual reality it can be used to let virtual agents show human-like behaviour regarding emotion
regulation. Finally, computational models for emotion regulation may play a role within the field of
Ambient Intelligence [1]. For instance, when humans have to interact intensively with automated systems,
it is useful if the system maintains a model of the emotional state (and the emotion regulation process) of
the user. This enables the system to adapt the interaction to the user’s needs.

In this paper, a formal model for Gross’ (informally described) model of emotion regulation has been
introduced. The emotion regulation model has been constructed using the high-level simulation language
LEADSTO as a modelling vehicle, and integrates both quantitative, dynamical system aspects (such as
levels of emotional response) and qualitative aspects (such as decisions to regulate one’s emotion). In the
model, an important role is played by modification factors αk, which could be seen as the (conscious or
unconscious) willingness to change behaviour in favour of emotion regulation. Simulation experiments
have been performed for different situations, by using different settings for the modification factors αk:
for ideal cases (all αk are medium, or the αk have different values), for cases of over-regulation (all αk are
high), and for cases of under-regulation (all αk are low). The experiments show that different values for
the modification factors αk indeed result in different patterns.

As a preliminary validation of the model, the simulation results have been compared with the
predicted behaviours for different situations as described by Gross, which are (partly) based on empirical
evidence [5, 6]. The patterns produced by the model were found consistent with Gross’ descriptions of
examples of human regulation processes. Validation involving extensive comparison with detailed
empirical data is left for future work.

Although the process of emotion regulation is widely investigated in the literature (e.g. [5, 6, 9, 11]),
not so many contributions address the possibility of developing a computational model of this process.
The computational models that have been developed so far either address some very specific aspects of
the process at a more detailed (neurological) level, see e.g. [10], or they aim at incorporating emotions

∗ The full version of this paper will appear in: 7th International Conference on Intelligent Virtual Agents.
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into software agents, in which case they focus more on emotion elicitation (appraisal) than on emotion
regulation, see e.g. [2]. The current paper can be seen as an attempt to build a bridge between both
directions. It formalises an existing theory about emotion regulation using a high-level modelling
language, but still in enough detail to be able to generate useful simulation traces. As such, it has
similarities with the work by Marsella and Gratch [8], who propose an approach to incorporate both
appraisal and coping behaviour into virtual humans. Their approach makes use of plan-based causal
representations, augmented with decision-theoretic planning techniques, whereas our approach uses
dynamical systems representations. Other differences are that they propose a “content model”, in which
appraisal and regulation operate on rich representations of the emotion-evoking situation, and that their
work has been evaluated against clinical data.

The presented model is still in an early stage of development. For example, the modification factors
αk are currently fixed. In order to make the model adaptive, these factors can be made adjustable. A way
to accomplish this is to adapt the values of the αk to one’s satisfaction about the past emotion regulation
process. This way, the model could simulate cases in which humans learn to select the ideal situations, as
in certain types of therapy. Another possible extension to the model would be to make the desired
emotion response level ERL_norm dynamic, so that it can depend on specific circumstances. A final
extension would be to represent the different elements k using more complex knowledge structures, and
to enable the model to dynamically derive the different emotional values from these structures, as is done,
for example, in [7]. Future work will explore such possibilities.
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Within Criminology the analysis of criminal behaviour addresses physical, mental, environmental and
social aspects; e.g., [3, 5, 7]. Only few contributions to the literature address formalisation and
computational modelling of criminal behaviour, usually focussing only on some of the factors involved;
e.g., [1]. In this paper, an agent-based modelling approach is presented to analyse criminal behaviour in
its social context (illustrated for criminals with Intermittent Explosive Disorder, IED). Agent-based
modelling approaches often either address the internal functioning of an agent in an extensive manner but
leave the social context limited, or address the social interactions at the level of the multi-agent system as
a whole, thereby taking the internal models of the agents of limited complexity. As in the case considered
here the interaction of physical, mental and social aspects is a central issue, a model covering both levels
is required. The model as presented extends the general BDI-agent-model [8] by specific models to
generate desires and beliefs in opportunities, exploiting literature on criminal behaviour, in particular [4,
5, 7]. For the generation of desires, dynamical models were incorporated involving internal states, for
example, for neurological, hormonal, and emotional aspects and their interaction; e.g., [5, 7]. For the
generation of beliefs in opportunities, a model was incorporated formalising the well-known Routine
Activity Theory within Criminology; e.g., [3]. This (informal) theory assumes motivation of the criminal
and covers environmental and social aspects such as the presence of targets and social control.

To formalise and analyse such criminal behaviour, an artificial society has been modelled, where on a
map (represented by a labeled graph) agents move around and meet each other. Agents may be of four
types: IED criminal, agent with negative appearance, potential victim, and guardian. The models for the
agents and their environment have been formally specified in dynamical systems style [6] by executable
temporal/causal logical relationships, extended by probabilities. To obtain these, knowledge from the
literature in Criminology, and the different disciplines underlying it, was exploited; e.g., [4, 5, 7].

The challenge is to model the variety of physical, mental and social aspects as mentioned above in an
integrated manner. On the one hand, qualitative aspects have to be addressed, such as beliefs, desires and
intentions, certain brain deviations, and some aspects of the environment such as the presence of certain
agents. On the other hand, quantitative aspects have to be addressed, such as testosterone and serotonin
levels, and (in the environment) distances and time durations. Furthermore, it should be possible to model
on a higher level of aggregation or abstraction, as it would not be feasible, for example, to model the
brain anatomy at the level of neurons. The modelling language LEADSTO [2] fulfils these desiderata. It
allows to model at higher levels of aggregation, and it integrates qualitative, logical aspects and
quantitative, numerical aspects.

* Full paper in: Proceedings of the Sixth International Joint Conference on Autonomous Agents and
Multi-Agent Systems, AAMAS’07, p. 367-374.
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Moreover, to analyse the model in more detail, a number of relevant dynamic properties (as put
forward by the literature in Criminology) have been formalised in the TTL language, and (using an
automated checker tool) have been (successfully) verified against a large set of simulated traces. These
dynamic properties, both of logical and probabilistic type, comprise not only behavioural and internal
properties of the agents involved, but also properties that address the society as a whole. Especially the
latter type of properties may have a complex structure, e.g., because they compare multiple traces with
each other, or because of the probabilistic aspects involved. The language TTL and its software
environment turned out useful for these purposes.

The model has been illustrated for the case of a person with Intermittent Explosive Disorder (IED). It
has been found that the model indeed shows the behaviour as described in the literature for this type of
criminal within the given social context.
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1 Introduction

Dynamics of the world shows itself by the occurrence of different world states, i.e., states at different
points in time that differ in some of their state properties. In recent years, within Cognitive Science,
dynamics has emphasised as a central issue in describing cognitive processes [5]. Port and van Gelder [5]
propose the Dynamical Systems Theory (DST) as a new paradigm that is better suited to the dynamic
aspects of cognition than symbolic modelling approaches. However, as DST (which subsumes neural
networks and many other quantitative approaches), commits to the use of quantitative methods
(differential and difference equations), it is often considered less suitable to model higher cognitive
processes such as reasoning. For these purposes, it is often claimed that symbolic approaches (e.g., BDI-
modelling and production systems) are more appropriate. In contrast, the current paper seeks to establish
a philosophical framework that unifies quantitative approaches with qualitative, symbolic approaches.

2 Higher-Order Potentialities and their Reducers

DST is based on the state-determined system assumption: properties of a given state fully determine the
properties of future states; cf. [3] and [5]. This means that for state properties that are different in a future
state, state properties in the given state can be found that somehow anticipate these differing (changed)
properties. This idea closely relates to the concept of potentiality that goes back to Zeno and Aristotle [2]:
if a potentiality p for a state property a occurs in a given state, then in a next state, property a will occur.

Given a particular state that just changed with respect to some of its state properties, it is natural to ask
for an explanation of why these new state properties occurred. In a state-based approach, as a source for
such an explanation, state properties found in the previous state form a primary candidate. A main
question becomes how to determine for a certain state that it is going to change to a different state, and,
more specifically, how to determine (on the basis of some of the state properties in the given state) those
state properties for which the new state will differ from the given one. This poses the challenge to identify
state properties occurring in a given state that anticipate the next state: anticipatory state properties. If
such state properties (historically sometimes called potentialities) are given, anticipation to change is
somehow encoded in a state. The assumption on the existence of such properties is the crucial factor for
the validity of the assumptions underlying dynamic modelling methods such as the Dynamical Systems
Theory. Aristotle did introduce such a type of concept; he called it potentiality (to move), or movable. For
example, following Zeno, the difference between an arrow at rest and the snapshot of a moving arrow at
time t at position P is that the former has no potentiality to be at P', whereas the latter has.

∗ The full version of this paper appeared in: Proceedings of the 20th International Joint Conference on
Artificial Intelligence, IJCAI’07. AAAI Press, 2007, pp. 262-267.
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The effect of a potentiality on a future state can be described by relating its occurrence in the present
state to the occurrence of a certain state property in the future state, usually under an additional
opportunity condition (e.g., assuming no obstruction by influences otherwise). A more complicated
question is how to specify when (under which past and present circumstances) a potentiality itself will
occur. For the case of empty space, where an object is assumed to have no interaction with other objects,
a potentiality to change position is present because it was present at an earlier point in time and persisted
until t (inertia of motion). However, if the potentiality in a new state is different from the earlier one, a
question becomes why this is so. This leads to the question of how a changed potentiality can be
explained. The use of higher-order potentialities is an answer to this question. The idea behind higher-
order potentialities is simple. To obtain an explanation of changed state properties over time,
potentialities were introduced. Potentialities are also state properties that change over time. Therefore it
would be reasonable to treat them just like any other state property that changes over time. This means
that for a potentiality p(1) a so-called second-order potentiality p(2) is introduced to explain why p(1) may
become changed over time. And of course, this process can be repeated for p(2), and so on. This leads to
an infinite sequence of higher-order potentialities, p(1), p(2), p(3), p(4), …, where for each natural number n
the potentiality p(n) is called an n-th-order potentiality.

Obviously, the use of potentialities may lead to an infinite-dimensional vector of higher-order
potentialities. As this can be difficult to handle, it makes sense to look for ways to break off this chain of
higher-order potentialities. A situation in which this can be done is when for some n the n-th-order
potentiality is equivalent to a combination of lower level potentialities and/or basic state properties to
which it can be reduced. Such a combination of properties is therefore called a reducer of the higher-
order potentiality. Reducers are present, e.g., in classical mechanics, and many other cases involving dif-
ferential equations that relate a higher-order derivative to lower order derivatives or basic state properties.

3 Discussion

In the full version of this paper, the notions of (first- and higher-order) potentialities and reducers are used
as a basis for a philosophical framework to analyse modelling methods that address dynamics. This
framework is applicable to obtain philosophical foundations for both quantitative approaches (such as
DST and neural networks) and qualitative or symbolic approaches (such as BDI-modelling and
production systems) to modelling of dynamics. Given that the framework is applicable to DST, also the
scope of applicability of the proposed philosophical framework covers disciplines such as Physics,
Chemistry, Biology, and Economics. For the cognitive and knowledge engineering area, it is shown how
the framework can be applied to provide a foundation for symbolic modelling methods such as production
systems and BDI-models. In addition, since the paper provides unified philosophical foundations for both
symbolic and mathematical approaches (which are often seen as mutually exclusive), also hybrid
modelling approaches can be philosophically founded, in which both symbolic and mathematical aspects
are covered. Examples of such approaches that make some first steps in that direction are cognitive
modelling frameworks such as ACT-R [1] and SOAR [4].
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In recent years, there has been an increasing interest in the area of virtual storytelling, addressing the 
development of computer systems that generate fictive stories in which the characters show realistic 
behaviour. In order to develop virtual stories, a large variety of approaches have been proposed, e.g., [4, 5]. A 
trend that can be observed in many of these approaches is the movement from stories with a fixed, pre-
scripted storyline towards emergent narrative, i.e., stories in which only a number of characters and their 
personalities are fixed, rather than the precise script of the story [1]. In the latter type of storytelling, ideally, 
all the designer (or writer) has to do is to determine which (types of) characters will occur in the play 
(although usually it is still needed to roughly prescribe the course of events). Hence, advantages of emergent 
narrative are the reduced amount of work that has to be spent by the writer, and the non-deterministic and 
unpredictable behaviour of the story. 

In parallel with the shift from fixed storylines to emergent narrative, there has been a development in the 
nature of the involved characters as well. Recently, the characters (or agents) that are present in virtual stories 
are transforming more and more from shallow avatars to complex personalities with human-like properties 
such as emotions and theories of mind. To accomplish this, researchers have started to incorporate cognitive 
models within virtual characters, e.g., [9]. Despite these first promising attempts, there is still a wide area to 
explore when it comes to enhancing virtual agents with cognitive capabilities. 

The paper explores the possibilities to equip the characters involved in virtual stories with the capability 
of emotion regulation. Informally, emotion regulation can be described as the process humans undertake to 
increase, maintain or decrease their emotional response, see e.g., [6, 7]. The idea is that, by offering virtual 
agents the capacity to actively regulate their emotions, they will be able to select those kinds of behaviours 
that they feel most comfortable with. As a result, such agents will 1) behave more realistically and 2) have 
more freedom in the choice of their actions, which enhances the emergent narrative effect. This approach is 
similar to the approach taken in [8], which aims at incorporating coping behaviour into virtual humans.  

To this end, the informal model by Gross [6] was taken as a basis, and has been formalised using a 
dynamical system style modelling approach (see also [3] for some initial steps). A virtual environment has 
been created, which includes a number of virtual agents that have been equipped with the formalised model 
for emotion regulation. To test the behaviour of the model in a prototyping phase, a series of simulation 
experiments has been performed using the LEADSTO simulation language [2]; in the Vizard Virtual Reality 
Toolkit [10], such simulations have been visualised in a graphical environment. The resulting movies provide 
a first indication that the emotion regulation strategies as described by [6] have been implemented 
successfully within the virtual characters. The simulation results have been compared with the behaviours for 
different situations as described by Gross [6, 7], and found consistent. Validation involving comparison with 
detailed empirical data is left for future work. 

Concerning related work, an approach in the literature that has similarities to the current approach is [8]. 
In that paper, a computational model is introduced that can simulate several strategies about how humans 

������������������������������ ������������������
∗ The full version of this paper appeared in: Proceedings of the 7th International Conference on Intelligent 
Virtual Agents, IVA'07. Lecture Notes in Artificial Intelligence, Springer Verlag, 2007. 
�
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cope with emotions, such as ‘positive reinterpretation’ and ‘denial’. However, that approach makes use of 
plan-based causal representations, augmented with decision-theoretic planning techniques, whereas our 
approach uses dynamical systems representations. Another difference is that our model is meant to correspond 
tightly to one specific psychological theory (i.e., the one by Gross). 

Virtual stories involving characters with elaborated cognitive or psychological capabilities can be used 
for a number of purposes. On the one hand, they may be used for entertainment (e.g., for creating computer 
games with more complex, unpredictable and more human-like characters). On the other hand, they may be 
used for educational purposes (e.g., to create a virtual training environment for psychotherapists, which 
enables them to practice anger management sessions with virtual clients). Further research will investigate 
whether the model is suitable for such purposes. As soon as these types of challenges will be tackled, also a 
more precise evaluation will be performed of how humans perceive the current characters (e.g. in terms of 
believability) 

References 
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1 Introduction 
For certain animals, to function effectively in interaction with other animals, it is useful if they are able to 
interpret, estimate and anticipate on potential behaviour of animals around them. It is often assumed that 
this requires metacognition in some form of Theory of Mind [1, 2]. Such a Theory of Mind can be 
exploited by an agent in two different manners. The first manner is just to predict the behaviour in 
advance, in order to be prepared that it will occur. A second manner is to affect the occurrence of 
behaviour by manipulating the occurrence of circumstances that are likely to lead to it. One of the ways to 
model an agent B exploiting a Theory of Mind about an agent A is to use a BDI-model (based on beliefs, 
desires and intentions) to describe agent A’s cognitive processes and actions. To model the agent B’s own 
behaviour a BDI-model can be used as well; in this way within agent B’s cognitive processes, at two 
levels BDI-models play a role. This type of model is exploited in this paper to model the behaviour of 
higher animals such as primates and dogs. For example, for agent B the desire is generated that agent A 
will not perform the action to kill B, and that agent A will in particular not generate the desire or intention 
to do so. Based on this desire of B, for example, the refined desire of B can be generated that agent A will 
not believe that agent B is reachable. Based on the latter desire, an intention and action can be generated 
to present circumstances to agent A that will make A believe that B is not reachable. In the full version of 
this paper, the two-level BDI-model has been implemented in the modeling language LEADSTO[3], and 
a number of simulation experiments have been performed. 

2 A Two-Level BDI-Model for Animal Behaviour 
To illustrate the two-level BDI-model, a specific scenario is addressed, in the domain of a predator that 
wants to attack a prey. This scenario was inspired by [2], who introduces the notion of a goal setting for 
interpretation (i.e., a situation in which an organisms needs to interpret the behaviour of another organism 
in order to satisfy its private goals). Based on this description, a scenario is considered that involves a 
predator (agent A) and a prey (agent B). Assume that, under certain circumstances, the predator tries to 
kill the prey, and the prey tries to avoid this by manipulation. Using the BDI-model, the example is made 
more precise as follows. The desire to eat the prey is created after time t by the predator if the following 
holds at time t: 
• the predator has the belief that the prey is alone (i.e., not surrounded by other animals) 

The intention to kill the prey is generated after time t if the following holds at time t: 
• the predator has the desire to eat the prey  

                                                
∗ The full version of this paper will appear in: Proceedings of the 8th International Conference on 
Cognitive Modelling, ICCM’07. Taylor and Francis, 2007. 
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• the predator has the belief that the prey is weak 
(i.e., that it does not show strong, aggressive behaviour) 

The action to avoid the task is generated after time t if the following holds at time t: 
• the predator has the intention to kill the prey  
• the predator has the belief that the prey is slow 
(i.e., that it does not run very fast, so that it can be caught) 

As a next step, the model is extended with BDI-concepts for agent B’s own beliefs, desires and intentions 
as well. By doing this, agent B is able to not only have a theory about the mind of agent A, but also to use 
it within its own BDI-based cognitive processes to generate its actions. To this end, a number of meta-
predicates are introduced, like belief(B, depends_on(performs(A, X), intention(A, X))), which expresses that 
“agent B believes that, whether A will perform action X depends on whether A intends to do X”. Based 
on these concepts, in the scenario addressed, the initial desire of the prey is that the predator does not 
perform the action to kill it: 
 desire(prey, not(performs(predator, kill(prey))))  
Fulfilment of this desire can be obtained in the following three manners: 
• Avoiding the predator’s desire to occur 

This can be obtained when the predator observes that the prey is surrounded by other animals. This 
will make the condition in the predator’s desire generation as described earlier fail. 

• Avoiding the predator’s intention to occur (given that the desire occurs) 
This can be obtained by refutation of the belief that plays the role of the reason to generate the 
intention in the predator’s intention generation as described earlier, i.e., the belief that the prey is 
weak (and does not show aggressive behaviour). 

• Avoiding the predator’s action to occur (given that the intention occurs) 
This can be obtained by refutation of the belief that plays the role of opportunity in the predator’s 
desire action as described, i.e., the belief that the prey is slow (and does not run fast). 

3 Discussion 
In order to function well in interaction with other agents, it is very helpful for an agent to have 
capabilities to predict in which circumstances the agents in its environment will show certain behaviours. 
To this end, such an agent will have to perform interpretation based on a Theory of Mind [1]. This type of 
metacognition is studied in the context of human social interaction, but also in the area of animal 
behaviour it is addressed; e.g. [2, 4, 5]. In this paper the latter area is addressed and analysed using formal 
techniques. Concerning related work, there is a large body of literature on Theory of Mind in non-human 
primates; cf. [4, 5]; in particular in chimpanzees [6]. This literature illustrates that non-human primates 
use Theories of Mind about other primates while interacting socially with them in specific types of 
behaviour like imitation, social relationships, deception, and role-taking. 
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Nowadays, more and more products are being offered on the web in the form of web services. Financial 
institutions for example, also intend to offer their products in such a form in the near future. Within the 
area of web services, a lot of research has been conducted to compose such web services. In order to 
maximise the probability that the product offered as a web service is indeed selected as part of such a 
composition, the company should offer the best product configuration it can. Such an offer can only be 
made if the product is fully tailored towards the desires and characteristics of the customer. Hence, a 
flexible and adaptive approach to obtain and maintain a product configuration is needed to maximise the 
success of offering a product as a web service. 

Traditionally, product models often have been forced in a static format, entailing rigidity of two types: 
(1) rigidity in the manner most products are initially fit to clients and (2) rigidity in the way they are 
maintained over time after a client has accepted them. When offering the product via an interactive 
medium like Internet, as a Web service, solving such rigidity problems increases the service’s success 
probability. To cope with these problems, this paper proposes a dynamic approach to product models. 
This approach supports an ongoing interaction process between the designer and the client. During such 
an interaction process, the background and the desires of the client may change continuously, which will 
lead to continuous adaptation of the product. 

Globally, the approach is based on the Global Design Model (GDM) by [4] (see for an example e.g. 
[3]). It involves four important types of dynamical relations, i.e., (1) to identify requirements and to refine 
them into more specific requirements, (2) to relate specific requirements to basic design object attributes, 
(3) to determine derivable design object attributes from basic design object attributes, and (4) to evaluate 
a design object with respect to requirements. To model and analyse product dynamics, a formalisation is 
made of these dynamics. This formalisation uses the notions of state, for instance a client model at a 
specific time, and trace, a time-indexed sequence of states. There are four different types of states: client, 
requirement, environment and product states, which interact with each other. For example, the client state 
(e.g. car type, age) and environment state (e.g. interest rates, stock market indices) both influence the 
requirements state (e.g. cheapest insurance solution, best stock offer). This formalisation has been 
specified in the high-level executable language LEADSTO [1], which is a sublanguage of the predicate 
logical language TTL [2]. TTL can be classified as a predicate-logic-based reified temporal language; see 
[6, 7]. The resulting (generic) specification has been tested in a case study in the domain of car 
insurances. In this case study the top-level requirement was to find the best car insurance for every client. 
This requirement can be fulfilled by obtaining the necessary client properties (age, car type, etc.) and by 
finding the best combination of premium and risk matching the client properties. This case study shows 
that the model, instantiated with specific knowledge from the domain of car insurances, indeed outputs 
tailored car insurance proposals. As the characteristics of the client change over time, so does the 
proposal for a suitable car insurance. 

In the domain of web services, extensive research has been conducted focusing on the composition of 
web services. Furthermore, the specification of the precise services offered has been investigated as well, 

                                                     
1 The full version of this paper appeared in the Proceedings of the First International Workshop on Web 

Service Composition and Adaptation, IEEE Computer Society Press, 2007. 
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proposing for instance semantic web technology. An additional important aspect for businesses wanting 
to offer a service on the web is to make this service as attractive as possible for a client, which is 
addressed in this paper. In [5] such tailoring is also addressed; that paper introduces a language that 
allows for the specification of service level agreements in a flexible, individual way. The approach also 
introduces a way to manage such service levels throughout the entire life cycle of such a service level 
agreement. The approach presented in this paper is however more generic, since it focuses on tailoring of 
products in general, not only particular aspects of such a product. 

In future work, more complex cases will be addressed, including more realistic examples that involve 
a higher amount of parameters. Moreover, to evaluate its generality, the approach will be tested in other 
domains, such as the design of mortgages.  
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1 Introduction

A collaborative multi-agent system (MAS) is a group of agents in which each member behaves autonomously
to reach the common goal of the group. Some examples are teams of robots and networks of automated re-
source allocation. An issue typically appearing in MASs is decentralized coordination; the communication
between robots may be restricted, or there may be no time to receive all the demands for a certain resource.

In this paper we focus on the issue of optimal control in large MASs where the agents dynamics are
continuous in space and time. In particular we look at cases where the agents have to distribute themselves
in admissible ways over a number of targets. Due to the noise in the dynamics, a configuration that initially
seems attainable with little effort may become harder to reach later on.

We model the system in continuous space and time, following the approach of Wiegerinck et al. [3].
The agents satisfy dynamics with additive control and noise, and the joint behaviour of the agents is valued
by a joint cost function that is quadratic in the control. The stochastic optimization problem may then
be transformed into a linear partial differential equation, which can be solved using generic path integral
methods [1, 2]. The optimal control is unique and follows from the agents’ joint state. Agents will therefore
have to communicate to each other their current states, but not their actions. In the general setting the
dynamics of the agents will be coupled, and this makes an efficient computation of the controls impossible
in large systems. For this reason we will assume that the agents have mutually independent dynamics, such
that the agents are coupled by their joint task only.

The optimal control problem is equivalent to a graphical model inference problem [3]. In large and
sparsely coupled MASs the optimal control can be computed using the junction tree algorithm. Exact
inference, however, will break down when the system is both large and densely coupled. Here we explore
the use of graphical model approximate inference methods in optimal control of large stochastic MASs. We
apply the mean field (MF) approximation to show that optimal control is possible with accuracy in systems
where exact inference breaks down, and we compare with a fast but more greedy alternative method.

2 Numerical Results

We present experimental results from a second order system, where each agent’s position is adjusted over
time by applying a control with the dimension of an acceleration. The n agents have to distribute themselves
over an equal number of targets, each target should be reached by precisely one agent. The agents all start
with zero velocity in the same location at t = 0, and at T = 1 they have to arrive at the targets with zero
velocity. They experience an equal amount of noise and are subject to the same costs.

We considered two approximate inference methods for obtaining the controls. The first method is the
MF approximation. In this method the control is a weighted combination of all n

n possible controls — there
is one joint control for each assignment of agents to targets — the weight decreasing with an increase of the
control’s cost. In the second method, which we will refer to as the sort distances (SD) method, the agent
that is nearest to any of the targets is assigned first to its nearest target, then, removing this pair of agent and
target, this is repeated for the remaining agents and targets, until there are no more remaining agents and
targets.
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Figure 1: A MAS of 15 agents. The positions and velocities over time under MF (a,b) and SD (c,d) control.

The figure shows the velocities of the agents over time. Under MF control, the agents determine their
targets early, and the agents velocities gradually increase from zero to a maximum value to again gradually
decrease to zero, as required. In contrast, under the SD method the agents need almost the entire time interval
to choose their target, and the velocities of the agents change frequently. Further more, compared with the
velocities under the MF method the velocities under the SD method take on higher maximum values. As a
result, the costs for control under the SD method are significantly higher than under the MF method.

3 Conclusion

We have suggested two inference methods for optimally controlling large MASs in which exact inference is
intractable, the SD and the MF method. The controls computed with the MF approximation are significantly
more accurate than those computed under the SD method, although at a price of higher computational costs.
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1 Locally Closed Databases

The Closed-World Assumption (CWA) on databases expresses that an atom not in the database is false.
A more appropriate assumption for sound but partially incomplete databases, is the Local Closed-World
Assumption (LCWA), a local form of the CWA, expressing that the database is complete in a certain area.

Example 1 Consider the following database:

Telephone
Name Telephone

Leen Desmet 6531421
Leen Desmet 09-23314
Bart Delvaux 5985625
Tom Demans 5845213

Deparment
Name Department

Bart Delvaux Computer Science
Leen Desmet Philosophy
Tom Demans Computer Science
David Finner Biology

Suppose that the database is complete w.r.t. all the CS department members, but it is not complete regarding
external collaborators. Thus, e.g., under the CWA, the answer to the query ∃xTelephone(David Finner, x)
is “no”, but as the database is complete only for the CS department, one cannot exclude the possibility that
David Finner does have a phone number, so the correct answer in this case should be “unknown”.

Definition 1 A local closed-world assumption (LCWA) is an expression of the form LCWA(P (x̄), Ψ[x̄]),
where P is called the LCWA’s object and Ψ[x̄], called the LCWA’s window of expertise, is a first-order
formula with free variables that are a subset of x̄.

The intuitive reading of the expression in Definition 1 is that “for all objects x̄ such that Ψ(x̄) holds in
the real world, if an atom of the form P (x̄) is true in the real world, then P (x̄) occurs in the database”.

Definition 2 Let P be a predicate that appears in a database D. Denote by PD the set of P -tuples in D,
and by P (t̄) ∈ D the formula ∨ā∈P D(t̄ = ā). The meaning of a LCWA θ = LCWA(P (x̄), Ψ[x̄]) in D is

MD(θ) = ∀x̄
(
Ψ[x̄] ⊃ (

P (x̄) ⊃ (P (x̄) ∈ D)
))

.

Example 2 In Example 1, LCWA(Tel(x, y), Dept(x,CS)) states that all the telephone numbers of the CS
department members are known and occur in the database. This is expressed by:

MD(θ) = ∀x∀y
(
Dept(x,CS) ⊃ (

Tel(x, y) ⊃ (
(x = LD ∧ y = 6531421)

∨ (x = LD ∧ y = 09-23314) ∨ (x = BD ∧ y = 5985625) ∨ (x = TD ∧ y = 5845213)
))

.

Definition 3 A locally closed database D is a pair (D,L) of a finite set D of ground facts A1, . . . , Am (the
database) constructed from a finite set of constants C1, . . . , Cn (the active domain of D), and finite set L
of local closed-world assumptions. The meaning of a locally closed database D = (D,L) is the first-order
sentence

M(D) = UNA(D) ∧ DCA(D) ∧ ∧
A∈D A ∧ ∧

θ∈L MD(θ),
where DCA(D) = ∀x(

∨n
i=1 x = Ci) and UNA(D) =

∧
1�i<j�n Ci �= Cj are, respectively, the domain

closure axiom and the unique name axiom for D.
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A tuple t̄ is a certain answer in D for Q[x̄], if D |= Q[t̄/x̄]. t̄ is a possible answer in D for Q[x̄],if
D ∪ Q[t̄/x̄] is satisfiable (equivalently, if D �|= ¬Q[t̄/x̄]). We denote by CertD(Q[x̄]) the set of certain
answers of Q[x̄] in D and by PossD(Q[x̄]) the set of possible answers of Q[x̄] in D. Following the usual
measure of complexity in databases, the results below are specified in terms of data complexity, that is, in
terms of the size |D| of the database instance (assuming that all the rest is fixed).

Proposition 1 The decision problem PossL(Q[x̄]) = {(D, t̄) | t̄ ∈ PossD(Q[x̄])} is in NP for all L and
Q[x̄], and is NP-hard for some of them. The decision problem CertL(Q[x̄]) = {(D, t̄) | t̄ ∈ CertD(Q[x̄])}
is in coNP for each L and Q[x̄], and is coNP-hard for some of them.

2 Approximate Query Answering

By Proposition 1, query answering for locally closed databases is computationally unfeasible in the general
case. Below, we introduce an algorithm for efficiently computing underestimations of certain query answers
and overestimations of possible query answers. First, we define the family of locally closed databases in the
context of which this algorithm can be applied:

Definition 4 The LCWA dependency graph determined by a set L of LCWAs is a directed graph whose
nodes are database predicates and there is a directed edge from Q to P iff there exists LCWA(P (x),Ψ[x]) ∈
L in which Q occurs in Ψ. A hierarchically closed database D, is a locally closed database (D,L), where
L is a set of LCWAs inducing a cycle-free dependency graph.

Given a hierarchically closed database D=(D,L) and a query Q[x̄], we can use Algorithm 1 to rewrite
the query in a way that depends on the kind of answers we are interested in.

Algorithm 1 : Query rewriting function R+ (resp., R−)

1: Input: a set L of LCWA’s of a hierarchically closed database and a query Q[x̄].
2: Define R+(Q[x̄]) and R−(Q[x̄]) by simultaneous induction on the structure of Q[x̄] as follows:

• R+(P (t̄)) := R−(P (t̄)) := P (t̄) if P is a primitive predicate t, f or =.

• R+(P (t̄)) := P (t̄) and R−(P (t̄)) := (P (t̄) ∨ ¬R+(ΨP (t̄)) if P is a non-primitive predicate.

• R+(¬ϕ) := ¬R−(ϕ) and R−(¬ϕ) := ¬R+(ϕ).
• R+ and R− distribute over ∧,∨, ∃,∀.

3: Output: a query R+(Q[x̄]) (resp., R−(Q[x̄])).

The idea behind Algorithm 2 is then that certain (respectively possible) answers of Q[x̄] w.r.t. D can be
obtained by directly posing the query R+(Q[x̄]) (respectively R−(Q[x̄])) against the database D.

Algorithm 2 : Approximate certain (resp., possible) query answering

1: Input: a hierarchically closed database D = (D,L) and a query Q[x̄].
2: Compute QD[x̄] :=R+(Q[x̄]) (resp QD[x̄] :=R−(Q[x̄]))
3: Evaluate QD[x̄] with respect to the database D and active domain of D.

4: Output: A set CertA(Q[x̄]) (resp., PossA(Q[x̄])) of tuples for the evaluation in (3).

Proposition 2 (Soundness) Let D be a hierarchically closed database. For a query Q, CertA(Q[x̄]) ⊆
CertD(Q[x̄])⊆PossD(Q[x̄])⊆PossA(Q[x̄]).

Proposition 3 (Completeness) Let D = (D,L) be a hierarchically closed database such that every win-
dow of expertise in L is a conjunction of literals. If a query Q[x̄] is a conjunction of literals, CertA(Q[x̄]) =
CertD(Q[x̄]). If Q[x̄] is a disjunction of literals, PossA(Q[x̄]) = PossD(Q[x̄]).

Proposition 4 (Complexity) Given a hierarchically closed database D and a query Q, the computation
time of CertA(Q[x̄]) and PossA(Q[x̄]) by Algorithm 2 is polynomial in |D|.
This is a compressed version of a paper (by the same authors and with the same title) that has appeared in
Proc. 22nd National Conference on Artificial Intelligence (AAAI), pages 397–492, AAAI Press, July 2007.
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1 Graph mining

Until now, most work on learning graphs extended approaches from the field of machine learn-
ing that do not take relational structure into account. Given the fact that Grammar Induction
(GI) deals with objects with internal structure, borrowing techniques from this field is an ob-
vious step. In GI, learning a classification task is approached as learning a representation for
a language. Such representations usually take the form of automata, grammars or rewriting
systems, and these can be used to represent graph languages as well as string or tree languages.
A novel approach to GI, planar languages, makes use of linear equalities over a kernel feature
space, thus defining inherently learnable language classes. We show that existing literature on
graph kernels offers expressive, well-understood kernels that, with minor adjustments, can be
used for the definition of rich learnable classes of graph languages.

The notion of planar languages was first defined in [CCFW06, CCFWS06]. These consist
of sets of strings that correspond to points that form a hyperplane in a kernel feature space.
Kernels are normally used in conjunction with an SVM to perform supervised learning tasks.
In the context of planar languages, the learning algorithm finds the lowest dimensional space
spanned by the images of datapoints. Planar languages are known to be learnable in the sense
of identification in the limit.

2 Graph kernels

In the context of planar languages, injectivity is a desirable property for kernels. Unfortunately,
in the case of graphs this is not feasible. In [GFW03] it was shown that computing an injective
graph kernel is at least as hard as deciding whether two graphs are isomorphic.

Definition 2.1 A graph G = 〈V,E〉 consists of a set of n vertices V = {v1, . . . , vn} and a set
of edges E ⊆ V × V .

Definition 2.2 Let graphs G = 〈V,E〉 and G
′ = 〈V ′

, E
′〉 be given. A (direct) product graph

G× = 〈V×, E×〉 is a graph with |V | · |V ′| vertices, where each such vertex represents a pair of
vertices from G and G

′, respectively. An edge e ∈ E× connects two vertices in G× just if the
corresponding vertices in G and G

′ are adjacent in both these graphs.

2.1 The random walk graph kernel

In [BK07] a graph kernel based on counting the number of matching random walks in graphs is
defined. This method does not limit itself to comparing local features, so one might expect bad
performance. However, efficient and theoretically sound algorithms do exist. In [VBS06], a341



reduction to Sylvester equations yields algorithms with worst-case time-complexity of O(n3):
κ(G,G

′) =
∑

∞

k=0 μ(k)q�×W
k
×p×.

2.2 The composite graph kernel

In a product graph, absence of an edge between two vertices in both graphs G and G
′ is treated

as absence of that edge in either G or G
′. In some sense, potentially interesting information is

ignored. To counter this, [BK07] introduces a composite graph kernel based on the notion of
complement graph. The complement graph G = 〈V,E〉 of a graph G = 〈V,E〉 has the same
vertices as G, but just all the edges missing from G. The composite kernel is then defined as:
κcomp(G,G

′) = κ(G,G
′) + κ(G,G

′).

3 Graph planar languages

The walk kernel can be the basis of a planar language. It is known not to be injective, so it
is important to what graphs a given point in feature space can map. We call a pair with this
property congruent.

Let G be a directed, connected graph with some node n1 with in-degree 0 and some node n2

with out-degree 0. Let Gn be the graph consisting of G and n copies of the (acyclic) subgraph
between n1 and n2, which are all connected to these nodes in the same way as in G. Then
G and Gn form a congruent pair for the walk kernel, for any n. A similar construction exists
for any graph G containing cycles; a copy of cycle C can be ’adjoined’ into C , as long as the
connections to and from nodes not part of the cycle are copied as well. The resulting graph G

′

forms a congruent pair with G for the walk kernel.
The composite kernel has greater expressive power; one can stipulate the non-existence of

edges between nodes with certain labels. This is not possible for the walk kernel: if graph
G = 〈V,E〉 is in a walk-planar language, then so is any graph G

′ = 〈V,E ∪ E
′〉, E′ �= ∅.
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Text Analysis for Automatic Image Annotation∗
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1 Introduction

In many situations texts and images in a document are highly associated, such as is the case of newspapers,
(news-)websites, brochures and advertisements and catalogues. The text offers valuable information which
could help to interpret the image, for example in the difficult task of automatic object recognition. In this
paper we test the feasibility of automatically annotating images by extracting entities from the associated
text which are likely to appear in the image. To determine the probability that an entity appears in the image,
we take into account the text’s discourse structure, the text’s semantics and world knowledge that is not
present in the text.

2 Entity classification

We classify all entities (i.e. nouns) in the text according to a semantic database. We use the WordNet [1]
database, which organizes English nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs in synsets. A synset is a collection
of words that have a close meaning and that represents an underlying concept. We combine two methods for
entity classification. The first method assigns the correct synset to every noun in the text (i.e. to disambiguate
the sense of the word) for which we use an efficient Word Sense Disambiguation system that was developed
by the authors. This method does not offer a satisfactory solution for proper names, since the amount of
proper names is possibly indefinite. Therefor, we use a second method in which we tag proper names using
the Lingpipe Named Entity Recognizer. This package recognizes persons, locations and organizations.

3 Salience

We discover which entities are in the focus of the text and which entities are only mentioned briefly, because
we assume that more important entities in the text have a greater probability of appearing in the image. We
define the salience measure which represents the importance of an entity in a text. In earlier research we have
developed a discourse segmentation module, which hierarchically and sequentially segments the discourse
in different topics and subtopics resulting in a discourse tree, representing a hierarchical table of contents
of the text [3]. The algorithm detects patterns of thematic progression in texts and can thus recognize the
main topic of a sentence (i.e., about whom or what the sentence speaks) and the hierarchical and sequential
relationships between individual topics. We compute for every entity a score (Sal1) which is proportional
to the depth of the entity in the discourse tree -hereby assuming that deeper in this tree more detailed topics
of a text are described- and normalize this value.

Not all entities in the text appear in the discourse tree, and therefore we implement an additional re-
finement. The segmentation module already determines the main topic of a sentence. We can determine
the relative importance of the other entities in a sentence by relying on the relationships between entities as

∗This is an abstract of the papers Deschacht, K. and Moens, M.-F. Text Analysis for Automatic Image Annotation, in proceedings
of the 45th Annual Meeting of the Association for Computational Linguistics, Prague, 2007 and Deschacht, K., Moens, M.-F. and
Robeyns, W. Cross-Media Entity Recognition in Nearly Parallel Visual and Textual Documents, in proceedings of the 8th RIAO
conference on Large-Scale Semantic Access to Content, Pittsburgh, 2007. The work reported in this papers is supported by the EU-IST
project CLASS (IST-027978). We are grateful to Yves Gufflet from the INRIA research team (Grenoble, France) for collecting the
Yahoo! News dataset.
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signaled by the syntactic parse tree. For every entity we calculate the score Sal2, which is inversely propor-
tional to the depth of the parse tree where the entity occurs, and the score Sal3, which is proportional to the
number of nodes in the subtree corresponding to this entity. The salience is defined as the linear combination
of these three scores (Sal1, Sal2 and Sal3).

4 Visualness

The salience measure depends only on the thematic progression and syntactic structure of the text. Lack-
ing from this measure is the fact that some entities never (or only indirectly) appear in an image, such as
“thought” and “journey”. We therefor incorporate world-knowledge in a second measure, visualness, which
is defined as the extent to which an entity can be perceived visually. We employ the similarity measure de-
fined by Lin [2] which uses the hyponym/hypernym relation in the WordNet database to compute a semantic
similarity between two synsets. This similarity measure gives a score between 0 and 1, close to 1 for synsets
which are conceptually similar (e.g. “journey” and “voyage” with a similarity of 0.89) and close to 0 for
synsets which are conceptually different (e.g. “journey” and “car” with a similarity of 0). We have manually
selected 25 seed synsets in WordNet, where we tried to cover the wide range of topics we were likely to
encounter in the test corpus, and set the visualness of these seed synsets to either 1 (visual) or 0 (not visual).
We then define the visualness vis(s) of a given synset s as vis(s) =

∑
i vis(si)

sim(s,si)
C(s) where si is a seed

synsets and C(s) is a normalizing constant.

5 Results

We assume that the salience and visualness measures are independent for every entity. This allows us to
compute the probability of appearance of an entity as the product of the salience and the visualness of the
entity. We evaluate this measure on a corpus consisting of image-text pairs retrieved from the Yahoo! News
website. Every picture has an associated text which discusses the event for which the picture was taken, with
an average length of 40.98 words in which they discuss 15.04 entities, of which 2.58 appear in the image.

We perform a first evaluation on 100 image-text pairs where we predict, from analyzing the text only,
what entities are visible in the associated image. One annotator has labeled every image-text pair with the
entities (i.e. persons and other objects) that appear both in the image and in the text. A baseline system,
which assumes that all entities in the text are visible in the image results in a precision of 15.62%, a recall
of 91.08% and F-measure of 26.66%. Our system gives a probability of appearance for every entity. To
simplify evaluation, we assume that all entities with a probability higher then a threshold of 0.4 are visible
in the image. This results in a precision of 70.56%, a recall of 67.82% and a largely improved F-measure of
69.39%.

For the second evaluation we have annotated the entities that appear both in the image and in the text for
900 image-text pairs, and, for every image-text pair, sorted these entities on their perceived importance in
the image. To compare this ranking with an automatic generated ranking, we use a penalty based evaluation
measure where an entity on an incorrect position receives a penalty which is proportional with the difference
with the position in the manual list. We compute a micro average for all 900 texts. A baseline approach
where all entities are considered visible and ranked according to the position in the text results in a score
of 56.98%. The ranking defined by the probability of appearance results in substantially improved score of
83.25%.
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1 Introduction

Organizational effectiveness depends on many factors, including individual excellence, efficient structures,
effective planning and capability to understand and match context requirements. In this paper, we pro-
pose a way to model organizational performance based on a combination of formal models and agent-based
simulation that supports the analysis of the congruence of different organizational structures to changing
environments. Organizational adaptation is the process to evaluate the how an organization matches its envi-
ronment, and to determine the changes leading to better performance given those environmental conditions.
That is, it is assumed that organizations try to locate the structure that best fits their environment and will
make changes in their design accordingly [1]. Providing decision-makers with knowledge and tools that
enable them to effectively identify, assess and respond to environmental changes is of utmost importance
for the survival of the organization. Our research aims at developing tools and formalisms to model organi-
zations and evaluate their performance under different circumstances. On the one hand, we have developed
a modelling language with formal semantics that enables the specification of abstract organization models,
the verification of formal properties such as flexibility or robustness [3], and the analysis of organizational
adaptation in dynamic environments. On the other hand, we developed a simulation framework to describe
environment characteristics and the response of different organizational designs to those characteristics.
Simulation results can be used to inform strategic decisions concerning reorganization.

2 Formal Model of Organization

Organizations are complex dynamic goal-oriented processes, based on the coordinated and purposeful action
of human beings in the environment. Three broad classes of characteristics jointly determine organizational
performance[4]. The first are the structural factors, which are the components and features of the organi-
zation (such as roles, dependencies, constraints, norms and regulations). The second are task environmental
factors, which are the components and features of the task (such as size, time constraints, uncertainty). The
third class of factors are agent factors, which are the characteristics of the individual agents concerning task
capability, intelligence (including decision making and reasoning capabilities), social awareness, etc. These
three classes of factors jointly determine the performance of the organization. The Language for Agent Or-
ganizations (LAO), based on modal logics, was developed to enable the formal representation and reasoning
about these concepts [2]. This formalism enables the analysis of theoretical properties while incorporating
realistic notions such as bounded capabilities of agents, coordination and control.

Changes in the environment lead to alterations on the effectiveness of the organization and therefore in
a need to reorganize, or at least, the need to consider the consequences of the change to the organization’s
effectiveness and possibly efficiency. In our model, a successful organization, is such that DO ⊆ SO, Reor-
ganization activities aim therefore at aligning these sets, either by attempting to change the current state, or
by altering the set of desires. Basically, reorganization consists of two activities: the evaluation of current

1Published as: V. Dignum, C. Tick: “Agent-based Analysis of Organizations: Performance and Adaptation”, Proceedings of the
IEEE/WIC/ACM International Conference on Intelligent Agent Technology (IAT’07), Silicon Valley, November 2007
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organizational state and its ‘distance’ to desired state, and, the choice of reorganization strategy, that is, the
purposeful change of organizational constituents (structure, agent population, objectives) in order to make
a path to desired state possible and efficient. Reorganization activities can be classified in three groups:
Staffing, representing changes on the set of agents (adding, changing or removing agents), Structuring, rep-
resenting changes on the structure of the organization, and, Strategy, representing changes on the objectives
of the organization.

3 Simulation Framework

We have developed a simulation framework, Organization Ontology Simulator (OOS) [5], based on LAO.
The aim of the OOS is to be able to simulate reorganization in a quick and structured fashion. The framework
provides an organizational ontology implementing classes for environment, agent, and structure and related
concepts in RDF/RDFS standard format. Simulations in OOS are generated as instances of the organization
ontology. Specific organizations are represented as instances of this ontology. OOS converts the ontology
instances into a custom JAVA based format, which can be used by the simulation engine. At the moment, we
use a Repast (http://repast.sourceforge.net/) environment to visualize and run the simulations. Furthermore,
OOS provides a custom made plug-in for the 3APL agent platform (http://www.cs.uu.nl/3apl/), which allows
the user to create simulations of organization that use software agents with cognitive capabilities in an open
environment. The use of cognitive agents enables the analysis of goal-directed behavior and grounds of
this behavior in BDI-logic. Reorganization activities of the staffing- and (part of) the strategy type can be
implemented online, because the 3APL platform supplies an open environment. Agents can be taken out
and re-inserted in the system, while the simulation is running. We used OOS, to simulate organizational
adaptation. Our approach was to design two sufficiently different environments, and two organizations that
exploit the differences between environments.

4 Conclusions

Dynamic reorganization of agent systems is needed in order to enable systems to enforce or adapt to changes
in the environment. This issue has been discussed by many researchers and several domain-oriented solu-
tions have been proposed. However, such solutions often lack a formal basis. This makes difficult the
development of theories about reorganization and prevents the comparison or adaptation of models to other
domains or situations. In this paper we presented a first attempt at a formal model for organizational con-
cepts and the reorganization process, based on modal temporal logic. We further introduced a framework for
the rapid development of organizational simulations. This framework provides a structured efficient way to
deploy many different organizational and environment designs, by using ontologies describing organization
structures, environment characteristics and agent capabilities, and provides semi-automatic means to gener-
ate simulations from the ontology instances. Moreover, the simulation framework incorporates the cognitive
characteristics of agents.

Acknowledgements. The authors are grateful to Daghan Acay for his contribution to the development
of OOS. This research is funded by the Netherlands Organization for Scientific Research (NWO), through
Veni-grant 639.021.509.
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Abstract

Accurate and efficient models of human behavior offer great potential in military and crisis management

applications. However, little attention has been given to the manner in which it can be determined if this

potential is actually realized. In this study a quality assessment approach that combines the perspectives

of application users, scientific users and model developers is proposed. A case study was done to assess

the quality of two models. Specifically the reusability and relevancy of these models was assessed. The

assessment approach is a framework in which quality assessment of human behavior representations can

be further developed and that offers the exchange of quality assessments results. This, in turn, enables

models to be composed of (sub)models of which the quality is established beforehand.

1 Introduction
Accurate and efficient models of human behavior offer great potential in applications in domains as military

operations and crisis management [5], [6], [7]. However, little attention has been given to the manner in

which it can be determined if this potential is actually realized. The few reports on the assessment of such

models are often anecdotal reports that do not focus on a structured or comprehensive quality assessment. A

general quality assessment method is needed in order to learn from past efforts, to leverage existing human

behavior representation (HBR) models, and to enable comparison of model quality.

The meaning of quality assessment of HBR models is often limited to the validation of model behavior

versus human behavior. Even in this limited scope little experience has been documented [4]. Several studies

have proposed that such validation can only be done relative to its application context [3], [2]. Even with

the proposed changes to validation approaches there is little attention for non-empirical quality assessment

and the meaning of quality for model developers. The notion that model quality is only mediated through

behavior validity is too narrow.

HBR quality, similar to validity, can only be viewed relative to the intended use of the model under

consideration. Moreover, it can only be viewed relative to its intended user. In validation, HBR’s are

evaluated on the appropriateness of simulated human behavior generated by the model. This is mostly

relevant to the cognitive scientist interested in the mechanisms underlying human behavior. However, an

application end user is mostly interested in how well the model supports him in reaching his goals (i.e.

achieving a learning goal, making better decisions, etc.). Furthermore, a model developer has yet another

perspective on HBR quality. The model developer is mostly interested in how well a model can be used

in developing HBR based applications. In this study we aim to define a quality assessment strategy that

takes all these users of HBR models into account. Additionally, we report our first experiences with this

approach during the assessment of the HBR model of a naval command center officer that was used to create

a decision support application for tactical picture compilation.

2 Approach
We have focused on two aspects of HBR quality; relevance and reusability. Relevance is taken to mean

the breadth of application of a model. Reusability means that the model is designed to ensure that model

functionality is encapsulated within it and not dependent on properties external to the model. We have built

two models. A model of a naval task called tactical picture compilation and a model of human attention.
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We have constructed a questionnaire that allows naval subject matter experts to rate the relative impor-

tance of each of the tasks of the Royal Netherlands Navy. We asked cognitive model applications experts

to decide either model was applicable to naval tasks, and if so in what function. Both models could be

considered as a component in a decision support system and/or a training system. This yielded a weighted

relevance score for each model in relation to the tasks of the navy and a weighted relevancy score in relation

to the applications decision support and training.

For the reusability we have analyzed both models on various reusability properties as proposed by [1].

3 Results
The performed evaluation yields evidence in the form of a domain and application score that both model

models are of use to the Royal Netherlands Navy. The results reflect the different nature of the models. The

visual attention model has a relative low score in relation to both training and decision support applications

and a high score in relation to the tasks of the navy. It is relevant for almost all naval tasks but is more suited

to one type of model use (i.e. decision support applications). The tactical picture compilation model has

a relative high score in relation to both applications and a low score in relation to naval tasks. This model

can be said to be more ’task oriented’. It is relevant for use both in training and decision-support but is only

relevant for some tasks (i.e. those that rely on tactical picture compilation).

No evidence was found for external dependencies for each of the two models considered. Therefore,

they both seem equally well suited for reuse.

4 Discussion
This preliminary evaluation of decision-support models adds to the existing body of literature on the use

of cognitive models in the naval domain. Both HBR models, and the architectures that they are based on,

are only rarely investigated on their relevance and reuse properties. The investigation of model quality will

be an ongoing process in which new model properties and relations between models will be added to the

evaluation approach.
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Abstract

Web services are pieces of software that can be invoked via a standardized protocol. They can be com-

bined via formalized work-flow languages. The OpenKnowledge system is a fully distributed knowledge

management system using P2P technology, that allows users to publish these work-flows, and program-

mers to register their web services or publish implementations of them, for the roles described in these

work-flows. Besides this, the system offers the functionality to select a peer that could coordinate such

an interaction model and inform web services when it is their ’turn’. In this paper we describe the archi-

tecture and implementation of the OpenKnowledge Kernel which provides the core functionality of the

OpenKnowledge system. We currently have a working system implemented in Java, providing the basic

functionality. The relevance to the AI community is the novel approach of seeing interactions/workflows

as the main currency shared over a P2P network together with the services implementing the roles in the

work-flows. Besides this, the system offers many research opportunities where we are currently working

on, to mention some: reputation management for services and work-flows, mappings between different

terminologies, rich content descriptions, etc.

1 The OpenKnowledge Kernel
This paper[1] is a summary of the accepted submission to the IX CESSE conference, Vienna 2007. Web ser-

vices are pieces of software which functionality can be invoked via standardized web interfaces. Combining

these services leads to service interactions, which are specified as interaction models. In other words, inter-

action models contain roles and the execution flow between them. Web-services are not bound to specific

interaction models; for example, a credit-card service can be used for a hotel-booking task or to buy music.

From a user’s perspective, the services are only a means to fulfill a task. The re-use of these interactions

and decoupling them from the services that play the roles in the interaction is the novel contribution of the

OpenKnowledge System (OK system). This system is completely distributed using P2P technology. Each

peer that participates in the OK system will at least run a piece of code that we call the OpenKnowledge
Kernel enabling the base functionality to find these interactions and the code or peers that enable to run the

services. More precisely, the system is focused on efficiently sharing and finding these formally described

interaction models (IMs) together with pointers to either the code for the services or peers that can execute

the services. We call these services OpenKnowledge components (OKCs). The IMs together with the OKCs

are efficiently stored and retrieved in a P2P network. Besides this, due to the fact that the tasks are formally

described, the OK system offers the functionality to coordinate a task by controlling the process flow be-

tween OKCs, (i.e., by executing the IM, selecting OKCs to fulfill a role, finding alternative OKCs in case

of failure, and making sure the IM is followed by all OKCs). The users can publish IMs, write interfaces to

services, and subscribe these interfaces to play roles in the IMs. The system helps these users by providing

tools to ease re-use of existing IMs or by helping connect two services via mappings in case the output of

one does not match the input of the other.
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In [4] a detailed overview of the system requirements, assumptions and motivations together with a

comparison to other systems and research is given. The architecture is described extensively in [2]. The OK

system’s most important requirements are ease of use, openness of sharing, and re-use of knowledge about

interactions, which are the novel contribution of our approach. We assume that users are willing to provide

knowledge about tasks. We think that this is a realistic assumption since community-based annotation

systems like FlickR1 and Youtube2 have become quite popular. Also, we think it is reasonable to assume

that a programmer of a web service wants it to be used and is willing to spend some time to write an IM with

annotations if it would increase its probability of being used. The relevance to the AI community is the novel

approach of seeing interactions/workflows as the main currency shared over a P2P network together with

the services implementing the roles. Besides this, the system offers many research opportunities, to mention

some: reputation management for services and work-flows, mappings between different terminologies, rich

content descriptions, etc.

2 The Architecture
The OpenKnowledge system, has a P2P architecture where each autonomous peer shares a common piece of

software, providing the basic functionality and currently implemented in Java that we call the OK Kernel. As

said, an IM is a formal specification written in a language devised for this purpose (e.g., LCC [3] or BPEL3).

IMs contain roles and define the interactions between them. Roles are implemented by OKCs. An OKC

is comparable to a web service: it has an implementation and a standardized way to describe functionality.

OKCs are mobile and are stored locally in OKC repositories, and distributedly via the DTS. Once they are

being executed as part of an IM, the OKC instances are stored in instance repositories. Each peer manages

the OKCs it has stored locally and can also act as a coordinator of an interaction between OKCs. OKCs

communicate with the coordinator via the communication layer. A user-interface is provided to access the

basic OK functionality by the user; search for IMs, download OKCs, and subscribe to roles. The control
manager provides execution control over the peer’s modules.

Besides these, there is a set of elements that are not essential for every peer but are essential for the

system as a whole. Therefore, a subset of the OK peers need to execute them. Some peers, acting as

coordinators, need to interpret the IMs and coordinate the communication between OKCs. Furthermore,

some services are provided for peers to aid in the interaction process. The Discovery and Team formation

Service (DTS) stores IMs, OKCs, and their subscriptions. The Trust and Reputation Service (TRS) is used

to gather information about other peers in order to guide the user in choosing interaction partners. The

Mapping Service (MS) is used by peers when interacting with each other to aid in mutual understanding.
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1 Introduction
Discovering mappings between concept hierarchies is widely regarded as one of the hardest and most urgent

problems facing the Semantic Web. The problem is even harder in domains where concepts are inherently

vague and ill-defined, and cannot be given a crisp definition. A notion of approximate concept mapping is

required in such domains, but until now, no such notion is available.

The first contribution of this paper is a definition for approximate mappings between concepts. Roughly,

a mapping between two concepts is decomposed into a number of submappings, and a sloppiness value
determines the fraction of these submappings that can be ignored when establishing the mapping.

A potential problem of such a definition is that with an increasing sloppiness value, it will gradually

allow mappings between any two arbitrary concepts. To improve on this trivial behaviour, we need to design

a heuristic weighting which minimises the sloppiness required to conclude desirable matches, but at the

same time maximises the sloppiness required to conclude undesirable matches. The second contribution of

this paper is to show that a Google-based similarity measure has exactly these desirable properties.

We establish these results by experimental validation in the domain of musical genres. We show that

this domain does suffer from ill-defined concepts. We take two real-life genre hierarchies from the Web, we

compute approximate mappings between them at varying levels of sloppiness, and we validate our results

against a hand-crafted Gold Standard.

Our method makes use of the huge amount of knowledge that is implicit in the current Web, and exploits

this knowledge as a heuristic for establishing approximate mappings between ill-defined concepts. The full

version of this paper is published in [1].

2 The problem, our approach and experimental results
The problem We match music classifications in the form of collections of concepts, where music entities

are being classified. The matching result is set of pairs of concepts from the different classifications, related

in a subsumption relation. Such classification can be modelled as a concept hierarchy. In this model it is

not sufficient to only use the concept labels to identify the concepts, since, their position in the schemas

influences their meaning as well. Two concepts can share the same name Experimental, while one being

subclass of Jazz and the other of Techno. They clearly represent different classes. We anticipate this property

in the matching in the following way: we make the meanings explicit by conjoining the concepts with their

superconcepts in the hierarchy.

A weighted approximation method for ontology matching, using Google distance We phrase the on-

tology matching as finding subsumption relations A ⊆ B between concepts from separate hierarchies. The

representation of concepts as a conjunction of propositional symbols implies that concepts have the form
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Figure 1: Recall/precision graph of approximate matching with uniform weighting at increasing sloppiness-

levels (left), and graph of approximate matching with Google weighting at increasing sloppiness-levels

(right)

B = B1 ∩ . . . ∩ Bk This means that the subsumption check A ⊆ B can be split into a set of subproblems:∧
i(A ⊆ Bi) with each subproblem checking if A is a subclass of one of the conjuncts Bi. The original sub-

sumption problem is satisfied if and only if all the subproblems are satisfied. Now, we relax this requirement,

and introduce approximation through the notion of sloppiness value, calculated as the amount of incorrect

subsumptions (A ⊆ Bi) in the problem A ⊆ B. This sloppiness value can be further influenced using a

heuristic weighting function: each subproblem A ⊆ Bi is given a weight wi, and the weighted sloppiness

value is the summed weight of all the subproblems that needed to be ignored for the subsumption to be

accepted: s̃(A ⊆ B) =
∑

{i:A�⊆Bi} wi.
A suitable weighting scheme that takes advantage of the vast knowledge available on the web can be

developed using a Google-based dissimilarity measure called Normalised Google Distance (NGD). The

concepts are represented with their labels which are fed to the Google search engine as search terms. In-

tuitively, NGD(x, y) is a measure for the symmetric conditional probability of co-occurrence of the terms

x and y: given a web-page containing one of the terms x or y, NGD(x, y) measures the probability of that

web-page also containing the other term. Using this measure we can directly compute the requred weights

wi in the above matching scheme.

Experiments To validate whether the approximation is indeed improved by the weighting, we conducted

experiments using the extracted data from the music domain. We compared the performance of uniform

weighting approximation with Google-based weighting. The tests were conducted on a set of 50 random

pairs of concepts. As a reference of correctness we handcrafted a Gold Standard on this set of candidate

matching pairs. The precision/recall plot of classical and weighted approximations are shown on Figure

1. The weighted scheme outperforms the classical approximation, exhibiting nearly perfect behavior on

sloppiness level of 0.53.

3 Conclusions
In this study, we have addressed the problem of discovering approximate matching relations between con-

cepts from different concept hierarchies. Such approximate matching relations are required in many domains

where concepts are ill-defined, and any attempt to find precise equivalences (or even precise subsumptions)

will fail because of the imprecise nature of the concepts. Our method is directly applicable to the lightweight

hierarchies found in practice in imprecise domains.

In order to validate our theoretical proposal, we harvested from the Web realistic concept hierarchies

that represented musical genres, we constructed a small Gold Standard corpus of mapping candidates, and

we performed experiments to test the precision and recall of our approximation method. Our results show

that the Google-based semantic measure significantly outperforms an uninformed measure.
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1 Introduction

There is an increasing interest amongst researchers to develop computerised versions of clinical guidelines
[3], which at the moment are still just documents, using one of the specialised guideline representation
languages. The resulting computer-based guidelines can then act as a basis for the development of decision-
support systems, which, thus, allow computer-based deployment of guidelines in a clinical setting. One
possible application of such clinical decision-support systems is critiquing, i.e., to spot and analyse differ-
ences between the proposed actions taken by a medical doctor, and a set of ‘ideal’ actions as prescribed
by the computerised guideline. The common feature of a critiquing system is that the user of the system
provides as input (1) a problem description (e.g., patient symptoms), and (2) a proposed solution (e.g., a
treatment plan). This second input is what distinguishes critiquing systems from the more traditional expert
systems, which only take a problem description as input [2]. The second input to a critiquing system, i.e., a
proposed solution, is typically the output of an expert system.

One way to look upon a patient and a patient’s disease logically is as a concurrent system, i.e., as a
system described in terms of states and state transitions in time. Model checking technology offers methods
that allow one to analyse concurrent systems for their consistency. One can rely on an extensive collection of
tools and techniques readily available. It is a well investigated technique for verification of systems that can
be modelled by a finite transition system. However, model checking has been mainly applied to technical
systems, such as hardware, software-based communication protocols, concurrent programs, etc. Recently,
it has been proposed to use model checking for the verification of clinical guidelines [1]. This raises the
question whether model checking can also be used as a basis for critiquing. It is this question that is being
explored in detail in this paper.

2 Approach

In the proposed method for critiquing medical treatment plans using model checking, the input to the system
consists of patient data and a treatment plan (Figure 1). Patient data consists of patient symptoms and test
outcomes measured for the patient, whereas the treatment plan consists of all actions (to be) performed by
the practitioner. We will assume that these can be provided to the system as temporal logic formulas. Work
in the Protocure project1 and elsewhere shows that this is within the realms of the possible, given extensive
methodological and tool support for the formalisation of both clinical guidelines and patient records.

∗This work has been supported by the European Commission’s IST program, under contract number IST-FP6-508794 Protocure-II.
We acknowledge the help received from medical experts from the Dutch Institute for Healthcare Improvement, Utrecht, The Nether-
lands and from the Fundacio ‘Josep Laporte’, Barcelona, Spain.

1http://www.protocure.org
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(1) patient data

(2) treatment plan
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Figure 1: Critiquing approach using model checking. Given patient data and a treatment plan as input (tem-
poral specifications), the critiquing system uses a model checker to verify consistency w.r.t. to a guideline
model (state transition system) to generate a critique (empty in case of compliance).

The critiquing system uses the patient data and treatment plan as specifications that need to be checked
against a formal model of the guideline, i.e., a state transition system. When the specifications are consistent
with the guideline model, no critique needs to be generated as the proposed treatment plan conforms with
the guideline. In case an inconsistency is found between the specification and the guideline model, the
specification is weakened to get insight to which extent the treatment plan is consistent with the guideline.
There are two possible reasons for the incompatibility:

Non-compliant order: It is possible that each of the actions in the treatment plan can be applied to this
patient, but only in a different order than the treatment plan proposes. This can be established by
removing the order between some of the actions in the treatment plan.

Non-compliant actions: Another possibility is that, according to the guideline, some of the actions cannot
be prescribed at all for the patient in question. This can be investigated by considering a subset of the
actions in the treatment plan.

These two approaches can be combined and lead to further insight into the nature of the detected inconsis-
tency allowing the system to exploit these insights into a critique, which is then given to the practitioner.

3 Conclusions

In the full paper, we have investigated the feasibility of this approach by applying it to a medical guideline
for breast cancer treatment. Compared to simulation-based critiquing of an operational version of the guide-
line, we found that model checking provides additional value. Critiquing based on running the operational
guideline model through an interpreter only checks the consistency of a patient record against a single trace
through the guideline (namely, the one chosen by the interpreter), while model checking compares the pa-
tient record against all possibilities allowed by the guideline. This difference is crucial when the guideline is
under-specified, which is usually the case, and therefore contains non-deterministic choices between treat-
ments. A general conclusion is that a correspondence is needed between the terminology of the guideline
and the data. This is currently already being partially implemented by the Dutch Institute of Healthcare
Improvement: newly constructed guidelines are currently being equipped with a data-collection dictionary.
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1 Introduction
Automated support for management of complex distributed object-oriented systems is a challenge: self-

management is the goal. A self-management system needs to reason about the behaviour of the distributed

entities in a system, and act when necessary. The knowledge needed is multi-leveled: different levels of

concepts and rules need to be represented. This paper explores the requirements that hold for representing

this knowledge in self-managed distributed object-oriented systems, and explores the potential of Semantic

Web technology in this context.

2 Self-Management Knowledge Representation Requirements
This section discusses a number of important requirements for representing self-management knowledge in

distributed object-oriented environments, and the potential of the Semantic Web in relation to these require-

ments.

Knowledge locality and modularity - In a distributed system, consisting of multiple software components,

the self-management knowledge of each component needs to be described and stored locally to facilitate

the specification, distribution, migration, and reuse of these components. This implies that the knowledge

representation needs to be able to describe and reason about distributed entities. This requirement is satisfied

by the Semantic Web languages because they support the use of Uniform Resource Identifiers (URI). URIs

make it possible to identify and refer to resources stored on different locations.

Knowledge reasoning - Self-management knowledge does not only contain concepts, but also includes

rules to reason about these concepts, and even meta-rules to reason about rules themselves. Rules are used

in a running self-management system to analyse a system’s current status in order to detect and repair any

unwanted situation. Therefore, there is a need for a rule language that supports multi-level reasoning with

distributed knowledge. This requirement is satisfied by the Semantic Web languages because SWRL is

specifically designed to reason about OWL concepts. SWRL is closely integrated with OWL, and therefore,

rules in SWRL can directly use OWL concepts.

Knowledge acquisition - Self-management knowledge is specified by many types of users across organisa-

tions. To support the creation and maintenance of self-management knowledge, two non-functional require-

ments hold. (1) Tool availability: in distributed environments, knowledge acquisition tools are essential for

system developers to enter, visualise, and check the consistency and soundness of complex self-management

concepts, and to execute logical rules to infer new facts. (2) User acceptance: given the diversity in the

types of users and organisations, the language used for self-management knowledge specifications should

be intuitive and preferably comply with standards. Both non-functional requirements, mentioned above,

are satisfied by the Semantic Web languages. The tool availability requirement is satisfied, because the

∗This research is supported by the NLnet Foundation, http://www.nlnet.nl, and Fortis Bank Netherlands, http://www.fortisbank.nl.
†The full version of this paper appeared in Proceedings of the International Conference on Web Intelligence (WI-06), 2006.
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Semantic Web community provides various Integrated Development Environments (IDEs), plugins to other

existing IDEs, Java APIs, and tools and techniques for checking the syntax and consistency of OWL doc-

uments. The user acceptance requirement is satisfied, because the Semantic Web languages comply with

W3C standards and have common and relevant features with Unified Modeling Language (UML). UML is

the de facto industrial standard used by software developers (users).

3 Self-Management Concepts in OWL
A model-based framework for self-management of distributed object-oriented systems has been designed [1]

in which the three important modules, i.e., self-monitoring, self-diagnosis, and self-adaptation share the

same model of the distributed object-oriented system. Figure 1 illustrates the high-level self-management

concepts of the framework, related to each other by means of OWL object properties.

AutonomicManager

Diagnosis

producesDiagnosis

determines
Symptom

requiresPlan

hasPlanExecutorhasAnalyser

instrumentedIn adapts

translatedTorequiresSensor

producesPlanrequiresSymptom

hasDiagnoser hasPlanner

requiresDiagnosis

ManagedElement

Diagnoser Planner PlanExecutorAnalyser

Symptom Plan

EffectorSensor

Figure 1: Self-management overview

The AutonomicManager monitors the execution of a system use-case. It has a containment relation

with the concepts Analyser, Diagnoser, Planner, and PlanExecutor. The Analyser is responsible for

detecting an incorrect system use-case realisation (i.e., abnormal system behaviour). A Symptom represents

such abnormal system behaviour based on one or more sensor-values. A Sensor is instrumented in a

software unit (ManagedElement) in a running application. The Diagnoser uses the determined Symptom,

and its own meta-knowledge to produce a Diagnosis addressing the possible root-cause of application

malfunctioning. The Planner constructs a Plan based on the Diagnosis. A Plan is an ordered set of

actions (self-configuring, self-healing, or self-optimising actions) needed to repair the detected abnormal

behaviour. PlanExecutor is responsible for translating Plans into Effectors which are instrumented in

ManagedElements to adapt the system’s behaviour by executing the plan.

In conclusion, OWL is used to express knowledge about the mentioned self-management concepts and

concept hierarchies. SWRL is used to express system behaviour, multi-level diagnostic reasoning, and adap-

tation constraints. The ability of these languages to represent knowledge relates strongly to the requirements

of representing self-management knowledge in distributed object-oriented systems: support for knowledge

acquisition, local knowledge representation, and distributed reasoning.
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1 Introduction
It is hard to setup real-world training in decision-making for organizations that operate in highly uncertain 
and dynamic environments, e.g., the military. Scenario-based simulator training is considered an 
appropriate approach for training decision-making in complex environments, provided it correctly 
represents these aspects of the real world that are necessary to achieve the learning objectives. A very 
important aspect of human decision-making is the interaction with other humans, e.g., team members or 
opponents. In order for simulation-based training to be an alternative of real-world training, simulated 
entities must be able to respond naturally and validly to any emerging situation. Therefore our goal is to 
develop agents that are capable of generating behavior that is representative for the human they represent.  

There is growing conviction and evidence that we can develop such agents by capturing human 
cognitive processes in a cognitive model. The research fields of Artificial Intelligence and Cognitive 
Science have yielded various architectures that can be used to develop cognitive models [1]. Cognitive 
architectures embody a theory of cognition, while agent architectures often capsulate Beliefs, Desires and 
Intentions (BDI). For all architectures it holds that they themselves are not a model, but that they offer the 
constructs to build a model. The most basic construct is a declarative information entity with which the 
knowledge of the agent can be represented and that we will refer to as beliefs.

Since it is important for an agent to have a correct and consistent view of the world, a central issue is 
how an agent keeps a correct and consistent belief database upon receiving information that is 
inconsistent with its current beliefs. Within AI the problem is generally solved by throwing away beliefs 
that cause the inconsistency. By doing so, the agent no longer has access to what it believed before, which 
is not very human-like. Cognitive architectures deal with inconsistencies when they retrieve beliefs into 
working memory. Mechanisms differ between architectures but have in common that the way they 
retrieve beliefs is fixed. This aspect restrains the agent to access and reason with his old beliefs. 

Research in cognitive science shows that the nature of the beliefs that form the inconsistency 
influence the way humans solve the inconsistency. For example, the time on which information is 
received has a large influence on the belief formation of humans. Famous temporal order effects in the 
updating of beliefs are primacy and recency, and are considered typical human biases. Dieussaert et al. [2] 
found that when a belief is deduced from a conditional statement that the initial strength of the belief in 
the conditional is important for the strength of the belief in the consequence. Additionally, it is found that 
the trust of a human in the source of the information is an important factor for its believability. Many 
more cognitive biases are found in the formation of and reasoning on beliefs. Well known is the 
confirmation bias that functions on two levels; it denotes the tendency to only search for information that 
confirms the current hypothesis as well as the tendency to give congruent information much more weight 
than incongruent information. The latter strongly influences the strengths of beliefs. 

2 Belief Framework 
Cognitive biases influence the quality of human decision-making and are found to arise especially 

under stress conditions [3]. Since we want our agent to generate representative human behavior under a 

1 The full version of this paper appeared in: Proceedings of the 8th International Conference on Cognitive 
Modeling (ICCM 2007), Ann Arbor, MI, 2007. 
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variety of stress conditions, we need to be able to model the before mentioned processes. For this we 
develop a logical framework in which beliefs represent the agent’s declarative information entities. To 
ensure that an agent can have an up-to-date consistent belief set without loosing access to its old beliefs, 
we timestamp each belief at the time it is formed with that time. Furthermore, we want our agent to have 
graded beliefs like humans. Therefore we add a certainty value to beliefs, which denotes the strength of 
the agent’s belief in its truth value at the time captured in the time stamp. Last we attach to each belief its 
source, by which the origin of the information is captured.  

Using these three extra arguments various cognitive reasoning processes can be formalized. In this 
paper we first formalize the transformation process from perceived information into a belief. This process 
is subject to biases. The modeled stress parameter determines how far the certainty of the final belief 
deviates from the certainty of the information, based on the trust of the agent in the source of the 
information and whether it expected it. Next, we formalize various reasoning rules that deduce new 
beliefs from existing beliefs. In order to do that it is often needed to determine what is currently exactly 
believed. For this it is needed to integrate similar, perhaps inconsistent, beliefs from various sources. This 
source integration process takes the certainty of the original beliefs into account, as well as how old they 
are and reasons about their current certainty taking their persistence into account.  

To investigate whether our approach can successfully be used to model biased decision-making, we 
present the historic case of the USS Vincennes cruiser that in 1988 erroneously shot down an Iranian 
Airbus. We modeled the Identification Designation Supervisor (IDS) aboard the combat information 
center and illustrated its (biased) reasoning with traces depicting properties of the IDS model over time. 

3 Conclusion 
We developed a framework for cognitive modeling based on beliefs with a time, source and certainty

label attached.  These extra labels enable the formalization of various processes on beliefs that lie at the 
basis of human cognition. Interactions between the time, source and certainty of beliefs has been made 
explicit, which is not possible in other architectures. Moreover, the influence of these parameters on each 
other is made tunable by the introduction of a stress parameter.  

The model of the IDS-officer shows that the framework is capable of generating human-like behavior. 
Agents modeled with this framework will be capable of generating more human-like behavior than, e.g., 
standard BDI agents. The fact that they are able to show behavior that is more representative for humans 
will make the agents more believable to the trainee that interacts with them. Since the believability of a 
training environment influences the effectiveness of the training, the modeling of agents using our 
framework will contribute to the effectiveness of the training and achievement of training objectives. 

Our research doesn’t stop here. The framework will be extended by adding formal specifications of 
other relevant cognitive processes, such as attention. Moreover, we will tackle the control of the agent. 
The simple control currently implemented is sufficient for demonstrating the reasoning rules. However, 
real humans have to deal with limited processing power and make many decisions on the control level. 
We like to develop a control framework in which we can capture these, probably biased, decisions.  

The cognitive validity of the model is debatable. However, by incorporating more outcomes of 
cognitive science research in our approach, we hope to approach our goal: the modeling of agents that can 
correctly represent human behavior in specific task training environments.  
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In this paper [1] we study the identification of sparse interaction networks, from a given set of observa-
tions, as a machine learning problem. An example of such a network is a sparse gene-protein interaction
network, for more details see [2]. Sparsity means that we are provided with a small data set and a high
number of unknown components of the system, most of which are zero. Under these circumstances, a
model needs to be learned that fits the underlying system, capable of generalization. This corresponds to the
student-teacher setting in machine learning.

Problem setting In some engineering applications, the number of measurements M available for system
identification and model validation is much smaller than the system order N, which represents the number
of components. This substantial lack of data can give rise to an identifiability problem, in which case a
larger subset of the model class is entirely consistent with the observed data so that no unique model can
be proposed. Since conventional techniques for system identification are not well suited to deal with such
situations, it thus becomes important to work around this by exploiting as much additional information as
possible about the underlying system. In particular, we are interested in the relation between the number of
measurements and the number of components, the sparsity of the network and the influence of noise.

Definitions and Algorithm In the first part of this paper we introduce a learning algorithm, based on
L1-minimization, to identify interaction networks from poor data and analyze its dynamics with respect to
phase transitions.

Therefore we assume that a training set of M input/output pairs χtr = {(xm, ẋm) | m : 1, . . . ,M} is given,
where xm, ẋm ∈ RN . The components of the input vectors xm are independently and identically distributed so
that they are linearly independent. Since the data is assumed to be generated by some interaction network,
this network will be denoted by T = (AT , BT ) where AT ∈ RN×N and BT ∈ RN . In this context, we refer to T
as the unknown teacher and its output ẋ on some input x is computed as follows: ẋ = T (x) ≡ AT · x + BT .

The learning algorithm should return a network S = (AS , BS ), referred to as the student, with AS ∈ RN×N

and BS ∈ RN and with as many zeros as possible. This student should be able to reproduce the training set
χtr: ẋm = AS · xm + BS for m : 1, . . . ,M and generalize beyond. The efficiency of the algorithm is measured
by the generalization error εgen, which represents the probability that the student is a good fit to the teacher.
Our findings illustrate that the quality of the fit depends on several factors such as the ratio of the training
set size to the system size and on the sparsity of the network. The transition towards generalization is quite
abrupt at an α-value of 0.28, indicative of a phase transition. From this training set size onwards the student
will be a good fit to the teacher, see Fig. 1. Concerning the sparsity of the network we observed that when
the number of non-zero components increases, the efficiency of the process will gradually increase. This
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phenomenon is shown in Fig. 2.

Note that in this setting, it is natural to link network identification to feature selection. Only very few
components influence the expression level of any given component, so one can restate the problem as se-
lecting exactly those few among the large amount of components under consideration. Hence the results
presented here will not only be applicable to network identification, but more generally to feature selection
as well. As for network identification, we can define the generalization error for feature selection εfs

gen.

In the second part of this paper we show that from a system with a specific system size value the gen-
eralization error of other system sizes can be estimated. Suppose we have a curve for εfs

gen versus α for N0,
then the curve for system size N can be obtained by scaling α(N) = αfs

gen +
√

N0/N (α(N0) − αfs
gen), with αfs

gen

the training set size for εfs
gen=1/2. A comparison with a set of simulation experiments, Fig. 4, shows a very

good fit.
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Figure 1: The generalization error εgen as a
function of the training set size α for N = 100
(◦), N = 160 (�) and N = 300 (�) for κT ≈
0.03.
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Figure 2: The generalization threshold αgen as
a function of the sparsity κT for N = 80 (◦) and
—for comparison— a few values for N = 160
(�). The generalization threshold for feature
selection αfs

gen (�) is given as reference.
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Figure 3: The generalization error for feature
selection εfs

gen as a function of the training set
size α for N = 100 (◦), N = 160 (�) and N =
300 (�) for κT ≈ 0.03.
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Figure 4: Fig. 3 using the scaling-equation for
N = 100 (◦), N = 160 (�) computed, N = 160
observed (�), κT ≈ 0.03.
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1 Introduction

With the need for more complex software, arose the need for a higher abstraction level than the concept
agent. As a result, organization modeling is becoming a practiced stage within multi-agent system design
(see e.g.[1]). The organizational model poses various constraints on agents populating the organization.
Frameworks have been introduced for representing such an organizational model e.g. AGR
(Agent/Group/Role) [3].

A common problem encountered with the current organizational modeling frameworks is their static
nature. The frameworks do not support the organizational model itself to be dynamic in that it changes
based on e.g. the environment. Especially when a multi-agent system participates in a dynamic and
unpredictable environment, an organizational model might become obsolete, making dynamic adaptation
of the model essential. Imagine a design for a negotiation system on the Internet, in which buyer and
seller agents are present. The organizational model specifies the number of buyers and seller that should
be present, based on a certain expected input for the system. Suddenly, an increase in usage requires
much more buyer and seller agents. Such an event requires adaptation of the current organizational model
to the new usage level, otherwise the system would no longer function correctly due to overload.

The aim of this paper is to introduce a method for capacity management of organizations by
dynamically adapting an organizational model based on the environmental fluctuation. For this purpose,
the AGR framework is adopted. AGR has been chosen because the framework is closely related to graph
representations. Furthermore, extensions of the framework with capacities for each of the elements within
the organizational model are introduced. The method itself is based on graph theory, and more
specifically, on max flow networks. Specifying methods for adaptation in max flow networks has the
advantage of efficient algorithms being available to perform calculations on the network. The method can
be incorporated into an agent maintaining such an organizational model, attributing the agent with the
capabilities to properly adapt the organizational model. This paper however only deals with evaluating the
effectiveness of the method itself.

† Hoogendoorn, M., Adaptation of Organizational Models for Multi-Agent Systems based on Max Flow
Networks. In: Proceedings of the Twentieth International Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence,
AAAI Press, 2007, pp. 1321-1326.
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2 Adaptation Algorithm

In order to come to dynamic adaptation of organizational models, a number of steps have been
undertaken:
1. Extend the AGR approach with capacities for roles, and interactions. Furthermore, add the notion of

an environment to AGR which causes a certain amount of pressure upon the organization.
2. Create a mapping between the extended AGR approach and max flow networks, enabling the usage

of efficient algorithms from graph theory (such as calculation of the max flow [2]) to dynamically
adapt organizational models.

3. Specify a method which analyzes whether the organizational model is able to cope with the current
environmental pressure, and if not, determine how much capacity should be added to the
organization. This can be done by using the max flow network equivalent.

4. Identify two algorithms for dynamically adapting the organizational model using the max flow
network equivalent. One algorithm which merely adds capacity to the current elements within the
organization, and another algorithm which also adds organizational elements.

To evaluate the approach, cost functions are identified for organizational elements as well as a penalty
function for having insufficient capacity to meet the current environmental pressure. Thereafter, both
algorithms are compared to an organizational model without dynamic adaptation. Both for a critical
domain (i.e. high penalty cost) as well as a non-critical domain (low penalty cost) the adaptive approach
is shown to function better than the non-adaptive approach.

3 Conclusion

This paper has presented an approach to adapt an organizational model to fluctuations within the
environment. Such an approach can be incorporated into an agent responsible for maintaining the
organizational model. In a highly dynamic and unpredictable environment, such an adaptation mechanism
might be a necessity to guarantee successfulness of a multi-agent system. The approach used in this paper
is to translate an organizational model to a max flow network and specify two algorithms for adaptation.
Specifying analysis constructs and reorganization algorithms for the graph representation has as an
advantage that knowledge and algorithms from the well established graph domain can be reused (such as
calculation of the max flow [2]). The algorithm used for adaptation of bottlenecks is indeed a known
algorithm within graph theory for addition of capacity. The addition of organizational elements however
requires knowledge about the meaning of the elements within the max flow network (e.g. what the roles
are), algorithms from graph theory can therefore not be re-used. The algorithms as proposed in this paper
have been evaluated by simulation runs, and were shown to be more effective compared to no adaptation,
especially in critical domains in which the penalty function is relatively high. Limits of the approach for
instance include the case where the environmental pressure is at first above the capacity of the
organizational model and thereafter steadily decreases. In such cases the organizational model using the
adaptation mechanism will adapt to the initial high pressure, and suffer from an overcapacity at the later
time points. The total sum of the penalties received in the beginning by the non-adaptive organizational
model might be lower than the total cost of the overcapacity in the adaptive case. Very rare outliers with a
very high environmental pressure can have the same effect.
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1 Introduction

Robustness of a multi-agent organization functioning in critical domains is essential. Unpredictability can
both be in the internal functioning of the system itself (e.g., an incorrect functioning agent), or external to
the system (e.g., a sudden increase in competitive pressure). To enable an organization to be robust,
capabilities are required that allow the organization to adapt in order to continue functioning adequately.

An approach could be to model a multi-agent system in which each of the agents have those specific
capabilities, and show the effectiveness of the system as a whole. However, it is hard to generalize results
obtained beyond the specific agents. Recently, an abstraction level higher than the concept agent has
become in use: the organizational level (see e.g. [1, 2]). At this level, templates can be specified to aid
analysts in modeling multi-agent organization models. These templates, for example, include
specification of roles, possibly in the form of required behavior. In a given application, agents can be
allocated to such roles. The templates can be reused in domains for which the characteristics comply to
the ones specified for the template. Once the correctness of the template is proven (given certain domain
assumptions) for a desired property, each model which complies to the specified template will satisfy that
property as well, making the approach reusable. Of course, for each new case in which the template is
used, an instantiation with domain-specific knowledge is still required.

This paper presents such an organizational model for the analysis of multi-agent organizations with the
ability to adapt to unpredictable circumstances, maintaining the robustness of the system. The essential
part of the organizational model is the specification of roles, since those can be seen as the engines of the
organization. The approach taken distinguishes a number of aggregation levels, starting with the highest
level dynamic property desired (i.e., robustness) and refining this property in a number of steps until the
level of role behavior has been reached. Interlevel relations between dynamic properties at the different
aggregation levels have been specified and verified using the model checker SMV [5].

Besides a generic template, also specific variants have been presented, addressing both quantitative
and qualitative models. Applicability of the model was evaluated positively, using it to analyze two cases:
social insects and incident management. For both cases simulations have been performed, based on
translating the lowest level properties to an executable format.

In the domain of organizational modeling for multi-agent systems several frameworks have been
extended with capabilities to model organizational change as well. In [3] for example an approach is
introduced where a Change Manager is present, deciding what to change within the organization, and
following a model from a well known social scientist. Such a model is however concerned with centrally

† Hoogendoorn, M., and Treur, J., An Adaptive Multi-Agent Organization Model Based on Dynamic Role
Allocation. In: Nishida, T., Klusch, M., Sycara, K., Yokoo, M., Liu, J., Wah, B., Cheung, W., and
Cheung, Y.-M. (eds.), Proceedings of the Sixth International Conference on Intelligent Agent
Technology, IAT'06. IEEE Computer Society Press, 2006, pp. 474-481.
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directed organizational change whereas this paper concentrates on adaptation brought about by
individuals within the organization detecting unsatisfactory occurrences in the organization. In MOISE+
[4] a central director for change is present as well; decision rules as detailed as presented in this paper are
not presented.

In order to incorporate new behavior which is not pre-specified, the approach presented in this paper
can be enriched with adaptation of role properties or addition of roles. Such adaptations could for
example include a new specification of role behavior. This is however future work and is not addressed in
this paper.
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The ability to deal with inconsistency and to accommodate change is of utmost importance in real-world
applications of Description Logic based ontological reasoning and management [1]. For example, one of
the typical scenarios in deployed Semantic Web applications is ontology reuse, where users build their own
ontologies from existing ones, rather than starting from scratch. After adding new axioms into an existing
ontology, users may find that revised ontologies become inconsistent. A remedy for such a situation would
require the removal of a minimal part of the ontology in order to make the resulting ontology consistent [2].
This type of change is usually required to meet some rationality postulates, similar to those in the AGM
theory in the belief revision.

Addressing effectively the issues raised requires precise, formal definitions of inconsistency and nega-
tion. Unfortunately, DL-based ontology languages, such as OWL DL, do not provide enough expressive
power to represent axiom negations. Furthermore, there is no single, well-accepted notion of inconsistency
and negation in the Semantic Web community, due to the lack of a common and solid foundational frame-
work. [4] proposed an approach to debug inconsistent ontologies, in which inconsistency is identified with
the existence of unsatisfiable concepts. [3] developed a framework of reasoning with inconsistent ontolo-
gies, in which inconsistency is given a classical first-order logic interpretation. In [2], the definition of axiom
negation is merely mentioned in an example at a footnote.

In this paper, we propose a general framework accounting for inconsistency, negation and change by
which we aim at providing a unique foundation of inconsistency and change processing for DL-based on-
tologies. We distinguish two kinds of inconsistency in DL-based ontologies: incoherence and inconsistency.
The former is considered as a kind of the inconsistency in the TBox, i.e. the terminology part, of an on-
tology. The latter is the classical inconsistency for ontologies. Namely, an ontology is inconsistent iff it
has no interpretation. There exist different combinations of the inconsistency and the incoherence. Fig-
ures 1 presents several examples to show the variants of inconsistency and incoherence. Figure1(1) is an
example of inconsistent but coherent ontology. Figure1(2) is an example of consistent but incoherent on-
tology. Figure1(3) is an example of an inconsistent and incoherent ontology. Figure1(4) is an example of
inconsistent but coherent TBox.

Based on the distinction between ontology consistency and coherence, we propose two corresponding
axiom negations: consistency negation and coherence negation. In the paper we investigate the relationship
among the different notions. Accordingly, we lay the foundations of a formal theory of ontology change,
based on a set of rationality postulates inspired by the AGM theory of belief change. We propose the
postulates for ontology contraction and ontology revision.

Here are the postulates for ontology contraction:

(O-1) O − X ⊆ O.

1Full paper in: Proceedings of the Twenty-First National Conference on Artificial Intelligence (AAAI-06), Boston, Massachusetts,
July 16 - 20, 2006.
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Figure 1: Examples of variant inconsistency and incoherence.

(O-2) If O �|= X , then O − X = O.

(O-3) If ∅ �|= X , then O − X �|= X .

(O-4) If X ∼= Y , then O − X = O − Y .

(O-5) If Cn((O − X) ∪ X) ⊂ Cn(Y ∪ X) for some Y ⊆ O, then Y |= X and ∅ �|= X .

In the paper we show how this proposed framework can provide a foundation for the tasks of ontology
management and reasoning. Specifically, we show how a bridge connecting two main ontology change
operations - revision and contraction - can be built under the proposed framework by using the proposed
negations to achieve the Harper identity and Levi identity for ontology change. The distinction between
incoherence and inconsistency provides us two different approaches for devising rationality postulates for
ontology revision, which cover different needs in different application scenarios.
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1 Introduction

In this paper, a new tool for analyzing the accuracy of evaluation in coevolutionary algorithms is intro-
duced. Within evolutionary computation, coevolution is of interest in that it provides a potential to evaluate
individuals using a limited, adaptive set of interaction partners.

A recent insight in coevolution research is that the design of a coevolutionary setup should begin with a
consideration of the desired solution concept. 1 Currently, for each of the coevolutionary solution concepts
that have so far been described in the literature, archive methods exist that provide a guarantee of monotonic
progress given a generator of individuals. While such theoretical guarantees are important, the practical
value of such guarantees remains limited as long as bounds on the computational expenses required to
reach a solution are unavailable. An essential open problem now is how the dynamics of a coevolutionary
algorithm can be set up such that the generated individuals improve the algorithm’s approximation of the
solution concept.

We propose to analyze algorithms for coevolutionary evaluation by comparing the subjective coevolu-
tionary evaluation they provide with the objective evaluation that is available in certain test problems. The
Objective Fitness Correlation is introduced and described. By measuring the Objective Fitness Correlation
(OFC), an accurate analytical tool is obtained to evaluate and compare the accuracy of different coevolu-
tionary evaluation mechanisms.

2 Objective Fitness Correlation

An objective fitness measure is defined here as a static function that accepts an approximation to the
solution concept, and returns a value that is maximal if and only if the approximation is a member of
the solution concept. A subjective fitness measure is an evaluation function used by a coevolutionary
algorithm. The Objective Fitness Correlation (OFC) of a population in a coevolutionary algorithm is defined
as the correlation between the objective fitness and the subjective fitness of the individuals in the population:

Definition 1 [Objective Fitness Correlation] Let fo(x) be an objective fitness measure for a solution
concept S, and let fs(x) be the subjective fitness measure employed by an algorithm A, as defined above.
Then the Objective Fitness Correlation OFC(P ) of algorithm A with respect to fo(x) for a given list
P of individuals, such as a population, is defined as the correlation coefficient between the outcomes of
the objective and subjective fitness measures for the individuals in P: OFC(P ) = r(fo(P ), fs(P )) where
fo(P ) and fs(P ) are vectors whose i

th element contain the result of applying the indicated function to
the i

th element of P , and r denotes the correlation coefficient, also known as Pearson’s correlation or the
product-moment coefficient, which is obtained by dividing the covariance between the two measures by the
product of their standard deviations.

1Sevan G. Ficici. Solution Concepts in Coevolutionary Algorithms. PhD thesis, Brandeis University, 2004.
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3 Results

As a demonstration of the proposed approach for evaluating coevolutionary evaluation methods, the mea-
sure is applied to three of the evaluation methods used in coevolution work: the average outcome against
current opponents; an informative method based on distinctions; and an archive-based approach. The three
algorithms are applied to the LINT test problem.
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Figure 1: Left: The objective fitness of the three methods differs strongly. The Archive method outperforms
the Informative method, and the Informative method outperforms the Basic method. Both results are highly
significant, with p < 0.001. Right: Relation between differences in average fitness between successive gen-
erations and the OFC: a clear relation exists, indicating the ability to achieve progress is strongly connected
to the accuracy of evaluation.

4 Conclusions

Starting from the general notion of a solution concept, a new definition for the objective fitness in coevolution
has been provided. For the solution concept of Maximum Expected Utility, an analytical expression for the
objective fitness is given.

The main contribution is the introduction of a new analytical tool for the study of coevolution named
the Objective Fitness Correlation (OFC). The OFC measure is defined as the correlation between the ob-
jective and subjective fitness of a set of individuals, such as a population. The OFC provides a precise and
theoretically justified measure of the accuracy of coevolutionary evaluation.

It is found that the Objective Fitness Correlation varies substantially over time. Moreover, a high OFC
is found to correspond to periods where the algorithm is able to increase the objective quality of individuals.
This is evidence of the utility of OFC as a measure to evaluate and compare coevolutionary evaluation
mechanisms.

The practical value of the OFC in analyzing coevolution algorithms has been demonstrated in experi-
ments. Overall differences in the OFC between three algorithms corresponded to differences in objective
performance. Moreover, fluctuations in the average fitness from one generation to the next were found to be
strongly connected to OFC levels. This sheds new light on the dynamics of coevolutionary runs; differences
that would otherwise be viewed as mere random changes are now seen to have their origin in changing levels
of evaluation accuracy.

We suggest that the OFC of existing and new coevolutionary algorithms should be analyzed on test
problems for which objective fitness measures are available. This approach can provide valuable information
about the behavior of algorithms, and may serve to improve existing algorithms and lead to the development
of new methods.
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1 Introduction

In many probabilistic networks [3] that are used for classification in real problem domains, the variables
of the network can be distinguished into observable input variables, non-observable intermediate variables,
and a single output variable. For example, in a medical domain the observable variables represent clinical
evidence such as symptoms and test results, the output variable functions as a classification of a disease, and
the intermediate variables model non-observable facts that are relevant for classification. Often, the relations
between observable symptoms and the classification variable are monotone, e.g., higher values for a partic-
ular observable variable makes higher values of the classification variable more likely, independent of the
value of other observations. Such a network is monotone in distribution [4] if higher-ordered configurations
of the observable variables make higher-ordered outputs more (isotone) or less (antitone) likely.

When a domain expert insists that a certain relation ought to be monotone, the joint probability distri-
bution should be such, that this property is reflected in the network [5]. If monotonicity is violated, the
probability distribution in the network can be revised in cooperation with the expert. Unfortunately, deter-
mining whether a network is monotone is highly intractable [4]. One approach to overcome this unfavorable
complexity, is by approximating the decision (i.e, sometimes have ’undecidable’ as outcome) like the al-
gorithm discussed in [4]. This algorithm uses qualitative influences (QPNs, see e.g. [7]) that summarize
the direction of the influence of variables by signs. However, the use of these signs of course requires an
ordering on the values of the variables under consideration.

Such an ordering might be implicit, for example large > medium > small or true > false. But in practice,
there are often variables in a network which do not have such ’natural’ orderings, e.g., in a network in the
medical domain, there may be a variable which denotes the organs infected by a particular disease. As it is
desirable to have as many as possible monotone influences (to minimize the offending context), it is impor-
tant to choose an optimal ordering for the values of these variables. Such an optimal ordering maximises the
number of monotone arcs, or, equivalently, minimizes the number of ’?’ signs in the corresponding QPN.

2 Complexity results

We introduce the notion of an interpretation of a variable to denote a particular ordering on the values of
that variable, and monotonicity functions which determine whether a certain combination of interpretations
for the two nodes of an arc make the arc isotone or antitone. We formalise the optimisation problem (finding
an optimal ordering) and show that is is infeasible in general. In our paper, we prove NP-hardness with a
reduction from GRAPH 3-COLORABILITY. Furthermore, we show that this problem is hard to approximate
as well. We prove that the problem is APX-hard (see e.g. [2]), a very strong indicator that there exists
no polynomial time approximation scheme (PTAS) for this problem, and that the problem can only be
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approximated within a fixed ratio. Since this ratio might be very large, an approximation algorithm might
not be very useful to address this problem.

3 A Branch-and-bound algorithm

In our paper we sketch an exact algorithm for this problem, based on a so-called branch-and-bound strategy.
In such a strategy, the set of possible solutions is partitioned (the branch step), and upper (or lower, for
minimalization problems) bounds for this partition are calculated. Whenever these bounds are lower than or
equal to the current best solution (i.e., further exploration of these branches will not lead to a better solution)
the branch is terminated, and other, yet unvisited branches are explored. This procedure continues until all
branches terminate (we can return an optimal solution), or a given ratio between current best solution and
upper bound is reached (we can return a ’good enough’ solution).

There are many degrees of freedom in this branch-and-bound strategy; the performance of these algo-
rithms is highly dependent on the tightness of the bounds and the choice of the node to branch on. In our
paper, we chose to compute rather loose bounds; one can compute tighter bounds by considering more arcs
that can be made monotone. Nevertheless, the constraints imposed by these arcs might require re-evaluation
of all constraints in the network, so there is a tradeoff between the tightness of the bounds – and thus the
number and depth of the branches – and the time needed to calculate such bounds.

4 Conclusion

Optimising the number of monotone arcs in a network is a computationally hard problem, and hard to ap-
proximate as well. We propose a branch-and-bound approach to calculate optimal orderings. This approach
may work rather well in practice with ’real world’ networks, provided that the number of values per node
is small. For example, in the ALARM network [1], the number of values is at most four, and in the OE-
SOPHAGEAL network [6] it is at most six. However, for networks where some nodes have a large range of
possible values, this approach will be infeasible, since there are k! possible orderings for a variable with k
values. Other methods must be used in such cases to calculate or approximate an optimal solution. These
issues are subject to further research.
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A recent trend in psychologically motivated cognitive models is to focus on grounding representations 
in terms of their real-world referents (e.g., [8]), thereby acknowledging the importance of the 
environment for natural cognition. Following this trend, the Natural Input Memory model (NIM; [5]) 
realizes a recognition-memory model that operates directly on real-world visual input (i.e., natural 
digitized images). NIM encompasses a biologically informed perceptual front-end that selects local 
samples (i.e., eye fixations) from natural images in a saliency-based manner (i.e., along contours) and 
translates these into feature-vector representations. A computational memory back-end operates on these 
representations in order to make memory-based decisions (e.g., [5]). While NIM was originally proposed 
as a model of human visual recognition memory, here we aim at extending NIM to a model of natural 
visual classification. This paper provides two initial steps towards achieving this objective. 

As a first step, we extend NIM to a classification model of natural visual input called NIM-CLASS. 
NIM-CLASS adopts NIM’s perceptual preprocessing stage (i.e., the perceptual front-end) to transform 
local image samples (fixations) into memory representations, but introduces a new memory stage (i.e, the 
memory back-end) that makes classification decisions by comparing stored representations to incoming 
representations using a nearest-neighbour method. The model is evaluated in a classification experiment 
that involves the classification of natural images of faces coming from 10 different face classes. Humans 
are generally able to identify a face after a single encounter only, despite variations in appearance (e.g., 
[2]). Inspired by this fact, the classification task that NIM-CLASS is evaluated on, entails a training set 
(i.e., the study list) of a single image for each face class and a test set (i.e., the test list) of twelve images 
per face class depicting the face under a variety of unfavourable conditions involving variations in facial 
expression, illumination (location of the light source), and occlusion (sun glasses and scarf) [7].  

The classification results obtained by testing NIM-CLASS on the classification task, demonstrate that 
natural images of frontal faces with unfavourable variations in appearance can be classified correctly 
using a classification process that compares (a sufficient number of) stored local image samples (i.e., 
fixations) acquired during one encounter (i.e., one stored view) to incoming local samples. As in the 
original NIM, the fixations of NIM-CLASS are made with a bottom-up mechanism that selects fixations 
on the basis of their visual saliency (contours). While bottom-up processes are important in human vision 
too, several studies showed that human gaze control relies more on top-down processes than on bottom-
up processes when performing an active visual task with meaningful stimuli (see, e.g., [4]).  

Inspired by saccadic human vision, our second step extends NIM-CLASS to NIM-CLASS A by 
introducing a top-down fixation-selection mechanism for classification. For the implementation of the 
top-down fixation selection in NIM-CLASS A, we rely on the notion of Shannon’s entropy [10]. The top-
down fixation-selection mechanism selects those locations that minimize the entropy or uncertainty about 

1 The full version of this paper appeared in the proceedings of the 29th Annual Meeting of the Cognitive Science 
Society (CogSci 2007). The results were partly presented at the workshop Toward Cognitive Humanoid Robots of the 
IEEE-RAS International Conference on Humanoid Robots 2006. 
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the class of the face under consideration (i.e., that contain the most relevant information to decide upon 
the class). In order to do so, the mechanism is based on two types of cognitive systems that are known to 
play a role in human gaze control (see, e.g. [3, 6]): (1) the task to be solved (i.e., classification), and (2) 
the stored episodic knowledge about previous attended visual input (i.e., the stored feature-vector 
representations). To assess to what extent the top-down fixation selection improves the classification 
performance, NIM-CLASS A is tested on the face-classification task and the classification results are 
compared with those obtained with the original NIM-CLASS. The results obtained with NIM-CLASS A 
demonstrate that the top-down fixation-selection mechanism enhances performance on the face-
classification task compared to the performance of the original NIM-CLASS model. Performance 
increases range from 2% to 19% when varying the number of fixations taken during training and during 
testing (i.e., classification). Increases are most pronounced when a limited number of fixations are 
selected for classification. 

Overall, our results lead us to the conclusion that NIM-CLASS A that employs an active top-down 
fixation-selection mechanism to direct the gaze towards relevant locations on the basis of cognitive 
systems, may provide a suitable basis for a model of natural visual classification. Future studies should 
extend the model with mechanisms that enable the efficient use and maintenance of the representation 
space [1] (e.g., neurally inspired representation techniques) and examine the model’s ability to deal with 
view invariance [9]. 
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1 Introduction
In previous work [1, 2, 3], we developed a foraging algorithm inspired by the behavior of bees. Hon-

eybee foraging behavior consists of two types of behavior, i.e., recruitment and navigation behavior. In

order to recruit other colony members for food sources, honeybees inform their nest mates of the dis-

tance and direction of these food sources by means of a waggling dance performed on the vertical combs

in the hive [4]. The ‘advertisement’ for a food source can be adopted by other members of the colony.

Different species of social insects, such as honeybees and desert ants, make use of non-pheromone-

based navigation. Non-pheromone-based navigation mainly consists of Path Integration (PI), which is

the continuous update of a vector by integrating all angles steered and all distances covered [5]. When

the path is unobstructed, the insect solves the problem optimally. However, when the path is obstructed,

the insect has to fall back on other strategies such as exploration or landmark navigation [6, 7] to solve

the problem.

2 The bee-inspired algorithm
Our previously introduced bee-inspired algorithm implements both recruitment and navigation behav-

ior. Recruitment behavior is implemented in analogy with biological bees’ dance behavior. Agents

(artificial bees) share information on previous search experience (i.e., the direction and distance toward

a certain food source) only when they are in the hive. Agents in the hive can then decide whether to

exploit previous search experience obtained by other agents in the hive, or to exploit their own search

experience, if available. Bees use a (still) unknown decision mechanism to decide whether to exploit

another bee’s experience. In our bee-inspired algorithm, the decision is based on distance assessment;

an agent will exploit another agent’s experience if this experience indicates food sources at a shorter

distance from the hive than the food source currently known by the agent. The navigation behavior

used in our bee-inspired algorithm either exploits previous search experience (of the agent itself or of

another agent in the hive) or lets the agents explore the world using an exploration strategy similar to a

Lévy flight [8, 9]. Exploiting previous search experience is guided by a PI vector that agents either have

constructed themselves or have adopted from another agent in the hive.

In relatively unobstructed environments, this bee-inspired algorithm has been shown to outperform

an ant-inspired algorithm in terms of efficiency and scalability [1]. However, due to its low adaptability

outside of the hive, our bee-inspired algorithm displays weaker performance in more obstructed envi-

ronments due to its nature to always use a straight, direct path to its destination without taking obstacles

into account.

3 Bee System with inhibition Pheromones
In this paper, we present Bee System with inhibition Pheromones (BSP), a new, hybrid algorithm based

on the recruitment and navigation strategies of bees and extended with (i) wall following behavior

and (ii) inhibition pheromones. The first extension improves the obstacle avoidance capabilities of

the agents in a relatively simple way. Whenever an agent bounces into an obstacle while following a

PI vector, it randomly selects a direction (left or right) and then starts following the contours of the

obstacle in that direction, until following the PI vector becomes possible again. The second extension

1
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introduces learning into the algorithm. More precisely, agents can deposit a certain quantity of inhibition

pheromone at a certain location. The pheromone deposited at a specific location is a sign to all exploiting

agents (i.e., agents following a PI vector) not to move to this location.

4 Results, conclusion and future work
In order to compare the three algorithms under study under various circumstances, we developed a set

of three experiments. The experiments have been conducted in the BeeHave tool1, which was developed

previously to conduct comparative experiments between the ant-inspired algorithm and the bee-inspired

algorithm [1, 2, 3].

Observing our results, we may conclude that our proposed algorithm BSP indeed is a valuable addi-

tion to the currently existing collection of insect-inspired foraging algorithms. In unobstructed environ-

ments, it performs even better than the bee-inspired algorithm (which in turn significantly outperforms

the ant-inspired algorithm). In more obstructed environments and environments in which obstacles or

food can suddenly appear, the algorithm performs significantly better than the ant-inspired algorithm

(which in turn outperforms our bee-inspired algorithm). The required computation time is only slightly

higher than that of our bee-inspired algorithm, and drastically lower than that of the ant-inspired algo-

rithm. In summary, the algorithm truly combines the ‘best of both worlds’.

Future work will be devoted to implementing landmark navigation, as seen in biological bees. It will

be interesting to determine how the bee-inspired algorithm with added landmarks performs in compari-

son to BSP and whether BSP might also benefit from the addition of landmark navigation.
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1 Introduction

In [1] we discuss a study towards dynamic fitness based partitioning in IntraVascular UltraSound (IVUS)
image analysis. IVUS images are difficult to interpret and therefore an automatic multi-agent image inter-
pretation system was developed. We have recently successfully used Mixed-Integer Evolution Strategies
(MI-ES) to optimize control parameters of such a multi-agent image interpretation system for IVUS images
lumen detection.

However, because of the complexity and variability of IVUS images, different parameters settings are
needed for different image segmentation contexts. An ideal solution would be to classify IVUS images into
image segmentation contexts and optimize parameters for each context separately. Unfortunately, we do not
know the number of IVUS image segmentation contexts, nor do we know their characteristics. Additionally,
unlike in the case of data points in a metric space, we have no natural distance measure to cluster IVUS
images into groups that need similar parameter settings for an optimal segmentation result. Only their degree
of belonging to a partition, characterized by a particular set of parameters, can be measured by means of a
training error for that image.

Aiming for the solution to the aforementioned problems, we propose a 2-level optimization technique.
Given a set of parameter solutions, we can partition the images according to which solution gives the best
segmentation result. The fitness measure is then used as a “distance metric” to determine which partition
(and corresponding MI-ES solution) is the best match for an IVUS image. By alternating partitioning and
parameter optimization for each partition, images are dynamically repartitioned and parameter solutions
optimized.

2 Dynamic Fitness Based Partitioning

In general the 2-level optimization task is to find a proper fit of partitioning comprising NP partitions,
and for each of the partitions Pk(k ∈ [1, NP ]) we search for parameters settings which will result in an
optimal solution for all problem instances in Pk. In the case of IVUS lumen segmentation, we try to find a
partitioning of all IVUS images, and for each image partition we look for a parameter solution which results
in the best possible lumen segmentation for those images. We designed a 2-level algorithm with an inner
and an outer loop. The goal of the outer loop is to redistribute problem instances in order to achieve an
improved global quality and to balance the size of the partitions. The aim of the inner loop is to optimize
parameter solutions for the problem instances in each of the NP partitions.
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3 Artificial Test Problems

We test the feasibility of “fitness based partitioning” on artificial problems as a first step toward application
in the real IVUS feature detector system. Our test problems are designed in such a way that success may be
expected on real problems. For instance, the data used in the test problems is representative for real cases.

The basic idea of our test case, as visualized in Figure 1, is the task of finding a set of multidimensional
distributions based on given data points. Two parts of the test problem need to be distinguished: (1) the
initialization phase in which the problem generator creates sample points in D-dimensional space using a
random number generator which generates values using either a uniform or normal distribution. (2) evalua-
tion of solutions using a maximum log-likelihood approach to compute the fitness value for one estimation
of the parameters and distribution types of NP multivariate distributions based on the initialized data points.

Figure 1: Fitness based partitioning for randomly generated data samples

4 Experimental Results

Dimensions T Partitions Succesful/Total Iterations Outer Loop
D NP runs Average S.D. Minimum Maximum
2 50 3 200/200 7.375 3.57 1 18
4 75 10 200/200 16.07 3.44 9 31
4 100 20 198/200 23.21 3.44 16 36
6 100 10 199/200 12.35 4.45 5 43
6 100 20 197/200 14.87 3.66 9 34

Table 1: The results of the different experiments. Iterations outer loop (successful runs) means that all
the N-dimensional data points that were originally created in a cluster end up in the same partition. Since
the MI-ES algorithms have to find the optimal distribution parameters for each dimension, the number of
variables to optimize is three times the dimension of the data points to be partitioned. For the successful runs
we have measured the average, minimum and maximum number of iterations as well as standard deviation
(S.D.), until a stable partitioning was reached.

The results in Table 1 show that the fitness-based partitioning system manages to evolve a combination
of uniform and normal distributions to describe each cluster for most cases. Therefore, we conclude that it
is a promising approach for our real world problems on which we will apply the presented algorithms in the
near future.
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Auctions without Common Utility Values
Traditional auction models rely on valuation functions [2, 3]. Every bidder and also the auctioneer need to

have a function that expresses the value of a certain good in money. In an auction, every party computes

his value of the given good, and the bidding is done in terms of money. In some cases however, it might be

difficult to define such a function. For example, a preference for a certain color, or for a certain befriended

relation can be difficult to formulate as a price.

Besides the difficulty of expressing qualitative attributes as price, traditional models also require the

valuation functions to express opposing preferences for the bidders and the auctioneer [1]. A consequence

of this is that the preferences of the bidders have to be alike. In particular, in a Vickrey auction [4] where

the second-best bid is chosen as price, it has to better for the winner than his own winning bid. The winner

realizes profit only because the second-best bid is better for him than his own bid. By this mechanism, the

profit of the winner is dictated by his opponents (the market), and it gives rise to the interesting property

of incentive compatibility. The key insight is that choosing the second-best bid as price yields in incentive

compatibility, but it assumes opposing preferences.

In this paper we propose a new auctioning model and a modified Vickrey mechanism. The model does

not require a function to express the preferences in terms of money. It uses (weak) preference orders instead

that can be handled by the modified mechanism directly. The new model is a relaxation in the sense that

the preference orders of the bidders and the auctioneer are not required to be opposing, but interestingly, the

property of incentive compatibility is maintained.

To illustrate the basic ideas behind the model and the mechanisms, we use an example where a travel

agency specializes in the organization of corporate day-trips. Corporate day-trips are team-building events,

where employees of a company engage in some group activities of leisure. The kind of activity actually

chosen depends on, among others, the type of people, their number, and on the budget. In our example,

the budget is fixed, and the travel agency has to provide the best choice of activity for that given amount.

Suppose there is a company of approximately 40 persons, but not all of them can participate on the same

day. The two most popular days are a Tuesday (with 30 people) and a Wednesday (with 35 people). Un-

fortunately, the preference over the activities of choice is different in the two groups. The people who are

available on Tuesday prefer indoor skiing, while those available on Wednesday, being of older age, would

rather visit a museum. The company wishes to take as many employees as possible to the day-trip, so there

is a slight preference towards the museum visit on Wednesday.

We assume two competing day-trip-service providers: bidder1 and bidder2. Our company asks the

travel agency (the auctioneer) to find the best option given the preferences. The bidders have different

contracts to offer. The possible contracts of bidder1 and bidder2 are listed in Table 1 in separate tables in

decreasing order of preference. Just as the preference order of the auctioneer, which, however, contains all

possible bids. The auctioneer, on behalf of the company, prefers skiing on Tuesday, museum on Wednesday,

having lunch, and prefers contracts that incorporate more people (even if there are less participant expected

on a certain day, because it gives them more flexibility in accepting more people last minute).

1Published in: V. Mařı́k, V. Vyatkin, A.W. Colombo (Eds.), HoloMAS 2007, LNAI 4659, pp. 37–46, 2007, Springer-Verlag Berlin

Heidelberg 2007
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Table 1: Preference orders of the bidders and the auctioneer over the possible contracts in decreasing order.

Equivalence classes are grouped by the same shade of gray.
Bidder1

activity # people date
b16 ski 30 any

b15 ski 35 any

b14 museum 30 any

b13 ski + lunch 30 any

b12 museum 35 any

b11 ski + lunch 35 any

Bidder2
activity # people date

b26 museum 30 any

b25 museum 35 Tuesday

b24 ski 30 any

b23 museum + lunch 30 any

b22 ski 35 Tuesday

b21 museum + lunch 35 Tuesday

Auctioneer

activity # people date
b12 museum 35 any

b11 ski + lunch 35 any

b13 ski + lunch 30 any

b15 ski 35 any

b22 ski 35 Tuesday

b16 ski 30 any

b24 ski 30 any

b21 museum + lunch 35 Tuesday

b23 museum + lunch 30 any

b25 museum 35 Tuesday

b26 museum 30 any

b14 museum 30 any

To properly see the difference of the proposed model and the traditional auction models, let us make two

observations. Firstly, in our model, the preference orders of the auctioneer and the bidders are not required

to be opposing. Usual utility functions are required to be opposing, but this does not always hold in practise.

For example a later delivery date can be preferred by buyer and seller too. Secondly, we do not assume that

the bids submitted by the bidders are of the same type. Every bidder can offer the type of contracts he likes,

and there is no need to define utility functions that expect values of attributes that are not interpreted by the

bidder. With these extensions our model is capable of describing trading scenarios that are more realistic

than those described by the traditional models.

Consequences
In this paper we introduce a generalized model of auctioning that can handle bids with different, possibly

non-monetary, attributes submitted by bidders who may have different preferences. The preferences in the

model are expressed as weak orders instead of the usual utility functions. We show how a standard Vickrey

auction needs to be modified to cope with arbitrary bids and not opposing preferences, and prove that the

mechanism is still incentive compatible and that it is Pareto efficient.

An advantage of preference orders over multi-attribute utility functions is that the bids do not have to

consist of the same attributes. It is possible to order different kinds of bids because preference orders in

general do not depend on the structure of the bids.

Another advantage is that here, in contrast to using a utility function, we do not have to express the value

of a bid in money. Sometimes it might be difficult to express certain attributes in money, while a preference

order can still be defined. In case the attributes include monetary as well as non-monetary attributes it is

possible to mix the preference order model with the traditional model. If a valuation function exists that can

summarize the value of some of the attributes, then this summarized value can substitute the attributes it is

derived from. Then the preference orders have to consider this single value instead of the multiple original

attributes.
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1 Introduction
In real-life multi-agent planning problems, long-term plans will often be invalidated by changes in the

environment during or after the planning process. When this happens, short-term operational planning

and scheduling methods have to be applied in order to deal with these changed situations. Also, interests of

different parties may be conflicting, which makes a centralized approach undesirable.

In this paper, we discuss multi-agent scheduling in the context of an interesting airport planning problem:

the planning and scheduling of deicing and anti-icing activities. Aircraft deicing is required in winter time

when frost, snow, and ice form on the wings and fuselage of an aircraft. Such a layer of frost or ice on

aircraft surfaces influences the aircraft’s aerodynamic properties which may cause a loss of lift that could

result in a crash. Deicing refers to the removal of these wintry substances from the aircraft, and it must be

performed shortly before take-off, typically no more than 15 minutes in advance. A longer wait between

deicing and take-off will cause snow and ice layers to reform on the aircraft.

In temperate climates where deicing is required only a few days per year, total deicing capacity of an

airport is usually insufficient to deice all aircraft at the time they want to be deiced, airlines and individual

aircraft are competing for slots at the deicing station. In this paper we investigate two agent-based scheduling

architectures for the deicing problem, where stakeholders are modelled as autonomous agents. The first is

based on the concept of decommitment penalties, the second makes use of a Vickrey auction.

2 Coordination mechanisms
Fairness is an important concept in Air Traffic Management. Allocating deicing slots on a first come, first

served basis seems like a fair and straightforward approach. If agents are competitive, however, agents may

start reserving slots far in advance to ensure they get their preferred slots. This behaviour is undesirable in

a rapidly changing environment, such as airports during wintry weather conditions. In these circumstances,

the farther ahead that plans are made, the more uncertain it becomes that these plans can be executed.

The first coordination mechanism we present in this paper tries to counter the negative effects of agents

being too greedy in reserving deicing slots in uncertain circumstances. The idea of using decommitment

penalties is not new; see for instance [6, 5]. However, decommitment penalties have mainly been used to

explore promising new contracts by decommitting from previous contracts. The application in the schedul-

ing domain is, as far as we know, new.

When an aircraft agent reserves a particular time slot at a resource such as a deicing station, it will

commit to turn up at that deicing station at the specified time. If the aircraft fails to show up, it has to pay

a decommitment penalty to the deicing station. Incidents that cause aircraft to miss their reserved deicing

1This paper is an extended abstract of [3], which can be found at http://www.st.ewi.tudelft.nl/∼adriaan/pubs/
maoTerMorsRoosWitteveenMates07.pdf.
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slot occur with a probability that depends on the time of the deicing slot, and the length of the period that

remains until the aircraft’s off-block time; i.e., the time at which the aircraft is ready to leave the gate, and

taxi to the deicing station. The decommitment penalty gives an aircraft an incentive to reserve the deicing

slot as late as possible in order to minimize the probability that it will have to pay a decommitment penalty.

On the other hand, the aircraft still has the incentive to reserve a slot as early as possible, before other agents

take the best slots. The decision when to reserve a deicing slot therefore requires the agent to balance these

incentives.

The decommitment penalty mechanism does not take into account the preferences of the agents, or their

relative importance. For instance, a fully-loaded Airbus 380 aircraft with many passengers on board may

have a stronger preference to depart on time than a half-empty Fokker 50. Bidding for a (deicing) slot is

a straightforward way of distributing the scarce slots over the self-interested agents (cf. [1, 2, 4]). In the

airport scheduling case, the different preferences of the agents can be the result of, for example, the number

of passengers aboard an aircraft, or the level-of-service that an airline wishes to maintain. If we assume that

an agent may not sell a slot to another agent in case it has to decommit, then the value of the slot is a private
value. In private value auctions all auction types give the same result according to the revenue equivalence

theorem. Therefore, we choose the Vickrey auction (a closed-bid, second price auction), because of its

property that (rational) agents are encouraged to bid their true value. Hence, deicing of aircraft should occur

in the order of agents who are willing to pay the most.

An agent’s private value for a slot depends on two things: (i) the number of agents competing for the

slot, and (ii) the probability of having to decommit from the slot. If there are m other agents competing for

the same slot, then by obtaining the first slot, an agent can save at least m times the deicing duration worth

of delay. It is possible, however, that for slot number m+ 1, other agents have entered the competition, who

previously were not ready to obtain the first slot. Hence, an agent has both direct and indirect competitors

when bidding for a slot. A deicing slot becomes less attractive if there is a high possibility of having to

decommit, especially because the auction fee is not refunded when an aircraft can’t make its slot.

3 Concluding remarks
Experimental results show that if we look at the cost of the delay of all agents in the system, the auc-

tion mechanism outperforms the decommitment penalty mechanism, especially as the number of aircraft

increases (and with it, the congestion at the airport). The reason is that if there are multiple aircraft that

are eligible for a slot, then the auction mechanism will choose the aircraft with the highest private value,

resulting in lower global cost. A direct consequence of scheduling in favour of wealthy or important agents

is that delay is distributed more unevenly over the agents. Hence, the decommitment penalty mechanism

outperforms the auction mechanism in terms of fairness.
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Abstract 

In this paper we present an approach towards representing dynamic domains by means of concrete 
domains and perdurants. This approach is based on Description Logics and enables the representation of 
time and time-related aspects such as change in ontologies. The approach taken in this paper focuses on 
two main goals that need to be achieved when talking about time in ontologies: representing time itself and 
representing temporal aspects. We employ an explicit representation of time and rely on the internal 
method for the purpose of reflecting the changing aspects of individuals over time.  

1 Introduction
One of the challenges posed by the Semantic Web is dealing with temporal aspects in a variety of 
domains, such as knowledge reasoning. While the Web Ontology Language (OWL) is the preferred 
alternative for representing domain knowledge, the language currently offers only little support for 
representing temporal information in ontologies. The representation of this temporal information is 
needed when one considers modeling dynamic domains, i.e., domains that change their properties in time. 
In this paper we present an approach for representing dynamic domains by means of concrete domains 
and perdurants. This approach is based on Description Logics and enables the representation of time and 
time-related aspects such as change in ontologies. 

We distinguish between two aspects of time that are relevant for the current purpose: concrete time
and temporal entities. The concrete representation of time is rather straight forward, and relates to making 
the latter available in the ontology in the form of dates, hours, minutes, etc. This type of representation 
allows for more (semantically) useful time representations such as instants and intervals. We talk here 
about an explicit representation of time, as this representation allows the usage of temporal operators and 
the combination of the latter for obtaining new expressions [2]. Representing time in such a manner 
allows the use of the 13 Allen interval relations [1] in combination with temporal intervals. The symbiosis 
between the time intervals and Allen's relations represents the concrete domain employed for the current 
purpose.  

Representing time is an essential feature of a language that seeks to represent dynamic domains. 
However, this representation must be supported by means of consistently expressing temporal aspects, 
such as change, in ontologies. Two approaches are possible for this purpose, namely the internal and the 
external method [2]. In this paper we employ the internal method for the purpose of reflecting the 
changing aspects of individuals over time. This method relates to representing entities in a unique manner 
at different points in time. The actual individual, i.e., the perdurant, is then nothing more than the sum of 
its (temporal) parts. In this way one can capture, in each temporal component, the individual’s properties 
that hold at that particular time. Extending the approach taken in [5], we implement this representation by 
making use of time slices (the temporal parts of an individual) and fluents (properties that hold between 
timeslices). 
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2 The Approach 
The concrete domain that we considered is the set of real numbers with the binary predicates <, , >, 

, =, . This concrete domain is used to represent time points in a quantitative manner and the temporal 
relationships between time points. In this way one can define the interval class as Interval (start, end).

, i.e., the start and end concrete features need to fulfill the “ ” constraint [3].  
The real numbers are based on an encoding scheme of the XML Schema xsd:dateTime that we used 

for the quantitative representation of time. The 13 Allen relations (equals, before, after, meets, met-by,
overlaps, overlapped-by, during, contains, starts, started-by, finishes, finished-by) [1] can be simulated by 
using straightforward translation rules. For example two intervals are after each other if the start time 
point of the first interval is after the end time point of the second interval. In this manner one is able not 
only to quantify time, but also to specify temporal constraints.  

The concrete domain approach for representing time provides a good foundation towards representing 
change in ontologies. For this purpose we introduce in TOWL the concept of perdurants, materialized in 
explicit constructs for timeslices and fluents. The temporal parts of a perdurant are described as timeslices 
that can be regarded as snapshots of an individual at a particular moment (interval) in time. Timeslices are 
connected through (subproperties of) the fluent property, i.e., the fluent is indicating what is changing at a 
particular moment (interval) in time. 

As a proof of concept of our approach we built a system that extracts the relevant information 
regarding company shares from analyst recommendations and uses this aggregate information to generate 
buy/hold/sell signals based on predefined rules. The dynamicity of this domain enables us to demonstrate 
the usefulness of our approach for representing temporal information. 

3 Advantages of this Approach 
The advantages of the approach presented here are twofold. First, unlike previous approaches, the current 
approach provides the means to represent both time in its quantitative nature, as well as temporal entities. 
Previous work in this area focuses on only one of these aspects, such as in [3], where the main focus is on 
representing time in its quantitative meaning by employing concrete domains. Other approaches that try 
to tackle the same problem, such as [4] where time is made available through an ontology of time, offer 
little to no support for automated temporal reasoning, thus bringing the discussion to the second 
advantage of the representation we chose for the purpose of representing time. Since all concepts are 
modeled at language level, this provides the basis for designing appropriate algorithms that will enable 
temporal reasoning with regard to both meanings of time as underlined here: quantitative time (order, 
duration, etc.) as well as temporal entities (change, temporally bounded existence, evolution, etc.). 
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Abstract 

This abstract presents two papers from ICAIL’07 ACM conference [5] and SW4Law workshop [4]. The 
first paper presents the first experiments in the automatic detection of arguments in legal cases, while the 
second paper studies the results obtained in the first paper and presents our current and future work. 

1 Introduction
In the legal field, the general goal of information seeking is to build an argument to answer the problem at 
hand. The legal professional wants to find a viable argument that will support his or others claims. 
Current work on legal information systems is to manually visualize the argument structure of a text, e.g. 
Araucaria [7]. We want to support this process with automated means, i.e. the automated recognition of 
an argumentation structure, its arguments in a legal text and the classification of an argument or set of 
arguments. In the ACILA project (2006-2010) we study a number of fundamental research questions for 
these tasks regarding legal argumentation structures, the construction of a taxonomy of rhetorical 
discourse structures for the legal field and their linguistic cues, the natural language processing of legal 
texts, and the convenient and user-friendly visualization and presentation to the user.  

2 Argumentation
Argumentative texts are found in our daily discourse, e.g. news, books, political speeches, opinion 
sections or blogs. Argumentative texts are also common in the legal domain, e.g. legislative texts, case 
law or doctrinal texts.  An argument is a set of statements, consisting of a number of premises, a number 
of inferences, and a conclusion, which is said to have the following property: if the premises are true, then 
the conclusion must be true, or highly likely to be true.  

In real life, there are no easy mechanical rules to identify arguments, and persons usually have to rely 
on the context in order to determine which are the premises and the conclusions. However, it is true that 
sometimes the presence of certain indicators facilitate the detection of the premises or the conclusion, e.g. 
if someone makes a statement and then adds “this is because…” it is quite likely that the first statement is 
a conclusion supported by the statement that comes afterwards. Taking into account this lack of 
formalized methodology, the first approach that came to our mind was to treat the problem of automated 
detection as a classification problem [5]. We represented a sentence as a vector of features, e.g. lexical 
cues, word couples or modal verbs, and trained a classifier on examples that were manually annotated. 
These feature vectors served as input for state of the art classification algorithms. The best results for 
classifying a sentence as containing an argument were obtained with a multinomial naïve Bayes classifier 
and a maximum entropy model. The conclusion of this test was that the main indicators to detect an 
argumentative sentence seem to be word couples, the main verbs of the sentence and texts statistics, i.e. 
the sentence length, the average word length and the number of punctuation marks. However approaching 
the automated detection problem only by taking into account single sentences involves a big amount of 
lost inter-sentence information and consequently the non-detection of arguments which are distributed 
over more than one sentence.  

The first idea to find the inter-sentence relations was to check the semantic relations between 
sentences. Pronouns, generalizations or specifications, negations, synonyms or antonyms could help to 
identify a hidden relation structure between all the sentences of an argument. However, to find these 
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different kinds of phenomena is not an easy task, somewhat related to ontological knowledge that should 
need a constant update due to a world that is always changing. 

Once we considered the semantic option as useful but too complex and variable, a new concept, the 
use of argument structures, i.e. the different parts of an argument and their relations, was decided to be 
studied. In [4] we present some work, problems and questions focusing on this option. Although we lack 
studies on how legal argumentation is reflected in written language, literature on general discourse theory 
and rhetorical structure analysis is inspiring. The rhetorical structure of a text is a main indicator of how 
information in that text is ordered into a coherent informational structure [3, 2]. Our objective is to build a 
taxonomy of types of legal arguments and their relations based on recent work in legal argumentation 
theory [1, 8]. This will allow us to detect the different text sections were arguments are presented and also 
to classify them depending on the taxonomy types or the relations between the different arguments. 
Currently we are basing our efforts on the argument structure from S.E. Toulmin and the schemes from 
D. Walton, we are also studying the work from C. Reed and B. Verheij on argument visualization. 

It’s important to note that in all the possible approaches we need to deal with natural language 
processing, so part of our main work is to solve problems like word ambiguity, missing or implicit 
information and syntactic ambiguity. One main problem in our last approach, the one based on argument 
structures, is the text segmentation, i.e. determine the sentence boundaries, the argument boundaries and 
to solve the possible nesting of diverse arguments. 

3 Conclusions
The research in the ACILA project introduces the innovative area of research of argument detection and 
classification in text. But even, if we succeed in correctly typing the found arguments, there will still be 
the problem of implicit arguments that for their correct interpretation depend on external knowledge such 
as custom, historical development, models of social justice, and the purpose underlying legal warrants. 
This poses interesting questions on the world and common sense knowledge that we need, or whether or 
not we can acquire this knowledge automatically from large text corpora.  
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1 Introduction

In context-aware route planning, agents have to plan their route on a common infrastructure in such a way
that plans made by other agents are not invalidated, and no conflicts are introduced. A conflict situation
occurs when two ormore agents try to occupy the same space at the same time. We can distinguish between
head-on conflicts and catching-up conflicts. A head-on conflict is a collision that is the result of two vehicles
travelling in opposite directions on the same road resource; a catching-up conflict can occur when vehicles
travel on the same road resource in the same direction, but at different speeds.

Context-aware route planning is relevant in domains where multiple vehicles are active on an infrastruc-
ture consisting of limited-capacity resources. Example domains include aircraft taxiing at airports, routing
of Automated Guided Vehicles (AGVs) in automated manufacturing, and transport of containers by AGVs
at ports. Note that in many of these domains, the agents are assumed to be autonomous and self interested.

In the paper, we present a context-aware route planning algorithm that can find the optimal plan for a
single agent. It works by searching through a graph of free time windows (time intervals inwhich a node has
capacity available) instead of searching through nodes of the graph. Our analysis shows that an upper bound
exists on the number of edges in the free time window graph, which makes our algorithm significantly more
efficient than existing algorithms.

2 Methods

Several different approaches to context-aware routing are known in literature, which can be categorized
according to the moment at which conflicts are resolved. First of all, one can try to prevent conflicts (or
minimize the number of conflicts) by using social laws or traffic rules (cf. [3]).
A second approach is first to determine the path (i.e., the sequence of resources) that an agent will travel

on, and then to determine at what times the agent will traverse the resources in its path. In effect, this method
slows agents down or speeds them up (in a planning phase) to avoid conflicts with other agents (cf. [1]).
A thirdway is to integrate path planning and conflict resolution. Kim and Tanchoco presented an optimal,

integrated context-aware route planning algorithm [2] that can be viewed as a context-aware version of
Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm. The worst-case complexity of their algorithm was O(n4

v
2), where n is

the number of vehicles, and v the number of infrastructure resources. Because of these complexity results,
many researchers consider optimal ‘integrated’ routing for single vehicles too computationally expensive for
practical use. However, few papers provide comprehensive analysis of the algorithms presented within, and
no benchmark problems for context-aware routing exist that allow the comparison of different algorithms.
In our research we show that efficient algorithms can be found having a worst-case complexity of only
O(nv log(nv) + nv

2).

1Extended abstract of: Adriaan W. ter Mors, Jonne Zutt, and Cees Witteveen. Context-aware logistic routing and scheduling. In
Proceedings of the 17th International Conference on Automated Planning and Scheduling, Providence, Rhode Island, U.S.A., 2007.
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3 Results

The order inwhich agents make (and reserve) their plans canmake a significant difference to the cost of their
respective plans. To evaluate the global performance of a single-agent algorithm, we also investigate whether
the order in which agents make their plans influences the sum of their plan costs. Another experiment
we conducted is to compare ‘integrated’ context-aware planning to two-phase planning, in which conflict
resolution happens after path planning. As a test infrastructure, we used a detailedmodel of Schiphol Airport
in Amsterdam, which was provided to us by the national aerospace laboratory (NLR).
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Figure 1: Example results taken from the full paper.

One-phase versus two-phase approach We conclude from Figure 1(a) that Hatzack and Nebel’s two-
phase approach is so fast, our one-phase algorithm looks slow by comparison. A closer look reveals that
our algorithms are still pretty fast, as a solution is found on average within two tenths of a second. Also, the
95% confidence intervals are reasonably small, so this performance is reasonably stable. In the paper, we
also show that the cost of plans produced by the two-phase approach is significantly higher. The integrated
approach ensures a good spread of reservations over the resources in time, whereas the two-phase approach
will over-use certain key resources that are on the shortest path of many agents. Hence, the integrated
approach outperforms the two-phase approach with fixed route choice, while still being fast.

Planning in sequence If an agent plans before other agents, it does not have to take into account any
reservations these agents might make, resulting in a low plan cost. Figure 1(b) shows that if an agent is 400th

in line to make a plan, then its plan will cost approximately twice the amount of the minimum-cost plan,
which is the shortest path when reservations are not taken into account. This does not mean that the order in
which the agents plan affects the total system performance. Figure 1(b) shows the performance of the total
system for a group of 500 agents routing to and from random resources in the Schiphol infrastructure. The
same tasks are repeated 100 times with different random permutations in which the agents create their plans
and make the reservations. The relatively small 95% confidence intervals shown in Figure 1(b) indicate that
for the Schiphol airport network the order inwhich agents reserve their plans is not of significant importance.
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3 Type of auctions used for load allocation: 
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5 Outline of preliminary human bidding results
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Nowadays, many organizations employ automated management systems, based on a great variety of
enterprise architectures (e.g., CIMOSA, ARIS, Zachman, PERA, GRAI/GIM, TOVE). Although many
architectures include a rich ontological basis for creating models of different views, most of them provide
only a limited support for automated analysis of these models. Formal analysis is particularly useful for
checking the correctness of enterprise models, for inspecting and improving efficiency and effectiveness
of the enterprise operation by identifying inconsistencies and performance bottlenecks, as well as for
controlling the actual execution of organizational scenarios and evaluating organizational performance.
Moreover, analysis methods (e.g. simulation) may be used to investigate and predict organizational
behavior and performance under different conditions.

This paper introduces a formal framework for modeling and analysis of organizations. It allows
representing a great variety of organizational concepts and relations that are structured into a number of
dedicated perspectives (or views). In contrast to many existing enterprise architectures the proposed
framework has formal foundations. The first-order sorted predicate logic serves as a formal basis for
defining dedicated modeling languages for each view. These languages provide high expressivity for
conceptualizing a variety of concepts and relations and allow expressing both quantitative and qualitative
aspects of different views. To express temporal relations in specifications of the views, the dedicated
languages of the views are embedded into the Temporal Trace Language (TTL), which is a variant of the
order-sorted predicate logic.

Within every view a set of structural and behavioral constraints imposed on the specifications of the
view can be identified. Formally, this set is represented by a logical theory that consists of formulae
constructed in the standard predicate logic way from the terms of the dedicated language of the view. A
specification of the view is correct if the corresponding theory is satisfied by this specification, i.e., all
sentences in theory are true in the logical structure(s) corresponding to the specification. The constraints
are divided in two groups: (1) generic constraints need to be satisfied by any specification of the view;
(2) domain-specific constraints are dictated by the application domain and may be changed by the
designer. Two types of generic constraints are considered: (1) structural integrity and consistency
constraints based on the rules of the specification composition; (2) constraints imposed by the physical
world. Domain-specific constraints can be imposed by the organization, external parties or the physical
world of the specific application domain.

This formal basis enables different types of analysis of organizational specifications both of particular
views and across different views. The framework also allows the representation and analysis of
organization models at different levels of abstraction in order to handle complexity and increase
scalability. Furthermore, the framework provides support for real time management of the execution of
organizational processes and evaluation of the organizational performance.
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The proposed framework comprises of four views, three of which: process-oriented, performance-
oriented and organization-oriented, have prescriptive character and define the desired behavior of the
organization. The fourth view, agent-oriented, describes and integrates agents into the framework. Each
view contains concepts and relationships which provide expressiveness allowing the representation of
different types of organizations ranging from mechanistic to organic.

The process-oriented view of the framework contains information about the organizational functions,
how they are related, ordered and synchronized and the resources they use and produce. The main
concepts are: task, process, resource type and resource which, together with the relations between them,
are specified in the formal language LPR. A task represents a function performed in the organization and
can range from very general to very specific. General tasks can be decomposed into more specific ones
using AND- and OR-relations thus forming hierarchies. A workflow is defined by a set of (partially)
temporally ordered processes. Each process is defined using a task as a template and inherits all
characteristics of the task. The (partial) order of execution of processes in the workflow is defined by
sequencing, branching, cycle and synchronization relations specified by the designer. Tasks
use/consume/produce resources of different types. Resource types describe tools, supplies, components,
data or other material or digital artifacts while resources are specific instances of resource types with
specified amounts that are produced by processes in the workflow. Some resources can be shared, or used
simultaneously, by a set of processes (e.g., storage facilities, transportation vehicles). Alternative sets of
processes sharing a resource can be defined.

Central notions in the performance-oriented view are a goal and a performance indicator (PI). A PI is
a quantitative or qualitative indicator that reflects the state/progress of the company, unit or individual.
PIs can be related through various relationships. The following are considered in the framework:
(strongly) positive/negative causal influence of one PI on another, positive/negative correlation between
two PIs, aggregation – two PIs express the same measure at different aggregation levels. Goals are
objectives that describe a desired state or development of the (part of) organization or individual and are
based on PIs. Goals can be hard (satisfaction can be established) or soft (satisfaction cannot be clearly
established, instead degrees of satisficing are defined). A goal can be refined into one or more alternative
goal lists of AND-type or balanced-type (more fine-tuned ways of decomposition - inspired by the
weighted average function) thus forming a hierarchy. Information about the satisfaction of lower-level
goals can be propagated to determine the satisfaction of high-level goals.

In the organization-oriented view organizations are modeled as composite roles that can be refined
iteratively into a number of (interacting) composite or simple roles, representing as many aggregation
levels as needed. The refined role structures correspond to different types of organization constructs (e.g.,
groups, units, departments). The organization-oriented view also provides means to structure and organize
roles by defining interaction and power relations on them.

To create realistic organization models, in addition to formal (explicitly identified, documented)
aspects, also informal aspects of human behavior in the organizational context should be considered. The
computational organization theory has a long tradition of modeling human organizations using the agent
paradigm, also used in the proposed framework. Models of agents defined in the agent-oriented view are
based on psychological and social theories receiving the most empirical support. An agent is defined as an
autonomous entity able to interact (e.g., by observations and actions) with other agents and the
environment. Agents are characterized by a set of capabilities (i.e., knowledge and skills) and personal
traits. An agent can be allocated to an organizational role if s/he possesses the necessary capabilities and
traits defined as requirements for the role.

The formal foundations of the framework enable three types of automated analysis which discussed in
the paper. The first type focuses on the verification of specifications of every view (i.e., establishing the
correctness w.r.t. a set of constraints). The second type addresses the validation of combined correct
specifications of different views by simulation. Finally, the third type focuses on the analysis of actual
executions of organizational scenarios based on combined specifications of different views.

The paper further discusses the particulars of the design process when using the framework. A number
of general guidelines are formulated using the relationships between the different views. Issues on reuse
of concepts, structures and constraints by means of libraries and templates are also discussed.

The framework has been applied in a number of case studies, one of which is discussed in this paper,
namely, modeling and analysis of an organization from the security domain.
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1 Introduction

Autonomous agents are being introduced in a wide variety of domains, because they promise to
increase agility. Example domains where these systems are emerging are such diverse domains
as multi-modal transportation, crisis response, firefighting with unmanned aerial vehicles and air
traffic control. In general, the tasks that need to be performed in these domains are interdependent,
require more than one agent to execute them, and often require a careful task-planning process for
each individual agent. Obviously, due to the task interdependencies, some form of coordination is
needed between the individual agents to ensure that the individually constructed plans are jointly
feasible. However, if we assume the participating agents to be self-interested and requiring planning
autonomy, it is often not desirable or feasible to use approaches that either severely restrict the
autonomy of the participating agents or require intensive negotiation and plan revision in order to
reach a joint solution.

In these cases, coordination mechanisms provide a framework to ensure feasibility of any joint
solution obtained by enabling the individual agents to choose their preferred way to solve their
part of the task. However, this promise of agility does not come for free, because a coordination
mechanism has to (minimally) reduce the initial autonomy of the agents. The quality then of a
coordination mechanism is dependent on both the severeness of the restrictions imposed and the
overall performance quality it ensures.

In previous work [3], the plan-coordination problem was studied in a framework where tasks can
be interdependent through precedence constraints. However, the expressiveness of this framework
is very limited in the sense that it allows only one of the seven qualitative temporal constraints. In
other work [1], the related schedule-coordination problem was studied in so-called simple-temporal
networks. In this framework, time points are used which can be constrained by upper and lower
bounds on their temporal distance, which allows all qualitative and some quantitative temporal
constraints to be expressed.

On the long term, we strive to solve the plan-coordination problem in an expressive framework
with both qualitative and quantitative temporal constraints. In this paper [2], we expanded our
framework to deal with task intervals, and being able to constrain time points with both precedence
and synchronisation constraints.

2 Results

We started by rewriting every task t as a time interval [ts, te], representing the starting and ending
point of the execution of task t. We wanted to constrain the execution of these time points by
precedence and synchronisation relations. Thus, we defined the precedence ≺ ⊆ (T × T ) and
synchronisation ≡ ⊆ (T ×T ) constraints on the set of time points T . Of course, each starting point
ts must precede its associated ending point te, denoted by ts ≺ te.

We found that we are able to express all qualitative temporal constraints between two intervals
in this framework. Moreover, a clear distinction emerged on the degree to which tasks can be
coupled using these two binary constraints. On the one hand, we have the constraints that require

1
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both precedence and synchronisation constraints (i.e., meets, starts, finishes, and equals), while
others only need precedence constraints (i.e., before, overlaps, and during). We call the complex
tasks in which the end points of methods are constrained by both precedence and synchronisation
constraints tightly-coupled tasks, when only precedence constraints are used moderately-coupled
tasks, and loosely-coupled tasks when methods are not constrained at all.

Finally, we looked at the complexity of the plan-coordination problem in these problem in-
stances. Clearly, the plan-coordination problem for loosely-coupled tasks is already solved after
task allocation. Furthermore, we know, from previous work [3], that plan-coordination for tasks
that can be constrained with the before relation is Σp

2-complete in general. Fortunately, this result
holds for the plan-coordination problem for moderately-coupled tasks as well. This leaves us with
plan-coordination for tightly-coupled tasks, which we prove to be Σp

2-complete as well.
Although these results show that the problem is intractable, we provide approximation algo-

rithms for plan-coordination of both the moderately-coupled tasks as the tightly-coupled tasks.
More precisely, plan-coordination of moderately-coupled tasks can be achieved by applying a parti-
tioning algorithm. In fact, the approximation algorithm for achieving plan-coordination of tightly-
coupled tasks only requires some minor modifications to deal with the synchronisation constraints.

This work shows how the qualitative temporal constraints on tasks can be represented by us-
ing precedence and synchronisation constraints between task end points. Moreover, it provides a
classification for complex tasks in loosely, moderately, and tightly-coupled tasks, which is based on
the constraints used. Finally, this work is an important step in the study of the plan-coordination
problem in more expressive frameworks with both qualitative and quantitative temporal constraints.
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Abstract

The full version of this paper was presented at the 9th International Workshop on Agent-Mediated Elec-
tronic Commerce (AMEC’07), Honolulu, Hawaii, May 2007. The post-proceedings of the workshop will
appear as a Springer LNCS volume.

1 Introduction & overview of the problem

Design of electronic auctions is considered an important open area of research in electronic commerce,
both from a theoretical and an application perspective. There are two main approaches to this problem.
One concerns the design of the auction mechanism itself, such as it guarantees certain properties, such as
efficiency, individual rationality or budget balance. However, for some auction designs, such as simultaneous
ascending, sequential and repeated auctions, this is not possible and research has focused on designing the
bidding strategies of the agents participating in such auctions. As previously shown in [3] (among many
others), the main problem that a bidder has to face in a sequential (or simultaneous ascending) auction is the
exposure problem. Informally stated, exposure means that an agent has to commit to buying an item (and
thus take a “sunk” cost [3]), before she can be sure that she will able to secure other items in her useful set
or bundle (i.e. the set of items that gives him positive utility). In order to deal with this problem, a wide set
of strategies have been proposed (a full discussion is outside the scope of this abstract).

Such approaches have been shown to be efficient in many situations, both in self play and against a
wide variety of other strategies, in competitions such as the TAC. Although most do implicitly account
for uncertainty in the game, they do not explicitly model the risk-taking attitude of the bidding agents.
By “explicitly model” we mean building a profile of the agent’s risk preferences towards uncertain, future
outcomes (such as the final allocation of a sequential auction). In standard economic theory, since the
seminal work of K. Arrow and J. Pratt, preferences towards risk are considered essential in understanding
and modeling decision making under uncertainty [2] (among others).

The goal of this paper is to study the relationship between a bidder agent’s attitude towards risk (mea-
sured by the standard Arrow-Pratt risk aversion model - more specifically the CARA model) and her per-
ceived best available bidding policy in a sequential auction (modeled by a Markov Decision Process). First,
we investigate analytically how an agent’s perception of her optimal bidding policy, given her probabilistic
expectation of future prices, is affected by her risk aversion profile. Similar to [1, 3] (among many others),
the paper takes a decision-theoretic approach to the design of bidding agents, meaning agents reason w.r.t.
the probability of future price distributions. Next, we conduct an experimental study of how an agent’s atti-
tude towards risk affects not only her sequential bidding and chances of winning a desired bundle, but also
the a locative efficiency of the market she participates in and the auctioneer’s revenue.

In this extended abstract, due to lack of space, we will omit most of the mathematical details and results
graphs, but we do provide brief overviews of the different aspects of our model and our results.
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2 Modeling utility functions under risk

The literature on risk aversion identifies several 3 main types of agents w.r.t. their risk profiles: risk averse,
risk neutral (indifferent) and risk proclave (“risk loving”) agents. We are mostly interested in the risk averse
and risk neutral cases, since these are the cases that describe the behavior of economic agents in most
practical situations (c.f. [2]). Denote the payoff achieved by an agent participating in an auction as z. The
utility a risk-averse agent assigns to this payoff is described by the Arrow-Pratt utility function:

u(z) = 1 − e
−rz for r > 0 (1)

The utility functions of the agents are not directly comparable in this setting, since each agent has a
different attitude towards future risk (different r factor). In risk modeling, this is addressed by identifying
a monetary payoff value, such that the agent is indifferent between receiving this value with certainty or
entering a “lottery” between a set of (uncertain) monetary payoffs, which can be received with different
probabilities. This amount is called the certainty equivalent (CE). It can be seen as the monetary value the
agent would attach to the future, if all the uncertainty were discounted (see full paper for formal definition).

3 Bidding in sequential auctions with complementarities

As shown in the introduction, the main problem that a bidder has to face in a sequential auction with com-
plementarities is the exposure problem. Following Greenwald & Boyan [1] (among others), we model the
decision problem that the bidder agent has to face in sequential auctions as a Markov Decision Process.

Assume there is a set of items It, sold in sequential auctions held at time points t = 1..n. The bidding
policy of an agent in this game is described by a vector of bids �

B = (b1, ..., bn), which assigns a bid bt to
each item sold at time point t. The agents reason decision-theoretically, i.e. they maintain a probabilistic
expectation of the closing prices for future auctions. The decision problem the agent faces, at each time point
is, to choose a bid bt that provides the right balance between expected payoff and probability of winning,
given her risk aversion r. This means choosing bt which maximizes the certainty equivalent of future states
in which it acquires/does not acquire the following items.

4 Brief overview of experimental results

There are several interesting effects which have been observed in our experimental analysis.
The more averse a risk agent is, the higher she will bid for the later items in the sequence, after already

acquiring a first item from his/her desired bundle. Intuitively, a risk averse agent is more concerned with
reducing as much as possible the probability she will loose the auction for the items needed to complete a
desired bundle and not cover her sunk costs for items already won.By contrast, the optimal bid levels for the
first item(s) in a sequence of auctions decrease as the agent becomes more risk averse. Risk averse agents
are not willing to accept a high sunk cost - thus their optimal policy is to avoid bidding aggressively in the
first round. They may prefer not to participate at all in the sequence of auctions, than to win the first auction
with a high sunk cost, which would be difficult to cover.

Finally, we also show risk-averse behavior can have consequences not only in determining the winners
in a sequence of auctions, but also on the market itself. If too many risk averse bidders are present, both
the allocation efficiency (i.e. Pareto-efficiency) of the market and the revenue of the auctioneer can decrease
considerably. Thus, the reluctance of risk averse agents to join in some auctions setting may reduce their
own exposure, but can have a distorting effect on the allocation mechanism itself.
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This is a summary of the paper Description logics with approximate definitions: Precise modeling of
vague concepts, by Stefan Schlobach, Michel C.A. Klein, and Linda Peelen. In Manuela M. Veloso, editor,
Proceedings of the 20th International Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence, IJCAI 2007, Hyderabad.,

Rough Description Logics for Evaluating Clinical Trials Many existing knowledge modeling tech-

niques are best suited for modeling crisp knowledge. In practice, however, it is not always possible to

make clear-cut distinctions. A modeler frequently has to account for borderline cases. This paper introduces

a mechanism allowing to model vague knowledge by crisp specification of approximations of a concept.

Medicine is a typical domain where concepts cannot always be described in a crisp manner. E.g., the

definition of a disease is not always clear-cut, especially if a single marker is lacking that distinguishes a

patient with a disease from a patient without the disease. This is common in psychiatry and in diseases

in which the underlying pathology of the disease is unclear. An example of the latter is sepsis. Rough

Description Logics (Rough DL) provides us with the possibility to describe such diseases.

Rough DL extends classical Description Logic by two modal-like operators, called the lower and upper

approximations. In the spirit of Rough Set theory, two concepts approximate an underspecified, vague, con-

cept as particular sub- and super-concepts, describing which elements are definitely, respectively possibly,

elements of the concept. The following picture illustrates the general idea:

Septic

Septic

Septic

Each square denotes a set of domain elements, which cannot further be discerned by any available criterion.

Then, the circled line denotes the set of septic patients, i.e., the vague concept which we are incapable

to formally define. If we capture this lack of criteria to discern between two objects as a indiscernibility

relation dis∼, we can formally define the upper approximation as the set of patients that are indiscernible

from at least one septic patient. Septic ≡ {pat1 | ∃ pat2: dis∼(pat1,pat2) & pat2 ∈ Septic}. Similarly,

we can define the lower approximation as the set of patients containing all, and only those patients, for

which it is known that all indiscernible patients must be septic. Septic ≡{pat1 | ∀ pat2: dis∼(pat1,pat2)

→ pat2 ∈ Septic} In our picture, the upper approximation is depicted as the union of the dark squares

(the lower approximation), and the gray squares, the boundary. This corresponds to the formal semantics of

Rough DL: the patients in the concept Septic are the definitely septic patients, those that are unmistakably

septic, the concept Septic models the possibly septic patients, as opposed to the white squares, which model

definitely not septic patients. These approximations are to be defined in a crisp way. Technically, Rough

DL are simple languages, as they can be simulated with traditional DL without added expressiveness. This

means that reasoning can be performed by translation, and subsequent use of a common DL reasoner.

Our current research was motivated by a recent study of the definitions for sepsis used in clinical trials.

Before a medical treatment can be used in daily clinical practice, its effect and impact on the patient have to

be investigated in a clinical trial. When several trials have been performed it is interesting to compare the

results of those trials. Unfortunately, nine different trials that were investigated in previous research showed

too much variation in their definitions of severe sepsis patients to enable a fair comparison of trial results.
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In the full paper we show how to use Rough DL to formalise and compare sepsis definitions used in

different trials. Describing sepsis through approximations enforces powerful semantic consequences. Rough

DL turns out to be an appropriate logical representation language to model vague concepts and provide crisp

answers to queries, and can thereby assist in the validation of existing and, ultimately, the construction of

new trials.

Modeling Clinical trials with Rough DL Clinical trials use entry criteria to select patients for the study.

The choice of these criteria is an important step in clinical trial design: to be able to compare the results of

the trial with those of other trials and to assess the generalizability of the results to daily clinical practice,

the entry criteria have to be compatible with definitions used in comparable trials and the agreed standard

definitions of disease. This is obviously complicated when no crisp disease definition exists.

In the case of severe sepsis, nine recent randomized clinical trials all used different entry criteria to select

patients with severe sepsis. In order to use rough DL for patient selection we first translated the definition

for each trial into a DL formula. We did the same for the upper and the lower approximation of sepsis, thus

building a TBox with 11 definitions for septic patients. In addition we have translated a dataset from the

Dutch National Intensive Care Evaluation (NICE) registry containing information on 71,929 patients into

an ABox, using the terminology from the TBox. With the selection criteria for the different trials and the

translated data, we used a DL-reasoner (Racer) to select the patients that would be eligible for the different

trials (thereby mimicking the patient selection process).

Given our experimental setup it is easy to show that there are serious flaws in the trial selection. It is

a consequence of the semantics of rough DL that an approximation itself can not be approximated. This

implies that Bone ≡ UnionOfTrials and Strict ≡ IntersectionOfTrials. This resulted in inconsistency of the

definitions with respect to the trial data. Using our infrastructure one can now perform a more detailed

data-based validation to detect the source of the logical contradiction. For example, we queried for patients

with queries like ¬Bone � trial-X to look for violations of the upper approximation and queries like Strict �
¬trial-X for violations of the lower approximation. In this way, we found 141 patients in PROWESS-sepsis
and 6 patients in Lexipafant-sepsis that do not fulfill the Bone criteria.

Finally, we can use purely terminological reasoning to analyse the trial criteria. For example, classifying

all definitions brought to light that none of the concepts describing the trials is subsumed by Bone. This is

an interesting result when compared to the data-based validation. Although for 7 of the trial definitions we

did not find any patient that violated the upper approximation, such patients can exist in principle. Similarly,

with respect to the lower approximation, we found that only 4 of the trial definitions subsumed Strict.

Advantage over standard DL Trial validation using a standard DL infrastructure without the rough ex-

tension is already a significant improvement over the current situation, in which patient selection is procedu-

rally performed as a sequence of database queries. Using standard DL we can check violations, as discussed

above, with A-Box reasoning over the data set and the terminology, or purely terminologically. Modeling

the definitions in rough DL gives an additional improvement: the validation against the criteria is done au-

tomatically. There is a way of achieving the same validation with pure DL, which we is much less elegant,

though. Here, one would sequentially check the validation criteria for all trials. However, this amounts to

a procedural verification of the assumptions about the vague definitions about Sepsis, which is error-prone,

and tedious. Moreover, our rough DL model excludes the invalid definitions automatically. For example,

the set of patients in Lexipafant-sepsis � ¬Bone is empty per definition. To achieve the same result in a pure

DL TBox one has to model the relation between trials and Bone explicitly, e.g. by asserting UnionOfTrials
≡ Bone. But this is an incorrect oversimplification of the relation between the trials and the approximation

of Sepsis as opposed to the much more accurate rough DL formalisation.

Conclusions Rough DL allows for precise modeling of vague knowledge, a common need in realistic

domains, e.g. in medicine. An advantage of modeling concept approximations in a qualitative way is that

queries to the model give crisp answers. As reasoning in rough DL can be reduced to standard DL satis-

fiability we get access to an efficient reasoning infrastructure for free. In a case study, the evaluation of

medical trials about sepsis patients, we observed that modeling vague knowledge can help to answer impor-

tant questions in the design of clinical trials. The validation of trials based on their formal definitions is an

improvement over the usual data-based validation. When the validation declaratively is done using Rough

DL, the logical consequences of the semantics immediately reveals inconsistencies in the trial definitions,

whereas several successive queries are necessary to do the same with standard DLs. This indicates that

Rough DL can be very useful when building new trials with vaguely defined medical conditions, as they

enforce better models for the selection of patients.
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The agent paradigm has been extensively used for modeling and analysis of both human and artificial
organizations. In particular, in the area of Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) representation of a MAS as an
artificial organization consisting of roles and groups can facilitate handling high complexity and poor
predictability of dynamics in the system [2]. Some of the MAS frameworks are also aimed at modeling
human organizations [3]. Although such models can be computationally effective, most of them lack the
ontological expressivity required to conceptualize a wide range of concepts and relations of human
organizations. Furthermore, such frameworks only rarely use the extensive theoretical basis from social
science. Also, in the area of computational social science the agent paradigm is used for modeling of
social individuals. In this area many approaches have been developed for analyzing, predicting and
improving the efficiency of task allocation to and execution by agents [1]. In task-oriented agent-based
modeling it is often assumed that agents comply with organizational goals and will perform tasks in such
a way that a high level of organizational performance is ensured. However, in some cases such an
assumption may not be valid. In particular, for feasible modeling of human organizations various interests
of different organizational actors should be explicitly considered, as they often (significantly) influence
the organizational performance. In general, to be productive an organization should arrange work and
provide incentives to its employees in such a way that they are constantly motivated to adopt the behavior
that ensures the satisfaction of the essential organizational goals. The topic of work motivation received
much attention in Organization Theory [4]. Also, in the area of MAS different motivation models and the
mechanisms for manipulating them have been proposed. However, only a little research has been done on
the computational modeling of motivation of agents situated in organizational context.

In this paper, a formal agent-based approach for modeling of characteristics and behavior of
individuals in organizational context is proposed that uses the rich theoretical basis from Organization
Theory. Agents are situated in a formal organization modeled using the expressive organization modeling
and analysis framework proposed in [5]. This framework comprises several interrelated views: the
performance-oriented view describes organizational and individual goal and performance indicators (PI)
structures; the process-oriented view describes task and resource structures and dynamic flows of control;
within the organization-oriented view organizational roles, their power and communication relations are
defined. Concepts and relations within every view, as well as models of agents are formally described
using dedicated languages based on an order sorted predicate logic. Temporal aspects of agent-based
organizational models are formalized using the Temporal Trace Language [5], which is an extension of a
sorted predicate logic that allows reasoning about dynamic properties of systems.

In an organizational model goals are related to tasks. Different sets of tasks are associated with roles.
Interaction and authority structures are defined on roles w.r.t. to tasks. To enable effective execution of
tasks, agents with appropriate characteristics should be allocated to roles. To this end for each role a set of
requirements on agent capabilities (i.e., knowledge and skills) and personal traits is defined.

In modern social science behavior of individuals is considered as goal-driven. It is recognized that
high level goals of individuals are dependant on their needs. Currently the following division of needs is
identified [4]: (1) extrinsic needs associated with material rewards; (2) social interaction needs refer to
the desire for social approval and companionship; (3) intrinsic needs concern the desires for self-
development and self-actualization. Each high-level goal may be refined into more specific goals using

* The full version of this paper will appear in the Proceedings of the 5th International Central and Eastern European
Conference on Multi-Agent Systems (CEEMAS'07), 2007, see [6].
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AND- and OR- relations. In the used modeling framework the formal specification of a goal is based on a
mathematical expression over a PI(s). Goals associated with intrinsic needs are often satisfied by intrinsic
rewards that are a natural consequence of the agent behavior related to the execution of a task. Some
agents receive intrinsic rewards irrespectively of the execution results. While intrinsic rewards for other
agents are contingent upon the execution outcomes. Externally provided rewards (e.g., salary, bonuses,
group acceptance) serve to the satisfaction of goals related to extrinsic and social interaction needs. At
any time point the (level of) satisfaction of a lower level goal may be established by the evaluation of the
PI expression, on which the goal is based. Further, using the rules defined in [5] information about the
satisfaction of lower-level goals is propagated to determine the satisfaction of high-level goals.

Many organizations have reward systems contingent on the satisfaction of goals. Many studies showed
that making explicit rules based on which rewards and sanctions are provided increases the motivation of
an agent to perform certain tasks. The work motivation of agents is important to ensure the satisfaction of
both individual and organizational goals. Therefore, the motivational aspect of the agent behavior should
be explicitly represented in the models of organizational agents.

To model the motivation of agents we adopt the Vroom’s version of the expectancy theory [7] that
allows estimating the agent’s motivational force to attain certain goals and that received good empirical
support. According to this theory, when an individual evaluates alternative possibilities to act, s/he makes
estimations for the following factors: expectancy, instrumentality, and valence. Expectancy refers to the
individual’s belief about the likelihood that a particular act will be followed by a particular outcome
(called a first-level outcome). In organizational context expectancy of an agent related to successful task
execution is determined by the characteristics of the task and the agent, and by the organizational and
environmental conditions. Instrumentality is a belief concerning the likelihood of a first level outcome
resulting into a particular second level outcome; its value varies between -1 and +1. A second level
outcome represents a desired (or avoided) by an agent state of affairs that is reflected in an agent’s goal(s)
(e.g., bonus receipt, imposition of a sanction). Valence refers to the strength of the individual’s desire for
an outcome or state of affairs. While second level outcomes are directly related to the agent’s goals, the
valence values associated with these outcomes refer to priorities of these goals.

The formal motivation modeling has an advantage that automated tools can be developed using which
managers can make estimations of how different organizational factors influence the motivation and
performance of different types of employees (agents). Furthermore, since the goal expressions are based
on performance measurements, using the proposed approach it is possible to analyze how different
organizational factors that affect the parameters of the motivation model influence the organizational or
agent performance. An example of such analysis is demonstrated by a simulation case study in [6].
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1 Introduction
The main problem encountered when starting verification of goals for some formal system, is the ambiguity

of those goals when they are specified in natural language. No matter what domain, or what source of the

goals: there are always many implicit assumptions and interpretations that must be made explicit before they

can be used for formal verification. An ad-hoc method, in which the expert on the formal system makes the

translation by hand directly into the logic of the target system, may work sometimes, but is error prone due

to the obvious domain specific choices and interpretations that have to be made.

Incorporating a domain expert in the formalisation process is a necessity, however the gap between the

natural language representation and the logic of the verification tool is hard to bridge without help. Our

work has yield a structured method, understandable by the domain expert and yet with enough expressive

power to be useful for the formal methods expert. At the end of the formalisation process both experts can

be assured that the final goal is significant in the domain, and that the formal representation indeed means

what it should mean: the proposed formalisation method guaranteed essential properties like correctness,

traceability, reduced variability and reusability.

2 The Approach
Central in the approach is a conceptual temporal model of goals. It provides a common way of thinking

about the goal to all the experts involved in the formalisation process. This goal model evolves around

events and conditions: the basic form allows to express a behavior or condition that should be observed

between two given events. Next to this shared model, the contribution of our work is a structured natural

language format for the goal model, a formal expression language for the model with formal semantics

(GDL, the Goal Definition Language[3]), and a five-step method which transforms any input goal to a fully

formalised goal in the required target formalism.

During the transformation process the goal will continuously be expressed in both the structured natural

language format, and in GDL. This allows the domain expert to work on the goal in a familiar form. Due to

the common underlying model, changes in one form can easily be copied into the other form keeping them

synchronised. The formal semantics guarantee a smooth and deterministic translation to any required target

formalism (the logic of the verification tool).

0This work has been partially supported by the European Commission’s IST program, under contract number IST-FP6-508794

Protocure-II.
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The five steps will be demonstrated by formalising the following indicator from the medical domain as

a goal that needs to be maximized: “The percentage of patients in the last year, with whom the possibility of
breast reconstruction was discussed before mastectomy was performed.”

1. Reduction. The original goal is rewritten into a form that explicitly describes the desired behavior.

“The possibility of breast reconstruction should be discussed with all patients prior to mastectomy.”

2. Normalisation. The domain expert rewrites the reduction result to fit to the goal model: some behav-

ior that should be adhered to between some start event and some end event.

“C[For women with breast-cancer], S[after start of the medical care], but E[before commencing
mastectomy], B[the possibility of breast reconstruction should have been dicussed with the patient]”

3. Formalisation. The normalised goal is copied into the equivalent representation in GDL by the formal

methods expert. The domain specific concepts are not yet formalised. Instead these are copied in

natural language into the GDL expression (see attachment example below).

4. Attachment. The still informal concepts in are now formalised according to the concepts found in

the model that needs to be verified. The natural language concepts must be matched with the concepts

in the target model. This is the hardest step. The domain expert, and the formal methods expert

work together to determine the correct mapping, both documenting and updating their own version in

parallel during this process.

Precondition For women with breast-cancer
Time-specification

From the start of the medical care
Until Transition mastectomy-proper enter active

Observe-during-period
Planstate patient-information-reconstruction = completed

5. Translation. Once all concepts have been rewritten into their formal equivalent from the model, the

formal methods expert performs a mechanical translation of the GDL expressions to the formalism of

choice.

3 Evaluation
The proposed formalisation method has been evaluated on goals from the medical domain. Object of the

verification were guidelines as used by care providers, which were formalised in Asbru to allow verification

[4, 2]. Guidelines provide directives and instructions for the diagnosis and treatment of selected deceases

and injuries. To increase the quality of the guidelines, often-used natural language goals were taken from

the medical domain. Since no consensus exists on the format and structure of goals used in the medical

domain itself, these natural language goals have been very diverse in origin. The proposed method has

been successfully applied to those goals, yielding equivalent temporal logic expressions which have been

verified using symbolic execution in KIV[1] and model checking techniques. The anomalies found during

this process could be used for improving the original guideline.
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Clustering methods partition a given set of instances into subsets (clusters) such that the instances in a
given cluster are similar. Traditional clustering algorithms, such as k-means and hierarchical agglomerative
clustering, are unsupervised, that is, they only have access to the attributes describing each instance; no direct
information about the actual assignment of instances to clusters is available. This distinguishes clustering
from supervised classification, where the class of each instance is given.

Over the past five years, constrained clustering methods have become popular, motivated by applications
such as gene clustering, document clustering, web search result clustering, and lane finding from GPS traces.
Constrained clustering investigates how domain knowledge can improve clustering performance. Domain
knowledge is given as a set of constraints that must hold on the clusters. We consider two common types of
instance level (IL) constraints (Fig. 1.a): must-link and cannot-link constraints [3]. A must-link constraint
ML(a,b) specifies that instances a and b must belong to the same cluster, and a cannot-link constraint CL(a,b)
specifies that a and b must not be placed in the same cluster. IL constraints provide additional information
about the assignment of instances to clusters. Clustering with IL constraints is therefore considered to be a
form of semi-supervised learning. IL constraints have been successfully incorporated into popular clustering
algorithms, such as k-means [3]. This paper investigates how clustering trees can support IL constraints.

Clustering trees are decision trees that are used for clus- (a)

(b)
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Figure 1: (a) Data with must-link and can-
not-link constraints. (b) A disjunctive clus-
tering tree for (a).

tering [1]. Each leaf of a clustering tree corresponds to a
cluster and is labeled with the cluster’s centroid. Similar to
regular decision trees, the internal nodes of a clustering tree
contain attribute-value tests. The main advantage of cluster-
ing trees over other clustering methods is that they provide a
symbolic description for each cluster (the tests in the internal
nodes). For example, cluster C1 in Fig.1 is the set of instances
for which Y > 103.5 and X ≤ 113.5. Clustering trees are
constructed with a recursive top-down decision tree induction
algorithm, similar to C4.5, but using as heuristic weighted av-
erage variance reduction instead of information gain.

A disadvantage of clustering trees is that they only allow
conjunctive cluster descriptions. This corresponds to rectan-
gular clusters in the two-dimensional case. One of the main
goals of constrained clustering is dealing with non-trivial clus-
ter shapes. We therefore extend clustering trees to support dis-
junctive cluster descriptions. To this end, we introduce cluster
labels in the leaves of the clustering tree. We call a clustering
tree with such labels a disjunctive clustering tree. All leaves that share the same label make up one cluster.
For example, the L-shaped cluster C2 in Fig.1.a is represented by two leaves in Fig.1.b and its disjunctive
description is “Y ≤ 103.5∨ (Y > 103.5∧X > 113.5)”. Note that this is similar to how classification trees
represent disjunctive concepts, but here the labels are not given in the data.

1This is the extended abstract of [2]. 401



The paper’s central contribution is CLUSILC, an efficient algorithm that builds a disjunctive clustering
tree given a set of instances and a set of IL constraints. CLUSILC performs a greedy search through the
space of disjunctive clustering trees. As a result, there is no guarantee that CLUSILC will find a tree that
satisfies all IL constraints (if such a tree exists), but in most cases it will find a tree that satisfies a sufficiently
large number of constraints. CLUSILC’s heuristic consists of two components: the tree leaves’ weighted
average variance and the number of constraints violated by the tree. The smaller the heuristic value (smaller
variance or fewer constraints violated), the better the tree. CLUSILC’s heuristic is not compatible with a
standard recursive top-down decision tree induction algorithm because it is global: the heuristic value of
a test in a given node also depends on the other nodes of the tree because the node’s instances may be
linked with IL constraints to instances in other nodes. CLUSILC therefore uses a different search strategy.
Instead of adding nodes in a depth-first manner, it works best-first. In each main loop iteration, it selects the
refinement that maximally reduces the heuristic value. A refinement consists of replacing a leaf of the tree
by a new internal node with two new leaves (we consider binary trees). The labels are assigned to the leaves
based on the IL constraints; they are chosen such that as few as possible constraints are violated.

CLUSILC contains a number of optimizations for efficiently finding “X > a” tests for a numeric at-
tribute X and for assigning cluster labels to the leaves that result from each such candidate split. This part of
the algorithm is similar to the corresponding part in a standard decision tree learner (it relies on sorting the
instances based on their value for X), but includes a number of modifications to deal with the IL constraints.

The experimental evaluation compares CLUSILC to COP-k-means [3], which is a k-means implemen-
tation that supports IL constraints. COP-k-means greedily assigns instances to their closest cluster such
that no constraints are violated. That is, if it returns a clustering, then all constraints are guaranteed to be
satisfied. We base the evaluation on classification data from the UCI repository and randomly generate IL
constraints consistent with the classes in the data (this is often done to benchmark constrained clustering al-
gorithms). We run experiments on 12 data sets with varying numbers of constraints and use the Rand index
to evaluate clustering performance. Following Wagstaff et al. [3], we report the Rand index for all data and
also the 10 fold cross-validated Rand index (computed on the held-out sets, for which no IL constraints were
available to the learner).

For the all data evaluation, COP-k-means performs better than CLUSILC for a sufficiently large number
of IL constraints (depending on the data size). The reason is that COP-k-means only returns a clustering if
it can satisfy all constraints: given enough constraints, the Rand index will become 1.0 if COP-k-means can
find a solution. CLUSILC, on the other hand, may also return a solution that does not satisfy all constraints.
This can happen either because, even if a solution exists, the greedy search fails to find it, or because the
target concept cannot be expressed as a clustering tree with the given set of features. In the cross-validated
results, CLUSILC performs better than COP-k-means on 6/12, comparable on 5/12 and worse on 1/12 data
sets. The reason for the good generalization performance of CLUSILC is that it can represent more complex
clusters than COP-k-means, which essentially assumes spherical clusters (i.e., a strong bias).

To conclude, this paper’s chief contribution is CLUSILC, an algorithm for constructing a disjunctive
clustering tree given a set of instances and IL constraints. The main advantage of using such trees over
other clustering methods is that they provide a symbolic description for the clusters. While COP-k-means
performs better on all data, CLUSILC has a better or comparable generalization performance. In future
work, we plan experiments comparing CLUSILC to other constrained clustering algorithms and plan to
investigate how other constraint types, such as constraints on the tree size, can be integrated in CLUSILC.

Acknowledgments: JS is a postdoctoral fellow of the Fund for Scientific Research of Flanders (FWO-Vlaanderen).
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In agent programming languages [1] belief constructs can be used to implement the (incomplete) infor-

mation the agent has about its world, whereas goal constructs can be used to implement the states the agent

desires to achieve. In agent theory and agent programming, goals constitute the motivational attitude of

rational agents and form the key concept in explaining and generating their pro-active behavior [7, 2, 6]. In

pursuing its goals an agent uses (partial) plans which specify the actions that should be taken to achieve its

goals. In general, most BDI-based (Belief, Desire, Intention) agent programming languages allow an agent

to have multiple goals at the same time. A strategy that is commonly used is to adopt a plan for each goal

and to execute all generated plans at the same time (in an interleaving mode).

Pursuing multiple goals simultaneously might be beneficial for an agent, but it also poses problems.

Goals might be incompatible with each other in the sense that the plan for reaching one goal possibly

conflicts with the plans for other goals. Consider for example a household agent with the capability of

cleaning rooms. Suppose that the agent has two goals: to have cleaned room one and five. Although

it is possible for the agent to achieve one goal after the other, trying to achieve them simultaneously by

first making a step in the direction of one room and then in the direction of the other would clearly be

irrational. So, the goals that an agent has committed to by adopting plans might pose constraints for the

adoption of plans to pursue other goals. Furthermore, confronted with different incompatible goals, an

agent should still be able to choose among goals. Therefore, we argue that a BDI-based agent programming

language should provide constructs to allow an agent programmer to implement agents that: 1) do not

pursue incompatible goals simultaneously, and 2) can choose from possibly incompatible goals. Most agent

programming languages, however, lack constructions that sufficiently deal with these issues in an explicit

way.

We propose an explicit and generic mechanism to process incompatible goals. To illustrate that the

proposed mechanism can be integrated in existing BDI-based agent programming languages, we present

the proposed mechanism in the context of a simple agent programming language that can be extended to

existing BDI-based agent programming languages. We define the incompatibility relation R<> allowing

the programmer to relate which goals cannot be pursued simultaneously. This relation is used by the agent

to refrain from adopting a plan for a goal that hinders the achievement of the goals the agent is currently

committed to. Goals related by the incompatibility relation are assumed to be of equal importance. To allow

an agent to choose between incompatible goals, we provide the precedence relation R≺. This relation not

only denotes which goals are not to be pursued simultaneously, it also denotes that one goal should precede

another. We define two variants of adopting plans for goals with the precedence relation: a disruptive and a

cautious variant. The disruptive variant implements a strategy in which the agent stops pursuing goals with

less precedence when a plan can be adopted for a goal with higher precedence. Plans the agent is already

executing might thus be disrupted. In the cautious variant the agent persists to plans it has already adopted,

eventhough a plan can be adopted for a goal with higher precedence. With such a strategy the agent is more

cautious about dropping plans.

One might argue that it is the responsibility of the agent programmer to ensure that an agent’s goal

base will never contain incompatible goals. For example, the programmer should ensure that a goal is

added to its goal base after the existing plans for incompatible goals are fully executed and the goals are

either achieved or dropped. However, we believe that adding a goal to the goal base should not depend

on the existence of incompatible goals, as the goals of an agent can in principle be incompatible or even

inconsistent. Moreover, we believe that an agent programmer may not know at design time which goals it

1Extended abstract, full version of this paper has been presented in LADS007.
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will adopt during its execution such that it becomes a cumbersome task, if not impossible, to write such an

agent program. A different solution to avoid that an agent pursues incompatible goals is to use the notion of

atomic plans as introduced in 2APL. Atomicity of a plan ensures that the plan is executed at once without

interleaving its actions with the actions of other plans. This mechanism can be used to avoid the interleaved

execution of the plans for incompatible goals. This solution is, however, too restrictive as it does not allow

the actions of an atomic plan to be interleaved with the plans of compatible goals.

Related to our work is the work presented in [3], which describes the structure of a goal model which

can be used by an agent to reason about goals during its deliberation process and means-ends reasoning. As

part of this model an inconsistency operator is provided to denote that the success of one goal implies the

failure of another. Also a preference operator is provided to express that in case of inconsistency between

goals one goal is preferred to another. Also related to our work is the goal deliberation strategy as proposed

in [4]. This strategy allows agent developers to specify the relationship between incompatible goals in order

to avoid negative interference in pursuing multiple goals. This relation also implies a precedence of one

goal over another. The main difference between our work and that of [3] and [4] is that our proposal is not

limited to a specific platform, but can be integrated in existing BDI-based agent programming languages.

Furthermore, [3] and [4] do not provide a formal semantics of the proposed constructions. The lack of a

formal semantics makes it hard to compare different approaches.

Another solution that involves avoiding negative interference in pursuing multiple goals is the one pro-

posed in [5]. Possible conflicts are detected and avoided by annotating plans and goals with detailed in-

formation about their effects, pre-conditions, and in-conditions. Just as observed in [4] we believe that

acquiring and assigning such information to goals and plans is a cumbersome task for an agent programmer.

Also, in contrast to our approach, it is not possible to enforce that one goal precedes another. Moreover,

as we have integrated the goal selection strategies in transition rules we believe that our approach can be

directly used to build agent interpreters that can process incompatible goals.

We are currently investigating new relations that can be used to denote the incompatibility of goals.

Further, for now it is the task of the agent programmer to specify which goals are incompatible with each

other. We envisage a mechanism that detects incompatibility automatically. Finally, we observe that in

the current approach the precedence of goals is fixed, while in some cases precedence might depend on

a specific context, e.g., the current beliefs of the agent. Investigating how the precedence relation can be

extended taking the context into account remains for further research.
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Abstract
Current prognostic models in the Intensive Care make use of information collected at patient admission
for predicting the outcome such as patient mortality. It has been shown recently that temporal patterns
(called episodes) of the daily Sequential Organ Failure Assessment (SOFA) scores can improve predic-
tions. However, the derangement of the six individual organ systems underlying the calculation of a SOFA
score were not taken into account, thus impeding the understanding of their prognostic merits. In this pa-
per we propose a method for model induction that integrates in a novel way the individual organ failure
scores with SOFA scores. The integration of these two correlated components is achieved by summarizing
the historic SOFA information and at the same time by episodes capturing the evolution of individual or-
gan system failure status. The method also explicitly avoids the collinearity problem among organ failure
episodes. We report on the application of our method to a large dataset and demonstrate its added value.
The ubiquity of severity scores and sub-scores in medicine renders our approach relevant to a wide range
of medical domains.

Introduction Probabilistic predictions of Intensive Care Unit (ICU) patient outcomes currently rely
on summaries of patient information collected within the first 24 hours of admission such as the severity-
of-illness score SAPS-II [2] (SAPS for simplicity). This score for example is used as covariate in a logistic
regression model predicting the probability of patient mortality as follows: P(died = 1 | SAPS) = e LP

1+e LP ,
where LP = β0 +β1 SAPS +β2 log(SAPS +1) is called the linear predictor (LP). The LP characterizes
the logistic regression model. Aside from SAPS, in the last decade organ dysfunction patient data were also
collected during ICU stay such as the daily Sequential Organ Failure Assessment (SOFA). The SOFA score
is the sum of six individual organ system failure scores (IOSF), each ranging between 0–4 where higher
value indicates worse functioning. The six individual organ systems are: respiratory (Resp), coagulation
(Coag), hepatic (Hepa), cardiovascular (Cardio), central nervous system (CNS), and renal (Ren). Table 1
depicts an example of the relevant available temporal data of a patient staying 4 days in the ICU.

Table 1: Example of available temporal data for an ICU patient admitted for 4 days. The SOFA scores
indicate a continuing health status deterioration

Day SOFA Resp Coag Hepa Cardio CNS Ren Outcome
1 10 4 2 0 0 1 3
2 12 4 1 2 1 2 2
3 14 4 2 2 0 4 2
4 15 4 1 2 1 4 3
5 – – – – – – – died

The temporal prediction problem addressed in this paper is stated as follows: “given a day of stay d, and
patient data sequences of scores of SOFA and IOSF until day d, what is the probability of dying at the end of

∗This research was supported by the Netherlands Organization for Scientific Research (NWO) under the I-Catcher project, number
634.000.020.
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stay?” There is virtually no systematic way in the literature to exploit the temporal character of these scores
for prediction. This work, originally appearing in [4], adapts ideas from temporal datamining for discovery
of sequential episodes from the IOSF sequences and suggests a way to put them into use in the problem of
mortality prediction.

Method Our approach consists of the following steps: 1. score categorization, 2. frequent episode
discovery, 3. prognostic model development, and 4. model evaluation.

Score categorization An IOSF score is categorized based on clinical definitions into two categories:
failure (F), for values in {3, 4} and non–failure (NF) otherwise. For example, the renal scores 1–4–2 for 3
consecutive days become NF,F,NF. Aside from clinical interpretability, limiting the number of categories
allows the emergence of episodes with higher support in the data.

Discovering frequent episodes in the temporal sequences is achieved by implementing and using an
adaptation of the Apriori-like algorithm described in [3]. This results in univariate (IOSF) frequent episodes,
which are consecutive and aligned to the day of prediction (they extend backwards from the day of predic-
tion). An example of a renal episode is Ren<F,F,NF> which indicates that in the last 3 days prior to the
prediction day the renal organ system recovered from two consecutive failures. An episode should enjoy at
least 5% support in the data in order to be considered frequent.

For the development of prognostic models we use the logistic regression framework coupled with a
variable selection strategy to build models. For each day d of prediction there will be a logistic regres-
sion model. Aside from the mean of the SOFA score, the most predictive IOSF episodes, represented by
their indicator variables (binary, with value 1 if the episode is present in a patient data, 0 otherwise), are
legible for inclusion in the model. To avoid the collinearity between covariates we consider only the most
predictive episode from each individual organ system based on a univariate analysis against mortality. The
Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC), an information-theoretic measure which trades off the model’s like-
lihood and parsimony, is used for variable selection. This reduces the drawbacks of variable selection based
on p-values [1]. The general OF-model is described by LP = α0 + α1 SAPS + α2 log(SAPS + 1) +
α3 meanSOFA +

∑k

i=1 βi I .Epi , where I .Epi is the indicator variable for the OF episode Epi and k the
number of episodes included in the model. The SAPS -related variables are the only ones used as permanent
covariates in order to facilitate comparison.

For model evaluation on the test sets we relied on the Brier score, defined as 1/N
∑

N

i=1
(P(Yi = 1 | xi)−

yi)
2 where N denotes the number of patients in the test set, yi denotes the actual outcome for patient i, and xi

represents the vector of measurements for patient i. The performance of each OF-model was then compared
to its respective reference models (one based only on SAPS and one on SAPS and SOFA episodes) on
the same segment of the test set. All the OF-models for days 2, 3, 4 and 5 outperformed their respective
reference models, sometimes with statistical significance.

Conclusions In summary, we introduced a new method for integrating overlapping aggregate and spe-
cific temporal information in outcome prediction where summaries and episodes are combined. The results
are encouraging as the temporal organ failure episodes improve predictions’ quality and interpretability.
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Introduction

Time and change are essential concepts in medical care, especially in the treatment of critically ill patients.
For this reason, large amounts of clinical measurements are routinely performed in operation theatres and
intensive care units (ICUs), and the results are supplied to the medical staff in graphical and numeric form.
However, information overload is known to be a major cause of preventable medical errors [3]. Therefore
powerful methods for interpreting and preprocessing these data are sought for. The fields of machine learn-
ing and data mining have the potential to provide such methods but to date there exist no standards for
analyzing temporal medical data.

Background

Temporal data analysis is a broad field in which temporal data are processed, analyzed, and modelled for
different purposes [4]. First, it includes modeling of time series in order to predict their future behavior;
weather forecasting is one of the most frequently studied applications of this type of temporal data analy-
sis. Furthermore, temporal data analysis includes clustering of temporal patterns based on their similarity to
identify frequent patterns in the data [1]. This analysis is, for instance, frequently applied to DNA microarray
data. Temporal classification is a third type of temporal data mining; this is also termed time series clas-
sification or temporal pattern classification in the literature. In temporal classification, time series belong
to one of a number of predefined classes, and the task is to predict this class, or the conditional probability
distribution over the classes, given a series of observations. This paper focuses on temporal classification.

In medicine, temporal classification can be applied in diagnosis (e.g., interpretation of electrocardiogram
signals) and prognosis (predicting the future course or outcome of disease and treatment). A common strat-
egy is extraction of high-level features (called meta features) to build a predictive model using supervised
machine learning methods [2]. The extraction of meta features from temporal data is a form of temporal
abstraction [5, 6]. In this study, we perform temporal abstraction of time series data for prognostic purposes,
and aim at deriving meta features that are easy to interpret and meaningful in clinical practice. One valuable
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source of knowledge to define such meta features are medical practitioners, as they have both practical ex-
perience and basic skills in interpreting these data. Another source, however, may be the data themselves, as
they provide an objective account of the relationship between temporal evolution and outcome. The question
is therefore to what extent the extraction of meta features should be guided by knowledge of practitioners,
and to what extend the data should guide this process.

Methods

The objective of our study [7] was to empirically compare two temporal abstraction procedures for the ex-
traction of meta features from real-world, temporal medical data. The two procedures are fundamentally
different in the tradeoff between knowledge and data to guide the extraction process. The first, ‘qualitative’
procedure derives symbolic meta features that are predefined using existing concepts from the medical lan-
guage. For instance, a particular series of (several hunderds of) blood pressure measurements is labelled ‘low
– normal – high – normal’. The second, ‘quantitative’ procedure derives a large set of numeric meta features
from the data, and selects the most predictive ones from these using a search method. In this procedure, the
same series of measurements may be characterized by average, minimum, and final value.

The procedures were applied to monitoring data from the ICU for a problem of estimating the risk of
prolonged mechanical ventilation (>24h) after cardiac surgery. Series of high-frequent measurements of
physiological and laboratory variables during the first 12 hours of ICU stay were used for prediction. To
compare the two temporal abstraction procedures, the resulting meta features were evaluated in terms of
information gain with respect to the outcome. Furthermore, both sets of resulting meta features were used
to induce a decision tree model, and these two models were compared in terms of predictive performance.

Results and conclusion

We found that the numeric meta features extracted by the second procedure were more informative than the
symbolic meta features of the first procedure. Also a superior predictive performance was observed for the
associated tree model in terms of both sensitivity and specificity, although the differences in performance
were small. The findings indicate that for prediction of medical outcomes from monitoring data, induction
of numerical meta features from data is at least as good, and may be preferable, to extraction of symbolic
meta features using existing clinical concepts.
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The number of input and output modalities of a typical companion robot presents challenges to devel-

opers. In an obvious way this is because output to different modalities often has to be synchronized (e.g.,

speech, lip sync, and facial expressions should match each other). But this holds no less for input modalities.

Often visual and auditory perception should not be considered separately, but processed synchronously. A

complicating factor is that causally dependent actions in different modalities rarely happen exactly at the

same time [5]. Moreover, in multimodal dialogues, a robot can form expectations about a partner’s next

actions. But then it must also have ways to handle unexpected input. If robots are to behave in such a man-

ner, their multimodal dialogues first have to be properly modeled and then programmed. However, currently

there exists no principled and intuitive method for modeling and programming multimodal dialogues with

support for expectations. For example, in the work of Breazeal [2] the multimodal interactions emerge from

competing behaviors, but they are not synchronized in a principled way. We present a representation scheme

for multimodal dialogues, constituting some steps towards a principled method for programming them.

To illustrate what happens beneath the surface of a dialogue, the companion robot iCat [3], has taken up

the task of instructing the user to prepare a particular recipe, for which he needs a cooking pan.

iCat: “Please get a cooking pan.”

(user takes a red pan)
iCat: “Very good, that’s the correct pan.”

After uttering this instruction to the user, iCat expects the user to have heard and understood his instruction

and to agree with it (and considers this as a common goal of both dialogue participants), and therefore

expects the user to perform the action of getting a cooking pan. After iCat has seen the red pan, which it

knows is a cooking pan, it confirms that this is the correct pan.

To illustrate in a principled way how dialogue partners coordinate their actions, both internally and

externally, we present a representation scheme for multimodal dialogues in the style of a music score (see

Figure 1: A sample dialogue, in a dialogue score visualization.
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Figure 1). We visualize this small dialogue in a way that resembles sheet music in several ways. A dialogue,

being a joint activity of two participants [4], is played like a duet. Both dialogue partners have six tracks that

represent different modalities of input, output, and reasoning, resembling the idea of different instruments

that play together in an orchestra. Only a hypothetical conductor would have the complete sheet music of the

dialogue. Both dialogue partners only have access to their own half of the dialogue score and can only form

expectations about each other’s internal actions based on the input they get from their dialogue partner and

the output they produce. The grey blocks and arrows in the bottom half of Figure 1 are events iCat cannot

know or control. iCat presumes that something like this goes on inside the user, and the only way to check

this is to synchronize on the black blocks in the bottom half of the dialogue score (e.g., ‘takes red pan’): the

output by the user. If this expected event happens, the dialogue proceeds as planned.

The dialogue score in Figure 1 is a typical example of a dialogue that goes exactly as expected. However,

if iCat receives input that does not match its expectations, it will attempt to solve the problem, adapting its

behavior and expectations about the rest of the dialogue. This is the difference between our representation

scheme and an actual music score: while the latter is static, our dialogue score is flexible and can be adapted

real-time during the dialogue to suit unexpected behavior. At several points in a dialogue, most notably

the user’s actions (the black blocks in the lower part of the dialogue score in Figure 1), there is a factor

of uncertainty in how the dialogue will proceed: iCat may receive either its desired (expected) input, some

kind of unexpected input, or no input at all (within a certain time span). As a complicating factor, iCat may

receive input via more than one modality, in which case all these inputs need to be synchronized and an

appropriate interpretation of the situation and a further course of action should be chosen.

Expected event Unexpected event No event
Expected reply Everything is ok Accidental wrong action Ask for event

Unexpected reply Inputs clash Problem; backup plan Problem; no backup plan

No reply Everything is ok Accidental wrong action Timeout

This table shows how iCat handles expected and unexpected input in general, based on its visual input

combined with the verbal response from the user. For each type of expected event, the programmer specifies

some other types of events that contradict with it (e.g., the event of the user taking a pan of a certain color

contradicts with the user taking a pan of a different color). We call these unexpected events w.r.t. a certain

expectation. The table distinguishes between three different kinds of events for both these modalities. For

visual input, iCat can either see the correct pan (the expected event), a wrong pan (an unexpected event),
or no pan at all (no event). The verbal response from the user is classified in expected replies (confirming

answers, like “okay” or “I have the pan”) and unexpected replies (rejecting answers such as “I don’t have

such a pan” or “that pan is in the dishwasher”); if the user says nothing, no reply is registered.

For example, if iCat receives expected input in both modalities, we are in situation Everything is ok as

represented in the top left of the table. The dialogue will just proceed as planned. However, in case iCat sees

a wrong pan (unexpected event) and the user gives a negative answer (unexpected reply), we are in situation

Problem; backup plan, where the user is assumed to have a backup plan and wants to use this ‘wrong’ pan.

With respect to converting a dialogue score to a program, the different blocks in the score can essentially

be viewed as parallel plans that have to be synchronized. Blocks at overlapping time points in the dialogue

score are plans that have to be executed in parallel. Moreover, in most cases these parallel plans have to

be synchronized (e.g., speech, emphasizing facial animation, and lip sync should be timed). This poses a

challenge for programming the behavior of the robot. The dialogue score visualization helps by identify-

ing which tracks and blocks there are in a particular scenario, and how the flow of information and control

between blocks is organized. There should then be an agent programming language [1] that facilitates the

construction of parallel plans and provides ways of dealing with synchronization of parallel plans. Further-

more, the language should facilitate handling of expectations as in the table. In future work, we plan to use

the visual dialogue score representation as input to a tool for the automatic generation of program code.
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1 Introduction

Hospital resources are many: ranging from CT and MRI scanners, to hospital beds, to attending staff.
A resource is typically used by several patient groups with different properties [2]. There are groups of
inpatients (admitted to the hospital) and outpatients (not admitted), with different levels of urgency [1].
The total hospital resource capacity is allocated to these groups, explicitly or implicitly. Either way, due to
fluctuations in demand, this allocation must be flexible to make efficient use of the resources. The actual
scheduling approach largely influences whether resources are efficiently used.

Here, we develop an approach to automatically determine effective optimizations of a resource calen-
dar. Our approach enables to quickly implement calendar adjustments, and anticipate – and remedy – the
impact of current demand trends of future resource efficiency. To maintain high performance levels, our
system exchanges capacity between different urgent and non-urgent patients groups. Additionally, resource
openings hours can be reduced to increase capacity usage while maintaining high performance levels, or ex-
tended to counter increasing waiting time. We extensively evaluate our adaptive approach in our simulated
environment. Our model and its parameter values are determined from extensive case analysis.

2 Adaptive Optimization

To cope with uncertainty in patient arrival, an additional surplus of capacity above the expected number
of urgent and clinic patients must be available. This allocation of capacity must be dynamically managed
for maximum efficiency. We propose a three-part approach to scheduling and calendar adjustments. Our
approach is adaptive to, first, the current (partly filled-in) calendar, and second, the current expectation of
the arrival of patients and their attributes.

Adaptive Urgent Scheduling Method In practice, hospital schedulers do not distinguish between small
differences in due-dates; less urgent patients are regularly scheduled in place of high urgency ones. To
counter this problem we virtually divide capacity reserved for urgent patients, by making specific reserva-
tions. To make sure patients are scheduled on time, these reservations are placed on the last day before the
due-date. Then patients are scheduled in first come first serve order, and only allow a reservation violation
if the patient is not scheduled on time otherwise.

Managing Urgent Capacity If timeslots within the urgent reservations are not used, these are made avail-
able for other groups. We dynamically manage the surplus capacity allocated to deal with uncertain patient
arrival. At the start of each day, surplus capacity is reallocated between groups.

1This is an abstract of the paper published in the Proceedings of 11th Conference on Artificial Intelligence in Medicine (AIME 07)
07-11 July 2007, Amsterdam
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Adjusting Opening Hours In busy periods, when the total demand reaches or exceeds resource capacity,
waiting time can increase rapidly. With a little extra capacity this can usually be avoided. In addition to
the adaptive scheduling method described above, we can use a directed search method to find the required
opening hours (OH) for a given desired performance level.

3 Experiments

In Table 1 we present the average performances for four approaches. The first benchmark is the baseline
approach using a standard scheduler for all patients, with a static resource calendar. This resembles the
practical case where no adjustments are made. The second benchmark is the baseline plus the due-date
reservation blocks. The third benchmark uses flexible due-date reservations. We compare this with our fully
adaptive approach, that additionally manages the urgent capacity. For baseline performance to match our
adaptive approach, an additional 2.5 hours of opening per week is required.

When more patients arrive than expected, waiting time increases exponentially. Adding extra capacity
temporarily can prevent this from happening. Our approach proposes OH changes to resource managers to
maintain high performance. We present the results of an specific scenario in Figure 1. It is clear that a busy
period would result in a great decline in performance for the baseline approach. The fully adaptive approach
with variable OH can adjust the OH such that high performance is maintained over all weeks.

Table 1: Average performance with 41h15min openings hours per week.
approach performance cap. usage
Static calendar 0.77 ±0.24 0.90 ±0.04
Reservations 0.80 ±0.27 0.90 ±0.04
Flexible Reservations 0.83 ±0.27 0.90 ±0.04
Fully Adaptive 0.94 ±0.15 0.91 ±0.04

Static +2,5 hours 0.93 ±0.15 0.86 ±0.04
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Figure 1: Performance over weeks with variable and fixed OH.

4 Conclusions

We developed an adaptive approach to the scheduling process and resource calendar management. This
enables us to effectively schedule patients with different urgencies and make efficient use of capacity. In
current practice, manually managing capacity is a task that requires constant attention and is critically depen-
dent on the expertise of the calendar supervisor. Additionally we have shown that we can adjust the opening
hours automatically to maintain high service levels. This is an important contribution, because currently it
is very hard to determine when and by how much capacity should be extended or reduced to achieve certain
patient service levels.
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Introduction A common model for discrete event systems is a deterministic finite automaton
(DFA). An advantage of this model is that it can be interpreted by domain experts. When ob-
serving a real-world system, however, there often is more information than just the sequence of
discrete events: the time at which these events occur may be very important. In such a case, the
DFA model is too limited.

A variant of a DFA that includes the notion of time is called a timed automaton (TA). In this
model, each symbol of a word occurs at a certain point in time. The execution of a TA depends not
only on the type of symbol occurring, but also on the time that has elapsed since some previous
symbol occurrence. We are interested in the problem of identifying such a time dependent system
from a data sample.

Real-time automata In a TA, time values can be modeled using the natural numbers. A TA con-
tains a finite number of synchronously increasing time values (clocks) and one boolean constraint
on these time values for each transition (clock guards). A real-time automaton [1] is a TA with only
one clock that represents the time delay between two consecutive events. The delay guards for the
transitions are constraints on this time delay, represented by an interval in N. We say that such
a delay guard G is satisfied by a time value t ∈ N if t ∈ G. A real-time automaton (RTA) is a tuple
A = 〈Q, Σ, D, q0, F〉, where Q is a finite set of states, Σ is a finite set of symbols, D is a finite set
of transitions, q0 is the start state, and F ⊆ Q is a subset of final states. A transition d ∈ D in this
automaton is a tuple 〈q, q′, s, G〉, where q, q′ ∈ Q are the source and target states, s ∈ Σ is a symbol,
and G is a delay guard defined by an interval in N.

We only regard deterministic (or unambiguous) RTAs. In an RTA it is not only possible to
activate a transition to another state, but it is also allowed to remain in the same state for some time
(delay). A transition to another state is possible only if its delay guard is satisfied by the current
delay. Apart from this, an RTA computes strings in the normal DFA way. We try to identify an
RTA from labeled examples by using a modified DFA identification algorithm.

Learning real-time automata Our algorithm for the identification of RTAs from a timed sample
is based on the evidence driven state merging algorithm. State-merging identifies a DFA from a
finite set of positive and negative examples. The idea of a state-merging algorithm is to first con-
struct a tree automaton from this input, and then merge the states of this tree. In this tree there is a
path from the root node to a node in the tree for each input sample. The node in which a positive
or negative example ends is marked positive (accepting) or negative (rejecting), respectively. A
merge of two states combines the states into one: all input transitions of both states point to this
new node and this new node contains the output transitions of both nodes. Such a merge is only
allowed if the states are consistent, i.e. when no positive node is merged with a negative node.
Using an evidence measure, state merging is an efficient and good-performing DFA identification
algorithm [2].

In addition to simply merging states, we need to deal with the time values and delay guards of
the RTA identification problem. The key idea of our algorithm is to first assume that every delay

1Published in: Proceedings of the Annual Belgian-Dutch Machine Learning Conference (Benelearn) (pp. 128-135), 2007
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Figure 1: This graph shows the results obtained with a sample consisting of 2000 examples. The
RTAs used to create these sets range from 2 states, with 1 split (nr. 1), to 32 states with 64 splits (nr.
14). Of each size we generated 5 different problem instances. The points show the probability of
correct classification for each problem instance. The lines are the averages of these 5 results.

guard contains all delay values, and then to split them based on timed evidence. A split s(d, t) of
transition d with clock guard g = [t1, t2] at time t divides d into two new transitions d′ and d′′,
with delay guards g′ = [t1, t] and g′′ = [t + 1, t2] respectively.

We use a probability value as timed evidence. For each pair of input examples we determine
the probability that they will end up in the same state if we were to choose split points uniformly
at random. The evidence value increases if this probability is large for two examples with the
same label. It decreases if this probability is large for two examples with a different label. This
measure is intuitively appealing because it has less influence if the two examples have a larger
time distance between them.

Results Our algorithm was tested on random data. We generated this data from a random RTA,
with a fixed number of states, and a fixed number of split intervals. The split intervals are the
result of applying the split routine at random time points to randomly picked transitions.

Our RTA learning algorithm is an alternative to the straightforward approach of first mapping
the timed input sample to an untimed input sample using sampling, and then to learn a DFA from
the untimed data using state merging. We sampled the timed data using fixed sampling lengths:
100 and 1000 time points. Figure 1 shows the result of our RTA learning algorithm compared to
the sampling approach.

The RTA identification algorithm performs really well: it achieves 80% of correctly classified
new examples for RTAs up to 16 states and 8 splits (number 9 in the graphs). This shows that it is
possible to apply an algorithm such as ours to real-world problems.
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1 Extended Abstract

Reinforcement Learning was originally developed for Markov Decision Problems (MDPs) [5]. However the
MDP model does not allow multiple agents to act in the same environment. A straightforward extension
of the MDP model to the multi-agent case is given by the framework of Markov Games [3]. In a Markov
Game, actions are the result of the joint action selection of all agents and rewards and state transitions
depend on these joint actions. In this paper we assume that all the agents share the same reward function,
i.e. we consider the so-called team games or multi-agent MDPs (MMDPs). In this case, the game is purely
cooperative and all agents should learn how to find and agree on the same optimal policy. In addition, the
agents face the problem of incomplete information with respect to the action choice. One can assume that the
agents get information about their own choice of action as well as that of the others. This is the case in what is
called joint action learning, a popular way to address multi-agent learning [3, 1, 2]. In contrast, independent
agents only know their own action. The latter is often a more realistic assumption since distributed multi-
agent applications are typically subject to limitations such as partial or non observability, communication
costs, asynchronism and stochasticity. Since learning automata work strictly on the basis of the response of
the environment, and not on the basis of any knowledge regarding other automata, i.e. nor their strategies,
nor their feedback, they are very well suited as independent multi-agent learners. In this paper we will
focus on how learning automata (LA) can tackle the problem of learning MMDPs. One of the principal
contributions of LA theory is that a set of decentralized learning automata is able to control a finite Markov
Chain with unknown transition probabilities and rewards. We extend this result to MMDPs, using a simple
extension of the original LA network provided in [4]. A simple learning automaton is put for every agent
in each state. The problem can then be approached from two perspectives. First as a multi-agent game, in
which each agent is represented by all the automata it was associated with in every state. Alternatively, the
problem can be viewed as a LA game, i.e. the view in which each automaton itself represents an agent.
Both views can be shown to share the same pure equilibrium points, and as such existing LA theorems on
LA-games and parametrized LA will guarantee the convergence to global optimal points of the MMDP.
This paper is accepted at KES2007: the 11th International Conference on Knowledge-Based and Intelligent
Information & Engineering Systems.
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Abstract

Information integration and retrieval have been important problems for many information systems — it

is hard to combine new information with any other piece of related information we already possess, and

to make them both available for application queries. Many ontology-based applications are still cautious

about integrating and retrieving information from natural language (NL) documents, preferring structured

or semi-structured sources. In this paper, we investigate how to use ontologies to facilitate integrating

and querying information on parallel leaf shape descriptions from NL documents. Our approach takes

advantage of ontologies to precisely represent the semantics in shape description, to integrate parallel de-

scriptions according to their semantic distances, and to answer shape-related species identification queries.

From this highly specialised domain, we learn a set of more general methodological rules, which could be

useful in other domains.

1 Introduction
For many information integration and retrieval systems, one important and difficult problem is to combine

information from different sources and make them available for application queries [5]. Most information

in descriptive domains is only available in natural language (NL) form and often comes parallel, i.e., the

same objects or phenomena are described in multiple free-styled documents [1]. With ontologies being

shared understandings of application domains, ontology-based integration and retrieval [6] is a promising

direction. However, many ontology-based applications avoiding integrating and retrieving information from

NL documents, preferring structured or semi-structured sources, such as databases and XML documents.

In this paper, we investigate how to use ontologies to facilitate integrating and querying information

on parallel leaf shape descriptions from botanical documents. As one of the premier descriptive sciences,

botany offers a wealth of material on which to test our methods. Our observation is that if the parallel

information can be extracted and represented in a uniform ontology, the explicitly written information can

be accessed easily and the implicit knowledge can also be deduced naturally by applying reasoning on the

whole ontology. We have recently demonstrated that it is feasible for an ontology-based system to use this

method to capture, represent and use the semantics of colour descriptions from botanical documents [7]. In

this paper, we focus on another specialised aspect — leaf shape descriptions.

2 Technical Details
To capture the semantics in parallel natural language descriptions and formalise them into an ontology

system is our concern. Our approach takes advantage of ontologies to represent the semantics in shape

descriptions precisely, to integrate parallel descriptions according to their semantic distances, and to answer

shape-related species identification queries.

1. Firstly, we derive a domain-dependent four feature leaf shape model, in which the semantics of com-

plex descriptions are precisely constructed from those of simple terms by applying a small number
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of morpho-syntactic rules. The quantitative semantics is then represented in the OWL-Eu ontology

language [4].

2. Secondly, we propose a distance function, based on the four-feature leaf shape model, to calculate

distances between parallel information (e.g., the distance between “linear to ovate” and “narrowly

elliptic”), so as to facilitate a proper strategy of integrating such information.

3. Thirdly, we use the OWL-Eu subsumption reasoning to check if one shape description is more general

than another one. Such a reasoning service is helpful in answering species identification queries, for

example, to search all species which have “ovate to elliptic” leaves over the integrated information.

In order to check the feasibility of the above approach, we develop and implement a shape reasoner,

based on the FaCT-DG Description Logic reasoner [2, 3]. The shape reasoner integrates parallel shape

information based on their semantic distances; it also answers queries over the integrated information.

Our results show that the ontology-based approach (OA) outperforms the keyword-based approach (KA)

because OA considers both the syntax and semantics of shape descriptions, while KA considers neither. We

will also show that semantic distances improves the presentation of the query results: they help by (i)

measuring how well the results match the query, and (ii) presenting the best results first.

Most importantly, from the experiments in colour and leaf shape domain, we have learnt a set of more

general methodological rules for processing parallel descriptive information in an ontology-based system.

Key tasks we have identified include: (i) it is unlikely that a universal semantic model for all different

domains exists, so for each domain, an appropriate (no need to be perfect) model has to be chosen in order

to get useful results; (ii) based on the semantic model, single terms have to be located, the effect of modifiers

has to be defined and ranges have to be built properly; (iii) in order to integrate parallel information, a proper

distance measurement is crucial to quantify the similarities among information from multiple sources; (iv)

depending on the application, more expressive representation and additional reasoning may be necessary to

solve real problems.
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Abstract

The original paper is published in the Proceedings of the 11th International Conference on Artificial
Intelligence and Law (ICAIL’07), pages 177–181, ACM press.

1 Introduction
Technology is changing today’s law practice. The use of digital dossiers by the Public Prosecution and

Courts of Law in trials is an example. In the semi-open environment of the Courts different sources of

information are distributed both physically and across organizations. These organisations need to work

together to compile a dossier. The law determines which information is needed for which offense. In all

cases consistency and completeness need to be guaranteed.

The Courts of Amsterdam and Rotterdam are currently exploring the potential of a digital version of

this dossier in a pilot study: the digital dossier. The digital dossier can be seen as the center of a large dis-

tributed system that consists of a potentially large number of organizations, such as Police, Courts, municipal

databases etc. All information associated with a criminal prosecution chain is collected in this dossier.

2 Distributed Digital Dossiers
In the current pilot study the digital dossier is currently based on paper exchange/fax copies of files. Paper

versions of all files are scanned and stored as pdf-files in the digital dossier. A web-based user interface

allows a user to access the digital dossier, take notes by marking up their own copy of files, and share notes

if so wished. A future version of the digital dossier will also incorporate machine parsable (XML like)

content, including multi-media material (sound, images and video). This distributed system will be a system

with physically distributed sources, distributed across organizational boundaries. This paper proposes an

agent-based distributed digital dossier [1] management system. Information is managed by the organisation

(ie authority) responsible for the data.

An agent-based system has been designed to support access to the distributed digital dossier, complete-

ness and consistency. Rather then using ‘classical’ distributed information systems agent technology has

been chosen because it provides a means to distribute responsibilities and tasks across interacting distributed

autonomous systems. Moreover, agent systems are inherently modular –since separate functionality can

implemented by specific, dedicated agents– and are ideal for deployment in large scale distributed environ-

ments.

Individual records are distributed over the responsible organizations: personal information is maintained

by the Municipal Database, family related information for juveniles is maintained by the Council for Child

Defence etc.. The the Public Prosecution is responsible for coordination of this data. Each newly created

∗This research is supported by the NLnet Foundation, http://www.nlnet.nl, and is conducted as part of the ACCESS project,

http://www.iids.org/access funded by the NWO TOKEN program.
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dossier consists of both records and meta data. The the Public Prosecution is responsible for the meta-

data. These data specifies information such as the access control list (who may read and alter the dossier),

what type of information needs to be present in a dossier (for completeness checks, see Section 3), which

dependencies exist. Individual relevant records are maintained and stored by the responsible organizations.

When information changes this is flagged by the responsible organization and synchronized with the dossier

at the Public Prosecution. This ensures that information in the digital dossier is kept as up-to-date as the

information known to the responsible organizations. Consistency and completeness need to be guaranteed.

3 Completeness and Consistency
Completeness requirements are formulated for each type of offense. Some information, however, such as

the defendant’s name and address, is always included. Information on the offense for which the defendant is

charged, and the original police report, are always included in a dossier. In addition, supplementary offense

specific information is often required.

Automatic completeness checks of dossiers requires knowledge of the information needed. This paper

assumes the existence of templates for each type of offense that specify which information is mandatory,

and which information is optional. Determining which information is mandatory for each type of offense

is a mainly static process, although laws can change. As a result, this information may need to be updated

during the course of an investigation. A domain expert needs to identify which information is mandatory.

Automatically checking the completeness of a dossier is a more dynamic task. A dedicated software

agent is introduced for this purpose. Each dossier has its own agent responsible for checking completeness,

that can warn a human user that a dossier is not complete. An incomplete case can not be sent to the Court.

Internal consistency of data can also be checked. If one of the known organizations adds a record

to a dossier, the the Public Prosecution agent checks whether the information is consistent with all other

information in the dossier, using e.g. personal information, such as name, address, age and sex of the

subject. Simply checking whether e.g. new personal data added to a digital dossier matches existing data is

not enough. If a system does not recognise the similarity between e.g. the name in a digital dossier and the

name submitted, the receiving system may, for example, issue an error message. The receiving system (the

the Public Prosecution) may use fuzzy matching techniques to identify the cause of inconsistencies - partial

matches for example.

Enforcing consistency is a far more dynamic problem then completeness checking. Especially in the

case of a distributed digital dossier where data in a record can change at any moment before the dossier

is sent to the Court. Again, agents can be used to enforce consistency checks. A dedicated agent can be

made responsible for the consistency checks of each individual dossier, interacting with dedicated agents

responsible for the information at the source. This central agent should only allow the addition and/or

altering of information if this is consistent with the remainder of the dossier. When conflicts arise a human

user needs to be notified of this and further handle the inconsistency.
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Recent years have seen a lot of work on task and resource allocation methods, which can potentially be
applied to many real-world applications [2]. In many interesting applications, relations between agents play
a role, however, which requires a slightly more general model. Such situations appear very frequently in
real-world scenarios, such as business applications, where preferential partner selection and interaction are
common [1, 3]. This gives rise to ‘social networks’ which constrain the allocation of tasks to occur among
neighbors in the network. In this paper, we study the problem of task allocation in social networks.

Formally, our problem is defined as follows. There is a set of agents: A = {a1, . . . , am}, who need
resources to complete tasks. Each agent a ∈ A controls a fixed amount of resources of each resource type
in R = {r1, . . . , rk}, defined by a resource function rsc : A× R → N. Also, we assume a social network
SN = (A, AE) which connects the agents in A to each other using the set of edges AE. Suppose a set
of tasks T = {t1, t2, . . . , tn} arrives at such an agent network. Each task t ∈ T is then defined by a tuple
〈u(t), rsc(t), loc(t)〉, where u(t) is the utility gained if task t is accomplished (this utility is given), and the
resource function rsc : T × R → N specifies the amount of resources required for the accomplishment of
task t. Furthermore, a location function loc : T → A defines the locations (i.e., agents) at which the tasks
arrive in the social network. An agent a that is the location of a task t is called the manager of this task.

The assignment of tasks to agents is defined by a task allocation, a mapping φ : T × A × R → N that
denotes how many resources of each type from each agent are used for each task. A task allocation is valid
if it (1) is correct, such that agents do not use more than their available resources, (2) is complete, meaning
that all allocated agents’ resources are sufficient, or the task is not allocated at all, and (3) obeys the social
relationships, so that tasks are only allocated among (direct) neighbors in the network. Furthermore, a task
allocation is efficient if it is valid and it maximizes the sum of the utilities of the tasks assigned (not all
tasks can always be assigned). The Social Task Allocation Problem (or STAP for short) is the problem of
finding the efficient task allocation, i.e., the one that maximizes the social welfare.

Allocating Tasks in Networks

The original task allocation problem, TAP, is NP-complete [2]. We show that the STAP is also NP-complete,
and furthermore, that for a maximum degree of the network Δ ≥ 3 and for ε > 0, the STAP is NP-
hard to approximate within Δε. Because of these results, we developed the Greedy Distributed Allocation
Protocol (GDAP), and investigated its performance in simulation experiments. In the GDAP, each manager
iteratively tries to allocate each of its tasks by mobilizing its neighbors’ resources. The order in which tasks
are attempted to be allocated is greedy in the tasks’ efficiency e(t) = u(t)/

∑
r∈R rsc(t, r). For each task, a

manager sends its neighbors requests, including the task’s efficiency and required resources. Out of all tasks
it receives requests for, each agent sends the most efficient one’s manager a bid, including the resources it
is willing to commit to that task. If sufficient resources are committed for a task, its manager allocates it
to the appropriate neighbors, and informs them of this. Otherwise, if not all neighbors have yet responded
(because they responded to different neighbors’ tasks first), the manager tries again, and else it drops the
task from its task list, because it can not be allocated.

In the experiments, we compare the GDAP’s performance to the optimal performance for small problem
instances and to an upper bound for larger instances, where establishing the optimum is intractable. The
optimum is determined by brute force search over all possible combinations of tasks: if a combination’s
total utility is higher than the current total, we check if it can be allocated by solving k appropriately specified

1Published in: Proceedings Autonomous Agents and Multi-Agent Systems (AAMAS 2007), pp. 488–495, ACM Press, 2007.
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maximum flow network problems, one for each resource type ri ∈ R, i = 1, . . . , k. The upper bound is
established for a problem instance P , by breaking up each task t, requiring resources of k different types,
into k subtasks t′i each requiring just 1 type, ri. This derived problem P ′ can be solved in polynomial time
by solving an appropriately specified minimum cost network flow problem, with costs equal to the negative
of each subtask t′i’s utility, −rsc(t′i, ri) · e(t). This provides an upper bound, because certain tasks may now
be allocated only partially, while the optimum only allows tasks to be allocated completely.

Experimental Results

We study the performance of the GDAP in 3 different network topologies, small-world, scale free, and
random. Below, the graph on the left shows the performance in terms of total utility of allocated tasks for
both the GDAP and the upper bound, divided by optimal utility, when the average degree is 6, with 40
agents and 20 tasks. We varied the number of resources available to agents compared to the fixed number of
resources required by tasks (‘resource ratio’). If resources are plentiful, both the upper bound and the GDAP
are able to allocate the same set of tasks as the optimum, viz. most tasks available. For very low resource
ratios, not many tasks can be allocated in the optimum, but the GDAP is able to find them. The upper bound
over-estimates, allocating many tasks partially. Results are approximately ordered as small world > random
> scale free networks, due to their different degree distributions. The graph on the right shows a similar
relation when we vary the average degree (with resource ratio 1.2).
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Now we scale the problem to larger instances. The number of tasks to be allocated is 5/3 times the
number of agents, so varies between 166 and 3333. The graph on the right shows the linear run time of both
the GDAP and the upper bound. The graph on the left shows a lower bound on the consistently high quality
of the GDAP even for large problem instances.
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We have formally defined a problem setting with great practical relevance. Although even approximating
this problem is NP-hard, a distributed protocol is presented and shown to have very good performance
in simulations. In the future, we would like to address our solution’s incentive characteristics, hopefully
providing a mechanism in which rational agents are incentivized to be truthful.
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Legal Atlas:
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1 Introduction
The Leibniz Center for Law is involved in the project “Digitale Uitwisseling Ruimtelijke Plannen” (DURP;

Digital exchange of spatial plans) which develops an exchange format for spatial regulations. Legislation

always has a spatial component, mediated through the concept of jurisdiction. This link to a geospatial

object is usually implicit. In the spatial planning domain however, the concept ‘space’ plays a central role.

While in the regular legislative drafting processes legislative drafters focus on written norms, the drafters of

spatial regulations focus on drawing good maps. A spatial plan consists of one or more maps and textual

norms that refer to certain ‘destinations’ on that map and a general textual introduction. Access to spatial

planning norms for citizens and other interested parties is usually also managed via maps, but sometimes

access through the text side is to be preferred. We present a general solution for linking legal texts and

geospatial information and an open source viewer to demonstrate it: Legal Atlas.

2 Linking Text and Maps
Coupling legal texts and maps can be done in several ways. The simplest solution perhaps is hardcoding the

link, either in the text or in the map, or both, for instance by adding a hyperlink. This is the current solution

in the area of spatial planning in the Netherlands. If a digital spatial plan is produced at all, the leading

source is the map and one of the attributes of a region on that map is a link to an article about that region

(e.g. “art23.htm”). There is no link from the text to the map.

This simple method causes a number of problems. When either the text or map changes, one has to

check by hand the consequences of this change. It also makes finding all links that point to an item you are

interested in very hard; it can only be done by searching all other items and checking whether they link to

that particular item. Furthermore, the location (or name) of either text or map may change, especially if they

are produced and maintained by different people or organisations. A hardcoded link will no longer work.

Finally, the format of both texts and maps may differ from organisation to organisation, so it is difficult to

predict where the link will be put and what it will look like. This makes building general applications for

editing and searching combined text-map repositories very hard if not impossible.

These problems are not new and the obvious solution is standardisation. We use the W3C standards

URI for unique identification of resources and XML and OWL/RDF for machine readable definitions of

document and knowledge structures. We use the following interchange standards:

MetaLex: For the text side of spatial and other regulations we chose MetaLex, an interchange format for

legal documents created by us, the Leibniz Center for Law [1]. When legal documents are tagged

in MetaLex, it provides a sophisticated version management system, for time related versions and

language versions. MetaLex has a method for referencing concepts that are defined outside the scope

of the document, it has citation elements to provide a way for complex citations to other regulations

and parts of regulations. Finally very important for the coupling of legal texts and maps is the concept

of area of applicability that has been added to the version 1.3 of MetaLex and up.1 This gives the

1http://www.metalex.eu
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possibility to link every part of a regulation to an area of applicability concept that has an extension

on the map.

GML: The XML standard for exchanging geographical objects is the Geographical Modeling Language

(GML), maintained by the Open Geospatial Consortium.2 GML is used to describe geographical

structures. It is a model that gives a hierarchy for geographical concepts like lines, dots, areas and

polygons. By treating both GML and MetaLex as RDF data, the integration problem is reduced to

a matter of defining an OWL schema for the objects mediating between the legislative text and the

geospatial object.

IMRO2006: The third source of information that functions as the domain specific knowledge is in this case

IMRO2006 (Information Model Spatial Planning). This is an XML model for spatial planning in the

Netherlands. This model has been created to provide the municipalities with a standardized definition

of all the terms that are needed for describing spatial plans. There is a consensus in DURP that the

GIS aspect of spatial regulations should be represented in GML, using the existing IMRO scheme.

The LegalAtlas viewer works on spatial and plans represented using these standards. It has been imple-

mented in Java, based on an RDF store (Jena3) and an OWL DL reasoner (Pellet4). The LegalAtlas has two

basic functionalities: it can show to which geospatial objects a concept in the legal source applies, and it

can show which (parts of) legal sources apply to some selected geospatial object. The selection process is

performed by SPARQL queries based on the classes of the LegalAtlas ontology.

3 Conclusions
Except for the specific map-oriented visualisation no objective grounds can be found to treat spatial regu-

lations differently form normal regulations. As a consequence of this we can reuse the standards and tools

that are being developed (or will be developed in the future) for the regular legal domain We have developed

the MetaLex standard to provide a generic solution for exchanging legal sources. Only minimal extensions

to this standard were needed in order to cover spatial regulations. We expect that integration of MetaLex

with GIS-standards will improve government effectiveness - certainly on the lower levels - and this will

help us and others to create user friendly legal services and eGovernment applications for both citizens and

civil servants. Our solution for linking text and maps is general enough to link any regulation or other legal

source to a map (and vice versa). This opens up the possibility of what in the Netherlands is sometimes

called a ‘What is allowed where’-map (‘WatMagWaarKaart’). The idea is to have a webservice that allows

citizens and companies to investigate the rights, obligations, permissions etc. of a particular area or parcel

on a map. Since all (legal) data necessary to offer these kinds of services is and should be maintained at the

source, i.e. distributed all over the Netherlands, and needs to be linked, a Semantic Web based solution as

we propose is the answer.

We are gradually expanding the use of OWL reasoning in LegalAtlas: if for instance an area A includes

area B, then the norms applicable in A are applicable in B. But this is an ongoing project. Work of this

nature has already been done in the Cadastral domain (cf. [2]). The intention is to define as much of spatial

semantics in OWL as possible, though it has a number of wellknown drawbacks for the definition of spatial

(and temporal) semantics.
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Abstract

Coordination of business processes within and across organizations attracts more and more attention be-

cause of the growth of e-commerce and the implicit boundaries of organizations. Current approaches are

not flexible enough to support decision making concerning Business Process Integration (BPI) solutions

that take into account economic, social, and technical aspects. In this paper, we analyze the problems that

currently exist and propose an agent-based framework for mediation. We identify the requirements of this

agent-mediated framework and argue the advantages of using self-adaptive agent organizations as model

for mediation.

1 Introduction
Nowadays executing a typical business process may involve several different resources, databases, appli-

cation systems and business rules, which can be either located within or across organizations. In order to

execute a business process properly, organizations must deal with problems of heterogeneity of interfaces,

ontology, communication languages, and interaction protocols. Therefore, coordination of such business

processes becomes an important and non-trivial issue. Many efforts have been made to develop middle-

ware for integrating and automating enterprise business processes over the past decade [1], however, current

BPI solutions are not flexible enough to support decision making that take into account both economic and

technical aspects.

Two fundamental architectural choices for process integration can be recognized. One is that parties

interact directly, which is also called unmediated communication. The other is to use a third entity that

mediates or supports the communication (mediation). Our main research objective is to study the roles

and functionalities of mediator in the context of BPI, and to identify situations in which mediation is an

advantage.

2 The ABC Framework
The debate of the existence of intermediaries starts from [3], and is continued with the ideas of disinter-

mediation, reintermedation and cybermediation. Important influencing factors of the choice of mediation

are the added-value of stakeholders, the specific situations, the roles of different mediators, and the level of

trust among organizations. Since these aspects can hardly be clearly identified, decisions of organizations

are hard to make. Therefore, there is a need to analyze the problem and come up with workable business

models that support decision making.

We use a travel example to illustrate the scenario for the ABC framework. The situation is that people

want to travel and they need to arrange air tickets, hotels, excursions, or car rental, etc. The objective of the

arrangement is to meet the criteria mentioned by the consumer, e.g. low price, hotel should locate in the

center, the trip should be on a certain date, etc. There are three possible ways to arrange the travel: 1) Arrange

1Published in Proceedings of the 4th International Workshop on Computer Supported Activity Coordination - CSAC 2007
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the travel by contacting companies that provide the services directly, which means arranging everything

without any intermediaries (a travel agency, a ticket agency, etc); 2) Arrange the travel by consulting some

agencies; 3) Arrange the travel using a mediator. Some possible functionalities of a mediator that can be

used to differentiate it from general agencies are:

• Information aggregation, which aggregates customers’ demands or products (e.g. tickets, hotel rooms)

information in order to achieve economies of scale or scope.

• To act as a neutral trust third party that protect participants from opportunistic behaviors of other

participants.

• Product comparison, which compares different solutions or products according to consumers’ prefer-

ences.

• Information dissemination, which informs consumers about the existence of certain products, such as

the promotion of a trip to Spain, etc.

Besides the functionalities, it is also necessary to consider different situations in which mediators should

act differently. For example, mediators that deal with hotels can be quite powerful in a way that they can set

contracts with the hotels to force them selling rooms via the mediators. They can also be proactive to give

suggestions to the customers or the hotels. In contrast, mediators that deal with airline companies cannot

be that powerful because airline companies usually have dominant positions in the market. In the second

situation what mediators can do is to gather as much flights (promotion) information as possible and provide

it to the customers. Mediators can also be proactive in this case, but only to the customers.

The functionalities and types of mediators presented above are only some examples. In real-world appli-

cations, many different types of mediators exist and have to be distinguished. The necessity of identifying

different types of mediators indicates that a simple model of mediator is not sufficient. What we need is

to identify different business models of mediators and the factors that determine the applicability of these

models to different situations.

Intelligent agents can be considered as the most appropriate paradigm in order to simulate mediators,

because of their intrinsic capabilities, such as autonomy, reactivity, pro-activeness, and sociality. Agents

have goals, and can adapt to changing environment by continuous learning and updating their knowledge.

3 Conclusions
In this paper, we presented the initial work towards a mediation architecture for business process integration

across organizations. We identified economic and social requirements for the ABC method, and gave some

possible functionalities and different types of mediators as examples. However, our work has just started, we

still need to continue with the development of an interdisciplinary theory of mediation, and identify different

workable business models of mediators in order to support decision making in the context of BPI.

To achieve these, we will model different business cases using OperA[2], generalize and classify these

models, and develop an agent society test bed that incorporate the mediation theory to simulate the decision

process.
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Abstract

This abstract discusses some features of 2APL (A Practical Agent Programming Language) and de-

scribes a demonstration of the corresponding platform. The 2APL programming language provides con-

structs to facilitate the implementation of cognitive agents in terms of data structures to represent an

agent’s mental state and operations to manipulate these data structures. The 2APL platform can be used to

implement, execute, and debug multi-agent systems that consist of 2APL agents. More information about

2APL and its development platform can be found at: http://www.cs.uu.nl/2apl/

1 Introduction
Existing BDI-based agent programming languages (e.g., [1, 3]) provide a variety of programming constructs

to implement cognitive agents. Our experience with these programming languages in academic courses

and research projects have shown that some of the existing programming constructs and mechanisms are

indeed useful, expressive and effective in programming software agents. It also made it clear that new

programming constructs and mechanisms are needed to make these type of agent programming languages

even more expressive and practical. Moreover, in our view the practical applicability of these programming

languages will be improved by providing dedicated programming constructs to implement distinct agent

concepts. For example, it is not practical to implement an agent’s goals by means of events, as it is the case

in some BDI-based programming languages such as Jason [1].

This demonstration presents 2APL (A Practical Agent Programming Language) [2] which provides se-

mantically defined special purpose programming constructs that improve the practical application of BDI-

based (Belief, Desire, Intention) agent-oriented programming languages. In particular, it provides data

structures to represent the mental state of agents in terms of beliefs, goals, plans, events, and reasoning

rules. Beliefs are modelled in Prolog horn-clauses and implement the (incomplete) information the agent

has about its world, whereas declarative goals implement the state of affairs the agent desires to achieve.

Plans denote the actions the agent should execute in reaching its goals. The 2APL programming language

also provides operations to manipulate these data structures. Examples of such operations are testing for

beliefs and goals, adopting and dropping declarative goals, updating beliefs, processing events that notify

agents about external environmental changes, (dis)allowing interleaving actions of different plans, exception

handling mechanisms that notify the execution failure of plans, a recovery mechanism to repair failed plans,

and dedicated programming mechanisms for procedure calls and recursion.

It should be noted that some of the existing and more practical BDI-based agent programming languages

such as Jadex [4] and Jack [5] provide programming constructs that may look similar to some of those

proposed in this paper. However, since these agent programming languages lack a formal semantics, the

exact meaning of the provided programming constructs (e.g., beliefs, goals, their dynamics, events, and event

handling mechanism) is not clear. This makes it difficult to study and compare their provided programming

constructs and to use (or implement) them in other BDI-based agent programming languages. The aim of

this demonstration is to show the use of these practical programming constructs, which are defined by an
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exact and formal semantics, in practice. For this purpose we will demonstrate several multi-agent systems

that are implemented in the 2APL agent programming language.

The interpreter of 2APL is integrated in a multi-agent system development environment, providing a

graphical user interface through which a user can develop, execute, and debug 2APL multi-agent systems

using several facilities, such as different execution modes, and several debugging/observation tools. The

platform allows communication among agents and can run on several machines connected in a network.

Agents hosted on different 2APL platforms can communicate with each other.

The 2APL platform is built on top of the Jade platform in order to exploit all tools and facilities that are

developed for the Jade platform. These include tools such as the Sniffer, Introspector, and RMA (Remote

Agent management). We also use the Jade communication layer to implement the communication between

agents. Note that the Jade platform aims to be compliant with the FIPA (Foundation for Intelligent Physical

Agents) standards. Since the communication between 2APL agents are through the Jade platform, the 2APL

interpreter inherits the objective of the Jade platform of being FIPA compliant. This means that 2APL agents

are also able to communicate with FIPA compliant agents that are not programmed in 2APL.

Besides the tools from the JADE platform the 2APL platform also provides some 2APL specific tools

to facilitate the implementation and debugging of 2APL agents, like a syntax-colored editor, the Flexible

Graphical Deliberation Cycle tool, a state tracer and a message tool. Agents and multi-agent specification

files can be programmed with the built-in syntax-colored editor Jext. The Flexible Graphical Deliberation

Cycle (FGDC) tool visualizes the agent’s deliberation cycle. The agent’s deliberation cycle is used to deter-

mine what the agent should do next, for example, execute an action, or select a plan to reach a goal. The

order in which these deliberation steps are executed by the agent can be monitered with this FGDC tool. By

dragging and dropping predefined deliberation steps in the FGDC window, the user can visually program the

deliberation cycle of an agent. To monitor the evolvement of the mental state of a 2APL agent during its exe-

cution, one can use the state tracer. Each state shows the beliefs, plans, goals, and log of the agent as a result

of executing one deliberation step. The user can use the state tracer to browse through these different states

and can select which mental attitudes should be shown. Finally, the message tool can be used to monitor

the communication messages that are being sent by the agents of a multi-agent system. These tools are all

integrated in the 2APL platform, and we believe these tools are useful in debugging agents and multi-agent

systems. Besides the 2APL language we will also show the use of these tools during the demonstration.

We are currently working on various extensions of both 2APL language (e.g., adding constructs to im-

plement organisations and coordination artifacts at the multi-agent level) as well as tools to be integrated in

the 2APL platform (e.g., visual programming and debugging facilities).
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Demonstration BNAIC 07

Tim Harbers Rob van der Veer Marten den Uyl

Sentient Information Systems, Amsterdam

Abstract

We intend to show three applications: Sentient’s DataDetective,
ParaBots’ OpiniePeiler and Vicar Vision’s FaceReader.

1 DataDetective

DataDetective is a data mining platform developed by Sentient. Since 1992,
this software is being applied in organizations that have the need for retriev-
ing patterns and relations in their typically large databases. DataDetective
does this by offering a broad spectrum of data analysis techniques, such as
associative memory prediction, clustering, decision trees, fuzzy matching,
but also basic statistics, graphs and geographical visualization.

Several Dutch police forces use DataDetective to search for interesting
patterns, create profiles, predict crime hotspots and discover crime trends.

Crime analysis results from DataDetective will be shown in a running
presentation and live demonstrations can be provided upon request.

2 OpiniePeiler

Not confirmed. ParaBot Services has been founded in 2001 to develop appli-
cations that can make sense out of structured and unstructured text. One
product under development is called OpiniePeiler and can be used to give
an overview of the press opinion on a certain person or subject. It does this
by searching the Web for news messages about this topic and then use its
NLP techniques to determine whether this message is positive or negative
about it. By combining these results, OpiniePeiler is able to generate an
opinion rating for each news item and rank them accordingly.

1
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3 FaceReader

VicarVision, statutory name: Vicarious Perception Technologies BV, devel-
ops computer vision systems for perceiving people like we do: who they are
and what they do. VicarVision’s FaceReader is one of the first -and best-
systems for reading a persons emotional expression - as well as other facial
features - in real time. It is able to do this by training several machine
learning techniques like artificial neural nets on existing training sets with
face expressions.

The LookingBackScreen demonstrates interactive narrowcasting: Fac-
eReader and other systems register the behavior of people watching a screen
and the presentation on the screen can react to the perceived behavior.

2
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Realtime Simultaneous Tempo Tracking and
Rhythm Quantization in Music

Tim van Kasteren a Ben Kröse a Taylan Cemgil b

a University of Amsterdam, Kruislaan 403, 1098 SJ, Amsterdam, The Netherlands
b University of Cambridge, Trumpington Street, CB2 1PZ, Cambridge, UK

Abstract

This demonstration will show how a probabilistic model for modeling timing deviations is used in expres-
sive music performances to perform tempo tracking in realtime. A switching Kalman filter calculates the
optimal estimate of the tempo using the prediction from a mathematical model and the measurement from
a realtime performance. Using a particle filter various hypotheses are tested to determine what interpre-
tation of the score fits a given performance best. This allows us to perform tempo tracking on a musical
performance of which the score is not known in advance. In the demonstration session the effectiveness
of this approach is shown in a live/realtime performance on keyboard.

1 Introduction

One of the most challenging topics in the field of computer music is that of interactive music performance
systems. These systems are able to ’listen’ to the actions of a musical performer and generate responses
in realtime. However, because of the diversity of the domain, for example: different genres, polyphony,
fluctuating tempo, this task has proved to be rather difficult and has been split up in a number of subtasks.
In this demonstration we will show our succesful implementation of two of these subtasks, namely tempo
tracking and rhythm quantization.

In tempo tracking we try to determine the tempo of a piece of music. As this tempo is not likely
to be constant throughout a performance, the program follows or tracks the tempo as the music progresses.
However, because the interpretation of the tempo depends on the underlying score, and this score is unknown
to the system, we also need to determine which score fits the performance best. This last task is known as
rhytm quantization.

In this demonstration we will show how our system is able to automatically determine the tempo of a
musical performance in realtime.

2 Description of demo system

The setup of this demonstration consists of a MIDI capable computer and MIDI keyboard. As a musician
performs on the keyboard the timestamp at which each key is pressed is send to the computer in the form of a
MIDI message. These timestamps, also referred to as onset times, are used by the system as observations in
its estimation of the tempo. By combining these observations with the results of a linear dynamical system
model for tempo, the Kalman filter is able to calculate the optimal estimate of the tempo. However, the
problem here is that because the performed score is not known by the system, it will also have to find which
score fits the given performance best. To see this problem you have to realize that four quarter notes played
at a constant tempo will generate completely different onset times than four eighth notes played at the exact
same tempo. A particle filter is used to keep track of the most likely interpretations, while the most likely
interpretation is used for calculating the tempo [2, 1].

The system demonstrated is the result of a master thesis at the University of Amsterdam (UvA). It was
written in C++ by Tim van Kasteren, the underlying probabilistic model was developed by Taylan Cemgil
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and the project was supervised by both Taylan Cemgil and Ben Kröse. The system will be most useful to
musicians either amateur or professional. It can be used in its current form, or could be used as the basis of
numerous applications such as educational music software or interactive music performance systems.

The total demonstration will last approximately 15 minutes.
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The Safarii Multi-Relational Data Mining
Environment (demonstration)

Arno Knobbe

Kiminkii, Postbus 171, NL-3990 DD, Houten, The Netherlands,
Utrecht University, Postbus 80 089, NL-3508 TB, Utrecht, The Netherlands

a.knobbe@kiminkii.com

1 Introduction

The Safarii system is a general-purpose Data Mining environment for analyzing large and complex data
stored in relational databases [1, 3]. It offers a range of analysis techniques, some of which familiar, some
specific to this system, which the user can combine in a variety of ways. It is primarily designed for data
workers who are familiar with relational databases and the automated analysis of data in general.
Advanced knowledge of Data Mining concepts is helpful, but not necessary, as most of the complexities
of the system are automated or hidden from the user. The graphical user interface guarantees that users
with various levels of expertise can benefit from Safarii’s functionality. Next to a graphical, interactive
mode of operation, the system can also be employed as an analysis engine, to be integrated in domain-
specific applications that require an analysis module. Typical examples are aCRM (analytical Customer
Relationship Management) or Bioinformatics applications.

Compared to competing DM suites, Safarii has two distinguishing features. The first feature, related to
the original motivation for developing Safarii, is the support for Multi-Relational Data Mining (MRDM)
[1] throughout the system. This branch of Data Mining is concerned with formats of data that are richer
than the traditional, single-table data that are the focus of the majority of DM systems. Furthermore,
Safarii is novel in its multi-step approach towards the discovery of useful knowledge. It starts by finding
so-called local patterns that capture fragmented information about the data. These patterns are then
evaluated for redundancy, and combined into predictive models of more global nature. Both features of
Safarii are described in more detail in the following sections.

Figure 1. The Safarii Multi-Relational Data Mining System.
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The Java-based system was developed by the author and colleagues at the Algorithmic Data Analysis
group of Utrecht University and Kiminkii, a private company owned by the author. It serves both as a
commercial product and as a test-bed for the development of new Data Mining techniques. Academic
licenses are available.

2 Multi-Relational Data Mining

Traditional Data Mining techniques consider data that appears in a single table, with rows representing
examples (or individuals) from the domain at hand, and columns representing a fixed set of characteristics
for the individuals. This is a popular setting, because many DM applications (can be made to) fit in this
scheme, and algorithms are relatively straightforward. However, in some, more challenging cases, we
have to deal with structured individuals. The structure and amount of data describing such individuals
differs from one to the next. Typical examples of structured domains are molecules (which consist of
varying arrangements of different atoms and bonds), or customer information with multiple contracts and
transaction per customer. The representation of such data involves multiple tables in a database, hence the
name. All analysis techniques in Safarii are multi-relational, and therefore deal with the presence of
multiple tables and one-to-many relationships between them. The pattern language that is used by the
techniques is able to represent specific structural properties of the individuals considered, in terms of
specific parts they may contain and the relationship between these parts.

3 Pattern Discovery Process

Whereas traditional DM systems generally build a model of the data directly, Safarii takes a more indirect
approach. In a first step, a collection of interesting patterns (or subgroups) is discovered that capture some
aspect of the data, without the intent of being complete. Such subgroups will form the building blocks for
global models that do provide a complete picture. In order to optimally combine a number of the patterns
into a larger structure, a pattern selection process known as Pattern Teams [2] is applied, that effectively
judges each pattern on its utility for the global cause, in the context of other patterns considered. The
process removes any possible redundancy between similar patterns, making the resulting pattern team
easily readable for inspection by the domain expert or data worker. For turning collections of relevant
patterns into predictive models, a number of well-known learning algorithms, such as Support Vector
Machines, is available.
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Garp3 - Workbench for Qualitative Modelling
and Simulation

Jochem Liem Bert Bredeweg Anders Bouwer Floris Linnebank

Human Computer Studies, Faculty of Science, University of Amsterdam

Abstract

Garp3 is a domain independent, multi-platform, qualitative modelling and simulation environment. It

allows modellers to articulate and refine their conceptual domain knowledge and analyse this knowledge

through simulation. Garp3 has been successfully applied in Ecology and Sustainable Development and is

freely available (http://www.garp3.org). The demo will take 30 minutes.

1 Garp3 and the NaturNet-Redime Project

Ecologists in the NaturNet-Redime project (http://www.naturnet.org) are building qualitative models about

sustainable development issues through several case studies. For this purpose the Garp3 workbench for

building, simulating, and inspecting qualitative models was developed [1]. The main goals of the de-

velopment was making qualitative reasoning technology usable for non-computer scientists by creating a

uniform user interface, a diagrammatic visual language for representing model content, and graphical but-

tons to communicate the available user options and manipulations. Garp3 is implemented in SWI-Prolog

(http://www.swi-prolog.org) and seamlessly integrates three previously developed software components:

Garp2 for simulating models, Homer for building models, and VisiGarp for inspecting simulation results.

To further support the ecologists in their modelling efforts a structured approach to modelling was devel-

oped. This framework helps modellers refine their initial ideas, represented in concept maps, into detailed

conceptualisations, such as structural models, causal models, and expected model behaviour. The diagrams

in the final steps of the framework are close to the actual modelling primitives used to implement qualitative

models. The Sketch environment in Garp3 supports modellers with tools to create the required diagrams.

These Sketches not only help modellers in creating a model, but also serve as a more general description of

the final model for other users of the model.

One of the main goals of the NaturNet-Redime project is to create a sustainable development curriculum

that allows students to learn about specific issues through qualitative modelling and simulation. To advance

this goal the case study models developed in project are being integrated into a single library of sustainability

concepts. Students can run and adapt different scenarios, let Garp3 automatically gather the correct knowl-

edge relevant to the simulation and predict the possible outcomes, and analyse the results. To support the

integration of the different case study models multiple model support and copy/paste functionality have been

added to Garp3. The copying functionality assures that models remain syntactically correct, avoids adding

redundant knowledge, preserves existing knowledge, and merges conceptual knowledge in a semantically

correct manner as much as possible. The copy functionality also allows modellers to reuse parts of already

existing models. Furthermore, a qualitative model repository was developed to allow modellers to share and

search for potentially reusable models. The copying functionality is currently actively used in the project.

2 Modelling and Simulation

The model implementation process starts with creating model ingredient definitions, e.g. the objects (en-

tities), relations (configurations), quantities, external influences on the system (agents) and the different

assumptions made by the modeller. Secondly, modellers create different scenarios (initial situations of the

system) (Figure 1(a)) using the defined modelling primitives. Thirdly, the modeller represents the different
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Figure 1: Different modelling representations and views of simulation results

processes that can happen in the system in different model fragments (Figure 1(b)). These model frag-

ments represent the causal dependencies that exists between different quantities by representing a part of the

structure of the system as conditions and the causal dependencies as consequences.

The simulation starts by selecting a specific scenario. The reasoning engine (Garp3) tries to find match-

ing model fragments, i.e. model fragments that have conditions that are fulfilled by the scenario. The

consequences of the model fragment are added to the scenario, which potentially allows more model frag-

ments to match. When no more matching model fragments can be found, the derivatives of the quantities

are calculated using the derived causal dependencies. Using these derivatives the next possible states of be-

haviour are determined (possibly multiple due to ambiguity). For each of the new states the same algorithm

is used to derive new states. The result is a state graph describing the complete behaviour of a system given

the initial scenario (Figure 1(c)). Modellers can inspect the value history and/or the derived inequalities for

sets of states (Figure 1(d)), and the dependencies of the system in specific states (Figure 1(e)).
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Fast and Reliable Coin Classification

Laurens van der Maaten a Paul Boon a

a MICC, Maastricht University
P.O. Box 616, 6200 MD Maastricht, The Netherlands

Abstract

In the demonstration, we present a new system that performs fast and reliable classification digital pho-

tographs of coins. The system is called Coin-o-matic, and is capable of recognizing 700 different coins

with over 2,000 coin faces. In its current version, Coin-o-matic classifies approximately 94% of the coins

in our testsets correctly, whereas the percentage of misclassifications is around 0.5%. On a consumer lap-

top computer, the system requires approximately 2 seconds to classify a single coin, making it applicable

to large-scale coin sorting applications.

1 Introduction
Systems for the automatic classification of coins based on area, thickness, and weight measurements are

widely used in, e.g., vending machines, but their applicability is limited to a single currency. As a result,

such systems are not capable of sorting heterogeneous coin collections. An example of a hetereogeneous

coin collection is the one that was collected during the introduction of the Euro in order to raise funds for

charity organizations. In order to automatically sort heterogeneous coin collections, systems have to be

developed that classify coins based on the analysis of digital photographs of the coins. In the demonstration,

we present Coin-o-matic: a system that was designed to this end. Coin-o-matic is capable of fast and

reliable recognition of approximately 700 coin types with over 2,200 coin faces, and can be applied to sort

heterogeneous coin collections that were collected during the introduction of the Euro [1]. In addition, the

system can be of use to, e.g, exchange offices, cultural heritage institutions that collect large amounts of

historical coins, and police departments investigating the theft of historical coins.

2 Coin-o-matic
Coin-o-matic was designed to meet the requirements of the MUSCLE CIS benchmark competition1, in

which 5,000 coins (= 10,000 coin photographs) covering approximately 700 different coin types have to be

classified within 8 hours on a normal workstation. The focus in the benchmark assessment scheme is on

reliability of the classifications. The workflow of the system consists of five main stages: (1) segmentation,

(2) preselection, and (3) classification. The three stages are described below in more detail.

In the segmentation stage, a coin is extracted from its background in the coin photograph. The segmenta-

tion is performed by means of a computationally efficient approach based on edge detection and additional

morphological operations. Using the fact that coins are circular objects, the system checks whether the seg-

mentation is completed successfully. In case of a segmentation failure, a computationally more expensive

approach based on the Hough circle detector is applied. The segmentation procedure works correctly for

over 99% of the coins in the MUSCLE CIS benchmark coin collection.

The preselection stage performs a preselection of possible coin types based on easy to compute features, and

aims at speeding up the classification process without reducing the classification performance of the system.

The preselection is performed based on the area of the coin (that is estimated by counting the number of

pixels inside the coin) and on so-called edge angle-distance histograms. Edge angle-distance histograms

measure the distribution of edge pixels (obtained from a Sobel edge detection) over the circular coin area.

1See http://muscle.prip.tuwien.ac.at for more information on the MUSCLE CIS benchmark competition.
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In practice, the histograms are computed by dividing the coin into parts as illustrated in Figure 1. Rotation-

invariance of the features is obtained by computing the magnitude of the Fourier transform of the angular

bands. In Coin-o-matic, the histograms are computed in a multi-scale manner using 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32

distance bins and 180 angle bins. When a nearest neighbor classifier is trained on the preselection features,

approximately 75% of the coins can already be classified correctly. In Coin-o-matic, the preselection fea-

tures are used to reduce the number of possible coin types to approximately 100.

In the classification stage, Coin-o-matic decides on the coin type to assign to the unlabeled coin. The classi-

fication of the coin is performed by means of a template matching approach that is based on polar gradient

orientation images constructed from the coin photographs. Hence, all gradient magnitude information is

discarded in the matching process. The motivation behind this approach is that gradient orientations contain

structured information even when the gradient magnitude is very low, which is illustrated in Figure 2.

Because a coin has two coin faces, the process described above is performed for two coin photographs. In

order to ensure reliability of the classifications, a coin is rejected when its coin faces are classified differently.

If the two classifications correspond, the coin classification is accepted. In its current version, Coin-o-matic

is capable of correctly classifying approximately 94% of the coins in the MUSCLE CIS benchmark dataset,

while making around 0.5% incorrect classifications. Misclassifications are usually due to the presence of

perceptually very similar coins in the coin collection. On a standard consumer laptop computer, Coin-o-

matic requires 2 seconds of computation time for the classification of a single coin.

The system was implemented in C++ using the Trolltech Qt toolkit and the Intel Integrated Performance

Primitives libraries. As a result, binaries are available for Windows, Linux, as well as Mac OS X. Because

of our use of Intel-specific libraries, the use of an Intel CPU is desired (although the system works on other

x86 processors as well).

Figure 1: Edge angle-distance his-

tograms.

Figure 2: Illustration of structure in gradient orien-

tations that is not apparent in gradient magnitudes.

3 Demonstration
In the demonstration, we present a GUI-based version of Coin-o-matic, and show its performance in the

classification of modern coins. In addition, we present an initial version of Coin-o-matic that was developed

for the automatic recognition of historical coins.
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Matlab Toolbox for Dimensionality Reduction

Laurens van der Maaten a

a MICC-IKAT, Maastricht University
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Abstract
The demonstration presents the Matlab Toolbox for Dimensionality Reduction. The toolbox is publicly

available and contains implementations of virtually all state-of-the-art techniques for dimensionality re-

duction and intrinsic dimensionality estimation. It provides implementations of 27 techniques for di-

mensionality reduction, 6 techniques for intrinsic dimensionality estimation, and additional functions for

out-of-sample extension, data generation, and data prewhitening. The demonstration illustrates the func-

tionality of the toolbox and provides insight into the capabilities of state-of-the-art techniques for dimen-

sionality reduction.

1 Introduction
Dimensionality reduction is the transformation of high-dimensional data into a meaningful representation

of lower dimensionality. It is an important field in machine learning, since it facilitates classification, com-

pression, and visualization of high-dimensional data, by mitigating various undesired properties of high-

dimensional spaces. Traditionally, dimensionality reduction is performed by means of linear techniques

such as PCA and LDA. Recent advances in dimensionality reduction are based on the intuition that high-

dimensional data lies on or near a low-dimensional manifold that is embedded in the high-dimensional

space [1]. This intuition has led to the proposal of a large number of techniques that are based on the eval-

uation of local properties of the data, under the assumption that the data manifold is locally linear. These

techniques can be subdivided into three different types: (1) techniques that preserve global properties of the

data such as Isomap and FastMVU, (2) techniques that preserve local properties of the data such as LLE and

Laplacian Eigenmaps, and (3) techniques that perform global alignment of a mixture of local linear models

such as manifold charting and LLC. In addition to these techniques, advances in kernel-based methods had

led to the proposal of kernelized versions of PCA and LDA, and advances in the training of Boltzmann Ma-

chines have allowed for successful application of autoencoder networks on large-scale problems. In [3], we

presented a comparative review of novel techniques for dimensionality reduction. As part of this work, we

developed a Matlab toolbox that contains implementations of all important techniques for dimensionality

reduction, many of which were not publicly available before. Most of the implementations were developed

from scratch. The implementations were designed in order to be conservative with respect to their use of

memory. In addition to the techniques for dimensionality reduction, the toolbox contains implementations

of six intrinsic dimensionality estimators.

The demonstration consists of a set of experiments on artificial and real-world data. It provides an overview

of the functionality of the toolbox and gives some insight into the capabilities of state-of-the-art techniques

for dimensionality reduction.

2 Matlab Toolbox for Dimensionality Reduction
The Matlab Toolbox for Dimensionality Reduction contains implementations of the following 27 techniques

for dimensionality reduction: (1) PCA, (2) Simple PCA, (3) probabilistic PCA, (4) LDA, (5) multidimen-

sional scaling, (6) Isomap, (7) Landmark Isomap, (8) FastMVU, (9) diffusion maps, (10) Kernel PCA, (11)

Kernel LDA, (12) Stochastic Neighbor Embedding, (13) Stochastic Proximity Embedding, (14) Local Lin-

ear Embedding, (15) Laplacian Eigenmaps, (16) Hessian LLE, (17) Local Tangent Space Analysis, (18)
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autoencoders using RBMs, (19) autoencoders using evolutionary learning, (20) Maximum Variance Unfold-

ing, (21) Conformal Eigenmaps, (22) Locality Preserving Projection, (23) Neighborhood Preserving Em-

bedding, (24) Linear LTSA, (25) Local Linear Coordination, (26) manifold charting, and (27) Coordinated

Factor Analysis. In addition to the dimensionality reduction techniques and the six intrinsic dimensionality

estimators, the toolbox includes functions for out-of-sample extension, data generation, and prewhitening.

An overview of all techniques that are implemented in the toolbox is given in [2]. The performance of six

techniques for dimensionality reduction on the Swiss roll dataset (see Figure 1) is illustrated in Figure 2.

The Matlab Toolbox for Dimensionality Reduction is publicly available for non-commercial use, and can

Figure 1: Swiss roll dataset.

Figure 2: Example of the performance of six techniques for di-

mensionality reduction on the Swiss roll dataset. The plot shows

the 2-dimensional data representations computed by PCA, dif-

fusion maps, LLE, Laplacian Eigenmaps, LTSA, and manifold

charting.

be obtained from http://www.cs.unimaas.nl/l.vandermaaten/dr. It runs on any computer

that has Matlab R14 (or a newer version) and the Statistics Toolbox installed. For efficiency, some parts of

the toolbox are coded in C++. The toolbox contains precompiled versions of this code for the Windows,

Linux, and Mac (Intel and PowerPC) platforms.
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Abstract

Introduction
Algorithms for transportation problems have long been developed by researchers in Operations Research[3,

1, 6]. For a while, AI researchers are also interested in transportation problems, and they have introduced

their own models[2, 5, 4]. These models are usually based on the multi-agent paradigm, and provide a

distributed decision making framework in the context of logistics. Being centralized or distributed, the

model and the solution method have to be embedded in a planning tool to be applicable in a real company.

Such tools are the interface between the human and the computer model. In case of a centralized model, the

planning tool helps the human to properly configure the model, to run it, and to interpret the results. In an

agent based solution, the tool is a communication interface between humans and computer agents. It should

present the state of the world, and should provide means for the human to instruct the agents and for the

agents to inform humans about decisions they made. The planning tool in such a human-computer hybrid

system is the link between the natural and artificial intelligence.

The interface to be demonstrated is intended to provide such a link between human planners and CHAP

agents developed in the DEAL project by Almende BV. It facilitates transportation planning and moni-

toring, where human planners and computer agents work together to guide (simulated) trucks to transport

containers.

Human-Agent Network
In this system, route planning for container trucks emerges through the collaboration of human planners,

computer agents for trucks and computer agents for containers. The center of the architecture is a com-

munication server (see Figure 1) that maintains topics. Various components of the system connect to the

communication server and send messages to different topics. Components that are subscribed to a certain

topic receive all messages sent to that topic.

The three components connected by the communication server are the agent engine, the simulator, and

the GUI with the human planner. The agent engine hosts the planning agents who represent the real world

entities involved in transportation, such as trucks and containers. The agents monitor the world and adjust the

plans accordingly. These plans are sent to the trucks who are executing them. In the demo, truck movements

are simulated. The simulator listens for plan messages sent by the agents, and sends status information about

the trucks back. The third component, the GUI, monitors the communication between trucks and agents and

displays an accurate state of the world. Human planners can interact with agents to change their planning,

or modify parameters of the algorithms used in the agents.

The Demonstration
The demonstration starts with a short introduction of the architectural elements of the system. The technolo-

gies used in separate components are presented with a special emphasis on a possible real world application
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Figure 1: Hybrid network of planners

of the system. The on-line website: http://dealdemo.almende.com/ contains several predefined problem in-

stances. During the demonstration, we will choose some instances, and start simulations on the website. The

instances include a whole range of dynamic cases where containers arrive during execution of others. One

particular instance is which contains no trucks and containers. This allows us to start an ’empty’ simulation

and add trucks and containers by hand. The goal of the different runs is to present the various ways the

system can be applied in research and in industry.

Requirements
The demonstration can be performed on any computer that has a browser and connection to the Internet.

The authors can present the demo using their own laptop, then only and Internet connection is required. The

demonstration takes approximately 15-30 minutes.
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Abstract

Mobile agents require access to computing resources on heterogeneous systems across the Internet. This
demo illustrates how agents can negotiate terms and conditions of resource access with mediators repre-
senting virtual organizations of autonomous hosts (resource providers). Time-limited resource contracts
are the result: contracts between agents and mediators, and contracts between mediators and resource
providers. The negotiation protocol and language are based on the WS-Agreement Specification, and have
been implemented and tested within the AgentScape framework. The demonstration shows in detail how
this negotiation framework has been implemented for resource access on remote, distributed systems.

1 Introduction

One assumption behind the mobile agent paradigm in open, heterogeneous environments is that agents have
access to computing resources across the Internet. However, little thought has been given to its implementa-
tion. Not only do agents need access, they need to plan coordinated resource usage across multiple domains.
Recently, in service-oriented approaches negotiation of the conditions and quality of service of resource
access has become identified as an important capability. This demonstration focuses on negotiation of re-
source access for mobile agent applications deployed on Internet-scale, open distributed systems. Resources
required by agents can vary from CPU type and bandwidth, to the provision of specific services (databases,
web servers, etc.), and level of security required. Well-defined, open protocols and mechanisms are neces-
sary for agents to negotiate their resource requirements with heterogeneous resource/service providers.

Mobach [3] presents a negotiation infrastructure in which individual agents acquire time-limited con-
tracts for the resources/services they need, through negotiation with one or more mediators representing
multiple autonomous resource/service providers. The protocols with which agent applications, mediators,
and providers interact are based on the WS-Agreement Specification [1] with application dependent domain
ontologies for specific resources/services.

2 Negotiation Infrastructure

The overall goal and use of the negotiation infrastructure is to allow for the negotiation of terms of conditions
and quality of service of resource access by agents. The negotiation model includes exchange and acceptance
of agreement offers between different parties. The negotiation infrastructure has been designed to deal with
(i) large numbers of heterogeneous agents, and (ii) dynamic groups of heterogeneous resource providers
each with their own specific sets of requirements. Negotiation policies spanning multiple hosts, allowing
specification of resource access and usage policies over a set of resource providers (e.g., for load balancing
or virtual organization-wide policies) are also facilitated.

In our negotiation model, providers (P) are agents that provide resources (R) to consumer agents (C)
under specific usage and access policies (see Figure 1). Providers are aggregated into virtual domains.
Mediator agents (M), represent these aggregated providers in the negotiation process, negotiating with both
consumers and providers. Negotiation is two-layered: Consumers negotiate resource access with mediators,
and mediators, in turn, negotiate with groups of providers in virtual domains for the requested resources.
The results of negotiation are time-limited contracts specifying which resources may be accessed during the
time span of the contract, and under which conditions. Consumers can negotiate with multiple mediators.
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A mediator hides the individual resources from the consumer agents. The task of selecting one appro-
priate offer (based on the available resources at a specific point in time) has been delegated to the mediator.
Alternatively, a mediator could return a set of possible offers, letting a requesting consumer agent choose
the most appropriate. The model supports both options, but only the first will be demonstrated.

The negotiation protocol and language in our negotiation model are based upon the WS-Agreement Spec-
ification [1]. The specification defines an XML-based language for agreements between resource providers
and consumers, and a protocol for establishing these agreements. An agreement describes, amongst others,
the (levels of) service involved, the parties involved, and the duration. The specification of domain-specific
term languages is explicitly left open.

Figure 2 shows the interaction model between agent and mediator. This model extends the original
WS-Agreements protocol with two extra interactions: the request for templates at the start and the explicit
accept/reject interaction at the end. The initial request for templates allows for the initial exchange of infor-
mation between agents and a mediator (e.g., for authentication purposes). The final accept/reject interaction
allows agents to negotiate with multiple mediators simultaneously, and accept the best offer from the set of
offers received.

3 AgentScape Demonstration

The described negotiation architecture has been implemented in AgentScape [2], a framework for heteroge-
neous, mobile agents implemented in Java. Agents negotiate with locations for resources, such as CPU-time,
disk usage, and service access, before migrating to the location with which agreement has been reached.

The demonstration consists of two parts. The first part is a slideshow detailing all the steps involved
in the negotiation process ( 10 min). The second part shows an application of the resource negotiation
framework, demonstrating its flexibility ( 5 min). The context of this application is the energy domain,
implemented on AgentScape. Providers produce energy for consumers. Energy producers are grouped
into a virtual organization and each provider produces energy with a dynamically fluctuating capacity. The
mediator aggregates the energy from multiple providers and offers them to multiple consumers. The con-
sumers, each with different varying energy consumption, negotiate with the mediator which distributes the
requests among the available energy producers. Consumers periodically (re-)negotiate to purchase the re-
quired amount of energy for a given price. By changing the configuration parameters of the energy providers,
consumers, and the mediator, the effect of the energy allocation negotiation process can be seen.
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NavCon, Navigating the Conceptual Space
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Abstract

Navigation through huge conceptual structures is not a simple task. Their sheer size and complexity limit

the possibility to efficiently visualize the data and focus. NavCon is a tool based on notion of hyperlinks

and their established look and feel. It is easy to use, relatively fast, styleable, scalable and clearly shows

the current focus and possible navigation paths.

1 Introduction
In 1982, Wille[1] introduced a technique known as Formal Concept Analysis which has been widely adopted

in research areas that involve knowledge representation. Using this technique, it is possible to extract (for-

mal) concepts from a binary data set. One of the appealing aspects of FCA is that the retrieved concepts

form a mathematical structure called lattice, which is an ideal starting point for conceptual navigation.

Over the years, a lot of research has been done on efficient generation of concepts. Although FCA is an

interesting technique and proved to be useful in many applications, the resulting conceptual structures tend

to be very large for real world applications. While toy concept lattices containing 10 or 20 concepts can

be visualized easily, some applications generate more than 100.000 concepts. Obviously in these cases the

need for a good navigation tool is vital.

To accommodate researchers who successfully want to use FCA on large dataset we developed NavCon1.

2 NavCon
The use of NavCon (see figure 1) can be split up into two phases:

1. The calculation phase
In this phase (only needed to run once) NavCon calculates the concepts’ hierarchical structure and

generates HTML files that represent the lattice.

2. The navigation phase
Using NavCon’s internal browser (or any other browser) the output that was created in step 1 can be

used to navigate the concept lattice. A special CSS style file allows embedding of the output in tailor

made applications.

navigation

XML

TXT CSS

HTML

calculation

BrowserNavCon

Figure 1: Using NavCon

1NavCon is developed using open source software like Java, Eclipse, SWT, Log4j. To speed up the execution of NavCon, parts of

it are written in native C code using JNI.
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2.1 Under the hood
2.1.1 Reading concepts

Currently, NavCon is able to read the input concepts from a raw (TXT) data file and from a structured XML
input file. Both input formats have their advantages and disadvantages. If size matters, use the raw format.

In situations where generation and transformation is essential, the XML format is recommended.

  <concept>
    <object>mercurius</object>
    <object>venus</object>
    <attribute>near</attribute>
    <attribute>small</attribute>
    <attribute>no moon</attribute>
  </concept>
</concepts>

[mercurius, venus]:[near, small, no moon] <concepts>

Figure 2: Sample TXT and XML input

2.1.2 Reduction engine

A concept lattice is a partial ordered set. Let ⊆ be the order. Assume the concepts c1 and c3 are related,

for example c1 ⊆ c3. For navigational purposes we are only interested in direct connected concepts. This

means if there is another concept c2 with c1 ⊆ c2 and c2 ⊆ c3, we are not interested in navigating from c1

to c3. To find only meaningful navigation steps, NavCon calculates the transitive reduct of ⊆. Similarly the

transitive reduct of the inverse relation ⊇ provides the necessary information for downward navigation.

2.1.3 Writing the output

After extracting the hierarchical structure from the concepts, NavCon will translate the information into a

set of HTML files. Using HTML as output markup language has several advantages:

• No special software needed to view the result: any ordinary browser will do.

• Fast lookups: just one HTML file loaded at a time with a very small footprint.

• Navigational abilities through hyperlinks, bookmarks (favorites) for interesting places, back and for-

ward semantics using the browser’s buttons.

• Styleabality and seamless integration in other applications through CSS.

• Scalability: linear in the number of concepts.

3 Application
To demonstrate its power NavCon will be used during the 20-30 minutes demonstration on two different

collections:

1. The search data from the AOL scandal: we will show that conceptual navigation can be used to

pinpoint specific groups of users, demonstrating the danger of releasing ’supposedly anonymized’

data.

2. A client/music database: navigating through the generated structure reveals conceptual music taste

(groups of individuals with the same musical preferences). This method may be used by webstores to

generate buying tips for their customers.
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Abstract

Standardization in the field of the Business Rules Approach requires a new type of software tool that

supports the use of natural language for input, yet internally uses a model that is consistent with formal

logics such as First Order Predicate Logic, allowing formal output to be used in automated systems. SBVR

is a new OMG standard that supports the use of natural language and a formal model, and RuleXpress is

a new software tool we present that supports this standard.

1 Business Rules Standardization
The Business Rules Approach (BRA) is a knowledge representation method to state business logic in a

declarative fashion. Although there have been several ‘best practices’ for the BRA, the need for a standard

metamodel for rules to support rule interchange came as the field grew [1]. Consequently, the standards

consortium OMG put out a Request For Proposal for a standard to model business rules.

There were some key features required of the standard. A first requirement was the possibility to specify

Business Rules in natural language. Second, the underlying meaning of the Business Rules needed to

be mappable to formal logics such as First Order Predicate Logic. Finally it needed to be Computation

Independent: the standard needs to fit within the OMG’s Model Driven Architecture (MDA).

The Semantics of Business Vocabulary and Business Rules (SBVR) is the standard that came out of

this RFP [2], and is now in the OMG’s finalization stage. It is a unique standard as it is the first standard

to combine concepts from computational linguistics, conceptual modelling, and predicate logic. The inter-

disciplinairy tone of the standard requires new software tools to support it. An example rule expression in

SBVR would be ”A rental must have at most three additional drivers.”. In this expression underlined word

phrases indicate concepts defined in the SBVR vocabulary. The meaning of the other word phrases as given

by SBVR (such as ’at most’) can be used to map the expression to a statement in formal logics.

The SBVR standard is in several ways strongly related to the semantic web approach. For an overview

of the relation between the BRA and the semantic web we refer the reader to [5].

2 Software Tools for SBVR

2.1 User Groups
The new SBVR standard recognizes the fact that technical systems require formal specifications of the logic

by which their processes run. It also recognizes the fact that owners of this logic typically don’t have the

knowledge to state this logic in a formal way. RuleXpress helps owners of business logic (i.e. business

experts) to capture and manage declarative knowledge about processes in natural language, and helps them

improve this knowledge so that it may be used in technical systems.

RuleXpress is used by several multinationals that deal with a large amount of internal- and government

regulations. Within these organizations typical users of RuleXpress are non-technical (i.e. no computer

programmers).
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2.2 System
The most important features of RuleXpress can be split according to Input, Use and Output. Input in RuleX-

press can be done through importing from a Microsoft Excel file, or via knowledge elicitation techniques to

capture business logic from experts. Then RuleXpress allows users to manage terminology, facts, rules, rule

sets and decision tables using natural language expressions. Finally, RuleXpress can output a vocabulary,

fact model and ruleset in human-readable reports (HTML or PDF), or machine processable XML.

RuleXpress is different from other tools for modelling and knowledge management as it tries to avoid

putting constraints on the way users define their vocabulary and rules. For example a rule statement in

RuleXpress is any natural language expression the user enters. To help the user structure the expressions

used for the vocabulary and rules, RuleXpress analyzes potential quality problems in the natural language

expressions and explains how the user might improve these expressions.

Note also that RuleXpress is different from Business Rules Engines (BREs) as the tool doesn’t aim

to execute the rules. However, output of RuleXpress may very well be used as specifications for a BRE

implementation.

A demonstration of the system will take about 15 to 30 minutes.

2.3 Development of RuleXpress
RuleXpress is developed by RuleArts, a joint venture of the Dutch company LibRT1 and the US company

Business Rules Solutions. RuleXpress is a Microsoft Windows .NET application, and will run on any pc

with Windows 2000 or Windows XP with the .NET framework installed.

RuleXpress is usually installed on a server, and each user has a client installation on his or her pc. The

vocabulary and rules are kept in a master repository in a database on the server, and each user checks out his

or her own copy of the repository to a private database. These change management features support multiple

users working on the same vocabulary and rules at the same time. At regular intervals a change manager

will receive all changes from users. RuleXpress analyzes the changes and allows the change manager to

solve any conflicts. After all changes are applied to the master repository, users will receive a new copy of

this repository. RuleXpress currently supports Oracle, Microsoft SQL, and Microsoft Access databases.

3 Final Thoughts
After a business has captured and effectively manages its Business Rules in RuleXpress, the formalized

logic behind these Business Rules may be used in automated systems. We encourage initiatives that will

use the formalized logic, like automated systems such as Business Rules Engines that make Business Rules

executable, and semantic web services that query and use the semantic data underlying the Business Rules.
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Abstract

The demonstration described in this document demonstrates it is possible to do robust real-time speaker
detection using audio and video data on a single laptop computer.

1 Introduction

Automated speaker detection is the problem of detecting the
speaking persons in a group of people at any particular time. Ro-
bustly solving this problem is useful in areas such as automated
video analysis and human-machine interaction. For the detection
we use a multimodal approach which learns the combined voice
and appearance model of each person using a Dynamic Bayesian
Network by correlating the audio and video data.
We demonstrate our speaker detection solution on the iCat robot
platform (Figure 1) where the iCat looks at the person currently
speaking to it. The iCat robot is developed by Philips Research
[5] for research in human-machine interaction. It is equipped
with a microphone and a camera mounted on its head which pans
and tilts. The iCat can make many different facial expressions
using thirteen servos to manipulate its face and body. Figure 1: iCat in between two laptops

2 Purpose, User Groups and Projects

The purpose of the demonstration is to show it is possible to do online robust speaker detection on a dedicated
standard laptop computer. We distinguish between offline and online speaker detection. With offline speaker
detection all the data is available before the actual detection process to learn the model parameters. In
contrast, with online detection the parameters need to be learned on the fly and the detection is done in real
time, making this more difficult.

Speaker detection can be used in a variety of applications. Some examples are automated systems for
making minutes of meeting or for video analysis where the system records who says what. More challenging
are online systems such as an augmented video conferencing application where the speaker is automatically
highlighted, or an automated ticket counter where people can buy tickets using a natural dialog.

Besides knowing who speaks the speaker detection can also benefit the speech recognition, especially
in noisy environments and if there is more than one person speaking. Firstly, the recognition needs only
be running when a person is indicated to speak which prevents processing background noise as speech.
Secondly, because it is known who is speaking at what time, more accurate voice models can be learned.
Thirdly, it is known at what time to use which person’s voice model for recognition.
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3 Technology

The technology background of this demo is based on ongoing research in the Intelligent Systems Laboratory
Amsterdam on multi-modal speaker diarization. In this work, [3], [2], [4], information coming from the
audio and video modality are fused using correlations in the joint-audiovisual space. This fusion is achieved
under a probabilistic framework in the form of a dynamic Bayesian network. More information can be found
in the full paper [1] submitted along with this demo.

4 Developers and Implementation

The speaker detection system described here is developed by the ISLA group of the University of Ams-
terdam. More specifically, Athanasios Noulas developed the speaker detection software and Bas Terwijn
performed the integration with the iCat robot.

For controlling the iCat we use the OPPR2.0 library developed by Philips Research and for face detection
we use the OpenCV1.0 face detector originally developed by Viola Jones.

5 Requirements and Duration

The speaker detection will run on a laptop with two 2.33Ghz processors and 2GB of RAM. The iCat has no
onboard processing capabilities and is controlled by a separate laptop with 3Ghz processor and 512MB of
RAM.

For our demonstration we require one table and three 230 Volt power outlets. Our demontration is
expected to take ten minutes excluding time for questions.
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Abstract

This demonstration paper describes version 4.1 of the ProM process mining tool. Process mining tech-
niques attempt to extract non-trivial and useful process information from so-called “event logs”. ProM
allows for the discovery of different process perspectives (e.g., control-flow, time, resources, and data) and
supports related techniques such as control-flow mining, performance analysis, resource analysis, confor-
mance checking, verification, etc. This makes ProM a practical and versatile tool for process analysis and
discovering.

Within organizations there has been a shift from data orientation to process orientation. By process we
mean the way an organization arranges there work and recourses, for instance the order in which tasks are
performed and which group of people are allowed to perform specific tasks. Sometimes, organizations have
very explicit process descriptions of the way the work is organized and this description is supported by a
process aware information system like, for instance, a workflow management system (WFM). But even if
there are explicit descriptions of the way the work should be done, the practical way of working can differ
considerably from the prescribed way of working. Other times, there is no, or only a very immature process
description available. However, in many situations it is possible to gather information about the processes
as they take place. For instance, in many hospitals, information about the different treatments of a patient
are registered (date, time, treatment, medical staff) for, reasons like financial administration. This kind of
information in combination with appropriate mining techniques can also be used to get more insight in the
health care process. We use the term process mining for the method of distilling process knowledge from a
set of real executions.

Figure 1 shows a fragment of the log in MXML format, the format used by ProM. Event logs are used
as the starting point for mining. We distinguish three different mining perspectives: (1) the process perspec-
tive, (2) the organizational perspective and (3) the case perspective. The process perspective focuses on the
control-flow, i.e., the ordering of activities. The goal of mining this perspective is to find a good character-
ization of all possible paths, expressed in terms of, for instance, a Petri net. The organizational perspective
focuses on the originator field, i.e., which performers are involved in performing the activities and how
they are related. The goal is to either structure the organization by classifying people in terms of roles and
organizational units or to show relations between individual performers. The case perspective focuses on
properties of cases. Cases can be characterized by their path in the process or by the originators working
on a case. However, cases can also be characterized by the values of the corresponding data elements. For
example, in the phone repair log it may be interesting to know the differences in throughput times between
different telephone types.

To address the three perspectives and the logical and performance issues a set of plug-ins has been
developed for the ProM framework [2]. ProM is open source and uses a plug-able architecture, e.g., people
can add new process mining techniques by adding plug-ins without spending any efforts on the loading and
filtering of event logs and the visualization of the resulting models. An example is the plug-in implementing
the α-algorithm [1], i.e., a technique to automatically derive Petri nets from event logs. ProM version 4.1
provides six different types of plug-ins, in total 142 plug-ins are available. ProM is open source and can be
downloaded from www.processmining.org. For more details about the ProMframework, its plug-ins,
and the common XML-format, we refer to the same URL.
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ArtificialStartTask
(complete)

1400

Bregistration
(complete)

549

0.998
549

NLregistration
(complete)

851

0.999
851

Banalyse
(complete)

549

0.998
549

Brepair
(start)
773

0.998
549

Brepair
(complete)

773

0.999
773

Btest
(complete)

773

0.999
773

BrestartRepair
(complete)

224

0.996
224

BstopR
(complete)

549

0.998
549

0.996
224

return_phone
(complete)

1225

0.998
503

new_phone
(complete)

175

0.979
46

ArtificialEndTask
(complete)

1400

0.999
1225

NLanalyse
(complete)

851

0.999
851

NLrepair
(start)
1437

0.999
851

NLrepair
(complete)

1437

0.999
1437

NLtest
(complete)

1437

0.999
1437

NLrestartRepair
(complete)

586

0.998
586

NLstopR
(complete)

851

0.999
851

0.998
586

0.999
722

0.992
129

0.994
175

</ProcessInstance>
<ProcessInstance id="266" description="">

<AuditTrailEntry>
<Data>
<Attribute name = "phoneT">T1</Attribute>
<Attribute name = "countryT">B </Attribute>
</Data>
<WorkflowModelElement>Bregistration

</WorkflowModelElement>
<EventType >complete</EventType>
<Timestamp>2006-01-02T08:01:00</Timestamp>
<Originator>BLadmin</Originator>
</AuditTrailEntry>
<AuditTrailEntry>
<WorkflowModelElement>Banalyse

</WorkflowModelElement>
<EventType >complete</EventType>
<Timestamp>2006-01-02T08:03:00</Timestamp>
<Originator>BT3</Originator>
</AuditTrailEntry>
<AuditTrailEntry>
<Data><Attribute name = "repn">0 </Attribute>
<Attribute name = "err">8 </Attribute>
</Data><WorkflowModelElement>Brepair

</WorkflowModelElement>
<EventType >start</EventType>
<Timestamp>2006-01-02T10:04:00</Timestamp>
<Originator>Ties</Originator>
</AuditTrailEntry>

Figure 1: Fragment of an event log in MXML-format from a telephone repair process and the mined control-
flow model.
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